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Preface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I have long felt the need for a handy summary of features for each of 
the Septuagint books, for easy consultation by both Septuagint experts 
and biblical scholars or students more generally. I did not realize the 
immensity of the task of producing one, however. While the eld of 
Septuagint is now more popular than ever, there are still few experts for 
many of the books of the Septuagint. The diversity of approaches in the 

eld and the questions pertaining to the translations are re ected in this 
volume, although some areas are better covered in the scholarship than 
others. This Companion serves as much as a guide to our present stage of 
knowledge as an indicator of areas still poorly covered. It has required 
contributors to gather original evidence for some sections or else to 
indicate the limitations of what has been covered so far. The intention 
has been to be representative of the eld and to include as contributors 
those connected with all the main schools or geographic areas of Septua-
gint studies. As far as possible, the aim has also been to involve the 
younger generation of scholars to comment on the established positions 
and indicate future paths of investigation. 
 The idea for the Companion began in discussion with Georgina 
Brindley, formerly of T&T Clark, and has been subsequently overseen 
enthusiastically by Dominic Mattos and Miriam Cantwell. Duncan Burns 
has proven to be a careful and untiring copy-editor. I am grateful to the 
many contributors who have made suggestions along the way and who 
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have been patient with the editing. The Faculty of Divinity has been a 
home for my research, and I continually draw from the inspiration of 
colleagues there. The Fund Managers of the Faculty of Divinity provided 
a grant for editorial assistance, and I am grateful to Greg Lanier for his 
attentive eye and his advice on many aspects of the work. 
 

JKA 
Cambridge 

January, 2014 
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Antiochene 
A revision of the Septuagint that takes its name from Lucian of Antioch (also known 
as the Lucianic) in the late third century C.E., but it is now recognized that the 
translation tradition goes back much earlier. The preference is to call it Antiochene 
rather than Lucianic to indicate that it is not to be attributed to one person alone. 
 
Aquila 
The name of one of the most important Jewish ‘revisers’ of the Septuagint. In the 
early second century C.E. he undertook a new translation of the Hebrew Bible, 
adhering as closely as possible to the Hebrew text in lexical consistency, syntax and 
word order. His method is now seen as a development of earlier attempts (such as 
kaige) to render the Hebrew precisely. 
 
Aristeas, Letter of 
Dated to the late second century B.C.E., the Letter of Aristeas contains the earliest 
account of the translation of the Septuagint. Scholars debate how far it presents 
reliable information, especially when its purpose appears to be to bolster the identity 
of the Jews in Egypt in the period. 
 
Codex 
The codex is similar to the modern book, consisting of a series of sheets folded over, 
usually into quires, that were bound for the pages to be turned. It is to be contrasted 
with the scroll, which was a series of leafs bound in a row to be unrolled. The major 
codices from the fourth century onwards preserve complete versions of the 
Septuagint and serve as important witnesses to the text. 
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Hapax Legomenon (pl. -a) 
A word that appears once in a source or once in the language as a whole is known as 
a hapax legomenon (Greek ‘once said’). 
 
Hexapla 
Origen in the third century produced his Hexapla (comprised of six columns), laying 
out in columns the biblical Hebrew text, the Hebrew transliterated into Greek 
characters, the Jewish translation of Aquila, that of Symmachus, the Septuagint, and 
the version of Theodotion. After Origen, versions of the Septuagint circulated that 
incorporated his revisions of the Greek text, producing ‘Hexaplaric’ versions of the 
books. 
 
Kaige 
An early revision or new translation of the Septuagint can be seen in manuscripts 
that are classed as kaige, the earliest being the Minor Prophets Scroll from Na al 

ever of the rst century B.C.E. Though kaige should be seen more as a tendency 
than a consistent approach, it is typi ed by close adherence to the Hebrew word 
order and by choosing standard for equivalents for Hebrew words. 
 
Koine 
The Greek language from the Hellenistic and Roman period is classi ed as Koine. 
The term does not denote the register or style of the language, but is a general term 
for post-classical Greek in all its forms. 
 
Lucianic 
See Antiochene. 
 
Old Greek (OG) 
The term used by scholars to designate the oldest layer of the translation 
recoverable. As the Septuagint can be comprised of layers of tradition and can 
include more than one translation for any one book, the Old Greek is seen as the 
earliest layer in opposition to later additions or revisions. 
 
Old Latin (Vetus Latina) 
The earliest Latin tradition translated from the Greek in the second century C.E. It is 
therefore older than Jerome’s Vulgate and comprises a series of translations into 
Latin, each a witness to an early Greek text that stands behind the translation. 
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Peshitta 
The translation of the Bible into Syriac, which was largely based on a Hebrew text 
but also includes readings translated from Greek. 
 
Proto-Masoretic 
As the complete Hebrew Bible known to us is the Masoretic Bible of the middle 
ages, early partial manuscripts that have survived, such as Qumran, are divided into 
those that are the basis of this later version (proto-Masoretic) and those that have a 
divergent text.  
 
Recension 
In distinction from a revision, a recension is a new translation of work rather than 
one based on an earlier version. 
 
Revision 
In distinction from a recension, a revision is a modi cation of a translation already 
existing. 
 
Semitism 
A Semitism is a feature in Greek that does not conform to normal Greek idiom and 
seems to have been in uenced by a Semitic language. These can arise from 
translation or from the bilingualism of an author. It is not always possible to tell 
whether such in uence, in semantics, syntax or morphology, arises from Hebrew or 
Aramaic. 
 
Source Language/Text 
In translation theory the source language or source text denotes the original text that 
a translation is based upon. See Target Language/Text. 
 
Symmachus 
A second-century C.E. reviser of the Septuagint who aimed to produce a translation 
in elegant Greek with some degree of interpretation. His translation was included by 
Origen in his Hexapla. 
 
Syro-Hexapla 
A translation into Syriac of Origen’s revised text of the Septuagint. It preserves for 
us Origen’s text including many of his markings to indicate where the Hebrew and 
Greek differed. 
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Target Language/Text 
In translation theory the target language or target text denotes the nal product of a 
translation, namely the language into which a translation is made or the text that is 
produced as a result. 
 
Targum 
The designation for the Aramaic translations of the Hebrew Bible. 
 
Theodotion 
One of the three translators from the second century C.E. included in Origen’s 
Hexapla. He seems to have been the culmination of a translation tradition going 
back to the kaige. 
 
The Three 
A collective term referring to the three Greek translators or revisers of the second 
century C.E., Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion. 
 
Translation Technique 
A term used by scholars to designate the particular translation features characteristic 
of any one translator. These include the degree of consistency in translation choices, 
of adherence to word order, and of equivalence between elements in the source 
language and the target language. 
 
Vorlage 
A designation of the source text which was used as the basis of a translation. Often 
we do not have the actual text, but the Vorlage can be hypothetically reconstructed 
from the translation. 
 
Vulgate 
The translation of the Bible, including the New Testament and most of the 
Apocrypha, made by Jerome (ca.  347–420 C.E.). 
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Introduction 
 
 

 
 
 
 
I. What Is the Septuagint? 
 
A Companion on the Septuagint should be clear on its subject matter, the 
Septuagint. The de nition is not as easy, however, as it might seem. On a 
super cial level the Septuagint is everything gathered in the most access- 
ible one-volume edition by Rahlfs-Hanhart, the Septuaginta. Indeed, this 
Companion takes as its range all those books contained within that 
volume. These are Jewish translations of the canonical Hebrew Bible 
along with other works, conventionally called apocryphal or deutero-
canonical, that are either translations or original Greek compositions. In 
early codices of the Bible these books were included alongside the New 
Testament and sometimes other works, but never with absolute con-
sistency. There is therefore no one Septuagint, since in antiquity, as well 
as in different churches today, books such as 3 and 4 Maccabees or 
Psalms of Solomon are sometimes included, sometimes not. 
 The name Septuagint (Latin ‘seventy’, conventionally abbreviated to 
LXX) derives from the legend of seventy-two translators, six from each of 
the twelve tribes of Israel, called upon to translate the Pentateuch into 
Greek. The number seventy-two was later abbreviated to seventy 
(Josephus, Ant. 12.57). The legend, rst recorded in the Letter of Aristeas 
(second century B.C.E.) and expanded upon by writers throughout history 
(Wasserstein and Wasserstein, Legend), has been questioned as his-
torically reliable but has left us the heritage of the name. In this legend 
the number seventy-two applied only to the translators of the rst ve 
books of Moses, the Pentateuch—this was the Septuagint proper. The 
term is now loosely applied to all the books translated from Hebrew and 
the deutero-canonical books, although it is not a category of antiquity 
(see Williams, ‘Bible’, pp. 173–78). 
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 A further problem is that there is no one Septuagint, not only in terms 
of the books included, but in terms of the text itself. As explained below 
(§ V. Text and Manuscripts), there is more than one translation into 
Greek for many biblical books and different versions exist in the 
manuscript tradition. Therefore scholars tend to distinguish the Old 
Greek (OG) from the LXX to indicate the rst translation made from 
Hebrew, as far as it can be reconstructed from the evidence. The LXX is 
then a general designation for the Greek tradition of the Bible. In this 
Companion, LXX will be used for consistency to refer to the speci c LXX 
books, reserving OG only for those cases where a clear distinction needs 
to be made between the earliest layer and later forms of the text. 
 
 
II. Why Study the Septuagint? 
 
As an object of study the Septuagint sheds light on a range of issues. It 
importantly is a witness to an early stage of the text of the Bible from 
which we can reconstruct the Hebrew version lying behind it (Tov, Text-
Critical). Its text-critical value is now supported by the discovery of 
Hebrew manuscripts among the Dead Sea Scrolls that re ect in some 
cases a text similar to the one translated. At the same time, the translators 
made subtle modi cations to the meaning of the text or chose subtle 
interpretations. It is therefore a witness to early biblical exegesis and the 
ideology of the early Jewish translators. Individual translations were also 
the texts used by Greek-speaking Jews and early Christians (sometimes 
misleadingly called ‘the rst Bible of the Church’), and continued in 
church history as the foundations behind many bibles up to the modern 
era (see Hengel, Christian; Law, When God Spoke Greek). From a schol-
arly perspective it is also an important Greek document in its own right. 
It is the largest extant piece of Ptolemaic Greek, and one of the rst 
works of Hellenistic Judaism (Rajak, Translation). For linguistic evi-
dence it is a work of sub-literary Greek, providing a lexical resource for 
lesser-known Koine words (Aitken, No Stone). And for translation 
studies it is (possibly) the largest work of translation literature from 
antiquity, offering valuable insight for translation studies on both bilin-
gual interference and translation technique. The Septuagint, in short, is a 
work that can now be seen as having relevance for numerous areas of the 
study of antiquity. 
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III. Origins and Location 
 
There is little evidence for the origins of the Septuagint other than the 
contents and nature of the translations themselves. Scholars have sought 
to go beyond the legends of priestly translators sponsored by Ptolemy 
(from Aristeas) to determine what we may of the context and purpose, 
even though Jews in the early years of Ptolemaic rule are poorly attested 
in the sources. The translation style in the standard Greek of the 
Hellenistic period already indicates that the translation was unlikely to 
have been produced at the highest literary level for a king (Wright, 
‘Letter of Aristeas’). The rst books to be translated were certainly the 

rst ve books of Moses, the Pentateuch. They re ect some differences 
in translation technique, suggesting different translators for each book, 
but they also show a degree of homogeneity, implying they were all 
translated within a similar time and place. Consistent translation choices 
and similar translation techniques indicate the same approach to trans-
lation and might also imply that there was already an oral tradition of 
translation in which word choices had already been decided (Aejmelaeus, 
‘Oral’). The in uence on the translation from spoken Aramaic, the 
language used in Egypt in the Persian period, also suggests both an oral 
context in which word equivalents were already used (such as pascha’ 
for Passover; sabbata’ for Sabbath) and a setting within Egypt. Egyptian 
loan-words in Greek are very few (  ‘reed-grass’,  ‘casket’, and 

, an Egyptian measurement; see Thackeray, Grammar, pp. 28, 34; 
Joosten, ‘Aramaic’), but combined with other Egyptian features (such as 
the Egyptian ibis, Lev. 11.17; Deut. 14.16) con rm this as the setting. 
Most presume it must have been Alexandria where scholarly activity 
took place, but writing and translation were fundamental to the running 
of the Egyptian economy and were therefore to be found in every town 
and village in Egypt. Jews likewise from early on are attested in papyri 
and inscriptions throughout Egypt. The type of Greek (Lee, Lexical 
Study, pp. 139–44; Evans, Verbal Syntax, pp. 263–64) and early citations 
of the translation indicate that the time the Pentateuch was completed is 
almost certainly the third century B.C.E. 
 The reasons for this rst translation are similarly clouded in uncer-
tainty. Suggestions have included the need for a liturgy in Greek or for 
the Jewish law to be intelligible to the Ptolemaic judges. No certainty can 
be given, but it is likely that the new generation of Jews born in Egypt 
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would have learnt Greek as the lingua franca and not have been as at 
home in Hebrew. The importance of Greek as a status symbol and means 
of social advancement in Egypt should not be underestimated either. The 
translators themselves had familiarity with the traditional interpretation 
of the Hebrew Bible (Van der Kooij, Oracle, pp. 112–23) but also seem 
to have been at home in the language of administration round about 
them. They use technical nancial and legal terms, have familiarity with 
military terms too (Joosten, ‘Le milieu’), and continually re ect the 
world of Egypt with its agriculture and landscape. 
 
 
IV. Translations after the Pentateuch 
 
While there is some con dence in the dating and setting of the trans-
lation of the Pentateuch, little can be inferred regarding the rest of the 
books in the LXX. The translator of Sirach includes a preface that 
indicates he came from Jerusalem (presumably) to Egypt at the end of 
the second century (132 or 117 B.C.E.), and the translation of Esther has 
an epilogue, though its content is ambiguous. Otherwise we must once 
more work with the evidence internal to the translations. Two key 
indicators are used in the argument. First, potential ideological traces that 
could suggest a Judean provenance are used to place certain translations 
there rather than Egypt (such as Psalms, Isaiah, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes). 
These can only be tentative and the proximity of Judea to Egypt and 
movement between the two places (cf. Sirach translator) raise questions 
over whether any such traces need imply the speci c location. Second, a 
chronology can be established of translation styles that can be used to 
determine relative dating. Some translations seem to presuppose others 
(see Minor Prophets) and certain speci c techniques were introduced at a 
certain point. Thus, those in the kaige translation tradition (see below) 
are to be dated from the end of the rst century B.C.E. or later. In sum, 
while the preface to Sirach implies many translations existed by the late 
second century B.C.E., others were not completed until as late as the rst 
century C.E. (Canticles, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations; BGS, p. 97). Not just 
canonical works either but important texts of Second Temple Judaism 
were also being translated (Enoch; Jubilees; see Stone, Ancient). Debate 
continues on the time and place of all these translations and no one 
model should be imputed for each (Tov, ‘Re ections’). 
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V. Text and Manuscripts 
 
As soon as a translation was complete, variants would have been 
introduced by copyists. We see this in the very earliest of the manuscript 
witnesses for the LXX. This is the same with any ancient work, but with 
the LXX the picture is complicated by the production of new editions 
already in antiquity. There was not one Septuagint, therefore, but a 
number of versions that have left their mark on our text and manuscripts. 
This had been observed in notable differences in translation style even 
within the same books (Thackeray, ‘Greek Translators’), but was con-

rmed by subsequent manuscript discoveries of different versions of 
translated books. Most important in this regard was the discovery of the 
scroll of the Minor Prophets in Na al ever in the Judean wilderness. 
Dated to the end of the rst century B.C.E., this scroll contains a different 
version of the Minor Prophets from the one known in the LXX. It is either 
a ‘revision’ of the LXX version or a new translation of the Hebrew 
(known as a ‘recension’ as opposed to a ‘revision’). This version follows 
the Hebrew text more closely in word order and in the consistency of its 
renderings of Hebrew words, and thus typi es a style of translation that 
adheres to the Hebrew more closely than the original LXX translators did. 
Barthélemy (Les devanciers) termed this translation style kaige, owing to 
its distinctive rendering of the two Hebrew elements of  ‘and also’ as 
two equivalent elements in Greek,   (kaige). Although Barthélemy’s 
view that this close representation of the Hebrew was a proto-rabbinic 
mode of interpretation is now disputed, he successfully showed that it 
laid the foundations for later translations, especially by the second-
century C.E. translators Aquila and Theodotion, who produced their own 
translations of the Hebrew Bible. It is now recognised that the kaige 
tradition was not uniform but a developing mode of translation, since any 
two books displaying kaige features never share all the same charac-
teristics. 
 The ongoing revision and new translations of the Bible have resulted 
in one of the most complex aspects of Septuagint study—the manuscript 
evidence. The chapters on individual books will explain in detail the 
complexities with each, but the reader may be helped by a simpli ed 
overview. First, within the oldest translation layer that we can recover, 
called by many the Old Greek (OG), there are already parts where newer 
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versions have replaced sections that have fallen out. This was clearly 
seen in Exodus and in the books of Kingdoms long before the actual 
evidence of the Na al ever scroll came to light (Thackeray, ‘Greek 
Translators’). It is observable in the different styles within one transla-
tion where sections were missing in a manuscript and a scribe supple-
mented it by another version. Second, in some cases the OG was entirely 
replaced by a new version (such as the ‘Theodotion’ version of Daniel), 
the OG only being identi ed more recently in some manuscripts. Third, 
similar to Daniel, some books are preserved in more than one version 
(such as Esther or Judges) that have existed side by side. 
 In addition to these distinct strands in particular books, the manu-
scripts for all books need to be analysed and sorted as to whether they 
contain the earliest layer, the Old Greek, or a revision, so that the 
evidence can be evaluated properly. Various revisions and new transla-
tions continued into late antiquity. The second-century translator, Aquila, 
Symmachus and Theodotion all produced new versions, and one is 
attributed to Lucian (known more accurately as the Antiochene version). 
Origen recorded in his Hexapla the text of the LXX known in his time 
(early third century), along with the readings of the second-century 
translators. This careful textual work had the unfortunate consequence 
that many readings from these later witnesses were added by scribes to 
manuscripts, with the result that the original OG is now contaminated in 
our witnesses by the Hexaplaric evidence. A major task, then, in LXX 
study is to separate in the manuscript traditions the pre-Hexaplaric data 
from the Hexaplaric. Those modern editions that present the full evi-
dence from the manuscripts assist in this task. 
 
 
VI. Editions of the Septuagint 
 
There are a number of editions available for the whole Septuagint, but 
the most readily available is the one volume edition of Rahlfs (corrected 
by Hanhart, 2006). The majority of electronic editions are based upon 
Rahlfs’, although it is not the most reliable. Rahlf-Hanhart is a partially 
critical edition, incorporating Rahlfs’ judgement on preferred readings, at 
times prioritising some traditions that not all would agree as the best 
evidence. The original edition was based primarily on Vaticanus, with 
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corrections from Alexandrinus and Sinaiticus. The recent revision by 
Hanhart makes reference to some other major witnesses in the apparatus, 
since Rahlfs’ edition had previously been limited to the main uncials and 
manuscript families. 
 Before Rahlfs, early editions of the LXX were based on just one or two 
MSS (for example, Walton’s Polyglot of 1657). These are known as 
diplomatic editions, choosing one witness as a base text and providing 
in the apparatus readings, if at all, from other witnesses. The rst 
major collation of manuscripts, by Holmes and Parsons, was completed 
in 1827. This paved the way for the signi cant diplomatic edition of 
Brooke, Mclean and Thackeray, known as the ‘Larger Cambridge 
Septuagint’ (1906–40; incomplete). As its predecessors the Cambridge 
Septuagint uses Vaticanus, but with a full main apparatus covering all 
the Greek textual evidence from manuscripts and the daughter versions 
(the translations from Greek into Latin, Coptic, Ethiopic, etc.). A second 
apparatus in included containing marginal readings from the later Jewish 
revisions of Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion preserved in the 
Hexapla and by patristic writers. This served as the basis for the smaller 
diplomatic edition by Swete (Cambridge, 1887–94). 
 The best critical editions are the volumes of the Göttingen Septuagint 
(produced by the Septuaginta-Unternehmen research centre in Göttin-
gen), which contain an editor’s restoration of the best readings and a full 
apparatus of manuscript evidence. In similar manner to the Cambridge 
Septuagint, it contains two apparatuses, one with the Greek witnesses to 
the text and the second with the Hexaplaric readings. These are the 
editions that should be used for research as they present the fullest 
picture of the manuscript evidence. Where volumes are not yet available 
for particular books, the Cambridge Septuagint provides an alternative. 
 
 
VII. Translations 
 
There are now a number of modern translations of the Septuagint. The 

rst in English was by Charles Thomson (1808), but the one that gained 
currency and has been published up to the present day is that of Brenton 
(1844). His translation was largely based on Vaticanus, and, although 
useful, was deeply in uenced by the Authorized Version and was 
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produced before advances in our understanding of LXX Greek. More 
recent English versions include The Orthodox Study Bible and an elegant 
rendering by King (The Bible). In production too is the Septuagint 
Commentary Series, published by Brill, which consists of facing pages 
of Greek text and English translation, followed by a commentary on the 
text. The one translation that has considered in detail the scholarly 
problems of translating a translation, and based as far as possible on the 
best editions (Göttingen where available), is NETS (see Pietersma, 
‘New’). It follows the style of the NRSV, where the Greek corresponds to 
the Hebrew, and includes helpful introductory notes to each book. An 
accompanying commentary is also in production. 
 Other European translations have also recently been produced. The 
German two-volume Septuaginta Deutsch (LXX.D) is accompanied by a 
commentary in separate volumes. An Italian translation of the Penta-
teuch, La Bibbia dei Settanta, was translated by Mortari (1999). A 
Spanish version, La Biblia Griega, is currently underway, under the 
editorship of Fernández Marcos and colleagues. Finally, in the individual 
commentary volumes of the French series La Bible d’Alexandrie (1989–) 
translations are provided, aiming at the sense of the Greek for an ancient 
reader. A one-volume edition of the Pentateuch combining the transla-
tions for those books was subsequently published (ed. Dogniez and Harl, 
2001). Translation projects in other languages are also in progress or 
planned, including a translation into Japanese by Gohei Hata. All these 
translations are facilitating research into the LXX, and opening problems 
and questions of their own. 
 
 
VIII. Current Scholarship 
 
The eld of Septuagint study is more active and varied than ever before. 
It is not possible to cover all the areas, but we can indicate some lines of 
current research. Translation theory has taken on a new prominence in 
recent years, and in the chapters of this book some in uence from 
translation theory will be felt (see especially Pietersma, ‘New Paradigm’; 
Boyd-Taylor, Reading). It is an important tool for determining the extent 
of interpretation in the translations (Wagner, Reading). Much more has 
still to be done in this area. Fundamental questions continue to occupy 
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the discipline too. Text criticism and the continuing publication of 
Göttingen volumes remains important, and the role of the Hexapla is an 
area of active research. The nature of the Greek of the Septuagint is an 
area of debate, and despite advances made in the past century, much still 
remains (Lee, ‘A Lexical Study’). The type of language feeds into debates 
on the origins of the Septuagint and the social background of the 
translators (e.g., Joosten, ‘Le milieu’). 
 As in all areas of biblical studies, reception history informs our under-
standing, even though the reception of the Septuagint is still a neglected 
area. It does, nevertheless, have important consequences for our appreci-
ation of the nature of the LXX itself. In particular, attention has shifted 
from the Christian reception (Hengel, Christian) and use in the New 
Testament to the lesser-known Jewish reception (Rajak, Translation) and 
even the continuing Jewish use of Greek Bible versions (de Lange et al., 
Jewish Reception; Law and Salvesen, Greek Scripture). This could 
radically change our perception of Jewish–Christian relations and of the 
parting of the ways. An older model of Jewish rejection of the Septuagint 
does not t the evidence available. It can be seen, therefore, that an 
understanding of the issues in the Septuagint can inform many areas of 
the study of antiquity. This Companion provides a rst step for those 
wishing to know about each book within the Septuagint. It is hoped it 
will not be their last step into the eld. 
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Genesis 
 
 

Mark W. Scarlata  
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. I, Genesis (Wevers, 1974). 
  Cambridge, vol. I.1, Genesis (Brooke and McLean, 1906). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 1–85. 
  Swete, vol. I, pp. 1–103. 
 
(b) Modern Translations 
  NETS (McLay, 2007), pp. 1–42. 
  LXX.D (Prestel and Schorch, 2009), pp. 3–55. 
  Bd’A 1 (Harl et al., 1986). 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. I (Fernández Marcos et al., 2008), pp. 37–140. 
  Hebrew (Zipor, 2006). 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The Old Greek translation of Genesis maintains a very close lexical and 
syntactical relationship to the Hebrew parent text. The translator was not 
slavishly dependent on the Hebrew, but did, at times, depart from the 
original to produce renderings for stylistic and, perhaps, theological 
reasons. Some scholars contend that the LXX was translated according to 
an interlinear model whereby the translators rendered the Hebrew with 
strict correspondence and produced a Greek version that would be 
dif cult to understand apart from the original text. Hiebert emphasises 
the precise representations by the Greek translator of Genesis and argues 
for a signi cant degree of dependence on the Hebrew text despite 
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periodic departures from typical translation patterns (NETS, p. 1). 
Although we would not compare LXX Genesis with the slavish and 
meticulous renderings of Aquila, it does maintain a strong correspon-
dence with the Hebrew—but not without offering independent renderings 
where the text might have proved dif cult to translate.  
 Since LXX Genesis, in most instances, offers a close translation of the 
Hebrew, Wevers argues that the translators were likely in uenced by the 
fact that they were working on a canonical text. The translators tried to 
express what ‘they believed God intended to say to his people’ and so 
composed a balanced translation that would respect the holiness of 
Scripture while also appealing to a Greek-speaking Alexandrian Jew 
(Notes Genesis, p. xii). Though we cannot be certain of the religious 
convictions of the translators, Wevers is right to highlight the fact that 
LXX Genesis re ects a thoughtful translation that still allowed for the 
removal of contradictions—as well as interpretive additions—where the 
Hebrew text remained dif cult. He concludes that the Greek can stand on 
its own as a worthy composition and portrays the translator as one who 
carefully rendered a sacred text but was not afraid to translate freely 
when needed. 
 While af rming with Wevers that some discrepancies between LXX 
Genesis and the MT might have been due to interpretation or clari ca- 
tion, Hendel contends that the Greek consistently represents a literal 
translation of the Hebrew. He argues that LXX Genesis is characterised 
primarily by the translator’s desire to preserve his Hebrew Vorlage, 
which is demonstrated by his regular use of Greek words with Hebrew 
syntax (Hendel, ‘Text-Critical Value’). According to Hendel the incon-
sistencies in the Greek are, therefore, the result of literal translations of a 
different Hebrew Vorlage rather than deliberate interpretations. In a 
similar vein, Aejmelaeus argues that the burden of proof for harmoni-
sations, or deliberate exegetical renderings, must be upheld by sub-
stantial evidence that demonstrates why divergences could not have 
originated with the Vorlage (Aejmelaeus, ‘What Can We Know’). From 
this viewpoint, LXX Genesis is characterised by its strict adherence to its 
Vorlage and any inconsistencies in the Greek should be attributed to a 
different Hebrew text. 
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 Re ecting on some of the scholarly opinions on the general char-
acteristics of LXX Genesis, we might consider the translation an 
intelligent and faithful rendering of the Hebrew that veers away from 
word-for-word literalism. The Greek demonstrates linguistic sensitivity, 
harmonisation, and possible theologically motivated exegesis, but, where 
discrepancies exist, there is also the possibility that they were due to a 
difference in Vorlage. 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
LXX Genesis was probably composed in Alexandria during the third or 
middle second century B.C.E. This assumption is partly based on the 
testimony of the Letter of Aristeas, but is also substantiated by the dating 
of papyrus and leather fragments of the Pentateuch from Qumran and 
Egypt, which are dated to the middle of the second century B.C.E. 
(4QLXXLeva [4Q119], 4QLXXNum [4Q121], PRylands Gk. 458). 
Though the earliest LXX Genesis fragment dates to the rst century 
B.C.E., it is likely that it was among the rst books of the Pentateuch to 
be translated in Egypt. 
 Qumran evidence for the Hebrew text of Genesis reveals fragments 
from as early as the middle of the second century B.C.E. The oldest of 
these is 4QpaleoGenm (4Q12) and while most of the fragments contain 
small portions of Genesis, there are only slight deviations from the MT, 
which means that the Hebrew text was probably stable by the second 
century. The question remains, however, whether the Hebrew text used 
by the LXX Genesis translator was an early form of the MT. This 
obviously has practical implications on how we read the Greek since 
particular differences between the two texts might have been due to 
translation decisions or to a different parent text. Nevertheless, the Qum-
ran evidence for Genesis provides the earliest background for the MT and 
re ects the possible text that was used for the translations of LXX 
Genesis.  
 The sheer number and diversity of LXX Genesis texts we have from 
the ancient world demonstrate its importance. The uncial—or majus-
cule—manuscripts/fragments are the oldest witnesses to the Greek texts, 
which were written with uppercase letters. Of these a notable example is 
the Chester Beatty papyri fragments, which contain a large portion of 
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most biblical books. Other sources for LXX Genesis can be found in the 
three most signi cant codices of the LXX: Vaticanus (B), Sinaiticus (S) 
and Alexandrinus (A). Codex B is the most complete manuscript, but 
lacks the rst forty- ve chapters of Genesis. Codex S contains only 
fragments of Genesis, while codex A, though slightly later ( fth century 
C.E.), is the most complete and is probably the best manuscript for LXX 
Genesis. All of the codices have undergone some type of revision, but 
they remain the best sources for the Greek text of Genesis that we have 
today. 
 The textual and historical evidence point to the fact that LXX Genesis 
was probably among the rst books of the Hebrew Bible to be translated 
into Greek sometime before the mid-second century B.C.E. According to 
the witness of Aristeas, the Greek text was composed under the reign of 
Ptolemy II (ca. 280 B.C.E.) as an addition to his massive library. Whether 
we trust this historical narrative or not, there is good reason to believe 
that the translation was produced by Greek-speaking Jews in Alexandria 
sometime around this general period. See further § III. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
It has been well established that the LXX Pentateuch is representative of 
standard Koine of the time (cf. Numbers, § III). Connections between the 
language of the LXX and documentary papyri were noted by Deissmann 
(Bible Studies) in the early days of the publication of papyri, and has 
been conclusively demonstrated by Lee (Lexical Study). Many words can 
be seen as normal for the Greek of the day, even if not attested before 
that time, and many can be accounted for as natural derivations from 
known words in Greek. In the latter cases it is presumed that such words 
existed but have simply not been preserved in the sources. Both Lee 
(Lexical Study, pp. 139–44) and Evans (Verbal Syntax, pp. 263–64) have 
concluded that the Pentateuch re ects Greek of the early Koine period, 
and therefore con rming a date for the LXX Pentateuch in the third 
century B.C.E. 
 Although the translator of Genesis closely adhered to the Hebrew text, 
his linguistic skills are demonstrated through his semantic differentiation 
and his ability to use a variety of Greek terms or expressions depending 
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on contextual demands. One example is his sensitivity to the various 
meanings that can be conveyed through the Hebrew  ‘lift, bear, 
carry’. In Gen. 4.7 the in nitive of  is used in the context of Cain’s 
offering, and the translator chooses  ‘offer, bring’ as an 
appropriate rendering. In Gen. 4.13, however, the in nitive of  is 
used again, but it is in the context of Cain not being able to ‘lift, bear’ his 
punishment. Here the translator renders with  ‘acquit, forgive’ to 
convey the sense that Cain’s sentence will not be ‘lifted’ or ‘forgiven’. In 
other instances of  the translator employs  ‘lift’,  
‘look up’,  ‘spread forth’,  ‘marvel, wonder’, or  
‘take’, which highlights his competence and consideration when taking 
into account how words are being used in a particular context. 
 The Greek text of Genesis also contains a signi cant number of 
neologisms, most of which are based on existing terms. One example is 
the word  ‘foreskin’, which may have come from the 
combination of  +  bšt ‘shame’ (LEH, p. 23). In this instance it 
is somewhat surprising that the translator coins a new term since 

 ‘foreskin’ was already in use during that time. When 
rendering cultic terms like ‘altar’ the translator created the word 

, which is the combination of either the noun  ‘sacri-
ce’ or the verb  ‘sacri ce’, and the suf x -  signifying a 

place (NETS, p. 2). Another neologism from Lamech’s song in Gen. 4.23 
demonstrates how the translator might have created a new term based on 
the construction of the Hebrew. The Hiphil  ‘give ear to, listen’ 
comes from the root , which could be the noun ‘ear’ or the verb 
‘listen’. In the causative Hiphil stem the term denotes something like 
‘make the ear listen’. The translator renders with , which 
seems to be a combination of the pre x  +  (‘ears’) + the suf x  
- . Other examples of neologisms include the addition of the pre x 

- to indicate the head, or chief, of something, and so we nd 
 ‘head guard’,  ‘the chief cupbearer’, or 
 ‘the chief baker’. 

 There are also a number of calques and loan-words in the Greek text 
of Genesis. Some of these include  (= ) ‘covenant’,  
(= ) ‘Lord’, and  (= ) ‘ rmament’. Where suitable 
equivalents could not be found, the translator often rendered a Hebrew 
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term with the corresponding Greek letters. In Gen. 3.24 the angelic 
beings that guard the gates to Eden are called , which 
corresponds to the Hebrew  ‘cherubim’.1 In reference to personal 
names the translator was sensitive to contextual demands, which is 
apparent in the case of Eve. In Gen. 3.20 her name is given the 
explanatory rending of  by  ‘life’, but in Gen. 4.1 it is treated as a 
proper noun ( ). In some cases, the translator might also not have 
known what a particular word in the Hebrew meant. In Gen. 22.13 
Abraham nds a ram caught ‘in the thicket’ ( ), which is rendered 
with    ‘in a sabek plant’. This seems to indicate that the 
translator did not know what type of plant/bush it was.  
 We noted above that the translator of Genesis paid careful attention to 
reproducing the Hebrew text accurately and, at times, literally. As a 
result, the Greek text is littered with Hebraisms, or Hebrew syntactical 
constructions in the Greek. In Gen. 11.10 we nd the Hebrew idiom 

   (‘son of one hundred years’), which is rendered by  
 . In Gen. 13.4 Abraham goes back to the place where he had 

rst made an altar (    ), which is rendered literally by 
the awkward      (‘where he made it there at the 

rst’). Another Hebrew idiom from Gen. 24.12 is the phrase   
  (‘and show steadfast love to my lord’), which is reproduced in 

the Greek by        (‘and do mercy with 
my lord’). In these instances the translator was less concerned with 
reproducing good Koine, but, rather, felt the need to remain faithful to 
the Hebrew syntax. 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition  
 
A brief overview of Genesis 3 shall highlight some of the translation 
features of the Greek, which are marked by a close lexical and syntac-
tical relationship to the Hebrew but also include stylistic and, possibly, 
interpretive changes (Wevers, Notes Genesis, pp. 36–50). In 3.1 the MT 

, used to describe the snake, can connote positively ‘prudent, wise’ or 
negatively ‘cunning’. Though the term is generally translated by 
 
 1.  Wevers, Notes Genesis, p. 50, contends that the concept of angelic guardians 
was ‘foreign to the Greek’ and thus transliteration was needed. 
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 ‘crafty, wise’ elsewhere in the LXX, the translator renders 
with  ‘thoughtful, wise’, which depicts the serpent in a 
more positive light. Following this, the MT describes the snake as being 
wise over ‘all the beasts of the eld’ (   ), which the Greek 
expands considerably to over ‘all the wild animals that were upon the 
earth’ (       ). The phrase is similarly 
translated in 3.14, but the more consistent rendering of  ‘ eld’ is 

 ‘ eld’. Was the translator trying to emphasise the prominence 
of the snake in its pre-cursed state, which might re ect other ancient 
Near Eastern beliefs regarding the divine or semi-divine qualities of 
serpents? Or was the word choice based on the translator’s best lexical 
options? Whatever the reason, the translator then seems to highlight the 
serpent’s wisdom in its dialogue with Eve. Rather than asking the 
slightly more equivocal ‘Did God actually say’, we read a more direct 
question that challenges God’s motives: ‘Why is it that God said…?’ (  

   ...; Gen. 3.1). Whether these translational decisions were 
intentional interpretations or not remains open to question, but we see 
that the slight variations in the Greek could have portrayed the serpent in 
a more positive light.  
 As the narrative continues other word choices and additions re ect 
minor variations from the Hebrew text. In Gen. 3.9 God calls out to ‘the 
man’ ( ), but the Greek translates with the proper noun ‘Adam’. 
When God confronts Adam in 3.11 he asks two separate questions in the 
MT (‘Who told you that you were naked? Have you eaten of the tree?’) 
but the translator adds   (‘unless’), which produces a single question 
(‘Who told you that you are naked, unless you have eaten from the 
tree?’). This clari es the cause and effect between eating the fruit and 
comprehending one’s nakedness (Bd’A 1, p. 109). At the end of God’s 
question we nd the further addition of   (‘this one alone’) 
referring to the tree that God had told them not to eat from, which 
emphasises the unequivocal nature of the command. 
 The result of Eve’s disobedience in the MT is that her pain will 
increase during her pregnancy and in childbirth (3.16). The Greek, 
however, translates MT  (‘your pregnancy’) by    
(‘your groaning, sighing’), which seems to highlight the anguish or 
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mental suffering that Eve will experience alongside her physical pain. 
The second half of v. 16 contains the enigmatic use of  (‘your 
desire’), which only occurs three times in the MT (Gen. 3.16; 4.7; Cant. 
7.11). The translator renders with the noun   (‘return, turning 
back’) and repeats this in Gen. 4.7, where Abel’s ‘turning’ is to Cain. In 
each case   probably conveys a sense of returning to a right 
relationship. Bergmeier argues that the translator attempted to explain 
the problematic term ( ) in the light of the previous narrative 
(Gen. 2.21-25), while also re ecting the Hellenistic mythical desire for 
original unity (Bergmeier, ‘Zur Septuagintaübersetzung’). Eve’s return to 
Adam would, therefore, signify her desire to be reunited as one esh 
with her husband after being estranged from him because of their dis-
obedience.2 Thus it is unlikely, as Brayford contends, that the LXX 
Genesis translation of Gen. 3.16 ‘represents a similarly motivated 
attempt to control women’s sexuality’ (Genesis, pp. 243–44). Instead, it 
is more probable that the translator viewed the ‘return’ of Eve to Adam 
as her longing to restore a harmonious relationship (Scarlata, Outside 
of Eden, pp. 87–91). 
 In the nal scene of expulsion from Eden we nd other subtle 
distinctions from the MT. Previously the translator had transliterated  
(‘Eden’) as —or had rendered with —but twice in 3.23-
24 he employs     (‘the garden of delight’). The 
variance may have been stylistic, but it also seems to emphasise the 
luxury once experienced in Eden in contrast to the pain and suffering 
Adam will face when cast out of the garden. We have already mentioned 
the transliteration of ‘cherubim’ in 3.24, but to make clear the role of 
these angelic beings the translator includes the addition that they were 
‘stationed’ ( ) by God, along with the aming sword, to guard the 
way to the tree of life.  
 The changes of the Greek from the presumed Hebrew Vorlage do not 
alter the content of the narrative dramatically, but they do provide a 
nuanced version of the story that offers a slightly different portrayal of 
the serpent and the consequences of the rst human beings’ disobedience 
to God’s commandment. 

 
 2.  Jub. 3.24 follows the LXX and seems to convey a similar meaning. ‘Your 
place of return (refuge) will be with your husband and he shall rule over you’. 
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
Having examined some of the translational features by focusing on one 
chapter of Genesis, we shall now consider other text-critical issues from 
various passages that demonstrate the techniques used by the translator 
to best represent his Vorlage in the Greek. 
 In Gen. 2.2 God completes his work of creation and we read in the MT: 

    (‘And on the seventh day God nished’). The 
Greek, however, translates          
(‘And on the sixth day God nished…’). The reason for this signi cant 
alteration to the creation narrative has been much debated, but there are 
two likely possibilities for the translation. The rst is that the translator 
harmonised his presumed Hebrew Vorlage because the text seemed to 
imply that God worked on the seventh day. Since it would be contra-
dictory to state that God worked on the Sabbath day that he created for 
rest, the translator ‘corrects’ the Hebrew and has God cease from activity 
on the sixth day. The second possibility is that the Hebrew Vorlage used 
by the translator contained  ‘sixth’. Tov argues that it is impossible 
to tell whether the easier reading of ‘sixth’ was based on  in the 
Hebrew text or whether an independent exegetical tradition developed in 
the LXX, which is also found in the Samaritan Pentateuch and the 
Peshitta (Tov, Text-Critical, p. 128). Hendel, however, contends that, 
since the predominant characteristic of LXX Genesis is to conserve its 
presumed Vorlage, it is likely  was present in the Hebrew text 
(Hendel, Text, p. 33). From a text-critical perspective the lectio dif cilior 
of ‘seventh’ might be the preferred reading, but, since it makes little 
sense that God worked on the Sabbath, there are still issues regarding 
what the Hebrew Vorlage possibly contained. 
 In Gen. 4.7-8 there are various lexical and syntactical dif culties in 
the Hebrew. In v. 7a the phrase        

   (‘Is it not that if you do well there is forgiveness/uplifting? 
But if you do not do well, sin is lying at the door…’) is ambiguous since 

  could refer to Cain’s offering being accepted or to his 
forgiveness—or possibly to both. We also note the grammatical problem 
of the masculine  ‘lie, couch’ that appears to refer to the feminine 

 ‘sin’. In this case it is unclear whether  should be understood as 
a masculine participle, an imperative, or as a possible loan-word from 
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Akkadian denoting some type of doorstep demon (CAD XIV, pp. 10–13). 
The translator understood God’s response to Cain in the context of a 
cultic sacri ce and so renders with ,   ,   

 , ;  (‘Is it not that if you rightly offer, but do 
not rightly divide you sin? Be quiet!’). The rendering of   with 

  likely re ects the concept of offering an appropriate 
sacri ce to God, which must be rightly divided. It appears that the 
translator mistook  for  ‘to cut’, which would be plausible 
considering the context. The dif culty is that when  is used in a 
cultic context it always refers to the cutting or dividing of meat (e.g., 
Gen. 15.10; Lev. 1.12, 17; 5.8), and we recall that Cain offered from ‘the 
fruits of the earth’. It is possible that the translator may have manipulated 
the Hebrew consonants, but it might also be the case that this was his 
best ‘contextual guess’ (Tov, ‘Did the Septuagint’, pp. 56–61). Since 
Cain has not rightly divided his offering, he sins ( ), which 
understands  as a second masculine singular verb rather than a 
noun. The translator’s use of the imperative  (‘be quiet!’) seems 
odd unless  is taken as an imperative meaning ‘lie down’, or ‘calm 
down’. Rather than the threat of ‘sin lying at the door’ in the MT, the 
Greek conveys a very different response from God that focuses on the sin 
that Cain has committed through his inappropriately divided sacri ce.  
 In 4.8 the translator faced another challenge in how best to represent a 
lacunae in the text. The MT reads         
(‘And Cain said to Abel his brother… And when they were in the 

eld…’). Throughout the MT  is almost universally used to indicate 
direct speech and we would expect some dialogue between the two 
brothers. It is probable that the MT of Gen. 4.8 had been corrupted or 
somehow altered in the course of transmission (on a possible scribal 
error, see Hendel, Text, pp. 46–77), and so the translator closely follows 
his presumed Vorlage until he lls in the gap with his own interpreta- 
tion of what Cain said:         

   .          (‘And 
Cain said to his brother Abel, “Let us pass through into the plain”. And it 
was when they were in the plain…’). The addition of    

 could re ect a different Hebrew Vorlage that possibly contained 
  (‘let us go to the eld’), as in the Samaritan Pentateuch. If 

this was the case we might have expected the Greek to read,  
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   (‘let us go into the plain’), since the rst common plural 
cohortative of  is almost always rendered by  (Gen. 33.12; 
37.17; 43.8; Exod. 5.3, 8, 17; Deut. 13.3, 14). The uncommon phrase 

    suggests that the translator wanted to ll in 
what appeared to be lacking in the text to provide a clearer transition 
to the subsequent murder of Abel in the eld (Scarlata, Outside of Eden, 
pp. 113–15). 
 Another text-critical issue that many scholars have found perplexing is 
the translator’s treatment of the divine names. Since a common feature of 
LXX Genesis is its close lexical and syntactical representation of its 
presumed Hebrew Vorlage, we might expect more systematic renderings 
of   and  (or  ). Instead, LXX Genesis varies between 
its use of ,  and    with no apparent rational behind 
its translation. Some scholars have concluded that the variants are likely 
inner-Greek corruptions that have taken place over time and, as a result, 
it is impossible to compare the Greek and Hebrew in its use of the divine 
names (Bd’A 1, p. 50). Rösel, however, contends that the variation of 
divine names in LXX Genesis represent the translator’s desire to express 
particular attributes of God in different contexts. When speaking about 
the creator God who is the sovereign king, the translator uses , but 
the preferred name for Lord over the chosen people is , and  
  for the creator of all humanity (Rösel, Übersetzung, pp. 251–52). 

Wevers seems to agree with the notion that the translator implemented 
some sort of theology in his use of the divine names, as his comments 
suggest (Notes Genesis, pp. 51, 60, 79). While there may have been some 
exegetical revisions by the translator, LXX Genesis is, at best, inconsis-
tent in its rendering of the divine names and little can be de nitively said 
about this aspect of the translation. 
 One nal text-critical issue is the systematic differences in the 
translations of chronology in Genesis 5 and 11. In the genealogy of 
Genesis 5 we discover that the time from creation to the ood is 1,656 
years in the MT, but 2,242 years in the Greek. In Gen. 5.3 Adam was 130 
years old when he fathered Seth, but was 230 years old in LXX Genesis. 
The MT states that he lived another 800 years whereas LXX Genesis says 
that Adam lived for 700 more years. Hendel points out the consistent 
pattern of LXX Genesis to add 100 years to the fathering age and to 
subtract 100 years from their following life span (Text, pp. 64–65). The 
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most signi cant difference, however, was the number of years Methuse-
lah lived in LXX Genesis (969 years), which places the end of his life 
fourteen years after the ood. This discrepancy with the account of Noah 
did not go unnoticed in the early church and raised questions about the 
accuracy of LXX Genesis versus the MT. In the postdiluvian chronology 
in Genesis 11 we nd similar disparities, but scholars have disagreed on 
whether these changes were systematic harmonisations or if they were 
based on a different Hebrew Vorlage (Hendel, Text, pp. 61–80). How-
ever the changes came about, they demonstrate that the Greek translator 
either produced an accurate rendering of a Genesis recension that 
differed from the MT, or he attempted to harmonise the text for exegetical 
purposes. 
 
 
6. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
A discussion of the ideology or theological motivations of the LXX 
Genesis translator is made more complex by the fact that we do not know 
precisely what Vorlage was being used and how closely it resembled the 
MT. Grammatical and lexical choices may have been based on a Hebrew 
text that we no longer possess. Despite these dif culties, however, we 
can make some tentative judgements about the translator’s possible 
in uences and whether these had an effect on the Greek. 
 It was pointed out (§ I) that there are several different theories regard-
ing who the Greek translators were and what techniques they used, but 
from the analysis above it is apparent that one cannot pigeonhole the 
Genesis translator into any particular classi cation. LXX Genesis does 
not fall into a ‘literal’ or ‘free’ translation category—those terms being 
anachronistic—and does not seem to follow a guiding model or philoso-
phy (Brock, ‘Aspects’; Barr, Typology). The Greek remains close to the 
Hebrew throughout and includes Hebraisms where the translator thought 
it necessary to preserve the original text. In other instances, however, the 
translation harmonises, adds, or removes for the sake of a smoother, 
more comprehensible rendering in the Greek. Whether there was a speci-

c ideology or strategy behind the rendering of Genesis cannot be 
known, but it is clear that the LXX Genesis translator rendered the 
Hebrew with great care and, in most instances, with minimal interpre-
tation. 
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 Contemporary scholarly debate on the LXX tends to focus on either 
linguistic analysis, statistical analysis of corresponding lexemes in the 
Greek and Hebrew, or the possible exegetical tendencies demonstrated in 
the translation. Some claim that theological or exegetical renderings are 
virtually impossible to determine since we know very little about who 
the translators were and what motivations they had in translating Hebrew 
scriptures into Greek (Aejmelaeus, ‘Translation Technique’, pp. 25–28). 
Aejmelaeus contends that, without the background of the translators 
themselves, we should pay close attention to linguistic analysis, which 
takes into consideration deviations from literality and offers insights into 
the ‘free renderings’ we nd in the text (Aejmelaeus, ‘The Signi cance’). 
In LXX Genesis there are consistent patterns of translation that are useful 
in determining the translator’s preferred renderings, but the text does 
contain some uidity where the translator was probably working by 
intuition rather than according to a speci c technique. Linguistic analysis 
can offer helpful explanations but, despite our lack of information on the 
translators themselves, it is still possible to discern potential social or 
religious in uences that might have had an effect on the Greek render-
ing.3  
 
 
7. Reception History 
 
The Greek text of Genesis was used by Jewish interpreters such as Philo 
and Josephus and was in uential in the text of the New Testament. There 
are various direct quotations from Genesis in the New Testament and 
most of them follow LXX Genesis with some slight variations. In Mt. 
19.4-5 and Mk 10.6-8 Jesus is questioned about the legality of divorce 
and, in response, he appeals to the original order of creation in Gen. 1.27 
and 2.24. In both instances the LXX version is used, but in Mark’s Gospel 
the preface     (‘But from the beginning of creation’) 
is added. The Pauline epistles also contain passages from LXX Genesis, 
such as Romans 4 where the author uses Abraham as an example of 
faithfulness. Paul cites the Greek of Gen. 15.6 and 17.4-5 to make the 

 
 3.  For one example, see Scarlata, Outside of Eden, pp. 207–12, where I argue for 
the possible in uence of Aristotle’s Poetics and the form of Greek tragic literature in 
LXX Gen. 4.1-16. 
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argument that Abraham is the father of both Jew and Gentile and that his 
righteousness by faith should be emulated by believers in Christ. There 
are also allusions to words and expressions that are found in LXX 
Genesis. The Gospel of John begins with the phrase   (‘in the 
beginning’), which is a clear reference to Gen. 1.1. Similar allusions to 
Christ as the  of creation can be found in Colossians 1–2 (Dines, 
‘Light’, pp. 18–19). It is apparent that the New Testament authors 
adopted the Greek text of Genesis and, in many instances, their writings 
re ect the lexical choices and syntax of LXX Genesis. 
 Beyond the New Testament LXX Genesis was the preferred text of the 
early Church Fathers since most of them did not read Hebrew. Some of 
the translations in LXX Genesis were later amended by the works of 
Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, which were collected in Origin’s 
Hexapla. LXX Genesis was likely used as the parent text for the Old 
Latin translations of Genesis (Vetus Latina), which were subsequently 
updated by Jerome in his goal of producing a Latin Bible (the Vulgate) in 
accordance with the hebraica veritas. LXX Genesis, however, remained 
the text of choice in Greek-speaking Christian traditions. 
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Exodus 
 
 

Alison Salvesen 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. II.1, Exodus (Wevers and Quast, 1991). 
  Cambridge, vol. I.2, Exodus and Leviticus (Brooke and McLean, 1909). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 86–157. 
  Swete, vol. I, pp. 104–87. 

 
(b) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Perkins, 2007), pp. 43–81. 
  LXX.D (Roloff and Weber, 2009), pp. 56–97. 
  Bd’A 2 (Le Boulluec and Sandevoir, 1989). 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. I (Fernández Marcos et al., 2008), pp. 141–226. 
  Hebrew (Zipor, 2006). 
 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The book’s Greek title,  (meaning a ‘going out’ or ‘expedition’), 
differs from that found in the Hebrew Bible: like the other books of 
Torah, its Hebrew name, Shemoth, is based on its opening words, in this 
case   (‘these are the names of…’). The Greek title ‘Exodus’ 
refers to the departure from Egypt, one of the main themes (though 
not the sole one) of the book. The word as such appears in Exodus only 
at 19.1 in this sense, but outside Exodus it occurs in Num. 33.38; 
Pss. 104(105).38; 113(114).1; 3 Kgdms 6.1, and in Josephus’ Antiquities 
5.72. It became the superscription of the book in MSS Vaticanus, 
Coislinianus, and, with the addition ‘from Egypt’, in Codex Alexan-
drinus. Other authors, especially Philo, used the term  ‘Exagoge’ 
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(a ‘leading out’), which may have more positive connotations, and arises 
from the verb , which is commonly used in the book (Bd’A 2, 
p. 26). Lee (Lexical Study, p. 67) notes that it is used in the papyri of 
release from prison, which would be appropriate for the story of the 
Israelites’ departure from Egypt. 
 The Greek text provides a faithful translation of the Hebrew that is 
less literal than that of Numbers and Deuteronomy, but closer than LXX 
Genesis. It is characterised by Perkins (NETS, pp. 43–51) as a generally 
faithful representation of a Hebrew text similar to MT, but with some 
longer, shorter or differently ordered material, employing a degree of 
lexical variation rather than consistently using standardising or stereo-
typing renderings. Aejmelaeus comments that the translator of Exodus 
‘was the one who of all the Pentateuchal translators paid most attention 
to the requirements of the Greek language’ (‘What Can We Know’, 
p. 94), pointing to his ‘numerous excellent free renderings’. The one 
poem of the book, the Song of the Sea (Exod. 15.1-18) is rendered in 
literary prose, and poetry on the Greek model is not attempted (Gera, 
‘Translating’). The analysis of Wevers (Text Hist. Exodus, p. 40) con-
cludes that the text of Exodus in Codex Vaticanus shows hardly any 
revision towards MT, whereas Alexandrinus has strong traces of 
Hebraising revision that had taken place before Origen established his 
‘corrected’ text of LXX.  
 The main distinctive feature of LXX Exodus is the difference between 
MT and the oldest known form of the Greek text in terms of order and 
material, in MT chs. 36–40, known as the Second Tabernacle Account. 
Tables outlining these differences can be found in Bd’A 2 (p. 69) and 
Aejmelaeus (‘Septuagintal’, p. 119). The disparity between Origen’s text 
corresponding to MT 36.8–39.43 and that of Vaticanus meant that the 
editors of the Larger Cambridge edition placed the Origenic text in a 
separate appendix (Brooke and McLean, Octateuch, pp. 295–304). 
  
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
According to the Letter of Aristeas, Exodus as part of the Pentateuch was 
translated in the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus (281–246 B.C.E.), in 
Alexandria in Egypt. Since the translation style of each book of the 
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Pentateuch differs, it is likely that each was rendered separately by 
different translators. Towards the end of the third century B.C.E. 
Demetrius the Chronographer paraphrases Exod. 15.22-27 using 
vocabulary of the Greek version, and cites Exod. 13.18 in a LXX version 
(Bd’A 2, p. 29; Holladay, Fragments, pp. 75–77).  
 Internal evidence may support an Alexandrian provenance for LXX 
Exodus. The word , used in Exod. 2.3 to render , means ‘basket’ 
in the papyri and may be an Egyptian loan-word (Lee, Lexical Study, 
p. 115). Bogaert (‘L’orientation’) notes that the compass points given in 
the rst Tabernacle account for the court (Exod. 27.9-15) must re ect an 
Alexandrian orientation since   is rendered as   ‘West’, 

 as   ‘East’,  as   ‘North’,   
as   as ‘South’. However, in the second Tabernacle account 
(37.7-11: also the Tabernacle itself in 26.18-22) the directions are 
rendered according to a Palestinian viewpoint (though this may imply 
merely that the translator adjusted his geography here—see Fraenkel, 
‘Übersetzungsnorm’). 
 
 
III. Language 
 
As with the other books of the Pentateuch, the language is koine Greek 
and the vocabulary is in harmony with the lexicon and vernacular usage 
of Greek in Alexandria, as attested by Egyptian papyri of the third and 
second centuries B.C.E. (Lee, Lexical Study, p. 145). However, the words 
for Passover and Sabbath are Greek transcriptions of the Aramaic forms 
pascha’ and sabbata’ (Bd’A 2, pp. 48–49, 57–58). 
 Le Boulluec and Sandevoir (Bd’A 2, pp. 32–46) provide an overview 
of the lexical choices for themes such as oppression, commands and 
plagues, which also in uenced later LXX translations, Jewish Greek 
compositions, and the New Testament. Two of the less obvious choices 
are ‘Red Sea’,   for  , the Sea of Reeds, and ‘Tent of 
Witness’,    for  , Tent of Meeting, deriving 
the second noun from the root  ‘witness’ instead of the similar one  
‘to appoint a time’. 
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IV. Translation and Composition 
 
Aejmelaeus (‘What Can We Know’, pp. 111–12) concludes that the 
extensive pluses of the LXX are due to the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX, since 
the translator’s freedom in rendering does not necessarily imply that he 
would add material, and in some cases the pluses are attested in other 
texts such as Qumran fragments or the Samaritan Pentateuch. However, 
Wevers believes that the translator was responsible for expansions, out 
of a desire to clarify the text and to harmonise it with Deuteronomy 
(Text Hist. Exodus, pp. 147–48). 
 With regard to translation technique, Aejmelaeus (‘What Can We 
Know’, pp. 95–99) provides a summary of syntactical elements in 
Exodus.  appears 16% of the time to render , whereas Genesis uses it 
25%. This is against normal Greek usage where  is more common than 

.  occurs 28 times (and not just for ) against 41 in Genesis. In con-
trast,  occurs 85% of the time to render  in causal clauses, instead of 

, compared with 55% in Genesis. Aejmelaeus cites the work of 
Soisalon–Soininen, who observed that the Exodus translator rendered 
in nitive constructions in a way sensitive to normal Greek usage, 
including the genitive absolute and circumstantial participle (Exod. 5.20; 
14.11). The translator also uses participles from time to time to render 
the rst nite verb of coordinate clauses, though not as often as Genesis, 
Job and Esther. Sollamo’s study, also cited by Aejmelaeus, demonstrates 
relative freedom in rendering Hebrew semi-prepositions, such as , 

  and . There are also 30 cases of pre-positive possessive pronouns 
out of 350, an unusually high proportion for LXX, and re ecting a 
relatively free approach to word order (Aejmelaeus, ‘What Can We 
Know’, p. 95, following Wifstrand). 
 A certain amount of smoothing and harmonisation on the translational 
level has been noted. For instance, in the account of the theophany at 
Sinai, the Greek clari es when it will be safe for the people to touch the 
mountain (Exod. 19.13). Elsewhere the translation says that Moses 
stretched out his staff towards the heavens rather than over the whole 
land of Egypt (10.13), and explains  ‘prepared for battle’ (13.18) 
to mean ‘in the fth generation’ (   ) on the basis of 6.16-20 
(Wevers, ‘How the Greek’). The translator also resolves contradictions in 
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the Hebrew of Exodus 33 regarding what Moses was to see: God’s way, 
his face, his glory or his goodness. The LXX explains in vv.13-14 that 
Moses wishes to see God himself and his glory in vv. 18-19 (Sommer, 
‘Translation as Commentary’).  
 
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
As mentioned above, a key issue in LXX Exodus is the order and contents 
of the second Tabernacle account, MT chs. 35–40. Writing to Julius 
Africanus in the mid-third century C.E., the Christian scholar Origen 
comments despairingly over the different versions he found in the 
various manuscripts, ‘there is so much variation concerning the 
Tabernacle and its court, the ark, the garments of the high priest and the 
priests, that even the meaning does not seem to be similar’ (Ep. Afr. 
§5[3]; §7). The oldest extant Greek manuscripts, in particular the fourth-
century Codex Vaticanus, give a shorter version of the account of the 
making of the Tabernacle. They have material covering MT chs. 35–40 in 
a different order and in a shorter form. A lengthy marginal note in two 
MSS at LXX 36.8 that may be from Origen himself or another early 
scholar calls attention to the following chapters. It observes how the 
Greek of Origen’s revised LXX text, with its asterisked additions to 
correspond to the Hebrew, barely matches the text of non-Hexaplaric 
LXX manuscripts. In his synopsis of biblical versions, the Hexapla, 
Origen tried to correct the discrepancy using his basic knowledge of 
Hebrew and the later Jewish Greek translators, especially Theodotion, 
who would have revised the Greek of Exodus to match the current 
Hebrew text (O’Connell, Theodotionic Revision, p. 292; Wevers, 
‘PreOrigen’, p. 125; Text Hist. Exodus, p. 13; but see also Fraenkel, ‘Die 
Quellen’).  
 What is the signi cance of the profound difference between the Old 
Greek and MT in these chapters? W. Robertson Smith summarised the 
positions over a century ago: he noted that the LXX evidence means 
either ‘that text of this section [the Tabernacle account] of the Pentateuch 
was not yet xed in the third century before Christ, or that the translator 
did not feel himself bound to treat it with the same reverence as the rest 
of the Law’ (The Old Testament, pp. 124–25). 
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 The rst explanation, that at the time of translation the end of the 
Hebrew book of Exodus existed in one short version or two versions of 
differing length, has further possible permutations. Either the nal 
redaction of Hebrew Exodus in the long form presented by MT was a 
later development, or a long Hebrew version circulated in Palestine along 
with short Hebrew and Greek versions in Egypt, or both versions were 
available in both places. Overall, the implications of a variant early 
Hebrew Vorlage differing from MT would enhance the importance of the 
Old Greek Exodus for Hebrew text criticism: recovering the oldest form 
of the Greek text would be particularly desirable, as it would re ect an 
important early or alternative stage in the development of the book of 
Exodus. 
 The second hypothesis, that the translator or a later editor produced a 
shorter Greek version from his longer Hebrew Vorlage, raises questions 
over the reception of the Pentateuch in the Diaspora. It suggests that 
Jews in Alexandria regarded the text of a book of the Torah as suf-

ciently important to translate, but that it was also acceptable to abridge 
repetitious material and reorder the nal chapters. If the different text in 
Old Greek Exodus is due to an editor or reviser, recovering the earliest 
stage of the Greek would not be of any interest to scholars of the Hebrew 
text as it would represent a local and aberrant text of no relevance for the 
history of the Hebrew Exodus. 
 There have been several important studies of the phenomenon (for 
summaries, see Wade, Consistency, pp. 4–9; Bogaert, ‘L’importance’, 
pp. 400–403). Various more nuanced positions have emerged between 
the two main hypotheses. For instance, the rst Tabernacle account may 
have been translated rst, while a later translator rendered the second 
account on the basis of the rst, without revising the latter. This would 
help solve the problem of inconsistency in terms and in arrangement 
between the accounts (Wevers, Text Hist. Exodus, pp. 143–46; Wade, 
Consistency, pp. 243–45). 
 Evidence from Qumran would tend not to support the idea that only a 
single short Hebrew form was available in the mid-third century B.C.E. 
4QExod-Levf, a very early Hebrew text (from mid-third century B.C.E.), 
has some af nities with both MT and LXX, but more with the Samaritan 
Pentateuch, especially in that it tends to expand the text. Most import-
antly, it covers chs. 39–40, and shows that at this early date there already 
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existed a Hebrew text which had the order of MT (chs. 39–40–Lev 1), 
against the LXX order where the material in MT 39.1-31 appears in LXX 
ch. 36. 4QpaleoExodm (dating from 100–25 B.C.E.) is less important 
because it does not cover the whole of the second Tabernacle account 
(only 36.25–37.16), but it does have a Samaritan-type expansive text 
(Lemmelijn, ‘So-Called’). On the other hand, a fth-century manuscript 
of the Old Latin version of Exodus, Monacensis, arguably presents the 
oldest witness to the original LXX, preceding the form represented by 
Vaticanus. It appears to omit chs. 25–31, and chs. 36–40 are at variance 
in some details from both Vaticanus and MT (Bogaert, ‘L’importance’). 
 Supporting the basic priority of MT, Wevers, Wade, and Aejmelaeus 
stress that a translator’s faithfulness to his text is not measured by his 
consistency in translating certain words and syntactical constructions. All 
three emphasise that the translators of Exodus tried to make sense of 
their Vorlage and to convey that sense to their readers: what appear to be 
inconsistencies in rendering terms are often adaptations to particular 
contexts of the construction of the Tabernacle. Reordering may appear 
drastic, but it may come about because a translator or editor wanted to 
bring out the signi cance of certain aspects of the Tabernacle, such as 
the high priests’ vestments. Even shortening the text may have the 
purpose of sharpening the focus on the essentials, and is not necessarily 
the result of boredom or carelessness. Aejmelaeus, however, points out 
that there is no reason why the Old Greek version of the second Taber-
nacle account could not re ect both a shorter, different Hebrew Vorlage 
and also some creativity on the part of the translator (‘Septuagintal’, 
p. 130). 
 The foregoing is only a summary of the main points in the discussion, 
and it should be clear that the problem of the Tabernacle accounts does 
not admit of an easy solution. 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
The translator was both faithful to his Hebrew text and also tried to make 
sense of it, introducing harmonisations within the book (Wevers, ‘How 
the Greek’; Gooding, Account). Sometimes such an approach shades into 
more theological or exegetical renderings. For example, the phrase  

  ‘The Lord is a man of war’ as    ‘the 
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Lord, shattering wars’ in Exod. 15.3 is not so much an anti-anthro-
pomorphism as a statement that God is always victorious. It thus ties in 
with what is said in chs. 14 and 17 about God ghting for the Israelites, 
and is in turn picked up in Isa. 42.13 (Perkins, ‘The Lord is a Warrior’). 
 Van der Horst (‘Gij zult’) argues that in Exod. 22.27(28) the rather 
surprising translation ‘you shall not revile the gods’, using the plural  
for , was intended to show potentially hostile outsiders that the 
Jewish Law forbade insulting gods worshipped locally. 
 In Exod. 12.48-49,  is rendered as , the rst example of 
the use of the term in LXX,  being used for  in places where it 
has a non-religious connotation (Exod. 18.3). Although Le Boulluec and 
Sandevoir (Bd’A, pp. 51–52) argue that  in Exodus 12 refers 
to a Jewish immigrant joining the local community for Passover, this 
seems unlikely, given the requirement in v. 48 to circumcise such a 
person, and Büchner (‘Relationship’) believes that the reference is to a 
convert to Judaism.  
 There are also intriguing points of contact with the halakhic exegesis 
of the Mekhilta (probably third century C.E.) (Büchner, ‘Relationship’ 
and ‘Jewish Commentaries’). Gooding (‘Examples’) has also noticed that 
LXX’s interpretation of 27.14-16, regarding the unusual height of the 
hangings and the gate screen of the Tabernacle, tallies with that of the 
Babylonian Talmud (b.‘Erub. 2b). 
 The Hebrew of Exod. 24.10 states that the Israelite elders saw the God 
of Israel and ate and drank, but given that Moses himself only saw God’s 
back in ch. 33, LXX renders as ‘they saw the place where the God of 
Israel stood’. The revision of Symmachus, dated to the end of the second 
century C.E., goes further and states, ‘they saw in a vision the God of 
Israel’. Interpretative elements are a prominent feature of what survives 
of Symmachus. For instance, he renders 6.12, 30 as ‘I am not pure in 
speech’ (MT ‘I am uncircumcised of lip’; LXX ‘I am inarticulate’, ‘weak-
voiced’) (Salvesen, Symmachus, pp. 63–111). 
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
Themes from Exodus suffuse the narrative of the Letter of Aristeas, 
demonstrating that the unknown Jewish author had internalised 
and re ected on the narrative to the extent that he could produce an 
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elaborately allusive re-formation of the story without subverting his 
ostensible identity as a cultured non-Jewish Greek courtier (Orlinsky, 
‘The Septuagint’; Hacham, ‘Aristeas’; Honigman, ‘Narrative Function’). 
It is likely that the work’s detailed account of Ptolemy’s gifts to the 
high priest Eleazar and the Temple is linked to the Greek account of 
the Tabernacle.  
 It is doubtful that knowledge of elements of the exodus story in some 
non-Jewish authors derived from the LXX version, particularly since 
some of their writings date to a period before it was rendered into Greek 
(Gruen, Heritage, pp. 41–72). Jewish writers who countered such 
accounts, however, employ the LXX version, denouncing such charges as 
Moses was a leper who was expelled from the country at the head of a 
band of Egyptian undesirables. Ezekiel the Tragedian’s dramatisation of 
the exodus, the Exagoge (sometime between third and early rst century 
B.C.E.; Jacobson, Exagoge) combines LXX elements, written in iambic 
trimeters. Against the claim that the departing Israelites stole from the 
Egyptians, the Exagoge claims that the Israelites were owed a fair wage, 
and that only the women took away from their willing Egyptian neigh-
bours what each could carry (Allen, ‘Ezekiel’). Artapanus, preserved in 
fragmentary form by Clement of Alexandria and Eusebius, betrays in 
his vocabulary knowledge of the LXX version (Holladay Fragments, 
pp. 209–25), while giving an apologetic account of the exodus, glorify-
ing Moses to the extent that he depicts him as the founder of Egyptian 
culture and religion. 
 Philo of Alexandria comments on Exodus in several works, usually 
allegorically, such as in On the Special Laws. The in uence of Platonic 
and Stoic ideas is strong. Thus, Egyptian oppression stands for bondage 
to the bodily passions and Israel’s departure from Egypt symbolises the 
migration of the soul from the body. Similarly, Passover is described as a 

, a passing, from the body, a process also associated with the 
crossing of the Red Sea (Pearce, Land of the Body, pp. 120–27). Philo’s 
Life of Moses is a less symbolic exposition, taking as one theme the 
Egyptian hatred of strangers. This may re ect contemporary tensions 
between Hellenistic rulers of Egypt and the vulnerable Jewish 
community (but see Pearce, Land of the Body, p. 206). Philo also 
emphasises the futility and abomination of Egyptian zoolatry, and also 
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hints by his condemnation of the worship of the Golden Calf (Exodus 
32) at the contemporary bull cult of Mnevis (Pearce, Land of the Body, 
pp. 279–308). 
 Josephus’ treatment of Exodus in Antiquities (2.201–3.218) may be 
in uenced by the Hebrew text, as well as by the Greek version. In the 
aftermath of the Jewish War and the growth of anti-Jewish feeling 
among non-Jews in the Roman Empire, Josephus gives an apologetic 
account of events, glorifying both Moses and the Israelite nation, and 
relying to an extent on material derived from Artapanus. Early in the 
narrative Josephus gives a long non-biblical episode where Moses is a 
military leader against Ethiopia, replacing Moses’ killing of the Egyptian 
overseer, and he explains at length the function of the Tabernacle and 
priesthood, avoiding episodes such as the worship of the Golden Calf. A 
section of Josephus’ apologetic work Against Apion (1.223–2.27) deals 
openly with some of the charges related to the events of Exodus 
(Spilsbury, ‘Contra Apionem’). 
 A brief and allusive treatment of the Exodus story is presented in Wis. 
10.15–11.16, probably based on LXX. It focuses particularly on the 
plagues visited on the wicked and the wilderness wanderings of the God-
fearing race, all attributed to the workings of divine Wisdom. The lack 
of national terms or names in the narrative serves to universalise its 
message of the con ict between the righteous and the unrighteous 
(Cheon, Exodus Story, p. 150), and the work became very popular with 
Christians. 
 There are two main themes that pervade the New Testament citations 
and allusions to the LXX version of Exodus. First, the commands of the 
Decalogue are given verbatim singly or in groups, as in the Sermon on 
the Mount (Matthew 5; Mark 7), and in other places (e.g., Mt. 19.18; Mk 
10.19; Lk. 18.20; Rom. 7.7; 13.9; Jas 2.11; for the text-critical dif -
culties involved, see Steyn, ‘Pretexts’). Second, the experiences of the 
Israelites are recounted, including the passage through the Red Sea, the 
provision of manna, and the giving of the Law. The contexts in which 
they appear in the New Testament demonstrate that they were regarded 
as a central reference point for Jewish identity (John 6.31, 49). Hence the 
majority of Stephen’s speech in Acts 7 is based on events in Exodus. 
They were also employed for the self-identi cation of the Christian 
community who took on (or over: 1 Cor. 10.1-3; Jude 1.5) the identity of 
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God’s people (1 Pet. 2.9; Rev. 1.6; 5.10). In fact, in Heb. 11.26, in the 
passage on faith, the writer of Hebrews depicts Moses as a proto-
Christian. Speci c themes from Exodus are also found in Hebrews, 
principally the Tabernacle and the work of the high priest (Heb. 8.5; 
ch. 9), and also in Revelation, where the plagues described in Rev. 8.7, 8; 
11.6; 16.2, 3, 4, 10, 21 may owe something to the description of the 
Egyptian plagues. 
 Before 180 C.E. Melito of Sardis wrote a typological treatment of the 
Passover narrative, the Peri Pascha. In it the biblical text plays a strong 
role, though often in paraphrased form (Knapp, ‘Melito’s Use’).  
 Origen’s Homilies on Exodus are the rst sustained exegetical treat-
ment of LXX Exodus in Christian tradition, but they survive only in Latin 
translation. Developing the Alexandrian allegorical tradition exempli ed 
by Philo, Origen spiritualises the events of the narrative, and, like Philo, 
tends to diminish the historical element.  
 Eusebius of Emesa wrote a very different style of commentary on 
Exodus, as part of his Commentary on the Octateuch (now preserved in 
its full form only in Armenian). Belonging to the Antiochene school of 
exegesis, which emphasised the literary and historical aspects of the 
biblical text and rejected allegory, his work resembles the question and 
answer style of commentary, and he thus comments solely on a limited 
number of dif cult passages (Romeny, ‘Early Antiochene’). 
 As far as artistic representations are concerned, it is hard to determine 
how far they were in uenced by the LXX text rather than the New 
Testament passages on the same themes, or by pre-existing treatments in 
art. Such an example would be the Christian sarcophagi dating from the 
late fourth century that depict Moses’ crossing of the Red Sea (Elsner, 
‘Pharaoh’s Army’, pp. 12–19, 33). 
 However, a close connection with the LXX text is clearly demonstrated 
in the illustrations to the treatise of the sixth-century writer Cosmas 
Indicopleustes. Using some rather ingenious exegesis of certain scrip-
tural passages in Greek (Ps. 103[104].2; Isa. 40.22; Heb. 9.1b-2a; 2 Cor. 
5.1), Cosmas argued that the cosmos was modelled on the form of the 
Tabernacle of Exodus, with the earth having the same proportions as the 
sacred table (Wolska, Topographie). It is also possible that he took 
literally Origen’s comment that the Tabernacle was a gure of the whole 
world (Hom. Exod. 9.4). 
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Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. II.2, Leviticus (Wevers and Quast, 1986). 
  Cambridge, vol. I.2, Exodus and Leviticus (Brooke and McLean, 1909). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 158–209. 
  Swete, vol. I, pp. 188–250. 

 
(b) Other Editions 
  Qumran Cave 4: IV: Palaeo-Hebrew and Greek Biblical Manuscripts 
  (Skehan et al., 1992). 

 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Perkins, 2007), pp. 82–106. 
  LXX.D (Hertog and Vahrenhorst, 2009), pp. 98–132. 
  Bd’A 3 (Harlé and Pralon, 1988). 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. I (Fernández Marcos et al., 2008), pp. 227–90. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The third book of the Pentateuch is comprised primarily of cultic legisla-
tion. It discusses rituals, sacri ces and impurities, or, in other words, 
regulations concerning relations with God and with one another. 
Following Milgrom, we may state that ‘the careful reader will nd an 
intricate web of values’ (Milgrom, Leviticus, p. 1). Hence the Greek 
translation establishes the ritual and ethical language of Greek-speaking 
Judaism from the third century B.C.E. onwards and in uences later 
Jewish writers. 
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 This book contains the commandment of love (Lev. 19.18). Perhaps 
the most well-known of its sentences is cited by Jesus:   

    ‘You shall love your neighbour as yourself’ 
(Mt. 19.19). In addition, we nd such topics as the Day of Atonement 
(ch. 16), the food laws (ch. 11), the Jubilee regulations (ch. 25) and 
holiness as a way of life. 
 The title of the Greek version ( )  (‘[the book con-
cerning matters relating to] the Levites’)—and the Latin Leviticus—
originates in the address to the priests, not only to Levites, who are 
mentioned only twice at the end of the work (25.32, 33), but priests in 
general. The earliest use of the title appears in Jubilees (frg. C.64:   

) and it is repeated in the works of Philo (Philo, Leg. All. 2.105 
 ; Plant. 26   ; Her. 251   ). The 

Greek title is in line with tradition: in the Mishnah the book is called 
Torat kohanim ‘Torah of the priests’ (m. Meg. 3.5) and this title is 
attached to the Sifra (legal midrash on Leviticus), although the book is 
actually addressed to all Israel, to everyone of the cultic community, not 
only to the priests. 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
How many translators were there? Thackeray and later Huber have 
defended the theory that there were two translators for Greek Leviticus 
and that the translation should be divided in two, between chs. 15 and 16. 
The varying distribution of certain words, like the two forms of the 
modal particle  and ,  and  ,  and ,  
and , has been used as evidence (Thackeray, ‘Bisection’; Huber, 
Untersuchungen, pp. 95–98). Aejmelaeus’s analysis of the distribution of 
the free renderings of Hebrew parataxis shows that, for the most part, 
differences are not due to two translators but to the content of any one 
section, such as narrative vs. legal material (Aejmelaeus, Parataxis, 
pp. 159–69).1 The narrative texts have inspired the translator whereas 
the laws were perhaps not so familiar. The translator’s close rendering 
of the legal sections might indicate the material was more dif cult to 

 
 1.  Her statistics for Leviticus are as follows:  18 (1st part)/12 (2nd part); 
part.coni. 16/5; various conjunctions 3/5; omission of apodotic waw 13/30. 
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understand. For Leviticus, which consists almost entirely of legal 
material, her statistics do not show signi cant differences; free ren-
derings are extremely rare and are not con ned to any one section of 
the book (p. 166).2 Hence there does not seem to be good reason to 
presume two translators for the Greek Leviticus but rather one (Wevers, 
‘Göttingen Pentateuch’, p. 57). 
 Leviticus was translated at the same time as the rest of the Pentateuch, 
commonly dated to the third century B.C.E. in Alexandria (BGS, pp. 56–
58; contrast Clancy, ‘The Date’). It is probable that the Pentateuchal 
books were translated in one go, one after another starting from Genesis 
and ending in Deuteronomy. Den Hertog has proposed that Genesis–
Exodus–Deuteronomy were translated rst and Leviticus–Numbers later. 
He points to related words appearing in similar contexts, in most cases 
from Leviticus and Deuteronomy, and suggests there was a greater call 
for Genesis–Exodus–Deuteronomy in the translators’ community. These 
books alongside Psalms and Isaiah were the ones in most use at Qumran 
and cited in the New Testament (den Hertog, ‘Erwägungen’). 
  
 
III. Language 
 
The language of the Greek Pentateuch is an example of early Koine 
Greek, seen in its vocabulary and morphology as well as in the spheres 
of syntax and morphosyntax, when there is no interference from the 
source language owing to the translation technique (see Numbers, § III). 
Different assessments, nonetheless, have been made of the Greek of 
Leviticus, but these are dependent on the characterisation of the 
translator and his technique (see § IV below). 
 There appears to have been no xed equivalents for various cultic 
terms, and the translator applied the same Greek word for various 
Hebrew sacri ces and different Greek words for one and the same 
Hebrew one. The title of the high priest is emblematic: in Lev. 4.3, the 
high priest is called  , while in Lev. 21.10 he is    
 
 2.  There is only one exception, the apodotic . In chs. 1–15 the conjunction has 
been omitted in 13 out of 55 cases; in chs. 16–27, in 30 out of 56 cases. The results 
are immaterial when the omissions are not evenly distributed in the sections: in 
ch. 27 there are 13 omissions out of 18; in ch. 20, 3/4; in ch. 25, 3/12; whereas in 
ch. 7 we nd 4/5; ch. 13 2/19; ch.15 2/8. See Aejmelaeus, Parataxis, pp. 167–68. 
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, as in the Hebrew  . The Day of Atonement is rendered 
   in Lev. 23.27, but   at 25.9, although 

the names of festivals as given in Exodus are normally followed: 
 ‘sabbath’,  ‘Passover’,    ‘Feast of 

Unleavened Bread’,    ‘Feast of Tabernacles’. 
Meanwhile  renders both  ‘offerings by re’ and  
‘sacri ce’ as well as  ‘offering’ once.  is most frequently 
rendered by  ‘gift’, a rendering too for ‘the bread of God’. Some-
times it is more systematic. In Genesis and Exodus  has been 
reserved for  ‘food offering’ (of vegetables; Marx, Les systèmes, 
pp. 26–28), while  ‘animal sacri ced by slaughtering’ (Marx, Les 
systèmes, pp. 21–26) has as its equivalent  ‘animal sacri ce’—  
is not found in Genesis and Exodus at all. In Leviticus, on the other hand, 
both  and  have been translated by , despite the paradox of 
‘food offering’ being rendered as ‘animal sacri ce’. Admittedly, / 

 often occurs in close succession to /  preventing a 
consistent translation method in Genesis and Exodus. In Leviticus,  
is used to render  as well. The noun   ‘error’ renders the 
Hebrew  ‘guilt offering’ (Lev. 7.1, 5 [6.31, 35], etc.) when it refers 
to the injury caused to others, whereas  ‘fault, sin’ is used of an 
injury affecting the sinner himself (Daniel, Recherches, 315). Leviticus 
is the rst to render the Hebrew word  (‘unclean’) by ; in 
Genesis and Exodus  (‘pure’) was rendered by  and  by 

  ‘not pure’. The alternative  ‘stained, de led with blood’ 
was not used; only the related verb  occurs for  (Piel)/  
(Piel) (Bd’A 3, pp. 30–32). 
 The range of equivalents may indicate that in the Diasporan commu-
nity the Jerusalem temple cult was not of primary importance. It may 
also show that Leviticus was not read as often as the other books, at least 
not for information on the cult, the result being that the translator was 
not acquainted with the terminology. This seems unlikely when Leviti- 
cus was used by Philo in Alexandria and it was extensively copied in 
Qumran, a community that had excluded itself from the Jerusalem 
temple. Furthermore, Leviticus contains regulations that do not only have 
a cultic bearing, but inform on relations with and separation from non-
Jews, like dietary and Sabbath laws, and the regulations for festivals and 
against other cults (Leviticus 11, 19 and 26).  
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 The translator or his community drew upon pagan religious language 
for their Greek cultic vocabulary. If the sacri ce in question contained 
something ‘especially Israelite’, he imparted a ‘Jewish avour’, just as 
the other Pentateuchal translators (Daniel, Recherches, p. 364; Chamber-
lain, ‘Cultic Vocabulary’; see also Vahrenhorst, ‘Greek Religious’). 
For example, the burnt offering  is translated by  
(already in Genesis),  ( rst in Lev. 16.2, 24 bis; Num. 15.3), 

 ( rst in Exodus),  ( rst in Exodus), and  
(only in Leviticus). The words /  are neologisms 
in the Greek Pentateuch, the common Greek word being . The 
reason for this choice of words appears to be the fact that the Hebrew 

 was a special kind of offering, thus needing its own term, while the 
word family - was close enough to the common Greek term for a 
burnt offering to be understood (Daniel, Recherches, pp. 249–54; 
Vahrenhorst, ‘Greek Religious’, p. 129). The translator lived in a Greek 
environment, but the Greek-speaking community in Alexandria had 
existed only for a short time. Therefore, if the translator wanted to use 
words that his audience would understand, he had no other alternative 
than to employ ‘pagan’ terminology, such as   ‘the high priest’, 
in use in Hellenistic cults. 
  
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
Frankel considers the translator an exegete, a faithful translator who did 
not take into account the requirements of the Greek language (Frankel, 
Ein uss, p. 122). Thackeray, however, characterised the language of 
the Pentateuch, Leviticus included, as ‘good  Greek’ (Thackeray, 
Grammar, p. 13). According to Aejmelaeus, the translator ‘seems to be 
recklessly free in small details, without, however, mastering the larger 
context’ (Aejmelaeus, Parataxis, p. 181). Wevers similarly states that 
‘Lev is more of an isolate type of translation than a contextual one’. 
As examples of the translator’s poor grammar, he gives     

 (15.2) as referring ‘to any man to whom there should happen’, 
  (15.16, 17) or   (20.2). ‘A mono-

lingual Greek reader would not readily understand such oddities’ 
(Wevers, Notes Leviticus, p. ix). The characterisation of a translator, 
however, depends on the criteria we are using, on the text type—as noted 
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regarding the alleged two translators—and on other factors, as many 
studies on various syntactical phenomena in the Greek Leviticus have 
been able to demonstrate. 
 Soisalon-Soininen (Die In nitive) sought criteria that showed a 
translator mastering the larger context and was able to show that 
Leviticus was more literal than the other books in the Pentateuch. He 
recorded the frequency of subordinate clauses translated by the parti-
cipium coniunctum, the rendering of  + inf. constr. of purpose by the 
anarthrous or genitive arthrous in nitive (the latter being more literal), 
and of the Greek in nitive not rendering a Hebrew in nitive. In 
rendering of Hebrew parataxis, Leviticus appears to be one of the most 
literal, but not always the most literal of the Pentateuchal books 
(Aejmelaeus, Parataxis, pp. 176–81). Hence Aejmelaeus concluded that 
the differences between Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy are not so 
signi cant. Genesis and Exodus clearly form a group of their own, 
particularly in their use of  (25.5% and 16.4%, respectively, compared 
to 2.7–2.1 % in Leviticus to Deuteronomy) and the omission of the 
apodotic  (55.4% and 78.1% compared to 38.7%–30.3%). This differs 
from Soisalon-Soininen’s criteria, which showed an obvious difference 
between Leviticus and the other Pentateuchal books. 
 In contrast, Sollamo (Renderings, pp. 280–89) presents a different 
picture, using as points for comparison the frequency of free renderings, 
the frequency of slavish renderings, and the degree of stereotyping in 
translating the so-called semiprepositions. Leviticus contains relatively 
more free renderings than Genesis, Numbers and Deuteronomy,3 and 
there are fewer slavish renderings in Leviticus than in Exodus,4 although 
the tendency to use stereotyping is higher in Leviticus than elsewhere.5 
Although Aejmelaeus explains that the translator of Leviticus is free in 
rendering individual words (Aejmelaeus, Parataxis, p. 180), it is dis-
puted whether a preposition is just a word in the translation process. Is it 
not a syntactic element that demands more than just mastering a few 
words? 
 
 3.  Leviticus 35.9%; Genesis 27.2%; Numbers 25.5%; Deuteronomy 28.2%. 
 4.  Leviticus 9.9%; Exodus 20.1%; Genesis 29.2%; Numbers 28.2%; 
Deuteronomy 42.1%. 
 5.  Leviticus 64.1%; Genesis 50.0%; Exodus 43.1%, Numbers 60.9%; 
Deuteronomy 54.5%. 
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 Where the item to be rendered is short—as the Hebrew genitival 
relation, or the noun with a possessive suf x—our translator is freer in 
his translations. This verb  ‘to have’, which does not have a direct 
equivalent in the Hebrew, is an interesting example as it re ects not 
only a lexical problem, but one of syntax and style. The translator uses 
this verb as an equivalent of -   more frequently (2/29) than the 
translator of Exodus (1/31) and almost as often as that of Genesis (3/64). 
Other expressions are translated by this verb too, such as at Lev. 21.23: 

   –   . Short translation units did not necessarily 
produce more idiomatic Greek. Thus, in the case of the enclitic pronouns, 
the pronoun infrequently precedes the word it is governing, even though 
the position before the governing word prevails in Greek.  
 It is often argued that the translator shows a marked tendency towards 
variation when rendering individual words, particularly the technical 
cultic terms that are so numerous in the book. This is true in so far as our 
translator, as well as the other translators of the Pentateuch, did not strive 
for consistency by rendering all occurrences of a given word by the same 
Greek equivalent. It has been shown that despite choosing several 
different equivalents for one Hebrew word, this translation still shows a 
clear preference for a common equivalent (stereotyping) (cf. Sollamo, 
Renderings, p. 283). For ‘reasonable variation’, the rendering of  
‘sword’ in ch. 26 may serve as an example. This noun is used as a meta-
phor for violence in the Hebrew text, and the translator has partly 
remained literal by using  ‘sword’ (26.8, 25, 33), and partly 
translated the metaphor by using  ‘war’ (26.6, 36, 37) and  
‘massacre, slaughter (by the sword)’ (26.7). The Hebrew word  
may signify ‘sin’ or ‘sin-offering’. The former sense is rendered by 

, but as an equivalent of the sin-offering it ‘would make much of 
Leviticus unintelligible to a Greek reader. So when  meant “sin-
offering” he created a new idiom: ( )   or ( )   

’ (Wevers, ‘Göttingen Pentateuch’, p. 59). Yet , ‘a wave 
offering’, reveals another side of our translator (Notes Leviticus, pp. 94–
95; Bd’A 3, p. 42). The word has been rendered by four different words: 

 ‘gift’ (7.20[30]);  ‘something that has been put over [i.e. 
cover], in addition’ (7.24[34]; 8.29; 14.24; 23.15, 17, 20);6  

 
 6.  NETS: ‘addition’; LEH: ‘heave-offering?, deposit?’, which is taken from Bd’A 
3, p. 42. 
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‘share or portion taken away/dedicated portion’ (8.27; 9.21; 14.21); and 
 ‘something set apart’ (10.14, 15 bis; 14.12). These last two are 

borrowed from Exodus (29.24, 26, 27; 35.22; 39.2, 6 LXX). An example 
of his ‘recklessness’ may be seen at 4.3. A correct interpretation in 
the larger context is the translation   ‘the high priest’, an 
equivalent of the anointed priest    ,  , 
but then in vv. 5 and 16 this expression is rendered as    , 
even though the Hebrew is the same in the MT at least. As stated by 
Aejmelaeus, owing to the lack of dictionaries and word lists (concor-
dances), the translator was constantly looking for a correct solution, 
perhaps inventing the equivalents every time anew. Once or twice he 
went astray (e.g., Lev. 25.27 and 27.21, in Aejmelaeus, On the Trail, 
pp. 66–67), but mostly he succeeded in writing intelligible Greek. 
Varenhorst (following Dorival, ‘Dire en grec’) argues that the transla- 
tors used variation because several Greek words allowed them to 
express more fully the one Hebrew concept (Vahrenhorst, ‘Greek 
Religious’, pp. 133–35). This is not convincing, however, considering 
that a Greek reader without Hebrew would not know that the same 
concept was being referred to. 
 It may be concluded that literalness increased from book to book, 
Genesis–Exodus being the most free and Deuteronomy the most literal 
(Aejmelaeus, On the Trail, p. 26). Leviticus is often situated between the 
freer and the more literal books of the Pentateuch, depending on the 
criteria used. Its translation technique oscillates between very free and 
extremely literal. This description, however, is very general and does not 
do justice to the details of the translation. It has become clear that the 
translator sometimes used good free equivalents, while at times he mis-
understood his source text. He was better, though not always exceptional, 
in rendering shorter translation units than in mastering larger contexts. 
He intended to render his source text into understandable Greek for his 
audience. He was literal partly because he was translating legal texts, 
which comprise the majority of Leviticus, and was perhaps unfamiliar 
with these sections if they were not always read in the translator’s 
community. In addition, the syntax of the legal material presents little 
variation and, thus, little opportunity for variation in Greek syntax. 
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
a. The Original Greek Text 
According to Wevers, the best witnesses to the original Greek translation 
(Old Greek) are the two codices Vaticanus (B) and Alexandrinus (A), the 
minuscule 121 and the manuscript groups x and b. It is dif cult to 
establish the original text for Greek Leviticus. First, the codices B and A 
constitute practically the oldest manuscript witnesses we have. There are 
few older papyri: Rahlfs 858 (= P.Heid[elberg] Gr. 945) and the small 
Qumran fragments, 801 (= 4QLXXLeva) and 802 (= 4QLXXLevb). 
Contemporary with B and A are the papyri 931, 936, 947 and 954, but 
they are, however, ‘too fragmentary to be of much use for establishing 
the text history of Leviticus’ (Wevers, Text Hist. Leviticus, p. 59). 
Furthermore, both A and B often agree with each other over against the 
majority of textual traditions and, on occasions, attest secondary read-
ings. Second, the translator did not follow a precise translation technique 
but he displayed a certain tendency to variation (Text Hist. Leviticus, 
pp. 59, 72), as shown above. 
 In addition, a new discovery not included in Wevers’s analysis is the 
codex with Rahlfs’s number 830, published by De Troyer (De Troyer, 
‘Leviticus’; Schøyen Collection MS 2649). In an article, she concludes: 
 

MS 2649 rmly stands in the tradition of the Old Greek text of the book 
of Leviticus. It contains some pre-Hexaplaric corrections towards the MT. 
It also has some readings, albeit very few, in common with the readings 
of the early Jewish revisers. Finally, it has some readings in common 
with the texts of the Judean Desert. As the papyrus is dated to the end of 
the second century C.E. or the beginning of the third century C.E., it is a 
very important witness for the Old Greek text. (De Troyer, ‘On the 
Name’, p. 331) 

 
 The two Qumran LXX manuscripts antedate all the other witnesses by 
three or four centuries. 4QpapLXXLevb (4Q120 = Rahlfs 802) is highly 
fragmentary (‘hundred small fragments of papyrus’), and ‘could reason-
ably be assigned to the rst century BCE’. The papyrus contains a 
‘number of variants that appear to be minor but may still offer some 
clues about the early Greek text’, and one signi cant variant, which is 
very interesting: ‘for the divine name it reads  at Lev. 4.7’ (Metso 
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and Ulrich, ‘Old Greek’, p. 265). It comprises parts of Lev. 1.11–
6.5[5.24 LXX] (DJD IX, pp. 11, 167–86; Metso and Ulrich, ‘Old Greek, 
p. 257). On the other hand, in 4QLXXLeva (4Q119 = Rahlfs 801), which 
dates ‘from about the late second or the rst century BCE’, there are 

fteen variants from the critical text of the Göttingen edition, of which 
seven are unique and in three cases the manuscript is aligned with only a 
few other manuscripts, but in agreement with Qumran Hebrew Leviti- 
cus manuscript(s) and SP. None of these readings was selected for the 
critical text. 
 The variant readings do not re ect a Vorlage deviating from the MT, 
but they are a free if rather literal translation of the proto-MT. There are 
two solutions to this problem (DJD IX): either the text form represented 
in later LXX MSS is a revision towards the proto-MT, or the Qumran LXX 
scrolls testify to recensional activity; both cannot be possible. Metso and 
Ulrich are inclined to accept the former alternative, as does Van der 
Louw (‘Translation and Writing’). Wevers has upheld the view that the 
Qumran fragments are representatives of Palestinian recensional activity 
known also from the Minor Prophets scroll from Na al ever (Wevers, 
‘Dead Sea’). 
 We may conclude from all this that the critical text of the Göttingen 
edition represents not necessarily the original text but the ‘prerecensional 
text’, a text form as it was before the so-called Hexaplaric and Lucianic 
recensions (Text Hist. Leviticus, p. 72). 
 
b. The Parent Text 
The Greek text testi es to approximately 600 deviations from the MT 

(Bd’A 3, p. 24). Most of them are not very important, but there are also 
some major differences. The LXX text sometimes allies with Qumran 
manuscript(s) and SP or stands alone against the MT. ‘The Old Greek is a 
faithful translation of its ancient Hebrew parent text, and…that parent 
text was similar to but not identical with the one that eventually became 
the Masoretic text’ (Metso, ‘Evidence’, p. 514; cf. Metso and Ulrich, 
‘Old Greek’, pp. 259–61). There is no reason, however, to assume that 
there was more than one text edition of Leviticus in circulation at the 
time, since it is possible that the priests in Jerusalem ‘had carefully 
guarded the transmission of the text’ (Metso, ‘Evidence’, pp. 510–11; see 
also Metso and Ulrich, ‘Old Greek’, pp. 257–58). 
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VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
Caution should be exercised regarding the extent of the translator’s 
exegesis. Wevers catalogues activities by which the translator changed 
the Hebrew text: he clari es, rationalises, corrects (avoiding misinterpre-
tations on the part of the reader), misunderstands, harmonises, updates 
and reinterprets his parent text (Wevers, Notes Leviticus, pp. xxii–xxv; 
cf. Frankel, Ein uss). Judging from the way our translator did his 
work—literal and faithful, working on short segments—a far-reaching 
interpretative activity does not appear plausible. Wevers, as with Harlé 
and Pralon (Bd’A 3, pp. 14–25), creates the impression that the translator 
rendered the MT and is therefore to blame whenever there is a deviation 
from it. However, the elements seen as proof of the translator’s exegesis 
may well be witnesses to a Vorlage differing from the MT (Zipor, ‘The 
Greek Version’; Metso and Ulrich, ‘Old Greek’). 
 A revealing case is the time of the Feast of Weeks. In Lev. 23.11, 
according to MT, the offering should be made on the ‘day after the 
sabbath’ (  ), which in the LXX it is ‘on the day after the rst’ 
(    ) (Notes Leviticus, p. 370). There was disagree-
ment on when this day should be celebrated in ancient Judaism. The date 
in the LXX need not be viewed as exegesis on the translator’s part, 
because the date     that agrees with MT appears 
immediately afterwards in v. 15, referring to the feast in v. 11. 
 Among examples collected by Wevers, an interesting case is ‘the 
bread of your/his/their God’, / / /  , always with a suf x, 
where the translator ‘assiduously avoids the notion of the “bread of God” 
as though God might be in need of food’ (similarly, Bd’A 3, p. 93). In 
these cases,  is either not rendered at all (3.11, 16) or by  (21.6, 
8, 17, 22; 22.15). A less intentional reason on the part of the translator is 
possible. He did not render the word  in the rst two cases because it 
simply did not stand in his parent text, and in the other ones he either 
considered  as an offering of some sort, or he read  in his source 
text, the standard equivalent of which is  (cf. Daniel, 
Recherches, pp. 140–41, on the targums). 
 In the ritual procedure (Lev. 1.5, 11; 3.13; 4.24, 29, 33) in which a 
layman brings an animal offering, he must rst lay his hands on its head 
and then slaughter (singular) it, and the Aaronides are to sprinkle its 
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blood. The Greek mostly reads the plural verb  for slaugh-
tering, which Wevers explains as implying a priestly slaughter for the sin 
offering (Notes Leviticus, p. xxii; likewise already Bd’A 3, p. 86). The 
problem is that the plural does not always occur, as in Lev. 3.2, 8. On 
one occasion the Masoretic plural corresponds to a singular in Greek 
(Lev. 22.28). In Lev. 6.18 the translator has the plural—in MT the second 
person masculine singular—which creates confusion regarding the actual 
subject, whereas second person singular would have made the priests the 
clear referent. In Lev. 4.15 the subject is plural even in MT but the verb 
remains in the singular. A second problem is that the translator has 
proven to be faithful such that so major a departure from the parent text 
would not be typical. Furthermore, why would an Alexandrian Jew 
bother himself with these kinds of priestly matters when he was not 
otherwise well-informed on sacri cial practices? All this should make it 
at least possible that the change from singular into plural originated in 
the source text rather than by the hand of the translator.  
 A nal example from Wevers is Lev. 26.33, in which ‘the picture of 
deity actually drawing a sword from the sheath (to chase) after his people 
was offensive to the translator’ (Notes Leviticus, p. xxiv; further exam-
ples, see Zipor ‘Notes’, pp. 328–37, and ‘Greek Version’, pp. 551–62). 
This reading is tempting, although just earlier in v. 25 the translator had 
God bring a sword against his people. As we have already seen, the 
translator is able to vary the equivalents of the Hebrew word ‘sword’ in 
Greek.  
 Not all the cases put forward by Wevers may be explained as a 
possible deviation in the parent text. In each instance it should at least be 
considered a possibility. The Alexandrian translator naturally under-
stands his source text in a certain way—he interprets it—but to call this 
intentional exegesis is a different matter. There should be more evidence 
based on thorough study of the translator’s working method and of the 
witnesses of both the Greek and Hebrew textual material. 
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
Greek Leviticus, as the whole Pentateuch, had an impact on other books 
of the Bible later translated into Greek. The Pentateuch served as a 
lexicon and a concordance (see Tov, ‘Impact’). Other Greek-speaking 
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Jewish authors referred to Leviticus in its Greek form as well. The Letter 
of Aristeas in the second century B.C.E. praises the temple cult in 
Jerusalem and explains the ethical purposes behind the dietary laws 
(Bd’A 3, p. 25). Pseudo-Phocylides seems to depend on LXX Leviticus, 
particularly on Leviticus 18 and 20, when he teaches sexual morality 
(Barclay, Jews, pp. 339, 342, 344). Philo frequently comments on the 
text of Leviticus in its Greek form, particularly in his De specialibus 
legibus. This commentary does not treat the laws in the order they appear 
in Leviticus, but shows how its prescriptions derive from the Decalogue 
(the special laws). Philo was convinced that the laws might also be 
explained allegorically (De Josepho 28; Spec. III.178; see Bd’A 3, p. 26; 
Metso, ‘Evidence’, pp. 516–17). Jewish use of the Greek version is 
shown by its presence in cave 4 at Qumran, but its precise role and who 
used it remain obscure. 
 In the New Testament there are 22 citations and numerous allusions 
to Leviticus, the most famous of them      

 occurring ten times. Paul employs the sacri cial imagery of 
Greek Leviticus when he describes for Diaspora Jews the meaning of the 
death of a human. In 2 Cor. 5.21, the death of Christ is the  ‘sin-
offering’ from Lev. 4.33, and in Rom. 3.25 (Dunn, Romans, p. 180) he is 
the  ‘propitiatory offering’ (Lev. 16.14), re ecting Hebrew 

 ‘the covering plate (of the ark?)’. The Letter to the Hebrews uses 
the imagery of the anointed (  ) high priest on the Day of the 
Atonement, notably in Heb. 9.22 (Lev. 17.11), to explain the death of 
Christ. The church fathers develop the metaphorical and allegorical 
interpretations established by Paul and Hebrews, deepening the priestly 
and sacerdotal understanding of the death of Christ (Bd’A 3, pp. 27–28). 
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Numbers 
 
 

T.V. Evans 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. III.1, Numeri (Wevers and Quast, 1982). 
  Cambridge, vol. I.3, Numbers and Deuteronomy (Brooke and McLean, 1911). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 210–83. 
  Swete, vol. I, pp. 251–338. 

 
(b) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Flint, 2007), pp. 107–40. 
  LXX.D (Rösel and Schlund, 2009), pp. 133–74. 
  Bd’A 4 (Dorival, 1994). 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. I (Fernández Marcos et al., 2008), pp. 291–374. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
Numbers is, like the rest of the Greek Pentateuch, a more or less literal 
translation from a Hebrew Vorlage closely similar to, but not identical 
with, the received text of the MT. In language and style the ve books of 
the Greek Pentateuch form a rough unit, and it is usually assumed that 
they were originally translated in Alexandria at much the same time in 
the third century B.C.E. (see § II below). Each book, however, manifests 
independent characteristics and seems undoubtedly to be the work of a 
separate translator (a view developed in the nineteenth century by 
Frankel and restated in the 1980s by Wevers, ‘Apologia’, pp. 20, 24, and 
‘Göttingen Pentateuch’, pp. 57–60). 
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 With regard to those independent characteristics, Numbers has acquired 
a somewhat mixed reputation. Its recent assessors tend to nd in it both 
strengths and notable weaknesses. For Wevers it is ‘without a doubt by 
far the weakest volume in the Greek Pentateuch’, the work of ‘an intelli-
gent translator, who knew what he was doing’, but who was also ‘guilty 
of grammatical infelicities, and of thoughtless errors of translation and 
even of stupid mistakes’ (Notes Numbers, pp. ix, xxvii, and xv). For Flint 
the work is ‘quite a literal reproduction of the Hebrew that is often 
wooden’; the translator is ‘at times careless or inaccurate, but he can also 
be skilful in carrying out his task, with successful attempts to achieve 
consistency and to harmonize passages’ (NETS, p. 107). Dines offers the 
more neutral observation that ‘This translator has a less varied style [than 
some of the other Pentateuchal translators] and is usually fairly literal 
(especially where syntax is concerned), though he too sometimes trans-
lates rather freely, especially with regard to lexical choices’ (Dines, The 
Septuagint, p. 15). 
 These comments demonstrate the dif culty of generalisation in 
description of Septuagint books. As a translation Numbers certainly 
has an uneven quality, and is frequently rather mechanical. Inaccuracies 
and confusions are a factor. The text is, however, rarely rendered dif cult 
to understand. It also contains passages of great vigour and stylistic 
pretension (see § III). 
 
  
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
We lack rm data on precisely where and when the Greek translation of 
Numbers was composed. It was probably in existence at latest by the 
mid-second century B.C.E. and predates the translation of Ecclesiasticus, 
made after 132 B.C.E. (Caird, ‘Ben Sira’; Dines, The Septuagint, p. 46). 
There are sound reasons for favouring the traditional notion that the 
whole of the Greek Pentateuch was produced somewhat earlier than this 
terminus ante quem, by the Jewish community in Alexandria during the 
reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphos (285–246 B.C.E.).  
 These are not so much the traditional arguments, which are based on 
the problematic in uence of early reports preserved in the Letter of 
Aristeas (which purports to be an eyewitness account, but is clearly a 
later, probably second-century B.C.E., production) and a fragment of the 
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Jewish philosopher Aristobulus (also probably second century B.C.E.) 
(Dines, The Septuagint, pp. 27–38; cf. Wright, ‘Transcribing’, pp. 160–
61, on the dubious historicity of the Letter). Rather, they rest on as yet 
underexploited linguistic evidence. This will always be less accurate than 
we might wish, but various linguistic indicators are consistent with 
an early date. Most signi cant is lexical evidence isolated by John Lee, 
whose experiments with semantic elds exhibiting the obsolescence and 
replacement of vocabulary items represent the key breakthrough (Lee, 
Lexical Study, pp. 129–44; Evans, ‘Use’). Such features as the vitality of 
the optative mood in the Pentateuchal books (including notable examples 
in Numbers) point in the same direction (Evans, Verbal Syntax, pp. 175–
80, 188–90, 263). One cannot rule out second-century composition, but 
the third is a more likely linguistic t. In addition, the diversity of trans-
lation techniques found in the various books already composed by the 
time of Ben Sira’s grandson, the translator of Ecclesiasticus (Caird, ‘Ben 
Sira’, p. 100), seems best explained as resulting from a process extending 
over a considerable period of time. 
 The language of the Greek Pentateuch is also consistent with Alex-
andrian (or at least Egyptian) provenance, showing clear links with that 
of early Ptolemaic papyri and inscriptions. The relationship is powerfully 
demonstrated for the sphere of vocabulary in Lee’s Lexical Study of the 
Septuagint Version of the Pentateuch ( ndings summarised in Lee, 
Lexical Study, pp. 145–47). Once again, the linguistic evidence cannot 
provide de nite proof of provenance, but is highly suggestive. Consider, 
by way of a single example, Num. 25.8    (for MT  ). 
The Hebrew    is a hapax, generally interpreted as referring to a kind 
of (vaulted) room (cf. HALOT s.v.; Wevers, Notes Numbers, p. xxxiv). 
The Greek word  is best known (through the in uence of its 
seriously dated LSJ entry) in the sense ‘oven, kiln’ (LSJ offer ‘alcove’ 
for the Numbers instance). But it also turns up in the sense ‘room’ in a 
third-century B.C.E. papyrus from Egypt, which would seem to explain 
the Numbers translator’s choice of the word (see PColZen II 81.9, 14 and 
n. to l. 9; pace Wevers, Notes Numbers, p. xxxiv). We may well suspect 
a characteristically Egyptian sense-extension ‘(domed) oven’ > ‘(domed) 
room’, based probably on similarity of shape. 
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III. Language 
 
The language of Numbers is essentially a ‘very natural’ example of early 
Koine Greek (Horrocks, Greek, p. 106, on the language of the Greek 
Pentateuch in general). We can clearly see this in its vocabulary and 
morphology. Many natural features can also be observed in the spheres 
of syntax and morphosyntax, where not obscured by the effects of 
translation technique (on which see § IV below). Consider the following 
extract (Num. 11.9-10): 
 

        ,    
’ .        , 

        ,   
  . 

 
And when the dew came down upon the camp by night, the manna was 
coming down upon it. And Moses heard them weeping according to their 
groupings, each one at his door. And the Lord became very angry with 
wrath, and before Moses it was evil. (trans. Evans) 

 
The aspectual contrast between  and —that is, between 
the aorist and imperfect indicative of the same verb—is a conspicuously 
natural feature, unmotivated by the underlying Hebrew text. So too are 
the use of the genitive expression  , describing the per-
sons heard, after , and the vague neuter of the expression  

 (problematised at Wevers, Notes Numbers, p. xi; NETS, p. 108). 
This neuter refers to the situation as a whole, in a construction which has 
a long Greek pedigree (cf. the use of the neuter relative pronoun  ‘as to 
which’ at Thucydides 2.40.3; also  at Isocrates 9.122). Also interesting 
is the accusative . Dorival suggests that it may agree with , 
while acknowledging that this would not seem to make sense (Bd’A 4, 
p. 289). It appears more probable that we have another natural feature 
here, reference back to   and a failure of strict grammati-
cal agreement involving shift from genitive to accusative. Case shifts like 
this re ect easy mental transfer (cf. the shifts between nominative and 
accusative in PSI VI 569.2–10, a third-century letter on papyrus written 
in standard Koine Greek). 
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 Some passages of Numbers show great liveliness of language and 
style and independence from the underlying Hebrew. Note the following 
excerpt (Num. 22.27-29) from the Balaam story of Numbers 22–24: 
 

            
       .      

  ,    ,       
 ;     ,       

    ,    . 
 

And the ass saw the angel of God and sat down under Balaam; and 
Balaam became angry and struck the ass with the staff. And God opened 
the mouth of the ass, and she says to Balaam, ‘What have I done to you 
that you have struck me this third time?’ And Balaam said to the ass, ‘It is 
because you have mocked me; and if I had a sword in my hand, I would 
already have stabbed you’. (trans. Evans) 

 
Here we have another series of natural features manifesting a signi cant 
degree of independence from the demands of the Hebrew. Thus, the 
aorist participle  ‘seeing’ renders the consecutive imperfect   
in 22.27 (cf. Evans, Verbal Syntax, pp. 130–31). The historic present 

 ‘she says’ renders the consecutive imperfect   in 22.28 (for 
the historic present in the Greek Pentateuch, see Voitila, Présent, pp. 91–
106; Evans, Verbal Syntax, pp. 119–20, 263; Evans, ‘Approaches’, 
pp. 32–33). The sequence of perfect indicatives , , and 

 render Hebrew perfects in direct speech in 22.28-29 (on this 
match and the af nity of the perfect indicative with direct speech, see 
Evans, Verbal Syntax, pp. 123, 158–60). And the quite freely constructed 
mixed condition        ,    

 translates        in 22.29. These are all positive 
indicators of linguistic competence. Their concentration is also sug-
gestive. The natural vigour of the translation in this passage may perhaps 
be linked to the engaging qualities of the subject matter, though the idea 
is essentially unprovable (Evans, Verbal Syntax, p. 216; cf. Aejmelaeus, 
Parataxis, p. 172). 
 There are also signs of stylistic pretension in the Balaam story. Note, 
for instance, the use of the comparative optative  in Num. 22.4 

       ,      
   , ‘now this band will lick up all those round us, as 
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the young bull might lick up the grass from the plain’ (on the com-
parative optative see Evans, Verbal Syntax, pp. 190–97). We also meet 
interplay between the simplex  and its compounds  and 

 at Num. 22.6, 11; 23.7, 8, a feature of positive stylistic 
value from the classical period onward (cf. Evans, Verbal Syntax, 
pp. 195–96 n. 92; Thackeray, Grammar, p. 260). 
 Biblical scholars have seen many features of the Greek of Numbers 
(and of the Greek Pentateuch more generally) as grammatically odd or 
somehow unsatisfactory. The language of these texts contains numerous 
features which are distinct from the ‘rules’ of classical literature, but 
which are in fact fairly straightforward examples of the Greek of their 
time. For instance, the plural verb used with singular subject in Num. 
4.42      , is simply a constructio ad 
sensum. The verbal form of 4.38      

  may perhaps be in uential, but a translation-technical 
motivation does not need to be sought (cf. Wevers, Notes Numbers, 
p. xi). More surprising perhaps is Num. 22.5    

    ,     , ‘and he sent 
envoys to Balaam son of Beor of Phathoura, which is on the river’. The 
names of cities are usually feminine, so the neuter relative pronoun  
may seem strange (Wevers, Notes Numbers, p. xii; Flint, NETS, p. 108). 
Names of cities, however, may also be neuter (e.g., , , 
and in Egypt ), and the translator may even have thought of 

 in terms of a word like  ‘place, district’. Once again, the 
feature questioned does not need necessarily to be seen as a mistake. 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
In highlighting the natural Greek features of Numbers one must not deny 
its manifest peculiarities of composition in relation to the language of 
extra-biblical texts from the same period. It is a typical sample of early 
translation Greek. The literal tendencies of the translator’s method result 
in distinctive patterns of composition, most notably in the markedly 
Hebraistic word order. Regular lexical equivalents, such as  for 
  and  for , are a feature as well, while we also nd 
Hebraistic syntactic structures, such as 22.15    + inf. 
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‘and he added further (to)’ rendering    + inf. and 11.29    
‘and who would give’ rendering    (cf. Wevers, Notes Numbers, 
pp. xviii–xix; Wevers, Text Hist. Numbers, p. 94; Flint, NETS, p. 108). 
We also need to note occasional confusions arising from the process of 
translation. Voitila has, for instance, identi ed important examples at 
Num. 9.16-23 and 10.11-25, where contextually inappropriate choices of 
Greek verbal forms are clearly in uenced by the underlying Hebrew 
verbal forms (Voitila, ‘What the Translation’, pp. 186, 188, 193–94, and 
‘The Translator’, pp. 111–13; whether these re ect a ‘short-segment’ 
style of translation or simple aberrations is less clear-cut, cf. Evans, 
‘Alleged Confusions’). 
 Yet recent commentators have rightly observed a tension between 
literal tendencies and ‘free’ qualities in the translation of Numbers (see 
§ I above). The repetitive content of parts of the Hebrew text is highly 
conducive to the ‘often wooden’ style of translation noted by Flint, but 
the translator ‘did not mindlessly translate word for word in dull, plod-
ding fashion’ (Wever, Notes Numbers, p. xxvii; cf. Wevers, Text Hist. 
Numbers, pp. 102–103). Some independent features occur even within 
constructions heavily in uenced by the underlying Hebrew, such as the 
enigmatic optative in Num. 11.29    (Evans, ‘Approaches’, 
pp. 25, 26, 29–32). 
 The distinctive features of the Numbers translation (at least as recon-
structed in the Göttingen edition) are a taste for consistency and 
harmonisation and a tendency toward clari cation and elaboration, 
involving sometimes major differences from the MT in arrangement or 
structure of speci c passages. The preference for consistency manifests 
itself notably in careful application of formulaic patterns, either on a 
large scale as in the description of the census of the Israelite tribes from 
Numbers 1 and of the stations of the desert journey from Numbers 33, 
or in smaller structural details. The translation’s harmonising practice 
involves levelling the text or rationalising perceived inconsistencies in 
the MT. Wevers has provided an extensive catalogue of relevant features, 
Flint a useful summary (Wevers, Notes Numbers, pp. xv–xxvi; NETS, 
pp. 108–109). 
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
Numbers does not present the complex textual dif culties of some 
Septuagint books. On the other hand, the manuscripts are generally 
eclectic, replete with recensional elements. This applies even to one of the 
earliest witnesses, 4QLXXNum from the end of the rst century B.C.E. 
(Ulrich, ‘Septuagint Manuscripts’; Bd’A 4, pp. 37–39). Wevers provides 
a detailed discussion of the different text groups and families and of the 
principles for reconstruction of his critical text for the Göttingen edition 
(Wevers, Text Hist. Numbers). The minor pluses, minuses and harmoni-
sations of the LXX point to a Hebrew Vorlage that differs slightly from 
the MT. At times it accords with the Samaritan Pentateuch and at times 
with the Peshitta, but also preserves its own proto-Masoretic readings 
(Bd’A, pp. 45–47). 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
Translation is always a form of commentary. The beliefs and theology of 
the translator of Numbers emerge in various indicative details. Wevers 
has elucidated a series of these (Wevers, Notes Numbers, esp. pp. xxviii–
xxxiv). A striking example is a tendency (as in Deuteronomy) to avoid 
the idea of a human king for Israel (Notes Numbers, p. xxviii); for exam-
ple,      ‘the glorious deeds of chieftains are in 
it’ for MT     ‘and the acclaim of a king is in it (i.e. Israel)’ at 
23.21. Another is prejudice against the non-Israelite prophet Balaam, 
marked by, among other things, the characteristic use of   instead of 

 as a translation of   (Notes Numbers, p. xxix). The translator’s 
interpretative modi cation of the Hebrew text can also be isolated in 
resolution of perceived contradictions or inaccuracies, for instance the 
regularisation of the age at which Levites were to begin tabernacle 
service in 4.3 and 8.24 (Notes Numbers, pp. xxiv–xxv). And there are 
clear attempts to simplify or clarify passages, as in the choice of the 
expression    ‘until Miriam was made clean’ 
rendering     ‘until Miriam was readmitted’ at 12.15. A quite 
different idea is conveyed by the Greek verb, which explains the reason 
for Miriam’s absence (Notes Numbers, p. xxi). 
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VII. Reception History 
 
Aspects of the reception history of Numbers have been traced by Dorival 
in the relevant La Bible d’Alexandrie volume (Bd’A 4). This book is a 
relatively unproductive source for Christian writers. There is only one 
direct quotation in the New Testament (Num. 16.5 at 2 Tim. 2.19), and 
citations are fairly rare in Patristic authors (Swete, Intro., pp. 406–32). 
One of the major early commentaries on Numbers was that by Origen, 
preserved in Ru nus’ Latin translation. His twenty-seventh homily 
on Numbers is typical of his interpretative style, taking the forty-two 
stages in the wilderness journey as forty-two stages in the spiritual life 
(Lienhard, Ancient, p. xxi). He bases this on the supposed Hebrew 
etymologies of the names, although he is drawing on the Greek text. 
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Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. III.2, Deuteronomium (Wevers and Quast, 1977). 
  Cambridge, vol. I.3, Numbers and Deuteronomy (Brooke and McLean, 1911). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 284–353. 
  Swete, vol. I, pp. 339–419. 

 
(b) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Peters, 2007), pp. 141–73. 
  LXX.D (Hertog et al., 2009), pp. 175–215. 
  Bd’A 5 (Dogniez and Harl, 1992). 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. I (Fernández Marcos et al., 2008), pp. 375–448. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
As the fth book in the Pentateuch, Greek Deuteronomy forms part of 
the earliest portion of the Jewish sacred writings translated into Greek. 
Accordingly, the translation has received considerable scholarly attention 
in the modern era, beginning with Z. Frankel’s 1831 discussion (Ein uss, 
pp. 201–27), and particularly since the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls 
(White, ‘Critical Edition’; Duncan, ‘Critical Edition’; DJD 14), the 
preparation of the Göttingen edition of the Greek text by John Wevers 
(1977), the publication of the translation and notes in Bd’A (1992), 
Wevers’s Text History (1978) and Notes (1995), and introductions and 
translations into modern languages, including English (NETS), German 
(LXX.D) and Spanish (La Biblia griega). The study of LXX Deuteronomy 
has also bene tted from scholarly investigations of the Greek Pentateuch 
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as a whole (Wittstruck, ‘Greek Translators’; Wevers, ‘Attitude’). Speci -
cally lexical (Lee, Lexical Study) and grammatical studies (Aejmelaeus, 
Parataxis; On the Trail) seek to understand the translation technique 
employed by the various individuals involved in this ancient project. 
 The Hebrew text of Deuteronomy determines the content of the 
corresponding Greek text. The entire book forms a series of addresses by 
Moses, the leader of Israel, to the people and leaders of Israel in sacred 
convocation as they are on the verge of entering Palestine. Some narra-
tive portions occur in 1.1-5 and the nal chapter (34), and occasionally 
God speaks directly to Moses (31.1-30; 32.48-52), but primarily Moses 
narrates God’s rescue of and covenant promises with Israel. The poetic 
material in chs. 31–33 forms a particularly interesting section in both the 
Hebrew and Greek texts. 
 The title  used in the Septuagint tradition arose from the 
occurrence of this word in Deut. 17.18. Moses gave instructions for a 
future ruler’s conduct: 
 

         ,     
        . 

 
And it shall be, when he has sat upon the seat of his rule, that he shall write 
for himself this second law in a book from the priests, the Leuites. (NETS) 

 
The expression    glosses the Hebrew   

  (‘a copy of this law’, NRSV). The Hebrew term  can 
mean either ‘second’ or ‘copy’, and the translator de nes the king’s 
action as writing ‘a second law’ and combines the sense of the two 
bound Hebrew nouns into a single, compound Greek noun, which he 
may well have created. It is a neologism not found in earlier Greek 
literature. The translator or subsequent tradition1 has used this term then 
to describe the fth book of the Pentateuch and regards it as a ‘second 
law’, not merely a repetition of the rst law which Yahweh revealed in 
Exodus through Numbers.2 The translator clearly saw this ‘covenant in 
 
 1.  Aristobulus (as quoted in Eusebius of Caesarea, Preparatio Evangelium 
13.12.1-2) seems to describe Deuteronomy as     (‘a 
detailed account [or explanation] of the entire legislation’).  
 2.  In Josh. 9.2c (8.32 MT) the Greek translation reads  ,  

 as the rendering of    . This seems to be a reference to 
Deuteronomy, identifying it as the ‘law of Moses’, which Israel is to obey. Josiah’s 
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the land of Moab’ as distinct from the ‘covenant made in Choreb’ (28.69 
[29.1]). Philo identi es this part of the Pentateuch by the title -

 and his writings are the rst direct witness to the use of this term 
as the title for this book (Leg. All. III.174; Deus. 50), although he also 
uses other terms (  ‘appendix’, Her. 162, 250). Josephus, provid-
ing a summary of Deuteronomy in Antiquities 4, did not use a speci c 
title, but identi ed it as ‘these laws and this constitution’ (    

   , 4.194) which Moses gave to Israel. While 
summarising Deut. 17.14-20, Josephus did not mention the responsibility 
of the Jewish king to write out a copy of the law (Ant. 4.223-24). 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
Although it is clear from studies of translation technique that the transla-
tor was different from the individuals who translated the other books of 
the Pentateuch, Greek Deuteronomy was completed in the same chrono-
logical and geographical context as the other four books of the Torah. 
The discovery of PRylands Gk. 458 (Göttingen 957) and its dating to the 
middle of the second century B.C.E. (ca. 150; Roberts, Two Biblical 
Papyri) establishes a chronological point after which the translation 
could not have been completed. Ulrich has published some fragments of 
Greek Deuteronomy (4QLXXDeut) identi ed as 11.4. The dating is 
uncertain, but it does indicate that Jews in Palestine had knowledge of 
this translation in the pre-Christian era (Ulrich, ‘Greek Manuscripts’). 
Both of these discoveries, along with PFouad, Inv. 266 (Göttingen 848), 
which is dated to the middle of the rst century B.C.E., indicate the 
origin of Greek Deuteronomy in the second or third century B.C.E. This 
would support the statement by the grandson of Sirach in his prologue 
that when he completed the translation of Ecclesiasticus, already the 
Greek Pentateuch existed (thirty-eighth year of the reign of Euergetes, 
ca. 132–116 B.C.E.). Further, Wisdom of Solomon knew and used Greek 
Deuteronomy (Wis. 6.7 and Deut. 1.17; Wis. 11.4 and Deut. 8.15; see 
Winston, Wisdom, pp. 153, 227). Similarly, 2 Maccabees seems to be 

 
 recovery of the book of the law is also identi ed by some as a form of Deuteronomy 
(4 Kgdms 22.8-23; 2 Chron. 34.14-35). It may also be the book of Moses that is 
mentioned in 2 Esd. 23.1 (= Neh. 13.1). 
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dependent upon LXX Deut. 31.21 and 32.36 (Goldstein, II Maccabees, 
p. 304). While the dating of both Wisdom of Solomon and 2 Maccabees 
is debated, most would place them in the mid- rst century B.C.E. 
 All of these data demonstrate that Greek Deuteronomy was in use by 
the middle or end of the second century B.C.E. within Jewish communi-
ties in Palestine and Egypt. Tradition places the origin of the Greek 
Pentateuch during the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus, ca. 280 B.C.E. 
The Letter of Aristeas provides the strongest evidence in support of 
this timeframe (see Collins, Library, pp. 6–57). Con rmation of this 
chronology is provided by Wevers’s observation that syntactical usage 
such as the occurrence of  in relative clauses conforms to the usage 
discerned in papyri from that era (Text Hist. Deuteronomy, pp. 99–102). 
Lee also provides supportive evidence from his lexical investigations that 
the Pentateuch was translated before 150 B.C.E. (Lexical Study, pp. 129–
44). The same body of evidence points with considerable probability to 
Alexandria, Egypt, as the location for this translation work. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
The translator used Koine Greek as his medium, but often sacri ced 
Greek grammar, syntax and semantics in the service of his Hebrew text. 
Aejmelaeus, in her study of parataxis in the Greek Pentateuch, locates 
Deuteronomy on the more literal side of the translation spectrum. For 
example, the particle  occurs as the translation of the Hebrew 
conjunction  ‘less than 3% of the cases in Leviticus, Numbers and 
Deuteronomy’, but ‘in 25% of the cases in Genesis and 16% in Exodus’ 
(‘Signi cance’, p. 57). She also discerns a preference to represent  by a 
causal  rather than  (26% of the time), in contrast to Greek Exodus 
which used  85% of the time (Parataxis, pp. 145–47). A similar 
conclusion is reached for the rendering of apodictic . The translator 
re ects a ‘system of translating word for word’, rendering this speci c 
Hebrew construction as  42% of the time, in comparison to Greek 
Exodus which has this equivalence in only 10% of the possible cases 
(Parataxis, pp. 145–57). These translation choices indicate that less 
attention is being paid to matters of Greek style and syntax by the 
translator of Deuteronomy. Dogniez and Harl also come to the same 
conclusion. Whether it is word order, articulation, re ection of the 
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distinction between singular and plural forms of the second person 
pronoun or consistent rendering of Hebrew prepositions by the same 
Greek preposition (  by ;  by ), Greek Deuteronomy demonstrates a 
signi cant degree of literalism (Bd’A 5, pp. 29–33). Other indicators 
would be the tendency for relative pronouns to be attracted to the case of 
their antecedents (Wevers, Notes Deuteronomy, p. x) and the frequent 
representation of the pleonastic Hebrew pronoun  (represented in 
61 cases in Deuteronomy, with 14 omissions; Soisalon-Soininen, 
‘Rendering’, p. 61). 
 Given the tendency of this translator to a more literal method of 
translation, it is no surprise to discover that the repetitive Hebrew style 
in uences the Greek text. Walters notes one peculiarity of Greek syntax 
in Deut. 28.7-36 (Walters, Text, pp. 237–41). In the Septuagint the 
optative, imperative and future indicative ‘were used indiscriminately 
and freely interchanged, all three equally expressing a benediction or 
curse’ (Text, p. 237). A remarkable pattern is seen in Deut  28.7-36. 
When God is the subject of the Hebrew jussive, the Greek used the aorist 
optative, but when people are the subject, the future indicative is used. 
The result is that when God is the subject, these clauses become wishes 
and their effects upon human beings are expressed as potential future 
events, either blessing or curse. This feature indicates that the translator, 
while attending closely to his Hebrew text, found creative ways from 
time to time to express speci c interpretations. 
 Another example would be the translator’s avoidance of  in 
favour of  when the text discusses an Israelite king. He used 

 in reference to kings of other nations (e.g., Sihon, 2.24; Og, 3.1; 
Pharaoh, 7.8), but when the Hebrew noun  refers to a future Israelite 
king, the translator used  (17.14, 15 bis; 28.36; 33.5). In Wevers’s 
opinion the ‘LXX is intentionally avoiding the use of , since to 
the translator only God can be Israel’s king, and hence the  becomes 
merely “a ruler”’ (Wevers, Notes Deuteronomy, p. 286). 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
The translator’s work is characterised by careful attention to his Hebrew 
text. He tends to retain Hebrew word order and the resultant translation 
generally displays isomorphism. The translation has a rather literal 
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character, with the Hebrew text shaping the form of the translation more 
than is the case with Greek Genesis or Exodus. The repetitive nature of 
the Hebrew text lends itself to a more literal approach. Wevers identi es 
56 formulaic expressions, although he acknowledges that ‘the lists could 
undoubtedly be increased’ (Text Hist. Deuteronomy, pp. 86–99). The 
Hebrew texts of Deuteronomy discovered among the Dead Sea Scrolls, 
as well as the Samaritan textual tradition, show some textual variation as 
these formulae occur. The Greek translation re ects similar textual 
variation, and it is dif cult to know when variation is due to the trans-
lator’s initiative and when it may re ect a difference between his Hebrew 
Vorlage and the MT (Wevers, ‘Attitude’, p. 501). There are no major 
additions or omissions in the Greek translation (apart from individual 
words, phrases and some clause structures), nor is there signi cant 
divergence in textual order from that found in the MT. After careful 
comparison of the readings in 848 and B (Vaticanus), Wevers concludes 
that the translator ‘was determined that his translation would re ect his 
parent text closely’ (‘Attitude’, p. 505). 
 Occasionally the translator seems to reveal his knowledge of other 
portions of the Greek Pentateuch. For example, in his account of the 
golden calf episode (9.12) his wording parallels that of Greek Exod. 
32.7-8. Wevers concludes that ‘the Deut translator was acquainted with 
the Exod LXX seems almost certain’ (Text Hist. Deuteronomy, pp. 163–
64). Or in the context of the repetition of the Ten Commandments the 
translator seems to take pains to follow the wording used by the Exodus 
translator. For example, the Greek translation of Deut. 5.10 seems to 
re ect awareness of Exod. 20.6 because this is the only context in Greek 
Deuteronomy where  renders , but this is also what 
Greek Exodus reads. In most contexts in Deuteronomy  is the 
equivalent of this Hebrew noun (39 times). 
 
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The work on the textual tradition of Greek Deuteronomy by Wevers has 
set the standard, particularly as expressed in the 1977 Göttingen edition. 
Of particular interest for the reconstruction of the text, as near to the 
original as possible, is the recovery of pre-Christian Jewish materials 
(Wevers, Text Hist. Deuteronomy, pp. 48–51). As Wevers notes: 
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the discovery of P.Fouad, Inv. 266, of which 848 is the major part, marks 
one of the most important discoveries of Septuagint texts in this [twenti-
eth] century. 848 is a ms dating from the middle of the rst century B.C. 
and contains substantial amounts of text from the second half of 
Deuteronomy (from 1714 to 3329) (Text Hist. Deuteronomy, p. 64). 

 
If this dating is correct, then this copy was produced about 200 years 
after the translation itself was produced. Wevers regards it as more 
reliable in many instances as a textual witness than Codex Vaticanus. It 
provides an interesting perspective on the degree of alteration that has 
affected the Greek text of Deuteronomy in the centuries between 848 and 
the creation of Vaticanus. One peculiarity is its characteristic spelling of 
Moses’s name as  in contrast to , which is undoubtedly the 
original transcription (how otherwise to explain the unusual  combina-
tion). Perhaps, as Wevers speculates, the scribe of 848 knew the Hebrew 
form and adopted a transcription that re ected this more exactly. From 
other evidence it is clear that revision of the Greek text towards exist- 
ing Hebrew textual forms was occurring in the pre-Christian context 
and this treatment of Moses’ name may be additional support for 
this phenomenon. In 1936 Roberts published a smaller papyrus frag- 
ment (John Rylands Libr., P.Gr. 458), numbered 957 in the Göttingen 
edition and dated to the second century B.C.E. It contains about 100 
verses from Deuteronomy 23–28. It should also be noted that Ulrich has 
published a small fragment of Greek Deuteronomy discovered at 
Qumran (4QLXXDt; fragments of Deut. 11.4). While the dating is 
uncertain, it is pre-Christian. Although fragmentary, the text does seem 
to cohere with Wevers’s edited text for this same verse (Ulrich, ‘Greek 
Manuscripts’, pp. 71–82). The second-century C.E. PChester Beatty VI 
(963 Göttingen) provides another signi cant witness to the pre-
Hexaplaric form of the Greek text of Deuteronomy. 
 These early, pre-Hexaplaric texts indicate that in the case of Greek 
Deuteronomy the general lines of Lagarde’s theory of Septuagint origins 
is the most probable explanation: one original translation has shaped the 
subsequent textual tradition, and most variations are due to copyist error, 
revision and subsequent recensional activity.  
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VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
Dogniez and Harl have reviewed various elements in the Greek text that 
de ne the translator’s perspective (Bd’A 5). They draw attention to the 
use of the terminology          

  in Deut. 4.1-10 to describe the prescriptions given to Israel in 
the law, something that distinguishes Israel from ‘all [an addition by the 
translator?] the nations’ (cf. Sir. 24.6-8; Bd’A 5, pp. 47–48; the Greek 
terminology re ects that found in the MT). They also note that the trans-
lator has varied his translation of /  ‘word(s)’ between / 

 and /  (Bd’A 5, p. 43), the latter seen as less religious in 
sense. However, how signi cant this variation is with respect to meaning 
is debated, and the variations in 10.2-4 might suggest greater synonymity. 
 The translator does incorporate lexical terms not found in earlier 
Greek literature, mostly built on standard Greek formations. One of the 
more noteworthy of these is the noun , which 
renders  (see 1.15; 16.18; 29.9[10]; 31.28). The Hebrew noun in the 
plural also occurs in Deut. 20.5, 8, 9, but the Greek equivalent employed 
is  ‘scribes’. As Peters suggests, the formation combines ‘two 
known Greek functionaries: a  ‘scribe’ and an  
‘one who brings cases to court’ into  ‘one who 
records things for judges’ (NETS, p. 143). Caird suggests that ‘the 
monstrous compound’ could de ne an of cial who was ‘(a) a scribe-
magistrate; (b) a magistrate in charge of records; (c) a magistrate to deal 
with legal documents’. He opts for ‘recorder’ as ‘the nearest English 
equivalent’ (‘Towards a Lexicon’, p. 122). Another neologism is the 
noun  (28.25; 30.4), a normal Greek nominal formation from the 
verb , itself used four times (4.27; 28.64; 32.8, 26). In 28.25 the 
MT records Moses’ warning that if Israel sins, they will become ‘an 
object of horror to all the kingdoms of the earth’ (NRSV). The translator 
renders ‘object of horror’ by the phrase  , suggesting that 
‘dispersion’ is a divine punishment. In 30.4 the scope of the  
extends ‘from an end of the sky to an end of the sky’ (NETS; MT: ‘at the 
edge of the sky’). The translator seems to have particular interest in the 
matter of the Jewish diaspora, something we might expect within the 
Alexandrian Jewish community. 
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 Another intriguing text is Deut. 18.10-11, where Moses forbids Israel 
from engaging in certain practices. Nine Greek present participles are 
used to re ect diverse Hebrew terms. It is dif cult to discern the speci c 
meaning of some of these Hebrew and Greek terms. In the rst instance, 
the translator used , another neologism, to refer to a process 
of purifying   sons or daughters, presumably a means of gaining 
direction from the deity. Perhaps the translator avoids the idea of 
sacri cing children to pagan deities as expressed in the Hebrew text. 
The participle  ‘being a diviner’, another neologism, 
is related to the noun  ‘sign or omen’. The corresponding 
Hebrew term describes a ‘soothsayer’. Another rare term in this con- 
text is , which seems to have the sense of an ‘oracular 
ventriloquist’ (also in Lev. 19.31; 20.6, 27 for the same Hebrew term). 
The translator understands the context, but does not seem to know the 
exact meaning of each Hebrew term and chooses words that describe 
contemporary divinatory processes. 
 A nal example of neologisms relates to terms that describe Israel’s 
‘hardness of heart’ (spiritual stubbornness). It is the translator, it seems, 
who coined the term  (10.16) and used it alongside such 
lexemes as  (9.27);  (9.6, 13); and  
(10.16). These cognate terms render forms of the Hebrew root  
‘hard’. The noun , however, occurs in a clause rendering 
the bound phrase    ‘the foreskin of your heart’. The translator 
makes the metaphor explicit. He follows a similar strategy at 30.6 where 
he used another neologism  ‘purge entirely’ to de ne the 
Lord’s intent ‘to circumcise your heart’. The Greek verb means to purify, 
cleanse, purge in a thorough manner. The usual translation of the Hebrew 
verb  is  ‘to circumcise’. Why the translator avoids this 
metaphor is a matter of speculation. However, it demonstrates the 
creativity of the translator when he considers it necessary to interpret his 
Hebrew text. Whether the translator is incorporating his own emphases 
or is re ecting a more widely held Jewish perspective cannot be 
determined. 
 One of the primary segments in the Deuteronomy narrative is the 
iteration of the Ten Commandments. There is signi cant similarity 
between the Greek translations of Exodus 20 and Deuteronomy 5 
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because the Hebrew texts are also closely con gured (see Wevers, Text 
Hist. Deuteronomy, pp. 98–105). However, Greek Deuteronomy does 
show some independence, even though aware of the Exodus translation. 
For example, in 5.6 it rendered the Hebrew clause with an articulated 
participle (   ) in contrast with Greek Exodus which used a 
relative clause (   ), representing the formal MT Hebrew 
syntax more closely. The opposite tendency occurs in Deut. 5.14, which 
reads        , a literal translation of the 
Hebrew, whereas Exod. 20.10 used       . 
Both texts, however, interpret the prohibition against worshipping other 
gods in the same way:  /       ,  

   (Deut. 5.9/Exod. 20.5). Apart from the 
variation between  and , re ecting the default choices of each 
translator, the rendering is the same, both re ecting the same interpreta-
tion of the Hebrew text. According to the Greek translators it is wrong to 
worship other gods ‘Because I am the Lord your God’, not, as the 
Hebrew text emphasises, because the Lord is a jealous God. The Greek 
translations alter the predicate nominative structure (Wevers, Text Hist. 
Deuteronomy, pp. 100–101). 
 The order of commands six through eight also varies. 

 
Masoretic Text Order in 

Exodus and Deuteronomy 
Greek Exodus Order Greek Deuteronomy 

Order 

6 You shall not murder 7  7  

7 You shall not commit 
adultery 

8  6  

8 You shall not steal 6  8  
 

These different orderings raise signi cant questions. Given the faith-
fulness of Greek Deuteronomy to his Hebrew Vorlage, the presumption 
is that the order of these commands re ects his Hebrew text, and there-
fore the order was not set rmly at the beginning of the third century 
B.C.E. There is no apparent reason for an arbitrary change in order by the 
Deuteronomy or Exodus translators. 
 Deuteronomy incorporates several creed-like statements, notably the 
Shema (6.4-9) with its instructions, and the declaration made by an 
Israelite when offering the rst-fruits (26.5-10a). In both cases the 
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translation expands the text (at least in comparison to MT). At 6.4 the 
Greek text has a lengthy introductory clause preceding the Shema which 
is absent from the MT: 
 

      ,      
        ... 

 
And these are the statutes and the judgments which the Lord commanded 
to the sons of Israel in the wilderness as they were coming out from the 
land of Egypt. (NETS) 

 
Whether or not the translator had this in his Hebrew text, the phrasing is 
very similar to material that occurs elsewhere (cf. 4.45). In the Shema 
itself, the translator adds the verb  for clari cation: 
 

,         
 

Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God the Lord is one. (trans. Notes 
Deuteronomy, p. 114) 

 
Moses then instructed Israel to tie these commands as a sign, rendered in 
Greek as ‘and you shall bind them as a sign (  ) on your hand 
and they shall be things unshakeable (or “ xtures”) ( ) before 
your eyes’ (6.8b NETS). The translator did not seem to understand , 
usually understood as ‘frontlets, phylacteries’, and instead interpreted 
that the commandments would stay ‘immovably’ in their sight (  
also used at Deut. 11.18 and Exod. 13.16). 
 The statement in 26.5b-10a is a thanksgiving, acknowledging how 
God has kept his promise and ‘given us this land, a land owing with 
milk and honey’ (26.9b NRSV). In the initial section the translator appears 
to struggle with the unusual Hebrew formation. The Hebrew phrase ‘a 
wandering/lost Aramean’ or ‘an ailing/perishing Aramean’ (v. 5) was 
rendered as     , meaning either ‘my father 
rejected/cast off Syria’ or ‘my father abandoned Syria’. The reference 
then would be to Jacob’s return from Syria to Canaan. The Greek text 
then proceeds to describe how the Israelites ‘sojourned’ ( ), 
living as temporary residents in Egypt and growing from a small group 
to a most numerous nation. When Deuteronomy described the exodus in 
v. 8, the translator includes      ‘even he by great 
strength and’ at the beginning of the long list of God’s actions, empha-
sising God’s personal engagement in Israel’s deliverance (unless the 
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phrase was in his Hebrew Vorlage). One further difference is in the 
rendering     ‘and with great spectacles’, appar-
ently reading the Hebrew root  for  (‘with a terrifying display of 
power’, NRSV). 
 These examples demonstrate some of the ways that the translator of 
Deuteronomy put his stamp upon the material and ensures that his 
understanding of the Hebrew text, or the understanding of his Jewish 
community, nds expression. A literal translation tendency does not 
exclude the ability to embed speci c interpretations. 
 As Deuteronomy concludes, ch. 32 incorporates a ‘song’ composed by 
Moses. Its purpose is to bear witness to his warning that the  

 would prove faithless to the covenant (31.21, 30). According to 
the Greek, this song forms the conclusion to     

  (‘all the words of this law’, 32.44) that Moses spoke to 
Israel, explicitly identifying Moses’s words, including this song, as 
comprising ‘the law’ (something not in the MT).  
 In the song the Lord is described metaphorically as  ‘the rock’ 
many times, yet in each case the translator translates it as  (32.4, 15, 
18, 30, 31 or omits it as in 37—Olofsson, God is My Rock, pp. 38–40). 
In v. 31 the translator renders his Hebrew text as        

  (‘For not like our God are their gods’, NETS), but the 
Masoretic text has  twice, singular in both cases: ‘indeed their rock is 
not like our Rock’ (NRSV). This translator expresses sensitivity towards 
describing God as  (cf. Olofsson, God is My Rock, pp. 35–36). 
 The nal verse (32.43) is twice as long in the Greek as the corre-
sponding MT. However, the Qumran texts testify to a version closer to 
the Greek text: of the eight hemistichs in Greek, three, ve, six and eight 
correspond to the Masoretic text, while one, two, ve, six, seven and 
eight correspond to 4QDeutd (Van der Kooij, ‘Ending’, discusses this 
text and argues for the originality of the Qumran version). 
 Of particular interest is the use of the phrase    in 
parallel with    (hemistichs two and four). In Wevers’s 
opinion these additional hemistichs were present in the translator’s 
Hebrew Vorlage (Text Hist. Deuteronomy, p. 534). Very similar hemi-
stichs occur in v. 41b in the MT and LXX (Fernández Marcos, Septuagint 
in Context, p. 73). 
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 These various data indicate clearly that the Hebrew text used by the 
translator of Deuteronomy was divergent from the Masoretic text. 
Further, it is clear that some of the differences from the Masoretic text 
found in the Greek translation are due not to the translator’s insertion of 
additional material, but his rendering of his Hebrew Vorlage. It is 
dif cult to establish that a speci c theological Tendenz exists in the 
translation, particularly when the translator tends towards literalism. 
However, it is possible to make a number of observations and offer some 
tentative conclusions. 
 The Deuteronomy translator chose two terms to render the noun  
‘assembly’. The other Pentateuch translators used  as the 
equivalent for this and other nouns (e.g.,  , a term not found in MT 
Deuteronomy), re ecting the idea of a gathering and the assembly of 
Israel in particular. However, Greek Deuteronomy only used this 
equivalent twice (5.22; 33.4), introducing  as an alternative 
rendering (18.16; 23.2[1], 3[2]; 31.30). It also used the cognate verb 

 (4.10; 31.12, 28; cf. Lev. 8.3; Num. 20.8 and  
in Lev. 8.4; Num. 20.10). This terminology has a signi cant history of 
prior usage in Greek literature to de ne assemblies of various kinds, with 
particular reference to the Greek polis. The translator’s choice of this 
term may re ect the Alexandrian Jewish community’s desire for clarity 
about its political status within Ptolemaic Alexandria. 
 In Deut. 1.5 the translator chose     ‘to 
clarify this law’ (NETS) to render the Hebrew     ‘to 
explain this law’ (NRSV). Both the Greek and Hebrew verbs occur rarely 
in the Jewish canon, but the translator’s choice represents the sense well. 
What is intriguing is that this Greek verb and its cognate noun -

 are also employed in two contexts where the interpretation of dreams 
is at issue (Gen. 40.8; Dan. 2.6 [OG]). By choosing this rendering the 
translator may be connecting Moses’ activities with his prophetic status. 
In Deut. 34.10 Moses is characterised as a prophet like no other, whom 
‘the Lord knew face-to-face’. The ability to ‘clarify’ the meaning of 
God’s law certainly ts a prophet’s role. 
 ‘This law’ (1.5) must be the contents of  , the second 
law, because many times the translator, following his Hebrew text, 
de nes this treatise as ‘the words of this law’ (27.3, 26; 28.58; 29.28[29]; 
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31.9, 12, 24) or ‘the book of this law’ (28.61). Every seven years Moses 
commands Israel to ‘read this law before all Israel’ (31.11). ‘This law’ 
de nes then ‘the words of the covenant’ which God established for Israel 
through Moses ‘in the land of Moab’, but this is a covenant made in 
addition to the one God made ‘at Choreb’ (28.69[29.1]) according to the 
translator. He seems to distinguish Moses’ teaching at Choreb from his 
teaching in the land of Moab, and, thus, this book truly is ‘the second 
law’. 
 The Greek also emphasised Israel’s anticipated possession of ‘the 
land Yahweh swore to their fathers’. There is considerable clustering 
of terms that relate to this idea:  ‘allotment’,  ‘inheri-
tance’,  ‘to inherit; to possess in a way that cannot be 
reversed’ (TDNT, vol. III, p. 779),  ‘to cause to inherit 
or possess’. At times these terms create signi cant repetitions in a verse, 
as in 19.14: 
 

    ,        
,     ,        

. 
 

You shall not move your neighbour’s boundaries, which your fathers have 
set up on the inheritance you were allotted in the land that the Lord your 
God is giving you to inherit. (NETS) 

 
The translator engages in some lexical levelling, for the Hebrew text 
used two different roots to describe the notions of possession. In other 
contexts (e.g., 12.29) the translator injects difference through his lexi- 
cal choices where there is none expressed speci cally in the Hebrew 
text. A text such as 21.16, which addresses the laws of inheritance, indi-
cates how this Greek terminology expresses the concept of inheritance. 
In Exod. 4.2 Yahweh named Israel ‘my rstborn son’, and in the con- 
text of covenant he spells out the ‘inheritance’ he will provide his 
son, Israel, namely the land of Canaan. Numbers and Deuteronomy 
tell the story of Yahweh’s actions to cause Israel to ‘inherit’ this land 
by taking up residence in it ( ) and nding rest ( ) 
in it.  
 The relationship between Israel and God is de ned by the covenant 
given originally at Sinai and which now Moses is ‘clarifying’ in the land  
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of Moab (28.69 [29.1]) through his oral rehearsal forty years later. The 
translator follows the theological perspective of the Hebrew text by and 
large, but uses various means, particularly lexical choice and small 
additions for emphasis. Two examples cast further light on this. His use 
of the terms  and  is similar to that employed by the other 
Pentateuch translators. Non-Israelites generally are referred to by the 
noun , unless the translator wants to emphasise that Israel is a nation 
like other nations (e.g., 4.34; 9.14; 26.5). Conversely, Israel normally is 
de ned by the term  (exceptions are found in 33.5, 21). The contrast 
between these two terms nds expression in a passage such as 32.43: 

, ,     (‘Be glad, O nations, with his 
people’, re ecting MT’s  ).  
 Another example occurs in the addition found in 23.18(17). Interaction 
with other peoples requires careful negotiation. Deuteronomy is replete 
with warnings about Israel’s potential apostasy because of syncretism. 
The translator has inserted a doublet in 23.18(17) that is not represented 
in the Masoretic text: 
 

     ,     
  . 

 
There shall not be an initiate among the daughters of Israel, and there 
shall not be anyone initiated among the sons of Israel. (NETS) 

 
The rst part of the verse forbids Israelites from participating in cultic 
fertility rites as practiced by surrounding nations. This addition, how-
ever, seems to make application of this principle to Hellenistic religious 
activity, perhaps an attempt to contextualise the translation to the 
translator’s time. 
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
The Greek text of Deuteronomy is cited very frequently in the New 
Testament writings. NA-28 lists around 200 quotations and probable 
allusions (pp. 843–45). Normally the New Testament materials follow 
the LXX, but variations occur. For example, in the citation from Deut. 
6.4b-5 in Mk 12.29-30, the narrator has the same text for the most part, 
but adds a fourth element,      ‘and all your mind’, 
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and in the last phrase substitutes  ‘strength’ for . The sense is 
little changed and the source of these alterations continues to be debated 
(Beale and Carson, Commentary, pp. 216–20). 
 New Greek translations of Deuteronomy were generated towards the 
end of the second century C.E., produced by individuals traditionally 
identi ed as Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion. Their motivation is 
diverse, with Aquila seeking to create a very literal translation, and 
Symmachus and Theodotion attempting a faithful but literarily more 
acceptable product. Today we possess only fragments of their transla-
tions, often contained in marginal notes of later manuscripts. 
 In the third century C.E. Origen created the Hexapla, probably to serve 
as a tool in the continuing debates between Judaism and Christianity. In 
this massive work he sought to compare the Greek translation with the 
Hebrew text that he possessed, primarily marking additions and omis-
sions in the Greek text with various signs. His process also affected 
Greek word order. He incorporated the new translations of Aquila, Sym-
machus and Theodotion. His well-intentioned work created considerable 
confusion in the subsequent textual history of Greek Deuteronomy. The 
most complete witness to this Hexaplaric activity in Deuteronomy is 
the Syro-hexapla (Perkins, ‘Place’, pp. 223–32). There does not appear 
to be evidence of kaige revisional activity in the textual tradition of 
Deuteronomy. Further, Wevers does not identify any textual group in 
Greek Deuteronomy with the Lucianic recension. 
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Joshua 
 
 

Michaël N. van der Meer 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen (none available at present). 
  Cambridge, vol. I.4, Joshua, Judges and Ruth (Brooke and McLean, 1917). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 354–404.1 
  Swete, vol. I, pp. 420–74. 

 
(b) Other Greek Editions 
  Margolis (4 fasc. 1931–38; 5th fasc., ed. Tov 1992).2 

 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Greenspoon, 2007), pp. 174–94. 
  LXX.D (Hertog and Kreuzer, 2009), pp. 218–42. 
  Bd’A 6 (Moatti-Fine, 1996). 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 17–74. 

 
 1. Rahlfs-Hanhart is based on only two manuscripts (A and B), and the two texts 
are presented in parallel columns in those passages where A and B differ drastic-
ally—the lists with toponyms in Josh. 15.21-62 and 18.22–19.45—leaving the 
question of the reconstruction of the Old Greek undecided. 
 2. Margolis developed his own idiosyncratic system of sigla that refer to the 
individual manuscripts and their grouping in ve recensions (in his terminology the 
Egyptian, Syrian, Palestinian, Constantinopolitan recensions, which correspond by 
and large to what modern scholars would term the original Greek text, the Lucianic 
or Antiochene recension, the Hexaplaric recension and Catenae groups). As a result, 
Margolis’s edition is rather dif cult to handle. Furthermore, Margolis offers several 
conjectural emendations of the Greek text based on the MT. Although meticulously 
prepared, it is not completely free from errors. 
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(d) Additional Comments 
Scholars of the Greek Joshua are advised to take the Rahlfs-Hanhart text as the 
point of departure and compare it with Margolis’s text, while consulting the 
assessment of the differences between the two editions provided by Den 
Hertog (‘Studien’, pp. 30–109) in cases where the two differ. See further 
Bieberstein, Lukian, pp. 9–74; Den Hertog, ‘Studien’, pp. 3–29; and Van der 
Meer, Formation, pp. 22–32. 
 
Recent manuscript discoveries have brought new material and new insights 
into the history of transmission and revision of the Greek Joshua. Thus, 
recently, pages from a pre-Hexaplaric codex, P.Schøyen 2648—in fact the 
oldest textual witness for LXX Joshua, dating from the early third century 
C.E.—have been found and published, adding information to the pre-
Hexaplaric state of the Old Greek Joshua (De Troyer, ‘LXX, Joshua’). 
Barthélemy’s studies in the kaige-recension have led to a reconsideration of 
the Theodotionic material for Joshua (Greenspoon, Textual Studies). 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The Greek version of Joshua is by and large a relatively faithful 
rendering of the Hebrew book, comparable to the Greek version of the 
Pentateuch. It should be noted, however, that the Greek Joshua has some 
large-scale differences when compared to the MT. The Greek Joshua has 
some long pluses in the geographical sections which are commonly 
considered to be authentic (13.7-8; 15.59a; 21.36-37, see the apparatus in 
BHS). Other large pluses in the Greek Joshua have counterparts in the 
historical books (Deuteronomy to 1 Kings): 

 
Table 1. Major pluses in LXX Joshua and their 

counterparts in Deuteronomy to 1 Kings: 
 

Josh. 6.26a  MT 1 Kgs 16.34; 
Josh. 16.10  MT 1 Kgs 9:16; 
Josh. 19.47a, 48a Judg. 1.34-35; 
Josh. 21.42a-d  Josh. 19.49-50;  
Josh. 24.4b-5a  Deut. 26.5-6;  
Josh. 24.33a-b  Judg. 2.6, 11-14; 3.12, 14. 
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On the other hand, the Greek Joshua also lacks several phrases, clauses 
and complete verses present in MT, particularly in chs. 6 (Josh. 6.3b-4, 
7b, 15b), 8 (Josh. 8.7b-8a, 13, 16a, 20b, 26), 10 (Josh. 10.15, 43), 13 
(Josh. 13.33), and 20 (Josh. 20.4-5, 6b). In Josh. 5.2-12 the Hebrew and 
Greek versions seem to present diverging accounts of the circumcision 
and Passover narratives (see Van der Meer, Formation, pp. 249–88). 
Finally, in a few passages the order of the verses differs between the two 
versions. 

 
Table 2. Differences in sequence between MT and LXX: 

 
MT Josh. 8.30-35  LXX Josh. 9.2a-b 
MT Josh. 19.47-48  LXX Josh. 19.48, 47a (cf. Judg. 1.34), 

47, 48a (cf. Judg. 1.35) 
MT Josh. 24.29-31  LXX Josh. 24.31, 29-30, 31a 

 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
Since the Greek Joshua shares with the Greek Pentateuch some 
distinctive characteristics in translation equivalents over against the 
other Greek translations of biblical books (e.g.  instead of 

 for  and  instead of  for ), it is 
generally assumed ‘that the Greek version (of Joshua) followed soon 
after that of the Law’ and was made therefore some time during the third 
century B.C.E. in Alexandria (Thackeray, Grammar, pp. 13–14; Redpath, 
‘Contribution’; Bd’A 6, pp. 42–53). 
 A few scholars have made an attempt to offer a more precise date for 
the time and place of the translation. Den Hertog (‘Studien’, pp. 110–39) 
established a relative chronology for Greek Joshua between the Greek 
Pentateuch and Greek Judges on the basis of borrowed translations. He 
also argued that a comparison with the geographical description of 
Palestine in Greek Joshua and extrabiblical sources from the Hellenistic 
period, in particular the papyri from the Zenon archive dating from the 
middle of the third century B.C.E., makes it probable that the Greek 
translation of Joshua was made before the Seleucid reorganisation of 
Palestine after 198 B.C.E. 
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 Van der Meer (‘Provenance’, pp. 59–61) believes to have found 
further evidence for a third-century B.C.E. date of Greek Joshua in 
Aristobulus (ca. 175 B.C.E.) fragment 3, which mentions a Greek transla-
tion of the events ‘surrounding the exodus of Egypt of the Hebrews…as 
well as their domination of the land (    )’. Through 
examination of the vocabulary in the elds of Palestinian geography 
(those parts of Palestine that were of special economic and strategic 
importance for the Ptolemies, such as Jericho and its surroundings and 
Jamnia), warfare, jurisdiction and administration, he suggested the Greek 
translator of Joshua was connected with Dositheos son of Drimylos, a 
Jew with a high position at the court of the third and fourth Ptolemies, 
Euergetes I (246–222 B.C.E.) and Philopator (222–205 B.C.E.), known 
both from the documentary papyri and literary sources (3 Macc. 1.3; 
Polybius 5.81; ‘Provenance’, pp. 74–80). 
 The main purpose of the Greek translation of Joshua should perhaps 
not be sought in the liturgical needs of a synagogue community, but 
rather in the political interests both of an ethnic community trying to 
establish their cultural identity in a multicultural Empire and of rulers 
of that Empire who sought to maintain a much-disputed part of their 
territory. A late third-century B.C.E. Alexandrian provenance in the 
period between the fourth (219–217 B.C.E.) and fth (202–195 B.C.E.) 
Syrian wars seems to be an attractive, albeit speculative, setting for the 
Greek translation of Joshua. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
The language and translation technique employed by the Greek translator 
of Joshua resemble that of the Greek Pentateuch. The Greek translator’s 
language is that of Koine Greek attested not only by the Greek Penta-
teuch, but also by the documentary papyri and inscriptions from Ptole-
maic Egypt. The relative freedom with which the translator rendered his 
Hebrew text corresponds with the relatively free style employed by the 
translators of the Pentateuch and can clearly be discerned from the literal 
and literalistic translations of later books, on the one hand, and the 
periphrastic style of the Greek versions of Proverbs and Esther or con-
temporising renderings like Daniel and Isaiah, on the other hand. 
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 From a syntactical point of view, the Greek translator adhered rela-
tively closely to his Semitic source text, as Sipilä (‘Renderings’; Between 
Literalness) and Den Hertog (‘Studien’, pp. 160–80) have shown. 
Nevertheless, the translator occasionally employed genuine Greek synta-
ctical constructions, such as the genitive absolute, participium con-
iunctum, -recitativum, as well as speci c macro-syntactical markers, 
such as  instead of  for Hebrew - ,  and  for Hebrew  and 

 and  for Hebrew circumstantial . While these features point 
to a concern for stylistic elegance, there are also a number of instances 
where  appears at the beginning of an apodosis and disturbs the Greek 
style, when a conjunction should have been omitted (Sipilä, Between 
Literalness, pp. 109–40, 196–98). 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
Whereas later Greek translations are characterised by a high degree of 
stereotyping, literal renderings and transliterations, the Greek Joshua 
stands out for its high degree of variation in translation equivalents 
(Hollenberg, Der Charakter, pp. 4–9; Bd’A 6, pp. 42–68). The vocabu-
lary of the Greek version is considerably larger than that of the Hebrew 
original. For common Hebrew words like  and  the Greek trans-
lator employed no less than fourteen and seven respectively different 
Greek equivalents (Bd’A 6, p. 54). In some cases, the main motive 
behind the different Greek renderings is simply the translator’s wish to 
bring some variation to the repetitive style of his Hebrew text. In other 
cases, the variation is due to a particular interpretation of the Hebrew 
original. Thus in Josh. 24.9, the translator rendered the reference to 
Balak’s confrontation with Israel,   ‘and he fought against 
Israel’, by     ‘and set himself against Israel’ 
(NETS) to accommodate the fact that Numbers 22–24 does not report 
a direct confrontation between Israel and Balak (Hollenberg, Der 
Charakter, pp. 5–6). 
 The Greek translator not only introduced changes on the qualitative 
level, but also on the quantitative level. LXX Josh. 6.2-25, for instance, 
contains a high number of adverbial phrases (e.g., , , 

) which are absent from the Hebrew text and could only have 
arisen at the level of the Greek translation since there are no obvious 
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counterparts in Hebrew (Van der Meer, ‘Sound the Trumpet’, pp. 36–
39). Conversely, there are also examples where there can be no doubt 
that the Greek text re ects deliberate curtailment on the part of the 
translator, as for example in Josh. 5.8a,    , 
where the translator condensed these clauses into a simple participial 
construction   ‘Having been circumcised’ (Hollenberg, 
Der Charakter, p. 8). In contemporary scholarship there are widely 
diverging opinions regarding the question whether the larger omissions 
in the Greek text (see table 1) should be ascribed to the Greek translator 
as well (Rösel, ‘The Septuagint-Version’). 
 
 
V. Key Text–Critical Issues 
 
In view of the translation technique as a modest stylistic reshaping of a 
repetitive Hebrew text, Hollenberg (Der Charakter, pp. 12–20) argued 
that the major large-scale variants between MT and LXX that could not be 
attributed to these characteristics of the Greek translator should in fact be 
ascribed to a different Hebrew Vorlage. Thus the large LXX pluses in 
topographical sections in Josh. 13.7-8, 15.59a and 21.36-37 are attributed 
by Hollenberg to a different Hebrew Vorlage than the MT. In his view 
(Der Charakter, p. 15), this quali cation also holds true for the major 
minuses in LXX Joshua 20. Here the large-scale pluses in MT transform 
the shorter description of Joshua’s execution of the commands found in 
the priestly version of the laws on the cities of refuge (Num. 35.9-34) 
into a prescriptive text that incorporates further regulations regarding 
the cities of refuge, drawn to a large extent from the deuteronomistic 
legislation (Deut. 19.1-13). According to Hollenberg, this example 
shows that the process of literary formation of the book of Joshua was 
not yet closed when the Greek translation was made. It is this that has 
generated much of the present-day interest in the Greek Joshua. The 
example of Joshua 20 continues to be a cornerstone in theories about the 
overlap between text-critical and redaction-critical data (Rofé, ‘Joshua 
20’; Tov, Textual Criticism, pp. 327–32). Most of the discussion after 
Hollenberg’s pioneering work has been devoted to the question whether 
(and which of the) other variants in Greek Joshua re ect a stage in the 
process of literary formation of the book prior to the stage attested by the 
MT (Van der Meer, Formation, pp. 32–91). 
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 In response to the minimalistic position taken in commentaries on 
Joshua at the turn of the twentieth century, Holmes defended the thesis 
that the Greek and Hebrew texts of Joshua are two successive stages in 
the process of the book’s literary formation. Whereas previous scholars 
had treated the variants between LXX and MT in a rather atomistic way, 
Holmes pointed to the inner logic of the shorter LXX version and the 
coherence of the pluses in MT. The fact, for instance, that in Josh. 5.11-
12 both the phrase   ‘on the day after Passover’ and the 
phrase  ‘on the day’ are not represented in Greek cannot be 
attributed to scribal error. Rather they must re ect a later redaction of the 
shorter Hebrew version underlying LXX that sought to adjust the Joshua 
narrative to the priestly regulations in Lev. 23.4-8, 9-14 (see already 
Hollenberg, ‘Textkritik’, pp. 97–98). 
 Even more important for Holmes is LXX Josh. 5.2-9, which seems to 
re ect a heterodox piece of Israelite historiography in which circum-
cision was not yet universally practised by the Israelites. A later Jewish 
reviser, in Holmes’s view, wanted to conceal this presentation and 
produced the now ponderous Hebrew text in vv. 4-5 stressing the fact 
that ‘the entire nation’ (  absent from LXX) was circumcised. In a 
similar vein, he would have added the words  ‘all the people’ in 
v. 8 (see section § III above), and also introduced the element of a 
‘second circumcision’ by adding the word  ‘second’ in v. 2. As a 
result, for Holmes, the MT re ects a systematic and coherent expansion 
of the older Hebrew version which is re ected faithfully in the LXX. In 
his model the value of the LXX extends the borders of so-called ‘lower 
criticism’ (textual criticism) into that of the ‘higher criticism’ (redaction 
criticism). 
 Benjamin’s study of the quantitative variants between MT and LXX in 
Joshua 1–12 (‘Variations’) reduced the inner coherence between the 
variants to individual glosses either in the Hebrew or Greek texts of 
Joshua. However, the ndings of the biblical scrolls from Qumran 
(4QJerb, 4QSama, 4QJosha) as well as renewed interest in the ancient 
versions of the Hebrew Bible (for instance the Targumim) gave much 
support to the idea that the variants (both quantitative and qualitative) 
between the two texts of Joshua should be studied as a coherent whole. 
The question, however, which version deliberately reworked the other 
remained (and remains) a matter of debate. 
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 Gooding (‘Traditions’) pointed to the inconsistencies in Holmes’s 
argument regarding LXX Josh. 5.2-9 and saw a midrashic exegesis 
at work behind the Greek translation. On the other hand, Orlinksy 
(‘Hebrew Vorlage’) and his pupil Chesman (‘Studies’) strongly 
supported Holmes’s thesis of revision on the Hebrew level. Auld 
(‘Joshua’) also advocated a return to the thesis defended by Holmes, 
although in his view the pluses in MT are instances of the process of 
progressive supplementation rather than a coherent independent redac-
tion of the book. Some of the additions to the shorter Hebrew text (MT 
Josh. 8.9, 13; 10.15, 43) re ect a ‘pedantic concern for the location of the 
camp and the precise whereabouts of Joshua himself at any given 
moment’ (Auld, ‘Joshua’, p. 5; see also De Troyer, ‘Did Joshua’). 
 Tov’s bifocal approach to the variants between the Hebrew and Greek 
versions of Joshua may be illustrative for the complexities involved with 
assessing the text-critical and redaction-critical value of the Septuagint of 
Joshua. On the one hand, he has elaborated the idea of midrashic 
exegesis underlying the Greek Joshua (Tov, ‘Midrash-type’), while on 
the other hand he considers the same Greek translation to be a major 
witness to the process of literary growth of the book (Tov, ‘Midrash-
type’). Regarding the Passover narrative in Josh. 5.10-12, Tov 
(‘Growth’, p. 330) considers the pluses in MT to be part of a second 
edition of the book. Yet, he also nds evidence of a midrashic modi -
cation of the same passage by the Greek translator who transformed the 
time for Passover from ‘in the evening’ ( ) to the time from the 
evening (  ) onwards and rendered the phrase ‘unleavened 
bread and parched grain’ (  ) in light of the regulations found in 
Lev. 23.10-14 as    (Tov, ‘Growth’, pp. 54–57). According 
to Tov, the pluses throughout MT result from a Hebrew editor whose 
main concern was to emphasise, elucidate, harmonise and amplify the 
shorter Hebrew text. Of special importance are the additions that betray 
the in uence of Deuteronomy, as they would form a point of contact and 
continuity between the history of re-editing and the history of redaction 
of the book, which was shaped by Deuteronomistic scribes. 
 Whereas for Tov the variants between MT and LXX may bring us back 
to the time when the two Hebrew versions branched off from the 
common source, sometime during the Persian or early Ptolemaic period, 
Rofé (‘End’) has argued that the Old Greek Joshua may even bring us 
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back to the Assyrian period. In his view the major LXX pluses at the end 
of the book, LXX Josh. 24.31a, 33a-b, contain ancient historiographical 
material presenting Joshua rather than Moses as the one who had led the 
Israelites out of Egypt (24.31a     ). 
According to Rofé, the plus at LXX Josh. 24.33a-b constitutes the original 
connection between Joshua 24 and the beginning of the original core of 
the Judges narratives, Judg. 3.12-30. This original transition, re ected 
also in the Damascus Document (CD 5.1-5), would then derive from an 
eighth-century B.C.E. Ephraimite History and was later substituted by the 
longer Deuteronomistic prefaces to the Judges cycles, Judg. 1.1–2.5; 
2.6–3.6; 3.7-11) attested by both the MT and LXX versions of that book. 
 Further contributions to the issue of the redaction-critical and 
historiographical value of the Old Greek Joshua were made by Mazor in 
her unpublished dissertation (‘Septuagint Translation’) and a number of 
articles. In her view (‘Septuagint Translation’, pp. 163–70), both the MT 
and LXX of Joshua re ect editorial reworking of the Joshua narratives on 
the Hebrew level. Although the Greek translation can be quali ed as 
relatively free, it is literal enough to ascribe all literary activity to the 
Hebrew stages preceding the translation. In Mazor’s view (‘Origin’), the 
plus in LXX Josh. 6.26a re ects an ancient historiographical parallel to 
the narrative of a city built by Ozan at the cost of two of his sons, as 
preserved in the original story of 1 Chron. 7.21a-24a. With respect to the 
preceding narrative, Josh. 6.1-20, she argues for the originality of the 
MT version, whereas the pluses in LXX Josh. 6.9, 13, 20, mentioning 
explicitly the priests (      ), would re ect 
a nomistic reworking of the narrative. The motive behind the alterations 
would have been the wish to conform to the original story in which the 
shofar was blown by lay people to the priestly legislation found in Num. 
10.1-10, which reserves this right exclusively for the Aaronide priests 
(cf. Tg. Jon., Josephus, Ant. 5.22-23, 27 and the War Scroll). With 
respect to the story of the fall of Ai (Josh. 8.1-29), she argued (Mazor, 
‘Textual’) that the Old Greek version re ects an intermediate stage 
between the pristine narrative contained in 4QJosha (lacking Josh. 8.14b-
17) and the expansionistic MT (including the pluses vis-à-vis LXX found 
in Josh. 8.7b-8a, 9b, 12, 13, 15b-16, 20b and 26). In her view, the textual 
accretions resulted from narrative con ation with Judges 20, a narrative 
with a similar plot. 
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 In reaction to these maximalist positions, scholars over the last decade 
have pointed once more to the interpretative character of the Greek 
translation. In a careful text-critical analysis of Joshua 6, Bieberstein 
(Josua–Jordan–Jericho, pp. 230–67) concluded that most of the major 
divergences between MT and LXX in these chapters are the result of a 
deliberate restructuring and reformulation by the translator. Although in 
his view the book has had a very long process of literary formation, there 
is no overlap between the history of redaction and textual transmission as 
argued to varying degrees by Holmes, Orlinsky, Auld, Tov, Rofé, Mazor 
and De Troyer. 
 Van der Meer (Formation; ‘Sound the Trumpet’) reached a similar 
conclusion through careful examinations of chs. 1, 5, 6 and 8 of the 
book. He determines that a redaction must be discernible on the basis 
of both a distinctive vocabulary and ideology, as is the case with the 
commonly accepted deuteronomistic, nomistic and priestly layers of the 
book. Therefore, a redaction-critical analysis of the Hebrew text of these 
chapters in its own right makes clear that the Greek version of Joshua 
does not attest to a stage in the literary formation of the book prior to MT, 
but rather re ects an attempt to harmonise the tensions that, seen from a 
modern critical perspective, arose out of these redactional additions. 
 For Van der Meer (Formation, pp. 249–415), the variants in Josh. 5.2-
12 should all be ascribed to the Greek translator, who was no less 
puzzled than modern readers by the Deuteronomistic ction of a second 
circumcision of the entire male Israelite population on enemy grounds 
just before battle (Josh. 4.21–5.8). The Greek translator not only 
smoothened these crude notions by turning primitive int knives into 
sharp knives (5.2-3     ) and delib-
erately introducing a period of recuperation (5.8  …  

), but also enhanced the historical plausibility by transforming 
the hill made of foreskins into a toponym (5.3     

  ). From a careful reading of Numbers 10–14 and 
an interpretation of the phrase ‘disgrace of Egypt’ in Josh. 5.9 in the light 
of the preceding circumcision narrative, the translator corrected the 
period of the wandering through the desert from forty years to forty-two 
years, condensed the ponderous Deuteronomistic style of (MT) Josh. 5.4-
5 and differentiated between two groups of Israelites: those born during 
the period of wandering in the desert (      ) and 
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those that had not yet been circumcised when Israel left Egypt (   
      ) and had been 

young enough to have escaped the verdict over all male Israelites after 
two years of desert wandering (Num. 14.23) and who now, after their 
circumcision, had nally been released from the disgrace of the Israelites 
(   , 5.9). 
 In a similar vein, both the small minuses throughout the Greek Joshua 
(Van der Meer, Formation, pp. 161–248) and the drastic curtailments in 
Josh. 6.2-25 (‘Sound the Trumpet’) and Josh. 8.1-29 (Formation, 
pp. 417–78), as well as the transposition of the famous Ebal passage 
(MT Josh. 8.30-35, LXX Josh. 9.2a-e, cf. 4QJosha; Formation, pp. 479–
522) can be understood as attempts to enhance the historical plausibility 
and inner and external coherence of the narratives, and to smoothen the 
tensions in the text that modern scholars would otherwise interpret in a 
redaction-critical way. Seen thus, the Septuagint of Joshua is not a literal 
version of an ancient heterodox historiography, but rather a careful 
exegesis and an intelligent and stylistic reformulation of the Hebrew text 
as attested by MT. 
 Although much work has been done in assessing the text-critical value 
of the Septuagint of Joshua, it should be noted that thus far the dis-
cussion has concentrated mainly on the rst ten chapters of the Greek 
Joshua whereas the latter part of the book has received comparatively 
little attention. Furthermore it can also be observed that many studies 
tend to disregard the history of previous research. For instance, the recent 
commentary to the Septuagint of Joshua by Auld (Joshua) interacts only 
with the studies by Holmes, Moatti-Fine, Den Hertog and Sipilä and 
comments only on a single Septuagint manuscript (Vaticanus). It is to be 
expected, therefore, that future research on the Greek Joshua will be 
more comprehensive. 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
Whereas the translator’s concern for style, variation and contextual 
harmonisation can be detected throughout the Greek Joshua, particularly 
in the rst part of the book, there is little evidence for speci c ideological 
and contemporising renderings. In the case of Josh. 24.27 where the 
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Greek version seems to introduce an eschatological element into the text, 
the plus ’    does not so much point to the end of 
days, but rather creates a link backwards to Deut. 31.29 (Den Hertog, 
‘Eschatologisierung’, pp. 110–13). 
 In cases where ideology can be discerned in the Greek Joshua, the 
main motive seems to be to avoid associations with improper religious 
notions. Thus, the translator avoided the anthropomorphic notion of the 
‘mouth of the Lord’ (  , 9.14; 15.13; 17.4; 19.50; 21.33; 22.9) and 
employed the word for a royal edict, , instead. Likewise, he 
modi ed the expression ‘voice of the Lord’ (  , 5.6) by means of 
another administrative term , and altered the notion of the ‘hand of 
the Lord’ (  , 4.24) into that of the ‘strength of the Lord’ (  

 ) (Hollenberg, Der Charakter, p. 9; Orlinksy, ‘Hebrew 
Vorlage’, pp. 193–94; Bd’A 6, pp. 49–50). 
 In the case of the Transjordanian altar (Josh 22.9-34), the translator 
rendered Hebrew  ‘altar’ with the Greek word for pagan altars, 

, as long as it seems to refer to an illegitimate Jewish altar outside 
the Holy Land (Cisjordanian Palestine). As soon as the legitimate status 
of the place of worship is established in the narrative, the same Hebrew 

 is rendered with a Greek neologism,  (Bd’A 6, pp. 51–
52). For the cities of refuge (Joshua 20–21), the translator carefully 
avoided the term  ‘inviolability’, which was widely used in the 
Hellenistic world to indicate the inviolability of major sanctuaries, but 
employed the neologism  ‘place of refuge’ instead. 
 Furthermore, the Greek version of Josh. 24.1, 25 sets Joshua’s renewal 
of the covenant not in the uncrowned capital of Northern Israel, Shechem 
( ), but rather in Shiloh ( ). Although the secondary nature of the 
reading in LXX is widely acknowledged (Holmes, Joshua, p. 78; Auld, 
‘Joshua’, p. 14), there is debate rst whether this alteration was already 
made in the Hebrew preceding the stage of the Greek translation or 
simply re ects another initiative introduced by the Greek translator, and 
second whether the change was made only for the sake of harmonisa- 
tion with the preceding narratives (Josh. 18.1, 8-10; 19.51; 21.2; 22.9, 
12) or also re ects anti-Samaritan polemics (Hollenberg, Der Charakter, 
p. 17). 
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VII. Reception History  
 
The book of Joshua did not play a major role in the reception history 
of the Bible during the Hellenistic and Roman periods (Noort, ‘Joshua’). 
In Ptolemaic times, gures like Joseph, Moses and Solomon served 
as gures to emulate (cf. Jos.Asen., Ps.-Hec., Aristob., Art., Dem., 
Ezek.Trag. and Eupol.). When references were made to the Joshua 
stories, it was mainly the Hebrew rather than the Greek Joshua that was 
taken up. Thus the themes of Joshua as Moses’ successor in Sir. 46.1-6 
(   –     ‘a successor to 
Moses in prophecy’) and Acts 7.45, and the miraculous fall of Jericho 
(2 Macc. 12.15; cf. 4Q479 frg. 22 and 4QTestim; Heb. 11.30), are based 
on the Hebrew book.  
 Apparently, New Testament authors found it easier to take Rahab as a 

gure for emulation (Heb. 11.31; Jas 2.25) rather than a military leader. 
Some reminiscences of phraseology from the Greek Joshua are apparent 
in the New Testament: both LXX Josh 1.13, 15; 11.23; 21.42; 22.4; 23.1 
and Heb. 4.8 employ the verb  for the rest after war. Perhaps 
the same holds true for Philo’s Conf. 166,    , ’    

 ‘I will never leave you nor forsake you’, which seems to 
quote LXX Josh. 1.5. 
 Both New Testament authors and Philo show little interest in the 
military achievements of Joshua. This seems to be the case for LAB 20–
24 as well, where the military elements have given way to the cultic parts 
of the book (cf. Josh. 1; 5.10–12; 8.30–35; 22.10–34; and 24). Inversely, 
Flavius Josephus portrays Joshua as the ideal  ‘general’ 
(Feldman, ‘Josephus’ Portrait’). His Greek presentation of the history of 
Israel for a Greek audience not only draws upon the Greek Joshua, but 
also shares with it a similar concern (§ II). 
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Judges 
 
 

Philip E. Satterthwaite 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen (none available at present). 
  Cambridge, vol. I.4, Joshua, Judges and Ruth (Brooke and McLean, 1917). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 405–94.1 
  Swete, vol. I, pp. 475–537. 

 
(b) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Satterthwaite, 2007), pp. 195–238. 
  LXX.D (Kabiersch et al., 2009), pp. 243–93. 
  Bd’A 7 (Harlé, 1999). 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 75–170. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
LXX Judges is a generally accurate translation of a text-form almost 
identical to the Masoretic Text (MT). It usually conveys the sense of the 
Hebrew adequately, though often in unidiomatic Greek. The textual 
history of LXX Judges is complex, and any evaluation of LXX Judges 
must take into account the distinctive characteristics of the various manu-
script groups. We begin, therefore, with a description of these groups. 
 Rahlfs identi ed two main textual traditions in LXX Judges, which he 
believed were so diverse that they amounted to separate recensions 
(editions) of the book. He printed these as separate texts, designated A 

 
 1. Both Rahlfs-Hanhart and the NETS translation (based on Rahlfs-Hanhart) 
present codices A and B in separate columns. 
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and B. He based his A text upon Codex Alexandrinus (A) and two groups 
of manuscripts representing the recensions associated with Origen 
(ca. 185–253 C.E.) and Lucian (ca. 250–312 C.E.), which he termed O 
and L respectively. His B text was based upon Codex Vaticanus (B). 
 Later scholarship has re ned Rahlfs’s classi cations. The witnesses 
to an A-type of text are now divided into three groups, AI, AII and AIII. 
Of these AI corresponds broadly to Rahlfs’s O-group, and AII to his 
L-group. The B-type of text is now held to be represented by two distinct 
groups. Soisalon-Soininen grouped the manuscripts as follows (Die 
Textformen, pp. 20–21; followed by Bodine, Greek Text, pp. 2–3): 
 

AI:   A G a b c k x 
AII:   the subgroups K Z g l n (o) w and (d) p t v2 
AIII:  MNhyb2 
B:   the subgroups B (d) e f j m (o) q s z and i m r u a2 

 
Whereas scholarship in the decades before Rahlfs usually argued for 
the independence of the traditions represented by A and B, it is now 
accepted that the A and B traditions probably derive from a single 
archetype. This was one conclusion of Soisalon-Soininen’s monograph. 
He discussed many aspects of LXX Judges which indicated that the 
different groups had a common basis (Soisalon-Soininen, Textformen, 
pp. 31–33), such as additions or omissions in LXX vis-à-vis the Hebrew 
mostly shared by all the groups (the additions usually intended to clarify 
the meaning, the omissions usually made in order to avoid obscurity). 
Regarding word order, he noted that normally all the LXX groups match 
the word order of MT strictly, but that where there are deviations from 
MT’s word order, these exceptions occur almost unanimously across all 
the groups, not what one would have expected from two independent 
translations (Textformen, pp. 33–37). Similarly, most of the Hebraisms 
in Judges occur across all the groups at the same points in the text 
(Textformen, pp. 43–49). 

 
 2.  The brackets around d and o indicate that they have a mixed text, which is 
aligned sometimes with K Z g l n w and sometimes with B e f j m q s z. Note, 
further, that scholars today tend to describe text-forms like Rahlfs’s L as 
‘Antiochene’ or ‘proto-Lucianic’ rather than ‘Lucianic’, because it has since become 
clear that many of the allegedly ‘Lucianic’ features of such text-forms are attested 
long before Lucian (Dines, Septuagint, pp. 103–106). 
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 Of these groups, Soisalon-Soininen argued, AII tends to write more 
idiomatic Greek than the others (Textformen, p. 38 on translation of the 
conjunction ; p. 50 on translation of ; below, § IV), and the B-group 
is generally closest to MT (Textformen, pp. 59–60); but all groups re ect 
the in uence of Origen’s Hexapla. These conclusions still seem sound. 
A clear sign of Hexaplaric in uence is the presence within all the main 
groups of doublets—double translations of words or phrases within a 
single manuscript, a tendency encouraged by the bringing together of 
variant readings in the different columns of the Hexapla (Schreiner, 
Septuaginta-Massora, pp. 90–104). 
 A major development since Soisalon-Soininen has been the identi -
cation of a kaige revision within the textual tradition of LXX Judges, a 
revision towards a form of the text close to or identical with MT, which 
contains frequent ‘quantitative equivalents’ (stock renderings of particu-
lar Hebrew words and phrases), often producing unidiomatic Greek. 
Credit for identifying kaige in LXX Judges belongs to Barthélemy, who 
argued that the B-group is essentially a kaige text (Les devanciers, 
pp. 34–88).  
 Bodine extended Barthélemy’s work on Judges, noting further indi-
cators of kaige within the B-group (Greek Text, pp. 11–66). He observed 
that the B-group used some quantitative equivalents which were only 
sparsely attested in other parts of the LXX in uenced by kaige. This 
suggested that kaige in Judges should be partly distinguished from kaige 
elsewhere in LXX (Greek Text, pp. 67–91). 
 Having re ned Barthélemy’s categorisation of the B-group, Bodine 
investigated the relation to it of AI, AII and AIII by means of a detailed 
study of variant readings in Judges 1–2, 10–11 and 17–18. His conclu-
sions, which in general con rmed those of Soisalon-Soininen and 
Barthélemy, are set out in the following paragraphs (Bodine, Greek Text, 
pp. 93–183; cf. Billen, ‘Hexaplaric’).  
 AII (‘L’ in Bodine) most consistently represents the earliest form of 
LXX Judges (the ‘Old Greek’, hereafter OG) (Greek Text, pp. 134–35). 
This group diverges most often from MT, either alone, or with the sup-
port of another group; it is therefore the group least affected by kaige 
revision. It also has the closest agreement of all the groups with the Old 
Latin (an important witness to the OG). 
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 AI represents a ‘full’ text which includes both obelised material 
(material marked by Origen in LXX as having no parallel in Hebrew) and 
asterisked material (in Hebrew with no parallel in his LXX text): that is, it 
has pluses both when they represent Origen’s LXX text and when they do 
not. The presence of the asterisked material (in 59 out of the 104 cases 
where the asterisk is attested in the textual tradition) marks out the text of 
AI as ‘primarily Hexaplaric’.  
 AIII (‘K’ in Bodine) is a mixed text which, though it clearly belongs 
with the A-groups and other witnesses over against the B-group, has the 
highest number of kaige readings of all the A-groups. It is also a ‘short’ 
text which tends to omit both obelised and asterisked material: it has 
minuses both when they represent Origen’s LXX text and when they do 
not. 
 In short, Rahlfs’s B text usually stands furthest from the OG and 
closest to MT (cf. § IV). Rahlfs’s A text stands closer to OG, but still 
contains many examples of kaige revision and Hexaplaric contamination 
(evidenced by the presence of doublets). The presence of kaige elements 
within the A-groups seems to be due partly to the fact that Origen’s base 
text, which lies behind many of the manuscripts in these groups, was 
already in uenced by kaige (Bodine, pp. 136–40). The OG is most con-
sistently represented by AII, particularly the subgroup g l n o w. 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
The Prologue to Sirach, though it does not mention Judges by name, 
implies that LXX Judges was in existence by the end of the second 
century B.C.E. Two features of LXX Judges may suggest that it was 
produced no earlier than the 160s B.C.E. (cf. BGS, pp. 86–98). 
 LXX Judges regularly translates  by , in contrast to 
LXX Pentateuch and Joshua, which translate throughout by  
(also occurring six times in Judges 10–14 in the B-group). In the books 
of Maccabees,  regularly denotes foreigners, particularly Greek-
speakers, not Philistines. Harlé sees in the use of this term in Maccabees 
a response to the attempt by Antiochus IV to force hellenisation on the 
Jews. He suggests that the use of the same term to translate  in 
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Judges and 1–4 Reigns can be linked to the usage in Maccabees. If this 
argument is sound, it would date LXX Judges after 167 B.C.E. (Bd’A 7, p. 
59). 
 Along similar lines, Fernández Marcos suggests that in 16.6-31, LXX 
transforms Samson from an entertainer into a victim of Philistine cruelty. 
At 16.25 the OG reading seems to introduce an element of violence not 
found in MT:  ... becomes    

…       ‘and they called Samp-
son…and were making fun of him and they were beating him’. At 16.27 
OG has a similar deviation from MT:    becomes 

    ‘watching Sampson being made 
fun of’. These are not standard lexical equivalents. Fernández Marcos 
wonders whether the translator has introduced an allusion to Seleucid 
persecution in the early second century B.C.E., comparing 2 Macca- 
bees 6–7. 
 Other evidence suggests a relative dating vis-à-vis other LXX books. 
Tov notes cases where the translator of Judges has apparently drawn on 
LXX Pentateuch. The translation of  by  ‘fodder’ at 19.19 
uses a lexical equivalence found at Gen. 24.25. The translation of  

 by     ‘when the chiefs take the lead’ at 5.2 
in the A-groups can be linked to the rendering of    at 
Deut. 32.42 by    . The translation of the same 
phrase at 5.2 in the B-group by   ‘an unveiling 
was unveiled’ can be linked to Num. 5.18,   for  (Tov, 
‘Impact’). Barthélemy suggests that two readings of the B-group may 
have been in uenced by LXX Pentateuch:   ’  

   ’  ‘and he sent all those who stood by him 
out from him’ (3.19; cf. Gen. 45.1);    ‘let 
him turn round and leave’ (7.3; cf. Deut. 20.8; Barthélemy, Critique 
Textuelle, pp. 77, 94). It is in any case clear that the Pentateuch was the 

rst part of the Bible to be translated into Greek. 
 Sipilä establishes a clear difference between Joshua and Judges as 
regards literalism vs. freedom in translation (Between Literalness, pp. 81, 
166–67; cf. also Bd’A 7, pp. 35–38, where Harlé distinguishes LXX 
Judges from LXX Pentateuch and Joshua, seeing LXX Judges as repre-
senting ‘a new literalism’ which continues in the historical books 
following). The different renderings of Josh. 15.16/Judg. 1.12 and Josh. 
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15.9/Judg. 1.15 (MT being identical in each case) also suggest that LXX 
Joshua and Judges come from two different translators. But these points 
are not, properly, an argument for relative dating. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
The vocabulary of LXX Judges re ects that of standard Koine. It is 
dif cult nonetheless with syntax to identify what is representative of the 
language (as described by Horrocks, Greek, pp. 106–108) and what 
arises from the translation technique. Thus, Thackeray classes Judges as 
one of the ‘literal or unintelligent versions’ (Grammar, p. 13). Voitila 
(‘La Septante’, p. 20) lists some features that re ect a Koine that is not as 
fully developed as in New Testament. 
 
a. Idiom 
There are many cases where a Hebrew word or idiom is rendered 
literally, producing unidiomatic Greek (see § IV). However, sometimes 
LXX Judges departs from its stock renderings. Thus occasionally LXX 
Judges translates  by  and not  (the usual rendering), giving an 
appropriate adversative nuance (e.g., 1.25; 7.8, A-groups; 15.13, 
A-groups; see Sipilä, pp. 35–41); at 19.30 the A-groups translate …  
by …  (B-group …  ), a ‘good idiomatic rendering’, 
which shows that the translator ‘must have realised that there were two 
disjunctive negative clauses in the Vorlage’ (Between Literalness, p. 49); 
sometimes two nite verbs in MT are translated by conjunctive parti- 
ciple and nite verb, e.g., 9.9, 11, 13, where the A-groups render  

…  as …  (B-group … -
) (Between Literalness, pp. 58–59); at 19.7 the A-groups translate 
  by   , an ‘excellent free translation’ (Between 

Literalness, p. 69; compare 2.19, where a doublet has probably obscured 
a similar translation according to Schreiner, Septuaginta-Massora, 
p. 91); at 15.13 the A-groups translate   , in which  
marks a positive alternative after a negation, with o ,   

 , where  well conveys the required sense. The translator 
clearly had a better command of Greek than usually emerges from his 
translation.  
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b. Lexical Innovations 
In a section devoted to the vocabulary of LXX Judges, Harlé notes 49 
words which occur nowhere else in LXX, though some of them occur 
elsewhere, such as  ‘porch, portico’ (3.22, 23) and  ‘dish, 
pot’ (5.25), both attested in papyri of the third century (Bd’A, pp. 56–57). 
Of these cases, 15 occur in the Song of Deborah (Judges 5). He further 
notes a number of lexical innovations: translations (sometimes trans-
literations) of particular Hebrew words used for the rst time in LXX 
Judges, and taken up (particularly) in the translations of the later 
historical books (Bd’A 7, pp. 57–58):  ‘saviour’ for  in 3.9, 
15;  ‘horned’ for  in 3.27;  for various forms of the 
root  used to mean ‘do good’ or ‘make glad [the heart]’ (16.25). Some 
of these innovations are compound words (see Tov, ‘Compound’) 
apparently coined out of a desire to translate a group of Hebrew words 
representing a single idea by a single Greek word:  
‘ambidextrous’ for    in 3.15 and 20.16;  ‘wide’ for 

  in 18.10 (A-groups). 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
LXX Judges usually represents a text-form identical to MT, though it may 
sometimes be based on a different Vorlage (e.g., 16.13-14; 19.2, A-
group; 19.30, A-group).3 Occasionally it has sentences in a different 
order compared to MT (3.30–4.1; 20.26-28, B-group). Sometimes the 
translator apparently had a consonantal text identical to MT, but supplied 
different vowels (e.g., 18.25, where    is translated as  

    , implying vocalisation of  as Niphal, not 
Hiphil). Both Tov (‘Textual History’) and Fernández Marcos (‘Heros’) 
note cases where LXX Judges seems to have understood an Aramaic 
sense to Hebrew words. This phenomenon is, of course, not unique to 
Judges, representing the spoken language of the time. 

 
 3.  This section builds upon Satterthwaite (NETS, pp. 195–200). A reference to 
particular manuscripts or manuscript groups (A-group, B-group, AI, AII, AIII) is 
always speci ed as such (e.g., 1.6, AI); references with no such indication are (with 
minor exceptions) common to both A- and B-groups. The letters A or B by 
themselves denote MSS Alexandrinus and Vaticanus respectively. 
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a. Word Order 
In word order LXX Judges usually follows MT. Sipilä notes how the 
translation technique of LXX Judges displays ‘very narrow segmentation’ 
(Between Literalness, p. 211), a tendency to translate in small units 
(clause by clause and phrase by phrase), which would have affected the 
word order. An example is the translation of  + verb vs.  + non-verb at 
the beginning of clauses, an important distinction in Hebrew, but less 
important in Greek: LXX Judges usually follows MT word-order, produc-
ing a strained sentence structure: 9.24 (B-group) reads    

           
  (glnow have the more natural word-order    

 ; Soisalon-Soininen, Textformen, pp. 34–35). 
 
b. Accuracy 
LXX Judges generally conveys the sense of the Hebrew adequately. 
However, names and obscure words seem to have caused the translator 
problems (cf. Soisalon-Soininen, Textformen, pp. 26–31; Bd’A, pp. 38–
39): at 1.15,   becomes   ‘redemption of water’, as 
though  were related to ; at 4.11   becomes   

 ‘by Oak-of-the-Resters’ in the A-groups, as though  
were related to , and    ‘as far away as Oak-
of-the-Greedy’ in B-group, seemingly linking  with the root . 
 Judges 5, a poetic text containing many rare words, caused the trans-
lator more severe dif culties. At 5.8 the A-groups render   

    nonsensically as      
 ‘They chose new gods, like barley bread’. The reading of B-

group,        ‘They 
chose new gods; then the cities of the rulers fought’, is somewhat closer 
to MT (on Judges 5 see Tov, ‘Textual History’). 
 Occasionally LXX Judges simply transliterates the Hebrew, perhaps 
sometimes because there was no obvious Greek equivalent:  
(2.11),  (17.5),  (18.14). Elsewhere transliteration was 
probably the translator’s last resort when faced with dif cult Hebrew: 

 (5.16, A-group);  (5.22, AI);    
(20.6, B; a doublet).  
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c. Conjunctions 
LXX Judges is written in a form of Greek that, by the standards of most 
ancient Greek literature, is not fully idiomatic. Thus the almost universal 
rendering of the standard connective particle  with , only occasionally 
varied with other common Greek connective particles ( , , , 

), produces what is ‘tolerable Greek in the microcontext’ but some-
thing that is ‘paratactic and monotonous style in the wider context’ 
(Sipilä, Between Literalness, p. 33).  
 Sipilä’s study of formulae frequent in Hebrew narrative, such as , 

, , and  yields similar conclusions (Between Literalness, 
pp. 82–107). LXX Judges with few exceptions renders these with quanti-
tative equivalents, producing clumsy Greek. For example, at 3.18  

      ,    
  , the expression   is effectively redundant. See 

too 11.31 where the repetition of   is awkward; and 13.3-4 where 
  does not carry the sense of inference which  has (  would 

have been better, but LXX Judges never translates  with ). 
 Sipilä further notes the translator’s faulty use of genitive absolute 
clauses:            
(18.3, AI and AII), where the subject of the participle is, contrary to 
normal usage, the same as the subject of . ‘One may therefore 
conclude that he tried to use natural Greek idioms, but was not really 
successful in doing so’ (Between Literalness, pp. 64–67; quotation from 
p. 67). 
 
d. Prepositions 
Greek normally distinguishes  + accusative (‘into’) and  + dative 
(‘in/among’). Hebrew uses the preposition  to mean either ‘into’ or 
‘in/among’, depending on the context. LXX Judges regularly and indis-
criminately translates  in both senses by  + dative. See, for example, 
1.3  …    .  
 Hebrew repeats the preposition  in phrases of the type ‘between X 
and Y’. LXX Judges translates such phrases word for word, producing 
translations such as        (4.5). 
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e. Particular Constructions 
LXX Judges consistently reproduces in Greek constructions which are 
unattested or only rarely attested in other forms of Greek. Thus, though 
LXX Judges generally translates the relative particle  smoothly, its 
rendering of  clauses involving ‘relative resumption’ (where the 
clause ends with a word that picks up the antecedent) is far less idiom-
atic. At 18.6,      is rendered word for word as   

, ’  [  , B-group]     
 The Hebrew in nitive absolute is used to reinforce a nite verb from 
the same root. LXX Judges translates such in nitives absolute either with 
a cognate noun in the dative (  , 13.22) or with a 
participle (  , 8.25). Neither is good Greek.  
 Biblical Hebrew uses  (Qal or Hiphil) followed by the in nitive 
construct of another verb to denote repeated action: e.g.,     

 in 3.12. LXX Judges translates this idiom literally, using  
followed by an in nitive:       (3.12);  

   (2.21).  
 Hebrew can use   (singular) in a distributive sense, e.g.,   
(7.22). LXX Judges generally translates this idiom word for word:  

       (7.22). On four occasions, 
however, the A-groups translate more idiomatically, with  (2.6; 
7.21; 9.49; at 21.25  ).  
 
f. Particular Words and Phrases 
There are many unidiomatic or odd translations in LXX Judges, behind 
which a particular Hebrew word or idiom may be recognised. Examples 
include      (2.1);  ,  (6.13, 15); 

       (8.35);    
   (9.17, AI, AIII, B-group);     

 (16.20, B-groups; A-groups have the more idiomatic  
   );   [ , B-group]      

 (18.19). 
 
After a survey of LXX Judges Soisalon-Soininen stated that ‘from the 
point of view of idiom, it would be fair to regard Judges as the weakest 
translation of the entire LXX’ (Textformen, p. 60, author’s translation). 
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Sipilä’s comparative study of LXX Joshua and Judges, which also takes 
into account LXX Pentateuch, always places Judges at the more literal 
end of the spectrum (see the tables in Between Literalness, pp. 75, 90, 
96, 101, 107, 166). Why, given that the translator is capable of producing 
idiomatic Greek (see § III), does he generally not do so? It may be that 
the translator deliberately produced a translation which would mirror its 
Vorlage closely, such that an informed reader could deduce the underly-
ing Hebrew from it (cf. Satterthwaite, NETS, p. 199, and the ‘interlinear’ 
paradigm of NETS, pp. xiv–xv). But Sipilä’s explanation is equally 
plausible: the usually clumsy Greek of LXX Judges is due less to a 
deliberate translation philosophy than to a combination of ‘habit’ and an 
‘easy’ translation technique involving ‘narrow segmentation’, such that 
idiomatic renderings occur only rarely and unsystematically (Between 
Literalness, p. 207). 
 We should avoid sweeping characterisations, however. Fernández 
Marcos suggests that if we base our opinion of LXX Judges on the A-
groups, particularly AII, it may seem a freer and more intelligent trans-
lation than when read in the B-text (Fernández Marcos, ‘Heros’, pp. 121–
22). This can be seen in the following features: additions of subjects or 
complements (proper names, pronouns) intended to remove ambiguities; 
attempts to harmonise the data in different passages; the suppression 
of ambiguous or obscure passages (cf. Fernández Marcos, ‘Hebrew’, 
pp. 13–15; Soisalon-Soininen, Textformen, pp. 31–62). 
 Fernández Marcos illustrates these tendencies in Judges 13–16 
(‘Heros’, pp. 123–25, 128), but his conclusions hold good throughout 
LXX Judges: all LXX groups, confronted with awkward-seeming Hebrew, 
sometimes display a ‘smoothing’ tendency, but the tendency is clearest 
in AII, as the following examples show (some of these are discussed in 
Barthélemy, Critique Textuelle). 
 At 3.19 all the LXX traditions try in different ways to ll the logical 
gap between what Eglon says (  ) and what follows (   

 ): why should a command to ‘hush’ be followed by the 
exit of Eglon’s servants? B-group clari es   by translating  

    , and translates the next clause (  
 ’     ’ , as though the 

text read  Hiphil), linking the two sentences by making Eglon the 
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subject of both. AII has          
(with minor variations), which leads well into the second sentence (  

 ’     ). Cf. 17.3-4, where AII 
similarly attempts to ‘straighten out’ a puzzling sequence of events. 
 At 10.8 MT describes the Ammonite oppression as taking place  

   , in which ‘in that year’ apparently contradicts 
‘eighteen years’. The manuscripts glnow contain no equivalent to  

, removing the contradiction. The B-group removes the dif culty by 
using the vaguer expression    . 
 At 11.37 glnptvw render the puzzling phrase   
more intelligibly as      (AI, AIII, B-group  

). 
 At 18.19 the double  in AII (         

         ) rightly indicates 
that the Danites are posing an alternative for the young Levite (other MSS 
have ). 
 At the end of 20.40 AII translates MT    with  

        . This is less 
literal but more intelligible than the majority reading    

    (  , B). 
 At 21.17 g n o p t v w paraphrase the words   , turning 
the sentence into a question, and translating twice:   

     , presumably in order to 
clarify the terse and opaque Hebrew. 
 
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
We have noted above cases where the rendering of LXX (especially AII) 
is more straightforward than MT. In these cases, however, LXX is not 
necessarily to be preferred to MT, which can often be defended as lectio 
dif cilior potiorque. Barthélemy (Critique Textuelle) often argues to this 
effect (see, e.g., his comments on 20.42). Satterthwaite came to similar 
conclusions when examining a number of ‘pluses’ in AII and OL in 
Judges 20–21 (‘Septuagintal Pluses’): these pluses most likely arose as 
explanatory additions made to a text largely identical to MT in order to 

ll in gaps in the narrative; sometimes these additions are insightful and 
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alert to problematic features of the narrative in its MT form, but none of 
them is clearly to be preferred to MT, which in each case presents a less 
smooth but arguably more subtle text. Sternberg argued similarly in 
connection with 16.13-14: LXX is more immediately intelligible than the 
‘elliptical’ MT, but should not on that basis be preferred (Sternberg, 
Poetics, pp. 372–73). 
 Fernández Marcos characterised AII as follows: ‘the Antiochene or 
Lucianic text does not re ect a translation as literal as that of B, but an 
expansive text full of small additions…in order to clarify the mean- 
ing, with frequent doublets and some freedom in the word order and 
rearrangement of the verse, along with some light stylistic corrections’. 
He argued, further, that ‘the Hebrew text known by the Greek translator 
of Judges was one only slightly different from the Masoretic text’ 
(‘Hebrew’, pp. 14–15). Satterthwaite’s conclusions on Judges 20–21 
were broadly in line with this: the pluses in these chapters contain 
signi cant Hebraisms and thus probably originated as additions made in 
Hebrew to a Hebrew text. The question which of the characteristic 
features of AII arose as revisions made to a Greek text and which can be 
traced back to a Hebrew Vorlage (itself possibly a revision of a text-form 
close to MT) merits further study. 
 All this means that, while AII may be the most consistent witness to 
the OG of Judges, many of its most distinctive features may have to be 
discounted before we can use it in the text criticism of the Hebrew Bible. 
In contrast, the B-text, which has been revised towards MT and is thus 
furthest from OG, may often have arrived by this indirect route at a form 
of the text which more plausibly represents the original Hebrew! 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
There are a number of possible ‘theologising’ renderings in LXX (NETS, 
pp. 199–200): the treatment of angels (2.1; 6.11-24); 4.8, where in 
targumic style the LXX introduces a reference to an angel; 5.23, where 
A-groups avoid the suggestion that God may stand in need of human 
aid; 9.9, 13, where LXX avoids any polytheistic implications (contrast 
NRSV, ‘gods and mortals’). To this we may add: 1.22, where   
becomes   ’  in many A-MSS, perhaps to avoid asso-
ciating God with the ambiguous events of 1.22-26; 3.1, where A-groups 
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translate   with  , again perhaps to avoid linking 
God with Israelite shortcomings. In these two cases the B-group follows 
MT. 
 Theologising tendencies may also be present in texts relating to the 
Spirit of the Lord. At 6.34 most LXX MSS translate    by  

   ‘and a spirit of the Lord empowered’ 
(though gilnruwx and OL translate MT literally with ): -

 could be an inner-Greek error, but it is noticeable that this 
translation safeguards divine transcendence in a way which is not true of 
the more concrete metaphor implied by . Note also the transla-
tion of  (13.25) by   (Bq  ), 
not a normal translation equivalent, and one perhaps chosen to avoid 
the suggestion that the Spirit comes violently on Samson. Similar argu-
ments may apply to 14.6, 19 and 15.14 (Fernández Marcos, ‘Heros’, 
pp. 122–23). 
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
A review of the reception history is provided by Harlé (Bd’A 7, pp. 43–
46). There are no clear citations of Judges LXX in the New Testament: 
Heb. 11.32 simply refers to four of the judges by name.  
 In Josephus’s Antiquities (5.120-317, the section which retells Israel’s 
history in the judges period) Harlé notes about ten passages which seem 
to follow the reading of the A-groups (and sometimes AII alone) over 
against MT: he concludes that in this part of the Antiquities Josephus had 
before him not only a Hebrew text but also a Greek text similar to AII, 
perhaps originating in Antioch (Harlé, ‘Flavius Josèphe’; also Bd’A 7, 
p. 44). As he notes, this supports the view that AII is the best witness to 
the OG. There is only one reference in Philo to Judges, at Conf. Ling. 
128-30, where Gideon’s threat to demolish the tower of Penuel (Judg. 
8.8-9) is interpreted as illustrating the fate of all who seek refuge in false 
arguments which lead them away from God. Philo cites Judg. 8.9 in a 
form closest to that of AII. 
 Judges is not frequently cited or expounded by the church fathers, 
perhaps because it does not contain many examples of edifying behav-
iour. Origen’s Homilies on Judges covers Judg. 2.7–7.20. It is based on a 
form of LXX which Harlé describes as a pre-Hexaplaric version of A, but 
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sometimes Origen shows that he is aware of the reading of the Hebrew 
text as well (Bd’A 7, pp. 46, 101 [on 3.1] and 116 [on 5.10b]). Similarly, 
the Quaestiones in Judices of Theodoret ( fth century C.E.) appears to be 
based on a Greek text largely identical to AII. 
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Ruth 
 
 

Eberhard Bons 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. IV.3, Ruth (Quast, 2006). 
  Cambridge, vol. I.4, Joshua, Judges and Ruth (Brooke and McLean, 1917). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 495–501. 
  Swete, vol. I, pp. 538–44. 

 
(b) Other Greek Editions 
  Rahlfs, Das Buch Ruth griechisch (1922). 

 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Knobloch, 2007), pp. 239–43. 
  LXX.D (Bons, 2009), pp. 294–99. 
  Bd’A 8 (Assan-Dhôte and Moatti-Fine, 2009). 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 171–86. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The Greek translation of the book of Ruth for the most part follows its 
Hebrew Vorlage closely. It has af nities with the kaige tradition, and 
therefore is usually dated sometime after the earliest evidence for this 
tradition, namely the Minor Prophets Scroll from Na al ever (see Les 
devanciers). Its translation technique does not permit much in the way of 
exegesis by the translator, but by close attention to the vocabulary and 
translation choices some sense of the translator’s setting and theology 
may be gleaned. 
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II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
LXX Ruth exhibits some stylistic peculiarities which have been cited in 
recent attempts at dating the text (Les devanciers, pp. 34, 47, 49, 69; 
Bd’A 8, pp. 29–32). In particular, certain Hebraising tendencies can be 
seen as typical evidence of the so-called kaige revision, that is a translation 
or revision activity that is usually attributed to Jewish scribes in Palestine. 
Distinctive among the translation features are the following: 
 

a) Hebrew  with the meaning of ‘someone’ rendered by Greek 
 ‘man’ (Ruth 3.14; 4.7); 

b) the conjunction ( ) rendered by   (1.5; 2.15, 21; 3.12; 4.10); 
c) the pronoun   by ( )  (or )  (2.10; 3.9, 12; 4.4; 

differently 2.13; 3.13); 
d) the unusual construction in Ruth 4.4 of    ‘I am 

the one, I will act as next of kin’ (NETS). 
 
It used to be held that in the rst century C.E. a number of biblical 
translations were revised to be brought more into line with their Hebrew 
source texts, as evidenced in the kaige layer identi ed by Thackeray in 
Kings (Thackeray, ‘Greek Translators’). New translations in the rst 
century also displayed such tendencies, as seen in books such as 
Canticles and Ecclesiastes (see Les devanciers), and in the book under 
discussion here, Ruth. Some questions have now been raised as to how 
far such a theory can be maintained of a rst-century Hebraising trans-
lation. First, given our present state of knowledge, it is dif cult to offer 
more precise theories regarding the origins of LXX Ruth. It could derive 
from either Palestine, Alexandria, or even elsewhere (see Fernández 
Marcos, Septuagint, p. 152; Bons, ‘Le vocabulaire’, p. 163). Similarly, 
one could postulate an earlier dating for the kaige revision, because it is 
attested as early as the rst century B.C.E.—at least for the Book of the 
Twelve (Fernández Marcos, Septuagint, p. 152; Kreuzer, ‘Übersetzung’, 
p. 112). Finally, it is questionable whether the text associated with the 
kaige revision represents the rst Greek translation of the book of Ruth 
(BGS, p. 159), or whether at the time an older Greek version of the book 
was known but is now lost. 
 A critical edition of the text of LXX Ruth has been available since 
2006, a volume which has become indispensable for research (Göttingen; 
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ed. U. Quast). Among the questions that require further investigation, the 
problem of the dating and the origin of the translation are prominent. 
This is particularly the case given the debate as to how far we can still 
speak of a kaige tradition at all (see Janz, ‘Second Book’). Each book 
that has been so categorised displays its own methods and variation in 
translation equivalents. Accordingly, each translation should be evalu-
ated on its own terms. In the case of Ruth such evaluation can be divided 
into three sub-questions: Is it possible to identify an Egyptian milieu for 
LXX Ruth on the basis of the terminology, such as the terms from the 
semantic eld of slave and slavery? What are the consequences of this 
question for the dating of the translation and its place within the origins 
and history of the LXX? How are the theological innovations and 
emphases in LXX Ruth situated within the wider context of contemporary 
Jewish theology? 
  
 
III. Language 
 
Since the Greek translation of Ruth for the most part closely follows its 
Hebrew Vorlage, the language displays interference from the source text 
and language. The in uence of the Hebrew source on the translation is 
particularly evident in the areas of syntax, word order and use of 
prepositions. LXX Ruth can be described as typical translation-Greek 
(see Mussies, ‘Greek in Palestine’, pp. 1048–49; on Ruth see Bons, 
‘Septuaginta-Version’, pp. 206–207; Ziegert, ‘Das Buch’, pp. 223–24; 
‘Wiedergabe’), characterised by a range of phenomena. Understandably, 
parataxis is frequent, while by contrast subordinate clauses are rare (Ruth 
1.13, 16; 2.9; 3.11). The genitive absolute and accusative with in nitive 
are entirely absent, while it is only in very rare instances that use is made 
of participium coniunctum where the Hebrew text has nite verbs (Ruth 
1.18; 2.18; 4.15). For the most part there is a lack of particles. Exceptions 
are the particle , particularly with change of case (see below § IV); , 
after requests (1.8, 11, etc.); and  (§ IV). One may note in addition the 
adoption of nominal phrases from the Hebrew (1.16; differently 2.6, 10; 
3.11); the construction  (+ optional parts of a sentence) +  + 

nite verb (1.1; 3.8); the rendition of the Hebrew verb with inf. abs. by a 
Greek verb with participle (2.16; similarly 2.11); the use of  after 
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forms of  (instead of the nominal, 4.15); pleonastic  in a relative 
clause (1.7); the comparative with  (3.12, where a comparative form 
appears in the LXX as well; 4.15) as well as the possessive dative (1.2; 
2.1). Furthermore, the typical biblical Greek formula of   is a 
characteristic translation equivalent for Hebrew [ ] (see 2.4, 13; 3.2; 
4.1). 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
It appears from the close correspondence of the Greek to its presumed 
Hebrew Vorlage that the Hebrew text probably corresponded for the 
most part to the consonantal text of the later MT. The tendency to trans-
late the Hebrew text as literally as possible is evident in the literal 
reproduction of such phrases as       , ‘May the Lord 
do thus for me and thus may he add’ (1.17, Greek using ). A 
Hebrew model also lies behind the expressions    + gen. 
‘to treat mercifully’ (1.8),    + gen. ‘raise the voice (in 
weeping)’ (1.9, 14),     + gen. ‘to nd favour’ 
(2.2, 10, 13), and    + gen. ‘to tell (you)’ (4.4). 
 Nevertheless, the translation of Ruth is not a mere copy of the original 
source, but differs in several respects from the Hebrew text. It appears 
that the translator tried as best he could to render the text in the target 
language with as much clarity and intelligibility as possible, aiming to be 
systematic in his choice of renderings (see Bons, ‘Septuaginta-Version’, 
p. 221; Ziegert, ‘Das Buch’, pp. 234, 248). Two examples can be cited. 
First, especially when there was a change of subject he added a proper 
name to make it clear which person was speaking (1.15, 18; 2.14, 18). He 
also on several occasions highlighted the change of subject by the use of 
the particle  (1.16, 18) in places where the Hebrew employs a waw. 
Furthermore, at the beginnings of speeches he occasionally added an 
addressee to clarify who was who (e.g., 1.15; 3.15; 4.1; full surveys in 
Bons, ‘Septuaginta-Version’, pp. 208–209; Ziegert, ‘Das Buch’, pp. 227, 
230–34). Minor additions can also be found in 1.14 (    

   ‘and she returned to her people’), 4.7 (    
 ‘and this was the statute’) and 4.8 (    ‘my 

right of inheritance’). All these techniques serve to provide clarity and 
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understanding to a tight narrative and alleviate any dif culties for the 
reader. It is, however, impossible to decide whether the translator himself 
made the additions, or whether he already found them in a Vorlage that 
differed from the later MT (Quast, Göttingen, p. 125). The same is true 
for some minor omissions. Absent from the LXX are translations for ‘and 
it happened when they arrived in Bethlehem’ (1.19) and ‘hold it [the 
garment] out’ (3.15). The translator might well have felt that these 
formulations were redundant—in the case of 3.15 she does hold out her 
garment afterwards anyway—or they were already missing from his 
Vorlage (so Göttingen, p. 125). Alternatively, they were only added later 
in the proto-MT. 
 Second, when speaking of people, their functions and characteristics, 
the LXX tends to introduce distinctions that are foreign to the Hebrew 
text. Thus Ruth has  (3.11; 4.11), while Boaz has  (2.1) 
where the MT has the same noun in both cases ( ). Also striking is the 
vocabulary of the semantic eld of service/slavery which is used in chs. 
2–3 in the description of the subordinates of Boaz (see further Bons, ‘Le 
vocabulaire’). The MT uses six different nouns without apparently any 
logic to their use. The LXX translates these terms by a range of equiva-
lents without aiming at a concordant translation. Instead, the translator 
through his very choice of words draws a precise differentiation between 
Ruth and the other women. Those women working in the eld for Boaz 
are described as  ‘maids’ (2.8, 22, 23; 3.2). Ruth, however, is 
designated as a  ‘young lady’ (2.5) or as a  ‘child/slave’ (2.6). 
However, she identi es herself as Boaz’s  ‘slave’ (2.13; 3.9 bis); 
indeed she announces herself as being one of Boaz’s  ‘young 
girls’ (2.13). This designation is not meaningless when 2.13 is read in the 
light of 4.12 (see below § VI). 
 As for legal terminology, the word  in 4.7 has no equivalent 
in the MT (see above). This terminus technicus in documentary papyri 
designates documents, especially contracts and legal texts, that have been 
legally certi ed (see Cadell, ‘Vocabulaire’, p. 214; Montevecchi, ‘La 
lingua’, p. 80). The LXX uses  for most rules of divine law 
(Exod. 15.25 and often), more rarely—as in the book of Ruth—for rules 
or customs of a human origin (see also 3 Kgdms 8.11). 
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
In comparison with other books of the Septuagint, manuscripts and 
papyri containing, in part or in whole, the Greek text of the book of Ruth 
are relatively recent. Of the manuscripts found in Qumran and the 
surrounding area of the Judean desert none for Ruth are in Greek, and 
only four are in Hebrew (2QRutha = 2Q16, 2QRuthb = 2Q17, 4QRutha = 
4Q104; 4QRuthb = 4Q105). However, these fragments do not seem to 
represent a Hebrew text that would con rm the limited number of variant 
readings of the LXX (see Bons, ‘Septuaginta-Version’; ‘Le vocabulaire’; 
Bd’A 8, pp. 34–35). At present the oldest text witnesses are the well-
known leaves from St Catherine’s monastery on Sinai (fourth century 
C.E.; see Quast, Göttingen, p. 11) as well as Codices B (fourth century 
C.E.) and A ( fth century C.E.), which have preserved the text of the book 
of Ruth in its entirety. Codex B is regarded as ‘a principal witness for the 
old LXX text’ (so Quast, Göttingen, p. 19), since this manuscript proves 
to be unaffected by the subsequent revisions and has not been adjusted 
towards the MT, which would be typical of later revisions (see Göttingen, 
p. 19). Rahlfs draws a distinction between the revisions (Das Buch Ruth, 
pp. 15–18), differentiating between the Hexaplaric, the antiochene and 
one additional recension that he designated by the letter R. Already in 
antiquity the Greek text of the book of Ruth was translated into other 
languages of the Mediterranean region (Latin, Coptic, Syriac, etc.). 
 Since the Sixtine edition (1587), Ruth has been included in the critical 
editions of the LXX with Codex B as its basis. In his text edition of 1922 
Rahlfs largely used Codex B as his base text (cf. Das Buch Ruth, pp. 18–
19), as well as in the manual edition of the LXX from 1935. Quast 
(Göttingen) provides a critical text that corresponds largely with that of 
Rahlfs. The few deviations (Göttingen, pp. 132–36) have no impact on 
the understanding of the text (with the exception of 4.11, ). 
 Differences between the LXX and MT have already been noted (§ IV), 
but it is not easy to determine whether they represent a differing Vorlage 
or are moments of exegesis and clari cation on the part of the translator. 
In a translation that follows so faithfully its Hebrew source, represent- 
ing syntactic and clausal elements of the Hebrew, it might seem unlikely 
that the translator would introduce whole phrases. Nevertheless, the 
translator also shows a degree of freedom and variation in his renderings, 
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indicating it could have been possible for him to innovate. The question 
therefore whether small additions and omissions are the work of a trans-
lator or result from a differing Vorlage must remain open. 
  
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
The structure of LXX Ruth does not deviate from the Hebrew text as 
transmitted in the MT. The narrative sequences and passages remain 
unchanged in the translation, and yet at times the translator imparts his 
own understanding into the text. These are subtle changes since the 
translation technique does not allow much room for exegetical embel-
lishment. 
 The reading in 1.15 of the ambiguous Hebrew (singular or plural 
‘gods’) is given speci cation in identifying the gods, to whom Orpah 
returns, clearly in the plural (     ‘to her gods’). Unlike 
her polytheistic sister-in-law Ruth endorses the God of her mother in the 
singular (‘your God my God’; 1.16; cf. 2.12). The God of Israel is 
nowhere explicitly referred to in the singular, but is referenced in the rare 
translation of the Hebrew divine title ‘Shaddai’ as ‘the suf cient one’ (  

, 1.20, 21). This divine title, elsewhere in Job 21.15; 31.2 and 
4 Bar. 6.3, arises from the derivation of the Hebrew word on the basis of 
Aramaic  +  ‘which [is] suf cient’. 
 Three small deletions remove from the text elements that could 
perhaps be regarded as scandalous (for details see De Waard, ‘Transla-
tion Techniques’, pp. 511–12; Bons, ‘Septuaginta-Version’, pp. 213–15). 
Thus, no equivalent is given in Ruth 1.12 for  ‘[still] in [that] 
night’, in the testimony that Naomi could have sons by any man. In 3.7 it 
is not stated Boaz had been drinking, in case he be accused of acting 
irresponsibly as a result of alcohol consumption. Furthermore, the 
translation at 3.7 is silent on whether Ruth ‘lay down’ or not—suspicion 
is avoided that Ruth provoked a sexual encounter with Boaz. 
 In the choice in 2.13 of the noun  ‘young woman’ (also 
sharing the sense of ‘wife’) Ruth proleptically anticipates her adoption of 
the title that she only receives in 4.12 after her marriage to Boaz. As such 
a woman she is to ful l the hope that remains unful lled since ch. 1: to 
give birth to offspring (see Bons, ‘Le vocabulaire’, pp. 161–62). 
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VII. Reception History 
 
A detailed, and yet at the same time very free rewriting of the book of 
Ruth is offered by Flavius Josephus (Ant. 5.318-37). This dispensed with 
much of the dialogue and instead emphasised the obedience of Ruth 
towards her mother (5.329). Josephus explains that he recounted the 
story because he wanted to show God’s capability, how God is able to 
elevate ordinary people to a great status and grant them a great reputation 
(5.337; for further details see also Bd’A 8, pp. 54–56), as he did to David, 
whose genealogy according to Ruth 4.18-22 makes Ruth a descendant. 
This same genealogical information is adopted by Mt. 1.5; Lk. 3.32 and 
read in the context of the familial line of Jesus. In Patristic literature, 
from the time of Hippolytus of Rome, certain aspects are emphasised, 
such as Ruth’s non-Jewish ancestry, which is seen as a type for the 
church consisting of Jews and Gentiles. Ruth’s non-Jewish origin and 
her voluntary subjecting to the law (see the paraphrase of 1.16 in the 
Targum) is likewise an important element in Rabbinic interpretation of 
the book. For a comprehensive analysis and gathering of sources for the 
reception history, see Fischer, Rut, pp. 95–111; Scaiola, Rut, pp. 229–40. 
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1–2 Kingdoms (1–2 Samuel) 
 
 

Philippe Hugo 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen (currently in preparation; I Regnorum, ed. Aejmelaeus and 
  II Regnorum, ed. Hugo). 
  Cambridge, vol. II.1, I and II Samuel (Brooke, McLean, and Thackeray,  
  1927). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 502–64, 565–622.1 
  Swete, vol. I, pp. 545–610, 611–68. 

 
(b) Other Greek Editions 
  Lucianic tradition, El Texto Antioqueno, vol. I (Fernández Marcos and Busto 
  Saiz, 1989). 
  Majority text of 1 Kingdoms, Lucianic Manuscripts, vol. I (Taylor, 1992). 

 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Taylor and McLean, 2007), pp. 244–70, 271–96.2 
  LXX.D (Meiser, 2009), pp. 302–34, 335–82.3 
  Bd’A 9.1 (Grillet and Lestienne, 1997). 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 187–312. 
 
 1. Mainly based on A and B, to which is added the testimony of Origen’s 
recension (O: x [ 247] c and [376]) 1 and the Antiochene text (or ‘Lucianic’, L: b’ b 
o c2 e2 [in the order 19 108 82 127 93]); note: abbreviations correspond to 
manuscripts in the edition of Brooke-McLean-Thackeray, the numbering in brackets 
is that of Rahlfs, Verzeichnis and Rahlfs-Fraenkel, Verzeichnis. 
 2. Based on Rahlfs-Hanhart; non-kaige sections trans. by Taylor, kaige by 
McLean. 
 3. In the kaige sections, one column is from Rahlfs-Hanhart (which is not, strictly 
speaking, kaige) and one from the edition by Fernández Marcos and Busto Saiz. 
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(d) Additional Comments 
The main modern editions (up to the twentieth century) either predate the 
latest discoveries—principally those manuscripts of the Desert of Judah—
which have shaped our understanding of the history of this text (see § V) or 
are limited to a particular textual tradition. The planned Göttingen edition 
will redress these shortcomings. 

 
1–2 Kingdoms is attested in just over sixty manuscripts ranging in date from 
the fourth century (B and a few papyrus fragments) to the sixteenth century. 
It also receives indirect testimony in the daughter versions: Vetus Latina, 
Ethiopic, Armenian, Coptic, Georgian (cf. Piquer Torijano and Trebolle 
Barrera, ‘Septuagint Versions’, pp. 259–61) and Syro-Hexaplaric (Brock, 
Recensions, pp. 5–13) and by quotations in Greek and Latin Fathers. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The title ‘(Books) of Kingdoms’, , attested by the whole manu-
script tradition, appears from the second century C.E. in the biblical canon 
lists of Melito of Sardis (  ) and Origen (  –

; cf. Eusebius, Hist. 4.26; 6.25). It is probably Alexandrian and pre-
Christian in origin, since Philo (ca. 20 B.C.E.–ca. 50 C.E.) already uses 
the nominative  (Swete, Intro., p. 215). Under this heading 
are four LXX books corresponding in the Jewish canon to the two books 
of Samuel and of Kings. 1–2 Kingdoms therefore re ect only one 
Hebrew book, as Origen himself recalls, quoted by Eusebius (Hist. 6.25): 

 ’ ’, ’  , , ‘  ’, ‘(The books) of 
Kingdoms one and two are among them [the Hebrews] one book, Samuel 
“God’s elected” ’. If the division into two books is ancient, it is probably 
not original. Its origin should be sought in the size of rolls that could not 
contain in one 1–2 Kingdoms (or 3–4 Kingdoms) (Bogaert, ‘Septante’, 
pp. 591 and 594). 1 Kingdoms ends with the death and burial of King 
Saul (1 Kgdms 31.13), which corresponds roughly to the physical half 
of the book of Samuel in the Masoretic tradition (1 Sam. 28.23). The 
second book recounts the whole of David’s reign over Judah and Israel. 
The vast majority of manuscript witnesses close 2 Kingdoms at the end 
of ch. 24, which is the end of the book of Samuel in the MT. However, 
the Antiochene text (L) places the end of 2 Kingdoms after the death of 
David in 1 Kgs 2.11 (Josephus also ends Book 7 of Antiquities with this 
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episode). This also corresponds to the end of the  section of Kingdoms 
(2 Kgdms 10.2–3 Kgdms 2.11) in which the LXX majority tradition 
(represented by B) is identi ed by the kaige group. These clues may 
point to an old division (Thackeray, ‘Greek Translation’, pp. 265–67; 
contra Rahlfs, Septuaginta-Studien, pp. 548–49) or re ect an editorial 
tradition in the Antiochene text (Fernández Marcos and Busto Saiz, El 
Texto Antioqueno, p. xxxi). 
 Since the work of Thackeray (‘Greek Translation’; Septuagint), 
1–4 Kingdoms are usually divided into ve sections:  = 1 Kgdms;  = 
2 Kgdms 1.1–11.1 (or 1.1–9.13 according to Shenkel, Chronology, 
pp. 113–20);  = 2 Kgdms 11.2–3 Kgdms 2.11 (or from 2 Kgdms 10.1 
according to Shenkel);  = 3 Kgdms 2.12–21.43;  = 3 Kgdms 22– 
4 Kgdms. Thackeray identi ed in the majority LXX (represented by B) 
two different types of translation. He thought that the sections  and  
were the work of a later translator. Barthélemy (Les devanciers) showed 
that it was not a separate translation of the remainder of the book but a 
hebraising revision which he called the kaige ‘group’ (see § V). Hence 
there are kaige and non-kaige sections, each having different linguistic 
features (cf. §§ III and IV). 
  
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
We know little about the time and place of 1–2 Kingdoms (cf. BGS, 
pp. 83–125). A terminus a quo can be set with the translation of the 
Pentateuch (beginning of the third century B.C.E.) and a terminus ante 
quem with the appearance of the kaige recension ( rst century B.C.E.). 
Some external indices allow a little more precision, since Sirach (trans-
lated between 132 and 117 B.C.E) seems to cite 1 Kingdoms but does not 
know the translation of 2–4 Kingdoms. Some lexicographical criteria 
suggest that the translation of the Psalter (probably in the early second 
century B.C.E.) in uenced 2 and 4 Kingdoms, while 1 and 3 Kingdoms 
precede it. We can therefore date the translation of 1–2 Kingdoms in the 
early second century B.C.E., with the translation of the rst book perhaps 
circulating before the second. Moreover, we must, in all likelihood, 
locate the translation in Alexandria (Thackeray, Septuagint, pp. 9–28). 
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III. Language 
 
In view of the great diversity of the Greek textual tradition of 1–2 
Kingdoms, we must distinguish the speci c language (a) of the original 
translation (OG) (b) of the kaige recension, and (c) of the Antiochene 
text (L). 
 a) The oldest layer is a translation in a highly literal style, probably 
one of the most literal of the Septuagint (Aejmelaeus, ‘Septuagint’). But 
despite the strong Semitic interference due to literalism, the language 
remains fundamentally Koine Greek (NETS, p. 245) (see § IV). A number 
of neologisms can be noted in the OG of 1–2 Kingdoms:  
‘obedience’ (1 Kgdms 15.22),  ‘chief of the court’ (2 Kgdms 
8.18),  ‘to bake’ (2 Kgdms 13.6, 8),  ‘girdle’ (2 Kgdms 
18.11), and  ‘to hang in the sun’ (2 Kgdms 21.6, 9, 13) (cf. 
NETS, pp. 246 and 272; McLean attributes certain neologisms to the 
kaige layer that are actually attested by the OG). 
 b) The kaige recension (sections ) is a hebraising reversion of the 
OG towards the text type of the MT (see § V). The literalism apparent in 
the older layer is further reinforced by a more rigorous isomorphism. 
Following Thackeray, Barthélemy (Les devanciers), who identi ed this 
revision (Barthélemy, ‘Redécouverte’), highlighted several linguistic 
characteristics of the kaige group; it suf ces here to mention the 
translations of  by   ‘and’,  by   ‘I am’,  by  
‘man’,  by   ‘it is not’,   by    ‘lord 
of forces’,  by  ‘from above’, and  by  ‘made of 
horn’ (Les devanciers, pp. 31–80). For verbs there is the tendency to sub-
stitute the aorist for the historic present. Barthélemy’s observations have 
been developed and re ned by Shenkel (Chronology, pp. 113–20), who 
has shown in particular that the revised section  began at 2 Kgdms 
10.1. Other features of the revision were subsequently identi ed in 
Kingdoms by many authors (see the recent synthesis by McLean, NETS, 
pp. 271–76). Kreuzer formulated recently the hypothesis that the kaige 
recension corrected the use of articles—mainly suppressing them—by 
isomorphic correspondence to the proto-MT (Towards’; ‘Translation’). 
Notably McLean (NETS, p. 272) points to some neologisms in the 

 section that should probably be attributed to the kaige reviser: 
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 ‘to put aside’ (2 Kgdms 12.13; 24.10),  
‘support’ (2 Kgdms 22.19),  ‘single girthed’ (2 Kgdms 22.30) 
and  ‘exodus’ (2 Kgdms 15.20). 
 c) Even though L is an important witness to the OG (see below § V), it 
is not free from minor corrections primarily on the linguistic level. 
Indeed, some scholars maintain that this ancient text underwent an 
editorial stage known as the ‘Lucianic’ (fourth century C.E.). This was 
characterised by grammatical and lexicographical corrections of an 
atticising nature, removing Semitisms, adding words or small explana-
tory phrases, and harmonising or clarifying the stories. While doublets 
are found throughout the textual tradition of Samuel, they are particularly 
numerous in L, which could have the tendency to explain the OG by an 
alternative translation or a transliteration. This primarily stylistic edition 
had probably the aim of adapting the text for public reading (cf. Brock, 
Recensions, pp. 297–99; Fernández Marcos and Busto Saiz, El Texto 
Antioqueno, pp. xxviii–xxxii; see the opposite view by Kreuzer, 
‘Towards’; ‘Translation’). 
  
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
Even though a systematic study of the translation technique of OG 1–2 
Kingdoms has not yet been undertaken, the very literal translation of the 
original has long been recognised (Aejmelaeus, ‘Septuagint’). More than 
in the regularity of lexical equivalences, this literalism is typi ed by a 
scrupulous respect for word order (Marquis, ‘Word Order’, pp. 64–65). 
Thus, the use of particles is dictated by the desire to match the word 
order in Hebrew (Lestienne, Bd’A 9.1, pp. 42–44; Aejmelaeus, ‘Septua-
gint’, pp. 128–33): for example,  is regularly translated by  or  
and not by ; similarly  is normally rendered by  and not by ; we 
also nd that the particle  always translates . Several grammatical 
features can also be noted, such as the low usage of participum coniunc-
tum to match better the Hebrew syntax (Soisalon-Soininen, In nitive, 
pp. 177–78; Aejmelaeus, ‘Septuagint’, pp. 133–34), but the very frequent 
use of the genitive absolute (Soisalon-Soininen, In nitive, pp. 178–79; 
Aejmelaeus, ‘Septuagint’, p. 135). For verbs, the oldest layer (non-kaige) 
made frequent use of the historical present and of the indicative, while 
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the revisions tend to use the aorist (Thackeray, Septuagint, pp. 20–22; 
Barthélemy, Les devanciers, pp. 63–65; Aejmelaeus, ‘Septuagint’, p. 136; 
Voitila, ‘Use of Tenses’). The study of the translation of semi-preposi-
tions also places Kingdoms among those books that more accurately 
represent its Hebrew parent text (Sollamo, Rendering, pp. 280–89). 
 It appears that 1 Kingdoms (section ) is more regular in the imple-
mentation of most of these features than the other books—whether 
revisions or recensions. This has led some to wonder if this section is not 
by a different hand from the translation of the following books (Kelly, 
‘Septuagint Translators’; Muraoka, ‘Greek Texts’). Some nd support 
for this hypothesis in the regularity of lexical equivalences in 1 King-
doms, which does not continue in all of the four books (Bd’A 9.1, 
pp. 44–50). But, in our view, these arguments do not ultimately prove the 
existence of several translation layers in 1–2 Kingdoms. 
 Furthermore, L has linguistic features that are not typical of the 
Antiochene revision (see above § III.c), but possibly attest to the older 
layer: the speci c use of tenses (e.g., historical present and perfect; 
Aejmelaeus, ‘Septuagint’, pp. 136, 138, 141) and the use (by adding or 
removing) of articles and some explanatory words (Kreuzer, ‘Towards’; 
‘Translation’; contra Law and Kauhanen, ‘Methodological’). The task of 
text-criticism consists of distinguishing the ancient version from the 
Antiochene revision (§ V). 
 The highly literal character of the translation means that in cases 
where the Greek differs from the MT, the translation usually depends on a 
source different from the Hebrew proto-MT text (§ VI). 
  
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The text of 1–2 Kingdoms has seen a complex and eventful history. 
Its original form was successively subjected to revisions and recensions 
whose purpose, in addition to correction of errors and grammatical 
and stylistic improvements, was to make the Greek text conform to 
the Hebrew model that began to be established (from the rst century 
B.C.E.), the proto-MT (or rabbinic) text. These successive recensions have 
resulted in a text that is distinct from the original translation. To this 
must be added the phenomenon of cross-contamination in the textual 
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traditions. Restoration of the OG is achieved by identifying the different 
revisions that the original translation underwent to establish as far as 
possible the original translation. 
 The latest research identi es three major recensions of Kingdoms: (a) 
kaige recension ( rst century B.C.E.) (b) the Origenic or Hexaplaric 
recension ( rst half of the third century C.E.); and (c) the recension 
known as the Lucianic or Antiochene (fourth century C.E.). 
 (a) The kaige recension or, more accurately, revision, was identi ed 
by Barthélemy in 1953 (‘Redécouverte’) and described in detail in 1963 
(Les devanciers). Studying the Minor Prophets scroll found at Na al 

ever in 1952 (8 evXIIgr, dated to the end of the rst century B.C.E. by 
Parsons, ‘Scripts’) he was able to identify an ancient Jewish recension 
earlier than Aquila and with af nities to Theodotion. He called this the 
‘kaige group’. Indeed, this text shares linguistic features with witnesses 
or other books of the Greek Bible, including some sections of the books 
of Kingdoms.4 Barthélemy demonstrated that the sections identi ed by 
Thackeray (‘Greek Translation’) were not a different translation but a 
hebraising revision of the same type as in the Minor Prophets scroll, 
marked by a desire for greater delity to the proto-MT (Les devanciers, 
pp. 91–143; ‘Les problèmes’). He thus identi ed a number of linguistic 
features related to Palestinian rabbinic hermeneutics (cf. above § III.b). 
The study of the kaige revision in the  section therefore led Barthélemy 
to conclude that L was not affected by this recension and thus presented a 
text close to the OG (Les devanciers, pp. 139–43) (cf. below).  
 (b) The second recension of the text of Kingdoms comes from Origen 
(185–253/4), called the Origenic or Hexaplaric recension (Johnson, Die 
hexaplarische Rezension; Brock, Recensions). The authority of Origen 
led copyists and editors to use extensively his recension, now lost in 
Greek, in order to assimilate the LXX to MT. Neglect or misuse of his 
critical signs (obelisks and asterisks) in the subsequent transmission led 
to a progressive contamination throughout the manuscript tradition 
which became deeply eclectic. For Kingdoms, the most affected are 

 
 4.  Besides  and  section of Kingdoms, one can classify in this group the 
translation of Lamentations, Song of Songs and Ruth, the recension of Judges (MSS 
i r u a 2 and B e f s z), the Theodotion recension of Daniel, the Theodotion additions 
to Greek Job and those often anonymous to LXX Jeremiah, the Theodotion column in 
the Hexapla and the Quinta of Psalms (Les devanciers, p. 47). 
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manuscripts A x [247] c [376],5 which together form the Origenic, O 
(Johnson, Die hexaplarische Rezension, pp. 88–106). Other groups, such 
as miniscules d l p q t z [in the order 107 370 106 120 134 554, to which 
may be added today 44 74 610] and the catenae of patristic commentaries 
are also affected (Johnson, Die hexaplarische Rezension, pp. 107–10). 
Regarding L, it contains much assimilation to MT, equally attested by 
Origenic witnesses (Brock, Recensions, p. 171). It does not appear as an 
independent witness to the Hexaplaric recension. But it also presents 
assimilation of another order, either directly from other columns of the 
Hexapla—primarily Symmachus—or other revision activities. The 
nature of L must be analysed in more detail (see below). Finally, B and 
the related miniscules y a2 [121 509] fared better in the face of Origenic 
contamination (Johnson, Die hexaplarische Rezension, pp. 53–54; Brock, 
Recensions, p. 171) and provide a window to a pre-Hexaplaric text close 
to OG, at least outside the kaige sections. We must mention one last 
witness to the Origenic recension, the Syro-Hexaplaric version, which 
is in the end the closest witness (cf. Law, ‘La version’; Liljeström, 
‘Fragments’; Brock, Recensions, pp. 5–13). 
 (c) The third recension is the one traditionally attributed to the martyr 
Lucian of Antioch (ca. 250–311/2), the ‘Lucianic recension’ (L), today 
generally known as the Antiochene text (cf. Metzger, ‘Lucianic’; 
Fernández Marcos, Septuagint, pp. 223–38). For Kingdoms, it is 
represented by the manuscripts b’ b o c2 e2 [in the order 19 108 82 127 
93] and by quotations in the Antiochene fathers, especially Theodoret of 
Cyrus (ed. Fernández Marcos and Busto Saiz). If L has to be situated in 
the fourth century C.E. it actually rests on a very ancient textual basis 
(called the proto-Lucianic text) which probably separated from the main-
stream of the LXX in the rst century C.E. (Brock, Recensions, p. 299), 
and was attributed to the apocryphal authority of Lucian (Bathélemy, 
‘Les problèmes’, pp. 243–54). L in fact presents many af nities with the 
Vetus Latina (end of second century C.E.) (Fischer, ‘Lukian-Lesarten’; 
Rahlfs, Septuaginta-Studien, pp. 138–61). Similarly, it appears that 
Josephus in the rst century used a text containing the speci c charac-
teristics of L (Mez, Die Bibel) (see below § V). The Armenian and 

 
 5. The letters correspond to manuscripts according to the Cambridge edition and 
numbers to Rahlfs’s edition and Göttingen. 
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Georgian versions also show some af nity with L (Piquer et al., 
‘Septuagint Versions’). The evidence of the existence of an L text-type 
prior to the fourth century is further con rmed by the Samuel fragments 
from Qumran (ca. 50–25 B.C.E.; Cross et al., DJD XVII): it is indeed not 
uncommon to nd readings shared between L, Vetus Latina, Chronicles, 
4QSama, and Josephus against MT and the LXX (see Cross, ‘History’, 
pp. 292–97; Ulrich, Qumran Text, pp. 257–59; ‘Old Latin’). These facts 
are a con rmation of the existence of the kaige-recension as well as the 
antiquity of the L text-type (Herbert, ‘Kaige Recension’). The af nity 
between L and 4QSama led Cross to explain the proto-Lucianic text as a 
recension of the OG based on a Hebrew parent text similar to 4QSama 
(Cross, ‘History’, pp. 295–96; Ulrich, Qumran Text, p. 258). On the 
contrary Barthélemy showed that the Antiochene text does not have 
the speci city of a recension, one tending to greater conformity to the 
Hebrew model, although it has suffered very early proto-Lucianic 
revisions of a hebraising and grecaising nature, pre-Hexaplaric and non-
kaige (Barthélemy, ‘Les problèmes’, pp. 220–25). It seems therefore 
preferable to consider the proto-Lucianic as one sharing a close textual 
af nity with OG (Les devanciers, pp. 139–43; Tov, ‘Lucian’, p. 110). 
Other scholars have argued against Barthélemy that L attests to a large 
editorial layer of stylistic and grammatical revision, which dates from the 
fourth century C.E. (Brock, ‘Lucian redivivus’, p. 180; Fernández 
Marcos, Septuagint, pp. 235–36; see above § III.c).  
 During the last decades the debate concerning the nature of the 
Antiochene text has not reached a consensus. Some scholars have 
emphasised the editorial and secondary features of L (Fernández Marcos, 
‘Lucinaic Text’, pp. 172–74; Taylor, Lucianic Manuscripts, vol. II, 
pp. 127–28). Very recent study tends to consider the agreements between 
the so-called proto-Lucianic witnesses (Vetus latina, Josephus, Chron-
icles, 4QSama) and L as less signi cant than has often been assumed 
(Kauhanen, Proto-Lucianic Problem; Saley, ‘Greek Lucianic’; ‘Proto-
Lucian’). In contrast, Kreuzer recently reassessed the features of the 
Antiochene Tradition, such as the use of articles (Kreuzer, ‘From “Old 
Greek” to the Recension’; ‘Towards’; ‘Translation and Recensions’; 
‘Textformen’). He concludes that L is basically the nearest witness to 
OG. But his conclusion has been challenged (Law and Kauhanen, 
‘Methodological Remarks’).  
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 In conclusion, recent research seems to con rm—though somewhat 
cautiously—Barthélemy’s hypothesis: the best access to the OG 1–2 
Kingdoms is provided by B (with the manuscripts y a2 [121 509]) outside 
the kaige sections—although it is also subject to ancient corrections 
(Aejmelaeus, ‘Kingdom’)—and in those sections of L which are free of 
the kaige-revision. For the entire book, L provides ancient material, 
insofar as we can extract it from its layers of revisions and recensions. 
We have to emphasise caution in assessing the Antiochene readings and 
avoid any tendency to simplify or generalise their textual complexity 
(Hugo, ‘Antiochenische “Mischung” ’). Nevertheless, for the identi ca-
tion of this old layer of L, we must emphasise the importance of the 
daughter versions, especially Vetus Latina, the Armenian version, and 
the Georgian version (Piquer et al., ‘Septuagint Versions’, pp. 259–61). 
The af nity between L and these other versions could open a pathway to 
the OG. 
  
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
The OG of 1–2 Kingdoms displays many notable features different from 
the MT, although most current research suggests that these readings are 
attributable to the Hebrew Vorlage (see above § IV). Before the dis-
coveries at Qumran, scholars who argued for a signi cant interpretative 
activity on the part of the translator (Gehman, ‘Exegetical’; Wevers, 
‘Study’) tended to underestimate his delity to the Hebrew parent text. 
While some of these readings obviously arise from copying errors in the 
textual transmission, many of them are deliberate Hebrew variants 
modifying the literary and theological substance of the story (Hugo, 
‘Text History’). 
 The rst well-known passage where the Greek differs from the MT is 
the story of Hannah in 1 Kingdoms 1–2, where 4QSama also offers a 
separate textual form. The portrayal of Hannah, her participation in the 
cult, her prophetic traits and her vow to the Lord, her marginally more 
active role than her husband Elkanah in the story, and the judgement 
against the son of Eli are formulated in different ways in the three text 
witnesses. They attest to three editions of the story that would have 
entailed each correcting their common source (cf. Walters, ‘Hannah’; 
Tov, ‘Different’; Hutzli, Erzählung; Aejmelaeus, ‘Hannah’s Psalm’). 
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 In the story of David and Goliath (1 Kingdoms 17–18), the MT has a 
story approximately 45% longer than OG, not to mention the variants in 
their shared sections. The question is whether the LXX is a shortened 
version, removing some tension or repetitions (Pisano, Additions; 
Barthélemy and Gooding, Story), or if the MT is the combination of two 
existing stories (Lust-Tov, Story; Trebolle Barrera, ‘Story’; Lust, 
‘David’; Pisano, ‘Alcune osservazioni’), or if the Masoretic form is the 
result of a genetic literary development from the short form (Auld and 
Ho, ‘Making’). Nevertheless, the two forms provide speci c details in 
the portrait of David, a young shepherd and valiant warrior, and of Saul 
and their confrontation.  
 In addition to these two famous passages the LXX attests a large 
number of detailed variants, ‘pluses’, ‘minuses’, and doublets. Overall, 
1–2 Kingdoms has a longer text than the MT, although the MT also 
contains elements missing from the LXX. The question is how to deter-
mine the origin of these differences. Some argue that MT, considered 
particularly corrupt, has undergone many haplographies (Gordon, 
‘Problem’), while others believe that the Vorlage of the LXX (or 
occasionally the translator) has rather tended to clarify, harmonise and 
remove dif culties of his source text (Barthélemy, ‘La qualité’; Pisano 
Additions). In the ‘pluses’ evidenced by 1–2 Kingdoms, there are many 
doublets: their origins lie in revisions or recensions (e.g., L) which juxta-
pose the older LXX to readings revised in line with MT, or they belong to 
the OG or even his Hebrew substrate (Barthélemy, ‘Les problèmes’, 
pp. 221–23; Pisano, Additions, pp. 119–56; Brock, Recensions, pp. 158–
66; Bd’A 9.1, pp. 53–57). All these phenomena (additions, deletions, 
harmonisations, or errors) can be attested alternately by the LXX or MT. 
However, in recent decades a growing stream of research tends to 
consider a large number of differences between the MT and the Hebrew 
source of the LXX as intentional, re ecting a literary and theological 
endeavour. The passages from 1 Samuel 1–2 and 17–18 are therefore not 
isolated cases of a double tradition or edition. This shows that these 
textual phenomena are at the intersection of the literary (composition) 
and textual (transmission) history of the books of Samuel. 
 A rst indication of separate ‘editorial’ projects appears in the differ-
ences in divisions and connections between pericopes in 1 Kingdoms 
1–4 (Trebolle Barrera, ‘Samuel/Kings’, pp. 99–100; Trebolle Barrera, 
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‘Textual Criticism’). Then, in the story of the ark (2 Samuel 6), the LXX 
seems to offer an older literary form (partially shared with 1 Chronicles 
13) and the MT an editorial revision (Rezetko, Source; Hugo, ‘Die 
Septuaginta’; Hutzli, ‘Theologische’, pp. 230–34). Throughout the book 
there are also signi cant differences in the portrait of David: in many 
cases the MT seems to re ect an ideological correction in favour of the 
King (Walters, ‘Childless Michal’; Lust, ‘David’; Hutzli, ‘Mögliche 
Retuschen’; Schenker, ‘Verheissung’; Hugo, ‘Abner’; ‘Morde’; ‘King’s 
Return’; ‘Unique Messiah’). A nal group of important differences 
appears in the religious themes of monotheism, cultic practices, and the 
centrality of the Temple: while we may observe occasional corrections in 
the LXX (Hutzli, ‘Theologische’) broad theological revisions seem to 
have affected the proto-MT (Lust, ‘David’; Schenker, ‘Verheissung’; 
Schenker, ‘Textverderbnis’; Hugo, ‘L’archéologie’; Hutzli, ‘Theo-
logische’). 
 All in all, 1–2 Kingdoms provides likely access in many aspects to an 
older literary form of a proto-Masoretic text of 1–2 Samuel. Further 
research is to be expected in this eld at the crossroads between literary 
and textual history. 
  
 
VII. Reception History 
 
Textual multiplicity evidenced by the books of Samuel at the turn of our 
era (see above §§ V and VI) is clearly re ected in the ancient reception 
of these books. It is not always easy to determine the nature of the 
biblical sources that were used by ancient Jewish authors. In the Biblical 
Antiquities by Pseudo-Philo, surviving only in a Latin version of the 
second or third century (Harrington, ‘Biblical Text’), the account 
corresponding to 1 Samuel attests to a close textual type of the Hebrew 
Vorlage of 1 Kingdoms (or L). The Greek translation behind the Latin 
itself seems to have had similar characteristics to the kaige-Theodotion 
tradition (Bogaert, ‘Luc’, pp. 247–48). 
 Josephus, in books 6 and 7 of Antiquities that tell the historiography of 
1–2 Samuel, often re ects readings attested in the LXX (esp. L), 4QSama, 
Chronicles, or even the Biblical Antiquities (see § V.c above). While 
Mez (Bibel) and Thackeray (in Brooke-McLean, p. ix) already believed 
that the main biblical source for Josephus was L, Ulrich (Qumran Text; 
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‘Josephus’ Biblical Text’) argues that he was using ‘continuously and 
predominantly’ a Greek text—not Hebrew—of the same text type as 
4QSama, namely a ‘proto-Lucianic’ Greek version. Conversely, Nodet 
recently published the surprising—and ultimately unlikely—hypothesis 
that the account of Josephus is the rst Greek version of the history of 
1–2 Samuel based on an of cial Hebrew text (from the ‘Jerusalem 
Archives’) close to 4QSama and thus predating the translation of King-
doms (Nodet, ‘Josephus’). The middle way (Brock, Recensions, p. 210; 
Feldman Interpretation, pp. 32–34) so far still seems to be the most 
sensible: Josephus had various different sources in Hebrew (proto-MT, 
perhaps the Vorlage of the LXX, or even a text close to 4QSama), Greek 
(OG and/or proto-L) and Aramaic (targumic tradition) and used them 
dependent on the direction he wanted to give the story. The question is 
far from resolved. 
 The New Testament makes little use of 1–2 Kingdoms in comparison 
to the Pentateuch, the Psalms, and the Prophets. Besides a number of 
allusions that are not always easy to discern, there are some clear 
citations. For example, in Paul’s speech at Antioch recalling the begin-
nings of the monarchy (Acts 13.21) and the election of David (v. 22), the 
author of Acts explicitly cites 1 Kgdms 13.14 along with Ps 88(89).21 to 
trace the portrait of David. In the next verse (Acts 13.23), the ‘seed of 
David’ from which arose Jesus the Saviour of Israel echoes the 
Messianic promise of 2 Kgdms 7.12 and 22.51. The rest of the promise 
of the divine election of the son of David in 2 Kgdms 7.14 is cited in 
Heb. 1.5, with reference to the Son of God, and in Acts 21.7 to describe 
the ‘conqueror’ receiving divine adoption. In Rom. 15.9, in the midst of 
an exhortation to brotherly acceptance, Paul explicitly cites the hymn of 
2 Sam. 22.50 (or Ps. 17[18].49). Finally, note that beyond quotations and 
allusions, many images, words, or recurring scenes of the New Testament 

nd their roots in 1–2 Samuel and 1–2 Kingdoms (see Lefebvre, Livres). 
 The Greek patristic tradition re ects the reception of 1–2 Kingdoms in 
biblical commentaries, sermons and theological treatises. Besides 
Hannah, Samuel and Nathan, the character of David is prominent in the 
theology of the Church Fathers, who develop a typology of King David, 
a gure of Christ (cf. Meloni, ‘David’). Besides the occasional quota-
tions scattered throughout patristic literature, a number of works 
speci cally dedicated to passages from 1–2 Kingdoms are encountered. 
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Hippolytus of Rome (170–235) is the author of a treatise on David and 
Goliath which survives only in Armenian fragments and a Georgian 
version. David, priest, prophet and king, appears to be a foreshadowing 
of Christ’s victory over evil (Goliath). More is known about the Homilies 
on Samuel by Origen (185–253/4), including the story of Hannah in 
1 Kingdoms 1–2, which is available only in Latin, and another more 
famous story—the only one that is complete in Greek—the witch of 
Endor (1 Kgdms 28.2-25). This biblical passage—which raises the 
question of magic and demons, the fate of souls before the resurrection 
of Christ and prophecy—has had some success among the fathers since 
Origen’s position was challenged by Eustathius of Antioch (late third 
century–338) and later by Gregory of Nyssa (ca. 331/340–ca. 395). 
Three Homilies on David and Saul by John Chrysostom (344/349/354–
407) still survive, along with ve Homilies on Hannah (PG 54.675-708), 
which are exhortations to imitate these biblical characters in virtuous 
life and personal effort. Another type of commentary found is the 
Quaestiones in Reges et Paralipomena by Theodoret of Cyrus (ca. 393–
ca. 460) (ed. Fernández Marcos and Busto Saiz) since this is a treaty 
arranged as questions and answers on a variety of dif cult passages, on 
the level both of the text and of the meaning (literal, gurative or typo-
logical). Citing the biblical lemma according to the Antiochene text (L), 
this work is an important witness to the history of the text of Kingdoms 
(see above § V.c). From the sixth century there appears a new form of 
interpretation of Scripture as selected quotations from the Fathers 
following the biblical text verse by verse, called catenae. In catenae for 
Kingdoms one nds fragments of many commentaries by the fathers, 
such as Diodorus of Tarsus (330–393/394), Theodore of Mopsuestia (ca. 
352–428) and Severus of Antioch (ca. 465–538). The catena tradition is 
valuable for both patristic commentaries and for the biblical lemmas 
themselves. 
 The Latin fathers, through the Vetus latina (Bogaert, ‘Les bibles’), 
also attest to the reception of the books of Kingdoms. Ambrose (340–
397) is the author of the Apology of David, which is essentially a 
commentary on the Miserere (Ps. 50[51]). The bishop of Milan seeks to 
excuse the sin of the King, stressing his repentance (2 Kgdms 11–12), 
and made this story the gure of the mystery of salvation in Christ. Saint 
Augustine (354–430) cites Kingdoms mainly in the XVII and XVIII 
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books of the City of God (cf. La Bannardière, ‘Les livres’). The gure of 
David, a type of the royal and priestly Christ, also occupies a central 
place in the Bishop of Hippo. 
 In the Syriac tradition nally, the Book of Samuel of Jacob of Edessa 
(ca. 633–708) (ed. and trans. Salvesen 1999) is also an interesting indi-
cator of the textual in uence of Kingdoms. Indeed, in the version based 
on the text of the Peshitta, Jacob introduced many variants from the LXX, 
especially the Antiochene text (L), and also has a slight Hexaplaric 
in uence direct from the Greek Hexaplaric tradition and perhaps from 
the Syro-hexapla (see Saley, Samuel Manuscript). It is testimony to the 
eclecticism that characterises the transmission of the Greek Bible. 
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3–4 Kingdoms (1–2 Kings) 
 
 

Timothy Michael Law 
 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen (currently in preparation; eds. Barrera and Morales). 
  Cambridge, vol. II.2, I and II Kings (Brooke, McLean, and Thackeray,  
  1930).1 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 623–92, 693–751.2 
  Swete, vol. I, pp. 669–740, 741–802. 

 
(b) Other Greek Editions 
  Lucianic tradition, El Texto Antioqueno, vol. II (Fernández Marcos and Busto 
  Saiz, 1992). 

 
(c) Modern Translations3 
  NETS (Taylor and McLean, 2007), pp. 297–319, 320–41.4 
  LXX.D (Bösenecker et al., 2009), pp. 383–423, 424–88. 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 313–428. 

 
 

 
 1. Cambridge (and Swete) are editions of Vaticanus, which preserves the kaige 
revision but has largely escaped Origen’s so-called ‘Hexaplaric’ recension. 
 2. Based primarily on Vaticanus, but occasionally emended the text with 
readings from Alexandrinus and the Lucianic, or Antiochian, recension.  
 3. All translations to date have used either Vaticanus or Rahlfs-Hanhart as the 
base text. 
 4. Based on Rahlfs-Hanhart; non-kaige sections trans. by Taylor, kaige by 
McLean. Taylor’s non-kaige section has been given the name ‘Old Greek’, even 
though no critical edition exists. 
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I. General Characteristics 
 
For the title and a full discussion of the major recensional activity of 
3–4 Kingdoms, see Hugo’s chapter on 1–2 Kingdoms in the present 
volume. 
 The relationship of 3–4 Kingdoms to its Hebrew Vorlage perplexes 
scholars. The translation technique or transmission errors often explain 
the differences between the Greek and Hebrew in many of the other 
books in the LXX. In others like 3 Kingdoms, the differences in the text 
seem to have been introduced deliberately. The Greek translator or a later 
Greek reviser may have made these modi cations, or they could have 
been present in the translator’s Hebrew Vorlage. The variations are not 
only lexicographical or syntactical but also include large-scale differ-
ences: the rearrangement of narrative sections, including the transpo-
sition of 3 Kingdoms 20 and 21, the duplication of material found 
elsewhere, and different versions of the same section (3 Kgdms 2.35a-n, 
46a-l; 5.14a, b; 6.1a-d, 36a; 9.9a; 10.22a-c; 12.24a-z; 16.26a-h). 
 Determining the Vorlage of the OG, the earliest translation layer, is a 
challenge for 3 Kingdoms, because we have yet to identify the OG itself. 
The main recensions in the textual history have complicated the picture 
considerably. The hebraising kaige revision has already been discussed 
(see Hugo’s chapter on 1–2 Kingdoms in the present volume) and the 

ndings there are also relevant here. Since Vaticanus has preserved 
kaige, scholars usually show the kaige sections the same attention they 
would the OG. The rst kaige section ( ) ends at 3 Kgdms 2.11 and the 
second ( ) spans 3 Kingdoms 22 through to the end of nal book of 
Kingdoms. The Antiochian, or Lucianic, recension plays an important 
part in the textual history since it contains older—and often the oldest—
readings in the kaige sections. Thus, some claim that in the non-kaige 
section ( ) B is the best witness to the OG, and in the kaige sections 
(  and ) the Antiochian recension provides access to the OG. Yet to 
assume that all readings found in these sections of B and the Antiochian 
text are the OG would be to oversimplify. For example, the editorial 
layers added to the Antiochian text during its own evolution have 
sometimes covered up the oldest text (Fernández Marcos, ‘Lucianic’). 
We should rather more prudently af rm that B in the non-kaige sections 
and the Antiochian in the kaige sections are the best witnesses to the 
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oldest strata of the Greek text (Hugo, Les deux visages, p. 53; Law and 
Kauhanen, ‘Methodological’), while recognising that all readings must 
be handled on a case-by-case basis. 
 Furthermore, in some cases the recensional activity has so obscured 
our view of the OG that we must rely upon the versions. Trebolle Barrera 
has often argued that the Vetus latina alone retains the oldest readings for 
3–4 Kingdoms (‘From the Old Latin’; ‘Old Latin’; see also Hugo, 
Les deux visages), and newer research proposes that there are even cases 
where the minor versions, namely the Armenian and Georgian, are the 
sole conservator of the OG (Piquer et al., ‘Septuagint Versions’). 
 
  
II. Time and Place of Composition 
  
The translation of 1–2 Kings necessarily took place between the 
translation of the Greek Pentateuch in the third century B.C.E. and the 
kaige revision of the rst (see below). Schenker (Septante, pp. 152–53; 
Älteste, p. 9) and Hugo (Les deux visages, pp. 106–107) have both dated 
Kingdoms to the second century, based partly on their hypothesis that the 
MT was a new edition of the Hebrew Vorlage of Kingdoms. Since they 
believe the new edition of Kings was completed in the second half of the 
second century B.C.E.—Schenker places it more precisely between 140–
130 B.C.E. (Septante, pp. 36–37, 152–53; ‘Die Zwei’, pp. 34–35; Älteste, 
pp. 185–87)—the OG must have been translated beforehand. A fragment 
of Demetrius the Chronographer might provide independent support for 
dating the Greek translation of Samuel–Kings to the third century B.C.E., 
but this would depend on con dently assigning an early date to the work 
of Demetrius itself. If he did indeed write in the end of the third century, 
his fragment would be crucial to our dating of 3–4 Kingdoms, but even 
more so to the dating of the Pentateuch, since Demetrius is the only 
witness to provide support to Aristeas’s dating to the third century for the 
translation of the Torah. Nonetheless, even without Demetrius, we have 
the relatively secure mid-second century B.C.E. date of Eupolemus, who 
was already using the account of the building of the temple from 
3 Kingdoms 5–8 and 2 Chronicles 2–5. The middle of the second century 
is thus the latest date for the translation of Kingdoms. 
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 The books of Kingdoms were probably translated in Alexandria along 
with, or immediately following, the translation of the Pentateuch, 
especially if Alexandrian Jewish historians were familiar with the text so 
early. As in 1–2 Kingdoms, the kaige revision of 3–4 Kingdoms can be 
dated to the rst century B.C.E, probably but not necessarily in Palestine 
(Kraft, ‘Reassessing’, p. 12; cf. Abate, La ne, p. 22). 
  
  
III. Language 
  
Taylor (NETS, p. 245) admits that rst impressions of the OG indicate a 
Semitised Greek, and this is certainly true on the level of idiom and word 
order. Nonetheless, while the translator closely adheres to the word order 
of his Hebrew Vorlage, the grammar and syntax is certainly Koine 
Greek. The text lacks the characteristics of literary Greek: for example, 

 never appears in ;  appears only 16 times;5 and the Greek 
hypotactic style is eschewed in favour of the paratactic norm of the 
Hebrew. There can be no doubt kaige is likewise not a specimen of 
literary Greek. More so than the OG translator, this reviser created many 
peculiarities in his attempt to mirror his Hebrew text (see below). 
 Spottorno (‘Lexical’) has discussed several lexical peculiarities of the 
historical books, including cases where the Antiochian recension has 
contributed to the development of Greek lexicography. Among the 
unique words found only in Kingdoms and Paralipomena are those with 
the root -, -, -, and the related words  and 

.  
 
  
IV. Translation and Composition 
  
A suf cient number of studies on the translation technique of 3–4 King-
doms have yet to appear, such that any claims about the translator’s 
methods should be made tentatively and with the expectation that con-
clusions may need to be modi ed at a later date. Deboys’s work on 
 

 
 5.  Taylor notes that  appears only 14 times in the OG sections of Kingdoms. 
By our count, he must have meant only the OG of 1–2 Kingdoms, since there are an 
additional 16 in 3 Kingdoms. 
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4 Kingdoms is the closest we have to any comprehensive treatment of 
the textual layers in these books, but even he admitted a detailed 
examination of translation technique was ‘impractical’ at the time of his 
writing (Greek Text, p. 184). The more recent volume by Turkanik (Of 
Kings) aimed to be a study of the translation technique of the  section 
of 3 Kingdoms, but was more of an analysis of the exegetical tendencies 
of the translator (see Law, ‘How Not to’) rather than the grammatical-
syntactical analysis needed. 
 In the absence of monographs, there is a provisional aid in the 
abbreviated comments of Taylor and McLean in NETS. The former high-
lights several of the features of the OG sections of 1–4 Kingdoms, and 
the latter comments on the kaige sections. We may mention their con-
clusions, though at the same time we encourage readers of the LXX to 
treat with caution these arti cial boundaries: it should not be a surprise 
when one discovers kaige elements in a non-kaige portion of the text, 
and vice versa. For the sake of clarity, however, we will keep to the 
traditional divisions to discuss individual characteristics of the respective 
translations. 
 
a. Old Greek (3 Kingdoms 2.12–21.43) 
Taylor noted several characteristics of the OG, to which we add some of 
our own observations (see Hugo’s chapter on 1–2 Kingdoms in the 
present volume). (a) The translation of the OG is literal and isomorphic, 
though not of the arti cial quality of Aquila’s translation. The translator 
attempts, for the most part, to translate every constituent in Hebrew, 
leading to such redundancies as that of the personal pronoun. (b) This 
literal approach, however, sometimes gives the resultant Greek phrase a 
different meaning than that intended by the Hebrew. One example is the 
translation of the Hebrew  (‘I pray’ or ‘O!’) by   (‘in/by me’), in 
3.17, 26. On the level of the phrase, we may note   (‘tribe of 
Judah’) is translated   (‘staff/scepter of Judah’) as in 
12.20. (c) Awkward Greek syntax is at times unavoidable in a literal 
translation. (d) The OG translator often transliterates proper nouns. Two 
common words, however, are translated where they are transliterated 
elsewhere in LXX:  as  (19.10, 14) or  ‘power’ 
(17.1 [absent from MT]; 18.15) instead of ; and  as 

/–  ‘of another tribe’ instead of . (e) There are also a 
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number of neologisms:  ‘unhewn’ (6.1a, 36, 48, 49; 10.11, 12 
bis),  ‘to provide with panels’ (6.9),  ‘to be 
wrought in net-work’ (7.6), and  ‘made of olura’ (19.6). 
 
b. Kaige (3 Kingdoms 1.1–2.11; 22.1–4 Kingdoms 25) 
If the OG translator was, as we have af rmed, faithful to his Hebrew 
Vorlage, it should not be surprising that kaige, known to be a hebraising 
recension, shares many features with the oldest Greek text. Nonetheless, 
there are distinctive features of the kaige sections of 3–4 Kingdoms. 
Most of these have been discussed before (useful summaries in NETS, 
pp. 271–76; Abate, La ne, pp. 20–22). (a) There are a number of trans-
lation equivalents consistently found in the kaige sections: the kaige 
reviser typically uses   for  and , whereas the OG translator 
simply uses ;  is rendered by  and    by  , the 
latter even when followed by a nite verb;  ‘ram’s horn’ is rendered 
by  ‘horn’ in kaige, instead of the OG  ‘trumpet’; and 

 ‘from’ awkwardly becomes  or  ‘from upon’, 
whereas the OG has  and  ‘from’. (b) Even more than the OG 
translator, kaige follows a method of ‘rigid isomorphim’ (NETS, p. 271), 
which often introduces unidiomatic Greek at the clause or sentence level, 
but also at the level of the word, as for example in / -

. Other oddities occur: the in nitive absolute + nite verb in 
Hebrew is translated by a nite verb + cognate participle/cognate dative 
(e.g., 3 Kgdms 22.28; 4 Kgdms 8.10); the  of oath formulae are not 
translated as emphatic negatives, but instead as the conditional  ‘if’ 
(e.g., 3 Kgdms 2.8); subordinate clauses were not respected, but were 
instead coordinated by the simple translation of  with . (c) Stereo-
typing of  with  produces the odd rendering in 4 Kgdms 1.7 
where the Hebrew has the sense of ‘kind/sort/manner’ and not ‘judge-
ment’. There are at least two more of the same stereotypes which are 
common elsewhere in the LXX: /  (‘ark’) and /  (‘to 
bless’). (d) Excluding persons and places, there are 26 transliterations in 

. (e) Possible neologisms are also found in kaige. In  there are two: 
 ‘a lightly armed man’ (4 Kgdms 5.2; 6.23; 13.20, 21; 24.2), 

and  ‘bend or turn about’, unique to 4 Kgdms 4.34. 
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 Since the arti cial boundaries often lead readers to the mistaken 
assumption that all kaige features are to be found only within the kaige 
sections on the one hand, and that everything within a kaige section will 
resemble that recension on the other, it should be noted in concluding 
this section that kaige is not a monolithic revision, but rather a composite 
text which has at its base the OG from which sporadic partial revisions 
were made towards the proto-MT (Law and Kauhanen, ‘Methodologi-
cal’).  
 
  
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
  
The most dif cult questions in the research on 3–4 Kingdoms defy 
explanations that are strictly ‘text-critical’. Indeed, the past few decades 
of research—especially work conducted after Wevers—have taught us 
that textual criticism is only the starting point: answers to the textual 
history of some books in the LXX must also involve literary criticism 
(Hugo, ‘Text History’). 
 The Greek text of Kingdoms has unfortunately too often been 
viewed as an aberrant text produced by a translator who freely departs 
from a Hebrew Vorlage similar to the one now found in MT. This is 
especially true of recent commentators of the Hebrew books of Kings 
who have almost uniformly discounted or ignored the arguments of their 
nineteenth-century predecessors, many of whom contended that behind 
3–4 Kingdoms was a Hebrew Vorlage that differed signi cantly from 
MT. Not being aware of more recent trends in scholarship, these modern 
commentators have relied upon outdated LXX studies and have shown a 
reluctance to depart from a pre-Qumran view of the Hebrew text (Law, 
‘How Not to’).  
 The past several decades of research on the Greek text by LXX schol-
ars have established two primary positions in the debate (see the 
syntheses and bibliographies in Van Keulen, Two Versions, pp. 4–20, 
and more thoroughly Hugo, Les deux visages, pp. 5–117). Wevers, 
Gooding, Van Keulen and Turkanik have argued that Kingdoms is based 
on the proto-MT, but their explanations differ on how the divergences 
between the Greek and Hebrew texts came about. Wevers and most 
recently Turkanik attribute the differences to the activity of the 
translator(s), and Gooding and Van Keulen to later revisers. Others argue 
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that the Greek translator had a different Hebrew Vorlage than MT. Within 
this latter group are further nuances still: Talshir and Tov have argued 
that behind Kingdoms is a Hebrew text which is a midrashic revision 
of, and thus later than, MT, while for Trebolle, Schenker and Hugo 
Kingdoms re ects a Hebrew Vorlage that precedes the nal redaction of 
the proto-MT. 
 Wevers was the rst to study the translation technique of Kingdoms 
in three articles from 1950–52. Since Wevers believed the LXX text of 
Kingdoms could not be used for the textual criticism of MT before a 
study of translation technique, he sought to determine the motivations—
most of which he concluded were ideological (§ VI)—of the translator(s) 
of the ,  and  sections of Kingdoms. Unfortunately, Wevers never 
discussed the pluses or minuses, nor did he address the more signi cant 
differences between the Greek and Hebrew texts, such as the Miscel-
lanies (3 Kgdms 2.35a-k, 46a-l) and the rearrangement of certain sections 
(cf. Van Keulen, Two Versions, p. 5). Wevers unequivocally attributed 
the divergences between the two versions to the hermeneutical principles 
of the translator of the Greek version. Wevers’s studies on Kings were 
written prior to the ndings of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the signi cance 
of the identi cation of the kaige recension making their impact on 
Septuagint scholarship. 
 From 1964–76, Gooding wrote nine important studies that argued 
Kingdoms was secondary to MT, but he differed from Wevers as to when 
the divergences came about. Gooding determined that the Greek text, 
while for the most part faithful to a proto-MT Vorlage, reveals two chief 
tendencies: to arrange the narrative in a logical and chronological order, 
and to whitewash the representations of David, Solomon, Jeroboam and 
Ahab. For Gooding, while the reordering and reinterpretation are from 
the same hand, they are not the doing of the original translator; rather, 
they come from a later revision to the Greek text. Moreover, differences 
such as the one in the duplicate tradition attested by 3 Kgdms 12.24a-z 
were probably based partly on written Hebrew sources that differed from 
MT, and partly on oral exegetical traditions (Gooding, ‘Problems’, p. 27). 
While the LXX follows MT closely in parts, in other places the translation 
has the appearance of midrash, and is thus a commentary on Kings 
(‘Problems’, pp. 25–29) prepared by a reviser. As Hugo noted (Les deux 
visages, p. 96), Gooding was one of the rst to demonstrate the narrative 
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coherence of LXX. He proved that most of the differences were not the 
result of accidents in the transmission, but were instead deliberate 
changes introduced into the text.  
 Recently, Van Keulen examined the Solomon Narrative in 1 Kings/ 
3 Kingdoms 2–11, arguing that the Greek text shows two hands at work, 
the OG translator and a later reviser, most evident when comparing the 
Miscellanies to the main text. While the reviser was working on the basis 
of a Greek text, possibly the OG, ‘he must have drawn upon Hebrew 
texts for his revision’ (Van Keulen, Two Versions, p. 302). This is not to 
suggest the reviser took the reinterpretations and reorderings from a 
Hebrew source; in contrast to Gooding, Van Keulen insists that the 
reviser alone was responsible for the rearrangement of the text, not oral 
traditions or any other Hebrew written material that had already effected 
the revisions and reordering.  
 The most recent scholar to follow this trajectory is Turkanik (Of 
Kings), whose monograph is the rst to focus on the  section. Turkanik 
is closer to Wevers than to Gooding and Van Keulen. In his view, the 
translator’s Vorlage could only have been the proto-MT in almost every 
instance, and there would not have been any other process of revision 
within the Greek tradition which led to ; instead, the divergent text of 

 was the product of a translator-editor who operated as the translator of 
LXX Isaiah, modifying the text to suit his own purposes as he worked 
through his translation (Turkanik, Of Kings, p. 209). 
 Bogaert’s objections to Gooding (‘Compte rendu’, pp. 99–100) are 
also relevant for Van Keulen and Turkanik. First, they have failed to give 
due consideration to the textual uidity in the Hebrew tradition before 
the standardisation of the Hebrew text in the second century C.E. Second, 
Gooding in particular mixed the concepts of targumism and recension: 
the former moves away from its text, while the latter moves back 
towards the text. Finally, Jewish exegesis sought to make a clear distinc-
tion between its text and the commentary on that text; these scholars 
would suggest that these exegetes were confounding the two. Van 
Keulen in particular makes the suggestion that Greek revisers would 
have taken the Greek text further away from the proto-MT, when all 
evidence of recensions and revisions points in the opposite direction. 
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 But not all view Kingdoms as a Greek text based originally on the 
proto-MT. Talshir has argued that 3 Kingdoms evinces midrashic activity 
similar to the type suggested by Gooding, but that it was already present 
in the Hebrew Vorlage. In her analyses of 3 Kingdoms 11 and 12.24a-z 
(‘Alternate Tradition’; Alternative Story), Talshir points out that there are 
‘no signs of [the original] having been composed in Greek’ (‘Image’, I). 
In 3 Kingdoms 11, the reviser has reordered material already in his 
source; in 12.24a-z, Talshir’s ‘Alternate Tradition’, the Hebrew 
midrashist intentionally misled his readers to believe they were reading 
an authentic historical account when in reality he had simply added to 
the text his own story to praise Solomon and vilify Jeroboam and 
Rehoboam more than his source (proto-MT) had done (‘Alternate 
Tradition’, pp. 286–87). Though this revision by the midrashist shares 
some resemblances with the work of the Chronicler, it was only partial 
and not as ideologically driven (‘Contribution’, pp. 33–39; ‘Reign’, 
p. 235). Thus, in 12.24a-z, the Hebrew source is ‘not fundamentally 
divergent from the Book of Kings’ (‘Alternate Tradition’, p. 618); 
Talshir warns against using the Alternate Tradition to determine the 
literary development of the text of Kings since more often than not the 
features of the Greek text are the result of the ‘inner needs of their own 
composition’ (‘Alternate Tradition’, p. 618), and not indicative of 
another phase in the textual history. 
 Finally, there has been a group of scholars who have argued that the 
Hebrew Vorlage of Kingdoms is in fact an older Hebrew form than that 
found in MT. More than forty years ago Shenkel (Chronology) contested 
what had at that time become orthodoxy, and instead argued that the 
chronologies of the regnal formulae in 3–4 Kingdoms are superior to 
their formulation in MT, and more than likely re ect a different Vorlage. 
Though a valuable study in its own right, Shenkel’s essentially prepared 
the ground for what was to come from the 1980s to now. 
 Trebolle Barrera has argued that the Hebrew Vorlage of the OG is a 
more ancient text than the proto-MT. In fact, the MT is itself a ‘recension’ 
of the ‘Old Hebrew’, a parallel process to what has happened between 
the OG and its various recensions (‘From the Old Latin’, pp. 105–106). 
Therefore, the OG and the Vetus latina, the latter of which is often the 
only witness to the former, take us back to the Old Hebrew, while the 
later kaige and Hexaplaric forms can only be traced back to the MT. The 
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MT was produced by an editor that has rearranged material, ‘incorporat-
ing into the main body of the book the Hebrew supplements and 
miscellanies translated by the OG’ (‘Text-Critical’, p. 296). Many 
literary developments in the text of MT are marked by the frequent use of 
Wiederaufnahme (Centena, pp. 117–51; ‘Text-Critical’, pp. 285–99). 
Thus, readings that scholars often assume were left untranslated in the 
OG are at times in fact ‘pluses’ in MT. Trebolle Barrera sees such 
divergences between the texts mostly as the result of earlier literary and 
redactional processes: ‘The most substantial variants that differentiate 
these two basic textual forms are not phenomena which occurred in the 
process of the Hebrew textual transmission or of the translation into 
Greek. They are rather traces of an intensive earlier editorial activity’ 
(Trebolle Barrera, Centena, p. 296). 
 Schenker, however, argues that certain theological considerations of 
the redactors of the proto-MT were more often the cause of the editing of 
the older Hebrew text. If Trebolle Barrera’s approach may be called 
literary, Schenker’s is theological. The Hebrew Vorlage of Kingdoms is 
for the latter a distinct edition of a Hebrew text produced under the 
auspices of some scribal authority. The style of the Greek indicates that 
the translator followed his source text very closely and therefore must 
have been working from a different edition than that found in MT. In 
Schenker’s view, the editors of the proto-MT are responsible for intro-
ducing new, and modifying prior, theological emphases in the Hebrew 
tradition. In his monograph on 3 Kingdoms/1 Kings 2–14 (Septante), 
Schenker pointed out four main developments in the MT of themes that 
were either lacking or not underscored in the LXX. In the newer Hebrew 
edition, Solomon’s power is made more impressive, his righteousness 
is made more certain, the king does not appoint the priest, and the 
Samaritans are vili ed. These are but a few examples in which Schenker 
sees a conscious effort on the part of the editors of the proto-MT to 
modify the theology of the Hebrew Vorlage of the LXX. 
 Schenker’s student Hugo took a similar approach (Les deux visages) 
on the Elijah narrative in 3 Kingdoms 17–19. Hugo studied both the LXX 
and the MT in their own narrative and theological logic, and compared 
one with the other. By refusing to create an eclectic text composed of 
elements of both, Hugo sought to establish the chronology of both texts 
so that he could then decide which was the oldest literary form (p. 118). 
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He successfully avoided the two extremes of a rigorous literary analysis 
that ignores textual criticism on the one hand, and the naïve assumption 
of the complete objectivity of textual criticism. Hugo’s conclusion was 
that MT represents not only a later text, but also a re-edition of the 
Hebrew Vorlage of the LXX; because two different editions existed, the 
critic must determine the reasons why an editor would change what was 
already in the tradition. Like Schenker before him, Hugo argued that the 
most reasonable explanation for many of these changes is a theological 
agenda by those responsible for creating the proto-MT. 
 As the foregoing has demonstrated, a study of translation technique 
and textual criticism alone will not answer every question in books like 
Kingdoms because these have problems of a different sort. Approaching 
Kingdoms in the same way one may approach other LXX books invites a 
distortion of the evidence since it is believed, a priori, that the trans-
lators’ methods can be determined by comparison with the MT. If the 
Vorlage of Kingdoms is different to the MT, whether created prior to or 
after the latter, textual criticism and translation technical study can only 
be part of the researcher’s methodology. Suf cient attention must also 
be paid to literary criticism. When this is done, the OG of Kingdoms 
becomes an invaluable source also for the literary and redactional history 
of the Hebrew text, as a witness to a stage prior to the MT. Nonetheless, 
many of the features of the putative Vorlage of Kingdoms are identical to 
the MT, so that if the MT is indeed a new edition of an older Hebrew text, 
it was not a panoptic revision but one that attempted to clarify only some 
of the most theologically signi cant issues. Readers should remain open 
to the possibility that the different explanations offered by these scholars 
might each take their turn at being the most plausible on any given 
textual problem. 
  
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
  
Little can be said about the ideology and exegesis of 4 Kingdoms since, 
as a complete kaige text, it very faithfully follows MT. Nonetheless, 
McLean notes the following theological interpretations in kaige’s work 
in 4 Kingdoms: MT often refers to Elisha as ‘man of God’, whereas kaige 
sometimes simply has  (but see for example 4.25, where it is clear 
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kaige does not follow this consistently); at 20.17, if a different Hebrew 
Vorlage is not behind kaige, the reviser emphasises the ef cacy of the 
Lord’s word:     —       

. 
 As for 3 Kingdoms, one’s view on who was responsible for the 
divergences in the Greek and Hebrew traditions will determine the extent 
to which the translator might have been responsible for theological 
interpretation. If the translator was faithful to his Vorlage, which was 
different from the MT, his in uence is relatively light and the responsibil-
ity for major theological emphases should be attributed to those who 
modi ed the earliest Hebrew text. If, however, the translator is respon-
sible for the differences, he is the one to whom ideological changes 
should be attributed. For example, van Keulen argues that in 3 Kgdms 
10.22a-c, the translator/reviser has deviated from MT 9.15-22 so that he 
could elaborate on the theme of ‘oppression of the Canaanite population’ 
(Two Versions, p. 200). Moreover, the deliberate decision to place this 
section between vv. 22 and 23 yet again highlights Solomon’s wisdom, 
this time in handling the Canaanites (Two Versions, pp. 200–201). 
 According to the other view, the theology that may be discerned in the 
OG vis-à-vis the MT was not introduced at all by the Greek translator. 
Instead, MT represents a development from an older Hebrew text. For 
example, Hugo argues in the story of Elijah’s resurrection of the boy in 
1 Kgs 17.17-24 that MT makes more explicit certain elements that were 
implicit in the Hebrew Vorlage of the LXX (Les deux visages, p. 173). 
In MT 17.21-22, Elijah stretched out over the child and God then raised 
him up; in the LXX, however, Elijah breathed into the child—likewise, 
in 2 Kings 4 it was Elisha. The editor of MT places a limitation on Elijah, 
and reduces his role to that of an intercessor, thus ensuring the reader’s 
only conclusion would be that the true power of resurrection belongs to 
God alone, and not even to the prophet. Turkanik (Of Kings, p. 110), 
however, concludes that the Greek translator introduced the change since 
he did not want to attribute to Elijah an action that had the appearance of 
sorcery. However, the Greek version’s account of Elijah breathing into 
the child makes him no less of a magician than the MT’s of Elijah 
stretching out over the boy. Hugo’s argument is not only more detailed 
but also more compelling: MT elevates God’s role as the sole agent 
responsible for the resuscitation. 
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 Via these examples, one may note the various ways scholars attempt 
to make sense out of the divergences between the Greek and Hebrew 
texts of Kings, and to discern theological tendencies in the text. 
  
 
VII. Reception History 
  
The earliest con rmation we have of the reception of 3–4 Kingdoms is in 
the Jewish writer Demetrius the Chronographer’s On the Kings of Judea 
(Bickerman, ‘Demetrios’, pp. 72–84). Writing in Greek probably during 
the reign of Ptolemy IV (221–205 B.C.E.) but certainly not later than the 

rst half of the rst century B.C.E. when Alexander Polyhistor drew upon 
his writing, Demetrius discusses the fall of Samaria and the fall of 
Jerusalem. The fragment has been preserved by Clement of Alexandria 
(Strom. 1.141.1-2) and its chronology is somewhat confusing, which may 
have been due to Demetrius himself, or perhaps to Polyhistor, or nally 
to Clement who used both traditions (Bickerman, ‘Demetrios’, pp. 80–
84). Not long after Demetrius (or earlier depending on when one dates 
Demetrius), Eupolemus wrote a work probably also titled On the Kings 
of Judea, dated to the middle of the second century B.C.E., and left 
evidence that he used both Hebrew and Greek versions of Kings and 
Chronicles (pace Wacholder, Eupolemus, pp. 248–58). 
 Josephus gives a more elaborate description of the Temple (War 5; 
Ant. 8.3) than even that found in the biblical text, though his quotations 
are not always easy to trace since he did not translate the Bible senso 
stricto (Spottorno, ‘Josephus’ Text’, p. 145). Spottorno concluded that he 
likely used a Greek text that was in the rst stages of the development of 
the Antiochian recension (‘Josephus’ Text’, p. 152). 
 Many scholars have concluded that 2 Baruch (Apocalypse of Baruch) 
was originally composed in Hebrew, but Bogaert sees no reason to 
discount the possibility that it was composed in Greek in rst century 
C.E. (Bogaert, Apocalypse). If so, it would be even more plausible that 
the author relied upon the Greek Kingdoms when referring to the curse 
of Jezebel (§ 62). The Lives of the Prophets is probably to be dated also 
around the rst century C.E. and includes biographies of Elijah and 
Elisha. The Hellenistic Synagogal Prayers of the second or third century 
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are found in the Apostolic Constitutions (Funk, Didascalia). An invo-
cation (7.37) whose subject matter would certainly have come from the 
LXX mentions Solomon, Elijah, Elisha and Hezekiah. 
 The New Testament writers mainly drew from the LXX when quoting 
the Old Testament. There are only two quotations of 3 Kingdoms and 
none of 4 Kingdoms. The two are in Rom. 11.3 (= 19.10, 14), 4 (=19.18), 
where the writer recalls God’s promise to Elijah—that he kept a remnant 
of men who have not bowed the knee to Baal—to argue that God was 
keeping a remnant of Israelites who would participate in the salvation 
that Jesus brings. Mostly in the Gospels and Acts, the writers make 
allusions to the lives of Solomon, Elijah and Elisha (Mt. 6.28-29; Lk. 
12.27; cf. 3 Kgdms 10; Lk. 4.24-27, cf. 3 Kgdms 18.1; 4 Kgdms 5.1-14; 
Acts 7.45-47, cf. 3 Kgdms 8.17-20). 
 The Testament of Solomon, a text that discusses the king’s magical 
power over demons, was most likely a Christian work, but it may have 
originally been a Jewish document. Scholars date this work to the rst 
few centuries C.E., possibly the third (Denis, Introduction, p. 67). 
Whether Christian or not, it re ects rst-century Palestinian Judaism and 
draws upon the Greek text of Kingdoms. 
 Origen made use of the Greek Kingdoms in his homilies and com-
mentaries, through which he also transmitted some readings of the other 
Greek Jewish versions. Several other patristic writers commented on 
3–4 Kingdoms, though their works are only preserved in fragments. Petit 
has published several editions of texts from the catena tradition, two of 
which (Autour; Sévère) include comments on 3–4 Kingdoms attributed 
to Severus of Antioch, Procopius of Gaza, Theodore of Mopsuestia 
and Theodoret of Cyr. The latter has also gured prominently in the 
work of Fernández Marcos and Busto Saiz owing to their interest in 
the Antiochian tradition. Theirs is the latest edition of Theodoret’s 
Quaestiones in Reges et Paralipomena (Fernández Marcos and Busto 
Saiz, Theodoreti), but one is now in preparation for the Library of Early 
Christianity. A study of the Greek Patristic citations of 3–4 Kingdoms is 
desperately needed, as evidenced by the little we are able to say now. 
Among Latin writers, dependence on the OG text of Kingdoms is noted 
in the Old Latin quotations of Lucifer of Cagliari (Diercks, Luciferi). 
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 Not only in the Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch were relics of Kingdoms 
mediated through the Syriac tradition. In the Syrohexapla (Law, ‘La 
version’), the Syriac translation of the LXX, the margins of the manu-
scripts of 3–4 Kingdoms are lled with quotations from other revisions 
and translations in the Greek tradition, such as the Antiochian text and 
the revisions of Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion. The commentaries 
of š  ‘d d of Merv (Van den Eynde, Commentaire) and Gregory 
Barhebraeus (Sauma, Gregory) also preserve Greek readings. 
 Texts discovered in the Cairo Genizah indicate 3–4 Kingdoms 
persisted in Byzantine Judaism. The fragments of Aquila’s version in 
3 Kingdoms (Burkitt, Fragments) form the longest running text of any 
of the Three. The fragment T-S K24.14 (de Lange, Greek) contains 
glosses on Solomon’s building campaign and demonstrates that Aquila, 
Symmachus, Theodotion and other Greek recensions were still impact- 
ing Byzantine Jewish exegesis (Law, ‘Use’; de Lange et al., Jewish 
Reception). 
 Christian art in the earliest centuries was heavily in uenced by 
Graeco-Roman art and its themes. The apotheosis of Elijah appears in the 
fourth-century mosaics in the Cappella di Sant’Aquilino of the Basilica 
of St. Lawrence, Milan. During this same century, Elijah’s ascension 
becomes a new theme for Christian artists (Jensen, Understanding, 
p. 90), as he appears in more places, such as in the frescoes of the Via 
Latina catacomb. The Roman iconographic depiction of the emperor 
ascending in a quadriga, stretching his right hand to grasp the hand of the 
deity, is applied to Elijah in a carving on a wooden door in the fth-
century basilica of Sta. Sabina in Rome (Jensen, Understanding, p. 165). 
Elisha is less often seen, but commonly symbolised with two features: 
his predecessor’s mantle and his baldness (Murray and Murray, Oxford 
Companion, p. 161). King Solomon does appear later in Christian art, 
mostly in contexts demonstrating his superior wisdom (Murray and 
Murray, Oxford Companion, p. 498). In the Ethiopic tradition, whose 
Bible was initially based upon the Greek text, King Solomon married the 
Queen of Sheba, and their son David returned with his mother to become 
Menelek I, so that Solomon is essentially the father of the Ethiopic 
Church.  
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1–2 Chronicles (Paraleipomena) 
 
 

Roger Good 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen (none available at present). 
  Cambridge, vol. II.3, I and II Chronicles (Brooke, McLean, and Thackeray, 
  1932). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 752–810, 811–72. 
  Swete, vol. II, pp. 1–60, 61–128. 

 
(b) Other Greek Editions 
  Lucianic tradition, El Texto Antioqueno, vol. III (Fernández Marcos and Busto 
  Saiz, 1996). 
  Vannutelli, Libri Synoptici Veteris Testamenti (1931–34).1 

 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Cowe, 2007), pp. 342–67, 368–91. 
  LXX.D (Labahn and Sänger, 2009), pp. 489–517, 518–50. 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 429–556. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
Chronicles is a narrative history produced during post-exilic times, and it 
mostly consists of material taken from canonical sources. Samuel–Kings 
is the most frequent source used (or alternatively, both Chronicles and 
Samuel–Kings were taken from an earlier common source), in addition to 

 
 1. Showing parallel portions of Samuel–Kings and Chronicles in Hebrew (MT) 
and Reigns and Paraleipomena in Greek (Swete). 
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some non-canonical sources (e.g., the story of the prophet Iddo—cf. 
2 Chron. 13.2-22, about Abijah; and the records of the seers—cf. 
2 Chron. 33.11-19, about Manasseh), and work originating from the 
Chronicler himself. 
 The name given to the translation of Chronicles in Greek is indicative 
of how the book was viewed by some in ancient times:  
Paraleipomenon ‘of the things left over’ or ‘of the things left out’ (but 
mostly referred to in scholarly literature as Paraleipomena). Chronicles 
recorded additional content of the genealogical material and narrative 
history that spans from Genesis to 2 Kings. However, this title fails to 
draw attention to the other aspect of the content of Chronicles, the 
rewriting and reworking of earlier ‘biblical’ works. 
 The Greek Chronicles mostly follows the sequence and content of the 
Hebrew although it lacks (in Vaticanus B) 1 Chron. 1.11-16, 17b-24a, 
27b, and contains additional sections at the end of 2 Chron. 35.19a-d; 
36.2a-c, 5a-d. Scholars debate whether these additions (and indeed any 
variations from the MT) were in the translator’s Hebrew Vorlage (Allen, 
‘Further Thoughts’, pp. 483–91; Greek Chronicles, vol. I, pp. 214–17) or 
were taken from a Lucianic witness to the Greek book of Reigns (Rehm, 
Textkritische; Shenkel, ‘Comparative’; Klein, ‘Studies’; ‘Supplements’, 
pp. 492–95).  
 It seems that the Greek translator or editors were responsible for 
dividing Chronicles into two portions, concluding 1 Chronicles with the 
end of David’s reign and beginning 2 Chronicles with Solomon’s reign. 
Although the books of Chronicles are one of the largest sections of text 
in the Bible, they are also one of the most neglected portions. Only two 
small fragments of the books of Chronicles (2 Chron. 28.27–29.3) were 
preserved at Qumran (4Q118). Chronicles was also probably one of the 
later books to be translated into Greek. 
 The translator of Chronicles sometimes borrowed vocabulary and 
technical terminology from the LXX Pentateuch to assist him in his 
translation (Allen, Greek Chronicles, vol. I, pp. 23–26). 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
While there has been some debate among scholars as to the exact dat- 
ing of the Hebrew book of Chronicles, most date the translation of 
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Chronicles into Greek to the second century B.C.E. prior to the citations 
of the Greek translation in Eupolemus (ca. 150 B.C.E.). Chronicles was 
completed sometime in the Persian period, perhaps in the early Persian 
period (539–460 B.C.E.), with the genealogical material completed no 
earlier than 400 B.C.E. (cf. 1 Chron. 3.19-24). The genealogical material 
in Paraleipomena (3.21) actually extends the Davidic genealogy by four 
generations, which would give a terminus a quo for the genealogi- 
cal material as ca. 300 B.C.E. (Klein, 1 Chronicles, p. 122; Knoppers, 
1 Chronicles, p. 322). 
 Paraleipomena was probably translated in Egypt, and this could be 
con rmed by the use of terms from Ptolemaic Egypt, such as 

 (1 Chron. 9.26; 26.16; 28.12) and  (28.12) for 
the chambers of the temple, terms also used for the Serapeum, or the 
temple dedicated to the Greek-Egyptian god Serapis in ancient Alexan-
dria (Allen, Greek Chronicles, vol. I, pp. 21–23). However, caution 
is needed against using some technical terms, such as  ‘deputy’ 
or ‘lieutenant’ (1 Chron. 18.17; 2 Chron. 28.7), to prove the Egyptian 
provenance of the translation (Pearce, ‘Contextualising’, pp. 23–27). It 
also seems that the translator had some personal knowledge or familiar-
ity with Jerusalem and the Temple, as indicated in some paraphrases; for 
example, ‘the city gate’ is more clearly de ned as the    

 ‘the valley gate’ (2 Chron. 32.6), re ecting the geographical 
reality of Jerusalem (Allen, Greek Chronicles, vol. I, pp. 51–52). 
 
  
III. Language 
 
The language of the translation of Chronicles is Hellenistic Greek 
(Koine). However, interference from the Hebrew source language may 
be seen throughout. For example, the translation follows closely the 
Hebrew word order and has its characteristic propensity for paratactic 
main clauses rather than a hypotactic mix of main clauses and sub-
ordinate clauses or circumstantial participles, more characteristic of non-
translation Greek. Certain structures also occur more frequently, such as 

  for the introductory .  
 Prepositions are often used in non-standard Greek ways. The trans-
lator, for example, renders the Hebrew comparative with  by the Greek 
preposition , which does not have the same function in Greek 
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(1 Chron. 4.9; 11.21; 2 Chron. 21.13; 33.9). In 2 Chron. 30.18  even 
stands alone without an object (functioning adverbially?) at the end of a 
clause. 
 It seems that the translator was familiar with Aramaic and this in u-
enced the way he translated certain words or structures, perhaps indica-
tive of his spoken language. The Hebrew  is rendered by the root 

- implying the Aramaic sense of ‘being victorious’ (1 Chron. 15.21; 
29.11; cf. Isa. 25.8) compared to the Hebrew ‘lastingness, forever’. A 
number of words beginning with a  are translated as in nitives 
(1 Chron. 15.16; 16.42; 2 Chron. 5.13; 20.22-23), perhaps interpreted as 
Aramaic in nitives of the type  (Allen, Greek Chronicles, vol. I, 
p. 126). 
  
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
The Greek Chronicles is a very literal translation especially when 
compared to 1 Esdras (which contains 2 Chron. 35.1–36.23), which is 
written in elegant and idiomatic Greek (Talshir, Origin, p. 269), and to 
the Pentateuch and Reigns (apart from the kaige sections). In the 
translation of verbs, for example, in the parallel sections with Chronicles, 
1 Esdras uses about 14 circumstantial participles to translate coordinated 
Hebrew verb forms (mostly wayyiqtol and qatal), whereas Paralei-
pomena uses coordinated indicative Greek forms (mostly aorists). 
1 Esdras also uses three historic presents to translate qatal forms. In 
comparison with the Greek Pentateuch, the translation of Chronicles 
avoids conjunctive circumstantial participles for wayyiqtol and other 
coordinated forms (Good, The Septuagint’s Translation, pp. 90–91). In 
contrast to the translation of Samuel–Kings (1–4 Kingdoms) the 
translator avoided the historical present for the narrative past forms 
wayyiqtol and qatal (The Septuagint’s Translation, p. 222). 
 The translation of Chronicles follows the Hebrew text closely with a 
word-for-word representation of the morphology and syntax of the 
Hebrew source text or Vorlage, which was quite close to the MT. 
However, in certain places it seems that the Vorlage of Paraleipomena 
was closer to the Hebrew text of Samuel–Kings (especially the text of 
Samuel discovered at Qumran, 4QSama) than the MT of Chronicles. As 
far as consistency in translation is concerned the translator sometimes 
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employed the same Greek word for different Hebrew words and a 
different Greek word for the same Hebrew words. 
 The conjunction  is almost always translated by  and only 
occasionally by  (2 Chron. 32.8) or  (28.2). However,  is 
usually also translated simply by  (1 Chron. 20.6). 
 In the translation of verbs, some pre x forms (including wayyiqtol) are 
sometimes mechanically translated by Greek futures (1 Chron. 9.28 bis; 
2 Chron. 5.6). Some wayyiqtol and qatal forms are translated by Greek 
imperfects (12.11). Some Hebrew participles are translated by Greek 
participles, leaving a clause lacking a nite verb (1 Chron. 9.29; 15.27). 
A few adjectival participles are translated by a nite verb with , e.g., 

 translated   (2 Chron. 31.6). Very rarely a con-
junctive circumstantial participle translates a coordinated nite verb in 
Hebrew: for example,   ‘and they bowed their heads and 
prostrated themselves’ becomes      
‘and bowing the knees they worshipped’ (1 Chron. 29.20; so also 
2 Chron. 20.18). 
 Sometimes the kind of stereotyping translation employed produced 
structures that diverge from the norms of Greek syntax. The preposition 
most commonly employed in translation (over 1,000 times in 1–2 Chron-
icles),  ‘in’, is frequently and repeatedly used for -  in most contexts, 
including places where a Greek instrumental dative case would be more 
appropriate:            

,         (1 Chron. 13.8). 
This kind of translation produces calques, or the stereotyping of 
translation equivalents, extending their range beyond what is semanti-
cally appropriate in the target language (Cowe, NETS, p. 343). The most 
frequent way, for example, to translate a Hebrew in nitive preceded by 
 following a verb of willing or desiring—as in     

 ‘the Syrians were not willing to help’ (1 Chron. 19.19)—was 
by  plus in nitive, whereas standard Greek would ordinarily use a 
bare in nitive. The pleonastic resumptive pronoun in relative clauses is 
also frequently translated. 
 At the same time the translator produces good Greek syntax. Often a 
repeated noun in Hebrew is translated by a Greek pronoun (considered 
better Greek style). Sometimes relative clauses with  are translated 
by a genitive or an attributive participle. 
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 The translation contains a number of transliterations, especially for 
technical terms such as those related to the temple in Jerusalem:  
for the Hebrew  ‘porch’ (2 Chron. 3.4),  and  for  
‘bowls’ and  ‘capitals’ (4.12),  for  ‘bases’ (4.14) as 
well as musical instruments, such as  and  for  ‘harp’ and 

 ‘lyre’ (1 Chron. 13.8). Transliteration is also employed frequently for 
personal and geographical names and for unknown words. Sometimes 
unknown words were translated by a contextual guess or an appeal to an 
etymological similarity. Thus, a hapax legomenon  is translated as 

  (2 Chron. 3.10) perhaps due to the presence of the similar 
looking  in v. 5 (Allen, Greek Chronicles, vol. I, pp. 59–64). 
 Sometimes the translator is quite idiomatic and sensitive in his use 
of Greek words, as in the choice of a classical compound adjective 

 ‘lover of farming’, also found in Xenophon and Aristo-
phanes, to render the Hebrew phrase   in 2 Chron. 26.10. The 
double negative   is also used eight times for a single Hebrew nega-
tive (seven times with a subjunctive, one time with a future—2 Chron. 
32.15). The translator also used non-standard equivalent verb tenses such 
as Greek imperfects and perfects (rather than aorists), being sensitive to 
contextual discourse features such as iterative adverbials, a change of 
subject and summary statements (Good, The Septuagint’s Translation, 
pp. 213–15). 
 
  
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The most thorough study of the text-critical issues of LXX Chronicles has 
been by Allen in his dissertation, which was later published in two 
volumes by Brill (The Greek Chronicles). Allen identi ed four groups of 
manuscripts among the forty-six manuscripts of Paraleipomena that 
were available to him (Greek Chronicles, vol. I, pp. 3, 32–37, 65–108). 
He identi ed the most basic text form as text group G, consisting 
primarily of the B (Vaticanus) and c2 MSS. Portions of MSS A N f g h i j 
and m also comprise this group. The other three groups, L, R, and O, 
correct the G group to the MT. According to Allen, G itself has been 
extensively revised, so that its fairly close approximation to the MT may 
stem from the recensional process. The L or Lucianic manuscripts are 
represented by b and e2 and sometimes by minuscules f j k g i n y, and 
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350. They exhibit the usual characteristics of the Lucianic recension 
(such as adding names, replacing pronouns by names, substituting syno-
nyms and using Atticisms). It is most carefully corrected to the MT. The 
R group consists of MSS d p q t z and sometimes 44, 8, 74, 122, 125, 144, 
236, 246, 314, 321, 346, 610 and j in 1 Chronicles. Occasionally MSS f i 
m n y and c2 also share the characteristics of this group. R is corrected to 
the MT but independent of L. The O or Hexaplaric MSS consist of A N a c 
e g h n Armenian and the Syro-Hexaplaric recension. Occasionally b f i j 
m o y 46, 381 and 728 share the characteristics of this group. 
 None of these text traditions exhibit the features of the kaige recension, 
at least in totality. At most only four (with rare occurrences of four more) 
of the nineteen characteristics of that recension occur in Paraleipomena, 
such as the elimination of historic presents,   for  in past or 
future time (e.g., 2 Chron. 15.5), and   for  (e.g., 1 Chron. 
13.4; 2 Chron. 29.8) instead of  or , both used twelve to 
thirteen times respectively (Allen, Greek Chronicles, vol. I, pp. 137–41). 
 
  
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
The ideology of the book of Chronicles, which privileges the Temple, 
David and the Levites, is carried into the translation. Perhaps the 
translation was felt appropriate for the particular historical circumstances 
current around the time of translation—the Maccabean revolt against the 
Syrian king Antiochus IV that lasted from 180 B.C.E. until 161 B.C.E. At 
the end of the period, after the rebels had conquered Judah and Jerusa-
lem, the Temple was re-dedicated. Perhaps the translator was sympa-
thetic to the restored Temple, the Hasmonean dynasty and the priesthood 
in Jerusalem current at the time of translation. The fact that very little of 
Chronicles is preserved at Qumran could indicate that the Qumran 
community identi ed the message of the book with the Hasmonean 
ruling class in Jerusalem and the Temple. 
 Allen cautions against detecting theological bias in the translator. The 
apparent avoidance of anthropomorphisms, such as   translated 

    ‘according to the word of the Lord’ (1 Chron. 
12.24[23]), is counterbalanced by other examples to the contrary, where 
the expression  is rendered literally  ‘mouth’ (2 Chron. 35.22; 
36.12). 
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VII. Reception History 
 
Paraleipomena was used by two Hellenistic Jewish historians who both 
wrote in Greek—Eupolemus, who wrote around 150 B.C.E., and Josephus, 
who wrote around 93–94 C.E. Fragments of Eupolemus’s work On the 
Kings in Judea incorporate details from Chronicles/Paraleipomena not 
mentioned in Kings. He also preferred to quote Chronicles over Kings 
in parallel passages since the history of Chronicles accorded more with 
the emphasis of his history. It is uncertain whether Josephus used the 
Hebrew text or Greek translation (or both) as a source for his Jewish 
Antiquities. He tended to use Kings as a base but supplemented his 
history from Chronicles in non-parallel texts. Occasionally, he prefers 
the accounts of Chronicles over Kings. He overlooked contradictions, 
harmonised and combined some accounts (Kalimi, Retelling, pp. 93–97). 
Philo, who mostly quoted from the Pentateuch in his writings, did not 
quote from Chronicles once.  
 After early Christians adopted the Greek translation as their Old 
Testament, the Jewish interpreters avoided using the Old Greek text, 
including Chronicles. Material unique to Paraleipomena is not quoted in 
the New Testament, and there are perhaps only two quotes that are used 
in the New Testament that are from Chronicles, but they also occur in 
other parts of the Old Testament. The expression     

  ‘like sheep who have no shepherd’ (2 Chron. 18.16) is 
re ected in the Gospels      (Mt. 9.36; Mk 
6.34) and also occurs in Num. 27.17 as      

. The expression     ,     
  ‘I will be a father to him, and he shall be a son to me’ (1 Chron. 

17.13) is quoted in Heb. 1.5, but it also occurs in the parallel passage in 
2 Sam. 7.14. The association of Israelites with God-fearers in Acts 13.16 
(cf. 10.2 Gentiles) perhaps alludes to      

 (the second phrase being a Greek plus) who were both 
present at the dedication of Solomon’s temple (2 Chron. 5.6). The death 
of Zechariah, the son of Jehoiada (2 Chron. 24.20-22), is perhaps 
referred to in Mt. 23.35 (which refers to Zechariah as the son of 
Barachiah, Zech. 1.1) and Lk. 11.51. However, there is some question as 
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to whether the Gospels refer to the prophet Zechariah the son of 
Berechiah or whether there was some confusion between the two. In 
either case the writers of the Gospels mention murders that span from the 
beginning of the biblical record (Abel) to the end, either canonically or 
chronologically. The Gospels also specify that Zechariah died between 
the altar and the temple whereas Chronicles states he was stoned to death 
in the court of the house of the Lord (2 Chron. 24.21). Other places 
where Chronicles is alluded to (but not necessarily exclusively) are the 
Queen of Sheba (2 Chron. 9.1), referred to as the queen of the south 
(Mt. 12.42), and the course of Abijah (Lk. 1.5; cf. 1 Chron. 24.10). 
 Paraleipomena (the Old Greek/LXX) was used as the base text for the 
translation of a number of ancient versions, including the Old Latin, 
Armenian, and Ethiopic versions. These versions witness to different 
stages of the transmission of Paraleipomena, with the latter two based on 
the L family of MSS, as is Josephus and Theodoret. 
 Greek church fathers such as Basil, Gregory of Nazianzus, Justin 
Martyr and Origen rarely commented on or quoted from Paraleipomena, 
mostly in conjunction with comments on Samuel–Kings, focusing on 
passages where typological and allegorical or literal and moral interpre-
tation were possible. Theodoret of Cyrus is the author of the only extant 
Greek commentary of 1–2 Chronicles. His Quaestiones in Octateuchum 
on Genesis through Ruth and Quaestiones in Reges et Paralipomena deal 
speci cally with questions and answers on the biblical text. However, by 
the time he got to Paraleipomena, the questions are replaced by a com-
mentary! Nevertheless, this is not a systematic commentary; Theodoret 
concentrates on clarifying and explaining dif cult or unclear passages. 
Coming from the Antiochian school, he follows a literal interpretation 
with expanded typological components concerning Christ. Eusebius of 
Caesarea (ca. 263–340) and Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite (early 
sixth century) both comment on 2 Chron. 26.16-23. John of Damascus 
(ca. 670–749) is apologetic and pays attention to the moral content of 
the biblical passage as seen in his comment on 1 Chron. 28.3 (Conti, 
1–2 Kings, pp. xxvi–xxvii). 
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1 Esdras 
 
 

Hector M. Patmore 
 
 

 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. VIII.1, Esdrae liber I (Hanhart, 1974).1 
  Cambridge, vol. II.4, Esdras, Ezra–Nehemiah (Brooke, McLean, and  
  Thackeray, 1935). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 873–902.2 
  Swete, vol. II, pp. 129–61. 
 
(b) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Wooden, 2007), pp. 392–404. 
  LXX.D (Böhler, 2009), pp. 552–66. 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 557–90. 
 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
a. Title 
The title ‘Esdras’ ( , a rendering into Greek of the Hebrew  
‘Ezra’) is used to designate a number of different works. The work 
known as ‘2 Esdras’ or   in the LXX contains the biblical books 
of Ezra and Nehemiah, while the title ‘1 Esdras’ or   refers to 
an apocryphal work containing material with parallels to the books of 
 
 1. In Hanhart’s discussion of earlier diplomatic and critical editions (pp. 26–31), 
he acknowledged Rahlfs’ 1935 edition to be the foundation for his edition, while 
criticising him for having attached too much importance to the witness of Codex 
Vaticanus (pp. 30–31). 
 2. The verse numbering differs between Rahlfs-Hanhart and Hanhart’s Göttingen 
editions, leading to discrepancy in the secondary literature and translations. 
Göttingen enumeration is followed here. 
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Ezra, Nehemiah, and 2 Chronicles, and a quantity of material not known 
from other sources. Confusion arises from the Vulgate, where the current 
work is entitled 3 Esdras, and in Slavonic Bibles 2 Esdras. Most English-
language scholarship refers to this work as ‘1 Esdras’, whereas German-
speaking scholars generally prefer the title ‘3 Esra’. 
 
b. Summary of Contents 
1 Esdras in its current form is a complete and self-contained narrative 
(not apparently a compilation or anthology). The narrative begins with 
Josiah’s celebration of the Passover, his death, and the reigns of his 
successors until the exile under Zedekiah (1.1-58). The remainder of the 
work can be summarised as follows:  

1. the decree of Cyrus II encouraging the rebuilding of the temple in 
Jerusalem and the response of the people (558–530 b.c.e., 2.1-14); 

2. opposition to and cessation of rebuilding in the time of Artaxerxes 
I (465–424 b.c.e., 2.15-25); 

3. the competition between the three bodyguards of King Darius I 
(522–486 b.c.e.), which results in Darius formally sanctioning 
rebuilding (3.1–5.6); 

4. the return and settlement in Jerusalem (5.7-45); 
5. the beginning of rebuilding work (5.46-70); 
6. the right to rebuild questioned by local of cials and of cially 

af rmed by Darius I (6.1-33);  
7. the completion and dedication of the temple (7.1-15);  
8. the return (on the authority of Artaxerxes) and ministry of Ezra 

(8.1–9.55). 
 
The text exhibits the following parallels to material found in 2 Chron-
icles, Ezra, and Nehemiah: 
 

1 Esdras  MT 
1 Esd. 1.1-20  =  2 Chron. 35.1-19 
1 Esd. 1.21-22  = no parallel 
1 Esd. 1.23-55 =  2 Chron. 35.20–36.21 
1 Esd. 2.1-5  =  Ezra 1.1-3 (cf. 2 Chron. 36.22-23) 
1 Esd. 2.6-14 =  Ezra 1.4-11 
1 Esd. 2.15-25  =  Ezra 4.7-24 
1 Esd. 3.1–5.6  = no parallel (the three bodyguards) 
1 Esd. 5.7-70 =  Ezra 2.1–4.5 (cf. Neh. 7.7-73) 
1 Esd. 6.1–9.36  =  Ezra 5.1–10.44 
1 Esd. 9.37-55  =  Neh. 7.72–8.13a 
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II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
The relation of 1 Esdras to the canonical books (and consequently the 
value it might have as a text-critical tool) is dependent upon one’s 
understanding of the work’s composition. Several features must be taken 
into account. First, the text contains many variants from the canonical 
material, varying in size, nature, and distribution. No clear pattern is 
discernible in the variants that might allow for an ideological or stylistic 
explanation for the whole. Secondly, the ordering of some of the material 
is different from the canonical ordering. Finally, the work contains 
material not found in the canonical books, and the source of this material 
is unknown.  
 The task of accounting for these features is further complicated by 
(a) the lack of an extant Semitic Vorlage to the complete work on the one 
hand, and (b) the sophisticated and uent nature of the Greek on the 
other, which calls into question the identi cation of underlying Semitic 
sources. Taken together these factors suggest that the current Greek text 
contains a mixture of both translational and compositional elements. 
 Scholarly opinion on the composition of 1 Esdras can be divided into 
three main positions.3 
  
a. Priority of 1 Esdras  
This view holds that the text of 1 Esdras re ects an older version of those 
texts that we now nd in the canonical books of Ezra, Nehemiah and 
Chronicles (with the story of the three bodyguards usually considered 
secondary). On this view the text is highly signi cant in text-critical 
terms and for our understanding of the development of the Chronistic 
History. It is often referred to as the ‘fragment’ hypothesis: 1 Esdras is 
seen as a fragment of a larger work by the ‘Chronicler’, which included 
versions of Ezra–Nehemiah and Chronicles. 
 Classically expressed by Torrey (Ezra Studies, pp. 11–36), this view 
is no longer widely held, though Böhler (Die heilige Stadt), Schenker 
(‘La Relation’), Fulton and Knoppers (‘Lower Criticism’), and Carr 
(The Formation, pp. 78–82) have recently sought to defend it by pointing 

 
 3.  For a more detailed survey and a comprehensive bibliography see Pohlmann 
(Studien, pp. 14–26); Böhler (Die heilige Stadt, pp. 4–14); De Troyer (‘Zerub-
babel’). 
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to features that are more easily understood as a reworking or embel-
lishment (in particular of material from the Nehemiah Memoir) of the 
sources underlying 1 Esdras than vice versa. Pohlmann (Studien) is 
essentially also of this view, although he considered the ordering to have 
been disturbed when the story of the three bodyguards was added, so that 
Ezra 1–6 preserves the original ordering, while 1 Esdras preserves the 
original form of the material. 
 Grabbe (Ezra–Nehemiah; ‘Chicken or Egg’) has proposed a variation 
on this view. He sees 1 Esdras as representing an earlier stage of the two 
foundation stories—that of Zerubbabel and Joshua, and that of Ezra—
from which the compiler of the Hebrew Ezra–Nehemiah also drew (tak-
ing the story of the three bodyguards and the 2 Chron. 35–36 material to 
be later additions; Ezra–Nehemiah, p. 115). On this view both Ezra–
Nehemiah and 1 Esdras represent developments from a common earlier 
source.  
 On somewhat different grounds, by analogy with the two text-types 
of Jeremiah, Cross (‘Reconstruction’; cf. Klein, ‘Old Readings’) also 
adopted the position that the text preserved in 1 Esdras re ected an 
earlier and shorter text. Cross considered 1 Esdras to represent an earlier 
Egyptian text-type that suffered reordering, con ation, and expansion in 
its Palestinian recension (re ected in MT and 4QEzra). 
  
b. Priority of Hebrew Ezra–Nehemiah 
On this view 1 Esdras is a secondary (and therefore later) compilation of 
excerpts from Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles (or versions thereof), with 
additional material, which is either original to the author/compiler or is 
drawn from other unknown sources. 
 Williamson is a leading proponent of this position (Israel; a reassess-
ment of the arguments in light of new research was offered in ‘Prob-
lem’). Williamson advanced several convincing arguments in support of 
his position. First, he rejected the view that Ezra–Nehemiah formed part 
of the work of the Chronicler, a view fundamental to the ‘fragment’ 
hypothesis (Williamson, Israel; 1 and 2 Chronicles; Ezra, Nehemiah; cf. 
Japhet, I & II Chronicles, pp. 3–7 and references there). Secondly, he 
argued that the ‘fragment’ hypothesis necessitated that two translations 
of the same text (albeit in different text-types) had been created around 
the same time (mid-second century B.C.E.) and in the same location 
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(Alexandria), which seems unlikely. Thirdly, he argued that the order- 
ing of the material witnessed in 1 Esdras must in a number of cases 
be secondary to the combining of the accounts of Ezra and Nehemiah 
(see Williamson, Israel, pp. 29–36; ‘Problem’, pp. 204–12). Finally, 
Williamson adopted (tentatively) the conclusions of Van der Kooij (§ V), 
rejecting the prevailing view that the abrupt ending of 1 Esdras indi- 
cated that some of the text had been lost (see Williamson, ‘Problem’, 
pp. 208–10). 
 Two objections to this position are commonly raised. First, it is 
unclear what motive there would be creating a partial account if Ezra–
Nehemiah already existed (see, e.g., Fulton and Knoppers, ‘Lower Criti-
cism’). And secondly, if the compiler knew the Hebrew Ezra–Nehemiah, 
why would he go to the trouble of omitting Nehemiah? (e.g., Grabbe, 
Ezra–Nehemiah, p. 110). 
 Williamson (‘Problem’, pp. 215–16; ‘Rewritten Bible?’) has 
addressed the rst of these objections by suggesting that 1 Esdras might 
be considered ‘rewritten Bible’. Numerous motives for rewriting Ezra–
Nehemiah have been proposed, either to advance a certain ideology, 
such as enhancing Zerubbabel’s position (Fried, ‘Why the Story’; 
VanderKam, ‘Literary Questions’), or to smooth out chronological or 
other problems in the canonical text (Williamson, ‘Rewritten Bible?’; 
Pakkala, ‘Why 1 Esdras’). 
 Talshir (Origin) has sought to address both these objections by 
proposing an alternative explanation of the work’s composition. She has 
argued that the competition between the three bodyguards (1 Esd. 3.1–
5.6) provides the raison d’être of the entire work, the remainder forming 
a narrative framework composed of material lifted from (a continuous) 
Chronicles–Ezra history (cf. also Becking, ‘The Story’). In text-critical 
terms she believes that both the MT and the Vorlage of 1 Esdras experi-
enced omissions as well as additions in the processes of transmission, to 
the extent that a shorter Urtext can no longer be recovered by comparing 
the two sources. 
 Talshir’s compositional hypothesis is open to question on the grounds 
that (a) it fails to account adequately for the inclusion of the remainder of 
the material; and, (b) the hypothesis that Chronicles–Ezra formed a 
continuous whole (against Japhet and Williamson) prior to the compo-
sition of 1 Esdras is not well supported by her conclusions. Nonetheless, 
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the position of both Talshir and Williamson that the current shape of the 
book can be explained in ideological terms is probably correct. 
 In BHQ Marcus has adopted the position that 1 Esdras is a ‘later 
revision’ of the parallel material, though still a ‘constant witness’ to the 
text (Marcus, Ezra and Nehemiah, p. 10) and therefore of text-critical 
value in speci c instances (if used judiciously). 
  
c. Mediating Positions 
The hypothesis offered by Eskenazi (‘Chronicler’; In an Age of Prose) 
falls somewhere between these two broad ‘schools’ of thought. On the 
view that Chronicles and Ezra–Nehemiah never formed a single work, 
Eskenazi has argued that 1 Esdras was composed by the Chronicler 
himself (or his school) using Ezra–Nehemiah as his major source and 
re-working the material to bring it into conformity with the ideology and 
style of the book of Chronicles. It may be doubted, however, whether 
the ideological similarities between 1 Esdras and Chronicles offer suf-

ciently strong grounds to demonstrate common authorship.  
  
d. Dating 
The majority of scholars reckon on a translation date sometime in the 
mid-second century B.C.E., and locate the translation in Alexandria. The 
distinctive vocabulary of the work (§ IV), particularly its correspondence 
to that of the second-century B.C.E. compositions of Sirach, Judith, 
Esther, 1 Maccabees and the Old Greek of Daniel strengthens this view. 
Features in the narrative of the competition between the three body-
guards may also point to this historical and geographical context 
(Harvey, ‘Darius’ Court’). 
 Based on such linguistic data and other features of the text, Myers 
(I and II Esdras, pp. 14–15), Gardner (‘Purpose’) and Attridge (‘Histori-
ography’, p. 160) raise the possibility that the work is a response to 
speci c historical situations (respectively: the promotion of a Jewish 
institution in the period of Seleucus IV or Antiochus IV; the Maccabean 
crisis, and the con icts between the Jerusalem temple and its rivals). If 
the work is actually a translation from a Semitic original, however, this 
possibility would require that the composition and translation were more 
or less contemporary. 
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 If one accepts the priority of 1 Esdras, then the task of dating the work 
becomes entangled in the vexed dating of the Chronistic materials. If one 
accepts the view that 1 Esdras is a secondary compilation, as seems more 
likely, then the work was composed sometime after the combining of the 
Ezra and Nehemiah materials and prior to its translation into Greek, 
probably sometime in the third or rst half of the second century B.C.E. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
1 Esdras is distinct from the majority of LXX books, although it exhibits 
an obvious similarity to LXX-Esther, LXX-Daniel, and the books of the 
Maccabees. Distinctive terminology, such as that relating to the temple 
(e.g.,   ‘high priest’,  ‘priesthood’,  ‘gate-
keepers’), including use of   to render the Hebrew formula 

   /  /   (an equivalent not found in the canoni- 
cal books of the LXX, which favour    ), to of cial 
correspondence (  ‘to receive a document’;  ‘which 
follows’ or ‘which is appended’;  ‘to be copied below’), and 
to royal administration (  ‘king’s counsels’;  ‘to crown 
[as king]’), and neologisms (  ‘idol temple’), re ect similar usage 
to the books of Maccabees, other apocryphal works, and various epi-
graphic sources, which suggests a linguistic milieu from the last 
centuries B.C.E. 
 How much the translator made use of the wider LXX corpus as a guide 
for his translation is debated. Pohlmann, for example, reckons on little or 
no use, seeing the translator as ‘experimenting’ with nding appropriate 
language (Pohlmann, Esra-Buch, pp. 378–80), while Talshir sees the 
language as rmly rooted in the LXX, although her evidence in support of 
this claim is rather thin (Talshir, Origin, p. 248). Semitic interference 
particularly in the story of the three bodyuards (Talshir, Origin, p. 83; 
Talshir and Talshir, ‘Original Language’) suggests Aramaic over Hebrew 
as the original language for that section at least. 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
Uncertainty over the likely Vorlage of the text has led to a number of 
different scenarios being suggested concerning the literary growth of the 
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text and the stage at which the material was translated into Greek. In 
general terms two answers have been given: either the Greek text of 
1 Esdras is principally translation; or, the text is dependent on earlier 
Greek sources. The former view (translation) is held by most scholars, 
who consider the Greek text to be a translation of a Hebrew and/or 
Aramaic source(s). Those adopting the latter view (compilation) suggest 
that the current text is based on earlier Greek rendition(s), speci cally 
the Greek book of Ezra–Nehemiah (Keil, Books of Ezra; Carrez, 
‘1. Esdras’), or is a fragment of a Greek translation of the relevant 
sections of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles (e.g., Pfeiffer, History, 
p. 249), although this view is not widely held. 
 An analysis of the translation technique is inevitably based on a 
hypothetical reconstructed source, and this problem is particularly acute 
in the case of 1 Esdras since its source is less certain and the translator’s 
style freer. Some variants clearly relate to the nature of the target-
language (and are therefore plausibly attributed to the translator), but in 
the majority of cases it cannot be determined with certainty whether 
individual features result from the translator or his Vorlage. The impor-
tant work of Talshir has attempted to differentiate between these two 
possibilities by examining many individual examples in their speci c 
contexts (Talshir, Origin, pp. 181–268). 
 It is universally agreed that the writing style of 1 Esdras produces 
elegant, uent Greek. As a consequence the work is justi ably under-
stood to display a looser relationship to its source text than is found in 
the parallel passages in LXX. The choice of vocabulary and syntax 
generally follows Greek conventions rather than exhibiting interference 
from the Hebrew/Aramaic. This suggests that 1 Esdras might be intended 
as a self-contained narrative for a Greek audience. 
 The text generally translates the implied sense rather than the literal 
sense, taking an entire phrase or syntactical unit as its starting point and 
translating ad sensum rather than ad verbum. Such an approach naturally 
results, for example, in the reordering of words and expansions or con-
tractions, so that the translation appears at times rather paraphrastic. 
 In some instances it appears that the translator takes the opportunity to 
translate what he considered the implied sense to be even though the base 
text makes sense when taken literally. A simple example can be found in 
1 Esd. 9.45. Here Ezra is ‘seated with honour/honourably ( ) in 
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front of everyone’ when he takes up the book of the law, whereas in the 
MT he is merely ‘above all the people (   )’ (Neh. 8.5). 
In MT, Ezra is positioned above the people physically (on the wooden 
platform mentioned in the preceding verse, Neh. 8.4), whereas in 1 Esdras 
his elevation becomes a matter of status. 
 Minor variants, such as changes to the voice of a verb (generally 
active into passive: e.g., 1 Esd. 8.3       

 / Ezra 7.6     ), singular verses plural nouns 
(e.g., 1 Esd. 1.52 / 2 Chron. 36.19), and the addition or omission of 
articles, pronouns, and conjunctions (e.g., 1 Esd. 2.20 / Ezra 4.16; 1 Esd. 
9.4 / Ezra 10.8) are all frequent and affect word order and number. In the 
majority of instances these types of features are best explained as 
resulting from the translator’s style or as necessitated by the conventions 
of his target-language.  
 Similarly, examples can be found of the translator rendering two 
lexemes with a single lexeme, for example, where a Hebrew idiom 
would be tautologous in Greek were all its component lexemes rendered 
(e.g.,  1 Esd. 2.8 /   Ezra 1.6; ’    
1 Esd. 1.15 /    2 Chron. 35.15), as well as cases of rendering a 
single lexeme by two lexemes (e.g., 1.39, 51; 6.14, 15), although the 
criteria for identifying such usage are problematic. The reversal of word-
pair ordering (e.g., ‘the people and the priests’ / ‘the priests and the 
people’; ‘gold and silver’ / ‘silver and gold’, ‘name + the king’ / ‘the 
king + name’) is also frequent. 
 The translator also repeatedly uses hypotactic constructions (employ-
ing a subordinate clause) in place of paratactic constructions (  

...  1 Esd. 2.5 / …  Ezra 1.3;  ...  
1 Esd. 9.7 / …  Ezra 10.10), accounting for the loss of the 
conjunction in a number of cases. 
 The extent to which the work exhibits traces of a Semitic original is a 
matter of debate. There are few genuine Semitisms, which probably 
indicates that the writer was sophisticated enough not to leave such 
linguistic anachronisms in his work, rather than suggesting that he was 
working from a non-Semitic source (though see § III above). Normal 
Semitic constructions are commonly smoothed out in translation: for 
example, supplying the verb ‘to be’ where the Hebrew idiom does not 
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require it (1 Esd. 1.24      =   2 Chron. 35.21); 
alterations of word-order of the genitive constructions to form a pre-
posed construction (     1 Esd. 8.21 /   Ezra 7.23; 

   1 Esd. 5.70 /   Ezra 4.5); and the use of 
translation equivalents that re ect the transferred or idiomatic sense of a 
word(s) in its source-language, rather than its primary sense (e.g.,  

 1 Esd. 2.2 /   Ezra 1.1). 
 Some of the Semitisms that do appear, such as      
(1 Esd. 4.38), might be explained as the retention of customary religious 
language, comparable to the retention of the Hebrew , for example, 
with titular force in Greek ( ) and targumic Aramaic. 
 The author is apparently not consistent in his choice of translation 
equivalents (e.g.,  is translated with  ,  ,  

, and  ), though in some word-categories, 
such as technical terms (e.g.,   /    /    /  ), he displays 
greater consistency. In some cases there are obvious stylistic or 
contextual reasons for so doing, for example, to avoid tedious repetition 
(e.g., ... ... 1 Esd. 5.49 /  ...  Ezra 3.3). 
 For a more detailed discussion of the translation technique the reader 
is referred to the works of Talshir (Origin, pp. 181–268), Böhler (‘Über-
setzungstechnik’), and Moulton (‘Überlieferung’) in the rst instance. 
  
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
Regardless of the view one takes on the composition of 1 Esdras, no 
generalities concerning its text-critical value as a whole are possible. In 
those sections of text with parallels in 1 Esdras we nd examples of 
apparent agreement between LXX and MT against 1 Esdras, between 
1 Esdras and MT against LXX, and a number of independent variants. 
Consequently, while text-critical conclusions can be reached in speci- 

c instances, it is not possible to extrapolate from these generally 
applicable principles. The following few examples should highlight some 
of the problems and important instances, but cannot hope to be com-
prehensive.  
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a. Chronicles 
The Chronicles material found in 1 Esdras poses a complex challenge. 
The Chronicler employed the books of Kings as a source. While some 
variants from Kings may be explained as the Chronicler’s ‘free’ use of 
his sources, evidence from Qumran and the LXX suggest that a variant 
Vorlage is also probable. A secondary problem is that at some stage the 
LXX of 2 Chronicles (or its Vorlage) has absorbed varying amounts of 
contamination from parallel texts in Samuel and Kings. In short, it is 
dif cult to establish the text of Chronicles from which 1 Esdras can be 
judged to have varied. Two examples should help demonstrate this 
situation. 
 1 Esdras 1.23 reads, ‘Pharaoh, king of Egypt, went to wage war in 
Carchemish on the Euphrates (     )’, which 
closely re ects the wording of the MT (2 Chron. 35.20), ‘Neco, King of 
Egypt, went up to ght in Carchemish on the Euphrates (  

)’. LXX 2 Chron. 35.20, on the other hand, reads ‘Pharaoh 
Nechao, king of Egypt, went up against the king of the Assyrians to the 
river Euphrates (        )’. 
This wording re ects that of 2 Kgs 23.29 (MT and LXX), where the same 
events are recounted, suggesting that in this case the text of LXX 
2 Chronicles has been revised towards the parallel text in Kings, whilst 
1 Esdras and MT preserve the ‘uncontaminated’ reading. As I cautioned 
above, this conclusion is applicable only to the speci c wording under 
consideration (in italics), and not to the verse as a whole. 
 A more involved example can be found in the case of 1 Esd. 1.21-22, 
which has no parallel in the MT. The section appears in the material 
paralleled to 2 Chronicles 35 (between vv. 19 and 20). This material may 
re ect an earlier text of Chronicles, although Dillard (2 Chronicles, pp. 
285–86), for example, has advanced another explanation. The material 
appears to be a paraphrase of 2 Kgs 23.24-27. The material from 2 Kgs 
23.24-27 is not found in MT 2 Chronicles but does appear in LXX 
2 Chronicles (35.19a-d). On this basis Dillard argued that both 1 Esdras 
and LXX 2 Chronicles were using a Vorlage of Chronicles containing this 
secondary material (1 Esdras having reworked the material to t his 
purposes). Dillard also took this as evidence that 1 Esdras was not a 
fragment of a larger work, but a later composition (2 Chronicles, p. 286). 
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b. Ezra 
A similar though less multifaceted problem arises in the case of material 
from 1 Esdras paralleled in Ezra, where this material also has parallels 
with material found in Nehemiah. The section 1 Esd. 5.7-45 (= Ezra 2.1-
70), which contains a long list of names and numbers of those who 
returned from exile, exempli es this problem, as it contains a great num-
ber of variations between MT, LXX, 1 Esdras and parallels in Nehemiah 
(Neh. 7.6-73). This intricate problem can be illustrated by two examples:  

a) The addition in 1 Esd. 5.15-16 which has been accepted as 
resting on an authentic Vorlage (e.g., BHS, ad Ezra 2.16), based 
on the sequence of names in Neh. 10.18; 

b) Ezra 2.45-46 / 1 Esd. 5.30, where     ‘sons of 
Akkub, sons of Hagab’ was apparently omitted in the Nehemiah 
list (Neh. 7.48) owing to parablepsis (from  to , see Ezra 
2.45-46), and 1 Esdras reads two additions in the names (  

,  ) after  ( ), leaving the question of the 
original form of the list unanswered. 

 
Another point which has attracted text-critical interest is 1 Esdras’s 
alternative to the (apparently) anachronistic reference to Artaxerxes (and 
Xerxes) in Ezra 4.6–23. As is well known, Ezra 4.6-23 places Xerxes and 
Artaxerxes between Cyrus and Darius, though both reigned after Darius. 
In 1 Esdras, the material concerning Xerxes and Artaxerxes appears at 
1 Esd. 2.15-25, in a shorter form in which Xerxes has disappeared and 
the names of the authors are con ated. This resolves the interrupted 
sequence in the Ezra text (so that Ezra 4.5 = 1 Esd. 5.70 is followed 
directly by Ezra 5.1 = 1 Esd. 6.1), but its new position in 1 Esdras makes 
the chronological situation no better. The letter of complaint to Arta-
xerxes is still placed between Cyrus and Darius. Furthermore in 1 Esdras 
it now halts the building of the temple (i.e. before it has even begun, 
1 Esd. 2.17), whereas in Ezra the letter relates only to the rebuilding of 
the city (Ezra 4.12). Even if the priority of 1 Esdras is accepted, the value 
of 1 Esdras in this instance is questionable. 
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c. Nehemiah 
The current ending of 1 Esdras has attracted much attention. As it stands 
the work ends somewhat abruptly with   ‘and they were 
gathered together’. This appears to re ect  of the following verse 
(Neh. 8.13). The remainder of the text, apparently lost, would most 
naturally have extended to Neh. 8.18, with the Festival of Tabernacles 
forming a tting inclusio corresponding to the Passover at 1 Esdras 1 
(Grabbe, Ezra–Nehemiah, p. 112; Talshir, Origin, p. 7). Attempts have 
been made to restore the ‘missing’ text from a few LXX manuscripts, 
some Vulgate editions, and also Josephus (Ant. 11.154-57; see Van der 
Kooij, ‘Ending’, pp. 40–44, contra Pohlmann, Studien, pp. 109–11). 
 Van der Kooij (‘Ending’; ‘Frage’) has approached the problem from a 
different angle. He argued that the current form of the ending adheres to 
the conventions of Greek syntax, and so cannot be considered incomplete 
in its Greek form (only in the supposed Hebrew form). He argues that  

 forms part of an - clause, structured with a double   
(‘not only…but also…’), which he translates ‘not only because the 
teaching given them had been instilled to their mind, but also because 
they had gathered together’ (Van der Kooij, ‘Ending’, p. 45). Eskenazi 
(‘Chronicler’, pp. 56–59) and Gardner (‘Purpose’, p. 19) have also 
defended the view that the current ending of the text is deliberate. 
  
d. Evidence from the Dead Sea Scrolls 
Unfortunately the only relevant material preserved among the Dead Sea 
Scrolls is a section of Ezra (4QEzra, preserving 4.2-6, 9-11; 5.17–6.5). 
However, the amount of material is very small (3 fragments, approx. 68 
words, many incomplete) and its few variants are not of any signi cance. 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
A notable feature of 1 Esdras is that the Nehemiah material is entirely 
omitted, although scholars disagree as to whether this is deliberate (and 
therefore ideological) or whether it results from the Nehemiah material 
being later. Eskenazi (‘Chronicler’, pp. 45–46; cf. Wright, ‘Remember 
Nehemiah’), following Kellermann (Nehemiah, pp. 131–33), has 
suggested that Nehemiah is omitted in order to heighten the role of 
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Zerubbabel, the Davidic gure, which is plausible given that the 
emphasis on Zerubbabel is seen clearly in the inclusion of the narrative 
of the three bodyguards (1 Esd. 3.1–5.6)—originally an independent 
narrative in Hebrew or Aramaic. The purpose of the narrative is 
apparently twofold: (a) to introduce and magnify Zerubbabel, who was 
associated with laying the foundation of the temple (Zech. 4.19; 1 Esd. 
5.54-55), and (b) to explain why Darius was so favourable to the Jews in 
granting them permission to return and build the temple (1 Esd. 4.42-46). 
 1 Esdras also exhibits a tendency to elevate the status of Ezra. For 
example, Ezra is referred to as ‘high priest’ (  , 1 Esd. 9.40, 49), 
whereas the parallel passage in Nehemiah refer to him simply as ‘the 
scribe’ (8.1) and ‘the scribe, the priest’ (8.9). 
 The temple also receives greater emphasis, with the translator prefer-
ring the terms   and   for the ‘temple’, in contrast to the LXX 
where   (‘house’) is more common. A range of other distinctive 
terminology suggests the translator’s preoccupation with cultic matters 
(see Talshir, Origin, pp. 249–55). 
  
 
VII. Reception History 
 
Josephus made use of 1 Esdras in his Antiquities (10.70-83; 11.1-157), 
including the narrative of the three bodyguards (Ant. 11.33-68). Whether 
Josephus can be taken as a trustworthy witness to the text of 1 Esdras has 
occasioned some debate (§ V above). 
 There are no direct citations of 1 Esdras in the New Testament. The 
work was evidently widely known among the early Church Fathers 
although citations are relatively infrequent. Clement of Alexandria, 
Origen, Cyprian, Tertullian, Cyril of Alexandria, Eusebius of Caesarea, 
Athanasius, Ephrem the Syrian, Theodoret, to name but a few, all quote 
from or allude to 1 Esdras. 
 Though not regarded as canonical, the widespread usage of 1 Esdras 
ensured it a place in an appendix to the Vulgate. Its fate at the reforma-
tion was consequently different from other apocryphal books. Luther 
omitted the work (along with 2 Esdras) from his 1534 translation, and it 
is not included among those books declared (deutero)canonical at the 
Council of Trent (Fourth Session, 1546). In the Anglican formulation, 
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however, it found a place among those books to be read as an ‘example 
of life and instruction of manners’ though not for establishing doctrine 
(The Thirty-Nine Articles, Article VI. Final form: 1571 C.E.). 1 Esdras is 
canonical in the Orthodox Church. 
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R. Glenn Wooden 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. VIII.2, Esdrae liber II (Hanhart, 1993). 
  Cambridge, vol. II.4, Esdras, Ezra–Nehemiah (Brooke, McLean, and  
  Thackeray, 1935). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 903–50. 
  Swete, vol. II, pp. 162–212. 
 
(b) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Wooden, 2007), pp. 405–23. 
  LXX.D (Kabiersch, 2009), pp. 567–90. 
  Bd’A 11.2 (Janz, 2010). 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 591–642. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics  
 
2 Esdras (  ) is the translation of the Hebrew-Aramaic books of 
Ezra and Nehemiah, covering the return from exile, reconstruction of the 
temple, and rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem. Unlike 1 Esdras (s.v.), 
2 Esdras includes all the material in both canonical books and with little 
alteration. There was little, if any, use of 1 Esdras for the production of 
the translation of 2 Esdras.  
 This book is not to be confused with the Latin 2 Esdras, a composite 
work found translated in some English versions of the Apocrypha, and 
comprising what are also known as 4, 5 and 6 Ezra. Nor should it be 
confused with the Vulgate 2 Esdras, which is the translation of the book 
of Nehemiah. 
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 2 Esdras is a rather strict, isomorphic representation of the Hebrew-
Aramaic Ezra–Nehemiah: the translation follows the MT in most places, 
word-for-word, in the Hebrew-Aramaic word order. It has similarities 
to the kaige recension, but it is peripherally related and not strictly kaige; 
it was once considered Theodotion and has been associated with 
Theodotion Daniel. It contains many transcriptions rather than trans-
lations, almost invariably uses  for  while employing very few other 
conjunctions, and probably dates to the middle to end of the second 
century C.E. 
 Little research has been undertaken on many aspects of this transla-
tion, and therefore some issues remain provisional. The most signi cant 
work on the book is the commentary with extensive introduction, by 
Timothy Janz (‘Le deuxième livre’), now complemented by his Bible 
d’Alexandrie commentary (Bd’A 11.2). 
  
 
II. Time and Place of Composition  
 
2 Esdras seems to be among the latest of the translations of the Jewish 
Scriptures, originating in the latter half of the second century C.E. Philo 
has no need to use 2 Esdras and so is of no help in determining the 
existence of the book at that time. For the history of the return and early 
post-exilic period in Antiquities 11 (and possibly in Apion 1.132; 1.145), 
Josephus used 1 Esdras, beginning with ch. 2. In addition to including 
the story of the three youths from 1 Esdras (Ant. 11.120-158), his version 
of the return from exile makes use of the Ezra story based on 1 Esdras 
and a version of the Nehemiah narrative that is not now extant (see Janz, 
Bd’A 11.2, pp. 165–66). The earliest and clearest use of 2 Esdras is in the 
Isaiah commentary of Eusebius (d. 339 C.E.), which must serve as the 
latest possible date for the translation (Bd’A 11.2, pp. 172, 185). 
 Blau argued that it was the latest of the translations, based upon its 
place in a trajectory of the transliterations of  and  into Greek among 
Jewish translators and authors. In 2 Esdras  and  are transliterated 
with no consonant, rather than  and , respectively, which are what one 

nds in Josephus and Aquila (Blau, Polyphony, p. 71). Based upon these 
facts and a marshalling of further transcription evidence, Steiner dated 
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the translation to the middle to end of the second century C.E. (‘Dating’, 
pp. 229–67). This would accord with the use of the book by Eusebius, 
giving the translation time to circulate and be accepted.  
 There is nothing speci c in the text that helps to determine the 
location of the translation. Janz (Bd’A 11.2, pp. 163–64) suggests that it 
is more likely to come from Palestine, but admits that the question 
remains open owing to the con icting evidence of scholarship (whether 
the kaige group is Palestinian-based or not) and the text (the facility with 
Greek is less than one would expect of an Alexandrian, but the 
knowledge of Jerusalem and the temple cultus is less than one would 
expect of a Palestinian). 
  
 
III. Language  
 
The Greek of this book is typi ed by its slavish adherence to the 
structure of the Hebrew-Aramaic text, making it ‘translationese’ 
throughout. Thus, the word-order of the Greek follows that of the 
Hebrew-Aramaic with little variation (Wooden, ‘Interlinearity’, pp. 129–
31). This results in such features as redundant adverbs and pronouns, 
where the Greek has a relative pronoun or adverb to translate  or , 
but also redundantly translates a subsequent adverb or pronoun in the 
Hebrew/Aramaic. For example, at 1.4 the text has: ‘And every one 
left shall go up from all the places where (  – ) he resides there 
(  – )’ (see also 1.4; 6.12; 11.9; 14.14); and at 9.11, ‘The land that 
(  –  ) you are entering to possess it (  –  

)’; and ‘who they have lled it’ (   –   ) 
(see also 11.9; 12.8, 12, 17; 19.12, 19).  
 The most extreme example of the in uence of the Semitic parent 
text on the translation is those places where the Greek is rendered based 
upon the mere appearance of the Hebrew, without respect for the 
grammar of either Hebrew or Greek: at 9.1; 10.18; 13.24-25, 26, 31; 
14.13; 21.4-7, 25-30 there are lists of nouns that, in the Hebrew, are 
juxtaposed to a rst element (e.g., a preposition) and the grammar of the 

rst element is assumed for the following items. For example at Ezra 9.1 
we nd         (‘from the 
Canaanites, the Hittites, the Perizzites, the Jebusites, the Ammonites, the 
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Moabites, the Egyptians, and the Amorites’ NRSV). In 2 Esdras, however, 
we nd  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  

    (‘to the Chanani—the Heththi, the Pherezi, the 
Iebousi, the Ammoni, the Moab, the Mosri and the Amori—’ NETS). The 
translator seems to have focused on the rather narrow context of the indi-
vidual word, and to have ignored the grammar of the receptor language, 
thus translating the rst word as a dative to match the preposition in the 
Hebrew, but the subsequent items as nominatives, probably because the 
items in the Hebrew lacked the preposition (Wooden, ‘Interlinearity’, 
pp. 133–43).  
  
 
IV. Translation and Composition  
 
Although there are connections with the kaige translations, 2 Esdras is 
only marginally related, because the kaige characteristics do not occur in 
a systematic or consistent way. Of the four criteria established by 
Barthélemy (‘Prise’, pp. 267–69), only three have the necessary Hebrew/ 
Aramaic counterpart in MT Ezra–Nehemiah: (a) The signature criterion, 
the translation of /  by  , occurs only once (1.1) for the eighteen 
occurrences of  and  in the MT Ezra–Nehemiah. (b) Although  
(‘man’) occurs fty-eight times in Ezra–Nehemiah, it is translated only 
forty-nine times, and not exclusively by . (c) Finally, although  
occurs fteen times in the MT, the translation in 2 Esdras is contextual-
ised all but once (12.12; the occurrence at 14.23 [17] has no equivalent 
in the Greek; see Barthélemy, ‘Prise’, pp. 267–69; Janz, ‘Second Book’, 
pp. 154–70; Bd’A 11.2, pp. 151–61; and Wooden, ‘Interlinearity’, 
pp. 122–24). Janz has compared the work extensively with a plethora 
of characteristics associated with the kaige recension, and the results 
are similarly mixed. He concludes that it is a marginal member of the 
kaige group.  
 The translation is noted for its strict isomorphic (morpheme-for-
morpheme) translation of the Hebrew-Aramaic Vorlage. It varies so little 
from the order of the MT that there are only about forty inversions of 
words (cf. Tov and Polak, ‘Revised CATSS’—based upon Rahlfs’s text, 
not Hanhart’s; cf. Wooden, ‘Interlinearity’, pp. 129–31, items 20, 21, 
53).  
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 The level of stilted translation is also demonstrated by the almost 
invariable translation of  by . There are 166 occurrences of  and 154 
occurrences of , and there are only eleven occurrences for which there 
is no explanation for why there is no match in the Greek or Hebrew/ 
Aramaic. Additionally, although we would expect the Hebrew conjunc-
tion to be rendered by other prepositions,  occurs only four times in all 
of 2 Esdras, and only at 7.9 does it render a , the other three being 
introduced where there is no Hebrew/Aramaic conjunction (2 Esd. 2.64; 
5.12; 7.9; 19.18). In fact, only one  is accounted for by a conjunction 
other than —   at 7.26 (cf. Wooden, ‘Interlinearity’, pp. 131–33). 
 One of the associations with Theodotion has been the use of tran-
scriptions rather than translations of some terms (Torrey, ‘Apparatus’, 
pp. 64–71; cf. Janz, ‘Second Book’, p. 164 n. 36). Leaving aside the 
more than 500 proper nouns, there are 38 distinct transcriptions of com-
mon nouns as proper nouns (e.g.,  rather than ‘the house of 
the warriors’, 13.16), technical terms (e.g., , 23.5, 9; , 6.19, 
20, 21), and negative interpretations (e.g.,  rather than 
‘servants of Solomon’, 2.55, 58; see Wooden, ‘Interlinearity’, pp. 125–
29; Bd’A 11.2, pp. 100–106).1 The transcriptions are not consistent 
throughout the book and so we nd both  (2.43; 21.3) and 

 (2.58, 70, etc.) for  , and  (11.1) and   for  . 
The same is true for proper nouns, such as  (2.15),  (8.6) and 

 (17.20) for  . 
 Assuming a translation from the second century C.E., this book 
contains seven probable neologisms:  ‘free-will offering’, 

 ‘lay as a burden’,  ‘to be tting’,  ‘to be 
still, silent’,  ‘make bald’,  ‘a thing put far away’, and 

 ‘dealer in petty wares’. Although LEH lists 16 words as 
probable or possible neologisms ( , , , 

, , , , , , 
, , , , , , 

), a date in second century C.E., rather than a pre-Christian date, 
reduces the probable candidates when the lexemes are searched in TLG. 

 
 1.  We now use ‘transcription’ to designate the transference of the sounds (con-
sonants and vowels) from Hebrew/Aramaic into Greek letters, and ‘transliteration’ 
for the transference of only the Aramaic consonants. 
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The Vorlage of the translation matches the MT of Ezra and Nehemiah for 
the most part. There is a variety of small minuses of one to three words, 
but there are also more signi cant differences, such as at 4.14 where 
‘Now because we share the salt of the palace’ is lacking in the Greek (see 
further on ch. 4 below), and at 18.3 where ‘facing the square before the 
Water Gate from early morning’ becomes ‘from the hour the sun dawned 
until half the day’, owing both to a minus in the Greek and to the expan-
sion of    to        (  ‘to 
dawn’ being a hapax legomenon in the LXX canon). In addition to these, 
in the Nehemiah material there are signi cant minuses in the Greek with 
respect to the Hebrew, at Neh. 3.37-38 (14.6 LXX);2 9(19).5, 36-37; 
11(21).12-35; and 12(22).2-9, 25, 29. Although it is possible that these 
may be due merely to textual corruption, it is also possible that they are 
evidence of a pre-MT version of the book (Knoppers, ‘Sources’, pp. 141–
68; Fulton, ‘Where’). 
 Versi cation differs among editions of Greek 2 Esdras, English 
translations of the MT, and the MT (BHS) itself: 
 

Hanhart (2 Esd.) and English 
versions (Neh.) 

MT (Neh.) and Rahlfs-Hanhart 
(2 Esd.) 

14.1-4 (4.1-4a) 3(13).33-36a 

14.5-6 (4.4b-5a) 3.36b-37a (13.36b-37) 
— (4.5b-6) 3.37b-38 (—) 
14(4).7-23 4(14).1-17 
17(7).67-68  
18(8).1a 7(17).73b 
19(9).38 10(20).1 
20(10).1-39 10(20).2-40 

 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis  
 
The translation’s very close representation of the MT means that little of 
the translator’s views are revealed. However, in chs. 4–5 the storyline 
changes when, in addition to other changes, the  ‘letters’ that go 
back and forth between the Judaeans and Persians are turned into a 
 
 2.  In English versions this is 4.5b-6 NRSV. 
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loathed  ‘tribute collector’ of the king (5.5). He was worried 
about losing some of the  for which he was responsible, should 
Jerusalem and its political and religious infrastructure be restored, and he 
thus writes (4.7), delivers (4.18), reads (4.23), and receives (5.5) mes-
sages that focus on ensuring the consistent collection of  ‘tribute’. 
Given the otherwise strict isomorphic rendering of the MT, these changes, 
which are all focused on the tribute collector, suggest that something 
from the life or circumstances of the translator led to an altering of the 
text (Wooden, ‘The ’, pp. 248–57). 
 
 
VII. Reception History  
 
The earliest use of 2 Esdras is by the Church Fathers when they refer to 
the return of the Jews from exile (although Janz has now proposed that 
some authors may have used a now lost source that combined details 
from both 1 Esdras and 2 Esdras, as for example is clear in Clement of 
Alexandria, Strom. 1.123-124 [Bd’A 11.2, pp. 174–77]). The earliest 
clear reference to details from 2 Esdras is by Eusebius of Caesarea 
(d. 339 C.E.) in his commentary on Isaiah to 14.2 (Comm. Isa. 1.68) 
where he refers to the exile under the Babylonians; and there is a 
possible allusion to 2 Esd. 1.8 by Theophilus of Antioch (d. ca. 184 C.E.; 
Autol. 3.25; Bd’A 11.2, pp. 172, 185). Origen (d. 254 C.E.) refers to 
Nehemiah’s designation of himself as a ‘eunuch of the king’ (at 2 Esd. 
11.11) both in his exposition of Mt. 19.12 (Comm. Matt. 15.5) and in his 
Letter to Africanus 564. The translation was also of great interest to 
Judaism, as the Jewish Lucianic recension and translation by Aquila 
suggest (Bd’A 11.2, p. 166). 
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Esther and Additions to Esther 
 
 

Cameron Boyd-Taylor 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. VIII.3, Esther (Hanhart, 1983; 2nd ed.). 
  Cambridge, vol. III.1, Esther, Judith, Tobit (Brooke, McLean, and Thackeray, 
  1940). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 951–72. 
  Swete, vol. II, pp. 755–80. 

 
(b) Other Greek Editions 
  Libri Apocryphi Veteri Testamenti graece (Fritzsche, 1871). 
  Librorum Veteris Testamenti Canonicorum Pars Prior Graece (de Lagarde, 
  1883). 

 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Jobes, 2007), pp. 424–40. 
  LXX.D (De Troyer and Wacker, 2009), pp. 593–617. 
  Bd’A 12 (Cavalier, 2012). 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 643–80. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The reception history of the book of Esther has aptly been described as a 
catalogue of attempts to redeem a strange and dif cult text (Carruthers, 
Esther, p. 9). Within that catalogue the Septuagint version has pride of 
place, representing as it does the earliest such attempt. If it too seems 
strange and dif cult, this is attributable in large part to the complexity of 
its relationship to the Hebrew. It is often observed that LXX contains 
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hardly a single verse without a minus of a word, clause or phrase in 
comparison to the Masoretic text. To what extent these differences are 
attributable to the Semitic Vorlage of LXX, or to the translation and 
textual history of the Greek version, is not altogether certain. Where LXX 
does parallel MT it tends to follow the Hebrew text fairly closely. At the 
same time, it is decidedly expansive. There are numerous short pluses 
located in the midst of verses, including brief explanatory glosses 
analogous to what one nds in the Targums (Paton, Commentary, p. 33). 
These differences notwithstanding, critical study of the Greek text 
generally proceeds on the assumption that LXX translates a Hebrew 
source substantially like the consonantal text of MT. Torrey’s (‘Older’, 
p. 5) argument for an Aramaic source has not found favour. 
 In addition to the short pluses, there are six substantial passages in 
the Greek text not found in MT. The so-called Additions to Esther (some 
107 verses) represent the most striking feature of the translation, adding 
more than 50% to the number of words in the Greek text (Dorothy, 
Books, p. 15). While these passages represent formally coherent units of 
discourse, they are perhaps best described as narrative expansions (Tov, 
‘Three’, p. 379). Their secondary character with respect to MT has been 
demonstrated on both internal and external grounds (Moore, Daniel, 
pp. 153–54). Hence, for methodological purposes, a notional distinction 
between the Additions, on the one hand, and the text of LXX excluding 
the Additions, on the other, is justi able. The practice of treating the 
former independently of their context dates back to Jerome, who, in 
preparing the Vulgate, extracted them from the narrative and placed them 
at its end. 
 Addition A occurs at the beginning of the Greek version before MT 
1.1. It is comprised of two distinct sections: the rst (A 1-11) reports 
Mordecai’s dream, an allegory of the ensuing narrative; the second 
(A 12-17) is a variation on Mordecai’s discovery of the plot against the 
king at MT 2.21-23. Addition B occurs between MT 3.13 and 3.14, and 
records the king’s decree ordering the destruction of his Jewish sub- 
jects. Addition C follows MT 4.17 (between chs. 4 and 5). The rst part 
(C 1-10) contains a prayer of Mordecai, the second (C 14-30) a prayer of 
Esther. Addition D replaces MT 5.1-2, expanding the two Hebrew verses 
to sixteen. It narrates Esther’s appeal to the king. Addition E, which 
follows MT 8.12, records a royal decree permitting the Jews to defend 
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themselves. Addition F follows MT 10.3. It interprets the gures of 
Mordecai’s dream (i.e. Addition A) in light of the intervening narrative. 
F 11 is a colophon. 
 Literary analysis of the Additions raises the distinct possibility that 
they were derived from disparate sources, perhaps in different languages. 
The Greek text may thus have undergone several stages of development, 
its characteristic themes resulting from the contribution of numerous 
individuals over a period of time (Fox, Character, p. 266). Yet despite 
its heterogeneous sources LXX reads as a relatively coherent work with 
distinctive literary and ideological features. The Additions are in many 
respects consistent with the Tendenz of the original Greek translation, 
and were likely harmonised to some degree (Moore, Daniel, p. 168). 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
A date in the late Persian or early Hellenistic period is probable for the 
original Hebrew text of Esther, though it is unlikely that the Greek 
translation was undertaken this early. Ideological considerations favour 
the late second or early rst century B.C.E. The terminus ad quem is 93–
94 C.E., at which time the Greek version was paraphrased by Josephus 
(Ant. 11.184-296). Josephus makes no reference to Additions A and F, 
but whether they were absent in his source is unknown. If Greek Esther 
was redacted over a series of stages, various forms of the text could have 
been in circulation simultaneously. 
 The most important piece of evidence for the provenance of LXX is the 
colophon (F 11). It provides a date for the translation (purportedly 
brought to Egypt during the reign of Ptolemy and Cleopatra), names the 
translator (Lysimachus son of Ptolemy), and locates him geographically 
(Jerusalem). Bickerman (‘Colophon’, p. 347) has demonstrated to the 
satisfaction of most that the colophon refers to the fourth year of the 
reign of Ptolemy XII Auletos and Cleopatra V (his sister and wife), 
and was thus written sometime between 12 September 78 B.C.E and 
11 September 77 B.C.E. On the assumption that LXX was produced 
in Jerusalem during the reign of Alexander Jannaeus (103–76 B.C.E.), 
Bickerman (‘Colophon’, pp. 361–62) emphasises the existing tensions 
between the Hasmonean regime and the Greek cities of the Levant. An 
anti-Jewish backlash had occurred in Alexandria and Antioch, where in 
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88–87 B.C.E. the earliest recorded riots against Jews occurred. It is con-
ceivable that Greek Esther re ects this fraught situation. 
 Jacob (‘Das Buch’, pp. 274–90) presents internal evidence that the 
translator himself was an Egyptian Jew. The king’s courtiers are referred 
to as  (1.3, 13; 2.18; 3.1; 6.9),  being a title at the Ptolemaic 
court for members of the king’s entourage. Another item of signi cance 
is the use of  at 2.3 in reference to local of cials. In Ptolemaic 
Egypt the  was in charge of the civil administration of a village 
( ). Other terms might be cited. Taken together they are relatively 
persuasive, yet not one is decisive on the issue of provenance (Bicker-
man, ‘Notes’, p. 115). Collins (Between Athens, p. 111) concludes that 
there is no good reason to doubt the colophon. 
 It is widely held that some of the Additions to the Greek text were 
introduced subsequent to its translation. Moore (Daniel, p. 389) notes 
various ambiguities in Mordecai’s dream and concludes that Addition A 
circulated independently before it was adapted as a framing device. Jobes 
(Alpha-Text, p. 184) demurs, pointing to the brevity of the text as a mark 
of literary dependence. The imagery is purely associative, echoing 
images from earlier biblical texts. According to Jobes (Alpha-Text, pp. 
186–93), it alludes speci cally to the Septuagint version of Jeremiah 28. 
If, on the evidence of Ben Sira, the Greek translation of Jeremiah is dated 
sometime before 116 B.C.E., this would provide a terminus post quem for 
Additions A and F. 
 Addition A is reminiscent of apocalyptic literature, and accords well 
with a late second century B.C.E. Palestinian context (Collins, Between 
Athens, p. 94). The same milieu has also been suggested for the prayers 
of Mordecai and Esther (Addition C). This would account for their 
apologetic tone and anti-Gentile spirit. They were doubtlessly composed 
with a view to their current role in the book of Esther (Moore, Daniel, p. 
391). Jobes (Alpha-Text, p. 181) argues from internal evidence that the 
Greek version of the prayers logically precede the second royal decree 
(Addition E). Hence either Addition C was present in Greek Esther prior 
to the composition of E, or else both Additions were introduced at the 
same time.  
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 The distinctive subject matter and style of Additions B and E suggest 
to Moore (Daniel, p. 166) a sophisticated Jewish centre such as Alex-
andria. Given the striking resemblance of Addition B to a decree of 
Ptolemy Philopator recorded in 3 Maccabees, he places its composition 
in the rst century B.C.E. (Daniel, p. 195). A direct link between the two 
books has been proposed on structural-thematic grounds. Yet, as Hacham 
(‘3 Maccabees’, p. 771) has argued, the literary evidence remains incon-
clusive. What can be established are af nities between the royal decrees 
(i.e., Addition B and 3 Macc. 3.12-29; Addition E and 3 Macc. 7.1-9). 
Hacham identi es a concentration of signi cant linguistic agreements, 
corroborating the ndings of Moore’s (Daniel, pp. 384–85) stylistic 
analysis. He concludes that the decrees in Esther were composed subse-
quent to 3 Maccabees and were in uenced by it (‘3 Maccabees’, p. 779). 
 De Troyer’s analysis (End, p. 398) analysis of Addition E raises the 
interesting possibility that LXX never lacked it. On the hypothesis that the 
translator of LXX was the author of the edict, she argues that he 
interpreted his Hebrew source in light of the events of 164 B.C.E. The 
letters of Antiochus IV Epiphanes and his successor Antiochus V Eupator 
preserved in 2 Maccabees 11 were primary sources of inspiration. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
The prose style of the LXX may be described as relatively literary—the 
translator aimed to produce a text acceptable to Greek readers. An 
excellent example is the king’s remark to Haman at 3.11,    

       ‘Keep the silver, but treat the nation as you 
wish’, a pithy, formally balanced construction employing idiomatic 
phrasing. The lexical stock of Greek Esther betrays a con dent and 
sophisticated hand. Thus  (sic ) occurs in the sense 
of ‘royal decree’ at 1.19. The rare form  ( ), 
perhaps a neologism, is used at 3.1 in the sense ‘to assume the rst seat 
among others’. Other examples could be cited.  
 Despite its literary character, LXX is by no means free of linguistic 
interference. Examples include the otiose repetition of    

 ‘country by country’ (  ) at 8.9, and the occurrence 
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of the cognate participle in   ‘you will fall when you fall’  
(  ) at 6.13. Greek lexemes are not always used conventionally: 
for example at 8.3  ‘put; add to, increase’ is made to carry the 
sense ‘to do again’ (as it often does in Hebrew-Greek translation). There 
are numerous unidiomatic collocations. 
 Any assessment of the language of the Additions must address the 
question of whether or not they are original Greek compositions. From a 
comparative analysis of selected syntactical features, Martin (‘Syntax’, 
p. 65) concluded that A, C and D are translations of a Semitic original. 
If so, they might have been part of the Vorlage of Greek Esther, as 
Emanuel Tov (‘LXX Translation’, pp. 517–19) has recently argued. The 
original language of Addition F remains somewhat uncertain on Martin’s 
analysis: it could either be original Greek or else a very free translation 
of a Semitic Vorlage. Additions B and E were composed in Greek. 
 The syntactical analysis of Jobes (Alpha-Text, pp. 29–44) is more 
guarded in its conclusions. While Addition E is unquestionably a 
Greek composition, the origins of Additions B, D, and F must remain 
undetermined. Two ndings, however, are relatively robust: Addition C 
tends towards translation Greek; Addition A tends towards composition 
Greek. The second result is unexpected, as it generally assumed that 
Mordecai’s dream is Semitic in origin. 
 The Greek of the two royal edicts (Additions B and E) is of particular 
interest. In contrast to the rest of LXX, these texts abound in grammatical 
constructions characteristic of literary Greek, such as participial and 
in nitival constructions, genitive absolutes and arthrous nouns separated 
from their articles by prepositional phrases (Moore, ‘Origin’, p. 384). 
The overall effect is orid: sentences are awkwardly constructed, repeti-
tious and often obscure. Torrey (‘Older’, p. 27) notes that language of 
the edicts is typical of a style of Greek written in Egypt in the second 
century B.C.E. 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
While it is probable that the translator’s Hebrew Vorlage was substan-
tially like the consonantal text of MT, this cannot be assumed in every 
instance. Tov (‘LXX Translation’, pp. 519–20) has made a plausible case 
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for regarding the parent of LXX as a rewritten version of MT. This caveat 
notwithstanding, the differences between the Greek and Hebrew texts are 
for the most part attributable to the translator (see the textual data 
presented by Kahana, Esther). 
 When the six Additions are excluded, LXX agrees with MT formally in 
about 62% of its translation units (NETS, p. 424). Yet the translator was 
not strictly bound to the word order of the Hebrew; nor with giving 
consistent one-to-one renderings (Moore, Daniel, p. 162). Tov (‘LXX 
Translation’, pp. 513–14) warns that some paraphrases may be due to a 
misunderstanding of the Hebrew. Nevertheless there is ample evidence 
for stylistic and rhetorical concerns. 
 With respect to the lexicon, there are numerous one-to-many render-
ings. Thus while Hebrew  is rendered  at 1.17, it is replaced by 
the neuter plural participle  in the next verse; at 4.9 it is rendered 

. The translation of a Hebrew word is often determined by its 
immediate context. Hebrew  provides a convenient example: whereas 

 is rendered     at 1.22, the phrase  is replaced 
by   at 5.10,   by    at 8.1 and    by 

    at 8.2. Idiomatic expressions in the Hebrew are 
frequently recast in Greek. The phrase  , literally ‘he lled his 
heart’, meaning ‘he presumed’, is replaced by , ‘he dared’ at 
7.5.  
 Where a formal rendering of Hebrew syntactical features would 
contravene Greek convention, the translator manipulates the expression 
accordingly. This often involves constructions with the relative particle; 
thus at 4.7    is replaced by   ‘what happened’, and at 
4.11    is rendered  ‘uncalled’. The use of repetition in 
the source language to convey the distributive sense is handled in a 
variety of ways; for example,  , ‘every province’, is rendered 

  at 1.22 and 3.14. The Hebrew temporal clause  + in nitive 
is rendered by the conjunction  with a nite verb at 2.8. The high 
degree of parataxis, so characteristic of Hebrew prose narrative, is 
relieved by introducing participial constructions (e.g., 3.10). 
 The translator values an economy of expression. As Jacob (‘Das 
Buch’, p. 267) has shown, elements in the Hebrew which are redundant 
(from the perspective of the target language) are often expressed by a 
single element. This strategy is especially notable in stereotyped speech, 
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as at 8.9 where    is replaced by     
‘each according to its own language’ (cf. 1.22; 3.12). This phenomenon 
is also observed where the source language uses more than one verb 
to describe a unitary action, as at 3.13 where the sequence   

 is rendered . 
 Well-formed discourse is characterised by both cohesion and coher-
ence. A concern for cohesion is seen at 3.11 where the complementary 
particles  and  are introduced to nuance the parataxis of the source. 
The translator is also interested in drawing out thematic relations. An 
example is his handling of 1.5-6. At 1.5 the Hebrew narrative records 
that the king gave a feast in the palace court. This is juxtaposed with a 
description of the décor at 1.6, with the connection between the two left 
implicit. The translator introduces  at the beginning of 1.6 to 
enhance the coherence of the two verses. 
 The rhetorical technique of elaboration is evident throughout. Where 
the Greek text is expansive, it is often to the end of elucidation. Thus at 
8.1 Greek   spells out the meaning of the elliptical   

. At 8.17    renders , specifying what 
it means to become a Jew. 
 Shifts away from the form of the parent often serve a literary strategy. 
Dorothy (Books, p. 361) has suggested that LXX has a markedly report-
orial style. While many of the added details are not essential to the 
overall structure of the book, they nevertheless serve the aim of narrative 
exposition. Examples include Mordecai’s cry upon learning of the edict 
against the Jews,     ‘An innocent nation is 
being destroyed’ (4.1), and his ensuing exchange with Esther, particu-
larly his exhortation,        

  ‘Remember your humble days when you were brought up by 
my hand’ (4.8).  
 
 
V. Text-Critical Issues 
 
a. LXX and AT 
Greek Esther comes down to us in two recensions: the Septuagint and the 
so-called L text (or AT), which was once thought to be Lucianic. The 
text of LXX is witnessed by ve uncials, including Chester Beatty 
Papyrus 967, and many cursives. AT is extant in four miniscule texts: 19 
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Rome, Chigi R. vi. 38 (now in the Vatican); 108 Rome, Vat. Gr. 330; 93 
London, British Museum, Royal 1 D. ii; and 319 Athos, Vatopethi 513. 
 The relationship between LXX and AT is far from obvious. Textual 
problems are inextricably bound up with literary issues (Frolov, ‘Two 
Eunuchs’, p. 324). One solution is to argue from putative agreements that 
the two Greek texts are genetically related. Such is the approach of Tov 
(‘Lucianic’), for whom AT is a Hebraising revision of LXX in the 
direction of a different Vorlage. De Troyer (End), on the other hand, 
following Hanhart (Göttingen), concludes that AT is an inner-Greek 
reworking of LXX. For De Troyer (‘Esther’, p. 49) the line of develop-
ment from MT to LXX, and thence from LXX to AT, is an excellent 
example of how stories were reshaped in Judaism. While the focus of her 
work has been the ending of AT (7.14-41) (see De Troyer, End; and 
Rewriting, pp. 59–90), her analysis of a doublet in LXX and its parallels 
(the conspiracy of the two eunuchs: A 12-17; 2.21-23; MT 2.21-23; AT A 
1lb-18) con rms her picture of textual dependence (De Troyer, ‘Esther’). 
On the other hand, Frolov’s (‘Two Eunuchs’, p. 323) redaction-critical 
study of the very same pericope establishes the independence of AT and 
LXX. He argues that the source of AT was a heavily reworked version of 
MT. 
 The current consensus denies that one version of Greek Esther is a 
straightforward recension of the other (NETS, p. 425). Jobes (Alpha-Text, 
p. 193) observes that AT and LXX virtually never agree over against MT 
outside of the Additions. But while most scholars agree that AT is an 
independent translation of a Hebrew source, the textual relationship of 
this Vorlage to the extant MT remains a vexed question. The work of 
Moore (‘Greek’) and Clines (Esther Scroll) suggests that it was different 
from MT. Arguing from putative agreements between AT and MT over 
against LXX, Fox (Redaction, pp. 17–34) has proposed that AT draws 
upon an earlier stratum in the Hebrew tradition (proto-AT). On his 
analysis AT translates a Hebrew original shorter and earlier than MT, and 
different from it in several important respects. Consistent with this 
hypothesis are the results of Kossman’s (Esthernovelle) extensive study. 
A persuasive case can, however, be made for the priority of the extant 
Hebrew text. Jobes (Alpha-Text, pp. 29–47) suggests that LXX and AT 
were two independently made translations, but that the Vorlage of each 
was similar to the extant MT. 
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b. Josephus and the Old Latin 
That a Greek version served as a primary source for Josephus is almost 
certain. Nevertheless the question of its textual form is complex (see 
Feldman, ‘Hellenizations’, p. 143). It is possible that he drew upon a text 
distinct from both AT and LXX as his telling of the story lacks many of 
the small pluses of LXX, and, while some of his omissions are shared 
with AT, others agree with the Old Latin. There are numerous additions, 
both short and long, which are unique to him. Bickerman (‘Notes’, 
p. 104) concludes that Josephus was following a recension of the Greek 
text now lost to us that was in use among the Jews in Rome. Yet 
Feldman (‘Hellenizations’, p. 144) cautions that Josephus was very free 
with his sources, which he typically remoulded into a speci c pattern. 
Access to a Targumic paraphrase or midrashic tradition cannot be 
discounted. 
 The Old Latin (OL) version of Esther is an important witness to the 
Greek text before the recension of Origen. While adhering for the most 
part to a text similar to that of LXX, OL also shares readings peculiar to 
AT. Like Josephus, it has minuses and pluses unique to it. Yet there are 
instances in which OL agrees with MT over against the extant Greek 
versions. These may represent the survival of early Greek readings in the 
Vorlage; alternatively they may point to a distinct Greek recension. OL 
thus raises a number of interesting problems for the textual history of the 
Greek text. According to Haelewyck (‘Relevance’, p. 458), if they are to 
be solved at all, it will be through literary criticism rather than textual 
criticism. On his analysis, the source underlying the text of OL repre-
sents the earliest version of Greek Esther. 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
In the successive re-workings of the Greek narrative, one may trace the 
deployment of various literary techniques (Wills, ‘Jewish Novellas’, 
p. 225). Dorothy (Books, p. 113) has identi ed parallels with Greek 
literary models, speci cally Greek historiography. Broadly speaking, the 
small pluses in LXX serve to historicise the novella: details are lled in, 
so that less is left to the reader’s imagination. Consistent with Dorothy’s 
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analysis are the parallels between Greek Esther and the Hellenistic senti-
mental romance (or Greek novel). In this respect LXX admits comparison 
to the so-called Jewish novellas—Judith, Tobit, Joseph, and Aseneth (see 
Wills, Jewish Novel, pp. 116–28). These works are characterised inter 
alia by their erotic focus, an aspect of the Esther narrative that is subtly 
enhanced in LXX (Boyd-Taylor, ‘Esther’s Great Adventure’). The novel-
istic ambience of the translation is, in turn, considerably heightened by 
the Additions, which bring disparate literary forms into play. Such a 
creative use of subgenres is typical of the Greek novel. 
 Clines (Esther Scroll, p. 169) cautions against looking exclusively to 
Greek literature for parallels. For him the primary effect of the Additions 
is to assimilate Esther to a ‘scriptural norm’. Like the court histories of 
Ezra and Nehemiah, the plot of Greek Esther pivots on a few key 
interventions by God (D 8 and F 6; cf. Ezra 1.1, 5; 6.22; Neh. 2.8, 12, 
20). Clines (Esther Scroll, p. 171) further suggests that the prayers of 
Addition C refashion the narrative into the form of an exemplary tale, in 
which Mordecai and Esther become models of Jewish piety. Prayers of 
supplication were common in Second Temple Judaism (e.g., Ezra 9.6-15; 
Neh. 1.5-11; 9.6-37; Dan. 9.4-19; Jdt. 9). 
 It is often contended that Additions A and F superimpose an apoca-
lyptic framework upon Greek Esther. Moore (‘Origin’, p. 388) points to 
the dragon motif (2 Bar. 29.3-8; 2 Esd. 6.52) and the eschatological 
‘Day-of-the-Lord’ imagery (Joel 2.2, 10-11; Zeph. 1.15). Furthermore 
there are parallels with the book of Daniel, where the meaning of history 
is likewise conveyed through dreams and their interpretation (Clines, 
Esther Scroll, pp. 171–72). Yet these parallels should not be pressed too 
far. Wills (Jewish Novel, pp. 116–17), who describes Mordecai’s dream 
sequence as ‘mock-apocalyptic’, views its function as primarily literary. 
Like many of the dreams and oracles in Greek novels, it serves to 
foreshadow the events of the narrative. 
 
a. Jewish–Gentile Relations 
Johnson (Historical Fictions, p. 43) views the literary strategy of LXX as 
fundamentally ideological. By enhancing the historical verisimilitude of 
the narrative the translator reinforces its central truth claim—national 
deliverance—a claim which is not itself historical, but moral, and bound 
up with the question of Jewish identity in the diaspora. The royal edicts 
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(Additions B and E) are particularly apposite to Johnson’s discussion, as 
they provide the reader with documentary evidence for the claims of the 
narrative, while elaborating certain key themes. 
 Building on Johnson’s insight, Hacham (‘3 Maccabees’, p. 784) 
suggests that a focal concept of the edicts is Gentile hostility. In contrast 
to Hebrew Esther, which exudes Jewish con dence, LXX envisions a 
situation of insecurity. The author, perhaps taking his cue from 3 Macca-
bees, speaks to the anxieties of diaspora Jews, encouraging them to place 
their hope in royal recognition of Jewish loyalty (‘3 Maccabees’, p. 784). 
This emphasis on loyalty is not exclusive to Additions B and E. The 
translator of LXX twice refers to the  of Mordecai (2.23 and 6.4). In 
Hellenistic royal propaganda  represents the virtue par excellence 
of a loyal subject. Harvey (Finding, p. 226) concludes that the conscien-
tious loyalty of Mordecai is underscored throughout the Greek version. 
 Hacham (‘3 Maccabees’, pp. 782–83) observes that the author of 
Hebrew Esther felt secure enough in his environment to portray Jews 
killing non-Jews. In 3 Maccabees, by contrast, only renegade Jews are 
killed. According to some commentators the vengeance of the Jews upon 
their enemies is toned down in LXX. The following texts are cited: At 
8.11, where the Jews are given explicit permission to annihilate their 
enemies, LXX merely relates that they were to treat them as they wished. 
Whereas at 8.13 the Jews take vengeance ( ) on their enemies, in 
LXX they wage war against them ( ). The Hebrew text of 9.5, 
which refers to the slaughter of ve hundred people, has no counterpart 
in the Greek. At 9.16 the Hebrew records seventy- ve thousand deaths, 
the Greek only fteen thousand. While one should not make too much of 
these differences, LXX does appear to avoid in ammatory language. This 
would suggest that the translator was negotiating the very sort of social 
and political tensions evident in 3 Maccabees. 
 
b. Religious Themes 
Greek Esther is characterised by its explicit religious themes. Whereas 
MT makes no mention of God, LXX contains four references in parallel 
verses: (a) At 2.20 the Hebrew narrator states that Esther had not 
revealed her ethnic identity to the court. In LXX we learn that Mordecai 
had commanded her         
‘to fear God and to do his ordinances’. (b) At 4.8 Mordecai, through an 
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intermediary, charges Esther to entreat the king on behalf of her people. 
To this LXX adds that Mordecai bid her    ‘Call upon 
the Lord’. (c) At 6.1, on the night before Haman plans to hang Mordecai, 
the king is sleepless. According to the Greek narrator,    

         ‘But the Lord 
kept sleep from the king that night’. (d) At 6.13 Haman’s wife and 
friends tell him that if Mordecai is Jewish, Haman cannot prevail against 
him. The Greek adds,    ’  ‘because a living god is 
with him’. To the above list, we may add the following reference to the 
Law of Israel, also absent in MT: At 8.11 the king’s decree permits the 
Jews of every city to assemble and defend themselves. In Greek Esther 
they are ordered        ‘to live in 
accordance with their laws in every city’. 
 This is no small difference, and various explanations have been 
offered. On the theory of Clines (Esther Scroll, p. 109), MT represents a 
late recension in which there has been an excision of all religious 
language. This is an interesting hypothesis, yet speculative. On balance 
these passages in LXX look like the elaboration of a shorter text. In most 
instances one nds, in addition to the reference to God, other motifs 
speci cally associated with the Greek translation. Fox (Character, p. 
270) emphasises their overall impact upon the understanding of history 
conveyed by LXX: they foreground the sacral dimension of events, in 
which the true meaning of crisis and deliverance is found. 
 A characteristic emphasis of the pluses in LXX is Jewish piety. The 
translator stresses that Esther continued to adhere to her religious 
practices when she entered the palace (2.20). Mordecai bids Esther to 
turn to God in prayer as well as to ask the king for help (4.8). Such acts 
of piety and prayer, it is implied, are pivotal in delivering the people 
from crisis (Fox, Character, p. 271). This theme, absent in MT, is greatly 
developed in Addition C. 
 Commentators generally emphasise two aspects of the prayers of 
Mordecai and Esther: they underline the signi cance of supplicatory 
prayer within the larger narrative; and, they establish the Jewish piety of 
the protagonists. The reader learns that Mordecai’s refusal to bow to 
Haman was religiously motivated (C 5-7), and that Esther abhors her 
position in the Gentile court (C 26-29). Menn (‘Prayer’, p. 89) suggests 
that Esther’s prayer presents an idealisation of the Jewish religious self 
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as a subject of the divine King. It thus clari es by contradistinction 
what it means for a Jew to be the subject of a Hellenistic king. Through 
her prayer, Esther’s self-identity is rmly rooted in what Menn 
(‘Prayer’, p. 90) calls the ‘scripturalised past’, i.e., the collective memory 
of the Jewish community. As Clines (Esther Scroll, p. 169) has noted, 
Addition C assimilates the story of Esther and Mordecai to the emerging 
‘scriptural norm’ de ned by Pentateuchal law, the observance of which 
had become central to the piety of certain circles within Hellenistic 
Judaism.  
 
c. Dream and interpretation 
Additions A and F—the dream of Mordecai and its interpretation—invite 
the reader to interpret the intervening narrative from an apocalyptic 
perspective. The story of Esther and Mordecai is reconstrued as the 
temporal enactment of a cosmic struggle already resolved by God on a 
higher plane (Fox, Character, p. 270). Moore (‘Origin’, p. 390) observes 
that the clash between ‘the righteous nation’ and ‘every nation’ depicted 
in Mordecai’s dream is not unlike the relationship between ‘the sons of 
light’ and ‘the sons of darkness’ in the Essene literature. Deliverance is 
not achieved through the efforts of human actors, but through divine 
agency.  
 Yet while there is a decidedly apocalyptic valence to Mordecai’s 
dream, Fox (Character, p. 270) is correct in stressing that the emphasis is 
on the past rather than the future. Jobes (Alpha-Text, pp. 183–93) 
sharpens the focus by directing our attention to the intertextuality of the 
imagery, identifying a series of allusions to Jeremiah 28 (LXX). On this 
reading, Additions A and F construe the intervening narrative as a ful l-
ment of Jeremiah’s promise of restored covenant blessing—the reversal 
of events at the heart of the story of Esther and Mordecai marks the 
passing of God’s judgement. 
 
d. The Festival of Purim 
The colophon (F 11) to LXX identi es it as a letter concerning . 
The Greek word, which in LXX replaces   in 9.26, 28, 29, translit-
erates the Aramaic plural  (Torrey, ‘Older’, p. 6). While Purim has 
its roots in ancient Near Eastern seasonal festivals, the earliest evidence 
for its institution is the book of Esther, which presents a compelling myth 
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of origins: following their victory over Haman, Mordecai and Esther 
write letters instituting Purim as an annual commemoration (MT 9.1-19) 
(Burns, ‘Special Purim’, p. 4). 
 Moore (‘Origin’, p. 390) contends that through its apocalyptic frame 
LXX shifts the focus of the narrative away from Purim, but this reading of 
the text seems doubtful. There are in fact various indications that the 
Greek version carries forward the etiological project of MT. It thus 
belongs to a small group of Hellenistic writings which attempt to legiti-
mate an extra-Pentateuchal festival (Bickerman, ‘Colophon’, p. 355). On 
Bickerman’s hypothesis the spread of Purim was the work of private 
propaganda. Alexander and Alexander (‘Image’, p. 93), on the other 
hand, suggest that the festival was promoted in the Greek-speaking 
diaspora by the Hasmoneans (an interpretation which nds support at 
2 Macc. 15.36). They propose that this occurred in two stages: rst, the 
translation of canonical Esther into Greek; then LXX (including the 
Additions), a second edition of the Greek narrative aiming to bring it in 
line with the religious sensibilities of Alexandrian Jews (Alexander and 
Alexander, ‘Image’, p. 94). 
 It is plausible that LXX was in uenced by the religious propaganda of 
the Hasmoneans (Burns, ‘Special Purim’, p. 18). There are subtle indica-
tions of this in the text. Thus, while MT places Purim on the day 
following the Jewish victory (8.7-18), a day of rest, LXX places it on the 
day itself (9.16-19). In this way, Purim is identi ed with Hanukkah and 
the Day of Nicanor, both of which commemorate recent Hasmonean 
military victories (Burns, ‘Special Purim’, p. 17). A Hasmonean milieu is 
certainly consistent with the thematic emphases of the Greek narrative, 
particularly the tension between Israel and the nations (Collins, Between 
Athens, p. 111). 
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
The early reception of Greek Esther was undoubtedly bound up with the 
observance of Purim, the focus of which is public recitation of the Esther 
scroll (Burns, ‘Special Purim’, p. 4). Burns (‘Special Purim’, pp. 5–6) 
stresses the historical signi cance of this Sitz im Leben. The connection 
between text and ritual gave the narrative a high level of popular 
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recognition. It is telling that the author of 2 Maccabees is able to use 
Purim—referred to as ‘Mordecai’s Day’—as a point of reference in 
narrating the institution of the Day of Nicanor (2 Macc. 15.36). Not only 
is familiarity with the story of Mordecai and Esther presumed, but the 
status of Purim as an established institution (Burns, ‘Special Purim’, 
p. 13). 
 A key document for the reception of LXX is the colophon, which 
locates the text in Alexandria in the rst century B.C.E. Here it presuma-
bly played a role in promoting Purim. For Bickerman (‘Colophon’, 
p. 343), the generic features of the colophon attest to a speci c social and 
literary context. The in uence of Greek philology in Alexandria had 
precipitated a demand among literate Jews for authentic texts. Thus the 
colophon is at pains to stress that an original Hebrew text really existed 
and was used for the translation. Moore (Daniel, p. 251) suggests that the 
colophon implies the existence of a rival translation claiming to be the 
authentic Greek version. 
 There are strong indications that the early reception of LXX was 
characterised by revision and redaction. On the minority view that AT is 
derived from LXX, it is a witness to that history. Material from a variety 
of Jewish sources, both popular and learned, oral and literary, appear to 
have supplemented Greek Esther. This process is re ected in certain 
pluses within Josephus. While some of these may re ect the internal 
development of the Greek text, the larger ones were probably derived 
from traditional sources. Yet a caveat is in order: Josephus engaged in a 
creative reworking of his material, utilising contemporary novelistic 
methods and introducing apologetic motifs (Feldman, ‘Hellenizations’, 
p. 170). 
 By the late rst century C.E. Greek Esther enjoyed an authoritative 
status in some communities. Two early Christian texts are suggestive in 
this regard. Herod’s boast at Mk 6.23 that he will give Herodias what-
ever she wishes, ‘even half of my kingdom’, may paraphrase Artaxerxes’ 
offer to Esther (5.3, 6; 7.2). The reference to Esther—‘who was perfect 
in faith’—by Clement of Rome (1 Clem. 55.6), implies knowledge of 
Addition C. It is conceivable that Greek Esther underwent redaction 
within Christian circles. Jobes (Alpha-Text, p. 191) raises the possibility 
that the extant form of Mordecai’s dream may come from such a milieu. 
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While the story of Mordecai and Esther no doubt remained popular 
among Christians, the learned tradition of the church shows very little 
interest in the text. 
 On the assumption that the copy of the Esther scroll in POxy. 4443 is 
Jewish, there is evidence that Greek Esther was still being copied by 
Jews as late as the early second century C.E. Burns (‘Special Purim’, 
p. 29) argues that the Mishnah provides indirect support for the con-
tinued use of Greek Esther in the Purim ritual in the early third century 
C.E. It is possible that the use of LXX (or some textual congener) by 
Greek-speaking Jews continued into the Amoraic era. 
 The Additions found their way into Hebrew-Aramaic tradition through 
a medieval Hebrew paraphrase of the works of Josephus: the Sefer 
Yosippon, written sometime between the ninth to tenth century in 
southern Italy (Dönitz, ‘Sefer Yosippon’, p. 223). The redactor of Sefer 
Yosippon wove this material into a history of the Jewish people from the 
Exile to the destruction of the Second Temple. The chapter on Esther is 
exclusively concerned with the Additions (Dönitz, ‘Sefer Yosippon’, 
p. 229). The fact that it includes a version of Mordecai’s dream (Addi-
tion A) shows that the redactor drew on Greek Esther, or a tradition 
based on it, as the dream is not found in Josephus (Moore, Daniel, 
p. 387). Dönitz observes that this adaptation of the Greek version became 
part of the collective memory of medieval Jews, helping to shape their 
self-identity—answering the age-old question of how to cope with 
diaspora existence (‘Sefer Yosippon’, p. 231). 
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Jeremy Corley 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. VIII.4, Judith (Hanhart, 1979). 
  Cambridge, vol. III.1, Esther, Judith, Tobit (Brooke, McLean, and Thackeray, 
  1940). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 973–1001. 
  Swete, vol. II, pp. 781–814. 

 
(b) Other Greek Editions 
  Sprachlicher Schlüssel zu Judit (Arzt et al., 1997).1 

 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Boyd-Taylor, 2007), pp. 441–55. 
  LXX.D (Engel, 2009), pp. 618–34. 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 691–726. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The book of Judith opens by describing an invasion of Syria and 
Palestine by Nebuchadnezzar’s general Holofernes. In response, the high 
priest Joakim orders the Jews to seize the mountain passes of Samaria, 
blocking enemy access to Jerusalem. Holofernes lays siege to the Jewish 
city of Bethulia, depriving it of food and water. The story then introduces 
the heroine Judith, a devout and beautiful widow, who boldly goes out to 
the Assyrian camp. By a careful plan she beguiles Holofernes into 

 
 1. Göttingen base text with grammatical analysis. 
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receiving her into his tent. Intending to have intercourse with her, he rst 
becomes very drunk, whereupon she beheads him with his sword. The 
Assyrians ee when they realise that their general is dead, while Judith 
receives acclaim from her people. 
 Like the books of Esther and Tobit, the tale of Judith is a Jewish 
novella from the Second Temple period. Various historical problems in 
the story suggest it is a work of pious ction (Moore, Judith, pp. 46–49; 
Otzen, Tobit and Judith, pp. 81–87; Gera, Judith, pp. 26–44). Nebuchad-
nezzar is said to rule the Assyrians in Nineveh (Jdt. 1.1), rather than the 
Babylonians (2 Kgs 24.1), even though Nineveh was destroyed in 612 
B.C.E. by King Nabopolassar before Nebuchadnezzar’s accession. 
Moreover, whereas Nebuchadnezzar took the Israelites into exile (2 Kgs 
25.8-11), the narrative purports to describe the time after the Israelites 
had returned from exile (Jdt. 4.3; 5.18-19).  
 Geographical problems include a 300-mile march in three days (Jdt. 
2.21), as well as the location of Bethulia (7.6-7). Since the otherwise 
unknown place is near Dothan (4.6) and since Judith’s prayer focuses on 
the rape of Dinah (9.2-4), it is often suggested that the city represents 
Shechem, located near the ancient Tel Balata. The name Balata may have 
been assimilated to the Hebrew noun  (bethulah = ‘virgin’) for 
literary reasons, since Judith fears that the city will suffer rape as did the 
‘virgin’ Dinah (9.2). An alternative suggestion that the name repre-
sents    (Beth-Eloah = house of God) con icts with the author’s 
view that the ‘house of God’ is in Jerusalem (9.1) rather than Bethulia. 
 Personal names in the book of Judith are often signi cant. While the 
heroine bears a name that means ‘Jewess’, she is really a female counter-
part to Judas Maccabeus. Just as his victory over an alien enemy in 
161 B.C.E. led to the beheading of Nicanor (1 Macc. 7.47), so she decapi-
tates Holofernes (Jdt. 13.8). The name Holofernes in English translations 
is based on the Latin Holofernis (with initial H- as in Latin Hester for 
Esther), but the Greek actually has Olophernes ( ), a variant of 
the name of more than one foreign general. According to Diodorus 
Siculus, the Persian King Artaxerxes III (358–338 B.C.E.) had a Cappa-
docian general named Orophernes (Hist. 31.19.2-3), as well as a trusted 
advisor called Bagoas (Hist. 16.47.3-4; cf. Jdt. 12.11). The name Achior 
(Jdt. 5.5) may re ect the Mesopotamian sage Ahiqar (Tob. 1.21-22). 
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As high priest (Jdt. 4.6), Joakim may echo Ezra’s contemporary, the 
fth-century high priest Joakim (2 Esd. 22.26 = Neh. 12.26), since in Jdt. 

4.3 the people of Judah had only recently returned from exile. 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
While the time of composition is unknown, most scholars date the 
book of Judith between 161 and 63 B.C.E. (Moore, Judith, pp. 67–70; 
Otzen, Tobit and Judith, pp. 132–35). The earliest text fragment is Cairo 
Ostracon 215 from the late third century C.E., containing parts of 15.1-7 
(Schwartz, ‘Un fragment’), while the book as a whole appears a century 
later in the major uncial MSS: Vaticanus (B), Sinaiticus (S) and 
Alexandrinus (A). A fourth-century Oxyrhynchus fragment also survives 
(POxy. 75.5020), containing Jdt. 6.16-17 and 7.1-2. At the end of the 

rst century C.E. Judith is already mentioned with Esther in 1 Clem. 55.4-
5. Since aspects of the story re ect Hasmonean rule without any clear 
allusion to the Roman occupation of Palestine, the work probably origi-
nated before Pompey’s capture of Jerusalem (63 B.C.E.). 
 The narrative seems to postdate Judas Maccabeus’s victory over 
Nicanor (161 B.C.E.), since echoes of 1 Macc. 7.43-50 occur in Judith 
13–16. If Judith depends on a Greek form of 1 Maccabees, it can hardly 
originate before the death of John Hyrcanus (104 B.C.E.), since his reign 
is summed up in 1 Macc. 16.23-24. Furthermore, it is likely that John 
Hyrcanus’s defeat of Samaria by 107 B.C.E. occurred sometime before 
the book’s composition, since Samaria appears to be under the control of 
Jerusalem (Jdt. 4.4-7). Hence the book was probably composed between 
104 and 63 B.C.E. 
 Possible echoes of LXX Esther offer further clues. In the Greek, but 
not in the Hebrew, both heroines are careful not to eat de led food 
(Est. 14.17 = C28; Jdt. 12.2); both pray before carrying out their danger-
ous enterprise (Est. 14.3-19 = C14-30; Jdt. 9.2-14; 13.4-7); and both 
beautify themselves before approaching the pagan leader (Est. 15.1 = 
D1; Jdt. 10.3). If Judith depends on LXX Esther, and if the colophon dates 
LXX Esther to either 114 or 77 B.C.E. (depending on the identity of 
‘Ptolemy and Cleopatra’ in LXX Est. 11.1 = F11), this year may indicate 
the earliest possible date for Judith. 
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 The story was perhaps propaganda supporting the leadership of 
Alexandra Salome (who reigned 76–67 B.C.E.), since Judith somewhat 
resembles this queen as depicted by Josephus (Ilan, Integrating Women, 
pp. 150–51), or more likely a eulogistic narrative composed soon after 
her death (Boccaccini, ‘Tigranes’, pp. 66–69). As the only female 
monarch in Jerusalem during the Second Temple period, Alexandra 
Salome (also known as Shelamzion) wielded sole power, just as Judith 
appears as Israel’s undisputed leader. Both heroines showed courage in 
national leadership beyond female stereotypes (Jdt. 13.20; Josephus, Ant. 
13.16.6 §430). Judith assumed a strong role when the city elders were 
helpless (Jdt. 8.9-11), just as Alexandra Salome ‘exposed the folly of 
those men who continually fail to maintain sovereign power’ (Ant. 
13.16.6 §430). Both heroines brought peace to Israel (Jdt. 16.25; Ant. 
13.16.6 §432) and enjoyed widespread popularity (Jdt. 16.21; Ant. 
13.16.1 §407). Indeed, the narrative could be a ctionalised retelling 
of the queen’s handling of the threatened invasion of the Holy Land by 
the Armenian king Tigranes in 69 B.C.E. (Rocca, ‘Book’, pp. 85–98; 
Boccaccini, ‘Tigranes’, pp. 59–60). To be sure, Alexandra Salome did 
not always follow Judith’s devout path, since Josephus reports her 
craving for power and her disregard of justice (Ant. 13.16.6 §§430–31), 
whereas Judith was a God-fearing woman who retired quietly after 
saving her nation (Jdt. 8.31; 16.21-25). 
 The place of composition is probably the land of Israel, especially in 
view of the various geographical errors regarding foreign territory 
(Otzen, Tobit and Judith, pp. 87–90). Concern for the sanctity of the 
temple (4.13; 5.19; 8.24; 9.1) may indicate Jerusalem as a possible place 
of origin, though the focus on Samaria may suggest central Palestine 
instead. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
The story’s Koine Greek is strongly in uenced by Hebraic syntax and 
idioms (Moore, Judith, pp. 66–67), as well as by phraseology from 
earlier Septuagintal books (Joosten, ‘Language’, pp. 6–9; Corley, 
‘Septuagintalisms’, pp. 70–71). Judith makes repeated use of biblical 
expressions, with 19 cases of   (‘sons of Israel’, as in 4.1, 8) 
and 11 cases of   (‘behold’, as in 3.2, 3). Hebraic idioms with ‘face’ 
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appear:   (‘from the face of’, 10×, as in 6.2),   
(‘before the face of’, 14×, as in 7.6), and   (‘in front of the 
face of’, 4×, as in 8.15). Admittedly, a Septuagintal idiom that re ects 
Hebraic diction may also be Hellenistic usage, such as the phrase ‘before 
the face of the sanctuary’ (    , 4.11); compare the 
expression [ ]     (‘before the face of the temple’), 
found in a Ptolemaic-era papyrus (PPetr. 3.1.2.8).  
 Among other Hebraic idioms are prepositional phrases like ‘in the 
eyes of’ (12.14); the oath formula ‘as the Lord lives’ (13.16); the idiom 
‘from small to great’ (13.4, 13); and chronological expressions such as ‘a 
month of days’ (3.10) and ‘many days’ (5.8, 16). Hebraic syntactical 
features include recurrent parataxis, especially the phrase ‘and it hap-
pened’ (5.22; 10.1); a cognate participle or noun with a verb, imitating 
the Hebrew in nitive absolute (e.g., 2.13; 6.4); a pleonastic construction 
in relative clauses (5.19; 7.10); and the expression ‘and now’ (e.g., 5.19, 
20). Such frequent Hebraisms have often been viewed as evidence of a 
lost Hebrew original, though most of these features can be classed as 
Septuagintalisms. 
 By contrast with classical writers, rarely does the author of Judith 
employ genitive absolute phrases (e.g., 4.7), subordinate clauses (e.g., 
5.19; 7.10), and participial phrases (e.g., 2.28). The pluperfect is often 
represented periphrastically (e.g., 4.3, 5) by the imperfect of the verb ‘to 
be’ with the perfect participle (Arzt et al., Sprachlicher, pp. 42–43). The 
uncial MSS prefer the classical  (‘nothing’, as in 6.9) but sometimes 
have  (‘nothing’, 8.13). For ‘lesser’, Jdt. 9.11 employs the Attic 
form  (as in Exod. 16.17-18; 2 Macc. 5.5) rather than  
(as in Gen. 1.16; Wis. 9.5). However, Judith thrice uses  (‘take 
courage’, 7.30; 11.1, 3) rather than the Attic  (found in Bar. 4.21, 
27 B; Prov. 31.11 S). While most Lucianic MSS of Judith follow normal 
Septuagintal usage of the classical numeral  (‘twelve’), Vaticanus 
and Alexandrinus have the Hellenistic form   (Jdt. 2.5; 7.2), as in 
LXX Chronicles (e.g., 1 Chron. 9.22; 2 Chron. 33.1) and in papyri from 
Ptolemaic Egypt. 
 Some unusual verb forms appear in the major uncial MSS. In Jdt. 7.10 
we nd the third person plural perfect active  = ‘they rely’ 
(intransitive second perfect), though some later MSS correct this form to 
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 (as in Isa. 59.4). The third person plural imperfect active form 
 (‘they were giving’) appears in Jdt. 7.21 (as in Ezek. 23.42; 

3 Macc. 2.31), though the Lucianic MSS change this form to  (as 
in 2 Chron. 27.5). Sometimes the author overlooks precise grammatical 
congruence when using a constructio ad sensum, since we nd the 
grammatically singular noun  (‘a people’) construed with a plural 
verb (e.g., Jdt. 7.10, 23; cf. 2 Esd. 18.1 = Neh. 8.1). Another singular 
subject, the Hebraic idiom   (‘every man’), is construed with a 
plural verb (4.9; 6.12), but the feminine counterpart   (‘every 
woman’, 15.12), correctly takes the singular verb  (‘ran 
together’), even though plural verbs follow.  
 In comparison with classical texts, there is a scarcity of Greek parti-
cles in Judith (Moore, Judith, pp.  92–93), though a similar shortage 
occurs in some other Septuagintal books. According to Vaticanus, Judith 
never uses  (‘then’—also absent from LXX Exodus and Esther), 

 (‘therefore’—also absent from LXX Jeremiah and Ezekiel), and 
 (‘and’—also absent from LXX Judges and Samuel), though the particle 
 (‘now therefore’) appears 14 times. 

 In Rahlfs-Hanhart, Judith has 43 Septuagintal hapax legomena, 
compared to 42 in Chronicles, 56 in LXX Esther, 59 in Judges, and 90 in 
1 Maccabees. The relatively small number may re ect the imitation of 
Septuagintal style and vocabulary, either as translation-Greek or as 
original Greek composition. Some hapax legomena may be neologisms 
(e.g.,  ‘eve of the new moon’, 8.6;  ‘sing loudly’, 
15.14), while three lexemes are Persian loanwords (  ‘turban’, 
4.15;  ‘governor’, 5.2;  ‘Persian-style sword’, 13.6; 
16.9). 
  
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
It is disputed whether the Greek book of Judith was translated from a lost 
Hebrew source or whether it was composed in Greek by an author 
familiar with Hebrew and the LXX (Gera, Judith, pp. 79–97). The preva-
lent view has been that the work is a translation from Hebrew, as 
evidenced by Hebraic idioms and syntax and by alleged mistranslations 
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from Hebrew (Moore, Judith, pp. 66–67). However, some current schol-
arship suggests that the book is an original Greek composition by 
an author who knew Hebrew but often echoed Septuagintal wording 
(Rakel, Judit, pp. 36–40; Joosten, ‘Language’, pp. 2–9; Corley, ‘Septua-
gintalisms’; Schmitz and Engel, Judit, pp. 40–43). 
 In several places, the book quotes the LXX where this differs from the 
Hebrew. Judith’s prayer addresses God as ‘the Lord who crushes wars’ 
(   , 9.7), using the exact words of LXX Exod. 
15.3, even though the Hebrew has a more bellicose phrase: ‘The LORD is 
a man of war’. The same prayer (9.2) also refers to the rape of Dinah: 
‘It shall not be thus’ (   ), echoing the precise wording of 
LXX Gen. 34.7, rather than the Hebrew wording: ‘It shall not be done 
thus’. In addition, Judith’s speech to the city elders (8.16 in Codex 
Venetus) has an inverted quotation of LXX Num. 23.19: ‘Not like a 
human being is God to be threatened, nor like a son of man to be misled’ 
(           ), 
whereas the Hebrew presents Balaam’s assertion differently: ‘God is not 
a man that he would lie, or a son of man that he would relent’ (Schmitz, 
Gedeutete Geschichte, p. 167; Corley, ‘Septuagintalisms’, pp. 70–71). 
 A Greek origin for the book receives support from similarities of plot 
and vocabulary with Herodotus’ Histories ( fth century B.C.E.), particu-
larly Book 7 (Caponigro, ‘Judith’, pp. 47–59). Both narratives refer to the 
Babylonians as Assyrians (Jdt. 1.1; Hist. 1.178). Nebuchadnezzar orders 
the conquered nations to signal their submission by offering ‘earth and 
water’ (   , Jdt. 2.7), just as the Persian king Xerxes commands 
the Greeks (Hist. 7.131). Achior’s counsel to Holofernes not to ght the 
Israelites (Jdt. 5.5-21) has a broad resemblance to Demaratus’s caution-
ing of Xerxes against attacking the Greeks (Hist. 7.101-104). Most 
signi cantly, the narrow pass defending the approach to Jerusalem (Jdt. 
4.7) seems modeled on Thermopylae (Hist. 7.176), since both texts refer 
to the ‘entry’ (  or ) which is ‘narrow’ (using a form of the 
adjective  or ). When Jdt. 5.1 narrates the closure of the 
mountain passes, it employs the same word used by Herodotus to 
describe Thermopylae (  ‘pass’, Hist. 7.201). 
 While most of the vocabulary of Judith is drawn from earlier Septua-
gintal books, a few additional words are borrowed from Herodotus. 
Some Greek lexemes found only in Judith within the LXX match the 
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vocabulary of Herodotus (e.g.,  ‘Persian-style sword’, Jdt. 13.6; 
16.9; Hist. 3.118; 7.54;  ‘hinder’, Jdt. 4.7; 12.7; Hist. 8.144), 
while other Septuagintal hapax legomena in Judith have cognates in 
Herodotus (e.g.,  ‘delicacy’, Jdt. 12.1; cf.  ‘maker of 
delicacies’, Hist. 9.82). The Septuagintal hapax legomenon  
‘evening’, refers to the time of defeat for an enemy leader in both works 
(Jdt. 13.1; Hist. 7.167). Other words occurring only twice in the LXX also 
re ect Herodotus’ vocabulary (e.g.,  ‘endure perseveringly’, 
Jdt. 7.30; 4 Macc. 6.9; Hist. 3.52; 7.107;  ‘feast’, Jdt. 1.16; 
3 Macc. 6.40; Hist. 1.31). 
 There may be allusions to other Greek writings (Caponigro, ‘Judith’, 
p. 57). The slaying of Arphaxad (Jdt. 1.13-15) may be derived from the 
story of the death of Darius III in 330 B.C.E., according to the narrative of 
Alexander the Great’s successor Ptolemy I as preserved by the second-
century C.E. historian Arrian (Anab. 3.19–21). In addition, the divine 
deliverance of a thirsty besieged people (Jdt. 7.30–31) echoes a tale in 
the Chronicle of Lindos, compiled on the Isle of Rhodes in 99 B.C.E. 
(Corley, ‘Imitation’, pp. 37–39). In both accounts, a siege leaves the 
threatened inhabitants very thirsty and promising to surrender within ve 
days if there is no divine intervention (8.9), but the inhabitants are saved. 
Finally, the language of Judith alludes to the Greek custom of holding a 

 or ivy-entwined wand (Jdt. 15.12; cf. 2 Macc. 10.7), a practice 
taken from the cult of Dionysus (Euripides, Bacch. 80), as well as the 
habit of wearing olive wreaths (Jdt. 15.13; cf. Euripides, Ion 1433). 
 
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The text appears in the major uncial MSS: Vaticanus (B), Sinaiticus 
(S: missing 11.14-18; 12.4, 17; 13.3-8) and Alexandrinus (A), as well as 
in the eighth-century Codex Venetus (V). Among the minuscule MSS 
there seem to be four recensions: Origenic (= Hexaplaric); Lucianic; 76–
106 (similar to V); 46–64–243–248 (similar to A). The Old Latin and the 
Syriac are based on an Origenic text form. Greek witnesses often differ 
in the spelling of place names; for instance, the city in 15.6 is variously 
named  (Cairo Ostracon),  (BA),  (S), 

 (V), and  (Lucianic MSS). 
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 Some scribal errors have arisen through dittography. In Jdt. 4.9 BA 
the expression ‘in great earnestness’ appears twice, but the second 
occurrence may be an error for ‘with great fasting’, the phrase in the 
Origenic and Lucianic MSS. In 6.12 the wording ‘upon the summit of the 
mountain’ occurs twice in one sentence, though the Origenic MSS miss 
out the rst instance. Finally, the phrase ‘in the camp’ appears twice in 
12.7, although the awkward second occurrence is omitted by the 
Origenic witnesses.  
 Some disputed passages are probably inner-Greek textual corruptions. 
The Greek MSS of 3.8 have the dif cult noun  (‘borders/territory’), 
whereas the Syriac represents an original form  (‘temples’, as in 4.1). 
In 6.6 BSA the reading  (‘people’) makes an awkward parallel with 

 (‘iron sword’), but the versions have a kind of weapon (Latin 
‘lance’, Syriac ‘spear’), perhaps representing  (‘lance’) or  
(‘javelin’, as in 9.7). Instead of the awkward verb  (‘it will be 
situated’, 8.21 BSA), perhaps the original form was  (‘it will 
be burned’, MS 319). In 10.3, Sinaiticus probably preserves the earliest 
reading: ‘She combed ( ) the hairs of her head’, whereas Vaticanus 
and Alexandrinus replace the Septuagintal hapax legomenon  
(‘comb’) with the better known verb  (‘arrange’): ‘she arranged 
( ) the hairs of her head’.  
 Scribal euphemism may account for variants depicting Judith’s use of 
sexual attraction and deceptive words. The uncial MSS of 12.16 bluntly 
describe Holofernes’ thoughts about Judith, ‘He was observing ( ) 
a time to seduce ( ) her’, but the Origenic MSS have the weaker 
statement: ‘He was seeking ( ) a time to meet ( ) her’. 
Similarly, Jdt. 10.4 S A reads: ‘She very much beauti ed herself for the 
seduction (  ) of the eyes of males’, whereas Vaticanus has the 
euphemistic reading: ‘for the meeting (  ) of the eyes of 
males’. 
 
  
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
While some scholars suggest that Judith follows the religious practice of 
the Pharisees (Moore, Judith, p. 181), her piety ts more generally into 
late Second Temple Judaism (Hieke, ‘Torah’, pp. 97–105). She prays 
at evening and morning (9.1; 12.5-6), as well as in times of particular 
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need (13.4-7). Moreover, she washes before praying (12.7-9) and 
regularly practises fasting (8.4-6). Rather than de ling herself with the 
food of pagans, she consumes her own supply during her stay in the 
Assyrian camp (12.2, 9). She is also conscious of temple worship, since 
she prays at the time of the evening sacri ce (9.1) and mentions tithes 
given to the Jerusalem priests (11.13). However, the term  (‘law’, 
plural in 11.12) occurs only once, and the conversion and circumcision 
of Achior the Ammonite (14.10) is narrated despite the seeming 
prohibition in Deut. 23.34 (Schmitz and Engel, Judit, pp. 383–84).  
 In portraying the Deity as a God who crushes wars (9.7; 16.2), the 
author repeatedly calls to mind victorious gures from Israelite history 
through the literary use of imitation. Indeed, the plot and characterisation 
in the book make skilful allusions to earlier scriptural books (Dubarle, 
Judith, vol. I, pp. 137–59; Zenger, Das Buch Judit, pp. 439–46; Corley, 
‘Judith’, pp. 76–84; Otzen, Tobit and Judith, pp. 74–79). Judith has 
features of many biblical heroines (Sarah, Jael, Deborah, Abigail, and 
Esther), as Table 1 shows. 

 
Table 1. Judith Compared to Heroines in LXX Books 

 
Motif in Judith Sarah Jael/ 

Deborah 
Abigail Esther 

Beauty (8.7) Gen. 12.11 — 1 Sam. 25.3 Est. 2.7 
Deliverance 
promised by a 
female hand 
(9.10) 

— Judg. 4.9 — Est. 4.13-14 

Close encounter 
with dangerous 
male leader 
(12.10–13.8) 

Gen. 12.14-
15 

Judg. 5.24-27 1 Sam. 
25.20-31 

Est. 2.16-17 

Heroine saves her 
people (13.14) 

Gen. 12.17-
20 

Judg. 4.18-22 1 Sam. 25.34 Est. 7.1-10 

Public acclaim of 
heroine (13.18-
20)  

— Judg. 5.24 1 Sam. 25.33 Est. 16.13 = 
E13 

Thanksgiving to 
God (16.1-17) 

— Judg. 5.1-31 1 Sam. 25.32 — 
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Interestingly, in contrast to the cases of male–female pairs from earlier 
biblical books, Judith often begins by taking the female part and ends by 
imitating the male role. By exerting her God-given power, she changes 
(as it were) from Sarah to Abraham, from Dinah to Simeon, from Miriam 
to Moses, from Delilah to Samson, and from Abigail to David. Whereas 
Judith is initially like Sarah as the endangered woman who eventually 
ensures the safety of her kinsfolk (Gen. 12.10-20), Judith becomes more 
like Abraham in defeating the foreign enemy (Gen. 14.14-20), and she is 
acclaimed with words echoing Melchizedek’s acclamation of Abraham 
(Gen. 14.19-20; Jdt. 13.18-20). Although Judith faces the danger of rape 
as experienced by Dinah (Gen. 34.2), she comes to resemble her ancestor 
Simeon (Dinah’s brother, Jdt. 9.2) in wreaking violent vengeance on a 
hostile foreigner (Moore, Judith, pp. 190–91). While Judith sings God’s 
praise like Miriam (Jdt. 15.13; Exod. 15.20-21), her saving action is 
more like that of Moses (Van Henten, ‘Judith’, pp. 232–38). Whereas 
Judith seems to play Delilah’s role of femme fatale to Holofernes, her 
courageous exploit is more like the activity of Samson. Finally, while 
Judith’s verbal wisdom imitates Abigail, her bravery in defeating and 
beheading the foreign ghter resembles the action of David (1 Sam. 
17.51; Jdt. 13.8). Table 2 shows how Judith is portrayed with features of 
several male leaders (Moses, Samson, David, and Judas Maccabeus). 

 
Table 2. Judith Compared to Heroes in LXX Books 

 
Motif in Judith Moses Samson David Judas 

Maccabeus 
Prayer before 
victory 
(13.4-7) 

Exod. 14.10-
14 

Judg. 16.28 1 Sam. 
17.45-47 

1 Macc. 
7.41-42 

Beheading of a 
foreign warrior 
(13.8) 

— — 1 Sam. 17.51 1 Macc. 7.47 

Defeat of Israel’s 
foes (15.1-7) 

Exod. 14.30 Judg. 16.30 1 Sam. 
17.51-54 

1 Macc. 7.44 

Single-handed 
victory (15.10) 

Exod. 14.21-
29 

Judg. 16.30 1 Sam. 17.50 — 

God crushing 
opposition (16.2) 

Exod. 15.3 — 1 Sam. 17.37 1 Macc. 
7.42-43 
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VII. Reception History 
 
No clear historical evidence survives for the use of Judith in Second 
Temple Judaism (Gera, Judith, p. 11). The book’s absence among the 
Dead Sea Scrolls could be due to chance, ideology, or language (if 
composed in Greek). While the New Testament does not explicitly quote 
the text, the character of Judith may have in uenced the depiction of 
Mary in Luke’s infancy narrative. Just as Uzziah declares to Judith: 
‘Blessed are you…above all the women on earth’ (Jdt. 13.18), so 
Elizabeth addresses Mary: ‘Blessed are you among women’ (Lk. 1.42). 
Thereafter, Mary’s song of praise (the Magni cat) has echoes of Judith’s 
canticle, since Mary imitates Judith in singing of God’s deliverance of 
the weak (Jdt. 16.11; Lk. 1.48). Judith also foreshadows the devout 
widow Anna, spending her days in prayer and fasting (Jdt. 8.4-6; Lk. 
2.37), until she sees Israel’s redemption and utters praise to God (Jdt. 
15.14–16.17; Lk. 2.38). 
 The earliest undisputed reference to the narrative appears around 
96 C.E. in the mention of Judith and Esther as heroines of faith in 
1 Clem. 55.4-5. Several church fathers refer to favourite verses from the 
book; for instance, both Clement of Rome and Origen quote Jdt. 9.11 
(1 Clem. 59.3-4; Comm. John 2.22.16), while both Origen and Clement 
of Alexandria cite Jdt. 8.27 (Or. 29.3; Strom. 2.35.4). In later patristic 
thought and monastic art (Anderson, Judith, pp. 13–21), Judith serves as 
a type of humility (Jdt. 16.5). Being present in the LXX, the book of 
Judith was included in the Christian biblical canon at the Council of 
Nicea (325 C.E.) and was regarded as canonical in the Latin Church and 
much of the Greek Church (Moore, Judith, pp. 90–91). 
 Although Jerome did not consider the book canonical, he included it 
in the Vulgate, though with many additions and changes from the 
Greek text (Moore, Judith, pp. 99–101); for example, in 16.22 Jerome 
adds a reference to the virtue of chastity, not found in the LXX. Jerome’s 
claim in his Preface to Judith that he translated the book from Aramaic 
in one short night’s work is open to question, especially since the 
Vulgate language sometimes copies vocabulary from the Greek (e.g., 
Latin palata =  ‘dried fruit cake’, in 10.5). 
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 While the book of Judith is not canonical within Judaism, several 
medieval Hebrew versions exist (Dubarle, Judith, vol. II, pp. 7–97), 
generally based on a Latin text and sometimes linked to the Feast of 
Hanukkah. Many Protestant Reformers followed the rabbinic canon by 
excluding the book, even though Martin Luther’s German Bible had 
included it. 
 The gure of Judith is often depicted in Western art (Anderson, 
Judith, pp. 30–88). Scenes from the book were painted by Cranach, 
Giorgione, Caravaggio, Gentileschi (father and daughter), Botticelli, 
Veronese, Michelangelo, Vasari, Pellegrini, Liss, Metsys, Allori, Titian, 
Carracci, Goya, Hemessen, Vernet, and Klimt. The paintings mainly fall 
into a few categories, such as the beheading of Holofernes (Caravaggio; 
A. Gentileschi), or Judith and her maid carrying his severed head 
(Botticelli; Michelangelo). 
 Oratorios based on the book of Judith were composed by A. Scarlatti 
(1695), A. Vivaldi (1716), T.A. Arne (1761), W.A. Mozart (1771), and 
C.H.H. Parry (1888), while A. Honegger wrote an opera (1926) based on 
the story (Elder, ‘Virgins’, pp. 91–119). Besides a tenth-century Anglo-
Saxon poem, the gure of Judith also appears in plays by F. Hebbel 
(1841), T.B. Aldrich (1896), and A. Bennett (1919).  
 Recent approaches to the book include the psychological (Efthimiadis-
Keith, Enemy), the literary (Craven, Artistry; Schmitz, Gedeutete), 
feminist (Rakel, Judit), art-historical (Anderson, Judith), and cultural 
(Stocker, Judith; Brine, Sword). The book of Judith still has ample scope 
for further such research, as well as more traditional linguistic, historical, 
and theological studies. 
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Tobit 
 
 

Loren Stuckenbruck and Stuart Weeks 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions (GI and GII) 
  Göttingen, vol. VIII.5, Tobit (Hanhart, 1983). 
  Cambridge, vol. III.1, Esther, Judith, Tobit (Brooke, McLean, and Thackeray, 
  1940).1 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 1002–38. 
  Swete, vol. II, pp. 815–48. 

 
(b) Other Editions (incl. Manuscripts of GIII, Qumran, and Old Latin) 
  Polyglotte Tobit-Synopse (Wagner, 2003). 
  The Book of Tobit (Weeks et al., 2004). 
  ‘Tobit’ (Fitzmyer, 1995), pp. 1–76, pls. I–X. 
  ‘Schøyen Ms. 5234’ (Elgvin and Hallermayer, 2006).2 

 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Di Liella, 2007), pp. 456–77. 
  LXX.D (Ego, 2009), pp. 635–62. 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 727–84. 

 
 

A. Preliminary Observations 
 
The Greek witnesses for Tobit re ect three different versions of the book 
in Greek, and this chapter is therefore divided appropriately. In the initial 
section, matters which apply to the book as a whole and to the original 

 
 1. The text of Tobit is on pp. 85–110 (B) and 111–22 (S). 
 2. This fragment belongs to the same manuscript as 4Q196. 
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translation will be presented. Matters pertaining to each of the versions 
individually will be examined separately afterwards. 
 The inter-relationship of the textual witnesses is extremely compli-
cated. Five fragmentary manuscripts of the book from Qumran have been 
published, four in Aramaic (4Q196–199) and one in Hebrew (4Q200); 
some additional material, initially thought to be from 4Q196 and pub-
lished as such, is now believed to represent a fth Aramaic manuscript 
(4Q196a). Although there are some minor differences between them 
where they overlap, these all attest what is essentially a single version of 
the book. That version is close to the one which seems to have under-
pinned the very diverse and unstable Old Latin tradition, which implies 
that the Latin texts were translated from a Greek text similar in content to 
the Qumran manuscripts. No such Greek text was known to scholarship, 
however, before Tischendorf’s publication of Codex Sinaiticus in the 
nineteenth century. The great majority of Greek manuscripts instead 
re ect a somewhat different version, which has become the standard 
Septuagint text of Tobit, but which appears to be a secondary revision of 
the original Greek translation (known as GI, or the ‘Short’ text). A small 
number of late manuscripts, which belong to this version for much of 
their length, re ect a separate, independent revision between about 6.8 
and 13.2. This also underlies the majority Syriac text from 7.11. This 
revision is known as the ‘Third Greek’ version, or GIII. Only two Greek 
witnesses, in fact, contain a text which has been subjected to neither of 
these revisions: Sinaiticus and the eleventh-century  513 
from Mount Athos (MS 319 in the standard system). The latter, however, 
has an ‘unrevised’ text only in 3.6–6.16, and although Sinaiticus presents 
such a text throughout Tobit, it is marred by many serious scribal errors 
and omissions. This version is known as the ‘Long’ text, or GII. Further 
or intermediate Greek versions of the book may also have existed, as it is 
dif cult to align several early papyrus fragments precisely with one or 
other of the known versions. 
 Comparison with the Old Latin texts is far from straightforward, since 
these present many problems of their own, but it is clear that they often 
re ect a source text which differs from Sinaiticus but are sometimes 
probably more original than Sinaiticus. Readings from them are some-
times preserved in the other Greek versions. Sinaiticus and MS 319 do 
not have, therefore, a monopoly on early readings, and do not simply 
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present us with the original Greek translation; if the text of GII has not 
been so extensively revised as that of the GI and GIII versions, it is not 
wholly free of revisions. This fact is also apparent from comparison with 
the Qumran texts. Although it is important to be clear that the source-text 
used by the Greek translator was not wholly identical to any of these, 
occasional agreements between the Qumran manuscripts and GI or GIII 
against GII point again to the probability that GII has the later reading. In 
short, then, GII is generally closest to the single, original translation 
which lies behind all the Greek versions, but we have no witness to that 
translation which is wholly or largely free of revisions or signi cant 
errors. This makes it hard to establish the original text in very many 
places without resorting to investigation of all the witnesses, and corre-
spondingly dif cult to address general matters of translation technique or 
style. On the other hand, the book does offer unusual opportunities for 
the study of development and revision within a Greek textual tradition. 
 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
Tobit was certainly translated into Greek from a Semitic language, and 
from a text which was close to the version attested in 4Q196–200. 
Despite occasional suggestions to the contrary, there is no good reason to 
suppose that it was translated more than once, or that any of our ancient 
witnesses has been revised against a Semitic text. If a quite different 
Aramaic version existed and formed the basis of the Vulgate version, 
then it has probably not in uenced the Greek tradition; Jerome’s claim to 
have used an Aramaic text, must, in any case, be viewed in the light of 
the pervasive Old Latin in uence on his translation, and his inclination to 
inject language or ideas which are clearly his own. 
 The character of the original Tobit does not necessitate a date for its 
composition at, or close to, the seventh century B.C.E., the time at which 
the story is set. Indeed, the ease with which the text readily appeals both 
to ‘the law’ or ‘book of Moses’ and to individual prophets suggests a 
time at least after the composition of Chronicles (see 2 Chron. 23.18)—
so probably no earlier than the latter part of the fourth century B.C.E. On 
the other hand, the composition must be assigned to a time before the 
palaeographical dating of the Dead Sea manuscripts (100 B.C.E. to 25 
C.E.). Since Tobit’s post eventum prediction of events (14.3-7) makes no 
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mention of the turbulence in Jerusalem and persecution of the Jews 
before and during the Maccabean war (14.5), the book was probably 
composed before 175 B.C.E. Most scholars thus date the book to between 
the late fourth to the early second century B.C.E., while some more 
narrowly specify a range of 225 to 175 B.C.E. It would not be surprising 
to nd Jewish compositions in either Hebrew or Aramaic during that 
period, and since the middle of the nineteenth century, the question of 
original language has been discussed in relation to several issues. First, 
there are references to Tobit among patristic authors. While Origen 
maintained that the Jews do not have the books of Judith and Tobit 
‘among the apocrypha in Hebrew’ (Ep. ad Africanum 19), Jerome 
claimed that the book was written ‘in Chaldee’ (Aramaic; see Ep. ad 
Chromatium). While pointing in the direction of Aramaic, these state-
ments do no more than to suggest that Tobit was circulating in Aramaic 
during the early centuries of the Common Era. Second, as noted above, 
the Dead Sea Scrolls have yielded ve manuscripts preserving Tobit, 
four in Aramaic and one in Hebrew. While the greater number of extant 
Aramaic materials does not in itself resolve the question of original 
language in favour of Aramaic, the several instances of Hebrew in uence 
in those Aramaic texts (including some vocabulary, and the use of four 
dots to represent the Hebrew divine name at 4Q196 17 i 5 [12.22] and 
18.15 [14.2]) points no more clearly in the direction of Hebrew. Like-
wise, more general considerations do not help. The setting of the story in 
Nineveh and Rages in the East might suggest Aramaic, the lingua franca 
of that area during the Second Temple period, as the language naturally 
suited for such a story. On the other hand, the sparseness of concrete 
evidence for Aramaic texts being translated into Hebrew would favour 
Hebrew. Recent scholarship has tended slightly to favour Aramaic, but, 
barring the recovery of further evidence, debates on this can be expected 
for some time to come. 
 The Greek translation was not necessarily made from a source-text in 
the original language of composition, but matters are no more clear-cut 
here, and much discussion has been devoted to identifying features 
which might point speci cally to Hebrew or Aramaic. This discussion 
has faced the general problem that we might expect to nd both Aramaic 
in uence on Hebrew of this period, and Hebraic, biblicising features in 
an Aramaic composition of this sort. There has been little agreement, 
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furthermore, over attempts to identify speci c words or phrases as 
renderings necessarily of either Hebrew or Aramaic originals. The matter 
is sometimes complicated by dif culties in establishing the original 
reading of the Greek. The much-discussed relationship between GII 

   ‘go and rejoice’ and 4Q200  , for 
instance, seems rather irrelevant when the original reading of the Greek 
is more probably attested by GI    ‘delight and 
rejoice’ and OL gaude et laetare. Again, the argument has not been 
suf ciently compelling on either side to generate a consensus, and the 
language of the Greek translator’s source-text remains uncertain. 
 This has consequences, of course, for our evaluation of the transla-
tion’s character, and the problem is compounded by the fact that we have 
neither any complete text preserved among the Qumran fragments, nor, 
indeed, any guarantee that the source text corresponded perfectly, at any 
given point, to the readings which we do possess. In 3.15, for instance, 
4Q196 has ‘in all the land of our captivity’, but all the Greek and Latin 
witnesses have ‘in the land of my captivity’, suggesting that the source 
text from which they are ultimately derived may have been different. The 
many errors in our witnesses to GII, and the extensive revisions in GI 
and GIII also make it dif cult to undertake a detailed analysis of trans-
lation technique and style in the original translation. However, it is 
possible to state in general terms that the translation seems to have been 
an admixture of the literal and the idiomatic, tending strongly toward the 
former, which is neither exceptional in character, nor particularly close to 
any other speci c Septuagint translation. 
  
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
The date of the translation is uncertain. Tobit is not certainly cited before 
the early second century C.E. (when Polycarp’s Epistle to the Philippians 
quotes 4.10/12.9), and the earliest manuscript evidence for the Greek is 
from the third. It is dangerous to place too much weight on orthographic 
or morphological evidence, especially given the many revisions and 
errors visible in the tradition, but it is noteworthy that MS 319 attests the 
forms  and  (= ) at 4.15, which may well be original and 
probably gave rise to the unexpected sayings about alcohol ( ) in the 
GI and OL versions. Sinaiticus lacks the section, but attests  at 
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14.04 and  at 12.19. The forms with theta in other books were 
strongly linked to an early date of translation by Thackeray (Grammar, 
pp. 58–62), and are increasingly rare in documentary sources after the 
second century B.C.E. There is nothing to preclude an early translation, 
and it should be borne in mind, therefore, that the Qumran witnesses to 
the Hebrew and Aramaic may post-date the earliest version of the Greek. 
There is no speci c evidence for the place of translation, although it is 
noteworthy that the vocalisation of the Northern Kingdom place-names 
Kedesh and Hazor as  and  in 1.2 is odd, and betrays no 
familiarity with that region, so Egypt is probably the strongest candidate. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
It is not possible to recreate the original translation in every detail. It is 
clear, though, that the translator had a good knowledge of Greek, and 
sometimes used unusual or technical vocabulary to represent terms in his 
source. So, for example, we may note the use of ’  ‘after the 
nature’ in 4.12 (GII ad MS 319), which is comparable to the usage in 
Diod. Sic. 4.64.2, of Oedipus enquiring after his birth-parents, or the 
similar technical usage of  ‘next of kin’ in GII 6.12. In 4.20 
(  ‘deposited’) and 5.3 (  ‘bond’), we nd appro-
priate nancial vocabulary, while proper medical terms (such as -

 ‘white spots’) are used throughout where needed to characterise 
Tobit’s blindness and cure. The nature of the translation is such that the 
style and word order often feel more Semitic than Greek (see below), but 
actual ‘Semitisms’ are uncommon. Accordingly, when we nd Greek 
constructions which were probably selected to match Hebrew/Aramaic 
constructions in the source text—such as the periphrastic future in GII/ 
GIII 9.4 (where 4Q197 apparently had a clause with  + participle), or 
the partitive use of  in 7.9—the Greek usage may be somewhat 
unnatural, but the text is not a simple calque. 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
On occasion, it seems likely that the translator paraphrased, or rendered 
according to sense. In 6.8, for instance, GII    distils the 
meaning of the expression found in 4Q197 ‘they will [not] go round their 
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surroundings’ (that is, ‘they will not hang around them’), and similarly in 
3.14, if his source text read literally ‘I am clean in my bones’ as 4Q196, 
the translator has omitted the reference to bones. In various places (such 
as 7.1), the original has apparently been modi ed to give more Greek 
forms of greeting. As a general rule, though, the translation seems to 
have stayed close to the wording and order of its source. The various 
senses of the  conjunctive, for example, are only sometimes differen-
tiated, and it is usually rendered with . Indeed,  is correspondingly 
rather unusual in the earliest readings: in GII it appears only at 1.11, 22; 
5.2, 4; 7.10; 10.1; and 12.7, and the other versions point to it being a 
secondary revision in 5.4; 7.10; and 10.1. While it probably is original in 
1.22 and 12.7, it corresponds to 4Q196  in the former, and no Qumran 
text survives for the latter. Where  has a consecutive sense, it may or 
may not be rendered by  or similar, although the original reading of 
the Greek is not always easy to establish (as at, e.g., the start of 1.22). 
The general consequence, of course, is that the narrative has a strongly 
Semitic feel. Elsewhere, we nd resumptive personal pronouns repro-
duced awkwardly in the Greek (GII 6.9), non-verbal sentences (GII 
6.12), and other features which are not necessarily improper Greek, but 
which often seem awkward. Many of the revisions in GI and GIII seem 
to improve the Greek at such points, and it seems possible that those 
revisions were motivated, at least in part, by a desire for greater clarity 
and uency. It would be reasonable to suggest, then, both that the trans-
lator was much more concerned to offer a translation that was accurate 
and faithful than to produce a work which was lucid, stylish, or literary, 
and that some subsequent readers found the result unsatisfactory. 
 
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The general situation has been outlined above, and is reasonably clear. It 
is more dif cult to establish, however, just how that situation arose. The 
relatively consistent witness of the manuscripts in the GI tradition, along 
with the paucity of manuscripts for GII and GIII, gives an impression 
of three readily separable versions. It is important to observe, however, 
that a papyrus fragment from the late third century C.E. (POxy. 1594 = 
Cambridge add. 6363) preserves readings in 12.14-19 which correspond 
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at times to the distinctive readings of all three main versions (and some-
times to none). Another, much later papyrus (POxy. 1076 = John Rylands 
Gk.P. 448; ca. sixth century) has material from 2.2-5, 8 which frequently 
differs from GI and GII, and its identi cation as a fragment of GIII 
is largely speculative, since that version is not preserved elsewhere for 
this part of the book. Even the early third-century fragment published 
recently by Manfredi, which clearly belongs to the GII tradition, has 
some readings which are unexpected and unique. To whatever extent 
such variety gave rise to the different versions, or else resulted from their 
existence and interaction, it seems apparent that the textual situation was 
once even more complicated than it is now, and perhaps considerably 
more uid. Nicklas and Wagner (‘Thesen’) have accordingly, and with 
some justice, questioned the value of any simplistic division into separate 
versions, and of prioritising GII as ‘original’. Weeks (‘Restoring’) has 
suggested, on the other hand, that correspondences of GI and GIII to the 
readings of the papyrus fragments and the Old Latin show only that the 
revisors often took up existing variants from the unrevised tradition, 
which are sometimes probably more original than the readings found in 
Sinaiticus; correspondingly, we should neither presume the originality of 
the unrevised texts, nor automatically exclude the readings of the revised 
texts as secondary. 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
See the discussions under the individual recensions. 
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
The sustained popularity of the book of Tobit in medieval Jewish and 
Christian circles is attested through at least seven different versions that 
circulated of it in Aramaic (Oxford Bodleian Hebrew MS no. 2339, four-
teenth century) and Hebrew (Cairo Genizah MS no. T-S A45.26 from 
Cambridge, thirteenth century; Constantinople 1516; Constantinople 
1519; North French Miscellany from British Library in London, thirteenth 
century; notations of a now lost manuscript by Moses Gaster, nineteenth 
century; and the ’Otsar Haqqodesh published in Lemberg in 1851). 
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These versions have not convinced scholars of their text-critical value. 
However, they remain signi cant for three primary reasons. First, they 
re ect the ongoing in uence and import of the earlier versions of Tobit, 
although, because of textual uidity between the recensions, it is not 
always possible to be precise about the texts from which they derive. 
Second, they represent retellings of the storyline which not infrequently 
re ect the much later Jewish settings in which the story was being told. 
Third, and related to the previous point, the medieval Jewish texts, 
insofar as they re ect in uence from versions that circulated in Christian 
circles, may illustrate a process of reclaiming the book of Tobit. In 
addition, portions of Tobit made an impact on other literature, such as on 
the Christian Testament of Solomon from the third century C.E. In this 
case, it is the GII recension that more likely underlies the Testament. For, 
the demon Asmodeus’s association with Assyria (T. Sol. 6.10) might 
reflect the greater prominence of Assyria in GII than in GI (Tob. 1.10, 
22; 14.4), and the mention of the fish’s liver and gall together (T. Sol. 
5.9, 13) might reflect the tendency in GII, unlike GI, to regard both of 
these, together with the heart, as ‘medicine’ (see below).The book of 
Tobit, especially its prayers, also wielded an in uence on liturgical texts 
in Latin (a Mozarabic Breviary, attested in the eleventh century and 
Gothic Breviary with a liturgy going back to St Isidore both take up the 
song about Jerusalem from Tobit ch. 13). Finally, a loose retelling of the 
story also appears in the collection of tales called Book of Delights, 
written by the Barcelona physician Joseph Zabara in the twelfth century. 
 In art, the most well-known paintings taken from scenes in the book 
were produced by the Italian painters Fra Filippo Lippi (1406–1469) and 
Raphael (1483–1520) and the Dutch painter Rembrandt (1606–1669). 
From these painters the most famous works related to the book present 
the following scenes: Tobit with his wife Anna and her goat (Raphael, 
ch. 2), Tobias being accompanied by the three archangels (Filippo Lippi, 
who added the angels Michael and Gabriel to the story of Tobias’s 
journey in ch. 6, with the heavenly Jerusalem, underneath a cross, in the 
distant background), the healing of Tobit’s blindness (Rembrandt, 
ch. 11), and the ascension of Raphael (Raphael and Rembrandt, ch. 12). 
Nothing in these paintings can at present be traced to details found 
specially in any one or other of the Greek recensions, though the 
Christianisation of the story by Filippo Lippi more likely relates to the 
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Vulgate which contains such traces. Many other artists have since taken 
up these and other themes from the book. A series of paintings in the 
Church of the Angel Raphael (fourteenth century) in Venice inspired 
British author, Sally Vickers, to publish a novel that weaves the narrative 
of the book with the life of an elderly woman, entitled Miss Garnet’s 
Angel (2002). This novel clearly draws on and follows the text of GI. 
 
 

B. The Long Version of Tobit (GII) 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The original version of Tobit in Greek was largely replaced by the GI 
version and, to a lesser extent, the GIII version. Both of these were based 
on texts derived from the initial translation and preserve readings from 
that translation. Such texts are now almost extinct: only Codex Sinaiticus 
and MS 319 (in 3.6–6.16) preserve texts unaffected by the GI and  
GIII changes, although they each also embody other alterations to 
the original, caused by scribal error or deliberate emendation. If Greek 
witnesses are rare, however, we do have a plethora of Old Latin manu-
scripts, which present considerable text-critical problems themselves, but 
which largely re ect a source text also derived ultimately from the initial 
translation. To the extent that we can recreate that source text, we have, 
therefore, a third witness to the original tradition. The ‘Long Version’ of 
Tobit is a term used, often rather loosely, to characterise these separate 
witnesses, but some caution and quali cation is needed. In the rst place, 
the Greek texts differ from each other and from the Old Latin: although 
they share an ancestor in the original translation, all probably derive 
from separate strands in the subsequent transmission of that text, and 
they do not together represent a particular redaction or recension of the 
text, as do GI and GIII. We cannot, therefore, set GII in parallel with 
those others, as if it were the same sort of ‘version’. Indeed, if we equate 
it simply with the original form of the Greek—and it is not uncom- 
mon for the translation and even the Qumran manuscripts loosely to be 
called ‘Long’ texts—then GI and GIII are simply sub-recensions within 
GII. For our present purposes, we use the term more speci cally with 
reference to Sinaiticus, MS 319, and the Old Latin texts, and focus on the 
distinctive characteristics of each. 
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a. Sinaiticus 
For Sinaiticus, the most important of these is probably its defectiveness. 
The text omits a substantial amount of material, almost certainly as a 
result of scribal error in most cases. The lengthiest omissions are in 4.7-
19 and 13.6-10, but comparison with the other versions suggests some 
shorter losses too: at the start of the list in 3.12, for instance, the scribe’s 
eye has apparently skipped from one   ‘all those’ to another, 
later occurrence: ‘Cursed are all those who <reject you, and all who 
blaspheme you; cursed are all who hate you and all who> speak’. A few 
verses earlier, in 13.5,    has probably been lost before , 
creating a very confusing sentence. Not all the errors are of omission, 
however, and so in 11.4, for example,    ‘her son’ has 
apparently been replicated from the end of the next verse (with  then 
added to facilitate the reading), while in the same verse  ‘dog’ has 
famously and funnily been read as the abbreviation ( ) , so that ‘the 
Lord’ now follows, instead of ‘the dog’. Such errors (and there are many 
more) are probably not attributable to scribe D of Sinaiticus, who is 
elsewhere very able, and there are signs that the text had already been 
altered to overcome the most obvious problems arising from them. Thus 
in 4.19 Sinaiticus resumes from the lacuna with    

  ‘the Lord will give to them good counsel’, an apparent 
adaptation to (the now immediately preceding)    
‘those who act truthfully’ of 4.6; cf. 319   ’   

 . Similarly, in 11.14, ’  ‘upon us’ may have been 
introduced to make sense of the preceding      
‘may his great name’ (itself perhaps a corruption), after the blessing of 
the angels had been accidentally repeated. Sinaiticus has inherited, then, 
a form of the text which was badly mauled at some earlier stage, and has 
been further changed in places as a consequence. 
 Not all of the apparent alterations in the text are attributable to this 
process, however. We have already noted above that  was apparently 
replaced by  in 5.4; 7.10 and 10.1, and this is certainly a stylistic 
change. From among a number of further instances, we might note also 
the adoption of the comparative  ‘more useful’ in 3.10, and 
the corresponding change of construction which shifts the negation to the 
subsequent clause; this, too, is almost certainly secondary, and intended 
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to improve the style rather than to alter the sense. Some other changes to 
content seem motivated by different considerations. In 1.1, for instance, 
the characters Raphael and Ragouel mysteriously nd their way into 
Tobit’s list of ancestors, while in 5.5 ‘he answered him and’ has 
probably been deleted as redundant. In the next verse,    

  ‘yes, I was often there’ seems to be an attempt to make 
sense of an over-literal    ‘I know many things’ in the 
original (cf. 319, OL), while the whole of 4.6 seems to have been 
switched from a second-person address to an indicative, third-person 
generalisation. It is not always possible to be sure whether the reading of 
Sinaiticus is original or secondary, but there are many other places in 
which it appears that the text has been changed for reasons of style, 
clarity, or the incorporation of speci c understandings. If Sinaiticus does 
not re ect the sort of substantial re-writing which characterises GI and 
GIII, it is at least very far from identical to the original Greek translation. 
 
b. MS 319 
MS 319 is, of course, defective in a different way, with its ‘Long’ text 
extending as it does only from 3.6–6.16. In general, this text lies closer to 
the Old Latin than does that of Sinaiticus. Where they agree, and where 
precedence can be deduced from other witnesses or from considerations 
of style and content, they generally preserve a more original text. So, for 
instance, in 6.12 GIII and the Old Latin both support 319   
‘he loves her’ against Sinaiticus  ‘fair’, and their reading corre-
sponds, furthermore, to that of 4Q197; indeed, it seems likely that the 
lengthy plus in 319 and the Latin there is also original. Such agreement, 
accordingly, may be more a matter of deviation from the original in 
Sinaiticus than of a particular af nity between 319 and the source text of 
the Latin. There are, indeed, points at which it seems to agree with 
Sinaiticus against that source text: in 6.6, for instance, the majority Old 
Latin reading coeperunt iter agere ‘they set out on a journey’ seems to 
suggest a source closer to GI   than to the  
of 319 and Sinaiticus. In general, MS 319 should probably be regarded 
as a more reliable witness to the original Greek translation than is 
Sinaiticus, but it is not without alterations of its own. In 5.4, for example, 
where Sinaiticus has apparently changed  to , 319 has , and 
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there are a number of minor errors. Despite the preservation of the 
‘Long’ material in a manuscript which otherwise offers a GI text, there is 
no evidence of systematic revision towards that tradition, and where 319 
agrees with GI against Sinaiticus, they often present a discernibly better 
reading. In 4.5, for instance, both have the singular  ‘right-
eousness’, against the plural of Sinaiticus, and this is supported by OL 
and the reading of 4Q200. Correspondingly, where Sinaiticus and GI 
agree against 319, they may highlight errors in 319—as at the end of that 
same verse, where 319 wrongly has the plural   ‘the 
offences’. 
 
c. The Old Latin 
The pre-Vulgate Latin translations have sometimes been lost almost 
entirely for other Septuagint works, and are rarely crucial for the 
reconstruction of the Greek text. For Tobit, the case is very different. 
Auwers, who is preparing the Beuron edition, lists 16 manuscripts, of 
which 12 preserve the text in its entirety. In addition to these, there is a 
fairly substantial body of indirect evidence for certain passages, where 
the text has been cited or used for liturgical purposes. Furthermore, when 
Sinaiticus is defective outside the section where we have a Long text in 

MS 319, the Old Latin provides the only witness to the original transla-
tion, generally unaffected by the GI/GIII revisions. More generally, 
indeed, it often seems to provide a better reading than Sinaiticus, and the 
Old Latin is, therefore, unusually important for Tobit. This has long been 
recognised, and it was the Old Latin, after all, which rst alerted scholars 
to the existence of Tobit in a form other than the Short text, before 
Sinaiticus was even known. It raises, however, many text-critical 
problems of its own. 
 The text adopted by Sabatier in his eighteenth-century edition of the 
Old Latin was based on the ninth-century French Codex Regius 3564 
(number 148 in the Beuron scheme, MS Q in Hanhart’s edition of the 
Greek). This is a fair representative of what might be considered the 
majority Old Latin text (and Gathercole, ‘Tobit in Spain’, has argued for 
its priority over and against other related texts), but there is considerable 
variety within that textual tradition, and two other, very different text-
types are known. The rst is preserved in the slightly later Spanish 
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Alcalà Bible (Beuron 109; Hanhart MS X), and is apparently a revision of 
something like the Regius text. That revision extends beyond Tobit, 
however, draws on other sources, possibly including Greek texts, and 
paraphrases so extensively that it is dif cult to use for text-critical 
purposes. It seems, though, to have enjoyed a certain popularity and to 
have in uenced readings elsewhere in the Old Latin tradition. The other 
is preserved only for 1.1–6.12, and only in one manuscript, Codex 
Reginensis 7 (Beuron 143; Hanhart MS W), which is another ninth-
century French product. This differs so very considerably from other 
Old Latin texts that it may reasonably be supposed to re ect a separ- 
ate translation, or at least a very intensive revision which drew heavily 
on Greek sources. In a number of places it supports Sinaiticus against 
other Old Latin manuscripts, even where they almost certainly have a 
more original reading (as, for instance, in 3.11, where Sinaiticus and 
Reginensis alone lack the quali cation ‘holy and honourable’ for God’s 
name, which nds a corresponding reading in 4Q196). It does not do this 
consistently by any means, but its af nities suggest that it may have been 
based on a Greek text rather different from the source-text of the 
majority Old Latin, and it has a great deal in common with the GIII text 
where the two brie y overlap. 
 Because it is dif cult to say much about the precise character of the 
sources used, it is also dif cult, of course, to assess the nature of the 
translations. The Latin translators do seem to have adhered fairly closely 
to the Greek, sometimes adapting to Latin usage or introducing minor 
facilitations, and more rarely paraphrasing, but generally offering quite 
a reliable witness to their source text. Their successors, however, often 
seem to have revised and adapted with considerable freedom, so that the 
manuscripts themselves vary wildly in content. With much of the 
material still unpublished, or published inadequately, it is not currently 
possible to disentangle the complicated relationships between the 
different Old Latin texts, or to do the comparative work necessary for 
recreation of the original in many places. Important though they are, 
then, the Old Latin texts have to be used with much caution for text-
critical purposes, and it is unfortunate that Sabatier’s text is often 
presented simplistically as ‘the Old Latin’, with little appreciation of the 
underlying problems. 
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II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
Inasmuch as they transmit readings from the original translation, the 
‘Long’ Greek texts have no particular date or location of their own. The 
date(s) at which the Old Latin originated cannot be determined with any 
precision, but a text close to the Regius form used by Sabatier was being 
cited by Cyprian of Carthage in the middle of the third century, while the 
Alcalà revision was composed no later than the last quarter of the fourth 
century, and sections of Tobit from it were cited in the Mediterranean 
region at the beginning of the fth. These dates supply termini ad quem, 
and the original translation may have been considerably earlier. 
 
 
III. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The discovery of the Tobit manuscripts at Qumran has af rmed the basic 
priority of the Long Greek tradition, and equivalents to their readings are 
usually to be found in one or more of the witnesses to that tradition. 
Reconstruction of the original Greek translation from these sources, 
however, is far from straightforward in many places. To begin with, there 
are minor inconsistencies between the Qumran texts where they overlap, 
and there are also places where Qumran readings correspond to none 
of the witnesses; in 3.15, for example, we have no equivalent to 4Q196 
‘in all the land’. It cannot be assumed, therefore, that the original Greek 
translation was based on a text identical to any which we possess, 
and the Qumran texts cannot properly, therefore, be used to supply or 
emend the Greek: they are not themselves witnesses to that translation. 
Of course, where a Qumran reading corresponds to one found in our 
actual witnesses, the improbability of coincidence lends some presump-
tion of originality to that reading—but that is a rather different matter. 
 A greater problem arises from our current inability to describe the 
relationships between the witnesses. Text criticism is not a democratic 
process: errors may spread far a eld, and original readings die out 
altogether. It is important, therefore, to understand the ways in which 
witnesses relate to each other and may have inherited readings from each 
other, but for Tobit such study is still in its infancy. Despite a certain 
amount of pessimism in some quarters, there is much that can be done 
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here with the evidence already available, and current work on the Old 
Latin, in particular, promises to furnish better evidence. One aspect of 
this study, sometimes rather overlooked, is the place of the GI and 
GIII traditions, which frequently agree with other witnesses against 
Sinaiticus, and which have a place in the Long tradition family-tree. Too 
much scholarship on the book still works with an outmoded dichotomy 
between Long and Short versions, and hands to Sinaiticus an outright 
victory in the matter of priority, when the situation is actually much more 
complicated (see Weeks, ‘Restoring’). 
 
 
IV. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
See GI below, § V, Ideology and Exegesis. 
 
 

C. The Short Version of Tobit (GI) 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
Although it dominates the textual tradition, the Short version of Tobit 
can no longer be regarded as the basis of the Long, and Deselaers has 
won little support for his convoluted theory that the Qumran texts are 
themselves expansions of a lost Short text. The debate over priority goes 
back many years, and, a quarter of a century ago, Hanhart was still 
cautious about the question in his edition, but it is now generally 
accepted that this most common form of Tobit is a re-working of the 
original translation, which tends to be more concise than the Long texts, 
and which frequently reads rather more smoothly. Not only is this 
solution more economical in text-critical terms, but it also avoids the 
need to explain why GII should have introduced so much material which 
is apparently redundant. 
 The distinctiveness of GI should not be exaggerated, however: at the 
level of individual clauses, and sometimes for quite long passages, the 
tradition frequently presents a text which is all but indistinguishable from 
that of Sinaiticus, or differs only in minor ways. Where they do differ 
substantially, moreover, comparison with the other Long witnesses or the 
Qumran fragments suggests that it is sometimes Sinaiticus, and not GI, 
which has imposed changes on the original. As well as offering a version 
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which is of interest in its own right, therefore, GI presents a potentially 
useful witness to the original translation and to the early development of 
the textual tradition—even if the extent to which it has been revised in 
some places mostly limits this usefulness to providing corroboration. 
 Many of the revisions in GI can be classed as stylistic or clari catory: 
they do not change the essential content and meaning of the text. Words 
are frequently replaced with near synonyms, so that 8.4 uses  ‘to 
enclose’, for example, rather than , and 13.13  ‘to 
gather’ for , while , so rare in GII, is a commonplace of 
GI. Sentences are sometimes re-written for clarity (e.g., the rst sentence 
of 6.16) or conciseness (e.g., 7.12). Where the alterations are more 
substantial, they often involve a reduction in detail, and this is especially 
evident in the presentation of speeches: the characters in GII are usually 
much less wordy. So in 6.10-13, for example, Raphael manages to put 
across the essential facts a great deal more succinctly than he does in the 
Long version, while Tobit’s lengthy grumble vanishes altogether from 
5.10. Inessential details may be removed as well, so that in 9.5-6, for 
instance, GII does not recount that Raphael took four servants and two 
camels with him to visit Gabael, that he told Gabael about the wedding, 
or that they returned to nd Tobias at table; Gabael’s enthusiastic speech 
is then turned into a mere note that he blessed the couple. All this 
arguably makes the narrative crisper, but the characters more anodyne. It 
is interesting to observe that such drastic changes do not seem to have 
been made in the very didactic or theological speeches of 4.5-19 and 
12.6-15, or the prayers of 8.5-7, 15-17; 11.14-15 (where Sinaiticus has 
probably expanded the original), while Tobit’s prayer in ch. 13 has only 
been trimmed, so far as we can tell, at a few particular points. It would 
seem that GI has rather more interest in this material than in the elaborate 
details of the storytelling. 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
The origins of the GI tradition are unknown, but it already dominates 
the early manuscript tradition in the fourth century, and seems to be 
represented in the papyrus fragment which Manfredi published, and 
dated to the mid-third century. There is no speci c reason to suppose that 
it emerged in Christian rather than Jewish circles, and it could be earlier. 
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Its wide circulation, at least in the East, is indicated by its use as a 
source-text for the Coptic and Armenian daughter versions, and for most 
of the Syriac (see on GIII, below). 
 
 
III. Translation and Composition 
 
The revised text preserves many of the features of the original transla-
tion, but tends to read more smoothly and consistently. To take a fairly 
typical example, 1.16 begins by eliminating the initial  then replaces 

 with , which makes better sense in context and is 
consistent with the imperfects of the next verse. A few verses later, in 
1.19, Sinaiticus reads           
‘and one of those from Nineveh came and showed’, which probably 
re ects the source text closely (judging by 4Q196); in GI this becomes 
the much less clumsy       . The effect 
of such changes across the book is to create a version of Tobit which 
usually reads more uently as Greek, and in which there is less one- 
to-one correspondence with the Semitic source text of the original 
translation. 
 
 
IV. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The consistency of approach suggests that GI arose as the result of a 
speci c editing of the text. It is important to be aware, however, both that 
it may have inherited some alterations to the original translation from its 
own source text, and that further changes may have become incorporated 
into the tradition after it rst emerged. Even where we can identify the 
probable reading of the original translation, therefore, not every differ-
ence or correspondence can be laid at the door of GI’s creator. The 
situation would be complicated considerably more were there persuasive 
evidence for any extensive interaction between the GI and GII traditions, 
but the two seem rarely to have co-existed, at least in Greek (GI readings 
are found in some Old Latin, apparently introduced as the result of 
revisions toward the Greek). It is interesting to note in 3.8, therefore, that 
the same pair of variants occurs in both GI and GII:  (GII: MS 
319, and re ected in the Old Latin; GI: Vaticanus and Alexandrinus, 
re ected in the daughter versions) and  (GII: Sinaiticus; GI: 
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almost all other MSS). Some in uence from one tradition to the other 
cannot be excluded here, although it may be easier to explain the more 
‘respectable’  as an independent, secondary development in 
each. By and large, though, we can treat GI and GII as distinct, which 
makes GI a useful corroborative witness to the original translation.  
 
 
V. Ideology and Exegesis (GI and GII) 
 
The numerous differences between the recensions of GI and GII have 
been listed by Hahnhart (Text und Textgeschichte, pp. 23–34). Most of 
these are of interest from text-critical and stylistic points of view, and a 
few examples of this have been mentioned above. One should therefore 
be cautious, without rst considering style and textual variants, in 
assigning differences between the recensions to distinguishable ideolo-
gies. At the same time, a comparison between the versions does have the 
potential to yield insight into religious attitudes held or accentuated in 
the texts. Several examples of this illustrate the point. 
 First, unlike GII the GI recension appears to have deliberately avoided 
the term  as a designation for the sh’s parts which, when 
applied in accordance with the angel’s instructions, contribute to protec-
tion from the demon Asmodeus just before Tobias and Sara consummate 
their marriage and to the healing of Tobit’s blindness. This difference 
illustrates how a much contested term (cf. the Greek to 2 Kgs 9.22; 
Jer. 34.9; Dan. 2.27; Mic. 5.11; Nah. 3.4; 1 En. 8.3; but cf. Sir. 38.1-15) 
could play a role in or even be subject to censure in the revision and 
transmission of the book (Stuckenbruck, ‘Book of Tobit’). Second, in 3.6 
both GI and GII relate Sara’s decision not to commit suicide to her 
father’s happiness. However, whereas GII stresses Sara’s need to con-
sider her father’s public reputation (i.e., what people will say, ) 
more than any moral implications of what she contemplates, GI con-
siders the suicide shameful ( ) in itself. Third, the place of Gentiles 
at the end of the book differs in GI and GII. At 14.4, GII has Tobit exhort 
his son to ee from Nineveh to Media because he believes the prophecy 
about Nineveh’s destruction in Nahum (cf. 14.15). In GI, however, the 
warrant to ee Nineveh is found not in Nahum, but in a reference instead 
to Jonah. Since the story of Jonah, in contrast to the attitude of Nahum, 
results in the repentance of Nineveh, the reference to Jonah accords well 
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with the text’s anticipation in the following verses (14.6-7) that Gentiles 
will participate in the eschatological worship of God by Israel (though 
the tension with 14.15 remains; Bredin, ‘Signi cance’). Fourth, it is 
possible that the original association of the verb  in 3.17 (MS 319, 
Sinaiticus) with a loosing or divorce of the demon Asmodeus from Sara 
(whom he loved, 6.15 MS 319 and GI) has been altered in GI to the more 
conventional verb ‘to bind’ ( ) in line with Raphael’s activity against 
the demon in 8.3. In a putative original (represented best in MS 319), 
Asmodeus’s love for Sara is given marital overtones, and Raphael’s act 
of ‘binding’ in 8.3 functions to ensure that the ‘loosed’ demon will not 
return. Sinaiticus retains the ‘loosing’, though this text no longer men-
tions Asmodeus’s affection, thus losing the possible connotation of  
within the larger narrative. While MS 319 regards the ‘loosing’ and 
‘binding’ in 3.17 and 8.3, respectively, as different activities, the use of 

 in GI in both passages has the effect of losing the association 
between Raphael’s activity against the demon and the demon’s disposi-
tion towards Sara (Ego, ‘Textual Variants’). 
 
 

D. The Third Version of Tobit (GIII) 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
A small group of rather late Greek manuscripts (Hanhart’s group d) 
preserves for the rst few chapters of Tobit a text which is distinctive, 
but certainly belongs to the GI tradition. They then, however, present a 
very different text between about 6.8 and 13.2 (it is dif cult to identify 
the precise beginning and end). The same text seems to underlie most 
manuscripts of the Syriac after about 7.11, and is clearly a different 
version of Tobit. In 6.8-12, where the two overlap, this version is very 
similar to the Old Latin text on Reginensis 7 (see above, GII § I.c), and 
it is likely that the two are related in some way. If it is a reasonable 
assumption that this version of Tobit originally encompassed the whole 
book, then this Latin text may be the sole witness to the rst part, 
although the Oxyrhynchus papyrus 1076, discussed above, is sometimes 
linked to the Third Greek—principally on the basis that it does not 
obviously belong to GI or GII. 
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 GIII has often been characterised as a ‘mediating’ version, which 
draws on both the other two versions. Close examination suggests, 
however, that it is better understood as a separate re-working of the 
Greek translation, similar in nature to GI, but not dependent upon it 
(Weeks, ‘Neglected Texts’). Where the two agree against Sinaiticus, 
there is almost always a corresponding reading elsewhere among the 
witnesses to the Long Version, and where GIII is clearly altering its 
source it rarely resembles GI. Indeed, there is little reason to believe that 
GIII shows any awareness at all of GI. It nevertheless operates in a 
similar way, re-writing and usually shortening its source text. 7.14 
provides a brief but typical illustration. Here Sinaiticus is probably 
identical to the original translation, and reads ’    

  (= ) ‘from then they began to eat and drink’: GI shortens 
this to    ‘and they began to eat’; GIII quite differently 
to      ‘and then they ate and drank’. Arguably, 
though, GIII is prepared to go rather further than GI in many cases, often 
quite substantially re-casting and re-phrasing the text. In 8.9-10, 18, for 
example, Raguel’s precautionary preparation of a grave for Tobias is 
narrated quite differently, with servants sent to dig, and then to ll it 
immediately upon their return, and Raguel’s motives given a somewhat 
sinister edge. In 11.3-6, similarly, the dog is given a much better role, 
running in front of Tobias so that it is the rst thing Anna sees of her 
son’s return, and she has time to fetch Tobit. While remaining reasonably 
faithful to its source, GIII tells a better story than either GI or GII, and it 
is hard to believe that this was not an intention of its creator. Such 
changes are re ected even in minor details—Anna stands to stare straight 
down the street in 11.05 (  ), rather than sitting 
and looking around (  ), as in the other versions. 
In 7.08, Edna and Sarah weep piously for Tobit in GI and GII, but 
according to GIII, Edna kisses Tobias, and so does Sarah—furnishing a 
motive for Tobias to ask Raphael, in the next verse, that he arrange for 
him to marry her, despite his previous reservations (and an added  
lends emphasis to the request!). 
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II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
The principal manuscripts (Biblioteca Comunale, Ferrara, 187 I and 188 
I, MSS 106 and 107 in the Göttingen scheme) are from the fourteenth 
century, and although the version is certainly much earlier, it is dif cult 
to assign a date. A link with the Old Latin Reginensis text would take it 
back to the ninth century, but we cannot go further with certainty. Harris 
long ago suggested that GIII 12.8-9a was re ected in 2 Clement, written 
around the middle of the second century, but this is uncertain, and the 
speci c formulation there might equally have been in uenced by Sir. 
40.24. There is no evidence for location. 
 
 
III. Translation and Composition 
 
Minor changes of word order and expression suggest that GIII is seeking 
to improve the uency of its text, and different words are sometimes 
substituted. The resulting text is certainly more lucid and readable, but 
the style is not notably more literary than that of the original translation, 
and is less ambitious than that of GI. 
 
 
IV. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The fact that it revises the text so extensively does not prevent GIII being 
a useful corroborative witness to the original translation, and it some-
times offers the best Greek reading. Matters are made a little dif cult, 
however, by the absence of a proper critical edition: readings from the 
relevant manuscripts are offered only in the apparatus of the major 
editions, and not always exhaustively, while only MS 106 is presented 
fully in the synoptic editions. Little work has been done on the relation-
ship with the Syriac texts, moreover, and GIII is altogether a little 
neglected. It needs to be used with some caution, therefore, until such 
groundwork has been done. 
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V. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
It is dif cult to identify any speci c ideological interest, although GIII 
notably represents Asmodeus as an ‘evil spirit’ rather than a demon. That 
may re ect the ideas of its cultural context, but may also be just a 
biblicising feature. 
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(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. IX.1, Maccabaerorum liber I (Kappler, 1967; 2nd ed.). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. I, pp. 1039–98. 
  Swete, vol. III, pp. 594–661. 
 
(b) Other Editions 
  Biblia Sacra iuxta vulgatam versionem (Gryson and Weber, 1984). 
 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Zervos, 2007), pp. 478–502. 
  LXX.D (Tilly, 2009), pp. 664–93. 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 785–850. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
1 Maccabees opens with a brief account of the career of Alexander the 
Great (1.1-9). The book then presents a forty-year period of events, 
stretching from the accession of Antiochus IV Epiphanes in 175 B.C.E. to 
the death of the Jewish leader Simon in 134. In 1.16-64 various measures 
taken by Antiochus against the Jews and their religion are recounted, 
including the desecration of the Jerusalem temple; the construction of a 
citadel, near the temple, which was garrisoned by Greek soldiers; and the 
suppression of the Jewish cult. A description of a rebellion against these 
measures, spearheaded by Mattathias, a priest, then follows in 2.1-70. 
Three of Mattathias’s ve sons gure prominently in the remainder of 
the book. From 3.1 to 9.22 Judas (Maccabeus) leads the Jewish revolt. 
He is followed, after his death, by Jonathan, whose deeds are depicted 
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largely in 9.23–12.53. Finally, the leadership of the last of the three, 
Simon, is described in 13.1–16.24. The book closes with Simon’s son, 
John Hyrcanus, becoming his successor.  
 The Hasmonean dynasty was established by the rise of Simon, and the 
fact that the book concludes with the establishment of his line through 
his son John is only one of several indicators of a pro-Hasmonean slant 
in the book. As Fischer (‘Maccabees’, p. 441) puts it, a ‘thoroughgoing 
pro-Hasmonean…tendency…interpenetrates the entire work’. Nickels-
burg (Jewish Literature, p. 106) considers 1 Maccabees nothing less than 
‘the gospel according to the Hasmoneans’:  
 

[The author] has recorded the history of the founding, the succession, and 
the establishment of the Hasmonean house, and he has documented its 
legitimacy by royal decree, popular acclaim, and the attestation of the 
God who has worked the divine purposes through the Hasmonean family 
and its early heroes. He has told the story of ‘the family of those men 
through whom deliverance was given to Israel’ (5.62).  

 
One of the most challenging issues concerning 1 Maccabees is its dating 
of events. More than twenty speci c dates for events are provided in the 
book, and it is often the case that the date is given in reference to the 
founding of the Seleucid era by Seleucus I Nicator in, according to our 
calendar, April 312–April 311 B.C.E. (see, for example, 1.10: ‘Antiochus 
Epiphanes…began to reign in the one hundred thirty-seventh year of the 
kingdom of the Greeks’). The situation is complicated by the fact that the 
era was reckoned in different ways in the eastern and western parts of the 
Seleucid Empire, since the eastern part had a spring new year, while the 
western part began the new year in autumn. As a result, the Seleucid era 
might be regarded in different parts of the empire as starting in autumn 
312 B.C.E, spring 312 B.C.E, or spring 311 B.C.E. The prevailing scholarly 
view is that two different dating systems are at work in 1 Maccabees—
one for Jewish events that begins the Seleucid era with spring 311 B.C.E., 
and one for political events that begins the Seleucid era with autumn 
312 B.C.E. See Bickermann (God, pp. 155–58) and Grabbe (‘Maccabean 
Chronology’). 
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 A second issue is the extent to which the author draws upon biblical 
language and themes, introducing LXX terms and phrases into the 
narrative. The narrative sequences are thus portrayed in biblical terms 
and ful lments or accomplishments are on a scale commensurable with 
biblical events. The historical accounts are therefore dif cult at times to 
separate from the biblical themes. 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
The author’s obvious and intimate familiarity with the geography and 
topography of Judea suggests that 1 Maccabees was composed there. The 
date of its composition is usually reckoned by reference to two 
considerations. First, the book appears to follow the death of John 
Hyrcanus in 104 B.C.E., since its nal two verses (16.23-24) seem to 
summarise his accomplishments: ‘The rest of the acts of John and his 
wars and the brave deeds that he did…are written in the annals of his 
high priesthood’. Second, there is a very favourable depiction of the 
Romans in 1 Maccabees 8, which presumably would not have been 
written following the conquest of Judea by Pompey in 63 B.C.E., during 
which he desecrated the temple and entered the Holy of Holies (as 
recorded by Josephus in Ant. 14.4.2-4 and War 1.4.3-6). 
 Recently, the question of the unity of 1 Maccabees has been reopened 
both by Martola (Capture) and by Williams (Structure), and this matter 
has implications for the dating of the book. The possibility of an original, 
shorter version of 1 Maccabees was raised during the nineteenth century, 
and Destinon (Quellen) provided the classic formulation of the theory. In 
subsequent years, several leading scholars (including Kautzsch, ‘Das 
erste Buch’; and Hölscher, Quellen) accepted some form of the theory, 
and it became the majority opinion for several decades. The most com-
mon view among those who accepted the position was that 1 Maccabees 
had originally ended at 14.15, after which 14.16–16.24 was added by 
a later author or redactor; hence, the position became known as the 
Addendum theory. Those who supported the Addendum theory depended 
primarily on the fact that Josephus, in his presentation of Jewish history 
in Antiquities, follows 1 Maccabees closely up to the end of ch. 13, but 
seems no longer to use the book at approximately that point. 
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 In Ettelson’s thoroughgoing treatment of the issue (‘Integrity’), he 
rejected the Addendum theory. Ettelson’s major objection to the theory 
was that the evidence of Josephus constitutes an argument from silence. 
Ettelson also made some speci c claims in support of the overall unity 
of 1 Maccabees. Following the publication of Ettelson’s treatise, the 
Addendum theory rapidly declined in acceptance, and clearly the pre-
vailing view at present is that 14.16–16.24 has always been an integral 
part of 1 Maccabees. 
 Yet the convergence of several items is provocative. In addition to 
being the approximate point at which Josephus seems to have stopped 
using 1 Maccabees as a source, 14.15 marks the end of the chiastic 
structuring of the book observed by Williams (Structure), as well as the 
conclusion of the ‘main story’ of the book identi ed by Martola 
(Capture). Further, Williams (Structure, pp. 113–22) has suggested that a 
prominent feature in 1.1–14.15—namely, anti-Gentile rhetoric—is not 
present in 14.16–16.24. This difference appears to be of importance for 
the question of the unity of 1 Maccabees, as well as its date of 
composition.  
 Schwartz (‘Israel’) draws our attention to the fact that one of the more 
obvious features of 1 Maccabees is a pronounced hostility to Gentiles. A 
key facet of the anti-Gentile hostility in 1 Maccabees is, as Schwartz 
notes, the depiction of local Gentiles as thoroughly opposed to Jews. 
Given the evidence that he assembles, Schwartz takes issue with the 
common dating of 1 Maccabees near the end of the last quarter of the 
second century B.C.E. He points out how at that time the Hasmoneans 
were in the midst of an expansion into neighbouring lands and most of 
the local Gentiles were becoming judaised in some fashion. In this light, 
Schwartz ( ‘Israel’, p. 33) asks: ‘[1 Maccabees] unquestionably promotes 
the Hasmonean dynasty, yet expresses hostility precisely to the nations 
now being patronised by them… How can we account for this anomaly?’ 
His solution is to propose a date of ca. 130 for the book (i.e., before the 
Hasmonean expansion). In order to make this claim, Schwartz suggests 
that 16.23-24 may have been added at some point, since, as we have 
already seen, these verses imply that the reign of John Hyrcanus (d. 104 
B.C.E.) had ended. 
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 As noted above, however, Williams has argued that the anti-Gentile 
rhetoric to which Schwartz points is present only in 1.1–14.15 and is 
missing from 14.16–16.24. Thus, though Schwartz holds that 1 Macca-
bees as a whole re ects a stance of hatred toward Gentiles, this may 
fairly be said only of 1.1–14.15. In the light of this nding, Williams 
(Structure, p. 122) has suggested that 1 Maccabees appeared in two 
editions. According to this theory, the rst may be dated, following 
Schwartz, to ca. 130 B.C.E. This edition would have been limited to the 
two chiastically arranged sections, 1.1–6.17 and 6.18–14.15, and thus 
ended at 14.15. This rst edition featured anti-Gentile hostility because it 
appeared before the Hasmonean expansion. A second, longer edition—
with 14.16–16.24 appended—appeared ca. 100 B.C.E. This edition did 
not employ anti-Gentile rhetoric in its added material, because the 
Hasmonean expansion was in high gear. 
 
  
III. Language 
 
It is highly likely that 1 Maccabees was composed in Hebrew (see below 
§ IV) and was later translated into Greek. Bartlett (1 Maccabees, p. 19) 
observes:  
 

That the author should have written about the creation of a new 
independent Israel in the national language of the Jews itself says some-
thing about his pride in his country and its leaders (he uses the ancient 
name “Israel” over 40 times). That the book should have been translated 
into Greek early in its career—probably in the rst century B.C.E.—is 
evidence of the growing importance of Greek in the Jewish world. 

 
Even in translation, one can see that the syntax of 1 Maccabees re ects 
Hebrew biblical narratives to a great degree. This can be seen in the 
opening sentence, where Doran (First Book, p. 20) suggests the book 
begins in similar fashion to many other Hebrew narratives (e.g., Joshua, 
Judges, Ruth, 2 Samuel). This opening is followed by a string of clauses 
all connected by Greek , re ecting Semitic syntax without subordinate 
clauses. This in uence of the source text on the Greek means that the 
Greek does not display the literary level of 2 Maccabees or other Greek 
compositions. On the Hebraisms in the syntax of 1 Maccabees, see Joüon 
(‘Quelques hébraïsmes’, pp. 204–206). 
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 Bartlett (1 Maccabees, pp. 18–19), following Pfeiffer (History), 
suggests that the author of 1 Maccabees was in uenced by the work of 
the Chronicler, accounting for the terms and vocabulary of the book: 
He planned the book as a sequel to 1 and 2 Chronicles, Ezra, and 
Nehemiah, in order to bring the history of his people down to his own 
time. This would explain his archaic terminology, his incorporation of 
pious addresses and poems, and his use of of cial documents (cf. the 
book of Ezra). 
 On this latter point, regarding the use of letters and other of cial 
sources in 1 Maccabees, see especially Schunk (Quellen) and Neuhaus 
(‘Quellen’). 
  
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
There are several indications that 1 Maccabees was composed in Hebrew. 
First, there is the testimony of early Christian witnesses, speci cally 
Origen and Jerome. Origen (as reported in Eusebius, Hist. 6.25) stated 
that the book had a Semitic title, Sarb th Sabanaiel, evidentially a Greek 
transliteration from a Semitic original (perhaps the Aramaic rendering of 
an original Hebrew title). A range of scholarly reconstructions of this 
title have been proposed. As Bartlett (1 Maccabees, p. 18) notes, the most 
popular theory is probably spr byt hsm n ym, or ‘the book of the house 
of the Hasmoneans’. The weakness of this proposal is that 1 Maccabees 
does not use the name ‘Hasmonean’, which instead comes from the 
works of Josephus (cf. War 1.3; Ant. 12.265). Another suggestion is spr 
byt ar bny l, ‘the book of the house of the leader of the sons of God’. 
Advocates of this reconstruction point to the repeated identi cations of 
the Hasmonean brothers as leaders of the Jews in the book. Goldstein 
(I Maccabees, pp. 16–17) suggests a highly different understanding 
by restoring the title as spr byt srbny l, signifying ‘the book of the 
dynasty of God’s resisters’. According to Goldstein, this proposed title 
is ambiguous: ‘ “God’s resisters” can mean either “resisters on behalf 
of God’s chosen cause” or “those who resist God”… Many pious Jews 
regarded Mattathias as an arch-sinner for his audacious interpretations of 
the Torah and held his sons to be heinous sinners, too. The title in Origen 
could have been given the book by enemies of the Hasmonaeans.’ 
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 Regardless of the title’s meaning, Origen’s claim of a Semitic title is 
supported in some measure by Jerome’s later statement in his Prologus 
Galeatus, ‘Macchabaeorum primum librum hebraicum repperi’, which 
can be understood as signifying either ‘I found the rst book of 
Maccabees in Hebrew’ or ‘I found the rst book of Maccabees to be a 
Hebrew book’.  
 Internal evidence con rms that the Greek text of 1 Maccabees is a 
translation. As noted above (§ III), the syntax of the book suggests that it 
was written in Hebrew. In addition, Hebrew idioms and transliterations 
from Hebrew appear throughout the book, as well as seeming mistrans-
lations from Hebrew. Among the commentators, Grimm, Oesterley, and 
Abel are particularly interested in pointing out Semitisms in the Greek 
text. 
 Examples of Hebrew idioms re ected in the text abound. For the sake 
of illustration, con ning attention to the rst chapter of the book, one can 
readily spot the following: 1.3, ‘the ends of the earth’; 1.3, ‘his heart was 
lifted up’; 1.11, ‘in those days’; 1.11, ‘make a covenant’; 1.11, ‘many 
disasters (lit. “evils”) have come upon us’ (lit. ‘have found us’); 1.15, 
‘sold themselves to do evil’; 1.16, ‘his kingdom was…established’; 1.17, 
‘with a strong force’ (lit. ‘a heavy force’); 1.29, ‘two years later’ (lit. 
‘two years of days’); and 1.30, ‘he spoke peaceful words’. For a more 
complete listing, see Torrey (‘Maccabees’, cols. 2858–59). In addition to 
Semitic idiom, one can also observe occasions where the translator 
seems to have been baf ed by particular words, which are left as 
transliterations. For instance, 14.27-28 states: ‘On the eighteenth day of 
Elul…in Asaramel, in the great assembly of the priests and the people 
and the rulers of the nation and the elders of the country, the following 
was proclaimed to us…’ The enigmatic word, Asaramel, resembles the 
Hebrew words for ‘the court of the people of God’. 
 The apparent mistranslation in the book that is mentioned most often 
is in 1.29, which relates that Antiochus IV Epiphanes sent to Judea ‘a 
chief collector of tribute’. This statement is usually understood as 
referring to the same event recorded in 2 Macc. 5.24, where the person 
who is sent is Apollonius, ‘the captain of the Mysians’. The translator at 
this point seems to have misread   ar hammîssîm, ‘captain of 
the Mysians’, as    ar hammûsîm, ‘chief collector of tribute’.  
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 There has been virtual unanimity among scholars in regard to the 
division or structure of 1 Maccabees. The standard approach holds that 
the book has four main parts, arranged chronologically: rst, an intro-
duction (chs. 1–2), outlining the causes and beginnings of the Jewish 
uprising, followed by sections devoted to the careers of the three 
prominent Hasmonean brothers, Judas (3.1–9.22), Jonathan (9.23–
12.53), and Simon (chs. 13–16). Martola (Capture) observes, however, 
that scholars rarely offer any justi cation for this structural pattern. As a 
result, he has investigated the issue by dividing 1 Maccabees into its 
smallest literary segments, and then synthesising the data by searching 
for continuities and connections among the segments. By this means, 
he links larger and larger sections of what he calls the ‘main story’ of 
1 Maccabees, which concerns rst the liberation of the temple and 
secondly the liberation of the Seleucid citadel. In this light, Martola 
views the essential components of 1 Maccabees (those pertaining to the 
main story) to be chs. 1–7; 9–11; and 12.24–14.15. He further holds that 
8.1-32, 12.1-23, and 14.16–16.24 are additions to the main story, 
appearing either as what he calls ‘islands’, having little or nothing to do 
with their surroundings (8.1-32; 12.1-23), or as material that he claims 
follows the natural end of the course of events (14.16–16.24). Indeed, 
Martola suggests that 14.4-15, a eulogy of Simon, who led the Jews to 
victory over the inhabitants of the citadel, provided the ending of an 
original version of 1 Maccabees, which was expanded at some point.  
 Focusing on the role of repetition in the book, Williams (Structure) 
isolated three main sections within it: 1.1–6.17; 6.18–14.15; and 14.16–
16.24. In general, Williams’s ndings are similar to those of Martola, 
since Williams argues that the rst two sections both emphasise the work 
of liberation of the temple and the citadel, which was accomplished 
under Judas and Simon, and promote a pro-Hasmonean ideology. 
According to Williams, the third section, which may well be an adden-
dum, also touches on these themes but also stresses the establishment 
of Simon’s high priestly line. Williams further argues that the third 
section seems to consist of a single literary unit, but the rst two sections 
are chiastic structures, each composed of several individual literary units 
that correspond in an inverted fashion (for summary charts of these 
chiastic structures, see Williams, Structure, p. 131; Nickelsburg, Jewish 
Literature, p. 133).  
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The Hebrew original of 1 Maccabees is not extant. The Greek text is 
available to us in Codex Sinaiticus, Codex Alexandrinus, and Codex 
Venetus. It does not appear in Codex Vaticanus. Scholars generally 
consider that the three uncials are the offspring of a single Greek 
manuscript. Bartlett (1 Maccabees, p. 19) observes: ‘The Greek version 
of 1 Maccabees is written not in the colloquial style of the Greek 
Hellenistic world, in the language of the Koin , but in the style of the 
Greek scriptures, the Septuagint, and the book may have been translated 
in this style as a deliberate attempt to associate the book with other 
writings accepted by the Jewish community’. 
 1 Maccabees also survives in versions in other languages, such as 
Syriac and Armenian. Some of these versions may derive from other 
translations. For example, the Latin version appears to re ect an ‘older, 
likewise Greek (and perhaps better) translation of the Hebrew original’ 
(Fischer, ‘Maccabees’, p. 440). Likewise, some isolated readings in the 
cursives ‘presuppose a better text in the passages in question than that 
represented in the three uncials’ (Oesterley, ‘First Book’, p. 65). On these 
issues, see Abel and Starkey (Les livres, p. 80); Goldstein (I Maccabees, 
pp. 177–78); and Schunk (I. Makkabäerbuch, p. 290).  
  
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
According to most scholars, the predominant theological motif in the 
book is the idea that God assists the Jews, alongside the notion that they 
must—to some degree—take matters into their own hands. It is common 
to note in this regard that 1 Maccabees does not mention God by name, 
preferring the circumlocution ‘Heaven’. A representative example is 
3.18-19: ‘…in the sight of Heaven there is no difference between saving 
by many or by few. It is not on the size of the army that victory in battle 
depends, but strength comes from Heaven.’ Oesterley (‘First Book’, 
p. 61), for instance, observes:  
 

The most striking characteristics are [that] the direct divine intervention 
in the nation’s affairs is not nearly so prominently expressed as in the 
books of the Old Testament [and] God is not mentioned by name in the 
whole book. The writer [of 1 Maccabees] is very far from being wanting 
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in religious belief and feeling; his conviction of the existence of an all-
seeing Providence who helps those who are worthy comes out strongly… 
but he evidently has an almost equally strong belief in the truth expressed 
in the modern proverb, that ‘God helps those who help themselves’… 
Just as there was a disinclination, on account of its transcendent holiness, 
to utter the name of God…so there arose also a disinclination to ascribe 
action among men directly to God, because of His inexpressible majesty. 

 
This idea of God helping those who help themselves should be under-
stood within the ancient context. To some modern sensibilities, the 
notion represents self-suf ciency. But this is clearly not the case in 
1 Maccabees. Indeed, in 3.22 Judas asserts, concerning divine assistance, 
that ‘He himself will crush them before us’. Since these words refer to 
Jewish military action and not to any miraculous intervention (as 
in 2 Macc. 3.24-28), we may refer to this belief as double causality. 
According to this understanding, events occur because of both human 
and divine causes, which are intertwined. For discussion of this concept 
in 1 Maccabees, see Williams, Structure, pp. 98–102.  
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
1 Maccabees is a source for the origin of Hanukkah (see 4.36-59), which 
is perhaps its most lasting legacy. It is not part of the scripture of Jews 
and Protestants, but it is considered canonical by Roman Catholics, due 
to its stature in ancient tradition. In tandem with 2 Maccabees, the book 
is referred to by Clement of Alexandria, Hippolytus, Tertullian, Origen, 
Cyprian, Eusebius, Aphraates, Jerome, Augustine, and Theodoret. The 
councils of Hippo (393) and Carthage (397 and 419) held that the books 
were sacred, and the councils of Florence (1441), Trent (1546), and 
Vatican I (1870) asserted that they are inspired by God (see McEleney, 
‘1–2 Maccabees’, p. 422).  
 It is worth noting that George Frideric Handel composed a three-part 
oratorio (with libretto by Thomas Morell) entitled Judas Maccabaeus 
(HWV 63) that is based primarily on 1 Maccabees 2–8. First performed 
in 1747, this oratorio was frequently reprised, becoming second only to 
Handel’s famed Messiah in popularity.  
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I. General Characteristics 
 
As it appears in the LXX canon, the book of 2 Maccabees contains the 
second account of the history of the Hasmonean uprising against the 
Greek-Macedonian overlords, the Seleucids, in the second century B.C.E. 
However, it is unlike 1 Maccabees in several ways. First, the book does 
not involve as comprehensive a time period; instead of the 40 years 
included in 1 Maccabees, this work covers fewer than 20 years and ends 
 
 
 1. Essential for any serious study of textual (and other) matters, this work 
contains a critical Greek text with copious commentary, a French translation, and 
many excursuses. 
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before the death of Judas Maccabeus in 160 B.C.E. One can easily make 
the case that the focus is almost exclusively on Judas whom the author 
frequently calls simply  . His father is never named and his 
brothers receive merely passing mention (8.22; 10.19-20; 14.17). This 
contrasts starkly with the background and continuity of the family 
throughout 1 Maccabees. 
 Secondly, like certain other books of the LXX, most of 2 Maccabees 
has no parent Hebrew text and thus is not translation Greek. This greatly 
affects the kind of scholarship that has been done on it, especially in the 
areas of language and textual criticism. There are, however, some docu-
ments contained within the work. Two of them, prefatory letters com-
prising all of ch. 1 and the rst part of ch. 2 (1.1-10a; 1.10b–2.18), are 
generally agreed to be from long-perished Semitic originals.  
 Thirdly, as can be inferred from the last point, the work is a collection 
and reworking of several documents. After the pre xed epistles the main 
part of the work (2.19–15.39) is itself not a freshly composed narrative 
but an epitome of a now lost ve-volume history of the otherwise 
unknown Jason of Cyrene who likewise penned his ve tomes in Greek 
(2.23, 26). In addition, the epitome itself purports to contain a number of 
letters (9.18-27; 11.16-21, 22-26, 27-33, 34-38), the authenticity of some 
of which has been questioned. The issue regarding which portions of the 
epitome come from the abbreviator and which from Jason has tradition-
ally been a focus of considerable debate. To this must be added the 
sources utilised by Jason and any supplementary material not in Jason 
that our epitomiser employed. Some even believe there was further 
editing (a ‘third hand’) after the abbreviator. 
 Finally, several themes or motifs quickly manifest themselves to any 
critical reader working his or her way through the book. Among these are 
the role of the temple and the powerful portrayal of the martyrdoms in 
chs. 6 and 7 as well as the suicide of Razis in ch. 14—certainly designed 
to elicit sympathy and/or heroise individuals. Other elements that draw 
the reader’s attention and which color the work’s perspective include the 
frequent epiphanies of God that occur when Jews are in dire straits, and 
the relentless religious editorialising that appears not only to explain the 
plight of why the Jews nd themselves oppressed but serves also to 
provide the ‘just deserts’ for apostates from within the fold or extremists 
from without. 
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 Because of the last four of these themes, 2 Maccabees has often been 
viewed as ‘pathetic historiography’ (Bickerman, God, p. 95) or at least 
a late continuation of the ‘Deuteronomistic philosophy of history’ 
(deSilva, Introducing, p. 271), whereas 1 Maccabees has traditionally 
been seen as more sober and thus mainly historical. Furthermore, since 
the books sometimes disagree when reporting the same events (e.g., the 
victory over Nicanor in 1 Macc. 7.39-48 vs. that in 2 Macc. 15.20-36), 
past scholars have often opted to accept the account in 1 Maccabees as 
more reliable. However, over time material that is unique to 2 Maccabees 
has risen to historic status among modern critics, not least because it 
offers our fullest account of the events leading up to the Hasmonean 
uprising. Additionally, repeated statements in ch. 7, once by Razis at 
14.46, and the account of the sacri ce for the dead at 12.43-45, offer 
strong testimony to the belief of individual bodily resurrection of the 
righteous dead, absent from 1 Maccabees. 
 For the title of the work see the discussions in Habicht (2. Makkabäer-
buch, p. 169) and Goldstein (II Maccabees, pp. 3–4). For its relationship 
to 4 Maccabees see § VII. 
 2 Maccabees has been preserved in only two uncials: the famous fth-
century Codex Alexandrinus (A) and the Codex Venetus (V) of the 
eighth century. For further information on the latter MS see Swete (OTG, 
pp. xiv–xv). In addition to these majuscules the Göttingen editor Hanhart 
utilised 31 minuscule MSS. He also employed the Latin versions, both the 
Old Latin (8 MSS) and Vulgate (10 MSS), three printed editions of the 
Syriac, one Armenian edition, a small Coptic fragment, and testimony 
from the church fathers. For more information on general textual matters, 
including the character of the daughter translations, see Goldstein, 
II Maccabees, pp. 123–27. 
 This article was written before the important commentaries by Doran 
and Schwartz were published. For the latter, see the review by the 
present author in the Bryn Mawr Classical Review at www.bmcreview. 
org/2009/05/20090551.html. 
  
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
As is so frequent with LXX books, ascertaining the precise date of the 
work’s composition is not possible, a fact made all the more dif cult by 
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its complex character. What the relationship is between the epitome 
and the prefaced letters is not clear; the time span between Jason’s 
original ve-volume history and our extant summary of it is not known, 
nor is the date of Jason’s original work itself determinable. Still, there 
are some clues to help one make an educated guess, rst regarding the 
epitome. 
 We can establish a terminus a quo from the fact that the last recorded 
event in 2 Maccabees is the triumph over Nicanor (15.20-36), usually 
placed in 161 or 160 B.C.E. (revised Schürer, vol. III, p. 531; Rappaport, 
‘Nicanor’, p. 1105). At the other end of the temporal spectrum the state-
ment found in 15.37 that from Nicanor’s defeat ‘the city has been in the 
hands of the Hebrews’ provides us with a terminus ad quem. This has 
generally been taken to mean the period before the Roman conquest in 
63 B.C.E., although a few interpret the words to refer to any time prior 
to 70 C.E. Thus Zeitlin and Tedesche (Second Book, pp. 27–28) date 
2 Maccabees to the period of Caligula during the reign of Agrippa I, 
41–44 C.E., and Lévy opts for a time under Claudius or Nero (‘Les deux 
livres’, p. 33). However, the spirit of the passage, coupled with the 
overall friendly stance toward Rome evinced at 4.11 and 11.34-38, 
narrow the span to between 160 and 63 B.C.E. in the eyes of most investi-
gators. To nesse the date further some see the general tone of 2 Macca-
bees as tting the reign of John Hyrcanus or his successors; this would 
yield ‘the years 125-63 B.C.E.…as the general time span within which 
the epitome was written’ (Attridge, ‘Historiography’, p. 177). 
 If we could establish that the epitomator is responsible for pre xing 
either or both of the prefatory epistles, we might be able to determine 
further the epitome’s date, especially since the rst one is self-dated to 
the year 188 of the Seleucid era, or 124 B.C.E. (1.9). As for the second 
letter, taken at face value it would be dated to ca. 164 B.C.E., since it is 
written after Antiochus IV’s death and claims to have Judas Maccabee as 
one of its senders (1.10). However, here we move into murky waters 
because scholars are in no sort of agreement regarding the relationship of 
the anonymous abbreviator and the letters. Of course, both epistles could 
have been added by him, and some have gone to great lengths to defend 
the second letter as genuine (e.g., Wacholder, ‘Letter’), but others (e.g., 
Momigliano, ‘Second Book’, pp. 82, 84–85; Attridge, ‘Historiography’, 
p. 177) have problems with the second one since it contradicts the 
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account of Antiochus Epiphanes’ death found in the epitome itself 
(contrast 2.11-17 with 9.1-17). Furthermore, some scholars attribute this 
second letter to an otherwise unknown third hand, a redactor who is 
possibly responsible for other editing in the product that has come down 
to us (Habicht, 2. Makkabäerbuch, pp. 174–76; Goldstein, II Maccabees, 
pp. 157–67). Therefore, a number are willing to countenance that our 
summariser of Jason is responsible for adding only the rst letter, and 
this is the reason why some simply give the year 124 as the date of the 
work (Momigliano, ‘Second Book’, pp. 83–84; Habicht, 2. Makkabäer-
buch, p. 174; revised Schürer, vol. III, p. 532; Harrington, ‘2 Maccabees’, 
p. 1519). Nevertheless, since all this is speculation, it is wisest to concur 
with Bartlett: ‘none of these points can be used with certainty, and the 
book may belong almost anywhere in the last 150 years B.C.’ (First, 
p. 215). 
 As to where the epitomiser wrote, again, little of any surety can be 
said. As testimony to this fact, a large number of scholars simply avoid 
the issue, even in sources where one might not expect this (Attridge, 
‘Historiography’; Collins, Daniel; Nickelsburg, Jewish Literature; 
revised Schürer). If the abbreviator is responsible for the high rhetorical 
style of the Greek rather than Jason (a debatable point), then it perhaps 
seems more likely that he came from the diaspora than from Pales- 
tine (Brownlee, ‘Maccabees’, p. 209; see, however, Doran, Temple 
Propaganda, pp. 112–13; Van Henten, Maccabean Martyrs, p. 50). But 
whether this was in Syria or Asia Minor (Bickerman, ‘Héliodore’, p. 36), 
more speci cally Antioch (Zeitlin and Tedesche, Second Book, p. 20), 
Alexandria (Abel, Les Livres, p. xxxiv; Metzger, Introduction, p. 140), or 
elsewhere, we simply cannot know. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
It is dif cult to attempt in any successful way to disentangle a ‘layer’ of 
material that can be con dently attributed to Jason. On the other hand, 
there are a few loci in our extant text where one can with fair assurance 
declare a section of the contents the work of the anonymous abbreviator: 
certainly 2.19-32 and 15.38-39; very probably 4.17; 5.17-20; 6.12-17; 
and 7.42. Beyond these there is considerable disagreement. Given this 
situation, with the exception of the prefatory letters and the inserted 
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letters from chs. 9 and 11, the discussion below follows Momigliano 
(‘Second Book’, p. 82) and Doran (Temple Propaganda, pp. 22–24) in 
treating the epitome as a literary whole. Thus the terms ‘author, writer’, 
unless otherwise speci ed, refer to the one(s) responsible for the text of 
the epitome as we have it. 
 In the introduction to his Greek grammar Smyth draws a useful 
distinction between spoken and literary Hellenistic Greek: ‘The literary 
form, a compromise between Attic usage and the spoken language, was 
an arti cial and almost stationary idiom from which the living speech 
drew farther and farther apart’ (Greek Grammar, p. 4A). The reader who 
is mainly used to the living Greek found in most of the LXX and the New 
Testament, and who then encounters 2 Maccabees, will notice a weighty 
distinction. For the bulk of the epitome, vocabulary is rich, syntax is 
varied and sometimes complex, lengthy descriptions appear, and literary 
and rhetorical devices proliferate. This was the norm in both poetry and 
prose of the greater Hellenistic world (Gutzwiller, Guide, pp. 41–43, 
60–61, 151–52), and Jason and his epitomator had assimilated these 
standards. Thus the Greek of 1 Maccabees can be said to be ‘ordinary 
Koine without literary features’ (Kilpatrick, ‘Review’, p. 12; reprint, 
p. 421) while ‘2 Maccabees is written in literary Koiné, and not in LXX 
Greek’ (Katz, ‘Eleazar’s Martyrdom’, p. 122). 
 Speci c studies in the language of 2 Maccabees have been limited, but 
all agree on its generally high character. Although two dissertations have 
been written covering the Greek of 2 Maccabees (Richnow, Bunge) as 
well as two articles (Mugler, Gil), it was not until Doran penned his 1981 
monograph on the purpose and character of the work that an examination 
became widely available which explores in some depth the character of 
2 Maccabees’ language. While Doran’s purpose is not the linguistic 
nature and style of our text per se, he states that he felt an obligation to 
discuss the language of 2 Maccabees since the earlier studies had in 
various ways fallen short of offering an at least moderately compre-
hensive look at the work’s syntax and style: Bunge’s literary analysis is 
primarily for the purpose of source criticism (Doran, Temple Propa-
ganda, pp. 1–2); Richnow’s work ‘spends ve pages on syntax, 24 pages 
on word choice, and 4 pages on rhetorical techniques. More space is 
devoted to the role of metaphor than to the syntax of the work’; while 
Gil’s contribution is likewise devoted entirely to rhetoric (Doran, Temple 
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Propaganda, p. 24). Doran’s book is divided into four parts, all with the 
goal of ascertaining the literary composition of 2 Maccabees. His second 
chapter ‘The Syntax and Style of 2 Maccabees’ contains most of the 
pertinent material on language (pp. 24–46). The following brief com-
ments are mainly the observations of the present writer. 
 The rst pre xed epistle (1.1-10a) is just 184 words, has almost 
complete parataxis, yet yields seven optatives of wishing (vv. 2-6). The 
second prefatory letter (1.10b–2.18) is considerably more sophisticated: 
the translator uses  in a variety of functions; he is fond of correlatives; 
his syntax, at least as we have it, is too often strained. Perhaps sur-
prisingly the second letter contains 15 LXX hapax legomena (according 
to LEH). Two of these are neologisms (  1.16;  
2.2). The best-known ambiguity is what   (lit., ‘thick water’) in 
1.20 means.  
 The main section of 2 Maccabees, the epitome, is heavily marked by 
wide-ranging variatio (or ) in both vocabulary and syntax. 
Hapax legomena are prevalent throughout the epitome, both those 
limited to within the corpus of the LXX and even occasionally in the 
wider sense of all Greek literature. Excluding proper nouns, the LEH 
lexicon yields 372 words in 2 Maccabees that are nowhere else found in 
the LXX. As for neologisms, LEH provides con rmed instances that 
number 55 and another 19 that may be. For example, our writer likes to 
employ adverbs with the ending - : , ‘like a herd, in droves’, 
3.18 and 14.14; , ‘like a tactical unit, by cohorts, in troops’, 5.2 
and 12.20; , ‘like a lion’, 11.20; and , ‘[gushing] like 
a spring’, 14.45. The last two of these are neologisms and LEH lists 

 as possibly one. The author also has a penchant for employing 
the pre x - to indicate a negative meaning (especially on nouns and 
adjectives), far more so than in any other LXX book. Out of 32 such 
words in the LXX 14 occur in 2 Maccabees. The next nearest to this 
frequency is 3 Maccabees with ten, and the two works share three of 
these words.2 

 
 2.  The totals are the following: Genesis ×1; Exodus ×1; Job ×1; Proverbs ×1; 
Isaiah ×1; Jeremiah ×1; 4 Maccabees ×1; 1 Esdras ×2; Additions to Esther ×2; 
1 Maccabees ×2; Wisdow ×3; 3 Maccabees ×10; 2 Maccabees ×14. The shared 
words are , , and . 
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 When it comes to syntax, we likewise see considerable sophistication 
and intentional variation. The writer’s use of the …  construction is 
the richest in the LXX, followed by 4 Maccabees and Wisdom. He 
commonly employs attributive and circumstantial participles, both in 
agreement with nouns within clauses and absolutely; these convey 
temporal, causal, concessive, conditional, and consequential meanings or 
simply express some attendant circumstance. However, the supple-
mentary participle makes a poor showing. Besides participles our author 
has a fondness for indicating cause with  as well as  with an 
accusative. Consequence is conveyed most frequently with  and 
(sometimes complex) result clauses. Necessity is related through 

/  [ ],  in the imperfect, the hortatory subjunctive, 
imperatives/prohibitive aorists, and, most surprisingly, ve instances of 
-  verbal adjectives. This construction is found elsewhere in the LXX 
only in the Letter of Jeremiah, likewise ve times, and once in Proverbs 
(26.23). Purpose is expressed with  ( ) + subjunctive, the simple or 
articular in nitive, and the future participle. The optative mood is found 
merely thrice, but our writer has a preference for verbal periphrasis and 
the pluperfect tense. A number of rhetorical devices are present, 
including litotes, the simile, metaphor, irony, alliteration, chiasmus, and 
especially paronomasia. 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
The only translation issues per se in the work have to do with the real 
possibility that the letters pre xed to the epitome (1.1-10a; 1.10b–2.18) 
were composed in Hebrew or Aramaic and at some time later were 
translated into the form we now have. Habicht calls this view ‘the 
universal opinion of scholarship’ (2. Makkabäerbuch, p. 170 n. 15; 
author’s translation). Hanhart discusses the matter (2. und 3. Makkabäer-
büches, pp. 28–31), and Kilpatrick even argues for accepting six read- 
ings from Hanhart’s apparatus on this basis (Zum Text, p. 18; reprint, 
p. 426). Torrey has produced a theoretical Aramaic Urtext of these letters 
(‘Letters’, pp. 141–46). Given how important ‘translation technique’ is in 
modern LXX studies, it is remarkable that evidently no one has yet to take 
his Semitic text (or create another) and apply this concept to it, a project 
that would likely add new insight to the matter and would be the 
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necessary step to assessing properly the only translation concern in 
2 Maccabees. For alleged Hebraisms in the epitome, see Doran, Temple 
Propaganda, pp. 22, 34–36. 
 When it comes to the composition of the work, much ink has been 
spilled on the issues of the prefatory letters, who wrote them, and 
whether they are genuine or (at least partially) forged. Since the seminal 
article by Bickerman (‘Ein jüdischer Festbrief’) three problems have 
generally been put to rest: (a) How many epistles are present, namely 
two, contra a number of earlier scholars who judged one or three; (b) that 
within the rst letter there is merely a quotation from an earlier missive 
(1.7-8); (c) that the rst epistle is ‘a genuine document that is shown 
by the dating at the end to be written in the year 124/3’ (Habicht, 
2. Makkabäerbuch, p. 199; author’s translation). The situation with the 
second letter is more complex. Some take this work to be a complete 
forgery (Habicht, 2. Makkabäerbuch, pp. 175, 199–200; Goldstein, 
II Maccabees, pp. 157–71; Attridge, ‘Historiography’, p. 177), while 
others try to salvage parts as authentic (Momigliano, Prime linee, 
pp. 84–94; Bunge, ‘Untersuchungen’, pp. 32–152), and still others accept 
the whole thing as genuine (Torrey, ‘Letters’, pp. 119, 124–30; Flusser, 
‘Jerusalem’, pp. 277–80; Wacholder, ‘Letter’, passim). Indeed Fischer 
goes so far as to say, ‘it appears that this document is really the sole 
surviving record of Judas Maccabeus himself’ (‘Maccabees’, p. 444). 
Naturally, one’s take on who is (are) responsible for the second letter 
depends on one’s position regarding its authenticity. As for the structure 
of this rather complex epistle, the model of Wacholder (‘Letter’, p. 92), 
who divides it into eight components, is helpful. 
 A disputed issue regarding the composition of 2 Maccabees is what 
belongs to Jason, to the epitomator, and to a possible third hand. Differ-
ent scholars assess what are likely the contributions of the anonymous 
abbreviator differently. For example, Schaper (NETS, p. 503) is rather 
conservative3 whereas others are open in asserting more of the book as 
non-Jasonic.4 Indeed, Zambelli declares the whole of chs. 12–15 purely 
 
 3.  Listing only 2.19-32; 4.17; 5.17-20; 6.12-17; all of ch. 7; 12.43-45; 14.37-46; 
15.37-39. 
 4.  Attridge accepts all of the loci Schaper does and considers further passages 
such as 3.24-25, 27-28, 30; 9.18-27; and 15.36 to be from the epitomator 
(‘Historiography’, p. 178 n. 61). 
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post-Jasonic (‘Composizione’, pp. 286–87). For Doran, the overall 
concept of being able to gure out what is Jason’s and what belongs to 
the abbreviator is moot (Temple Propaganda, p. 111 n. 3). 
 The notion of a further redactor depends on the acceptance of the idea 
that at least the second prefatory letter was added by someone after the 
epitomiser and is a convenient source to whom any untidy leftovers can 
be attributed. This thought has been generally well-received (Kolbe, 
Beiträge, pp. 119–22; Shunck, Quellen, p. 99; Lévy, ‘Les deux livres’, 
p. 24; Hanhart, ‘Zur Zeitrechnung’, p. 74; Arenhoeval, Theokratie, 
p. 113; Habicht, 2. Makkabäerbuch, pp. 174–76), though getting speci c 
about just what in our book beyond the second introductory epistle is the 
third hand’s work has been dif cult, if not impossible. Other scholars 
either reject the nal redactor hypothesis (Momigliano, ‘Second Book’, 
p. 83) or are silent about it (Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization, 
pp. 381–90; Doran, Temple Propaganda; Schaper, NETS, p. 503). 
 Yet more tenuous is the issue of what sources each contributor had at 
his disposal. The problem has led numerous scholars to posit a variety 
of complex solutions. A number of theoretical documents have been 
proposed which Jason is supposed to have employed: diaries of the high 
priest Onias, Jason, and Menelaus, a Seleucid chronicle, a documentary 
archive, and a biography of Judas have all been postulated by Schunck 
(Quellen, pp. 97–115, 126). Bunge proceeds from a similar Life of Judas 
notion, from which those responsible for 1 and 2 Maccabees drew 
(‘Untersuchungen’, pp. 206–329). Goldstein renames the theoretical 
vita of Judas ‘the Common Source’, and speculates further on a new 
‘Legendary Source’ (II Maccabees, pp. 28–54). While the above queries 
have produced ‘ingenious’ proposals, in the end we must agree with 
Tcherikover: ‘There is no answer to all these questions, nor shall we ever 
discover one’ (Hellenistic Civilization, p. 388). 
 As for the organisation of the book, several models have been 
proposed. An older but still useful paradigm may be found in Pfeiffer 
(History, pp. 499–506), who largely follows traditional chapter divisions. 
Nickelsburg (Jewish Literature, p. 118) has proposed a thematically 
driven pattern for the epitome: (1) Blessing (3.1-40); (2) Sin (4.1–5.10); 
(3) Punishment (5.11–6.17); (4) Turning point (6.18–8.4); (5) Judgement 
and salvation (8.5–15.36). Doran’s model focuses on the role of the 
temple (Temple Propaganda, pp. 47–76). 
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The Göttingen edition is not simply, or even primarily, the work of 
Hanhart. The editor of the series’ volume of 1 Maccabees, Kappler, who 
had written his dissertation on the textual history of 2 Maccabees (‘De 
memoria’), prepared a text and a critical apparatus of 2 Maccabees 
before his death. Hanhart took Kappler’s text and apparatus over and 
used them relatively unchanged. In his ‘Foreword’ he notes that where 
his textual judgement differed from Kappler’s he employed ‘Ka’ in the 
apparatus (Göttingen, p. 5). This occurs only 34 times in over 2000 
textual entries. For the LXX reader not familiar with Hanhart’s edition 
the following two points, perhaps easily missed from a cursive reading 
of his introduction, will be helpful when employing it: (a) Much 
information necessary to use his critical apparatus is to be found in the 
Göttingen edition of 1 Maccabees (ed. Kappler vol. IX.1, 1936), 
including the dates of most MSS and a far more comprehensive key for 
the sigla than is found in the 2 Maccabees volume’s introduction. (b) The 
device of a hyphen between numeric sigla is not meant to include or 
skip over sequentially numbered MSS; rather, it indicates that there is 
some close historical relationship between the MSS cited. For example, 
46-52 means that in the referenced locus both MSS 46 and 52 have the 
same reading and Hanhart feels these two cursives share a textual af nity 
more closely than other MSS. Lastly, there is no difference between 
Hanhart’s rst edition of 1959 and the second of 1976—it is just a 
reprint. 
 Useful editions of the Greek text other than Hanhart’s are those listed 
under Editions (above). Swete’s text of 2 Maccabees is based on only 
MSS A and V. It is not quite accurate to call it a diplomatic edition in our 
book since he fairly frequently rejects readings from A and places those 
from V into his text, and he accepts some emendations of previous 
scholars. His greatest value is perhaps his punctuation which can differ 
signi cantly from Rahlfs-Hanhart and in uence the modern reader’s take 
on a passage. In his critical apparatus Rahlfs employed A, V, the Latin, 
the Lucianic recension, and his well-known generic abbreviations (‘pau’, 
‘mss gr’, etc.). Furthermore, he occasionally takes note of previous 
editors’ readings and, more signi cantly, the dissertation of Kappler. The 
work of Abel is unique among serious savants of 2 Maccabees, and any 
current researcher of 2 Maccabees can only ignore it at considerable 
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peril. On the textual side this work is by no means as comprehensive 
as Hanhart when it comes to number of entries, yet at times he delves 
into textual matters in signi cant depth in his comments and/or 
apparatuses.  
 2 Maccabees is not a particularly well-preserved work, but the over-
riding textual issue is not so much that it has numerous problem passages 
(which it certainly contains) as it is how to deal with them. The real 
debate centres on the philosophy of Hanhart vs. just about everyone else 
who has studied the matter. Schaper contains a summary discussion of 
the subject (NETS, pp. 503–505). The three points of contention are the 
following: (a) the skimpy nature of Hanhart’s apparatus; (b) his con-
servative trust in mainly four MSS along with his failure to acknowledge 
the unusual positive role of the readings (for 2 Maccabees) of the 
Lucianic recension; (c) his unwillingness to break from the textual 
paradigm usually held for most other LXX books, those that have a 
Semitic mother text, and accept or more frequently at least list previous 
editors’ proposed emendations. Hanhart’s main critics are Katz (‘Text’, 
pp. 10–18), Kilpatrick (‘Review’, pp. 11–13; reprint, pp. 419–21), and 
Habicht (2. Makkabäerbuch, pp. 192–94). 
 A simple example drawn from the nal part of 10.10 will suf ce to 
show the rst shortcoming in Hanhart. It reads   

     , lit., ‘we will show them 
[the affairs of Antiochus Eupator] by summarising the encompassing 
evils of the wars’. One of several textual issues here has to do with the 
word . Hanhart’s apparatus informs the reader that this word is 
missing from MS V because of homoioteleuton. He gives no other 
sources that lack the participle. However, in his discussion Abel (Livres, 
p. 408) notes that ve Latin witnesses also omit this word. Thus Bénevot 
translates, ‘The [] sufferings of war’ (Makkabäerbücher, p. 218; author’s 
translation). While it is possible that homoioteleuton took place in Greek 
before the Latin translations were done and their testimony is therefore 
secondary, this part of the Latin tradition may not be based on Greek 
homoioteleuton, and the reader using the Göttingen edition alone would 
never be aware of the other testimony. 
 The second criticism highlights that Hanhart relies too heavily on MSS 
A, 55, 347, 771, and that there are a number of passages where the 
Lucianic witnesses, in the eyes of some scholars, preserve a more 
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original text (see Habicht, 2. Makkabäerbuch, p. 192; Katz, ‘Text’, 
pp. 11, 24; Kilpatrick, ‘Review’, pp. 18–19; reprint pp. 426–27). The 
third critique of Hanhart basically has to do with his failure to concede 
that for works like 2 Maccabees, which are far more ‘written in the 
traditions of Greek historiography’ (Attridge, ‘Historiography’, p. 157) 
than biblical ones, the canons of classical textual criticism need to be 
applied (Habicht, 2. Makkabäerbuch, p. 193; Schaper, NETS, p. 505). In 
this eld textual emendations are not only more common but are indeed 
desirable. 
 Hanhart tried to respond soon after his text of 2 Maccabees appeared 
in his textual commentary (Zum Text). Although this work contains some 
very detailed discussions of many passages, he has not really dealt with 
the criticisms of his textual philosophy. Rather, he takes refuge in the 
notion of the lectio dif cilior potior (Zum Text, p. 57). While this is an 
important textual principle, Hanhart has taken it too far. As two classical 
textual critics have put it regarding this principle: ‘it has probably been 
overworked, for there is a temptation to use it as a defence of anomalous 
syntax or usage; in such cases the more dif cult reading may be more 
dif cult because it is wrong’ (Reynolds and Wilson, Scribes, pp. 221–
22). Thus academics need to employ the accumulated thoughts and 
emendations proposed by those well-versed in Hellenistic non-biblical 
Greek, such as Niese, Nestle, Risberg, Wilhelm, Katz/Walters (‘Text’; 
Text), and Kilpatrick (see too NETS, p. 504 and n. 7). Finally, the modern 
reader of 2 Maccabees in Greek should always consider the important 
register in Habicht (2. Makkabäerbuch, pp. 284–85), where he lists in 
Greek the 81 textual differences between Hanhart’s judgements and the 
readings he used in his translation. 
  
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
There is a long tradition in 2 Maccabean scholarship of reading the entire 
work as so pro-Jerusalem temple that it comprises a polemic against the 
Oniad sanctuary at Leontopolis. The rst letter is cited as support for this 
concept, as carrying reproachful undertones toward Egyptian Jews for 
worshiping in a place outside of the Jerusalem shrine (Bickerman, 
‘Ein jüdischer Festbrief’, pp. 250–54). Many academics have since sub-
scribed to this view (Abel, Livres, p. xliv; Momigliano, ‘Second Book’, 
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p. 83; Habicht, 2. Makkabäerbuch, p. 186; Goldstein, II Maccabees, 
pp. 24, 138). However, the postulate has been properly rejected as 
imbued more with conjecture than substance (Arenhoeval, Theokratie, 
pp. 100–102; Doran, Temple Propaganda, pp. 11–12; Collins, Between 
Athens, p. 81). It is better to see the initial epistle positively as ‘full 
of…best wishes’ (Doran, ‘Jewish Hellenistic’, p. 275). 
 The second letter is problematic beyond its contradictions with the 
epitome regarding Antiochus IV’s death. Its multi-segmented character is 
dif cult to grapple with, and it contains both similarities and differences 
with the earlier epistle and the epitome. The strained account at 1.16-36 
(the anachronism with Nehemiah; the Persians taking Judeans captive), 
as well as the further legendary precedents involving Jeremiah, Moses, 
Solomon, and again Nehemiah (2.1-18), all combine to suggest ‘that 
observing Hanukkah was still controversial’ (Harrington, ‘2 Maccabees’, 
p. 1521), and Jews from the homeland were going to considerable 
lengths to get their Egyptian coreligionists to begin celebrating it (2.26). 
Continuity of temples seems to be the goal of relating the stories at 
2.1-15, yet it seems odd that the ark, tent, and incense altar are still 
hidden in some undisclosed cave. A bit of eschatology is present here, 
the longed-for ingathering of scattered Jews at 2.7, 18, similar to senti-
ments expressed in other LXX works not in the Hebrew canon: Sir. 36.13, 
16 and Tob. 13.13. 
 As for the epitome’s ideology, differences of opinion exist, of course, 
among interpreters, yet these are usually over which particular concepts 
are the most stressed in it. In the large picture there is considerable agree-
ment on overlapping ideas. Habicht emphasises ‘guilt and atonement, 
punishment and grace’ (2. Makkabäerbuch, p. 186; author’s translation); 
the related theme of reconciliation through suffering, and speci cally the 
martyrs as saviours, is the starting point of Van Henten’s book (Macca-
bean Martyrs). Brownlee highlights the temple’s sanctity (‘Maccabees’), 
and Doran (Temple Propaganda) takes temple emphasis in another 
direction, documenting that the topos of a divinity defending his/her 
temple, especially by means of an epiphany, was a commonplace in the 
Greek world (‘2 Maccabees’, pp. 113–14; Temple Propaganda, pp. 103–
104). Finally, there is general consensus that the work has Greek as well 
as Jewish roots.  
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 Noteworthy differences in interpreting 2 Maccabees include the 
following: (a) Habicht denies irony in the work (2. Makkabäerbuch, 
pp. 190, 243 n. 35c), while Doran, following earlier translators (Good-
speed, RSV, NAB), correctly understands the nal words at 8.35 as ironic. 
(b) Both Bunge (‘Untersuchungen’, pp. 184–90) and Momigliano 
(‘Second Book’, pp. 87–88) have interpreted 2 Maccabees from the 
perspective of a festal legend, but Doran criticises this viewpoint’s 
weaker supports (Temple Propaganda, pp. 105–107). (c) Bickerman’s 
labelling of 2 Maccabees as the prime example of the Greek genre of 
‘pathetic historiography’ (God, p. 95), widely accepted since then (Abel, 
Livres, p. xxxvii; Pfeiffer, History, p. 518; Goldstein, II Maccabees, 
p. 34; Nickelsburg, Jewish Literature, p. 118; VanderKam, Introduction, 
p. 68; Harrington, ‘2 Maccabees’, p. 1520), has been rejected as a 

ctitious category in antiquity (Walbank, ‘History’, pp. 233–34; Doran, 
‘2 Maccabees’, pp. 107–10; Temple Propaganda, pp. 84–90; cf. Attridge, 
‘Historiography’, p. 178; Collins, Between Athens, pp. 78–83; deSilva, 
Introducing, p. 271). (d) The use of 2 Macc. 7.28 as a key passage for the 
notion that creatio ex nihilo has Jewish roots (Johnson, ‘Second Book’, 
pp. 276–77; cf. Brownlee, ‘Maccabees’, p. 207; Habicht, 2. Makkabäer-
buch, p. 187) has been rejected by more recent academics (Goldstein, II 
Maccabees, pp. 307–308; Harrington, ‘2 Maccabees’, p. 1532). 
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
2 Maccabees has had a fairly healthy Nachleben both in Judaism and 
Christianity. In the case of the former, the work, likely along with 
1 Maccabees, must have helped bring about the institution of Hanukkah, 
as the prefatory letters attest. The other in uence has largely been due to 
the memorable account of Eleazar in ch. 6, and especially the mother 
and seven sons in ch. 7. The earliest work that demonstrates this is 
4 Maccabees. Usually dated to the rst century C.E. (Nickelsburg, Jewish 
Literature, p. 226; deSilva, Introducing, pp. 355–56), this treatise 
obviously has 2 Maccabees as its base. Not only does the story line 
indicate such but so does the shared Greek vocabulary: over forty words 
are common to 2 and 4 Maccabees alone in the LXX. For the notion that 
the Additions to Esther and 3 Maccabees show the in uence of 2 Macca-
bees, see Doran, Temple Propaganda, pp. 106–108, 111–12. For rabbinic 
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material that may re ect some knowledge of 2 Maccabees, see Doran 
(‘Martyr’), Goldstein (I Maccabees, p. 26 n. 58; II Maccabees, p. 297), 
Zeitlin and Tedesche (Second Book, pp. 82–86), and Momigliano 
(‘Second Book’, p. 88). 
 The earliest generally accepted allusions to 2 Maccabees within 
Christianity come from the New Testament, speci cally the ‘letter’ to the 
Hebrews 11.35b (Attridge, Epistle, pp. 349–50). The early church’s 
suffering persecution at the hands of the Romans caused 2 Maccabees to 
become popular among some Christians. Noteworthy patristic references 
are Origen’s Exhortatio ad martyrium (22–27), Cyprian of Carthage, Ad 
Fortunatum (de exhortatione martyrii) (11), John Chrysostom’s three 
small homilies De Macabeos and De Eleazaro et septem pueris, and 
Gregory of Nazianus’s homily 15, De Macabeis. In some cases it is not 
clear how much 4 Maccabees rather than 2 Maccabees served as their 
basis (Mayer, St. John Chrysostom, pp. 123, 135; Vinson, ‘Gregory’). 
For further possible in uence of 2 Maccabees in the early church’s 
handling of persecution, see Frend, Martyrdom, pp. 17–22, 44–46. 
Finally, the LXX manuscript tradition itself speaks potently for the work’s 
in uence in Christianity. 
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I. General Characteristics 
 
3 Maccabees is a pseudo-historical (apparently ctional) account of 
God’s deliverance of the Jews of Alexandria from persecution at the 
hands of Ptolemy IV Philopator of Egypt, over fty years before the 

 
 1. Greek text (based on Alexandrinus) and facing English translation, including 
introduction and separate running commentary. 
 2. Greek text (based on Rahlfs), translation, introduction, and commentary in the 
footnotes to the translation. 
 3. Other English translations with introductions can be found in, e.g., APOT, 
vol. I, and OTP, vol. II. 
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Maccabean revolt. It is universally regarded as an original Greek 
composition, not a translation of a text in any other language. The author 
is anonymous, but is presumed to have been a Greek-speaking Jew, most 
likely a resident of Alexandria. It was probably composed during either 
the last century of Ptolemaic rule or the rst decades of Roman rule over 
Egypt (see § II and § III for further discussion). 
 The title, 3 Maccabees, is a misnomer. Unlike 1, 2 and 4 Maccabees, 
the narrative does not deal directly with the Maccabean revolt in any 
way. It may have acquired the label simply by being stored and later 
collocated with the other books of Maccabees in antiquity. Certainly, in 
the few ancient manuscripts in which it is preserved, it always follows 
1 and 2 Maccabees (Emmet, ‘Third Book’, p. 155). However, there are 
important thematic similarities with the other books of Maccabees which 
may have led to the books being grouped together. Like them, 3 Macca-
bees deals with a persecution (albeit apparently a ctional one) in the 
Hellenistic period, and the narrative at points re ects knowledge of the 
Maccabean revolt. The author may be imaginatively re-casting a persecu-
tion similar to Antiochus IV’s persecution of Jerusalem in an Egyptian 
setting, just as the author of Judith seems to be re-imagining the assault 
of Nebuchadnezzar on the First Temple in a Second Temple setting.  
 Despite strong thematic and linguistic similarities with a number of 
other Septuagint books, it is not possible in most cases to establish with 
certainty whether the author of 3 Maccabees had direct knowledge of 
other books of the Septuagint (or whether others had direct knowledge of 
3 Maccabees). One brief textual allusion suggests knowledge of the 
Greek translation of the additions to Daniel (speci cally, the Prayer of 
Azariah; 3 Macc. 6.6, cf. Song 3 Childr. 27 [Prayer of Azariah 27 in the 
NRSV; Dan. 3.50 in LXX]). It is highly likely, but cannot be proven, that 
the author was acquainted with 2 Maccabees. It is possible that the Greek 
translation of Esther re ects knowledge of 3 Maccabees, particularly 
since the similarities between the texts are concentrated in the additions 
to Esther. Given the uncertainty about the date of composition for 
3 Maccabees, however, some have also argued for in uence in the 
reverse direction (that the author of 3 Maccabees knew and used a Greek 
translation of Esther).4 
 
 4.  Motzo (‘Il rifacimento’) makes the strongest argument for Greek Esther’s 
direct use of 3 Maccabees in its reworking of the canonical book of Esther; likewise, 
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 Outside the Septuagint, there are strong linguistic and thematic 
connections with the Letter of Aristeas, but again, direct in uence in 
either direction cannot be proven. 3 Maccabees may most pro tably be 
read as a product of the same late Hellenistic thought-world that yielded 
2 Maccabees, the Greek translations of Daniel and Esther, and (outside 
the Septuagint) the Letter of Aristeas. On the relations of 3 Maccabees 
with other canonical and apocryphal books, see Croy, 3 Maccabees, 
pp. xi–xiii, xiv–xvii; Johnson, Historical Fictions, pp. 129–31, 136–37; 
Anderson, ‘3 Maccabees’, pp. 512, 515–16; Hadas, Third, pp. 6–12; and 
Emmet, ‘Third Book’, pp. 156–59. 
  
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
The precise date of composition remains controversial. The narrative 
takes place under Ptolemy IV Philopator (221–204 B.C.E.), and the 
author appears to regard the Temple as still standing, thus putting 
the outside limits at 217 B.C.E. (the Battle of Raphia, referenced in the 
narrative) and 70 C.E. The terminus post quem, however, is widely 
regarded as being the end of the second century B.C.E. (see Croy, 
3 Maccabees, p. xi; Modrzejewski, Jews of Egypt, p. 142; Johnson, 
Historical Fictions, pp. 130–31; Anderson, ‘3 Maccabees’, p. 512; 
Hadas, Third, pp. 18–19). The text appears to contain a verbal echo of 
the earliest Septuagint translation of Daniel (3 Macc. 6.6,  

; cf. Song 3 Childr. 27,  —both referring to the 
cooling wind which the angel of the Lord sent through the ery furnace). 
Since the old Greek translation of Daniel was known to the translator of 
1 Maccabees (ca. 100 B.C.E.), 3 Maccabees is unlikely to have been 
composed much before the end of the second century B.C.E. Stylistic 
 

 
Hadas (Third, pp. 6–7) describes the relationship as ‘patent’. Hacham (‘3 Macca-
bees’) sees a relationship between the Additions and 3 Maccabees. Others who see 
this direction of in uence as likely but not proven are Johnson (Historical Fictions, 
p. 13) and Barclay (Jews, p. 448). Collins (Between Athens, p. 123) argues for 
3 Maccabees’ use of Esther. Croy (3 Maccabees, pp. xi–xii, xvi) reserves judgement 
on the question, and Anderson (‘3 Maccabees’, p. 515) also expresses scepticism 
that any direct relationship exists between the two. 
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similarities with 2 Maccabees and the Letter of Aristeas and with the 
epistolary formulae of the Ptolemaic court (§ IV) tend to point in the 
same direction. This would place the date of 3 Maccabees sometime in 
the last century of Ptolemaic rule (ca. 100–30 B.C.E.) or the early decades 
of Roman rule (30 B.C.E.–70 C.E.). However, there remains a strong 
difference of opinion between those who regard the text as Hellenistic/ 
Ptolemaic and those who regard it as early Roman. 
 It has been suggested that the reference to a  (a census for 
taxation) which the author clearly regards as degrading to the Jews must 
be understood as an allusion to the introduction of a similar  
under Augustus in 27 B.C.E. (This view was most strongly advocated by 
Hadas, Third, pp. 17–21 and Tcherikover, ‘Third Book’, pp. 12–18; 
those who have recently shown sympathy for the view include Barclay, 
Jews, p. 448 and Collins, Between Athens, pp. 124–25.) However, more 
recent research has shown that the term  was already in use 
in the Hellenistic period to refer to a census applied to native Egyptians 
but not to Greeks. The reference could thus as easily be Hellenistic 
as Roman (Croy, 3 Maccabees, p. xii; Johnson, Historical Fictions, 
pp. 134–36; Modrzejewski, Jews, pp. 81–83, 150; Anderson, ‘3 Macca-
bees’, p. 511; Wallace, ‘Census’, pp. 418–42). Likewise, the parallels 
which have been cited to the persecution of the Jews of Alexandria under 
Caligula (37–41 C.E.) are not suf ciently precise to compel us to date 
3 Maccabees to the period of that crisis. The dating to the reign of 
Caligula was a popular theory in the nineteenth century and early 
twentieth century, most recently revived by Collins, Between Athens, 
pp. 124–25, but it has not won widespread support in recent scholarship 
(see Croy, 3 Maccabees, pp. xii–xiii; Johnson, Historical Fictions, pp. 
132–34; Anderson, ‘3 Maccabees’, pp. 511–12). There is thus nothing in 
the text which compels a Roman dating. 
 On the Hellenistic side, the literary af nities with texts dating 
primarily to the late second century or the rst century B.C.E., the use of 
epistolary greeting formulae from the last century of Ptolemaic rule, and 
the absence of any explicit and undisputed reference to Roman rule have 
been cited as evidence in favour of a date prior to the Roman conquest of 
Egypt (Croy, 3 Maccabees, p. xi; Johnson, Historical Fictions, pp. 136–
37; Anderson, ‘3 Maccabees’, pp. 511–12; Hadas, Third, pp. 8–12; 
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Bickerman, ‘Makkabäerbucher (III)’, p. 798; Emmet, ‘Third Book’, 
pp. 155–57). However, these indicators likewise cannot be treated as 
decisive enough to rule out a Roman date. Lacking conclusive indicators 
within the text, the question comes down to a matter of interpretation by 
the reader.  
 The controversy over the date of the text is inextricably linked with 
the controversy over its interpretation (see § VI). It is generally acknowl-
edged that the challenges faced by the Jews of Roman Egypt were 
greater than those faced by the Jews of Hellenistic Egypt. Under the 
Ptolemies, a number of Jews occupied positions of prominence in the 
government, and there are few, if any, documented examples of persecu-
tion or serious ethnic con ict between the Jews and their neighbours. 
Under Roman rule, the situation appears to have worsened. Under 
Augustus (27 B.C.E.), the Jews were subjected to a much-hated tax, the 

, which had previously been applied only to native Egyptians 
(i.e., non-Greeks). Under Caligula (38 C.E.), tensions in Alexandria 
culminated in one of the rst pogroms in recorded Jewish history. Thus, 
arguments over the date of 3 Maccabees tend to focus on whether one 
thinks the text re ects an atmosphere of cooperation between Jews and 
Gentiles (Hellenistic), or one of crisis and confrontation (Roman). Since 
the narrative unquestionably contains both conciliatory and confron-
tational aspects, and since one can hardly rule out the possibility of a 
confrontational text being written in the late Ptolemaic period or a 
conciliatory text being composed under the Roman governors, the 
question of date must be regarded as open. One of the most recent 
commentators on the text (Croy, 3 Maccabees, p. xiii) judiciously con-
cludes that ‘the date of composition could lie anywhere within the range 
of 100 BCE to 50 CE’. 
 Whether Hellenistic or Roman, there is no doubt that the author’s 
chief interest lies with the Jews of Egypt, and the provenance is assumed 
to be Egypt, most likely Alexandria. The author’s name is unknown; 
given the assumed provenance of the text, he was most likely a Jew 
living in Alexandria. His rst language was clearly Greek (§ III), and 
both his style and his knowledge of history and court protocol suggest a 
high level of education. 
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III. Language 
 
On the basis of the style, it is universally agreed that the work was 
composed in Greek, and there is no evidence that it was translated into 
Hebrew or Aramaic in antiquity, although there is a Syriac version in the 
Peshitta. The Greek is characteristic of the elaborate, arti cial, pseudo-
classicising style of the Atticists in late Hellenistic Alexandria (§ IV), 
with, however, many Koine elements mixed in (Anderson, ‘3 Macca-
bees’, p. 510; Emmet, ‘Third Book’, pp. 161–62). Emmet gives a list of 
classical forms that are rare or unattested elsewhere in the Septuagint 
(such as ,  and crasis with the article in  and 

), along with a list of words that are drawn from Koine. 
 The vocabulary is large and varied. Emmet (‘Third Book’, p. 161) 
identi es over one hundred words not found elsewhere in the Septuagint, 
along with no fewer than 20 adjectives compounded with the alpha 
privative, many words drawn from poetry (e.g.,  ‘much-wept, 
lamented’), and 14 hapax legomena (  ‘hating insolence’ being 
notable among them). Croy speculates that the author may have invented 
some of these coinages himself, and indeed he is extremely fond of 
compound verbs and adjectives. In terms of style and vocabulary, by far 
the closest analogue to the book can be found in 2 Maccabees, which has 
been characterised (perhaps with justice) as one of the best surviving 
representatives of the pathetic school of Hellenistic historiography 
(Doran, ‘2 Maccabees’). Emmet (‘Third Book’, pp. 156–57) gives an 
exhaustive list of the similarities. One such similarity between the two is 
their fondness for over-using the weak connective particle , which the 
author of 3 Maccabees uses in 10 of his rst 11 sentences (‘Third Book’, 
pp. 156, 161).  
  
 
IV. Composition 
 
There is no doubt that the author aspired to emulate the highest literary 
standards of his day, but his efforts have not drawn much praise from 
modern scholars. His style has been variously characterised as ‘obscure’ 
(Emmet, ‘Third Book’, p. 161), ‘verbose… orid…bombastic’ (Hadas, 
Third, p. 22), ‘pompous’ (Tcherikover, ‘Third Book’, pp. 1, 18), and 
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‘pretentious’ (Croy, 3 Maccabees, p. xiv). Nevertheless, the author’s 
style is very much in keeping with that of his pseudo-Atticising peers 
(§ III). Hadas rightly observes: ‘Its precocity, it may be said, including 
the well-marked purple passages, is no worse than that of the run of 
“rhetoricians” of the Roman period’ (Third, p. 22). His style might well 
have been more pleasing to them than it is to us. It is with some justice 
that Croy (3 Maccabees, p. xiv) quotes Hadas (Third, p. 22): ‘If the 
stones in [the author’s] edi ce are sometimes oddly chosen and over-
curiously wrought, the structure as a whole is impressive’. 
 The author has a preference for elaborately constructed sentences, in 
which a relatively spare structure with a small number of nite verbs is 
expanded upon by piling up participial clauses, prepositional phrases, 
and literary epithets. This results in a style that is, at its best, rhetorically 
impressive; at its worst, painfully convoluted. Croy (3 Maccabees, 
p. xiv) notes the example of 3 Macc. 5.31, ‘when ten words intervene 
between the article “the” and its noun “Jews” ’. 
 The author of 3 Maccabees demonstrates extensive familiarity with 
both the practices and the vocabulary of the Ptolemaic court, and his 
command of the bureaucratic style of the Ptolemaic chancery is striking, 
particularly in the allegedly genuine documents (royal decrees and 
letters). Here the author’s strongest literary af nities are with the author 
of the Letter of Aristeas, who likewise includes putatively genuine 
documents in his narrative (see Emmet, ‘Third Book’, p. 157 for a 
detailed catalogue of similarities between 3 Maccabees and the Letter of 
Aristeas, with a particular focus on the language of the of cial docu-
ments). A comparison with the papyrological evidence (Emmet, ‘Third 
Book’, pp. 157–58; Bickerman, ‘Makkabäerbucher [III]’, p. 798) shows 
that the author was imitating the style, not of Philopator’s day, but of his 
own day. This may strike us as incongruous, given the modern distaste 
for anachronism, but is characteristic of the approach to verisimilitude in 
ancient ctions (Johnson, Historical Fictions, pp. 139–40, 209–15). 
  
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
3 Maccabees is found in only one of the three major uncial manuscripts 
of the Septuagint (Alexandrinus, mid- fth century C.E.; it is not found in 
Vaticanus or Sinaiticus). Those who are particularly interested in the 
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text of the Alexandrinus, the oldest and presumably best witness to 
the ancient form of the text, may refer to Croy (3 Maccabees), which 
aims to present the text of the Alexandrinus in its original form with as 
little textual emendation as possible. The Venetus (an eighth-century 
uncial codex) can be used to correct and supplement the text preserved 
in the Alexandrinus. There are also 29 minuscule manuscripts which 
contain all or part of the text, and occasionally preserve useful read- 
ings. These include a less reliable corpus of minuscules, the so-called 
Lucianic Recension, which can be traced back to the revision of the 
Septuagint made by Lucian of Antioch (d. 312 C.E.). See, in addition to 
Hanhart (Göttingen), Croy, 3 Maccabees, pp. x–xi, xxi–xxii; Anderson, 
‘3 Maccabees’, pp. 509–10; and Hadas, Third, pp. 26–27. 
 Like 4 Maccabees, but unlike 1 and 2 Maccabees, 3 Maccabees was 
apparently not in the version of the Septuagint translated by Jerome into 
Latin (Vulgate, fourth century C.E.) and, thus, is not included among the 
Roman Catholic Deuterocanonical books or the Protestant Apocrypha 
(although it did remain part of the Eastern [Greek and Slavonic] 
Orthodox canon). It is traditionally classi ed by scholars among the 
pseudepigrapha. 
 Due to the fact that 3 Maccabees was omitted from the Vulgate, and 
since there is no evidence that it was read by Jews after the second 
century C.E., there are few witnesses in the form of ancient translations. 
There is a Syriac translation in the Peshitta (possibly fourth century C.E.) 
which tends to follow the Lucianic manuscript tradition, and an 
Armenian translation (ca. 400–600 C.E.), but since both translations are 
free adaptations, they are only occasionally useful as witnesses to the 
text. 
 Being an original Greek composition with few manuscript witnesses, 
the text presents relatively few text-critical problems. Many variant 
readings do not affect the sense at all, and those that do often simply 
substitute a more common expression for a dif cult one. The author’s 
preference for a convoluted, obscure Greek style does seem in some 
cases to have resulted in textual corruption, rendering a few sentences 
unintelligible (Emmet, ‘Third Book’, p. 155). In these cases, reference 
may be made to the later witnesses and the ancient translations for 
clari cation. 
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 The most signi cant text-critical issue affecting the book is the 
question of whether the book has lost its original opening. In every 
surviving witness, the text begins at its present point, but some puzzling 
elements in the text as it now stands have led to speculation that the 
beginning may have been cut off. The narrative begins in medias res, 
with Ptolemy Philopator preparing for the battle of Raphia, receiving a 
report from ‘those who have returned’ (there is no mention of their 
having been sent out in the rst place). There is little explanation to help 
the reader understand who the major gures are or what the historical 
context is. The next sentence refers to an earlier conspiracy as if the 
reader already knows about it (but, oddly, the leading conspirator is 
introduced as if we have not heard of him before). 3 Maccabees 2.25 
refers to ‘the aforementioned drinking companions’, but in fact they have 
not been previously mentioned. Stylistically, the appearance of the 
postpositive particle  as the second word of the rst sentence in the text 
is particularly odd, since  is usually used to connect a sentence to a 
preceding sentence.  
 A number of scholars (Croy, 3 Maccabees; Parente, ‘Third Book’; 
Anderson, ‘3 Maccabees’; Tcherikover, ‘Third Book’; and Hadas, Third) 
have concluded that these peculiarities point to there being a strong 
likelihood that the beginning of the text was lost at an early point in its 
transmission, or alternatively, that the text has been clumsily excerpted 
from a longer narrative. However, this is not the only possible conclusion 
(Johnson, Historical Fictions, pp. 192–93). The technique of beginning a 
narrative in medias res was popular among ancient authors from Homer 
on down, and became a particularly favoured device among the later 
Greek novelists (for an extreme example, see Heliodorus’s Ethiopika). 
Although the fast-paced introduction may be disorienting for the reader, 
it is not in fact incoherent or unintelligible. All of the necessary informa-
tion (the identities of the major historical gures, the historical circum-
stances of the battle) could be deduced by a reader who was familiar with 
the history of the Ptolemaic court, precisely the sort of reader to which 
the author elsewhere seems to be trying to appeal (see the section 
on language and style). In fact, the style of 3 Macc. 1.1-7 is strongly 
reminiscent of Hellenistic historiography, rather unlike the style of the 
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narrative that follows, and if this section has not been excerpted from a 
lost historian outright (which has indeed been suggested), it is highly 
likely that the author is imitating Polybius or another similar historian, 
and inviting the reader to consult their own knowledge of such historical 
writers (Johnson, Historical Fictions, pp. 190–209).  
 Even the linguistic oddities may be explained along the same lines. 
Using  in the rst line of a text is unusual in Greek, but it is not 
unparalleled, and the author is in fact extraordinarily fond of the particle 

 and other similar connectives (see Croy, 3 Maccabees, p. xiv). While 
the reference to ‘the aforementioned drinking companions’ is certainly 
odd, the drinking companions in question were in fact notorious in the 
historical sources for Philopator’s reign, and Polybius in particular is 
fond of variations on the word ‘aforementioned’, making it a possible 
allusion to a certain historiographical literary style. Some support for the 
argument that the author’s literary peculiarities are products of his own 
style rather than products of clumsy editing or accidental amputation 
may be found in the curious description in 3 Macc. 1.2 of ‘a certain 
Theodotus’ who intends to carry out ‘the plot’. While the use of the 
de nite article to refer to the plot might seem to suggest that the plot has 
already been mentioned, the reference to    cannot mean 
anything except that the reader has not, in fact, been introduced to this 
conspirator and his plot before. A version of this plot is attested in 
Polybius (5.81), in which we discover that Theodotus was not in fact an 
obscure courtier (as the author of 3 Maccabees seems to imply), but a 
major gure at the Ptolemaic court who betrayed Philopator and went 
over to the Seleucid side two years before the battle of Raphia. His name 
would have been quite well known to a reader who was familiar with the 
reign of Philopator. Thus, it seems possible that the curious wording here 
is an (admittedly peculiar) attempt by the author coyly to refer to events 
with which his best-educated readers would have already been familiar. 
Nevertheless, the possibility of textual mutilation and/or poor editing on 
the part of the original author remains an attractive explanation to many 
scholars (see, most recently, Croy, 3 Maccabees, p. xviii) and cannot be 
entirely ruled out. 
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VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
There tends to be a signi cant difference in interpretation between those 
who see the text as Roman and those who see it as Hellenistic. Those 
who see the text as Roman stress the elements in the story which depict 
the Jews as a persecuted minority, tormented by the cruel king, hated by 
their enemies, bitterly hostile towards apostates in their own community. 
Those who view the text as Hellenistic stress the possibilities for peace-
ful compromise found in the story, wherein the Jews prove themselves 
faithful, their enemies are confounded, the king is reformed, and the Jews 
are restored to favour. Both interpretations are possible, and ultimately 
readers must decide for themselves whether the text works more effec-
tively as a model for life in a time of cooperation and compromise, or life 
in a time of crisis and con ict. In either case, heavy stress is laid on the 
importance of maintaining a life of integrity and delity to God’s Law. 
 Both scholarly interpretations of the text would generally agree on two 
things: cooperation between the Jews and their gentile neighbours, 
however attractive it might be, is permissible only within set limits that 
do not violate the Law, and apostasy (as it is understood by the author of 
the text) is utterly unacceptable as a solution to the challenges of 
maintaining a distinctive Jewish identity under a non-Jewish governing 
authority. Like a number of other Second Temple Jewish texts, such as 
Esther, Daniel, the Letter of Aristeas and 2 Maccabees, it can thus be 
understood as a guide to life in the Diaspora, at a time when the Temple 
was still standing but many Jews lived and often prospered outside the 
Land. 
 Like many Second Temple Jewish texts, particularly those written in 
Greek, 3 Maccabees has long raised perplexing problems for those who 
seek to treat it as an historical source. The text can certainly be treated as 
a source for understanding the cultural identity and ideological outlook 
of Second Temple Jews in the Egyptian diaspora (though, as we have 
seen, scholars may differ on the conclusions that they draw about the 
precise date and ideological orientation of the text). It is more dif cult to 
identify with con dence any ‘historical kernel’ in the narrative itself.  
 With very few exceptions (the most notable recent exception being 
Kasher, Jews), scholars have long since ceased to regard the text as 
evidence of an actual persecution in the time of Ptolemy Philopator. 
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However, many scholars are willing to contemplate the possibility that it 
can be traced back to an historical persecution at some other period of 
Ptolemaic rule. Josephus (Apion 2.53-55) reports a similar (but not 
identical) incident, in which the Jews of Alexandria were gathered into 
the hippodrome and prepared for elephantine extinction, only to be 
spared at the eleventh hour. Josephus, however, places the incident in a 
different historical context, that of the civil war between Ptolemy VIII 
Physcon and Cleopatra II in 145 B.C.E. Both Josephus and 3 Maccabees 
claim to be explaining the origin of a festival celebrated by the Jews of 
Alexandria in their own time. Since the political context in which 
Josephus places the story is, on the surface, more plausible than the 
scenario envisioned by the author of 3 Maccabees, it has often been 
claimed that Josephus preserves the ‘true’ origin of the festival. 
However, the version reported by Josephus is as sensational and as 
ideologically coloured as the version in 3 Maccabees, and he records it, 
not in his more scholarly historical narrative, the Jewish Antiquities, but 
in the highly rhetorical context of the speech against Apion. There is 
simply not enough evidence to connect the persecution of 3 Maccabees 
with any historical persecution of the Jews of Alexandria in the 
Hellenistic period. We cannot even prove that any persecution ever took 
place in Egypt before the end of the Ptolemaic era. As in the case of the 
festival of Purim associated with the story of Esther, it is not now 
possible to explain what gave rise to the elephant festival celebrated by 
the Jews of Alexandria. Like Esther, like Daniel, and indeed like the 
much older narrative of the Exodus from Egypt, it is probably better 
understood as a perennial fable about the uncertainties of life under 
foreign rule. 
  
 
VII. Reception History 
 
There is no undisputed evidence of 3 Maccabees being cited by any 
contemporary Second Temple Jewish author (the strongest evidence 
might be in the case of Greek Esther, as discussed above, but even that 
case cannot be regarded as proven). There are occasional allusions to the 
book in a few early Christian authors, exclusively to be found in the 
eastern half of the empire, and the only ancient translations of the book 
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(Syriac and Armenian) were likewise products of Eastern Christianity. 
There are primarily lists of canonical books, in some of which 3 Macca-
bees is only indirectly attested by reference to a fourth book of 
Maccabees. Emmet (‘Third Book’, p. 162) contains the most detailed 
list of early Christian references (see further Croy, 3 Maccabees, p. xx; 
Parente, ‘Third Book’, pp. 144–45; Revised Schürer, pp. 540–41; 
Anderson, ‘3 Maccabees’, p. 516; and Hadas, Third, p. 26). 3 Maccabees 
was never translated into Latin, and there is no trace of in uence in the 
Western half of the empire or in later Western art and literature. The 
book has continued to be read by Greek and Slavonic Orthodox 
Christians down to the modern day, as it is included within the Eastern 
Orthodox canon. There is no evidence at all that the book was read by 
Jews after the second century C.E. 
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  LXX.D (Klauck, 2009), pp. 730–46. 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. II (Fernández Marcos et al., 2011), pp. 931–74. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The story of the Maccabean martyrs is well-known in early Jewish and 
Christian traditions. An account of the martyrdoms of a Jewish scribe 
( ) named Eleazar and of seven brothers and their mother 
during the reign of the Seleucid king, Antiochus IV, is chronicled in 
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2 Macc. 6.18–7.42. That narrative appears to be the basis of a considera-
bly expanded version of events in 4 Maccabees, a philosophical and 
theological treatise in which Eleazar—identi ed as a priest ( ) and 
lawyer ( ) in 5.4—and his heroic compatriots serve as prime exam-
ples of the author’s central thesis that pious reason masters the passions 
(1.1-9). The writing style of this original Greek composition re ects the 
author’s mastery of the Greek language. e employs an extensive 
vocabulary that includes a good number of neologisms, he fashions 
re ned syntax, and he creates vivid metaphors and similes. His use of 
extravagant rhetoric and orid prose is presumably intended to arouse 
pity for the martyrs and to motivate readers to emulate their piety. The 
more than 70 extant Greek manuscripts and the early translations of 
4 Maccabees as well as its citation in the orations and writings of early 
Christian luminaries all attest to the fact that this composition enjoyed 
considerable popularity in antiquity. 
  
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
Questions concerning the authorship, provenance, and date of writing of 
4 Maccabees persist because nothing explicit is said regarding these 
matters in this treatise. Eusebius (Hist. 3.10.6) and Jerome (Vir. Ill. 13) 
attribute 4 Maccabees to Josephus, a tradition that is perpetuated in the 
superscriptions and/or postscripts of some textual witnesses: L-236 q-370c 

3002 q1 747 m-473 686(714*(inc)) 455c m2 62 58 340 577 668 741 SyBC a-f. 
Josephan authorship is, however, implausible for a number of reasons. 
Both with regard to writing style and to political and theological per-
spectives, Josephus differs from the author of 4 Maccabees. For example, 
it seems highly unlikely that Josephus—who portrays the Romans as 
compassionate opponents during the Jewish War of 66–73 C.E., for 
which he holds seditious rebels to blame, who is ultimately granted 
Roman citizenship, and who lives under Flavian patronage—would 
eulogise so extravagantly those who, according to the author of 4 Macca-
bees, rejected even the appearance of compromise with their Hellenistic 
overlord, Antiochus, for the sake of scrupulous observance of the tenets 
of their faith. Another indication that Josephus is not the author of 
4 Maccabees has to do with the rendering of names. 4 Maccabees 
often opts for indeclinable Greek transliterations of Hebrew names 
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(e.g.,  [2.2],  [2.17],  [2.17],  [2.19],  
[3.7]), whereas Josephus chooses Greek declinable forms (e.g.,  
[Ant. 2.54],  [Ant. 4.37],  [Ant. 4.37],  [Ant. 
1.338],  [Ant. 7.312]). Finally, comparing the two with regard 
to the historical accuracy of their work, Josephus knows, for example, 
that Antiochus IV Epiphanes and Seleucus IV Philopator are brothers 
(Ant. 12.234) whereas the author of 4 Maccabees mistakenly says that 
Antiochus is the son of Seleucus (4.15). The writer of this philosophi- 
cal treatise, therefore, remains anonymous, though he appears to have 
been a Torah-faithful Jew who was in uenced as well by Hellenistic 
philosophy, and who was skilled in the use of the Greek language and 
rhetoric. 
 With regard to the provenance of this work, the locations that have 
received the most attention in scholarly discussion are Alexandria, 
Jerusalem, Antioch of Syria, and the territory of Asia Minor. The 
majority of scholars favour a northern location over Egypt or Judaea, 
citing evidence such as the existence by perhaps the fourth century of 
a cult of the Maccabean martyrs in Antioch where their relics were 
purportedly located, or the greater similarity between funerary texts 
in Asia Minor and a proposed tomb inscription in 4 Maccabees than 
such epitaphs elsewhere: for example,   [sic] ‘Here 
is buried…’ (MAMA 7, no. 582); …  ‘Here lie 
buried…’ (4 Macc. 17.9 [all LXX quotations are from NETS]). 
 There is an ongoing debate regarding the date of writing for 4 Macca-
bees, with possibilities in the rst or second centuries C.E. being 
suggested. Various arguments for a later date have been put forward, 
including the assertion that 4 Maccabees re ects a post-Second Temple 
context because it contains fewer references to the Temple and sacri cial 
cult than are found in its primary source, 2 Maccabees. A diminished 
interest in the Jerusalem cult could, however, just as well be due to the 
fact that 4 Maccabees, apparently unlike 2 Maccabees, seems to have 
originated in the Diaspora, rather than that it was written sometime after 
the destruction of the Temple. It has also been proposed that the 
philosophical eclecticism of the 4 Maccabees author that is manifested in 
his articulation of Platonic, Peripatetic, and Stoic ideas is characteristicof 
the so-called Second Sophistic that ourished in the late rst and the 
second century, though it must be acknowledged that such eclecticism is 
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attested earlier in the rst century as well. Other rationales for a later date 
based on vocabulary usage and on comparisons between 4 Maccabees 
and both the New Testament and the apostolic fathers are, like the 
preceding ones, inconclusive inasmuch as the data cited may also be 
interpreted to support an earlier date.  
 Bickerman has suggested that 4 Macc. 4.2 provides literary-historical 
evidence for a window of time between about 18 and 55 C.E. when the 
book could have been written. In that passage Apollonius is said to be 
the  of Syria, Phoenicia, and Cilicia. This stands in contrast to 
an earlier description of Apollonius’s administrative responsibilities in 
2 Macc. 3.5, where he is called the  of ‘Coele-Syria and 
Phoenicia’ with no mention of Cilicia. A number of ancient sources 
indicate, however, that Syria and Cilicia were under the jurisdiction of a 
single governor for a longer period than Bickerman has proposed, 
namely ca. 18–72 C.E. (IGR I, 445; Tacitus, Ann. 2.58; 6.31; 13.8; 
Columella, Re rust. 2.10.18; Gal. 1.21; Acts 15.23; Suetonius, Div. Vesp. 
8.4). Moreover, some scholars assert that 4 Macc. 4.2 in fact only 
provides the book’s terminus post quem inasmuch, it could have been 
written after Syria and Cilicia were no longer administratively linked. 
While this is a possibility, the data from the diverse sources cited above 
provide a rather compelling basis upon which to posit 72 C.E. as the 
terminus ante quem. 
 Related to the problem of determining the regions under Apollonius’s 
administrative oversight is the question of the meaning of the term 

. One suggestion is that the term denotes ‘general’, that 
Apollonius is to be regarded as an of cer who has only military 
responsibility for this region, and that this passage does not point 
unequivocally to sometime in the middle decades of the rst century 
because it is not certain that the author of 4 Maccabees has the juris-
dictional situation that obtained during that period in mind. The line of 
argumentation that seems to account best for all the available data, 
however, is that the term means ‘governor’, that the territorial reference 
is to a Roman provincial district over which Apollonius presides, and 
that the author of 4 Maccabees has intentionally altered the description 
found in 2 Maccabees to re ect geo-political realities in his own day.  
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III. Language 
 
The writing style and compositional technique of the author of 
4 Maccabees re ects his facility with the Greek language. An indication 
of the extensiveness and distinctiveness of the vocabulary that he 
employs is the fact that more than one-quarter of the words in the book 
(excluding 54 proper names) do not occur elsewhere in the Septuagint, 
and more than one-third are not found in the canonical books. The list of 
neologisms that he creates—typically compounds—includes -

 ‘worthy of brothers’ (10.12),  ‘become an allophyle’ 
(18.5),  ‘of tender spirit’ (15.5),  ‘fainthearted’ 
(8.16; 16.5),  ‘as an entire people’ (2.19),  ‘throng of 
people’ (7.11),  ‘dismember’ (10.5, 8; 11.10),  ‘alter 
the form of government’ (4.19),  ‘uprooter’ (3.5), -

 ‘build a nest’ (14.16),  ‘glean’ (2.9),  
‘mother of seven’ (16.24),  ‘holy-minded’ (17.4),  
‘star-like’ (17.5),  ‘making of honeycombs’ (14.19), -

 ‘ lling the world’ (15.31),  ‘sustain the world’ (15.31), 
 ‘play the coward’ (6.17),  ‘eating of de ling 

foods’ (5.27; 6.19; 7.6; 11.25),  ‘common zeal’ (13.25), 
 ‘control of passion’ (13.5, 16),  ‘relax’ (7.13), 

 ‘jutting’ (7.5),  ‘tighten further’ (9.19), and 
 ‘circular’ (11.10). He also uses a considerable variety of terms 

having to do with torture, both the instruments involved and the ways of 
in icting it. 
 The frequent occurrence of optatives—some 46 in total—is an 
indication of the author’s syntactical sophistication. This stands in con-
trast to the decline of the use of the optative in the post-classical period 
in both literature and the common vernacular. In the New Testament, for 
example, it is virtually absent, apart from the writings of Paul and Luke 
where it tends to be found in certain types of constructions (for example, 
14 of the 31 occurrences in the traditional Pauline corpus involve the 
expression  ; of the 28 occurrences in Luke-Acts, 11 are the 
form ). 
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IV. Translation and Composition 
 
The detailed and explicit nature of the descriptions in the book, drawing 
upon a wide range of vocabulary (§ III), is undoubtedly part of the 
author’s rhetorical strategy to evoke sympathy for the martyrs as they 
exhibit un inching and even cheerful resolve in withstanding the agonies 
that they endure for the sake of their faith and traditions. The book’s 
grandiloquence is also re ected in the author’s fondness for gures of 
speech such as apostrophe (‘O aged man, more powerful than tortures, O 
elder, ercer than re, O supreme king over passions, Eleazar!’, 7.10) 
and prosopopoeia (‘Consider this also: if the woman, although a mother, 
had been fainthearted, she would have mourned over them and perhaps 
spoken as follows: “O how wretched I am, thrice unhappy time and again; 
though I bore seven boys, I have become a mother of none” ’, 16.5-6]). 
 The vivid metaphors and similes in 4 Maccabees are the result of 
comparisons involving horticulture (1.28-29), animal attack (9.28), 
animal nurture (14.13-20), athletics (6.10-11; 11.20-21; 13.15; 15.29; 
16.16; 17.11-16; 18.23), sailing (7.1-3), siege warfare (7.4), natural and 
man-made structures that can withstand storms or earthquakes (7.5; 13.6-
7, 13; 17.3), politics (15.25-28), and theatrical and musical arts (8.4; 
13.8-18; 14.3-8; 15.21; 18.23). 
 Scholars have expressed various opinions regarding the literary genre 
of 4 Maccabees. In the nal analysis there are parallels to several of 
categories of discourse (diatribe, encomium, funeral oration, protreptic 
address). The book’s structure may be analysed in terms of the following 
components: 

1) Exordium: articulation of the author’s thesis (1.1-12). 
2) De nition of philosophical terms and explication of relationships 

among them (1.13-30a). 
3) Demonstration of the thesis by means of examples from 

Scripture (1.30b–3.18). 
4) Further demonstration of the thesis by means of the example of 

the Maccabean martyrs (3.19–17.6). 
5) Peroratio: recapitulation of the martyrs’ victorious accomplish-

ments, exhortation to emulate their virtue and piety, description 
of their vindication and the tyrant’s ultimate vanquishment, and 
a concluding doxology (17.7–18.24).  
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
Printed editions of Greek 4 Maccabees began to appear as early as 1526, 
though these were typically based on only one or, in some cases, two 
manuscripts. The rst stage in the process leading toward the creation of 
a critical text came with the publication of Fritzsche’s edition of the 
Septuagint in 1871. His version of 4 Maccabees is based primarily on the 
uncial codices Alexandrinus (A) and Sinaiticus (S), though reference is 
made to a dozen more manuscripts in the introduction to this book, and 
variant readings from most of those are recorded in the apparatus. In 
1894, Swete published his rst edition of the Septuagint, the third 
volume of which contains 4 Maccabees. This version of the book is a 
diplomatic edition that features the A text, but for which Swete has also 
recorded variant readings from S and an eighth- or ninth-century uncial 
codex, Venetus (V). The current standard edition of 4 Maccabees 
appeared in Rahlfs’ edition of the Septuagint published in 1935. It 
contains an eclectic text of the book that is based on A and S, with an 
apparatus of substantive variants to the text in those manuscripts as well 
as some of the ones in V. It is Rahlfs’s text that is reproduced in the 
volume by Hadas (Third and Fourth Books), who also provides an 
English translation. Scarpat (Quarto libro) supplies an Italian translation 
and commentary on 4 Maccabees to go with the Greek text which is, for 
the most part, that of Rahlfs, except for 30 alternative readings, a few of 
which are conjectural emendations without extant manuscript support. 
DeSilva’s commentary is based on the S text of 4 Maccabees (4 Macca-
bees: Introduction and Commentary), an edited and annotated version 
of which he supplies. Klauck’s German translation of 4 Maccabees 
(4. Makkabäerbuch), prepared in consultation with Hanhart, re ects the 
advances in knowledge about the textual history of the book gained as 
a result of the collations of the extant Greek manuscripts carried out at 
the Septuaginta-Unternehmen in Göttingen. The work of Klauck and 
Hanhart has led to the preliminary grouping of manuscript witnesses to 
the Greek text which the present writer, who is preparing the critical 
edition of the book for the Göttingen Septuaginta series, has modi ed in 
the light of his analysis of the manuscript evidence. Such groupings are, 
of course, based on patterns of agreement among witnesses in places 
where they diverge from the text that is judged to be original. The 
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uncials are among the most reliable witnesses to the original text of 
4 Maccabees. When they do not attest the original text, however, they 
usually diverge from one another. Consequently, they do not constitute a 
manuscript group per se. 
 The Syriac version (Sy) of 4 Maccabees is the only fully extant 
translation of this work. The edition of Bensly and Barnes, published in 
1895, features an eclectic text based on nine manuscripts. The style of 
this translation is relatively free, so it can at times be dif cult if not 
impossible to identify the speci c text type of its Greek Vorlage. When 
the Syriac version diverges from the original text, it does not exhibit 
signi cant af liation with any of the Greek manuscripts or manuscript 
groups. 
 An anonymous Syriac composition described as a memra on the 
Maccabees is, according to Peterson, of signi cance for understand- 
ing the literary history of 4 Maccabees. It is her contention that this 
rhymed homily, which she calls 6 Maccabees, served as a source, as did 
2 Maccabees 6–7, for 4 Maccabees. Her argument is based on com-
parisons among the three regarding different details in the Maccabean 
martyr stories that appear independently in 2 and 6 Maccabees but that 
are combined in 4 Maccabees. Thus, for example, while uttering his nal 
words, Eleazar, in 2 Macc. 6.30, acknowledges that he could have been 
spared from death, but he has endured suffering because he fears the 
Lord; in 6 Macc. 127-130 he yields his tortured body and blood to God 
for the redemption of his compatriots; in 4 Macc. 6.27-29 he both admits 
that he could have saved himself but has chosen not to ‘for the sake of 
the law’, and entreats God, ‘Be merciful to your people, and be satis ed 
with our punishment on their behalf. Make my blood their puri cation, 
and take my life in exchange for theirs.’ Peterson’s thesis raises inter-
esting source-critical questions that warrant further consideration as the 
relationships among the various accounts of these martyr stories continue 
to be investigated. 
 As for other translations, Klauck speaks of Hinweise of Coptic and 
Slavic versions, and Lucchesi reports on the existence of Coptic 
fragments (see Miroshnikov, ‘Sahidic’, for fragments containing portions 
of chs. 1, 15, 16, 17, 18). There is, in addition, a fourth-century Latin 
composition entitled Passio Sanctorum Machabaeorum that was inspired 
by 4 Maccabees. Heinrich Dörrie’s 1938 edition of Passio, for which 
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39 manuscripts were collated, was prepared with a view to laying the 
groundwork for the Greek critical edition of 4 Maccabees in the 
Göttingen Septuaginta series. Since Passio is, in reality, more of a free 
adaptation than a translation of 4 Maccabees, it is of little text-critical 
signi cance for the forthcoming Göttingen edition. The extent to which 
Passio and 4 Maccabees differ from one another is already evident when 
one compares the rst verse of both:  
 

Principium meum philosophico quidem sermone, sed christiano 
explicabitur sensu. 

 
   ,     

   ,       
  . 

 
Since I am about to discuss an eminently philosophical subject—whether 
pious reason is absolute master of the passions—I would duly advise you 
to attend diligently to the philosophy here set forth. 

 
Passio does, however, provide an interesting glimpse into the early 
reception history of the Maccabean martyr story.  
 As well as the forthcoming critical edition for the Göttingen Septua-
ginta series, a commentary volume in the Society of Biblical Literature 
Commentary on the Septuagint (SBLCS) series is also planned. This 
undertaking will focus on elucidating the meaning of the text at the point 
of its production and will be based on the text of the above-mentioned 
critical edition. It will therefore provide a perspective that differs from 
that of deSilva’s commentary which, as noted above, is based on the 
fourth-century S text that is part of the reception history of 4 Maccabees. 
  
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
In support of the contention that pious reason (   ) 
masters the passions/emotions (  ), the author of 4 Maccabees 
focuses in chs. 5–18 on the example of faithful piety and perseverance 
set by the Maccabean martyrs. Resisting the natural instinct for survival, 
they died after having endured the barbarous cruelty of King Antiochus 
and his henchmen who tried to induce them to change their ‘mode of 
living’ and embrace ‘a Greek way of life’ (8.8)—a clear sign of which 
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would be ‘to taste pork and food sacri ced to idols’ (5.2). By staying true 
to their convictions, they ‘countered the tyrant with their own philosophy 
and by their good sense overthrew his tyranny’ (8.15). These martyrs are 
not, however, the only ones cited for having overcome natural human 
emotions for the sake of loyalty to God. The roster of heroes of faith 
includes Ioseph (2.2-3; 18.11), Moyses (2.17), Iakob (2.19-20), Dauid 
(3.6-18), Isaak (7.13-14; 16.20; 18.11), Abraam (16.19-20), Daniel, 
Hananias, Azarias, and Misael (16.21; 18.12-13).  
 The author of 4 Maccabees shares with writers such as Philo (Op. 
Mund. 134-138; Leg. All. 1.105-108; 3.42-43; Rer. Div. Her. 184-185) 
and the author of 1 Enoch (103.3; 104.1-3) a belief in the immortality of 
the soul (14.5-6; 16.13; 18.23). He gives no clear evidence, however, of 
supporting the idea of a resurrection that is re ected in a passage such as 
2 Macc. 7.7-14 (cf. 4 Macc. 9.26–10.21). 
 There is perhaps some irony in the fact that the kind of philosophy that 
the author of 4 Maccabees espouses represents a con uence of Greek 
thought and Jewish theology. This is evident in the following citation in 
which reason, wisdom, and the four cardinal virtues articulated by Plato, 
on the one hand, and instruction in the Torah, on the other, are linked. 
 

Reason ( ), then, is the mind preferring, with sound judgement 
(  ), the life of wisdom ( ). Wisdom, in turn, is the know-
ledge of things divine and human and of the causes of these. It amounts, 
moreover, to training in the law (    ), training by which 
we learn divine matters reverently and human matters advantageously. 
Now the kinds of wisdom are prudence ( ), justice ( ), 
courage ( ) and self-control ( ). Supreme over all of these 
is prudence ( ) by which in fact reason ( ) prevails over 
the passions (  ). (1.15-19) 

 
  
VII. Reception History 
 
It appears as though 4 Maccabees was more in uential in early Chris-
tianity than in post-Second Temple Judaism. The stories of the Maccabean 
era, including those of the martyrdoms recounted in this treatise, were of 
course well known in Jewish tradition, though the version of these events 
recorded in 2 Maccabees seems to have had more currency. 
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 Whether one opts for an earlier or a later date for 4 Maccabees, there 
are clear lexical and theological parallels between it and the New 
Testament documents. This is the case particularly with regard to the 
characterisation of the deaths of the martyrs as having expiatory and 
puri catory ef cacy for their nation, on the one hand, and the portrayal 
of the death of Jesus as having similar signi cance, on the other hand 
(e.g., note the use of  in 4 Macc. 17.22 [‘propitiatory’ (NETS)] 
and Rom. 3.25 [‘sacri ce of atonement’ (NRSV)]). Likewise, the empha-
sis on mastering the passions through self-control ( ) in 
4 Maccabees (1.6, 30-31) nds its counterpart in exhortations to exercise 
that kind of self-control in certain New Testament epistles (e.g., Titus 2.5 
[ ], 6 [ ], 12 [ ]). It is evident as well that piety 
is an important theme for both the author of 4 Maccabees, who uses the 
term  46 times, and the authors of the Pastoral Epistles (1 Tim. 
2.2; 3.16; 4.7, 8; 6.3, 5, 6, 11; 2 Tim. 3.5; Titus 1.1) and 2 Peter (1.3, 6, 
7; 3.11). The only other place in the New Testament where this term 
occurs is Acts 3.12. Furthermore, endurance in persecution to the point 
of death because of loyalty to God is a theme common to both 
4 Maccabees (e.g., 1.11; 9.29-30; 17.17-18) and the book of Revelation 
(1.9; 2.3; 12.10-11; 13.10). 
 Similarities can also be seen between 4 Maccabees and Christian 
martyrologies such as those celebrating the triumphs of Polycarp, 
Carpus, Papylus, Agathonice, Perpetua, Felicitas, and the martyrs of 
Lyons. One observes the same kinds of attempts to induce the faithful to 
recant—whether by promises of advancement, threats, or in iction of 
gruesome torture—and their un inching resolve to remain steadfast. 
Some scholars, in fact, maintain that 4 Maccabees served as a template 
for the authors who memorialised subsequent Christian martyrs. 
 The in uence of 4 Maccabees is undeniably evident in the orations 
and writings of church fathers such as Origen (Exhortatio ad martyrium), 
Gregory of Nazianzus (In Machabaeorum laudem), John Chrysostom 
(De Maccabeis, De Eleazaro et septem pueris), and Ambrose (De of ciis 
minoribus, De Jacob et vita beata). It is remarkable the degree to which 
the protagonists in 4 Maccabees are, in fact, adopted as Christian martyrs 
in some of these texts and in Passio, which associates them with ‘fortes 
milites Christi’ (1.9). 
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Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. X, Psalmi cum Odis (Rahlfs, 1979, 2nd ed.). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. II, pp. 1–164. 
  Swete, vol. II, pp. 213–415. 

 
(b) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Pietersma, 2007), pp. 542–620. 
  LXX.D (Bauks et al., 2009), pp. 749–898. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The Greek translation of the Psalms has received particular attention in 
recent years and has been a subject of dispute. As a translation it presents 
problems of its own for dating and location, and features of the transla-
tion have raised questions regarding the purpose of the translation 
technique. Whilst one might speculate that the LXX Psalms was one of 
the rst translations to be produced owing to a liturgical need, there is 
little evidence for liturgical activity in the diaspora before 70 C.E. to draw 
any conclusions from this (see survey in BGS, pp. 68–69). A date in the 
second century B.C.E. has been the preference of most scholars (Swete, 
Intro., p. 25; BGS, p. 97), and recent research has tended to con rm this. 
Important for the discussion of the translation has been its high level 
of lexical equivalence combined with a rich vocabulary, which have 
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generated much debate on the exegetical character of the translation and 
the place of origin. Its association with the kaige tradition has been a 
further point of marked discussion. 
 An additional issue is the presence of a psalm additional to that in the 
Hebrew canon, Psalm 151. This is a reminder of the exibility in the 
content of the Psalms in antiquity, so well illustrated by the major Psalms 
scroll from Qumran (11QPsa; see Flint, Dead Sea; and, § V). 
  
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
It could be supposed that the Psalms were one of the rst books to be 
translated in the LXX owing to their likely use in liturgy and their 
apparent popularity. However, it is equally possible that their liturgical 
role meant they continued to be used in Hebrew for longer and therefore 
not translated early. As a result surer methods of dating have been pro-
posed. One good indicator is the use of the allusions to or quotations 
from the LXX Psalms in later literature. Some of the Psalter’s renderings 
are derived from the Pentateuch and therefore presumably postdate it 
(Mozley, Psalter, p. xiii). This allowed Munnich to examine the Psalms’ 
in uence on later books and propose a date in the second century B.C.E. 
(‘Étude’). Williams built on this and gathered and analysed all such 
cases, especially in LXX Isaiah, LXX Proverbs and 1 Maccabees. He also 
concluded that the Psalms can be dated to the second century B.C.E. 
(‘Towards a Date’). This conforms to other proposals for a date for the 
translation. Aejmelaeus (‘Characterizing’) also tentatively suggests that 
the Psalter translator’s preference for  over  speaks in favour of a 
relatively early date for the Psalter since  is said to become more 
frequent in Koine into the late Hellenistic and early Roman period. 
 Schaper (Eschatology, pp. 40–45, 83–84; ‘Septuaginta Psalter’) and 
Van der Kooij (‘Septuagint’) have identi ed Hasmonean themes and 
concerns in the translation and therefore place it in that era (see § VI), 
end of the second or beginning of the rst century B.C.E. The translation 
style, however, has also been a strong in uence on theories of both date 
and location. The connection between the Psalms and the kaige tradition 
has been noted, although the differences between them have also allowed 
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the Psalms to be dated earlier than the kaige itself (Venetz, Quinta, 
pp. 52–57). The key features, which have been endorsed by Van der 
Kooij (‘Place’, p. 70), are the close adherence to the Hebrew source text, 
the use of the expression    for ‘Lord of Hosts’, 
the occasional use of   for Hebrew  or  in similar fashion to 

  (Venetz, Quinta, p. 73; cf. Les devanciers, pp. 42–43), and 
the words  ‘fortress’ (Pss. 44[45].9; 47[48].4, 14) and  
(Ps. 121[122].7) as characteristic of the kaige group. While Van der Kooij 

nds Venetz’s results convincing on the kaige connections, based on the 
statistics of Busto Saiz (La traducciôn, pp. 295–96) that they share 661 
of 888 known parallels in common (=74.4%), it has however been the 
subject of criticism by many. The translation has af nities to the kaige 
tradition, but seems largely independent of it (cf. Gentry, ‘Greek Psalter’). 
 For the location of the translation, some attempts have been made to 
place it in Palestine. Venetz built upon his observation of a connection 
between the kaige tradition and LXX Psalms to conclude that the LXX 
Psalms originated in Palestine. Although the Psalms appeared to predate 
the kaige-group, the resemblance suggests they come from Palestine, the 
home of the kaige tradition, assuming its Hebrew focus and the nd 
of the Minor Prophets scroll in Na al ever, Judea (Quinta, p. 80). As 
Pietersma has noted, however, the kaige is to be seen only as Palestinian 
in origin and not exclusively Palestinian (‘Place’, p. 254), especially 
given criticism of Barthélemy’s comparison with rabbinic hermeneutics 
(Grabbe, ‘Aquila’s Translation’). 
 Others have used linguistic arguments to locate the translation. The 
most commonly cited one has been the appearance of the words  
‘fortress’ and . Jerome (Letter 65 = PL 22, col. 633) records 
that  is only used in Palestine in the sense of fortress (Venetz, 
Quinta, pp. 81–83). Since the sense of fortress is primarily found in 
Josephus and texts of the kaige-group, Van der Kooij argues this 
con rms the Palestinian use of the word (‘Place of Origin’, p. 70) noting 
that in Egypt, where  denotes a ‘boat’, the LXX would have been 
misunderstood (‘Place of Origin’, pp. 70–71). It is, however, the nature 
of homonyms that they can be misunderstood, and the evidence from 
context allows users to understand which homonym is intended. 
Homonyms are not always distinguished by geographical location either 
(Pietersma, ‘Place’, p. 253). Indeed, inscriptions from Didyma on the 
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Ionian coast show the use of this word outside Palestine, and contribute 
to the doubt of relying upon Jerome for reliable linguistic evidence 
(Aitken, No Stone, ch. 6). 
 The suggestion that there are Pharisaic elements in the translation (see 
§§ IV and VI) has been used to support a Palestinian location. This is not 
beyond doubt, however. Even if there are interpretative methods that 
re ect later rabbinic hermeneutical rules, this does not mean in the earlier 
period that these are to be associated with the Pharisees. They are natural 
methods of interpretation, such as harmonisation, and not easily classed 
to a speci c school, even if the Pharisees are only to be seen in Palestine. 
They might even have their background in Greek methods of interpre-
tation and therefore be universal among ancient authors in uenced by 
Hellenism (Daube, ‘Alexandrian’). 
 Pietersma (‘Place’) has, by contrast, brought together evidence for the 
location being Egypt, including geographic descriptions that re ect the 
Egyptian landscape. He also identi ed words that he views as Egyptian 
in origin (‘Place’, p. 270), as they are found in papyri, although using 
papyri alone does not prove this point. Nevertheless, even if his exam-
ples are not strong, there are suf cient associations between the words 
and Egypt to assume an Egyptian provenance (Aitken, No Stone, ch. 6; 
see § III). 
 
 
III. Language 
 
There have been a number of studies of the language of the Psalms with 
focus either on syntax (Sailhamer, Translational) or on the vocabulary. 
Posner’s identi cation of possible Stoic in uences, which con rmed for 
him a date of the rst century B.C.E., drew attention to the adjective 

 ‘governing’ at Ps. 50(51).14 (cf. 4 Macc. 8.7). This might 
well be a Stoic word (see Diogenes Laertius 7.159), especially given its 
association in the Psalm with the spirit ( ). Ledogar (Acknowledg-
ment) has gathered the occurrences of praise verbs and nouns from the 
Septuagint (especially the Psalter), focussing on the relationship of the 
words to each other, and the Hebrew words that they appear to translate. 
Given his interest in the Anaphora the verb  is treated in 
detail, including its use by Philo. Throughout, Ledogar emphasises the 
‘forensic’ origin of the words, by which he means the public character of 
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the proclamations (Acknowledgment, p. 65). Olofsson meanwhile has 
studied the divine titles in the Greek Psalms (God Is my Rock) and has 
provided helpful data on the translation technique and Hebrew equiva-
lents. It provides an understanding of the translation approach and the 
modi cation of divine titles in the Greek, but does not consider the titles 
in contemporary Greek. 
 The rst consistent analysis of the Septuagint Psalms in the light of the 
papyri was by Montevecchi, who showed that the vocabulary, including 
words discussed by Olofsson, derives from petition documents of the 
Ptolemaic and Roman periods (‘Quaedam’, pp. 293–310). She observes 
that terms such as  ‘deliverer’,  ‘helper’, and -

 ‘refuge’ are applied to God, when in Ptolemaic papyri they were 
standard normal petitionary terms used in appeals to the king. She notes 
that they appear more frequently in Ptolemaic-era papyri than Roman, 
thereby pinpointing the likely chronological context more precisely 
(Montevecchi, ‘Quaedam’, p. 106). For her the terms all derive from the 
Ptolemaic court, and while  ‘refuge’ could also be a designa-
tion for a temple, in general the terms are that of court language. The one 
term not used of God in the Psalms is the seemingly appropriate noun 

 ‘benefactor’, presumably avoided owing to its use as an epithet 
of two Ptolemies. The signi cance of these terms is that they could 
support an Egyptian setting, especially in the case of a word like  
‘merciful’, which is used both in petitions and in reference to Egyptian 
gods. 
 The conclusion from this evidence is twofold. First, it shows that the 
language in religious contexts has been adopted from the administrative 
realm. This might not have been the innovation of the translator of 
Psalms, but a natural development in the language, as implied already in 
the papyri. The Ptolemies were seen as gods, and therefore when making 
an appeal to the king it sometimes included an address to him as a divine 

gure. Second, these terms are those of the language in daily use. Indeed, 
the word  only appears in the papyri and in Jewish or 
Christian literature in uenced by the LXX. It was never used in a literary 
context. Thus, even for a literary and religious text such as the Psalms, 
the language chosen was the standard Koine of everyday language. This 
does not mean that the text is devoid of occasional literary words or 
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rhetorical elements (see § IV). Rather, what can be seen from these two 
apparently contradictory statements—that the language is adopted from 
Ptolemaic religious terms and that the language is the vernacular—is that 
the translator did not choose the standard language of Greek religious 
hymns. While some of the terms can be found in Egyptian religious 
contexts, it is the language of minor cults rather than of the Olympian 
deities. 
  
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
The case for a single translator was defended by Mozley (Psalter, p. xii), 
and it has been con rmed by Munnich (‘Indices’, pp. 407–408) that the 
translation can be seen as a unity. The translation style is one that con-
forms very closely to its Hebrew source text. Word order and lexical 
equivalence are maintained for the most part, re ecting once more the 
kaige tradition (see § II). It is possible, though, that while generally main-
taining strict correspondence to his source text, the translator exercised 
some freedom and creativity (Schaper, Messianism; Bons, ‘Rhetorical’, 
p. 69). This includes modi cations of the text according to his own 
theological positions, such as to avoid the possibility of a plurality of 
gods (Pss. 8.6[5]; 96[97].7; 137[138].1) when there is no textual 
justi cation for a different reading (see further Bons, ‘Rede’, pp. 185–99; 
‘Septuaginta’, pp. 464–68). 
 Schaper and others (Gzella, Lebenszeit) have also identi ed some 
possible interpretative elements in the Psalms translation, and although 
some of his methods have been questioned (e.g., Cox, ‘Schaper’s 
Eschatology’) he does offer some informative examples of where the 
translation appears to be expansive. He draws particularly on the work of 
Frankel (Vorstudien) in the mid-nineteenth century and Prijs (Jüdische) 
and Koenig (L’herméneutique) in the twentieth who all saw later rabbinic 
hermeneutical techniques pre gured in the LXX. Schaper nds these 
‘proto-Rabbinic exegetical methods’, similar to Tov’s ‘midrash-type’ 
texts and actualisations, in the Greek Psalms. He thus nds the exegetical 
method of gezerah shavah, whereby one passage is modi ed to conform 
to another similar one, in LXX Ps. 55(56).9. There a reference in the 
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Hebrew to a ‘book’ appears in the LXX as a ‘promise’ (    
). Schaper follows Flashar and suggests the promise (an exegetical 

rendering in the light of Hebrew —probably read as the verb) is an 
allusion to Isa. 25.8 in the context of the eschatological banquet drawing 
together the nations in Jerusalem. In Isaiah it is announced that God ‘has 
wiped away the tears from every cheek’, while Ps. 55(56).9 speaks of 
tears being visible before God. The translator of the Psalms, viewing 
both texts as God’s pity on the tears of his people, chose  
‘promise’ to allude to Isaiah 25. Schaper therefore suggests that this 
technique is the same as the rabbinic principle of Hillel, the gezerah 
shavah. For the sake of clarity Schaper argues that it is easier to use the 
later rabbinic terms in order to systematise the exegetical principles 
behind the Septuagint Psalms. Elsewhere he identi es al tiqre readings 
and other techniques comparable to the rules of Hillel. 
 Despite the close quantitative equivalence, the translator was able to 
introduce some rhetorical techniques to improve the literary quality of 
the translation. These are only occasional, but Bons (‘Rhetorical’) has 
been able to identify features that are not dependent upon the MT or the 
Qumran Hebrew manuscripts and therefore probably inventions of the 
translator. These include the use of hyperbaton at Pss. 33(34).13; 
36(37).16, alliteration at Ps. 48(47).11 (    ‘fool and dolt’); 
62(63).2 (    ‘trackless and waterless’); 50(51).12, and 
paronomasia (the juxtaposing of words from the same root) in many 
cases. Among the last category Ps. 17(18).16 is a good example for its 
sophisticated use of    ‘at the blast of the 
breath’. 
  
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
On the evidence of the Dead Sea Psalms (e.g., 11QPsa) the Hebrew text 
of the Psalter was not xed until the rst century C.E. (Sanders, Psalms 
Scroll; Flint, Dead Sea). 11QPsa conforms to the Septuagint in includ- 
ing Psalm 151 (see below), but its arrangement of the Psalms is different 
and includes additional ‘apocryphal’ psalms. Cave 4 Psalms manuscripts, 
meanwhile, display divergence from both the Septuagint and the Masor-
etic text. Ulrich (‘Dead Sea’, pp. 333–34) presents the hypothesis that the 
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extant Greek text is a recension of an earlier version, but does not 
provide strong evidence from the Psalter itself. What seems clear is that 
the LXX Psalms are based on a Vorlage close in reading and arrangement 
to the MT, even if there has been signi cant corruption of both the 
Vorlage and the later MT. The manuscript witnesses of the Greek are 
extensive and diverse. 
 There is considerable diversity in the Psalms headings, with differ-
ences between the MT, Qumran scrolls, and the LXX. It is generally 
considered that the headings were not integral to the Hebrew text 
(Pietersma, ‘David’; Dorival, ‘Autour’). 
 The presence of the additional Psalm 151 in the LXX presents its own 
problems. The psalm is also known in the Syriac tradition of the Psalter, 
where it appears along with other Syriac psalms. The discovery of the 
Psalms Scroll from Qumran (11QPsa [11Q5]) provided a Hebrew version 
of two Psalms that correspond to Psalm 151, and con rmed that the 
psalm was translated from a Hebrew source. It focuses on the rise of 
David, drawing upon 1 Samuel 16–17. When the Qumran Psalm was 
found, it was thought that the Greek, seen as textually inferior and cor-
rupt, is an amalgamation of two Hebrew Psalms. Accordingly Sanders 
labelled the Hebrew version ‘Psalm 151A and 151B’. However, contrary 
to Sanders’s con dent assertion that 11QPs 151 is the original version 
(Psalms Scroll, p. 60), greater appreciation has grown for the Greek 
version. As a result there are a number of scholars who would argue for 
the Greek being original rather than corrupt and for the Hebrew as a 
secondary expansion of the Vorlage behind the Greek version (Segal, 
‘Literary Development’). 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
The exegetical character of the Psalter translation is an area of some 
disagreement among scholars. Whilst being a translation displaying a 
high degree of lexical equivalence, the choice of lexemes has been taken 
by some as indicative of an interpretative strand in the translation. It is 
dif cult, however, to assume a word has been chosen for exegetical pur-
poses when it is a standard translation equivalent. Thus, while Schaper 
and Gzella have made a case that the translation re ects theological and 
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political ideologies through its choice of vocabulary, some have pro-
posed that it is not always possible to make such judgements (Pietersma, 
‘Septuagintal Exegesis’; Cox, ‘Schaper’s Eschatology’). In Ps. 1.5, for 
example, Schaper interprets  as evidence that the translator 
advocated resurrection from the dead, although it is a standard equivalent 
for the Hebrew verb  (Austermann, ‘Thesen’). It does have an effect 
on later interpretation of the psalm but it does not prove the intention of 
the translator. Much debate has centred on these problems. 
 Flashar (‘Exegetische’) noted many examples of possible exegetical 
translations in the Greek Psalter, and suggested that certain features 
re ect an Egyptian setting, notably the epithets used of God (cf. 
Pietersma, ‘Exegesis’, p. 253), and in this he was following the com-
monly held opinion that all Septuagint books derived from Egypt. 
However, the idea that the Psalms translation could come from Palestine, 
especially given its af nity with the kaige tradition, has led to some 
possible conclusions regarding its purpose. Van der Kooij (‘Septuagint’) 
sees the translation as deriving from a Pharisaic milieu and, in response 
to Pietersma’s discussion of the Psalm headings (‘David’), he argued that 
the Psalm headings had signi cance for the ordering of the Psalter. The 
headings indicate that the Psalms were arranged according to Jewish 
tradition following the days of the week (i.e. 23.1; 47.1; 93.1; 92.1; 
91.1), and the addition of liturgical notes in the Greek indicate a milieu 
of the Jerusalem temple for the LXX Psalter (‘Place’, pp. 71–72). Flashar 
(‘Exegetische’, pp. 185, 246) had already noted the interest of the Greek 
Psalter in the Jerusalem Temple. Van der Kooij’s argument is partly 
dependent on whether the headings are genuine, and he concludes that if 
they are derived from Jerusalem and the Temple then they are most 
likely to be genuine. We are still, however, faced with the likelihood that 
they are later additions, as Pietersma argued (‘David’; ‘Present State’). 
 Van der Kooij (‘Septuagint’) has also drawn attention to the concept 
of ‘priestly monarchy’ in LXX Psalms (Pss. 78[79].2-3; 109[110].4) and 
compared them with passages in 1 Maccabees (7.17; 14.41 respectively). 
He concludes that the translation might come from pro-Maccabean circles 
and that this would support the idea that the evidence points to ‘Judaea 
(Jerusalem) as the place of origin’ (‘Septuagint’, p. 246). He does remain 
cautious, however, recognising that it could have been composed in 
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Egypt by people from a Judean background. 1 Maccabees 7 at least indi-
cates that the LXX Psalms was available in Jerusalem at the time (perhaps 
late second century B.C.E.). If, however, it can be shown that one work is 
dependent on the other, that at least indicates access to the book, 
although it does not prove they came from the same circles. 
 Schaper (Eschatology, pp. 34–45) discovers Hasmonean references in 
LXX Psalms 59(60) (Eschatology, pp. 40–45) and 107(108) (Eschatology, 
pp. 83–84). The translation in these two Psalms of    
‘Judas my King’ he takes as referring to Judas Maccabaeus, providing a 
terminus post quem of ca. 165. The choice of  rather than  
is noteworthy, and the use of  could support this interpretation. 
Certainly, the text might have a messianic reference in the same way that 
the Hebrew does, but it cannot be certain that the reference is to a 
historical gure. The content of the Psalms can, nevertheless, be seen as 
an appropriate backdrop for the events recorded in 1 and 2 Maccabees. 
Problematic for this interpretation, however, is that Judas Maccabaeus 
never adopted the title of king, which was only accepted by the 
Hasmoneans at the end of the rst century. Even if the Psalms do refer to 
him, it does not prove a date in the second century or a Palestinian 
origin, as Schaper argues (Williams, ‘Towards a Date’, pp. 262–63). 
 Schaper’s identi cation of exegetical traditions in the LXX Psalms that 
are also attested in later rabbinic and targumic works (see § IV) is a 
valuable insight into the working methods of the translator. This provides 
evidence of the history of the rabbinic rules of exegesis, also found in the 
Dead Sea Scrolls, New Testament, other parts of the LXX and even in the 
Hebrew Bible itself. As a contribution to the history of rabbinic exegesis 
it is informative. It is uncertain whether they can be attributed to a 
speci c group at the time of the translator, such that his attribution of 
them to Pharisaic circles and a Palestinian movement cannot be proven. 
That something at a later time was believed by the Pharisees does not 
mean that everything similar earlier is a form of Pharisaism. 
 Although the translation technique does not allow for straightforward 
conclusions on the translator’s exegesis or theology, the network of ideas 
and vocabulary in the Psalms could re ect the translator’s theological 
stance. The translator does not avoid eschatological themes, as recorded 
by Schaper, and even a regular translation feature is indicative of his 
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acceptance of them. The reference to the unicorn, although once more a 
standard translation equivalent, could have been chosen as symbolic of 
the messiah (Schaper, ‘Unicorn’). The translator also appears to focus on 
the de nition of sin as a breaking of  ‘the law’ (Austermann, Von 
der Tora), and in similar fashion to other LXX translations, such as 
Proverbs (Cook, ‘Law’) and Isaiah (Wagner, Reading), heightens the 
ethical vocabulary around legal terminology. 
  
 
VII. Reception History 
 
The Psalms were extremely popular in antiquity, and as a result there is 
extensive use of the LXX Psalms in Jewish Greek works (Williams, 
‘Towards a Date’) and in the New Testament (Moyise and Menken, The 
Psalms). It is not possible to cover all the data here and a few suggestive 
examples shall be given. Wisdom of Solomon already alludes to the 
Psalms, probably to the Greek version. Wis. 1.1-15 borrows from 
Psalm 2 and Wis. 6.1-21 from Ps. 44(45).8 (Skehan, ‘Borrowings’, 
pp. 384–97). Joseph and Aseneth also seems to be dependent on the 
LXX Psalter, showing awareness of Psalm 18(19) at 5.5–6.6 (Delling, 
‘Einwirkungen’). 
 In the New Testament Rev. 10.2-4 appears to be familiar with the LXX 
rendering of Ps. 28(29).3 (Cambe, ‘L’interprétation’, pp. 228–29), as 
does Acts 2 (Sailhamer, Translational Technique, p. 1). The ongoing 
interpretation of the Psalms can be traced through many church fathers 
too (Holladay, Psalms). A signi cant in uence of the Psalms, however, 
is the way that its distinctive language has in uenced later Christian 
vocabulary. The use of  ‘to listen to’ of prayer in the New 
Testament is due in large part to its frequency in prayer language in the 
Greek Psalter (Cox, ‘ ’, pp. 252–53, 258). The noun -

 ‘deliverer’, although originally deriving from Ptolemaic language 
and never used in literature before the LXX (§ III), becomes a standard 
term of address to God in Christian liturgy, including in inscriptions. At 
the same time  ‘helper’ is only occasionally used of God in later 
liturgy, but can still be found (Bons, ‘Noun’), especially in inscriptions 
from Ephesus. 
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Prayer of Manasseh (Odes 12) 
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(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Pietersma, 2007), p. 620. 
  OTP II, pp. 625–37 (Hamilton, 1985). 
  Horst and Newman, Early Jewish Prayers (Newman), pp. 165–66. 
  LXX.D (Engel and Lattke, 2009), pp. 912–13. 
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I. General Characteristics 
 
The Prayer of Manasseh, a short work of only 15 verses, is one of the 
poetic compositions found in the Odes of the LXX, a collection appended 
in some codices and manuscripts to the Greek Psalms. The majority of 
the Odes is a compilation of hymns and prayers extracted from the books 
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of the LXX and New Testament (and therefore not of further consid-
eration here), but the Prayer of Manasseh is an independent composition, 
possibly of Jewish origin. It is clearly intended to supply the words of 
King Manasseh, who is said to pray to God at 2 Chron. 33.13 but where 
the words of the prayer are not given. 
 In addition to the later Greek tradition, the Prayer is found in Syriac in 
the early third-century Didascalia and in Latin in the Apostolic Constitu-
tions. An unrelated version is attested at Qumran (4Q381 33.8) and a 
Hebrew version appears in the medieval Cairo Genizah (see § VII). The 
textual history displays diversity given the survival of witnesses in 
various languages and literary contexts. It remains uncertain whether the 
Greek is a translation of a Hebrew version or an original Greek compo-
sition, and the origins and setting are equally hard to reconstruct. 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
A precise date or location for the composition or even translation of the 
Prayer cannot be ascertained. The appearance in the Didascalia provides 
a terminus ad quem of the early third century. There are no explicit 
Christian elements to suggest it is Christian, but the possibility has to 
remain open (cf. Davila, ‘Prayer’). The Apostolic Constitutions have 
often been thought to include Jewish material (see Fiensy, Prayers) so 
that its largely Christian preservation is not a problem. 
 It can be placed generically within the tradition of prayers, especially 
of confession, from Second Temple times. These include prayers in the 
Hebrew Bible (Ezra 9; Neh. 9; Dan. 9), those added to the Septuagint 
(LXX Daniel 3; LXX Esther Prayer) and those in apocryphal works (Bar. 
1.15–3.8; 3 Macc. 2.1-20; Pss. Sol. 9; 1QS 1.24–2.1; CD 20.28-30; see 
Newman, ‘Prayer’, p. 147). The presence of a different and independent 
Hebrew prayer of Manasseh from Qumran (4Q381 33.8), dated paleo-
graphically to the rst century B.C.E., shows that there was an early 
Jewish tradition around the gure of Manasseh and a desire to supple-
ment the words of his prayer. The Qumran version, which is dependent 
on 2 Chronicles 33 but separate from the Greek tradition (Schniedewind, 
‘Qumran Fragment’), likewise forms part of a collection of prayers 
(4Q380–381). Its origins cannot be located more rmly than sometime 
before the rst century B.C.E. 
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III. Language 
 
In such a short prayer little can be said of the Greek language. As will be 
seen (§ IV) the in uence of LXX Exod. 34.6 is apparent in the description 
of the divine attributes. Many standard terms from the Psalms also 
appear, including  ‘magni cence’ (v. 5; cf. Pss. 8.2; 
20[21].6[7], etc.),  ‘irresistible’ (v. 5; Ps. 123[124].5), and 

 ‘kindness’ (v. 11; Pss. 13[14].1, 3; 20[21].4[3]). Some terms, 
however, are not from the Psalms and are barely used in the LXX, such as 

 ‘immeasurable’ (v. 6; cf. Sir. 16.17; 3 Macc. 4.17) and  
‘to look at’ (v. 9; 1 Esd. 6.27; 3 Macc. 2.26). Some are unique to the 
Prayer in the LXX and very rare in Greek:  ‘unbearable’ (v. 5) 
and  ‘compassionate’ (v. 7; cf. New Testament). The latter 
appears to be the equivalent of  from Exod. 34.6 (Newman, 
‘Prayer’, p. 173) and re ects the occasional independence of the transla-
tion from the LXX (see further Passoni Dell’Acqua, ‘La preghiera’). 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
The Prayer has been composed as, or at least attributed to, the missing 
words of Manasseh’s prayer mentioned in 2 Chron. 33.11-13. The prayer 
was said to have been recorded in the chronicles of the seers (2 Chron. 
33.19). In the version of the Odes in Codex Alexandrinus, the earliest 
Greek witness, and in the Didascalia, the prayer contains a super-
scription ‘prayer of Manasseh’, making clear the attribution. As many 
Psalms, the prayer opens with a call to God through a description of his 
powers in creation. Verses 6-7 describe the divine attributes, drawing 
upon Exodus 34. A major in uence on the composition is the language 
of Exod. 34.6:      ,   

   ‘The Lord, the Lord God is compassionate and 
merciful, patient and very merciful and truthful’. The Prayer continues 
with the confession (vv. 8-12) before a petition (v. 13) and recognition of 
divine deliverance (vv. 13-14). It concludes with a vow to praise God 
and a standard doxology (v. 15). 
 As the language is conventional, there is little to determine whether it 
is a translation or a free composition. There are no signs of translation 
errors or obvious Semitic interference and therefore it is reasonable to 
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assume it is a composition. Furthermore, some of the language diverges 
from standard lexical equivalents in the LXX (§ III), which could be a 
sign that this is not a translation. 
 
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The differing sources of preservation of the Prayer have resulted in 
different textual histories. In some Septuagint manuscripts it appears as a 
part of the book of Odes, attached to the book of Psalms. In the Latin 
(and Ethiopic) tradition it serves as an appendix to 2 Chronicles, re ect-
ing its purpose to ll in the words of Manasseh in that book. In Greek the 
Prayer and the Odes in which it is included rst make an appearance in 
the fth-century Codex Alexandrinus, and continue in many manuscripts 
after that time (see Mearns, Canticles). There is considerable variation in 
the superscription between the manuscripts and versions (Newman, 
‘Prayer’, p. 166), largely varying in the detail given to the context of 
Manasseh’s prayer. 
 In Syriac the Prayer rst appears in the third-century Didascalia. It 
only appears in the Peshitta from the ninth century (Paris MS 9aI), as part 
of the Odes. The differences between the two versions are slight, which 
makes it likely that the Peshitta is dependent on the Didascalia (Baars 
and Schneider, ‘Prayer’, p. ii). The Latin witnesses are late, appearing 

rst in the Apostolic Constitutions (sixth century), and only reaching the 
Vulgate much later. 
 The Medieval Hebrew version of the prayer from the Cairo Genizah 
shows traces (in possible mistranslations) of having been translated from 
Syriac and possibly too of the in uence of translation from Greek (Leicht, 
‘Newly Discovered’). It is, however, not a direct descendant since it 
shows traces of Rabbinic Hebrew and midrashic tradition as well. 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
Other than its place within the traditions of Second Temple Jewish 
prayers (§ II), little can be said of its ideology. The ascription to 
Manasseh indicates it forms part of a tradition on the sin of Manasseh, 
but little is indicated in the prayer itself of Manasseh’s actual actions. 
This suggests it might have been written independently of the Manasseh 
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tradition. Manasseh is recorded in the Bible as one of the most idolatrous 
of the kings (2 Kgs 21.1-18) and, once taken captive by the Assyrians, 
he turns from his idolatrous ways in response to his prayer for mercy 
(2 Chron. 33.10-17). However, there is no suggestion of idolatry in the 
Prayer, and while idolatry was a theme in a number of apocryphal works 
(Wisdom of Solomon; Ep. Jer.) the Prayer does not seem to t in with 
these. 
 The focus on God’s mercy and deliverance is a conventional theme 
throughout literature of the time. The lack of speci city in this Prayer 
allowed its reuse in collections of antiquity. 
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
The broad distribution of the Prayer in the sources is indicative of its 
wide use, possibly for a range of purposes. One can only speculate 
regarding its use in early Judaism, whether for private prayer or com-
munal worship in temple or synagogue. The presence of the Odes in 
Greek biblical manuscripts suggests in early Christianity they were used 
in liturgical settings, perhaps for singing or reciting on feast days. In the 
Didascalia, the Prayer appears in a chapter addressed to bishops on the 
role of repentance. The Prayer was obviously used as an example of 
proper repentance in Christian teaching. 
 The Genizah version, from at least the tenth century, shows the use of 
the Prayer even in Judaism. It forms part of a quire of prayers and 
incantations (T-S K 1.144, T-S K 21.95P, and T-S K 95.T) that might 
suggest it was used as a prayer for deliverance from some malady, or as 
a general prayer. Speculation on the liturgical use is possible (Leicht, 
‘Newly Discovered’, p. 369), but there is no indication in the manuscript 
as to its purpose. 
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Proverbs 
 
 

James K. Aitken and Lorenzo Cuppi 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen (none available at present). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. II, pp. 183–238. 
  Swete, vol. II, pp. 416–79. 
 
(b) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Cook, 2007), pp. 621–47. 
  LXX.D (Jüngling et al., 2009), pp. 935–77. 
  Bd’A 17 (d’Hamonville, 2000). 

 
 
I. General Characteristics  
 
The gnomic material of the Hebrew book of Proverbs, itself attributed 
pseudepigraphically to a king, namely Solomon (1.1), should be a natural 
source for adaptation to Hellenistic standards, especially given the 
popularity of gnomic material in Greek. To some extent the Greek 
translator of the work aims at this, as discussed by Cook in his study 
(Septuagint) and elaborated upon by d’Hamonville (Bd’A 17). It has long 
been recognised that the translation is written in a semi-literary Greek 
Koine, in which the translator has not been concerned to represent the 
Hebrew formally, instead adding expressions and possibly even whole 
lines, or developing imagery in greater depth (Baumgartner, Étude; 
Gerleman, Studies). 
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 The key areas of debate have centred on the setting of Proverbs and 
on its textual history. As the book has tendencies to vary its wording, and 
to rephrase and expand its source text, this has led to debate regarding 
its interpretative character. Some of the choices in wording and the 
additional phrases could indicate a particular ideology, but this cannot be 
determined for certain. At the same time the extent of such expansive 
interpretation is dependent on how far we view differences between 
the Hebrew and Greek texts as either recensional (that is deriving from 
a Hebrew Vorlage being translated that is different from the MT) or 
translational (intentional paraphrases and additions by the translator). 
This is a particular problem in the book of Proverbs, when there are clear 
additions and a free approach to the source text on the part of the 
translator. And yet, the LXX also contains recensional doublets that need 
to be identi ed, and many additional verses that could be recensional or 
interpretative. No simple solution can be offered, and each case should 
be considered on its own terms. 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
There is no clear evidence for the date of the Greek translation. Cook 
(‘Dating’; Septuagint) has suggested that the emphasis on law and ethics, 
which seem to be themes drawn out even more in the Greek than the 
Hebrew, re ects a similar cultural background to the book of Ben Sira 
(early second century B.C.E.). In this he is understanding Ben Sira as a 
defence against Hellenism at a time when traditional religion was under 
threat (the same reading as Hengel, Judaism), although other readings of 
Ben Sira are possible (Aitken, ‘Biblical’). The emphasis in the trans-
lation of Proverbs perhaps means little more than that the author re ects 
on the sapiential themes of wisdom and instruction. His dating conforms 
to earlier studies that placed the book sometime in the second century 
B.C.E. on the basis of its tentative relation to other Septuagint transla-
tions, particularly those of Job and Ben Sira, and to the works of Aristeas 
and Aristobulus. (For a survey of earlier attempts to date the translation, 
see Cook, ‘Dating’, pp. 383–87.) These are nonetheless perhaps to be 
placed at the end of the second century or later, rather than at the begin-
ning, since the preface to Ben Sira is explicit as to when the translation 
was made (after 132 or 117 B.C.E.) and Aristeas derives from that period. 
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The translation style, with its rephrasing and variation in equivalents, 
also appears to be a development of the earlier more formal style of 
translation seen in the Pentateuch and Minor Prophets. 
 D’Hamonville has utilised some of the monarchic evidence in Greek 
Proverbs to enable him to support these earlier proposals for a date, 
placing it more precisely in the reign of Ptolemy VI Philometor (181–
145 B.C.E.). He sees the emphasis on certain topics as suggestive that the 
translator was close to royal circles and politics in general (cf. d’Hamon-
ville, Bd’A 17, p. 25). D’Hamonville proposes that the translator is in 
fact Aristobulus, said to be the didaskalos of a king (2 Macc. 1.10) and 
to have dedicated his work to a Ptolemy (Bd’A 17, p. 137). Philometor’s 
mother had been de facto regent for the years 181–176 B.C.E., and he 
uses this to account for the expression in Proverbs    
‘your mother’s laws’ (Prov. 1.8; 6.20), although it is a natural rendering 
of the Hebrew there. Proverbs 31.1 is not discussed in this connection by 
d’Hamonville but may also be signi cant: 
 

     ,  
 ,     . 

 
My words have been spoken by God; 
the decree of a king, whom his mother instructed. 

 
In this passage, the name Lemuel in Hebrew is omitted (perhaps the -el 
termination has been preserved in ) and the emphasis is placed on 
one king. The allusion to the education by the mother might be a covert 
reference to the name Philometor (cf. Prov. 4.3-4). There certainly seems 
to be an interest in the education of the monarch in the book, but whether 
this can be so precisely identi ed with any one Ptolemy is doubtful. 
D’Hamonville’s suggestion that the author of the translation is Aristobu-
lus also cannot be regarded as certain. What it does indicate, though, is 
the sort of person who might have translated the book. It would have 
been someone with a high command of Greek, perhaps with an interest 
in philosophy, and engaged in the political and social affairs of Jews at 
the time (cf. § III). 
 For the location, most assume the provenance of the translation is 
Egypt. Its connection with other Septuagint translations and even 
its af nities with Aristeas and the translator’s ability in Greek would 
support this. Possible re ections on the Ptolemaic monarchy are also 
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indicative of this location (d’Hamonville, Bd’A 17; Aitken, ‘Poet’). Cook 
seeks to make a case for its provenance being Palestine (Cook and Van 
der Kooij, Law). The particular connections he sees with Ben Sira lead 
to a setting in Judea, but if those connections are merely thematic, this 
is less likely. The Hellenistic setting of Egypt and the presence of many 
of the other LXX translations there would favour an Egyptian or 
Alexandrian setting. 
 
 
III. Language  
 
As much as the translator was adept at modifying his translation to 
express his own interests and emphases, he was clearly adept in the 
Greek language too. The language of LXX Proverbs reveals the translator 
to be one who is concerned to convey his message within the appropriate 
medium and tone for his source text. He is probably aware of the poetic 
nature of the Hebrew that he was translating, and has chosen vocabulary 
of a poetic nature. Even if it is sometimes dif cult to identify whether a 
word is poetic or not, it can be still be seen that many of LXX Proverbs’ 
words are distinctive. Some might be attested primarily in poetry, and 
others might be rare within the language, or at the least might not be the 
only choice available to the translator within the language. 
 We begin with Greek particles since these are often omitted in the 
everyday language of papyri and a distinct decline in their use can be 
identi ed (Clarysse, ‘Linguistic Diversity’). They are also rare in Septua-
gint translations, since the paratactic nature of Hebrew (using ) and the 
limited number of connectors in Hebrew does not readily lend to literary 
Greek. Nevertheless, the translator of Proverbs frequently varied his 
syntax, opting many times for , which disrupts the word order, over  
(e.g., 7.3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13). He also uses a range of particles from the 
very opening, seen by Cook as indicative of the translator’s creative 
style (Septuagint, pp. 103–104). Chapter 1 is marked by it use of the 
triple  (Prov. 1.2-3), a feature known from classical authors too 
(Denniston, Particles, pp. 504–505). In the same chapter  is 
repeated in close succession (Prov. 1.26, 31) which shows a particular 
concern to use particles, even heavy ones. Such close repetition is not 
typical of Greek, but is attested in a poetic composition from the 
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Hellenistic era, on a marble stele from Thrace, dated to the mid-second 
to early rst century B.C.E. (Grandjean, Arétalogie, ll. 29, 33, 38; see 
Aitken, No Stone, p. 89). 
 There are some words that are clearly poetic, owing to their use in 
poetic classical texts and the fact that alternative terms were at the 
disposal of the translator (see Aitken, ‘Poet’). A good example of this is 
the noun  ‘eye’, which is found in the LXX only in Proverbs (10.26; 
23.5) and the ‘literary’ books of 4 Maccabees (5.30; 6.26; 18.21) and 
Wisdom (11.18; 15.15). The word  was the poetic choice for the 
common prose noun . The use of  ‘serpent’ (Prov. 23.32; 
30.19) might also be such a poetic choice, except that we nd it 
frequently in the LXX (forty times), and there might be other reasons for 
choosing it (Eynikel and Hauspie, ‘Use’). The Greek  ‘hill’ might 
also be poetic, although it seems to have come into prose authors in the 
Hellenistic period. Cook (‘Lexical Matters’) has particularly drawn 
attention to the many LXX hapax legomena that demonstrate the 
distinctive nature of the translation. It suggests a deliberate attempt by 
the translator to provide a re ned literary work. Among the hapax 
legomena are  ‘to make peace’ (Prov. 10.10),  
‘intolerable’ (27.3),  ‘unfruitfulness’ (9.12),  ‘of gentle 
spirit’ (14.30; 16.19),  ‘to atter’ (28.23), and the 
relatively rare words  ‘double-sided rug’ (2 Kgdms 17.28; 
Prov. 7.16) and  ‘talkative’ (Ps. 139[140].11; Prov. 21.19). 
The adverb  ‘immediately’ (Prov. 12.16; Deut. 24.15) is also 
not common, although it is found from Aeschylus onwards, and appears 
in prose authors too. As an alternative to a more common word, the 
translator chose to use the adjective  ‘mortal’ (3.13; 20.24), 
occasionally found elsewhere in the LXX, for the expected . The 
translator of Job by contrast prefers , although also uses  at 
Job 30.23. The preference for  ‘parent’ (Prov. 29.15) might also be 
dictated by a desire for variation, when the Hebrew merely reads 
‘mother’. Finally, the translator of Proverbs was perhaps aiming at a 
poetic tone in speaking of , ‘the underworld’ (30.16), used in the 
LXX elsewhere in Job (40.20; 41.24), instead of the expected LXX term of 
Hades (Gerleman, Studies, p. 35). 
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 These lexical samples indicate that the translator aimed at a literary 
product, even when working within the constraints of a translation. The 
lexical variation is signi cant in that it reveals his freedom of choice in 
selecting his translation equivalents, and that he was willing to opt for an 
alternative to what might seem an obvious rendering. 
 It is signi cant that given this tendency to choose rare or poetic words, 
the translator is also, as other LXX translators, using the standard Koine 
of his time. This is apparent in the common words of daily administra-
tion, in striking contrast to the literary elements of his translation. That 
the translator was familiar with some of the language of politics and 
administration is hardly surprising, but he does employ it much more 
than many of the other translators. In Prov. 31.1, we nd the noun 

 which was a term common in Ptolemaic Egypt to denote a 
‘decree’, ‘petition’ or any form of legal ‘document’ or ‘report’. The verb 

 ‘to act as assessor’ (LSJ 1332) only appears in the LXX in 
Proverbs with reference to the actions of the gure of Wisdom (1.21; 
8.3), but it seems to denote the function of judges in the Hellenistic 
period. The social context in which the translator lived is re ected in 
other terms that the translator uses. The king who lacks understanding is 
de ned as a  (28.16; also at Ps. 71[72].4), probably recalling 
the meaning in Ptolemaic papyri of one who practises extortion rather 
than its older sense of ‘informant’ or ‘denouncer’. A  
‘receiver of bribes’ (15.27) and an  ‘opponent’ (18.17) also 
re ect the social concerns of the time. 
 Speci c political words are also notable in the translation, as discussed 
brie y by d’Hamonville (Bd’A 17, pp. 128–32). The concept of  
‘free speech’ (1.20; 10.10; 13.5) was important in political thought, and 
is here associated with Wisdom’s openness and public declarations. 
There is frequent reference to the  (1.25, 30; 2.11, 17; 3.21; 8.12, 
14; 9.10; 11.13, 14; 15.22; 19.21; 20.5; 21.30; 22.20; 25.28; 31.4) and 
the  (11.13; 15.22; 22.10; 24.8; 26.26; 27.22; 31.23). Amongst 
all this, the role of the king seems to command a special place. The 
translator sometimes reduces plural references to kings in the Hebrew 
into the singular, and even has a strophe on the language of the king that 
is not extant in the MT (24.22). 
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 Within all this freedom and creativity, the translator also opts for odd 
choices or etymological renderings that would be more familiar from 
Aquila. Thus, there are a number of words for ‘path, way of life’ in the 
Hebrew that required translating. For one, , the translator resorted to 

 ‘axle’, used metonymically for the wheel or ‘path’. 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
A precise understanding of the translation technique is dependent upon 
the approach one takes to the textual variants (cf. § V). It is clear that the 
translator, through his literary use of Greek, and through variation in the 
choice of lexical equivalents, did not aim to present all the formal 
features of the Hebrew. There is occasional paraphrase or expansion too 
of the source text, so that in many ways it is justi able to describe the 
Greek as a Greek composition in its own right. However, variation in 
translation style and modi cation of words or phrases is not the same as 
the addition of whole verses, and freedom in one does not prove freedom 
in the other. Cook, for example, presumes variants in the Greek in 
comparison to the Hebrew are explicable as part of the translator’s free 
rendering of his source (see too Tauberschmidt, Secondary). It is 
unlikely, nevertheless, that large sections of pluses are to be attributed 
to the translator rather than an alternative Vorlage (cf. Fox, ‘LXX-
Proverbs’, p. 97). The translator was creative but did not necessarily 
depart from his source to a large degree. 
 In similar fashion there is a transposition in sections in the manu-
scripts that could be the work of the translator but more likely arose 
during the transmission history (§ V). Cook has argued that in Proverbs 
this was an intentional restructuring (Septuagint, pp. 312–15), creating 
contrasts between topics. Certainly, the juxtaposition of the theme of 
kingship in Prov. 25.1-7 after 31.1-9 does have the effect of drawing 
attention to issues regarding the proper behaviour of the monarch (cf. 
Aitken, ‘Poet’), but this could be accidental. 
 Unsurprisingly the translator was sensitive to the stylistic and 
rhetorical effects of his Greek and many poetic devices have been identi-

ed (Gerleman, Studies, pp. 11–35; d’Hamonville, Bd’A 17, pp. 87–101). 
We need not go as far as Thackeray (‘Poetry’) and identify a regular use 
of metre in the translation, but recognise standard features of Greek style. 
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
There are two extant Qumran manuscripts (4Q102 and 4Q103), but both 
are fragmentary and not of great assistance. They seem to display close 
af nities to the MT indicating that the form of the MT is early. A quota-
tion in 4Q271 5.1.14-15 (CD 11.20-21) echoes Prov. 15.8, although the 
wording is different from the MT. Many scholars see the differences 
between MT and LXX of Proverbs as recensional (Tov, ‘Recensional’), 
although others have argued for exegetical expansions on the part of the 
translator. Fox (‘LXX-Proverbs’) takes a wise middle position by 
examining each case in turn, allowing for some expansion but also 

nding arguments for many of the variants to have arisen in the Hebrew 
Vorlage of the translation. He sees LXX Proverbs as a translation of a 
base text that deviated from MT both in terms of arrangement and 
content. The reconstructed Hebrew base text is described as a ‘recension’ 
of the book of Proverbs on a par with MT Proverbs. The Peshitta offers 
some assistance, although it neither witnesses directly to either the 
Hebrew or Greek, while the Targum is largely dependent on the Peshitta 
(Owens, ‘Relationship’). 
 A major re-arrangement of verses in the Greek translation results in 
the placement of 30.1-14 after 24.22 and 30.15–31.9 after 24.34. As a 
result the verses appear (using the Hebrew verse numbering) in the 
following order (cf. Cook, Septuagint, pp. 293–96): 
 

1.1–24.22 
30.1-14 
24.23-34 
25–29 
30.15-33 
31.1-9 
31.10-31 

 
The section 30.15-33 follows 24.23-34, which includes the directions to 
a king on the proper use of the tongue and the reference to Wisdom 
sitting by the gates of princes. It closes with the addressee (the king?) 
being admonished for not paying heed to Wisdom’s words. While the 
phenomenon of rearranged verses in Greek can happen, as it does in all 
the Greek witnesses to Sirach between chs. 33 and 36 where fascicle 
leaves were probably rearranged in an early codex resulting in a 
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transposition of Sir. 30.25–33.13a and 33.13b–36.16a, the case in 
Proverbs seems to be different. The portions of text which have been 
rearranged are normally identi ed in the Hebrew as independent sec-
tions: hence, they were more likely displaced in Hebrew rather than in 
Greek, where the translator seeks to ascribe to Solomon all the sections. 
Here in Proverbs we have the displacement of two short portions of text 
which hardly could stand alone in two whole fascicles. Therefore in 
Proverbs it likely has arisen in the Hebrew Vorlage rather than from 
exegesis on the part of the translator. 
 Although at the Septuaginta Unternehmen in Göttingen a collation of 
the manuscripts of the book of Proverbs has been in preparation since the 
1950s, a major critical edition has not yet been published. This lack 
certainly affects our knowledge of the LXX of Proverbs. Some studies on 
the manuscripts have been undertaken by Schildenberger (Die alt-
lateinischen texte, vol. I, esp. pp. 23–54), Zuntz (‘Der Antinoe Papy- 
rus’), Bady (‘Le commentaire’, pp. 37–75) and Moro (‘Il testo’). 
The latter three also had the opportunity to consult the collation in 
Göttingen. However, an exhaustive study on the partition of the manu-
scripts is lacking. Since the codices tend to share the same textual type in 
the same group of books (Octateuch, other historical books, sapiential 
books, prophetic books), the divisions established by Joseph Ziegler for 
Wisdom, Sirach and especially Ecclesiastes (Ziegler, ‘Gebrauch’, 
pp. 109–10) may be of some help. As in Ecclesiastes, the subgroups 106-
130 and 336-728 usually agree with each other. They may agree also 
with MS V and the Syro-Hexaplar, but often (and more frequently 336-
728) they may show peculiar readings which realign the text with the 
Hebrew, or represent a stylistic improvement. MS 637, which in Ecclesi-
astes belongs to the Hexaplaric group, and in Wisdom belongs to the 
Antiochian group, randomly agrees with the aforementioned manu-
scripts. The same happens to MS 613. By contrast MS 253, which 
elsewhere is clearly Hexaplaric, does not show a special agreement with 
these manuscripts. 
 The omission in Vaticanus (B) of lines 2.21a-b (sub ÷ in Syh) 
indicates the in uence of the Hexaplaric recension even on our best 
manuscript for the book of Proverbs. The removal of the doublet under 
obeli may be at best explained if we admit that the tradition on which B 
depends, when confronted with the striking similarity of the distichs, 
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decided to set out the lines under obeli, because it considered them 
spurious. In the same way B* excludes v. 2.3c (sub  pro ÷ in Syh), and 
v. 8.10c (> Syh). Interestingly enough, another doublet which exhibits 

’s translation technique, 2.2b-c (line c sub ÷ in Syh), shows fewer 
similarities than those found in 2.3b-c; 2.21; 8.10b-c, and is fully 
preserved by B. An earlier insertion related to the recensional work of 
the kaige group would conveniently explain the textual data of B, the 
lack of the asterisks in the Syro-Hexapla, and would con rm that the 
pedantic doublet in 2.21c-d does not depend on Origen’s activity. 
 As the edition of Rahlfs-Hanhart demonstrates, Codices S and A also 
may often preserve rare and original readings. Besides the three funda-
mental majuscule manuscripts, speci c attention may be accorded to MSS 
V 106 130 336 728 which alone preserve the order of the chapters 
according to the MT. This is a variant reading on the macroscopic level 
which makes one suspect that these manuscripts may be good witnesses 
to the Hexaplaric text. 
 Concerning the Antiochian recension, the subfamilies 106-130 and 
336-728, separately, happen to exhibit, as mentioned above, peculiar 
readings which might underlie this text type. Regarding this debated 
subject, Bady (‘La méthode’, pp. 319–27) claims that MS Patmiacus gr. 
161, which alone preserves the still unpublished Commentary on the 
Book of Proverbs attributed to John Chrysostom, is the better witness to 
the Lucianic text.1 He explains, in his unfortunately still unpublished 
doctoral thesis, that the Patmiacus codex shows 600 variant readings (‘Le 
commentaire’, pp. 44–46). According to Bady, the closest biblical manu-
script to the Patmiacus would be V (150 common variants), immediately 
followed by 336 (123 common variants), the Syro-Hexapla version (106 
common variants) and 728 (104 common variants). Prudent skepticism is 
advised on the survival, for the book of Proverbs, of an Antiochian 
recension, although it is clear, both from Schildenberger’s and Bady’s 
studies (Proverbien, pp. 35–40, 126–31; ‘Le commentaire’, pp. 37–75), 
that a cluster of manuscripts shows a randomising agreement around the 
text exhibited by the Antiochian Fathers, namely John Chrysostom and 
Theodoret of Cyrus. 
 
 1. Bady, ‘méthode exégétique’, p. 320: ‘le texte biblique que commente l’auteur 
est de type lucianique: le Patmiacus gr. 161 en est même sans doute le meilleur 
témoin pour les Proverbes’. 
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 As far as the versions are concerned, the Pre-Nicene translations, 
namely the Vetus Afra and the Coptic (especially the Sahidic), prove to 
occasionally preserve2 readings which are lost in the Greek tradition. 
These readings may sometimes represent a different Hebrew Vorlage. 
The fact is well known, and has been already documented for other 
books of the Old Testament (Van der Kooij, ‘Place’, p. 72; Fernández 
Marcos, ‘Textual Context’, p. 419). After the destruction of the holy 
books which took place under the Emperor Diocletian’s persecution, 
the LXX textual patrimony was not fully preserved. Under Constantine 
and his successors the LXX text reached a stability and a uniformity 
partially witnessed by the later versions (Armenian, Ethiopic, Syro-
Palestinian, Syro-Hexapla), which seem to be more helpful for locating a 
Greek textual type than for uncovering variants lacking in the Greek 
tradition. 
  
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis  
 
As already indicated, determining the extent of the translator’s exegesis 
is dependent on one’s attitude to the textual situation (§§ IV and V). 
Although some have seen a philosophical stratum in the translation, 
Cook is probably correct not to emphasise this. There are nonethe- 
less moralising additions in the text, seen for example in the addition of 

 ‘bad’ or  ‘righteous’ to reinforce the message of the text 
(Dick, ‘Ethics’), and these are similar to Greek gnomic material. In his 
many publications Cook has sketched a picture of a document that is 
religiously conservative, and although highly Hellenised in its language 
is restrained if not polemical towards Hellenism (cf. § II). As typical of 
the translator’s Hellenistic education Cook even points to the use of 
Aristotle by the translator in a proverb on the ant and the bee (Prov. 6.6-
8) deriving from Aristotle’s History of Animals 622B. The Greek adds to 
the saying about an ant one about a bee, although once more we cannot 
be certain if this is recensional or original to the translator, or even to the 
later transmission of the Greek. Despite this, the translator is restrained 
 
 
 2. As in Prov. 14.22 (  – ] misericordes bonorum cogitatores sunt 
Lat94 Sa), and in the additional stich found in Prov. 8.31 ( ] + thesauri 
autem eius faciunt homines gaudibundos Lat94 Sa Ach BodVI 928?). 
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towards the Hellenistic world. Cook rightly draws attention to the 
sharpening of the moral language and to an emphasis on Torah, the law 
of Moses. At the same time it downplays foreign elements in the text. 
 The understanding of Hellenism as a threat in ancient Judaism has 
now been disputed in scholarship (see Gruen, Heritage), and we might 
view the translator differently. He was living in a Hellenistic world, and 
naturally sharpened what was already in his source, but in that sense he 
was bound by his source text. Ethics and proper behaviour was not an 
adverse theme in a Greek world and it would be better to locate the 
translator within a Hellenistic environment (cf. Bd’A 17). Cook’s work 
does, nonetheless, highlight the many themes that the translator chose 
to emphasise. 
  
 
VII. Reception History 
 
Proverbs was clearly a popular text in antiquity, and the gnomic expres-
sions could be used in a range of contexts. Identi cation of a precise 
reference as opposed to thematic similarity is, however, dif cult. An 
obvious source that would likely use Proverbs is Ps.-Phocylides, com-
posed as it is of Greek gnomic material that probably derives from a 
Jewish author but had a circulation and was preserved in Christianity 
(see Van der Horst, Sentences; Wilson, Sentences). The dif culty with 
Ps.-Phocylides is that his writing has reshaped any source into the 
author’s own wording, with the consequence that no one sentence can be 
said to be an allusion to a biblical passage, although many might ulti-
mately derive from the Bible (see Wilson, Sentences, pp. 17–18, who lists 
the most likely parallels). There are sentences that re ect Proverbs, such 
as on the beggar (Ps-Phoc. 22-23) that can be compared to Prov. 3.27-28. 
And yet it is dif cult to dissociate common Greek gnomic material from 
genuine biblical allusion. A similar proverb on the ant and the bee (Prov. 
6.6-8) appears in Ps-Phoc. 164-174 in a discussion of the industriousness 
of the ants and the bees. The source is often taken to be LXX Proverbs 
(Van der Horst, Sentences, pp. 222–25). Nevertheless, such proverbial 
creatures are common, found in various types of wisdom literature 
including Sir. 11.3 and in Greek literature (see Giese, ‘Strength’). 
 Philo of Alexandria draws on works other than the Pentateuch far less, 
and only seems to draw on Proverbs four times, if not always in direct 
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quotation (Cohen, ‘Earliest’, p. 239): Ebr. 84 (Prov. 1.8; 3.4; 4.3), 
Congr. 177 (Prov. 3.11, 12); Suppl. Gen. IV 129 (Prov. 19.14) and Ebr. 
31 (8.22-23). In similar fashion to Philo and Ps.-Phocylides, the New 
Testament re ects passages similar to Proverbs (see N-A 28, pp. 757–
58), but few seem to be dependent on the text or quote it explicitly. 
Proverbs 3.11-12 appears to be the source of Heb. 12.5-6, but since the 
Greek vocabulary is so different the author is not necessarily drawing on 
the LXX version as we know it. There are clear cases, nevertheless, of 
correspondences in phrases and vocabulary, such as in Jas 4.6 (Prov. 
3.34; cf. 1 Pet. 5.5) and 1 Pet. 4.18 (Prov. 11.31). 
 There are some correspondences between the book of Wisdom and 
Proverbs (see too Wisdom of Solomon § III), such as the portrayal of 
Wisdom in Wis. 6.9-16 deriving from Proverbs 1 and 8. Gerleman 
(Studies, p. 59) suggests that LXX Prov. 1.21, the image of Wisdom as a 

 at the (city) gates, undoubtedly in uences Wisdom 6, especially 
as the addressees in this part of the book of Wisdom are the rulers (6.9,  

). The verse in Wisdom is not a translation of the Hebrew, but 
appears to be an adaptation of the Greek. 
 Jewish inscriptions are particularly illuminating for the reception of 
LXX Proverbs, even among Jews of late antiquity. By far the most 
popular biblical verse in Jewish inscriptions is the frequent quotation in 
epitaphs of Prov. 10.7, a text that differs in the Greek from the Hebrew: 

  ’ ,     ‘The memory 
of the righteous ones is with praises, but the name of the wicked is 
extinguished’. In the recensional history of this verse, there are two main 
variants that allow us to identify in inscriptions which tradition is being 
followed. In place of the plural  it is recorded that hoi loipoi read 
the singular  in line with the Hebrew, and for the Hebrew , 
where the LXX has ’  ‘with praises’, Aquila translated the 
Hebrew more accurately as   ‘for a blessing’. What we nd in 
some inscriptions is that there was an awareness of the LXX version using 

’  ‘with praises’ in epitaphs and sometimes the plural ‘right-
eous’, as well as an awareness of Aquila’s reading (‘for a blessing’), 
which matches the Hebrew (see further Cappelletti, ‘Biblical Quota-
tions’). We thus nd a continuing use for some time of the Greek version, 
if only through the memory of one phrase, even among Jews. 
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Ecclesiastes 
 
 

James K. Aitken 
 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen (currently in preparation; ed. Gentry). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. II, pp. 238–60. 
  Swete, vol. II, pp. 480–505. 

 
(b) Other Greek Editions 
  Die alttestamentlichen Texte des Papyrus bilinguis 1 (Diebner and Kasser,  
  1989). 

 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Gentry, 2007), pp. 648–56. 
  LXX.D (Backhaus, 2009), pp. 978–97. 
  Bd’A 18 (Vinel, 2002). 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The translation of Ecclesiastes can be described as presenting a high 
degree of quantitative and lexical equivalence. The translator aims to nd 
an equivalent in Greek for every element in Hebrew, to match verbs, 
nouns and adjectives of apparently the same root with Greek words 
sharing the same root, and to follow the same word order. This trans-
lation style, coupled with the use of certain words, has led some to see it 
as the work of the second-century Jewish reviser Aquila, who re ected 
similar techniques. It has been shown (Hyvärinen, Die Übersetzung, 
pp. 89–99; Jarick, ‘Aquila’s Koheleth’), however, that the vocabulary 
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does not always correspond to Aquila’s, and that Origen’s Hexapla 
contained a different version under the heading of Aquila. It is there- 
fore thought that the translation of Ecclesiastes is a developed form of 
the kaige-Theodotion tradition, to be situated sometime between the 
appearance of kaige in the rst century B.C.E. and Aquila in the second 
century C.E. This places it among the latest if not the very latest of the 
Septuagint books to be translated. 
 The reason why this translation technique was employed has been 
subject to debate. The high degree of interference has been attributed 
either to a desire to prioritise the Hebrew at a time of early rabbinic 
revival of Hebrew or to a method for teaching Hebrew. The high level of 
equivalence does not permit ready conclusions to be drawn from the 
method, and attempts to relate parts to rabbinic exegetical techniques 
have been questioned (Grabbe, ‘Aquila’s Translation’). Attention to the 
subtleties of the Greek offers clues to the setting and purpose of the 
translation, but few de nitive conclusions can be drawn. 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
Opinions on the setting of the translation have been posited on the basis 
of its relation to Aquila and to rabbinic methods of exegesis. Barthélemy 
(Les devanciers), drawing upon suggestions of earlier scholars (e.g., 
Taylor, ‘Preface’, p. v), places the translation method within the early 
rabbinic tradition (see § IV), which would imply a date in Palestine 
during the Roman period ( rst to second century C.E.). Traditions about 
Aquila, who for some is behind this translation, also situate that 
translator in Palestine. Evidence for a location cannot be conclusive but 
there are some points in favour of a Palestinian location. The close 
adherence to the Hebrew text could be a feature of a Palestinian school 
that favoured or placed priority on the Hebrew text. This has also been 
seen for the kaige tradition, especially when the kaige scroll of the Minor 
Prophets has been found in Palestine (Na al ever, Judean desert). The 
later the translation is placed in the Roman period, the more likely it 
would be in Palestine, since gradually after the Roman conquest of Egypt 
Alexandria declined as a centre of Greek learning, to be overshadowed 
by places like Pergamum and Jerusalem. 
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 Dillmann (‘griechischer Qohelet’) proposed that the LXX version is a 
revision of an older Greek translation, which would complicate the 
dating and identify the current LXX version as a revision. There is no 
evidence, however, of an earlier translation before the current LXX 
version, although this is not decisive. We do have examples of transla-
tions that have been entirely replaced by later ones, leaving little trace of 
an earlier version. This can be seen in those places where a kaige version 
has replaced the Old Greek version, such as in parts of Samuel–Kings 
(LXX Kingdoms) or in Daniel, where the surviving version within the 
Septuagint is the later version of Theodotion but an OG version has been 
identi ed too. The difference from Ecclesiastes, though, is that the Syro-
hexaplar of Daniel is also based on OG, such that its existence was 
known. Furthermore, the Church Fathers were aware that in Daniel an 
earlier version had been replaced by that of Theodotion, and Jerome was 
able to comment on both (Preface to Daniel). The situation is quite 
different in Ecclesiastes where there is no trace of an OG version, so that 
we have no case for proposing an earlier version. 
 The similarity of the version to the translation technique of Aquila 
(§ IV) implies it is close to the time of that translator (second century 
C.E.). As the translation does not re ect all the features, and especially 
the vocabulary, of Aquila, it probably should be placed before his time. 
Nonetheless, it is to be differentiated from all other LXX books in the 
extent of the development of the kaige tradition and stands apart from 
them. The translation is distinctive in its degree of consistent lexical 
equivalence, the regular use of  more than any other LXX book, and 
the use of  for  as direct object marker, uniquely in the LXX. It 
is therefore highly likely that it is the latest and most developed in 
technique of the translations, and from a signi cant time later than the 
kaige tradition (conventionally dated from the end of the rst century 
B.C.E.). The proposal that LXX Ecclesiastes could be rst century B.C.E. is 
improbable (Meade and Gentry, ‘Evaluating’, pp. 211–12), and is 
dependent on estimating a century time lapse for each scribal error (see 
§ V). At the earliest it should be placed in the rst century C.E., with a 
terminus ad quem of Aquila in the early second. This dating could be 
supported by the language (§ III) in which we nd many neologisms or 
words only attested after a certain date (cf. Aitken, ‘Neologisms’), and 
syntax and orthography (e.g., , Eccl. 3.19, in contrast to ) that 
might re ect changes in the Roman period (Aitken, ‘Phonological’). 
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III. Language 
 
The in uence of the translation technique on the Greek of the translation 
means the interpretation of the language will always be provisional. 
Lexical features are easier to discuss. Standard Koine words are found, 
with only occasional literary or poetic features (though see § IV). Words 
attested in Koine but not in earlier literary works include  
‘refutation’ (8.11),  ‘roo ng’ (10.18),  ‘pool’ (Eccl. 
2.6),  ‘ shing net’ (7.26),  ‘lacking’ (1.15) and  
‘bulwark’ (9.14). Words of a literary nature are few:  ‘cloud’ (11.3; 
12.2) as a poetic alternative to  is a rare exception, probably 
chosen for the sake of variation (cf.  in 11.4). Particles are 
extremely rare, the standard equivalent being  for waw. The complete 
absence of  and the one appearance of  (McNeile, Introduction, 
p. 160; Salters, ‘Observations’, p. 167) are examples of how the Greek 
literary style has been disregarded in favour of the Hebrew. The use of 

 in addition to  is striking when a distinct decline can be traced in 
the use of  up to modern Greek where  is not used at all. 
Already in the Hellenistic period there is noticeable decrease in the use 
of , con rmed by papyri where , owing to the rarity of its 
appearance, has been noted as a marker of register (Clarysse, ‘Linguistic 
Diversity’, pp. 43–45). 
 Ecclesiastes stands apart from other Septuagint books in its range of 
vocabulary. Of the estimated 631 words in Ecclesiastes, at least 37 are 
hapax legomena within the Septuagint, and of these at least 16 could be 
said to be neologisms (Aitken, ‘Neologisms’):  ‘ ower’ (Eccl. 
12.6),  ‘ox-goad’ (12.11),  ‘roo ng’ (10.18),  
‘third’ (4.12),  ‘delight’ (2.8),  ‘to prevail’ 
(4.12),  ‘weariness’ (12.12),  ‘ornament’ (12.9),  
‘hesitation’ (10.18),  ‘annoyance’ (7.25),  ‘end’ (4.8, 16; 
12.12),  ‘embracing’ (3.5),  ‘abundance’ (1.3, etc.), 

 ‘to be fully set on’ (8.11),  ‘collection’ (12.11), 
 ‘to run together’ (12.6). Undoubtedly some could be 

inventions of the translator (such as  or the compound 
), but many are simply not attested in the surviving records. 

They demonstrate if nothing else that the translator was independent of 
his predecessors in his choice of vocabulary and did not seek classical 
literary terms in his composition. Some words are only attested in late 
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sources:  ‘to sprout’, late form of  (Eccl. 2.6),  
‘weary’ (Eccl. 1.8; Job 19.2; Isa 43.23),  ‘hand’ (Eccl. 4.6),  
‘to give life’ (Eccl. 7.12). 
 Much of the syntax of the translation has been analysed in Yi’s 
detailed study of the translation technique of Ecclesiastes (‘Translation 
Technique’). It is dif cult to determine how far the syntax is repre-
sentative of the language of the time or how far it arises from interfer-
ence through adherence to the source text. One example will illustrate the 
potential of a study of the syntax, with due attention to the possibility of 
interference. The employment of the subjunctive for future becomes a 
feature of Greek in the Roman period (Costas, An Outline, p. 68), and 
seems to be attested in LXX Ecclesiastes. In Ecclesiastes, for example, 
the subjunctive can follow a future or vice versa (3.13; 9.15; 12.5, 7), 
indicating that the future and subjunctive might be equivalent. The 
decline in the in nitive and its replacement by  plus subjunctive 
(eventually resolving into Modern Greek ) is also attested in Ecclesi-
astes (5.14,  ). The expression    (Eccl. 
3.14) might also be indicative of this and be contrasted with the similar 
construction in Job (  ), where the in nitive is employed. A 
development in the language seems to have occurred from the expression 
in Job to its employment in Ecclesiastes. 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
Consistent word order that corresponds to the Hebrew word order is 
maintained throughout, with only occasional variation (e.g., , 5.15). 
Likewise Hebrew words are for the most part always rendered by the 
same word in Greek, and cognate verbs, nouns and adjectives rendered 
by cognates in Greek. Thus,  and the rare word , for 
example, translate the root qrh, and ,  and  all render the 
root r h. Quantitative equivalence is maintained, matching the same 
number of elements in Greek as those in Hebrew. As an example, the 
articular in nitive was an ideal grammatical construction to allow the 
translator to provide an equivalent for the pre x in the Hebrew in nitive, 
where the simple Greek in nitive would not have suf ced:  
rendered by   (1.13). There is variation in the rendering of 
the relative clause, but in each case an equivalent is given for the Hebrew 
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(-  or ):   (1.9),   (2.3),   
(3.14). There is also a reasonably consistent matching of gender, so that a 
distinction is drawn between the translation of  by  (8.10) on 
the one hand,1 and  by  (6.3) on the other. Similarly there is the 
consistent separation between the translation of   by  (in all 45 
occurrences of the Hebrew), and the translation of  by  
(in all seven occurrences). 
 Despite such careful attention to every detail of the Hebrew, the 
translator reveals a sensitivity and appreciation for Greek that would 
seem to contradict the strict translation technique. Throughout the book 
there are rhetorical devices not dependent on the Hebrew source text that 
suggest a concern for the sound of the Hebrew (see further Vinel, Bd’A 
18, pp. 46–47; Aitken, ‘Rhetoric’). This might be seen in the choice of 
the noun  that produces the iambic   
‘vanity of vanities’ (1.12), a tragic rhythm. It is seen in the rendering of 
the relative clause by a participle to produce alliteration on such phrases 
as      ‘all the things done’ (1.14a-b). 
Finally a range of other devices can be identi ed, including homoioteleu-
ton (11.9), variation of words (  and  ‘cloud’, 11.3; 12.2), 
variation of forms ( ...  6.8;  and  (12.2-3) and 
coordination of compound adjectives ( -, 12.6). In order to achieve 
some affects the translator departs from his own consistent technique. In 
Eccl. 3.8 the verbs        ‘A time to 
love and a time to hate’ create homoioteleuton of the endings  
and , although elsewhere in Ecclesiastes the Hebrew verb  is 
translated by  (5.9 bis; 9.9) rather than . Nevertheless, 

 contains the same vowels as , and the resulting isocolon in 
3.8 of  and  accounts for the divergence from the normal 
translation equivalent of . 
 The features of precise quantitative equivalence and consistent lexical 
renderings are typical of the kaige tradition and comes closest to the 
method of Aquila (as argued by Barthélemy), who even showed similar 
literary pretension amid the extreme equivalence (Hyvärinen, Über-
setzung, p. 86). Most distinctive of all are two equivalences that are 

 
 1. The translator has read  as a noun, although it is vocalised as a verb in 
the MT (see Goldman, ‘Qoheleth’, p. 100*). 
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associated especially with Aquila and likewise arise from a care to 
represent in Greek everything that is in the Hebrew. The rst is the 
rendering of the Hebrew conjunction  and  by   (later written 
as one word ), which produces two equivalents for the two Hebrew 
words, including a possible phonetic match (  ~ ). This is a feature of 
many books in the kaige tradition, but in Ecclesiastes it is far more 
frequent and consistent than in any other LXX translation. Hebrew  is 
so rendered on 43 occasions and  on 14 occasions (cf. Gentry, NETS, 
p. 649). The one other book that is consistent in its rendering of  
by   is Lamentations (in six instances). The second feature is the 
equation of the Hebrew direct object marker  with the preposition 

 meaning ‘with’, thereby rendering both Hebrew words by the same 
Greek preposition . However,  is only chosen where  is 
followed by the de nite article or , or where a detached pronoun 
follows (Burkitt, Fragments, p. 12; cf. Swete, Intro., pp. 38–41). Where 
there is no de nite article, such as in the case of the Hebrew construct 
state,  itself is rendered by the mere Greek de nite article. Thereby 
quantitative equivalence is maintained. Ziegler divides the renderings of 

 in Ecclesiastes into eight groups (‘Wiedergabe’), although the data 
may be summarised more simply (Yi, ‘Translation Technique’, pp. 69–
74). There are some 36 uses of  as this translation equivalent in 
Ecclesiastes, the majority followed by the accusative, but also by the 
genitive and dative. In fact,  appears to be independent of the syntax, 
and the case of the following nouns is determined by the verb. The 
preposition has therefore been identi ed as adverbial, imitating Homeric 
Greek (Klostermann, De libri, p. 42; Barthélemy, Les devanciers, p. 16); 
if so, it would be a further indicator of sensitivity to literary Greek and a 
knowledge of Homer. 
 Similarities between LXX Ecclesiastes and Aquila had been suspected 
for some time, but it is Graetz who is to be attributed with their full 
identi cation (Graetz, Kohélet, pp. 173–79). The focus of the discussion 
had been on the use of  for  as direct object marker, which, as 
already noted, is distinctive to Ecclesiastes within the LXX. The dif culty 
with such an identi cation of the translator as Aquila is that material 
attributed to Aquila from the Hexapla also exists, but differs from LXX 
Ecclesiastes. Hence scholars came to posit the LXX version as either 
Aquila’s rst or his second version. This debate has now been circum-
vented by the study of Hyvärinen (Übersetzung, pp. 89–99), who showed 
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that the LXX version of Ecclesiastes did not correspond to the vocabulary 
of Aquila, and therefore should not be seen as the work of Aquila. To 
take one obvious example, Aquila translated  (1.2) as  to con- 
vey its sense of ‘mist’ in contrast to the LXX’s  ‘vanity’. 
Meanwhile Jarick was able to show that the version attributed to Aquila 
in the Hexapla is indeed the work of Aquila (‘Aquila’s Koheleth’). 
In a renewed quest for the identity of the translator, both Gentry 
(‘Relationship’) and Yi (‘Translation Technique’, pp. 357–422) have 
drawn attention to lexical correspondences with Theodotion and sug-
gested that the translator might be more in the line of Theodotion. It 
seems clear that the translator of Ecclesiastes has af nities with later 
translation traditions and can be placed somewhere on the scale between 
kaige and the second-century revisers. He perhaps should be seen as an 
individual within that tradition, and one distinct from and independent of 
much of the LXX itself. 
  
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The advantage of the precise translation method is that it allows for easy 
reconstruction of the Vorlage of the translation and for identi cation of 
obvious errors in the Greek. However, there were some small differences 
between the Vorlage that the translator had before him and the current 
MT. This means that Rahlfs-Hanhart, on which we must base any study 
until the publication of Gentry’s Göttingen edition, sometimes chooses 
readings on the basis of the MT rather than on the best Greek witnesses. 
Rahlfs-Hanhart is also problematic where Rahlfs retroverts what he calls 
vetus latina into Greek. This Latin version is in fact Jerome’s translation 
of the Hebrew, and therefore not a witness to an early Greek form 
(Goldman, ‘Qoheleth’, p. 15*). 
 Two manuscripts are extant dating from before the time of the major 
codices of the fourth century (Sinaiticus and Vaticanus). PMich.inv. 27 
(along with Milan, Università Cattolica P. Med. 151) are fragments 
containing portions of Eccl. 3.17-18, 21-22, and 6.3-5 (Rahlfs 0818). It is 
listed as third century by Rahlfs (Verzeichnis, pp. 6–7), although when 
it was published the date was tentatively given as the end of the third or 
the beginning of the fourth centuries (Roca Puig, ‘PMed. Inv. n. 151’, 
p. 215). From the same time period is a Greek version of Ecclesiastes in 
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the Hamburg papyrus, a bilingual Greek–Coptic version of the Old 
Testament, housed in the State and University Library of Hamburg 
(Diebner and Kasser, Die alttestamentlichen Texte). The manuscript is 
partially extant for Songs of Songs, Lamentations and Ecclesiastes. In 
the case of Ecclesiastes, the Coptic version seems largely to be based on 
a Vorlage similar to Vaticanus, while the Greek is independent from the 
Coptic’s Vorlage. The nd-spot of the codex is not known, but on 
paleographic grounds an approximate date has been assigned to it. The 
original publication of a portion of the codex placed it ca. 300 C.E., and 
this date is regularly cited (Rahlfs, Verzeichnis, pp. 134, 480). Neither of 
these early witnesses provides readings much earlier than the codices, 
and the Hamburg papyrus, which is the best preserved, is close to 
Vaticanus. 
 Gentry (‘Issues’) has outlined the issues in text criticism and dem-
onstrated the variety of readings behind the witnesses to Ecclesiastes. A 
notable case is that discussed by Meade and Gentry (‘Evaluating’), who 
argue convincingly that the reading  in 1.17 is a corruption of 

, citing standard translation technique and the common phono-
logical confusion of the labials  and , and of the liquids  and  in 
intervocalic position. They note in particular that this corrupted reading 

 is present in all Greek textual traditions of the Septuagint, 
with the exception of a supralinear reading of MS 788, and that it has 
in uenced the Peshitta reading of  ‘proverbs, parables’, which can 
be only accounted for as dependent upon an OG witness. This would 
date the Greek of Ecclesiastes and the versions containing the corruption 
at 1.17 to a time before the Peshitta, and one that entered all the witnesses 
early on. For further discussions of text-critical details and the later 
witnesses, see the publications by Gentry. 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
It is not easy to infer intentional exegetical purposes in the translation 
when its nature is to adhere so closely to its source text. The close 
following of the Hebrew could suggest that the translator held the 
Hebrew language as important or even sacred at the time of the formative 
rabbinic movement and the debates over canon (cf. m. Yad. 3:5). It could 
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alternatively suggest the purpose was to teach Hebrew when it was little 
known, the translation permitting close comparison with the Hebrew 
(Vermes, ‘Review’, p. 264). The suggestion that the translation method 
was for rabbinic hermeneutical purposes derives from the tradition 
of Aquila as the pupil of rabbi Aqiba, and from rabbinic discussions 
that Aqiba placed exegetical importance on the direct object marker  
(Gen. R. 1.14 on Gen. 1.1; cf. Les devanciers). This connection is now 
considered slight (Grabbe, ‘Aquila’s Translation’) and most would see 
the translation method as a development of the kaige tradition rather than 
having an intentional hermeneutical purpose. 
 Theological exegesis is also slight and to place weight on any words 
when there is such a precise translation method is unwise. Interpretations 
tend to be based on how the words would be read by later readers 
(cf. Holm-Nielsen, ‘Interpretation’; Bertram, ‘Hebraischer’). Some words 
have a philosophical, principally Stoic, connotation such as  
‘choice’ (to follow a philosophical way) (1.17, etc.),  ‘refuta-
tion’ (8.11),  ‘distraction’ (2.23, etc.),  ‘vigour’ (7.7), 
as well as the general topics of the , ‘soul’ and  ‘spirit’. This 
vocabulary could re ect a recognition of the quasi-philosophical nature 
of the original Hebrew book, but cannot be seen as a systematic philo-
sophical exposition. The proverbial nature of the book might have led to 
an association with philosophical maxims especially when traditions of 
popular sayings caught on in the Roman period (Morgan, Popular). 
 It is clear that concern for the Hebrew is the central ideological posi-
tion of the translator, which can in part be explained in the context of 
formative rabbinic focus on the biblical text and attention to the meaning 
of the Hebrew, even if it is wrong to relate speci c features to rabbinic 
hermeneutics. This concern is not only one for a sacred text but could 
also be for grammatical accuracy. The balance between adherence to the 
Hebrew and concern for Greek rhetorical style (§ IV) indicates an intel-
lectual environment where these techniques would be appreciated, and 
probably one where knowledge of both Hebrew and Greek was expected. 
Appreciation of the representation of Hebrew forms and the rhetorical 
effects of the Greek places the translator and his audience in an intel-
lectual (even early rabbinic) environment. 
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VII. Reception History 
 
There is little obvious use of LXX Ecclesiastes before the third century 
C.E. The few possible allusions in the New Testament are not clear 
borrowings from the Greek version, and little can be made of the use of 

 in Rom. 8.20 (cf. 2 Pet. 2.18). It is not a certain allusion to 
Ecclesiastes. The debate in early Judaism concerning the canonicity of 
the book (m. Yad. 3:5) and its very late adoption into the liturgy might 
account for this lack of citation. Indeed, even the Hebrew version is not 
of great signi cance (Flesher, ‘Wisdom’, p. 269). Wisdom as a theme is 
not prominent in rabbinic theology, and the midrashim on the sapiential 
books are all late. Indeed the pessimism of Ecclesiastes was contra-
dictory to rabbinic theology (Flesher, ‘Wisdom’, pp. 273–75). Jerome 
(Comm. Eccl., PL 23, p. 1172) even says that still in his time (fourth 
century) some Jewish scholars thought it should be suppressed because 
of its radical thoughts. The LXX also did not make clear the ascription to 
Solomon, merely calling the author as the word Ecclesiastes (1.1). This 
might re ect an early strand of rabbinic tradition reluctant to acknow-
ledge the inspiration of Solomon in the composition of Ecclesiastes 
(Christianson, Ecclesiastes, p. 89). 
 Only from the mid-third century did Christians, using the Greek trans-
lation, begin to comment on Ecclesiastes. Origen (early third century) 
made some observations in his preface to the Commentary on the Song of 
Songs, leaving it to his pupils, Gregory Thaumaturgos and Dionysius the 
Great, to write more detailed studies (see Vinel, Bd’A 18, pp. 89–94; 
Bartholomew, Ecclesiastes, pp. 25–34). It has been suggested that one 
motivation for Gregory Thaumaturgos’s rewriting was to provide a more 
readable and literary version than the original LXX version, with its 
awkward translation style (Jarick, Gregory, p. 5). 
 In Jewish tradition the LXX continued to play a part in in uencing later 
Greek versions used by Jews in the Byzantine Empire. One Genizah leaf 
from a quire has survived of a version in vernacular Greek (written in 
Hebrew characters), which shows some af nities with the LXX even if it 
displays some creativity of its own (T-S Misc. 28.74; de Lange, Greek, 
pp. 71–78). It also uses  to mark the direct object, but prefers  
(cf. Psalms) to . In Rabbinic fashion it interprets the fool as the 

 ‘rustic, of the countryside’, an equivalent to the   (so de 
Lange, Greek, p. 72). 
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  NETS (Treat, 2007), pp. 657–66. 
  LXX.D (Herzer and Maier, 2009), pp. 998–1006. 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. III (Fernández Marcos et al., 2013), pp. 381–410. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The Greek translation of Canticles re ects a high degree of adherence to 
its Hebrew source-text, following closely the syntax and word order of 
the Hebrew, and displaying consistent lexical equivalents. This leads to a 
loss of much of the poetic quality and beauty of the original. The close 
adherence to the source text suggests the translation is part of the kaige 
tradition, and therefore probably to be dated as one of the latest of the 
Septuagint translations. 
 
 1. This dissertation provides a new critical edition in the format of the Variants 
module of the Computer Assisted Tools for Septuagint Study (CATSS). 
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 Barthélemy (Les devanciers, p. 158) identi ed af nities that LXX 
Canticles shares with the Greek translations of Ruth and Lamentations, 
forming ‘a typical sub-group’ of the kaige recension. Harl (‘La version’) 
also noted signi cant contacts between the vocabulary of LXX Canticles 
and the kaige group, or more precisely, Theodotion. Among the charac-
teristics identi ed pertaining to the kaige group, we may note  as a 
rendering of  (8.1, although in 7.14  is rendered by Greek ) and 
two uses of  for  in the sense of ‘each’ (3.8; 8.11). Barthélemy’s 
thesis is subject to at least two criticisms: (a) in 5.7,  is translated by 

, while the stereotyped translation of this word in the kaige group 
is ; (b) biblical manuscripts and patristic sources attribute 
to Theodotion 12 or 13 readings that are in disagreement with LXX 
Canticles (Harl, ‘La version’, pp. 104–108). This second objection, 
however, can be accounted for. The attribution of these readings to 
Theodotion is not certain, and furthermore ‘if it is true that Theodotion 
revised the text of LXX Canticles (assuming he is not himself the author), 
then he used it as his base text, making only minor adjustments’ (Harl 
‘La version’, p. 119). If he is the author, these differences can be 
accounted for by supposing a second edition of his own translation, 
revised by Theodotion himself. Gerleman (Ruth–Das Hohelied, p. 80) 
labelled the Greek translation of Canticles as ‘slavish’ (slavisch), while 
Siegert has categorised it as an example of ‘translations (of extreme sub-
servience) to the source-language’ (ausgangssprachliche Übersetzungen 
[Extrem der Unfreiheit]) (Eine Einführung, p. 42). 
  
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
The attribution of LXX Canticles to Theodotion remains disputed. 
Nonetheless, there is a consensus that this version was written late, 
probably in the rst century C.E. or at the earliest during the rst century 
B.C.E., perhaps in Palestine, with the aim of following closely a Hebrew 
model (Treat, ‘Lost Keys’, p. 384). Had there existed an earlier version 
that was supplanted by the LXX version, no clearly identi able trace has 
come down to us. 
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III. Language 
 
The style of Greek is extremely cumbersome. The Hebrew words are 
rendered one for one in stereotyped fashion. For example (Cant. 8.11): 
 

       
     , 

      . 
 

A vineyard was to Salomon at Beelamon; 
he gave his vineyard to the keepers; 
a man will bring for its fruit a thousand (pieces) of silver. 

 
The Greek  + dative renders mechanically the Hebrew  con-
struction with the preposition ;  is a stereotyped rendering of , 
which here has the sense of ‘each’;  (  ) renders inappro-
priately the preposition , used in the sense of ‘in return for’ (GELS, 
p. 231);   is a calque of  .  
 The syntax of the Hebrew is slavishly reproduced, resulting in a 
surprising, if not misleading, text. For example, Cant. 3.4a is translated 
word for word, contrary to the norms of Greek usage: 
 

     ,        . 
 

Scarcely had I passed from them until I found him whom my soul loved. 
 
Another example of odd syntax is the rendering of the same entreaty 
formula that is found twice in Canticles (2.7; 3.5): 
 

…     
     

 
I adjure you, O daughters of Jerusalem… 
do not stir up or awaken love until it is ready! (NRSV) 

 
After a formula of swearing, the particle  has the sense of ‘certainly 
not’ (Joüon-Muraoka, § 165d). …  therefore signi es ‘I 
adjure you: be careful not to awaken!’ The Greek translator has rendered 
mechanically  by , creating a prospective conditional with a force 
not known in Greek (Thackeray, p. 54): 
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 ,  ... 
     ,   . 

 
I have adjured you, O daughters of Ierousalem … 
that you do not stir up or awaken love until it wish! (NETS) 

 
Moreover, most ancient commentators (Origen, Gregory of Nyssa, Nilus 
of Ancyra, Theodoret) took it that the daughters of Jerusalem had been 
invited to awaken dormant love, that is to say they understood the text to 
mean the opposite of the Hebrew, and probably also the opposite of what 
the translator had intended (Barbàra, ‘Interpretazioni patristiche’). 
 In certain places the syntax (or lack of proper syntax) gives the 
impression that the translator has translated the words one by one, 
regardless of their logical connection. Thus in Cant. 3.8: 
 

       
   . 

 
(every) man (having) his sword at his thigh 
because of terror by night. 

 
 The Hebrew text of Canticles contains a number of obscure passages 
that the translator has reproduced word for word, resulting in a Greek 
text as enigmatic as its Hebrew model, such that we do not know how the 
translator understood these passages—or indeed whether he did under-
stand them. Thus, in the well-known crux interpretum of Cant. 6.12, the 
translator has reproduced word for word the Hebrew text before him:  
 

MT:       
 

NRSV: Before I was aware, my fancy set me in a chariot beside my prince. 
 

LXX:         . 
 

NETS: My soul was not aware; it made me as Aminadab’s chariots. 
 
Again at 5.6: 
 

MT:    
 

NRSV: My soul failed me when he spoke. 
 

LXX:      . 
 

NETS: My soul went out when he spoke. 
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In several places the translation is barely intelligible. In 4.1, one reads: 
 

      . 
 
The words     reappear in Cant. 4.3 and 6.7 where 
they are the equivalents, as here, of the Hebrew   ‘behind 
your veil’. The sense of MT is clear: the eyes of the beloved are hidden 
behind the veil which, being translucent, is suggestive of the beauty of 
the face. The translation of  by  is surprising, because the 
Greek word probably does not denote ‘covering, veil’ (LSJ; LEH), but 
rather ‘silence, taciturnity’ (Ceulemans and De Crom, ‘Greek 
Renderings’). This translation seems to be based on relating the noun 

 to the root  (‘to destroy’ or ‘to silence’, cf. Blakeney, ‘Note’). 
Therefore the translation of the colon is most likely: ‘Your eyes are 
doves—apart from your taciturnity’ (NETS). This is an example of an 
atomistic translation, where the translator has apparently interpreted a 
rare word regardless of context. 
 In 7.6, the translator appears to have interpreted the hapax legomenon 
*  (‘tress, owing lock’?) on the basis of a root known from Aramaic 
with the meaning ‘to run’, translating it by  ‘running beside’ 
(LEH: ‘corridor, gallery’); consequently the strange phrase has been 
variously interpreted by ancient commentators (Auwers, L’interpréta-
tion, pp. 111–12): 
 

    (‘a king is bound by retinues’, NETS; in 
place of the MT: ‘a king is held captive in the tresses’, NRSV) 

 
In 4.13, the translator has interpreted the word , whose meaning is 
disputed, as the verb  ‘to send’ and translated it by  
‘emission’ (LEH: ‘shoot’). The result is a rather explicit translation: 
 

       (‘your scents are an 
orchard of pomegranates with fruit of fruit-trees’, NETS; in place of MT: 
‘Your channel is an orchard of pomegranates with all choicest fruits’, NRSV). 

 
 
IV. Translation 
 
The translator almost never tries to vary his vocabulary: a Hebrew word 
is normally translated by the same Greek word in all its occurrences. 
Thus,  is always translated by  ‘to love’ (Cant. 1.3, 4, 7; 3.1, 
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2, 3, 4),  by  ‘spice’ (Cant. 4.10, 16; 5.1, 13; 6.2; 8.14),  by 
 ‘fair’ (Cant. 1.8, 15ab, 16; 2.10, 13; 4.1 bis, 7; 5.9; 6.1, 4, 10),  

by  ‘smell’ (Cant. 1.3, 12; 2.13; 4.10, 11 bis; 7.9, 14), and so on. 
 It can be seen from these examples that when the translator was faced 
with a well-attested Hebrew word, he adopted the most commonly used 
Greek equivalent in the LXX (for example  rather than  to 
translate ,  instead of  as a translation of , etc.). 
The reason why the Greek translation of Canticles contains a number of 
words not attested elsewhere in the LXX is because the Hebrew text itself 
contains many hapax legomena or rare words; for example,  trans-
lated by  ‘early g’ (2.13a),  translated by  ‘seat’ 
or ‘back’ (3.10),  (Piel) translated by  ‘to hearten’ or ‘make 
love’ (4.9ab), and  rendered by  (5.10b) (Ausloos and 
Lemmelijn, ‘Rendering Love’). More surprising is the translation of  
by the singular  ‘nephew’ or ‘little brother’ (34 occurrences: 
Cant. 1.13, 14, 16, etc.; in Cant. 8.1, the word translates  ‘brother’). 
The Greek translator already had at his disposal many translation equiva-
lents in the LXX books previously translated, including  to 
translate  in the sense of ‘paternal uncle’ in the historical books, and 

 which was chosen for  in the sense of ‘lover’ in Isa. 5.1. The 
translator of Canticles displays originality in choosing , a word 
not attested in Greek earlier or appearing elsewhere in the LXX (Auwers, 
‘Les désignations’). 
 The Greek translator did not seek to introduce changes in the doublets 
in the Hebrew (Cant. 1.15 = 4.1ab; 2.6 = 8.3; 2.7 = 3.5; 2.17a = 4.6a; 
3.1c = 5.6d). One should note, however, two exceptions: in 3.3a  
is translated by  , while in the doublet in 5.7a it is translated 
by  , although there is no explanation for this variation. In 
Cant. 2.9 and 8.14,  is translated by , while in 2.17 it is 
rendered by . 
 The preposition/pre x   (occurring 34 times in Canticles) is almost 
always rendered by , regardless of use: partitive   (Cant. 1.2a; 3.7c; 
4.9b; 5.10b), and  of separation (3.6a; 4.8abcd; 4.15b, etc.), of cause 
(3.8d), of origin (3.10e) or of comparison (4.10b; 5.9ab). The following 
are exceptions: in 2.9, which speaks of the beloved who observes 
‘through’ the windows and spying ‘through’ the mesh,  has been 
sensibly rendered by . In 4.9bc,  is translated successively by  + 
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genitive (for partitive ) and by the genitive alone (for  expressing 
provenance):       (= ),   

   (= ), ‘You heartened us with one from 
your eyes, in one, with an emplacement of your necks’ (NETS). Finally, 
the  of comparison is rendered by  in 1.2b, 4e; 4.10c. In Cant. 
4.10bc, the  of comparison is therefore translated once by , and then 
by : 
 

      ( ); 
        ( ). 

 
How beautiful your breasts have become, above wine, 
and your garment’s fragrance, beyond all spices! (NETS). 

 
It is possible that the translator thought in the rst case that the pre x 
was not the  of comparison but  of cause: ‘How beautiful your 
breasts have become under the in uence of wine!’ However, in the 
parallel 1.2b, the translator has rendered the  by  (   

    [MT: ]). 
 The translator has been more inventive when translating the dativus 
commodi: in 1.8b,  is translated by  ; in 2.13d (= 2.14a 
LXX),  is similarly rendered by   (cf. also 2.17b), but in 
2.11b   is translated by  , in 4.6b   is translated 
by  , and, in 1.8a,    is translated by  

   (‘if you don’t know yourself’), that is to say, in this 
second case,  has been interpreted as a direct object (cf. Ps. 69.6). 
 The choice of vocabulary in the translation is sometimes surprising. 
Thus, in Cant. 2.5b,    ‘refresh me with apples’ (NRSV) is 
translated by    , literally: ‘heap me onto apples’, 
which did not fail to confuse the ancient readers (see, e.g., Gregory, 
Homilies 4 [ed. H. Langerbeck, pp. 123–27]).  
 In some cases, the translator gave up translating and simply 
transcribed the Hebrew word:  for  (4.4),  for  
(4.14),  for  (transliterated in 5.11 but translated by  in 
5.15). In this last case the inconsistency can be explained by the fact that 
in Cant. 5.11  is preceded by the word , which the translator has 
rendered by . 
 The cases where the Greek translator has sought to clarify the meaning 
of the text are the exception (see § V). 
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
LXX Canticles attests to the same recension as the MT. However, the 
Greek version contains some words not found in Hebrew. In some cases, 
these additional words have simple explanations and do not necessarily 
require a Vorlage different from the Hebrew MT (5.2 +   ; 
5.12c + ; 7.1 +  ). In most cases, these are doublets, that 
is to say elements included in the parallel passages of the Song and 
which were repeated for harmonisation. Thus,     
(1.3) appears in a similar context in 4.10;     (2.9) can be 
found, with a variant, in 2.17;   (2.13) reinforces the parallel 
with 2.10 LXX. The stich peculiar to the LXX in 3.1 is a doublet of 5.6; 
the two stichs peculiar to the LXX in 6.7 are a doublet of 4.3. The words 

      (6.11) reappear in 7.13. The expression 
         (5.8; 8.4) appears in the 

parallels in 2.7 and 3.5; the addition       
in 8.2 enforces the parallel with 3.4. Since the Greek translator shows 
himself to be very careful to respect his source text, it is reasonable to 
think that these words were already in the Hebrew text he translated. 
 The opposite phenomenon (pluses in the MT) is rare: the ancient LXX 
has nothing corresponding to   ‘daughters of Zion’ in 3.11, or 
to  ‘she/you teach(es) me’ in 8.2. In 5.6, where the Hebrew 
has   (‘he had turned, had left’), the LXX simply has  ‘he 
had passed by’. But it is possible that the translator chose to render by a 
compound verb a pair of Hebrew verbs joined by asyndeton, as if they 
were a single expression. 
 In some passages, the translator apparently has before him a Hebrew 
model slightly different from the received consonantal Hebrew text, or 
otherwise vocalised his Vorlage differently from the Masoretes. Some 
examples: in 1.4, where the MT reads ‘Draw me after you, let us make 
haste’ (it is his beloved speaking and addressing the young man), the 
LXX has  ,        (‘they [= 
the maidens, cf. v. 3] drew you; after you, into the fragrance of your 
anointing oils we shall run’); the Greek suggests that the young man has 
previously yielded to the charms of women other than the beloved. In 
Cant. 1.2, 4; 4.10 bis; 7.13, where the MT has the plural form of the word 

 (‘love, pleasure of love’) with a pronominal suf x, the translator has 
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the word , which means he has read a form of the word  
(‘breast’) and not the word . Did the translator there wish to underline 
the erotic nature of Canticles (as Gerleman, Ruth—Das Hohelied, p. 78; 
Keel, Hohelied, p. 14)? It is unlikely. First, if the Hebrew  has the 
sense of ‘a physical sexual relationship’ (cf. TDOT, vol. III, p. 151), it is 
unclear how the translation  accentuates the erotic dimension of 
the text. Second, the translation  probably re ects how the word 
was read in the translator’s milieu, not a personal choice by him 
(Kingsmill, ‘Love’). Furthermore, the focus on the breast of the male 
protagonist (Cant. 1.2, 4) is perhaps to be seen as an allegory ab absurdo, 
given that images of God as a suckling nurse are not uncommon in 
biblical and parabiblical literature (Auwers, ‘Le traducteur grec’). 
 In 4.8, the MT, as vocalised (‘Come with me from Lebanon’), assumes 
that the two lovers nd themselves outside of Palestine, while, according 
to the LXX (   , ‘come here from Lebanon’), the man is in 
Palestine, from where he calls his beloved to join him. Canticles 8.13 is 
addressed to the young women according to MT (  is feminine), 
while in the LXX the verse is addressed to his companion who sits in 
gardens (    ). 
 In manuscripts of the LXX, the text of Canticles is sometimes divided 
differently from the MT (Treat, ‘Lost Keys’, pp. 389–93). Some of these 
different divisions affect the meaning. Thus, manuscripts of the LXX join 
Cant. 1.12a to Cant. 1.11: ‘We will make you images of gold…until the 
king is on his couch’; Cant. 2.17a to Cant. 2.16: ‘My little brother is 
mine and I am his, who pastures among the lilies until the day breathes 
and the shadows stir’; Cant. 4.6a to Cant. 4.5: ‘Your two breasts are like 
two fawns, twins of a gazelle, that feed among the lilies until the day 
breathes and the shadows stir’. 
 One of the dif culties encountered by readers of the Song is 
determining who is speaking to whom at any given time. The problem 
arises from the prologue on, whether reading in Hebrew or Greek 
(Auwers, ‘Le prologue’). Some manuscripts (Sinaiticus, Alexandrinus, 
Venetus, Rahlfs 161) include rubrics that identify the speaker:  ,  

, , , etc. The most developed system is that of 
Sinaiticus; it recurs in the Latin tradition, notably codex Amiatinus 
(Treat, ‘Lost Keys’, pp. 399–514). The rubrics of Alexandrinus and 
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Sinaiticus can be found in Rahlfs-Hanhart’s edition, at the end of the text 
of Canticles. The rubrics of Venetus and Rahlfs’s codex 161 have been 
edited by Klostermann (‘Rollenverteilung’; Analecta, pp. 41–42), and 
they all have been compiled by Treat (‘Lost Keys’, pp. 399–411). 
  
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
At the time when Canticles was translated into Greek it was subjected to 
an allegorical reading in Pharisaic circles, whereby the beloved was 
identi ed with God and his partner with Israel. There was a rabbinic ban 
on the profane use of Canticles, for example at banquets or popular 
festivals (on the canonicity, see Barthélemy, ‘Comment’; Saebø, ‘On the 
Canonicity’; Barton, ‘The Canonicity’). Did the translator try to orientate 
the reading of the Song as an allegory? The answer is no (Fernández 
Marcos, ‘La lectura’). In Canticles the male protagonist is designated 
most often by the word  (‘uncle’ or ‘lover’), which the Greek 
translator rendered by a term expressing a relationship ( , 
‘nephew’ or ‘little brother’), when he could have translated by  
(‘beloved’), as in Isa. 5.1, where the word refers to God. It is not clear in 
what sense God may be the nephew or younger brother of Israel. The 
Greek translator did not choose translation equivalents so as to suggest, 
in the relationship of two lovers, a picture of God’s love for his people 
(Auwers, ‘Les Septante’, pp. 44–47). 
 Translation choices that might suggest the translator intended to 
impose a religious reading on the text are few and dif cult to interpret 
(Auwers, ‘Le traducteur grec’; Ausloos and Lemmelijn, ‘Canticles as 
Allegory?’).  
 The Greek translator has provided etymological renderings for three 
Hebrew toponyms:   for Amanah (Cant. 4.8),  for 
Tirzah (Cant. 6.4) and   for Bath-Rabbîm (Cant. 7.5). 
Should we see here a desire to allegorise the text? It might just be that 
the translator is offering a conjecture on single words, which he has not 
recognised as actual place names (Harl, ‘La version’, pp. 108–12). 
 In 2.7 and 3.5 (cf. also 5.8 LXX and 8.4 LXX), the plea ‘by the gazelles 
or by the hinds of the eld’ (MT) has become in the LXX a plea ‘by the 
powers and by the forces of the eld’ (       
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  ). Joüon claimed that the translator wanted to evoke 
the angelic hosts and their leaders (Le Cantique, pp. 67, 161), but this is 
not proven. 
 In Cant. 1.4, the translator has rendered   (‘rightly do they 
love you’) by    (‘Uprightness has fallen in love with 
you’; Barbiero, Cantico dei cantici, p. 23). In fact, the Greek translator 
saw that the noun  was a plural of abstraction, but without 
realising that here it functions as an adverb, with the result that he has 
made it the subject of the verb. In other words, the translator has 
rendered the Hebrew as he understood it. 
 The translator has taken a ‘neutral’ stance towards the text, probably 
because the allegorical import of Canticles was obvious to him and the 
religious dimension of the text did not need to be brought out (cf. 
Auwers, ‘Anciens et Modernes’). 
  
 
VII. Reception History 
 
There are no quotations nor any clear allusions from Canticles in the 
New Testament (some have suggested connecting Jn 7.38 and Cant. 
4.15, Eph. 5.27 and Cant. 4.7, Rev. 3.20 and Cant. 5.2, but these com-
parisons are hardly convincing). By contrast, throughout Christian 
antiquity and the Middle Ages, Canticles, along with the Psalter, was the 
most widely read book from the Old Testament. Not only was it the 
subject of a good number of technical commentaries, but it was present 
in the liturgy, catechesis, theology and especially spirituality (Welser-
sheimb, ‘Kirchenbild’; Ohly, Hohelied Studien; Elliott, Christology; 
Auwers, ‘Lectures patristiques’).  
 Christian commentators replaced the Jewish interpretation that sees in 
the Song the celebration of the covenant between God and his people. 
For them, the gure of the beloved is sometimes identi ed with the 
Church, sometimes with the believer. The rst strand of interpretation 
appears from the third century in the works of Hippolytus of Rome 
(d. 235 C.E.) and in the Homilies of Origen (d. 254 C.E.). In his 
Commentary, Origen sought to reconcile the two lines of interpretation. 
In Gregory of Nyssa (ca. 390) and Nilus of Ancyra (ca. 400), the inter-
pretation is more mystical than ecclesial; in Philo of Carpasia (ca. 400) 
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and Theodoret of Cyrus (ca. 432), it is the opposite. The only known 
supporter of a non-allegorical interpretation is Theodore of Mopsuestia 
(d. 428 C.E.). For him, Canticles is a work that Solomon had prepared on 
the occasion of his celebration of his marriage to Pharaoh’s daughter 
(Auwers, ‘Lectures patristiques’, pp. 131–36). 
 The commentaries of Nilus, Philo and Theodoret interpret the entire 
book. Hippolytus’s commentary is restricted to just Cant. 3.8 (in the 
Georgian version). The two Homilies of Origen (preserved in the Latin 
translation of Jerome) cover Cant. 1.1–2.14; the rst four books of his 
Commentary have survived (up to Cant. 2.14, in the Latin translation of 
Ru nus). The Homilies of Gregory of Nyssa break off at Cant. 6.9. They 
were supplemented (for Cant. 6.10–8.14) by a certain Symmachus, 
whose commentary has survived in Syriac. The Epitome of Canticles by 
Procopius of Gaza sheds light on exegesis of the Song not recorded 
elsewhere (in particular by Origen, Cyril of Alexandria and Apollinaris 
of Laodicea). 
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Job 
 
 

Claude E. Cox  
 
 
 

 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. XI.4, Iob (Ziegler, 1982).1 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. II, pp. 270–344. 
  Swete, vol. II, pp. 519–603. 

 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Cox, 2007), pp. 667–96. 
  LXX.D (Kepper and Witte, 2009), pp. 1007–56. 
  La Biblia Griega, vol. III (Fernández Marcos et al., 2013), pp. 411–98. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
Few books of the LXX corpus are more intriguing than the translation of 
Job. A glance at its NETS translation reveals that the Greek translation is 
hundreds of lines shorter than the MT and that, further, LXX Job is a 
paraphrastic, ‘free’ translation when the two are compared. It betrays less 
interference from its Hebrew parent text than most, if not all, translated 
books of the LXX; that is to say, the Koine of Job is most at home in its 
Greek environment. The translator, in a brilliant way, gives us an edited 
version of the story of Job; the text is reworked to such an extent that we 
might say he adopts the stance of an epitomiser, commentator, interpreter. 

 
 1. The fourth-century manuscript Vaticanus serves as the basis for the Old Greek 
translation of Job in Swete and Rahlfs-Hanhart; it is also the basis of Ziegler’s 
critical edition. 
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 From the opening two sentences (v. 1) the reader sees that the Greek 
translator is going to adopt a free approach to the task. Compare the 
NRSV and NETS: 
 

There was once a man in the land of Uz whose name was Job. That man 
was blameless and upright, one who feared God and turned away from 
evil. (NRSV) 

 
There was a certain man in the land of Ausitis, whose name was Iob, and 
that man was genuine, blameless, righteous, religious, staying away from 
every evil thing. (NETS) 

 
‘A man’ becomes ‘a certain man’; more noticeably, the four attributes of 
Job have become, in Greek, ve: it appears that the Hebrew word ren-
dered ‘upright’ has become both ‘genuine’ and ‘righteous’; further, ‘one 
who feared God’, is represented by one word, ‘religious’ or ‘pious’; 

nally the word ‘every’ is added, emphasising Job’s diligence.  
 In the prologue (chs. 1–2) the OG has a substantial addition, 2.9a-d, 
wherein Job’s wife gives voice to her anger at Job and expresses her 
personal distress concerning what has happened to her. She challenges 
him, when the parent text is rejoined, ‘Now say some word to the Lord 
and die!’ (2.9e). At the end of the book too the OG has two additions, the 

rst brief, 42.17a , ‘And it is written that he will rise again with those 
the Lord raises up’—a reference to resurrection of the dead. The second, 
42.17b -e , is more substantial, forming an appendix so to speak, that 
begins with ‘This man is interpreted from the Syriac book’ (i.e., an 
Aramaic text), and goes on to connect Job with the Iobab of the patri-
archal narratives (Gen. 36.33, 34). Job is thus provided with a genealogy 
that sets him both in ancient times and in Israel’s story. These expansions 
belong to early stages of the transmission of the OG text. 
 Although these additions are striking, LXX Job is much better known 
as a text shorter than the MT. Indeed, the OG translation is about one-
sixth shorter. Individual lines are passed over, verses—sometimes two 
or three at a time—as well as larger passages (e.g., 21.28-33; 26.5-11; 
34.28-33; 36.29–37.7a). Gray observed that the greater brevity increases 
the further one goes into the book: there is little abbreviation until chs. 
12–14, where the OG is approximately 4% shorter; in chs. 15–21, 16%; 
in 22–31, 25%; in 32–37, the Elihu speeches, 35%; in 38–42, 16% 
(Driver and Gray, Commentary, p. lxxv). No single reason can be cited 
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to explain why the text, and thus the arguments, has been shortened in 
this fashion. However, that the translator felt free to do so likely stems, 

rst, from the lack of authority the book held in the Jewish community 
over against, say, the Law and the Prophets and, second, the repetitious 
character of the arguments, which clari es why the percentage of abbre-
viation grows as the text proceeds (Gray, ‘Additions’, p. 425). 
 The translator’s general approach to the parent text has dramatic con-
sequences on both the macro- and micro-level. In terms of the former, a 
good example is ch. 28, the famous ‘Wisdom poem’ in the Hebrew. Not 
only does the translator abbreviate the text by half, passing over vv. 3b-
4a, 5-9a, 14-19, 21b-22a, 26b-27a, but the point of the poem, namely, 
that all things have a place of origin, is subsumed under Job’s remarks 
about the lot of the impious, which begin in 27.13. The translator passes 
over 27.21-23, and adds the connector ‘for’ at the head of 28.1, so that we 
read, ‘Pain came upon him (the impious) like water, and gloom carried 
him off by night. (28.1) For…’. The ‘for’ or ‘because’ ( ) explains that 
the catastrophe of the impious is rooted in the retributive ways of the 
Lord. 
 Innumerable examples can be offered of the translator’s treatment of 
the text at the individual phrase and verse level. One or two must suf ce. 
At 1.5 the translator speci es the sacri ces Job offered by adding, ‘and 
one bull calf as a sin offering for their souls’, and emphasises Job’s con-
cern for his children’s piety by interpreting ‘It may be that my children 
have sinned, and cursed God in their hearts’ (NRSV) as ‘Perhaps my sons 
thought bad things in their mind toward God’. ‘The Sabeans’ are 
generalised as ‘the marauders’ (1.17), and the Chaldeans as ‘horsemen’ 
(1.17); Eliphaz and Sophar are identi ed as ‘kings’, and Baldad as a 
‘tyrant’ (2.11). In 3.5, the translator passes over ‘let the blackness 
of…terrify it’ and takes ‘the day’ at the end of v. 5 with v. 6, so ‘May 
that day…’. 
 A notable feature of the translator’s work is the use of ‘associative 
translations’,2 that is, instances where he replaces a translation of the 
parent text with parts of verses drawn from elsewhere in Job or from 
elsewhere in the LXX corpus. For example, ‘like a premature birth that 
 
 
 2.  The term ‘associative translation’ is borrowed from Targumic studies. See 
Kvam, ‘Come’, p. 99 n. 5, citing Klein, ‘Associative’, pp. 134*–40*. 
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comes from a mother’s womb’ (3.16a) derives from Num. 12.12; ‘That 
is, he breathed on them and they withered’ (4.21a) from Isa. 40.24; ‘who 
fears his master’ (7.2a) from Job 3.19; ‘I know that you can do anything, 
and nothing is impossible for you’ (10.13) from Job 42.2; ‘the short-lived 
offspring of woman’ (11.2; cf. v. 12) from 14.1; ‘who will say to him, 
“What did you do?” ’ (11.10b) from 9.12. Passages drawn upon from 
outside Job come from Greek Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Isaiah, 
and perhaps Psalms.  
 Another trait of the LXX Job translator is the use of metathesis to ferret 
out the meaning of the Hebrew text. That is, occasionally the translator 
reorders the Hebrew consonants. For example, at 21.10b he has read  
‘falter’ instead of  ‘miscarry’ (see further NETS, p. 668). The latter, as 
is often the case, is not a rare word, so that the translator works to 
identify the possibilities inherent in the text with slight changes. 
 These remarks about the general character of LXX Job reveal a trans-
lator who is also a creative editor. 
 
  
II. Time and Place of Translation 
 
The LXX corpus is, for the most part, a product of Alexandrian Judaism. 
Alexandria was the economic and cultural centre of Egypt and the most 
important city in the Hellenistic Greek world for the study of literature; it 
also had a large and vibrant Jewish community. As for the translation of 
Job into Greek, no other provenance has been suggested.  
 It is possible that the date of translation is as early as the mid-second 
century B.C.E. (Cox, ‘Historical’), but probably it is somewhat later. Our 
earliest attestation for the OG translation of Job is its use in Aristeas’ On 
the Jews, excerpted by Alexander Polyhistor. The fragment identi es Job 
with Jobab (Gen. 36.33), like the ending of Job; that Aristeas is using the 
Greek translation of Job is clear from the use of the titles ‘king’ and 
‘tyrant’ in identifying the three friends. Polyhistor wrote about the 
middle of the rst century B.C.E., so that Aristeas lived in the rst half of 
that century at the latest. LXX Job must belong to that period or a bit 
earlier (so BGS, p. 91). 
 The freedom with which the translator treats the text of Job invites 
comparison with the relative textual uidity of several other books. The 
stories about Daniel (1–6) were supplemented with apocalyptic materials 
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(7–12) in the mid-second century B.C.E. and then by the stories ‘Susanna’ 
and ‘Bel and the Dragon.’ Liturgical materials were added to Daniel 
(‘Prayer of Azarias’ and the ‘Song of the Three Young Men’ in ch. 3), as 
well as to Esther (the prayer of Mardochaios and Esther and its answer, 
plus four other additions; see NETS, pp. 424–25). The book of Jeremiah 
circulated in a longer and shorter, differently arranged edition (attested 
by the OG and 4QJerb 4QJerd) and was expanded by the addition of 
Baruch and the ‘Letter of Jeremiah’. The Greek Psalter includes a 151st 
psalm, has some different organisation within (e.g., Hebrew psalms 9 
and 10 are combined), and the ongoing process of historicisation of indi-
vidual psalms is re ected in the larger number of Greek psalms with 
superscriptions. Finally, we may note the editing of materials in 2 Chron-
icles, Ezra, and Nehemiah to produce the books of 1 and 2 Esdras, the 
former including a story of three youths who served as bodyguards for 
King Darius (NETS, p. 392).  
 LXX Proverbs, whose translation is in some ways like that of Job, 
represents a text that has been re-arranged and supplemented in contrast 
to its parent text. All this is to say that the nature of the translation of Job 
is part of a larger context, where ‘biblical’ texts could still be treated 
with relative freedom, at least outside the Torah. 
 Finally, the ‘time’ of translation serves to explain another feature of 
LXX Job, and of the LXX more generally. Joosten has drawn our attention 
to the fact that sometimes the Greek translation is different in meaning 
from the MT because the former re ects the meaning of words in late 
Hebrew. The best example from Job is the use of  ‘hasten’ to 
render , which in Classical Hebrew means ‘be terri ed; terrify’, but 
in late Hebrew can mean ‘make haste, be eager’ (for Job, see NETS at 4.5; 
21.6; 22.10; 23.16; 31.5). The Greek rendering becomes easily explicable 
with this awareness (Joosten, ‘Translators’ Knowledge’, p. 173; on 

 / , see Taylor, ‘Hebrew to Greek’). 
  
 
III. Language  
 
The book of Job is a literary document. Its OG translation is, in the rst 
instance, a translation: it is literature in translation. That means there is 
always a parent text to reckon with, a parent text that to a greater or 
lesser degree determines, shapes, limits and controls what is to be found 
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in its rendering from Hebrew into Greek. At the same time, LXX Job is 
written in ‘good’ Greek, and betrays less interference from the parent 
text than much of the LXX. It is not isomorphic, contains relatively few 
awkward constructions syntactically, presents a varied and learned 
vocabulary, and re ects a conscious effort to present the story of Job in a 
new literary environment. However, in my opinion the translation was 
intended for the Jewish community that read it, not for the broader Greek 
world, Alexandrian, Egyptian or beyond. 
 Reading Greek Job over against its parent text, one is struck by the 
translator’s addition of so many connecting particles that function to tie 
the text together, give balance to clauses and to enliven it with little 
shifts of nuance. The translator has a special fondness for  ‘but; and’ 
and  ‘for’. The latter is added about one hundred times; the former 
about two hundred and fty times. The preference for  over the com-
mon connector  ‘and’ is a stylistic preference.  is the conjunction 
of choice for rendering the conjunction   ‘and’ in chs. 1–2, but by ch. 5, 

 has taken over. Further, in good Hellenistic style, the translator likes 
to pile up particles. No example is more striking than the use of    

, usually rendered ‘nonetheless’ in NETS (2.5a; 5.8a; 12.6a; 13.3a; 
17.10a; 21.17a; 27.7a; 33.1a—at 12.6; 21.17 and 27.7 it is an addition; 
see Cox, ‘Tying’). 
 Second, the translator has favourite words, which he is able to 
introduce with little attention to the precise meaning of words in the 
parent text. These include such verbs as  ‘remove’ (3.10; 
7.15; 9.12, 34; 10.19; 27.5; 34.5) and  ‘wound’ (6.9; 16.6; 
20.24; 33.23; 36.14, 25; 41.20), and phrases like    ‘seek 
grain’ (6.5; 38.41; 39.29; also   ‘seek prey’ at 9.26),  
‘use’ (13.20; 23.6; 30.14; 34.20;   ‘treat with anger’ [10.17; 
16.9; 19.11]), and  ‘way of life; dwelling’ (5.24 and eleven other 
times; examples from Ziegler, ‘Der textkritische Wert’). Such favoured 
vocabulary does not prevent him from using words that are hapax 
legomena in the LXX corpus (for example,  ‘long for, desire’ 
[3.21]) or words that are rarely attested in extant Greek literature (e.g., 

 ‘shine’ [25.5; 31.26; 41.10]). To cite but a few other exam-
ples,  ‘clothing’ (22.6; 24.7; 38.9) and  ‘delay’ (25.3) 
are rst known in Job;  ‘dwell’ (22.12) occurs only here in the LXX; 

  ‘feel secure about’ (24.22) is a rare collocation in Greek.  
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 The nature of the translation of Job means that we should look for its 
use of language among Greek authors like Homer, Xenophon, Plato, 
Demosthenes, Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Demetrius, and not so 
much among the everyday language of non-literary papyri. But that is 
not to say LXX Job is Hellenistic Koine to such a degree that one does not 
see examples of linguistic interference from the Hebrew side. Some 
examples of such interference are:   ‘deathly shadow’, 
literally, ‘shadow of death’ (3.5; 12.22);   ‘a terrible wrath’, 
literally ‘a wrath of anger’ (3.17; 20.23; 31.11);   ‘make 
favourite of’ (22.8; 34:19); and the use of    ‘before my 
face’ (23.17), where the underlying Hebrew is , literally ‘from my 
face’. 
 In the case of the last example, it is just possible that this ‘Hebraism’, 
which occurs only here in Job, is used deliberately and is intended to 
recall passages where the angel of the Lord goes before the people 
(Exod. 23.20) or where the Lord does great acts before them (Exod. 
34.24). Such examples indicate that Job too is literature in translation 
from a Semitic parent text.  
  
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
LXX Job does not employ stereotypical equivalences in the translation of 
the parent text. The study of the book’s translation technique constantly 
bears this in mind. What usually obtains in the Pentateuch, for example, 
or to cite a more extreme case, Psalms, cannot be expected in Job. To 
consult the concordance of Hatch and Redpath for the translator’s use of 
particular Greek words time and time again reveals that, in Job, the 
Greek word does not have the same meaning at all as the Hebrew word 
cited as underlying it. Indeed, often Hatch and Redpath mark the use of 
Greek words in Job with a dagger ( † ), indicating that the matter of 
equivalence is unclear and the researcher should check the passage for 
himself or herself. To cite an example, again taken at random, in H-R the 
verb  ‘fear’ is cited as occurring nine times in the LXX corpus, eight 
of which are in Job. In one case it is a variant reading, so the true count is 
seven—and in ve of those seven cases H-R have marked its use with a 
dagger! As a result, the researcher cannot expect any one equivalence to 
obtain. 
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 Among scholarly studies, Orlinsky (‘Studies’, p. 69) in 1957 deemed 
Beer’s analysis of Job from 1897 (Text) had not been superseded. Beer 
remains important for citing the work of earlier scholars, especially their 
retroversions of the OG into Hebrew, and for his own suggestions on 
the OG. If much of this work must be set aside because the character 
of the OG as translation is now better understood, Beer’s work remains 
immensely suggestive. Dhorme’s commentary surpassed the philological 
notes of Driver-Gray, taking over many of Beer’s suggestions about how 
the Greek translator read the Hebrew—almost never with acknow-
ledgement—and adding many of his own. More recently, the textual 
notes in the commentaries of Fohrer, Gordis and Clines are useful with 
respect to the OG. Gerleman, who edited Job for BHS, wrote a stimu-
lating, relatively short work on Greek Job (Studies). Its most important 
contribution lies in his analysis of LXX Job as a Greek document, and his 
elucidation as such of its style and theology. Orlinsky wrote a series 
of informed articles on LXX Job (‘Studies’), although much of this 
discussion is rendered dated by Ziegler’s critical edition. He sometimes 
falls into the trap of his predecessors in assuming that the translator 
works with a ‘rational’ translation technique, deriving, on the basis of 
what obtains elsewhere in Job or the LXX, how the translator handled the 
Hebrew. He did lay to rest the assertion that anti-anthropomorphism has 
some major role in the translator’s work, as had been set forth in Gard’s 
book (Exegetical). 
 Much of this earlier work is almost always helpful, though those 
working before 1982 were without a critical edition of the OG. It goes 
without saying that Ziegler’s edition is the single most important 
contribution to the study of the OG text of Job. Aside from the edition, 
Ziegler published, many years earlier, in 1934, an article on the textual 
value of LXX Job (‘Der textkritische Wert’) and, after the edition, a 
supplementary volume (Beiträge). 
 A recent monograph by Gorea is devoted to the shorter Greek text, 
asking whether there is something about the character of the Hebrew text 
that led the translator to omit lines, verses and passages (Job Repensé). 
Along the way stimulating commentary is provided on the Greek text.3 

 
 3.  The book engages almost none of the scholarship on Job, not Beer or Dhorme 
or Heater, and not even Gentry and Pietersma on the demarcation of Theodotion in the 
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
It should be clear that LXX Job is of limited use when it comes to the 
textual criticism of the underlying Hebrew text, a text that appears to 
have been similar to the MT. That has not prevented scholars in the past 
from so using the OG in Job, since the OG is an important textual 
witness in most books of the LXX, especially those that adhere to the 
interlinear paradigm. Job does not. Hebrew Bible scholars can be found 
citing the OG in support of some emendation of the Hebrew when, upon 
further analysis and re ection, it is more likely that the OG has offered 
some sort of interpretive rendering. To cite but one example, Dhorme, 
Fohrer and Clines all emend the Hebrew ‘his mouth’ to ‘his blossom’ at 
15.30c on the basis of the OG, but closer examination of the OG shows 
that v. 30c is not a translation of the parent text but an informed 
paraphrase. See Dhorme, A Commentary, p. 223; Fohrer, Hiob, p. 264; 
Clines, Job 1–20, p. 344. 
 Having set that important issue aside, what are the key questions in the 
textual criticism of the OG itself? First, to recognise the paraphrastic, 
authorial approach of the translator, and, therefore, to resist imposing a 
translation technique that says, ‘This Hebrew must have been rendered in 
such and such a way; therefore the OG is corrupt and must be emended’. 
Not even Orlinsky, a Septuagint scholar, is free of this inclination to 
impose order upon the translator of Job. 
 A second crucial text-critical issue is an understanding of the text’s 
history, rst, to demarcate and exclude Theodotion’s translation from 
consideration as Old Greek, and, second, to appreciate the nature of the 
Lucianic text. Thanks to Ziegler’s critical edition, the rst task has 
largely been done for the reader of LXX Job.4 The earlier edition of Swete 
does not separate Theodotion from the OG, so one cannot see, apart from 
close examination, that what is presented as LXX Job is, in fact, a mixture 
of two quite different translations. Nor did Brenton’s widely used trans-
lation distinguish the two. We will return to this issue later, under § VII. 
 

 
ecclesiastical text (except at 9.3b), which, one would think, is essential to her task. 
See the review of Gorea’s book in BIOSCS 43 (2010), pp. 130–32. 
 4.  Gentry was able to make some slight changes to Ziegler’s demarcation of the 
work of Theodotion in the mixed text of Job. See The Asterisked Materials. 
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VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
Every translator leaves something of his or her culture embedded in the 
text of the target language. To state an obvious truth, the document is 
now in another language and no two languages are precisely the same. In 
the case of the LXX, the languages involved belong to two entirely 
different groups of languages, Semitic and Indo-European. Often there 
are no precise equivalents. Sometimes in the case of Job, a given Hebrew 
word has several meanings and the translator has chosen a meaning 
different from that re ected in modern English translations. Or, the OG 
re ects a late Hebrew or Aramaic reading of the parent text.  
 LXX Job represents an interpretation of its parent text; it is an attempt 
to put that document into a different space, time and culture. This new 
location has different ways of thinking theologically. In the past much of 
the attention given to the religious teaching of the LXX Job translator was 
devoted to the study of so-called anti-anthropomorphisms—his resis-
tance to speaking of God in human terms. This aspect of the translator’s 
work was overemphasised to the neglect of much more signi cant areas 
of the translator’s work.  
 There is a certain amount of ‘levelling’ that takes place in LXX Job as 
in the LXX more generally. Dodd noted this phenomenon years ago with 
respect to words for wrongdoing: a more varied vocabulary is reduced to 
fewer words (Dodd, The Bible, pp. 76–81; cf. Cox, ‘Vocabulary’). The 
same happens with the names used for God. The translator usually 
employs  ‘Lord’ for the various words meaning ‘God’ ( El, Eloah, 
Elohim), though note that in six of its seventeen occurrences Elohim is 

rendered by its Greek equivalent,  ‘God’. The exotic word Shaddai, 
used 28 times in Job, is represented nine times by  (6.4, 14; 13.3; 
21.20; 22.3, 23, 26; 24.1; 31.35) and some sixteen times by  
‘almighty’ (e.g., 5.17; 8.5; 11.7), a term used in the Greek world, but 
not commonly so, as an attribute of the gods. Elsewhere in the LXX, 

 almost exclusively renders sabbaoth ‘(of) armies, hosts’. 
With the choice of  a whole new world of meaning arrives. 
 LXX Job betrays exegetical clues re ective of its place of origin. For 
example, the use of  ‘house’ for  ‘tent’ (5.24a; 20.26) points to 
the translator’s urban background;  ‘commander, general’ for 

 ‘king’ (15.24) offers a word well-known in military contexts in the 
Hellenistic period;  ‘tax-gatherer’ for  ‘driver’ (39.7) hints 
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at the ubiquity of the tax of ce in Egypt at the time. As intriguing as 
these translations are, they do not qualify as ideological or as theological. 
Two signi cant examples of the latter may be cited, the less so rst. 
 Notable, rst, is the use of the word  ‘ruler, prince, petty 
chief’ among the vocabulary for wrongdoing in Job. At vv. 6.23, 15.20 
and 27.13 the translator uses  for  ‘ruthless’. In the latter 
two passages, Eliphaz and Job, respectively, are describing the lot of ‘the 
wicked’ and ‘the ruthless’ (15.20) and ‘the wicked’ and ‘oppressors’ 
(27.13). The underlying Hebrew in both cases is  //  and the OG 
is  ‘impious’ // . At 6.23 the word  ‘enemy’ is 
parallel to . That is, the powerful are ranged with the impious 
and enemies against those loyal to the Lord, people such as Job.  
 Second, there is the role of nomos ‘law’ in Job. In Greek Job  
‘lawlessness’ and its cognates—which occur 25 times in Job—translate 

ve different Hebrew words. That is to say, ‘lawlessness’ is an umbrella 
term for words having to do with sin and injustice: sin is lawlessness. As 
signi cantly, the translator adds the adjective  ‘unlawful’ and the 
verb  ‘transgress’ ve times to the text (5.22; 12.5; 34.17, 18; 
35.14—all are marked with a dagger in H-R), indicating the importance 
of the law for the translator’s understanding of Job’s situation. What has 
Job done to deserve his fate? He is guilty of breaking the law.  
 In the Psalms and Wisdom books, including Job, translators use the 
word  ‘impiety’ to render the Hebrew word  ‘wickedness’. 
‘Wickedness’ in these books is understood as impiety, a lack of religious 
sensibility, a failure in matters of religion.  and its cognate 
adjective and verb appear some 43 times in Job; in 90% of the cases the 
underlying Hebrew is , adjective (e.g., 3.17; 8.22; 9.24) or verb 
(9.29; 10.15; 32.3; 34.18 [MT v. 17]). In Greek Job, lawlessness and 
impiety are one and the same: Job insists, ‘I have not sinned or acted 
impiously or shared a way with doers of lawless acts, to walk with the 
impious’ (34.8). 
 The word  is used generally of the way things are, the orderliness 
that undergirds society, and of law in a narrower sense (Burn, Pelican 
History, p. 251).5 According to LXX Job, our protagonist has offended the 
 
 5.  ‘Nomos: law or custom or convention’. This and the following page in Burn, 
with references to Herodotus, Plato and Aristophanes, are well worth reading with 
respect to Greek Job. 
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proper order of things in some way. As a result he is impious. In this he 
has good company, since, in the Greek world of thought, both Socrates 
and Aristotle were charged with impiety ( ). 
 If  and  bring Job into the Greek world, its social and 
literary context ensures that ‘law’ is understood as the Law of Moses. 
For Greek Job belongs to the Alexandrian Jewish community rst and 
foremost, not to the Greek world. This is clear from the beginning of the 
book, at 1.5, where Job’s religious life, his piety, is understood in terms 
of the book of Leviticus (‘and one bull calf as a sin offering for their 
souls’). 
  
 
VII. Reception History 
 
The rst extant copy of LXX Job is represented by the fragmentary 
papyrus POxy. 3522, dated to the rst century C.E.; it contains 42.11-12.6 
The next is (Rahlfs number) 974, a papyrus dated to about 220 and 
containing 33.23-24 and 34.10c; after that papyrus 955, fourth century, 
which preserves 1.19–2.1; 2.6-9b. With the fourth century complete 
manuscripts are extant, namely, the great uncial manuscript Vaticanus 
and its sister witness, Sinaiticus; and, a century later, Alexandrinus. 
 The textual tradition of Greek Job is dominated by the work of Origen 
(d. 254) and Lucian (d. 312). The original OG translation of Job is 
an abbreviated, edited, supplemented, paraphrased interpretation of the 
longer Hebrew parent text. Origen, in his huge project, the Hexapla, 
using a rather mechanical approach added to the Greek Job that he had at 
hand the hundreds of lines lacking—adding them from the translation 
that bears the name of Theodotion. That column incorporating his work, 
that fth column of the Hexapla, with its mixed text, its elements 
demarcated by asterisks, obeli, and metobeli, became so popular that it 
corrupted almost the entire textual tradition of Greek Job. Aside from 
some patristic commentators, the only witness to escape Origen’s work is 
the translation made into Sahidic, in Egypt. The Sahidic is our sole 
almost-complete (it lacks 39.10–40.13) witness to the shorter, original 
text of Greek Job. 

 
 6.  This papyrus, published in 1983, is not collated in Ziegler’s edition, which 
appeared the previous year.  
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 Origen’s attempt to produce a Greek text aligned with the Hebrew 
faced several insurmountable challenges in the case of Job. Sometimes 
the translator paraphrases in such a way that two lines are reduced to 
one: which line should now be added? The translator replaces whole lines 
with lines from elsewhere, in which case the Greek has no resemblance 
to the Hebrew: what is going on? It happens that Origen can add a ‘mis-
sing’ line, which, upon inspection, instead duplicates with Theodotion a 
line already represented in the Old Greek: the result is a double transla-
tion, and no translation at all for the line that is, in fact, not translated in 
the OG. To cite some examples: at 16.9-10, the translator added a line 
(OG 9c), translated MT v. 9c, which becomes OG v. 10a, and omitted MT 
v. 10a, so that OG vv. 9-10 are equal in lines to the Hebrew but, now, 
quite different from it (complicated!); OG 19.13c is a second translation 
of MT v. 13b; 23.14 is not represented in the Hexaplaric text at all, for the 
OG passed over v. 14, but Origen believed that v. 15 was lacking and 
added Theodotion v. 15 so that the ecclesiastical text has two translations 
of v. 15 and none of v. 14. Finally, Theodotion’s translation does follow 
the interlinear paradigm; the result of Origen’s work is a text that adds to 
a paraphrase like, let us say, the Living Bible, several hundred lines from 
a literalistic translation like the American Standard Bible.  
 The textual tradition of LXX Job reached a third stage with the revision 
by Lucian of Antioch. In the case of Job, Lucian based his editorial work 
on the Hexaplaric text. We know this because Theodotion’s translation, 
used to supplement the OG in the Hexapla, shows the same kind of 
revision as the larger, original OG component. Lucian’s revision of the 
text of Job does not re ect an attempt to bring the text closer to the 
Hebrew. No, we would have to say it is stylistic in nature: grammatical 
corrections, the addition of syntactical markers, the replacement of words 
with synonyms, the addition of words such as possessive pronouns in the 
interest of clarity, changes in vocabulary towards the more appropriate or 
in order to t the context, and, nally, changes in person that sometimes 
dramatically affect the reading of the text (see Cox, ‘Nature’, p. 429). 
The main L (Lucianic) group of witnesses in Job consists of MSS Alexan-
drinus ( fth century), 575 (thirteenth), 637 (eleventh); the fourth-century 
commentators Julian the Arian and Chrysostom; and the Armenian 
version (early fth). It is this well-worked type of text (i.e. OG + 
Origen’s work + Lucian) that becomes the textus receptus for Greek Job.  
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 An awareness of these textual developments is imperative for 
whatever use one makes of Greek Job. From the start one must set aside 
the additions made by Origen. Unfortunately even Ziegler tends to 
present the ecclesiastical text as one text: the Hexaplaric signs are there, 
but the typeface of the Theodotionic element is the same as that for the 
OG and the two are punctuated as one text.7 NETS puts Theodotion in 
italics within square brackets and does not punctuate it with the OG. 
Theodotion remains ‘in’ the text rather than in footnotes or gathered 
together at the end or, more radically, left out altogether. This is a com-
promise, made for the sake of NETS users. As for Lucian, Ziegler’s 
edition permits one to readily identify the Lucianic revision in the 
apparatus and to assess its textual character. For a comprehensive sum-
mary of the question addressed in this section, see Botte and Bogaert, 
‘Septante’. 
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Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. XII.1, Sapientia Salomonis (J. Ziegler, 1980, 2nd ed.). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. II, pp. 345–76. 
  Swete, vol. II, pp. 604–43. 

 
(b) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Knibb, 2007), pp. 697–714. 
  LXX.D (Engel, 2009), pp. 1057–89. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The Wisdom of Solomon is a work that presents Jewish thought and the 
reading of the Bible in philosophical terms. It is clear from the subject 
matter and the sophistication of the language that it was a composition in 
Greek, and it most likely derives from Jewish philosophical circles in 
Alexandria. It presents key concepts in Judaism through Greek philo-
sophy, with a particular focus on the afterlife (and speci cally the 
Platonic resurrection of the soul) as a response to suffering, the nature of 
wisdom, the fate and death of the wicked, and the problem of idolatry. 
These ideas are sometimes presented in disputational terms aimed either 
at those holding alternative positions (such as in ch. 2) or at other 
peoples who practise them (such as the Egyptians and their idolatry). 
Such polemic is in part typical of philosophical schools and need not be 
seen as direct evidence of the social positioning of the author towards his 
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neighbours. The author presents a highly educated reading of the biblical 
narratives of the Exodus and a ne exposition of Jewish beliefs in the 
period. 
 The attribution to Solomon derives from his famed wisdom and the 
authorial speech of the king in ch. 7. The title ‘Wisdom of Solomon’ is 
found in the main Greek codices (ABSV), while the Old Latin (Vetus 
Latina) reads merely Liber sapientiae ‘Book of Wisdom’. The Peshitta 
terms it ‘the book of great wisdom’. 
  
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
There is little doubt that the author of Wisdom was based in Alexandria. 
The high degree of literary sophistication and his education in Hellenistic 
philosophy locate him in the intellectual circles of that city. He joins a 
tradition of Jewish philosophers from Alexandria, most famously 
represented by Philo, but in a tradition going back through Artapanus 
(third to second century B.C.E.), Aristobulus (second century), the author 
of Aristeas (second century), and Philo’s implied opponents, and 
continuing later in 4 Maccabees ( rst to second century C.E.). His focus 
(in chs. 11–18) on the Exodus and the practice of the Egyptians would 
also support Egypt as the general location of the writing. 
 A precise date is impossible to pinpoint for the book. Considerable 
attention has been focussed on the possible allusions to the Romans or to 
particular persecutions of the Jews in Egypt, although the language and 
philosophy too have been brought forward for proposed dates. Some 
seek to place the work in the rst century B.C.E., sometime in the early 
period of Roman rule of Egypt, 31–10 B.C.E. (Larcher, Sagesse, vol. I, 
pp. 148–61). Larcher’s attempt to invoke quotations from LXX Isaiah 
in 2.12 (Isa. 3.10) and 15.10 (Isa. 44.20) and the apparent allusions to 
1 En. 5.7 (Wis. 3.9) offer no more than an imprecise terminus post quem 
(cf. critique of Grabbe, Wisdom, p. 88). Likewise the suggestion that 
some New Testament passages are dependent on Wisdom is not beyond 
doubt.  
 Those who seek a date in the rst century C.E. advocate the reign of 
Caligula (37–41 C.E.) as the most likely option (Winston, Wisdom, 
pp. 20–25; Cheon, Exodus) pointing to the persecutions during this time. 
They view the hostility expressed in the book, and the tale of the 
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suffering righteous person (chs. 2–6) as a response to the Jewish riots 
in Alexandria after Caligula tried to impose his cult statue in Jerusalem 
(recounted in Philo, Embassy). The apocalyptic passage on divine 
military vengeance on God’s enemies (5.16-23) would then relate to the 
time of Caligula and his threat to Judaism. As there is little evidence that 
Jews were persecuted under the Ptolemies, such a scenario would better 

t the Roman period (Grabbe, Wisdom, p. 89), although it is dif cult to 
differentiate a historical event from the biblical type of a suffering 
individual (Isa. 53). Hints of a Roman context have also been pointed to 
in the themes and phraseology. It has been suggested that the ‘domi-
nation’ ( , Wis. 6.3) given to rulers applies speci cally to Roman 
rule, but this can be doubted. The passage on remote rulers being 
worshipped through their statues could allude to the Roman Imperial cult 
as well, but like all the other examples it is not precise. The omission of 
names for any of the gures in the book, whether Solomon himself or the 
biblical characters alluded to (ch. 10), has also been seen as a device in 
times of trouble (Cheon, ‘Anonymity’). No passage is explicit, never-
theless, in its reference to Caligula or his actions. 
 Language has been seen as a surer guide to date (Grabbe, Wisdom, 
p. 89: the ‘strongest argument’) and Winston, using observations by 
Scarpat (Libro) and others, has drawn up a list of 35 or more words in 
Wisdom that do not appear in our records before the rst century C.E. 
(Wisdom, p. 22 and n. 33). The chance survival of words in fragmentary 
sources for Greek prevents de nitive conclusions, but this is a signi cant 
number. However, some of his evidence is bound to be overturned by the 
ongoing publication of papyri and inscriptions and the signi cant new 
words to be found therein (cf. Aitken, No Stone). In at least one case 
( , 7.2) the date of the rst appearance of the word in an 
inscription (IKyme 41.18) is now to be dated earlier ( rst century B.C.E.) 
than Winston allowed (Aitken, No Stone, pp. 49–50). Other words are 
natural compound formations in Greek or derivations from well-known 
words, but which probably only by chance have made no appearance in 
the ancient record. Thus Winston’s example of the noun  ‘form, 
appearance’ (Wis. 17.3; and known already in Jer. 27.39) is a derivative 
of the verb  ‘to appear, seem’, which was in use since Homer. 
The one pre-Christian example of the noun (early fourth century B.C.E.) 
in an epitaph from Attica (SEG 30:264.1–2) is a textual reconstruction 
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(on the basis of the later IG II² 12142) and therefore cannot be relied 
upon. It does offer hope for nding earlier attestations and is a reminder 
that derivatives can arise at any point in time. The vocabulary, then, is 
suggestive for the date of the book, but sure results cannot be based 
upon it. 
 Less often has the philosophy been used as a means of dating the 
book, other than the general observation that it can be classed as part of 
Middle Platonism, a form of Platonic philosophy that developed in the 

rst century B.C.E. and continued afterwards. This does not give a precise 
date. The similarities to Philo are detailed by Winston throughout his 
commentary (Wisdom, esp. pp. 59–63) and this suggests the author 
was close in time and thought to Philo. Engberg-Pedersen (Cosmology, 
pp. 22–26), however, has put forward the strongest argument that 
Wisdom preceded Philo. For, in Wisdom we nd an attachment to Stoic 
ideas of materiality combined with Platonic immateriality, including 
though a rejection of Stoic concepts of God (§ VI). This attachment to 
Stoic ideas combined with a rejection of some does not re ect the full 
development and synthesis that is found in Philo and Middle Platonism. 
If Wisdom then precedes Philo, he could be placed in the rst century 
B.C.E. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
The distinctive nature of some of the vocabulary of Wisdom has already 
been noted (§ II), re ecting its independence from the Septuagint and the 
likelihood that it is a Greek composition. Much of its vocabulary is 
philosophical (fully surveyed by Reese, Hellenistic) and would not have 
a natural equivalent in Hebrew or Aramaic. The book also re ects some 
rhetorical and poetic techniques of Greek, including word plays and 
litotes (Léonas, ‘Poetics’, pp. 101–103). It is standard Koine, but of a 
literary level, using particles and subordinate clauses. 
 Nevertheless, the language could be said to be of a mixed nature, 
combining biblical themes, and therefore language, with philosophical 
words and expressions. Thus, while the Greek is literary and often 
sophisticated, it also exhibits features typical of the Septuagint. This is 
in part owing to the subject matter, a form of biblical interpretation, 
but also perhaps owing to the status of the LXX and the standard it 
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provides as a literary ‘style’. Indeed, Wisdom provides a useful demon-
stration of how the language of the LXX in uences composition Greek. 
 Undoubtedly there is much in uence in vocabulary from the LXX as 
the author draws on the work for his comparison. Some of it is subtle, 
such as the ready use of terms like  and  that are common in 
the LXX but also have a philosophical purpose—a ready synthesis for the 
author. At times words are chosen for their biblical allusion, as in the 
case of  ‘inhabitant’ (Wis. 12.3), alluding to Prov. 2.21 as a 
justi cation for the expulsion of the Canaanites (Aitken, ‘Jewish Use’). 
However, Léonas has shown how the author also draws upon LXX style 
and yet uses forms that are not attested in the LXX (‘Poetics’, pp. 114–
23). This indicates its nature as a free composition, but also how the 
biblical text and its style of translation has had an in uence. Even its use 
of parallelism, typical of a biblical work (Reymond, ‘Poetry’), includes 
examples not attested anywhere in the Bible. 
 In addition to the philosophical vocabulary, something of the context 
could be inferred from other terms (cf. § VI). Greek cultic vocabulary, 
such as  ‘nameless’ (14.27) and  ‘lifeless’ (13.17; 14.29), 
is found alongside more speci c vocabulary of mystery cults (Grabbe, 
Wisdom, p. 36):  ‘an initiate in the mysteries’,  
‘eating the innards’,  ‘feast’, and  ‘revel’ (12.5). 
  
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
It is clear from the philosophical themes and vocabulary, and the use of 
compound words, that Wisdom is a Greek composition and not a 
translation from a Semitic source (Reese, Hellenistic). The rare attempts 
to suggest it is a translation have been unsuccessful. 
 The structure of the book has been the subject of some debate, but 
some broad divisions can be easily identi ed. It falls into two main 
halves, chs. 1–9 focussing on Wisdom and its role, and chs. 10–19 exam-
ining the history of Israel and especially God’s role in the deliverance of 
Israel and the destruction of the Egyptians. The precise transition 
between the two halves is uncertain, some seeing it after ch. 10. The two 
halves are closely connected by related vocabulary and themes, so that 
the book can be seen as a unity. More precisely, chs. 1.2–6.21 are the 
book of eschatology presenting the justi cation of an afterlife of the soul 
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for those who are righteous, and death for those who do not recognise 
justice. The book then proceeds to a presentation of the nature of 
Wisdom (and the gure of Solomon in 7–8), largely in Platonic terms 
(6.22–10.21). It concludes with the historical review, which draws upon 
the eschatological themes from the start of the book (11.1–19.22). This 
considers the role of Wisdom in history (10–12), in which ch. 10 serves 
as a transition connecting backwards to the presentation of the nature of 
Wisdom and forwards to the historical review. The problem of idolatry, 
especially as practiced by the Egyptians, is outlined (13–15) and the 
death of the Egyptians in the Red Sea is recounted in detail (16–19, 
including a discussion of role of cosmology as serving God’s purposes). 
One transition is marked in ch. 6.1 through the repetition from 1.1 of an 
address to rulers to listen and understand (based on Psalm 2), stimulated 
by the reference to earthly rulers in 5.23. It serves as a transition between 
the two parts on Wisdom, the rst with emphasis on eschatological 
wisdom, the second sapiential (Larcher, Sagesse, vol. I, p. 399). 
 
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
There are few textual problems with the sources for Wisdom, and the 
manuscript evidence falls into the standard groups (described in detail by 
Ziegler, Göttingen; summarised by Winston, Wisdom, pp. 64–66). The 
Greek witnesses follow the standard division into Uncials, an Origenic 
revision, and a Lucianic version. The earliest manuscript of Wisdom is 
from Egypt, Antinoopolis papyrus 8, dated to the third century. The best 
witnesses are Vaticanus (B) and Sinaiticus (S), which are so similar to be 
one witness, and Alexandrinus (A). Other codices are less reliable as 
textual witnesses. Codex Ephraemi Syri rescriptus (a fth-century 
palimpsest) is only partially preserved and contains many omissions, 
while Venetus from the eighth century has many scribal errors. Also of 
value is the commentary by Malachias Monachus (fourteenth century) 
since he makes use of Greek manuscripts that are unknown today. The 
Vetus Latina remains very important for Wisdom, as it was not modi ed 
by Jerome and therefore preserves a reading of the text earlier than the 
Greek witnesses. It still contains many doublets, but even then is of 
prime importance. 
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 The Peshitta is generally considered to be unreliable as a text-critical 
resource, and although fragments of a Syro-Palestinian version have been 
preserved, these are largely dependent on the Peshitta. The Syro-hexapla 
is an important witness as it testi es to the fth column of Origen’s 
Hexapla, and particularly valuable is the Hexaplaric miniscule 253. 
 There are few obvious textual corruptions and emendation is neces-
sary only occasionally. At times the syntax seems to break down, 
implying the text is corrupt (e.g., 12.4). 
  
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
The book of Wisdom is a rich complex of ideas and themes. The 
tendency has been to infer sociological conclusions from its condem-
nation of idolatry and portrayal of the destruction of the Egyptians, but 
these passages need to be seen within the philosophical message of the 
book as a whole. The opening of the book presents the opportunities of 
immortality for those who are truly wise and death for the wicked. The 
focus on the fate of the Egyptians, then, is presented as an allegory and 
illustration of this philosophical position. Attempts to place the book in a 
world where Jews were uncomfortable in their Hellenistic environment 
or where young Jews had to be won back to the faith from philosophy 
(cf. Winston, Wisdom; Reese, Hellenistic) obscure the teaching role of 
the Bible for Jewish philosophical belief. The author is deeply educated 
in both Greek and philosophy, and is representative of a Jew at home in 
the Hellenistic world, rather than opposed to it. 
 From the very opening chapter the author presents his position, 
synthesising biblical interpretation (cf. Enns, ‘Pseudo-Solomon’) and 
Greek philosophy. He describes the creation of the world, re ecting 
themes from Genesis but expressed through Stoic materialism. The 
spirit of God in Genesis is equated with the Stoic concept of  
‘spirit’ (1.6-7), which is then combined with a Platonic immaterialism 
(7.15–8.1). 
 The author is representative of Jewish philosophical movements in 
Alexandria (§ II), even if many of the themes such as idolatry, justice, 
future life, condemnation of the Canaanites and wisdom’s role in the 
history of Israel express facets of Jewish identity. It is possible that the 
author re ects a particular manifestation of Jewish practice, notable 
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through his use of cultic vocabulary (§ III). The book seems to present 
Judaism as a mystery religion, in which the Passover could be seen as a 
secret offering, and the crossing of the Red Sea as a new birth (Schwenk-
Bressler, Sapientia Salomonis). Even if that is reading too much into the 
text, the author has constructed an erudite exposition of Jewish theology 
in philosophical terms. It is built around the narrative of the Passover and 
therefore might have been recited during the festival period. 
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
There is no evidence of the Jewish reception of Wisdom (noted even by 
Jerome, Preface to Wisdom), although its acceptance by Christians and 
its possible in uence on the New Testament indicate it had some 
circulation (so McGlynn, Divine, pp. 235–36). There are no citations 
of Wisdom in the New Testament, but some passages portray awareness 
of similar ideas if not the actual text. It is common to cite 2 Cor. 5.1-10 
as drawing upon the language of Wis. 9.15, and Rom. 1.19-23 on the 
human condition arising from lack of knowledge of God might also draw 
on this. It is dif cult to be certain when both works could be using shared 
traditions. The rst possible reference is from the end of the rst century 
in Clement (Cor. 27, alluding to Wis. 11.21; 12.12; Winston, Wisdom, 
p. 66; Larcher, Sagesse, p. 37), although it is possible that the author is 
drawing upon LXX Job 9.12. Wisdom was important too for Melito, who 
again does not cite the book explicitly but utilises its Exodus narrative 
for his Paschal Homily (e.g., Wis. 18.7 in Pas. Hom. 34; McGlynn, 
Divine, p. 238). 
 Not all reception of Wisdom was positive in the early Church, but it 
clearly took a hold for it to be included in the canon (for more on the 
reception see Winston, Wisdom, pp. 66–69; McGlynn, Divine, pp. 237–
45). Its inclusion in the early Greek codices is indicative of this, but the 
earliest incorporation into a canon list is in the Muratorian canon. 
Deriving from a catalogue ca. 200 written in Greek but preserved in 
Latin, the book is said to have been written by the friends of Solomon. 
This obscure reference could have been a corruption of the name Philo 
(Greek  ‘friend’) but could also be alluding to the role of friends in 
the book of Proverbs or even seeing some of the friends referred to there 
as the actual authors (see Horbury, ‘Muratorian’). 
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I. General Characteristics 
 
The book of Ben Sira (Sirach, or Ecclesiasticus) is perhaps the most 
complicated in the LXX corpus, primarily owing to the problematic 
nature of the Hebrew texts. For most translated books (as opposed to 
works like Wisdom of Solomon, which are original Greek) there are 

 
 1. Owing to a displacement of chapters and verses in all Greek manuscripts, the 
Göttingen edition and NETS use the correct order with the displaced order in 
parentheses (see § V). This practice is followed here. 
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either complete Hebrew texts (mostly the MT, of course) with which to 
compare the Greek translation or no Hebrew text at all (e.g., 1 Macca-
bees). Hebrew exists for approximately two-thirds of Ben Sira, extant in 
six medieval manuscripts (labeled A–F) from the Cairo Genizah, 
portions of chs. 39–44 in the Masada scroll, a few partial lines in 2Q18 
and parts of ch. 51 in 11QPsa from Qumran. Although multiple Hebrew 
manuscripts exist for some passages, more often than not only one 
manuscript survives, or frequently no Hebrew at all is extant. Scholars 
generally agree that the extant Hebrew manuscripts re ect Ben Sira’s 
Hebrew in their essentials, but they contain a plethora of corruptions and 
text-critical problems.  
 Unlike other books in the LXX corpus, scholars are fortunate that the 
translator of Ben Sira left a prologue to his work. In it he identi es him-
self as the author’s grandson, and he re ects on the work of translating. 
Yet the character of the Greek of the prologue is almost as important as 
its content for thinking about the translation of Ben Sira, since in the 
prologue the grandson demonstrates an ability to write good Koine 
Greek. Skehan and Di Lella offer this assessment: ‘Ben Sira’s grandson 
wrote the prologue in carefully crafted prose, employing the grammar 
and syntax of literary Koine Greek; he must have had a rst-rate edu-
cation in the rhetoric and literature of the period’ (Wisdom, p. 132). 
 Apparently, though, the grandson did not think that quality Koine was 
possible in a translation, since, although capable of writing good Greek, 
he produces a recognisable translationese, resulting from a translation 
approach that is largely isomorphic, that is, executed at the Hebrew word 
level rather than at the clause, sentence or discourse levels. At its best, 
the translation displays a non-literary register of Greek, but often it is 
unidiomatic (sometimes even dif cult and awkward), even if it does 
not descend very often into nonsense (although that does happen on 
occasion; see §§ III and IV). In the prologue, the grandson requests of his 
reader some forbearance,  
  

for what was originally expressed in Hebrew does not have the same 
force when it is in fact rendered in another language. And not only in this 
case, but also in the case of the Law itself and the Prophets and the rest of 
the books the difference is not small when these are expressed in their 
own language. (NETS) 
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Given the evidence of the prologue, the grandson was probably not an 
experienced translator and might well have developed his method of 
translation by using a similar approach to what he observed in transla-
tions of the ‘Law and the Prophets and the rest of the books’, which he 
claims to know. (For a discussion of what the grandson says in the 
prologue about translation, see Wright, ‘Why a Prologue?’. For a differ-
ent view, see De Crom, ‘Translation Equivalence’.) At any rate, the 
quality of the Greek in the translation is signi cantly inferior to what the 
grandson writes in the prologue. 
 To say that a translation is isomorphic, however, is not to say that it is 
necessarily wooden, slavish or mechanical—and Sirach is often none of 
these. The translator displays periodic sensitivity to the Hebrew, and his 
transparent concern is to relay what he thought the Hebrew meant within 
his isomorphic method of translation (§ IV). Indeed, Aitken has shown 
that the translator could employ literary vocabulary and Greek rhetorical 
forms in his translation, thus betraying the kind of ability in Greek of the 
sort that can be observed in his prologue (‘Literary Attainment’). 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
For the translation of Sirach, scholars possess some touchstones for a 
date. The book preserves the name of the original author—Jesus son of 
Eleazar son of Sirach (50.27). From various pieces of internal evidence, 
most prominently the author’s mention of the high priest Simon II (219–
196 B.C.E.) and his silence on anything to do with the Hasmonean 
Revolt, scholars usually situate the original Hebrew composition some-
time between 195 B.C.E. and 180 B.C.E. Calculating two generations from 
grandfather to grandson, we arrive at the latter third of the second 
century B.C.E. for the translation. The grandson’s prologue provides 
several pieces of information that enable us to be more precise and that 
con rm this conclusion. He writes in the prologue, ‘For in the thirty-
eighth year, in the reign of Euergetes the king, when I had arrived in 
Egypt…’ (NETS). Two Ptolemies bore the title ‘Euergetes’, Ptolemy III 
(reigned 246–221 B.C.E.) and Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II Physcon (also 
designated Ptolemy VII, reigned 170–164, 146–117 B.C.E.). The earlier 
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Ptolemy only reigned for twenty- ve years, and so the Euergetes 
mentioned by the grandson must be Ptolemy VIII. Taking the accession 
date of 170 and counting thirty-eight years brings us to 132 B.C.E. for the 
time that the grandson arrived in Egypt. The grandson further notes that 
after he had ‘stayed a while’ ( ) he discovered ‘an exemplar of 
no little education’. The participle  can have the sense of ‘to 
be contemporaneous with’, and some scholars have taken this to indicate 
that the grandson was in Egypt through the end of Euergetes’ reign. 
Thus, one can arrive at an approximate date of slightly before or after 
117 B.C.E. for the grandson’s translation. 
 With respect to place, the grandson explicitly states that he made the 
translation in Egypt, but he gives no additional details as to where. The 
most likely locale would be Alexandria, where such scholarly activity 
might be readily undertaken. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
When the extant Hebrew is set over against the Greek, one sees clearly 
that the grandson employed an isomorphic approach to translating. The 
result is a Greek text that mirrors many aspects of the grammar and 
syntax of its source. So, for example, structure words, such as preposi-
tions, are often used in non-Greek ways, as in 7.19 where the translator 
renders the Hebrew comparative  by the Greek preposition , which 
does not have that function in Greek. Or certain idiomatic phrases in 
Hebrew become essentially meaningless in the Greek, as in Sir. 32(35).12 
where the Hebrew idiom  , ‘with generosity’, is translated literally 
as   , ‘with a good eye’, a phrase that, although it might 
carry some meaning, does not have the same idiomatic sense as the 
Hebrew, leaving a Greek reader mostly in the dark as to the intended 
meaning of the verse. Anyone who could not compare the translation 
with the original would be able to make sense out of most of the trans-
lation, but he/she would nd it dif cult. The Greek of Sirach never rises 
to the level of decent Koine (de nitely not to that of the prologue), let 
alone literary Greek.  
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IV. Translation and Composition 
 
There has been relatively little systematic study of speci c translation 
techniques in Sirach. The one major study devoted to this issue is my 
own No Small Difference, in which several aspects of the Greek trans-
lation are examined—word order, segmentation of Hebrew words, 
quantitative representation, lexical representation—together with the 
in uence of the LXX on the Greek of Sirach (for a valuable study of one 
short section, see Reiterer, ‘Urtext’ und Übersetzungen). One of the 
goals of Wright’s study was to determine the extent to which the Greek 
translation might allow reasonable reconstructions of Ben Sira’s Hebrew 
in places where it was not extant. The conclusion that the Greek alone 
‘would not seem to provide a rm basis for reconstructions’ remains true 
as a generalisation (Wright, No Small Difference, p. 115), but the issues 
could now be expressed somewhat differently.  
 Within the larger context of the LXX corpus and with very few excep-
tions, the primary approach to translation is on the word or morpheme 
level, called above ‘isomorphic’. At times translators might be cognisant 
of the clause or discourse levels, but any close study of these translations 
reveals their basic isomorphism. Thus, in most cases, and certainly in 
Sirach, one nds a spectrum of approaches to individual aspects of 
translation technique, but each is constrained by this overall isomorphic 
approach. For example, if we look at how closely various books of the 
LXX corpus adhere to Hebrew word order, the translation of Song of 
Songs hardly departs at all from it. Sirach only departs from Hebrew 
word order approximately 3% of the time. Translations like Proverbs or 
Job are more in the 10% range (No Small Difference, p. 49). Even the 
most deviant translations, then, adhere to Hebrew word order about 90% 
of the time (on isomorphism see Pietersma, ‘New Paradigm’; Boyd-
Taylor, Reading).  
 This approach almost inevitably results in relatively high levels of 
positive and negative interference. Positive interference is characterised 
by a distribution of target language features at odds with the conven-
tional distribution of those features in the language. Negative interfer-
ence occurs when the formal features of the source language govern the 
translator’s selection of target language features to the extent that the 
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translation results in an ill-formed text by the standards of the target 
language (see Toury, Descriptive, pp. 274–79). All translations exhibit 
both types of interference, but isomorphic approaches not surprisingly 
yield more negative interference. Thus, for the LXX corpus, including a 
book like Sirach, we should not expect to nd good Koine Greek.  
 One example of positive interference seen throughout the LXX corpus, 
including Sirach, is the overwhelming number of occurrences of the 
Greek conjunction , which usually serves as the default rendering for 
Hebrew , in contrast to the infrequent use of second position particles 
such as  or  (see below). A Greek text in which most clauses are 
connected with  is not ungrammatical or nonsensical, and a Greek 
reader can understand it. Yet, the author of a well-formed Greek text will 
pay more attention to the logical relationship of clauses, and conse-
quently the number of clauses beginning with  compared to those with 
second position conjunctions will be much smaller than in the LXX. Thus, 
the distribution of  as a clause coordinator is much higher in the LXX 
than in standard Greek composition.  
 Negative interference often creates a translation much more dif cult to 
understand, even if standard Greek conventions are not violated. One 
such type of interference is syntactical. To illustrate, in 14.17 the Hebrew 
ends with an in nitive absolute construction (adding emphasis to the 
verb),   ‘they shall surely die’. The Greek retains something of the 
Hebrew construction, resulting in   (with a change in 
person) ‘by death you shall die’, a decidedly un-Greek phrase. Another 
sort of negative interference involves idiomatic expressions, as in 4.22a, 
where the Greek        renders the 
Hebrew      ‘Do not show partiality to your own harm’ 
(NRSV; lit. ‘against yourself’). The translator, working at the word level, 
has chosen the default equivalence of  for the Hebrew ‘face’, 
resulting in a non-idiomatic Greek phrase that does not convey the 
Hebrew idiom ‘to show partiality’. Second, Hebrew uses the noun  
plus a possessive pronoun to indicate a re exive, in this case ‘yourself’. 
Greek has its own set of re exive pronouns, and the grandson does use 
one in 37.8c. In 4.22a, however, he resorts to his default rendering of 

 for , resulting in a phrase that is not re exive in Greek. What 
would a Greek reader think of such a sentence that reads something like 
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‘Do not receive a person against your soul’ (NETS)? Grammatical and 
intelligible, but not well-formed. Examples of both positive and negative 
interference abound in Sirach. Set within this larger framework into 
which most LXX translations t, we can comment on several aspects of 
translation technique in Sirach, always bearing in mind the complex state 
of the Hebrew text of the book. 
 
a. Word Order 
Ben Sira’s grandson follows the word order of his Hebrew parent text 
(Wright, No Small Difference, pp. 35–54). Yet, word order differences 
are not all the same, since some involve syntactic differences and some 
displacement variations. For example, in Hebrew the possessive pronoun 
always follows the noun it governs or the conjunction   always attaches 
to the beginning of a word and, thus, are inviolable orders. Greek, for its 
part, is more exible and can have a possessive precede the noun it 
governs. A translator who wants to maintain the Hebrew word order will 
thus have the possessive following its noun or will use a conjunction like 

 rather than a post-position conjunction such as . Displacement 
differences, such as the reversal of two nouns in a series, do not originate 
out of syntactical concerns, since such orders are not xed in Hebrew. 
 In Sirach we see both kinds of variation in word order. Syntactical 
variations are frequent. There are almost 50 uses of the post-position 
conjunction  and over 120 occurrences of the post-position conjunction 

. Although in a number of cases, such as 3.9 ( ), it looks as if the 
translator has added the conjunction to create a clear logical connection 
between clauses (since there is no Hebrew counterpart), in the majority 
of occurrences  translates   and  renders , creating a difference in 
word order. With respect to the use of pronouns, we nd in 8.2  
(MS A), which the translator renders   , with the possessive 
pronoun preceding the noun (acceptable in Greek), violating the Hebrew 
word order. The same kind of variation happens with object pronouns. 
The Hebrew  in 13.9 comes into Greek as  , an 
order impossible in Hebrew but acceptable in Greek. All these cases 
indicate the translator’s occasional preference for Greek style over 
adherence to Hebrew word order, even within an isomorphic approach. 
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 In Sirach, we encounter several different kinds of displacement differ-
ences, distinguished for the most part by the unit of displacement—word, 
phrase or clause. In some cases the reason for the displacement is clear; 
in others it is very dif cult to judge whether a displacement originated 
with the translator or was already present in the Vorlage. Sirach 
34(31).9b illustrates displacement at the word level for which the reason 
seems transparent. The Hebrew phrase    combines a nite 
verb with an in nitive, meaning something like ‘for working wonders by 
doing’. The translator seems to have had dif culty with the phrase, and 
as a result he transformed it into a verb with direct object,   

 ‘for he did wonders’, reversing the Hebrew morphemes. The 
reason for the displacement at the end of 35(32).8(12) is not as trans-
parent, however. The Hebrew phrase   is rendered into Greek 
as    ‘and at the same time being silent’. Even though the 
translator has the correct sense of the Hebrew, he diverges from the 
Hebrew text by placing the adverb before the participle, even though in 
Greek it could go after the verb in agreement with the Hebrew (see also 
Voitila, ‘Differences’). 
 
b. Quantitative Representation 
In isomorphic translations one notable feature is the extent to which the 
translator maintains quantitative parity with the source text—each 
element in the source with a corresponding element in the translation. In 
the LXX corpus, we encounter two different types of quantitative repre-
sentation. Segmentation indicates the extent to which LXX translators 
divide Hebrew morphemes into their constituent elements. So, for exam-
ple, 41.19 begins with   (MS B) rendered into Greek as   

. The translator has segmented the Hebrew word into its various 
parts—conjunction, preposition and noun—and represented each. The 
second kind of quantitative representation—on the levels of morpheme, 
phrase, clause or sentence—concerns the extent to which translators add 
or subtract elements from their source text. A simple example comes 
from 43.5, where the Hebrew of the verse beginning    
(Masada)2 is rendered  . He does not represent the initial 

 
 2.  MSS B, B(mg) and Masada all have the conjunction. Variation appears in the 
writing of the divine name. 
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conjunction of the Hebrew. At 43.19a for which MS B and Masada have 
   , ‘and he pours out frost like salt’, the Greek translator 

renders the clause        ‘and frost, like salt, he 
pours upon the earth’ (NETS). The translator has added ‘upon the earth’, 
which offers more detail than the Hebrew, even though there is no 
warrant for it (see Wright, No Small Difference, pp. 67–91). 
 Ben Sira’s grandson is willing to depart from a strict one-to-one 
representation of the Hebrew source text. In statistical comparisons with 
other books in the LXX corpus, the translation falls within a narrow range 
of deviation for quantitatively longer renderings in those places where 
the Hebrew is extant. The translation more frequently departs from one-
to-one segmentation of the Hebrew, however, and it contains a greater 
percentage of shorter translations. This complicates attempts at quantita-
tive reconstructions of the Hebrew of Ben Sira based on the Greek. Thus 
if only the Greek text was extant at 43.19, we would be tempted to 
reconstruct the Hebrew phrase with the addition of . Yet, given its 
absence from MS B and Masada, the likelihood is that this is an addition 
in Greek. 
 
c. Lexical Consistency 
Lexical consistency—the tendency to establish default Hebrew-Greek 
renderings—can be observed throughout the LXX corpus. Naturally the 
use of defaults by translators sometimes produces very odd results. 
Within an isomorphic translation, however, a translator might at the 
same time demonstrate some sensitivity to the nuances of meaning in 
Hebrew words. Such is the case with Sirach. Although content words, 
such as nouns and verbs, illustrate this phenomenon best, translators 
establish default equivalents for the entire array of parts of speech in the 
source language (see Wright, No Small Difference, pp. 91–112; on lexi-
cal consistency, Wade, ‘Evaluating’). In Sirach as in most LXX trans-
lations, one speci c part of speech is usually translated by the same part 
of speech, preposition for preposition, verb for verb, noun for noun. 
Often the resulting translation might not read well. In 46.6, for example, 
where the Hebrew has the idiomatic   , meaning ‘to follow 
someone completely’, the grandson seems to understand the meaning: 

   ‘he followed after a powerful one’. The 
use of  representing , however, creates a pleonasm in Greek, 
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since the verb  ‘to follow after’, does not require the 
preposition but only the dative case in standard Greek. One encounters 
many such odd uses of structure words in Sirach which reinforce both 
the isomorphism of the translation approach and the translationese 
character of the Greek. 
 Overall for content words, like nouns and verbs, the grandson does not 
exhibit high levels of lexical consistency compared to other books in the 
LXX corpus, some of which are characterised by almost 100% con-
sistency (e.g., Ecclesiastes; for comparative charts, see Wright, No Small 
Difference, pp. 106–108). One thus nds in Sirach a fair amount of 
semantic leveling (different Hebrew words with different semantic 
ranges being translated by the same Greek word, thus eliminating some 
semantic distinction from the Hebrew) and semantic differentiation (one 
Hebrew word being rendered by several different Greek words, thus 
introducing semantic distinctions in Greek). One example of each 
will illustrate the case. The noun  ‘joy, exultation’ in four 
occurrences with extant Hebrew renders three different Hebrew words:  

,  and . Conversely, the Hebrew verb , ‘withhold, hold 
back’, has eight different equivalents in Greek: , , 

, , , ,  and  (NETS, 
pp. 716–17). 
 
d. In uence of other Jewish-Greek Translations 
In his prologue Ben Sira’s grandson refers three times to ‘the Law, the 
Prophets and the other ancestral books’, once referring to them in the 
context of his own translation activity. While these three categories 
should not be seen as intending a tripartite scriptural corpus, the grand-
son certainly knows other Jewish-Greek translations. Smend expresses a 
common sentiment: ‘Without doubt he [the grandson] was capable of 
comparing the LXX with the Hebrew text, for the Pentateuch and the 
historical books, working very carefully throughout; it often served him 
as a dictionary’ (Die Weisheit, p. lxiii). Yet, careful examination of the 
grandson’s translation in places where Ben Sira’s Hebrew re ects 
in uence from Hebrew scriptural texts reveals very little dependence on 
the LXX books on the part of the translator. Moreover, when one looks at 
the grandson’s renderings of speci c Hebrew terms, quite a different 
picture emerges from the one painted by Smend (see Wright, No Small 
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Difference, ch. 3). Even some terms that have become calques (Greek 
words that have taken Hebrew meanings) in the LXX (and thus by the 
time of Ben Sira’s grandson) are not treated as such in Sirach. The best 
example is one that early on became a calque, the use of  for  
to mean ‘covenant’. The grandson indeed employs this translation 
equivalence, but he also uniquely uses the Greek word to render  
in both technical and non-technical contexts (e.g., 11.20; see NETS, 
pp. 717–18; Wright, No Small Difference, pp. 178–81). 
 
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The text-critical situation in Ben Sira is tremendously complex, and 
anyone working with the book must work with the Hebrew, Greek, Old 
Latin and Syriac versions. The Hebrew was transmitted in two forms, 
HTI and HTII (an expanded recension or recensions). The Greek also has 
two recensions, GI and GII. For the most part, the expanded GII 
recension is extant in Joseph Ziegler’s O and L’ (which includes the 
famous Codex 248) manuscript groups, but no single Greek manuscript 
contains all of the GII additions, only a selection. Whoever translated the 
expanded GII material did not make a new translation of the entire book, 
but rather used GI as a base and translated GII where no Greek existed. 
In his critical edition, Ziegler also notes that of all the books in the LXX 
corpus, Sirach has perhaps suffered the most during its transmission 
history. As a result, he has resorted to a relatively large number of emen-
dations and conjectures to resolve the obvious dif culties in the Greek 
text (see Ziegler, Göttingen, pp. 73–76). 
 Finally every Greek manuscript of Sirach preserves a textual displace-
ment in which 30.25–33.13a has been transposed with 33.13b–36.16a. 
Increasingly most citations of these chapters in Sirach use the correct 
chapter/verse order.  
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
Before discussing the extent to which exegesis is present in Sirach, we 
must have a rm grasp of what we are talking about. First, we must be 
intentional about examining the text as produced—what the translator 
did with his source text—not the way that subsequent readers understood 
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the text in its reception history. Second, since the translation is executed 
at the level of the individual morpheme, we need to begin at the same 
level to identify any potential exegesis. Thus, the search for exegesis in 
Sirach depends initially on a description of the textual-linguistic makeup 
of the translated text (Pietersma, ‘Exegesis’). In the case of Sirach, one 
does not encounter ideology, if by that we mean some systematic inter-
pretation of the Hebrew text engaged in at the discourse level (or what 
might alternatively be called theology). In addition, we do not encounter 
a lot of exegesis, which requires that the translator act ‘deliberately, 
systematically, and purposefully’ (Pietersma, ‘Exegesis’, p. 35). We do, 
however, encounter quite a few places where the translator has inter-
preted his source text as a result of trying to make sense out of the 
Hebrew within a primarily word-based translation approach. Minissale 
(La versione) even sees the translator engaging in ‘midrashic’ or 
‘targumic’ interpretation. 
 Two examples should make the distinction between interpretation of 
the source text and exegesis clear. In 49.2 Ben Sira praises King Josiah 
‘for he was grieved/sickened at our apostasies ( )’. The corre-
sponding Greek reads,      ‘he prospered 
in turning around the people’. Despite the difference between the Hebrew 
and the Greek, it does not appear that the grandson was deliberately 
shifting the focus from apostasy to repentance. That shift comes as a 
result of his reading of his Hebrew Vorlage. The key is the way that the 
grandson understood . Instead of reading the noun , 
‘backsliding, apostasy’, he identi ed the root as coming from  ‘turn, 
turn around, repent’, which determined his understanding of the entire 
clause. As a result he had to ignore the meaning of the main verb. It just 
so happens that the Greek makes good sense in the context of praising 
Josiah, but the translation resulted from making sense out of the Hebrew, 
not from a conscious decision to reframe or to transform it. One 
encounters many such passages in Sirach. 
 Sirach 44.20, part of Ben Sira’s praise of Abraham, exempli es the 
dif culty of identifying exegesis at the production stage of translation, 
and it involves the  /  equivalence. Both MS B and Masada 
read ‘and he [God] entered into a covenant ( ) with him; in his esh 
he made for him a statute ( )’. Ben Sira distinguishes between the 
covenant of circumcision and the statute given to Abraham, which most 
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likely refers to the command to circumcise all of his descendants. The 
translator, however, levels the semantic difference by using  in 
both places: ‘and he entered in a covenant ( ) with him; in his 

esh he established a covenant ( )’. The translation has the effect 
of broadening the focus from a speci c commandment to the more 
general idea of a covenantal relationship presumably with all of Israel. 
Yet, the effect of the translation on its own is not enough to indicate a 
translator’s exegesis. We also want to know how the grandson handles 

 elsewhere, and in some places he recognises that  cannot mean 
‘covenant’. In 41.2-3, for example, where Ben Sira speaks twice of 
death’s ‘decree’ ( ), the grandson displays contextual sensitivity and 
employs the noun  ‘judgement’. But within the Praise of the 
Ancestors section (chs. 44–50), the grandson renders  by  
consistently, which suggests that he intentionally moves from speci c 
statutes to divine covenants (cf. 44.20; 45.5, 7, 17, 24; 47.11) in order to 
characterise the relationship between these ancestors, Israel and God.  
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
The Hebrew of Ben Sira was not included in the Jewish biblical canon. 
Testimony to its survival, however, is found in the numerous quotations 
of the book in rabbinic literature. Of course, the medieval manuscripts 
discovered in the Cairo Genizah constitute prima facie evidence for its 
continued existence in Hebrew. 
 The Greek translation seems to have been in uential in early Chris-
tianity, and it eventually was included in the Christian Old Testament 
(only to be excised by Protestants in the sixteenth century). Sirach is not 
cited explicitly in the New Testament, and scholars differ as to how 
much in uence it had on the New Testament writings. Those who see 
broad in uence have argued for it primarily in Matthew, Luke, some of 
Paul’s letters and the Epistle of James (cf. Harrington, Invitation, p. 90; 
Schürer, History, vol. III.1, pp. 205–208). 
 In other early Christian literature, Did. 4.5 and Barn. 19.9 bear a very 
close resemblance to, and perhaps are taken from, Sir. 4.31. If these texts 
do depend on Sirach, they would be the earliest examples of direct Chris-
tian use of the book. A healthy number of Greek and Latin church 
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fathers, including Clement of Alexandria, Origen, John Chrysostom, 
Tertullian, Jerome and Augustine, use Sirach in their writings, and as 
early as Clement of Alexandria Sirach is cited as scripture, demon-
strating the high regard the book came to have in Christian tradition. 
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I. General Characteristics 
 
The book of the Psalms of Solomon is a collection of 18 Greek hymns 
which have been handed down under the name of Solomon. The attribu-
tion to Solomon may have been in uenced by the resemblance between 
 

 
 1. See also the English translation   (Ryle and 
Montague, 1891). 
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Pss. Sol. 17 and the canonical Psalm 72 (Wright, Psalms, p. 7) or by the 
information provided in 1 Kgs 5.12, where Solomon is said to have 
authored three thousand proverbs and ve thousand songs (in the LXX), 
or a thousand and ve (in the MT). In most Greek manuscripts, the 
Psalms were copied alongside other books traditionally linked with 
Solomon such as Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Wisdom and 
other Wisdom literature, like Job and Sirach. In a few cases, copyists 
have given priority to the hymnic character of the collection, coupling 
the Psalms of Solomon with selections of hymns from the Old and New 
Testament or commentaries and catenae on the canonical Psalms. This is 
the case in MS 769 from the monastery of Great Lavra, now at the Benaki 
Museum in Athens, where the Psalms of Solomon appear alongside the 
Greek Book of Odes. In their account of the manuscript tradition of the 
Psalms, Hann (Manuscript, p. 5) and Wright (Psalms, p. 24) seem to 
mistake the Christian Book of Odes with the Odes of Solomon. The link 
between Psalms of Solomon and the Syriac Odes of Solomon, however, 
is attested in the Syriac manuscript tradition, where some manuscripts 
contain the Syriac text of the Psalms immediately after the 42 Odes of 
Solomon, beginning Pss. Sol. 1 at number 43 without any interval.  
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
References to foreign invaders in the Psalms of Solomon have been 
variously interpreted as referring to Antiochus Epiphanes, Herod the 
Great, Pompey, Titus and even Nebuchadnezzar II. Scholars seem to 
agree that Pompey would better explain most historical references in the 
book. The possibility that the Psalms of Solomon may refer to Titus or 
Nebuchadnezzar II is unlikely. Titus destroyed the Temple in the year 
70 C.E., as did Nebuchadnezzar II in 586 B.C.E., while the Psalms do not 
seem to refer to the destruction of the Jerusalem temple. Antiochus, 
Herod or Pompey would be a better match for the invader described in 
the Psalms of Solomon. Psalms of Solomon 17.12 says that the enemy 
sent the children of Israel to the west, which cannot apply to Antiochus 
or Herod. Josephus recorded that Pompey, after the capture of Jerusalem, 
carried away Aristobulos and his children to Rome (Ant. 14.79), which 
would suggest that Pss. Sol. 17.12 may refer to an episode of Pompey’s 
campaign. Another agreement between Josephus’s account of Pompey’s 
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campaign in Palestine (63 B.C.E.) and the Psalms of Solomon is found in 
Pss. Sol. 8.16-18. Here, the author observes that the Jewish rulers at rst 
welcomed the enemy’s coming and allowed them to enter the city walls 
in peace. In Ant. 14.34-36, Aristobulos sends ambassadors with gifts to 
Pompey. This welcoming attitude of the Jewish authorities towards the 
Romans agrees with that described in Pss. Sol. 8.16-18 and may re ect 
an historical event. Moreover, in Ant. 14.59, Pompey’s army breaks into 
the city walls without ghting, while Aristobulos’s partisans shut them-
selves into the Temple to prepare their resistance (Ant. 14.58). Another 
resemblance between Josephus’ description of Pompey’s campaign and 
the military campaign of the enemy in the Psalms can be seen in the use 
of siege engines. Scholars (Gray, ‘Psalms’, p. 631; Wright, ‘Psalms’, 
p. 641) point out that the reference to a battering-ram ( ) against the 
walls of the Temple in Pss. Sol. 2.1-2 agrees with the information pro-
vided by Josephus that Pompey deployed siege engines in his nal 
assault on the Temple (Ant. 14.62).  
 The most compelling case for the identi cation of the enemy with 
Pompey is the description of the enemy’s death in Pss. Sol. 2.26-27. In 
the Psalms, the enemy is pierced to death in Egypt and his unburied body 
carried away by the waves. According to Plutarch, after his defeat at 
Pharsalus (48 B.C.E.), Pompey took refuge in Egypt (Pompeius 76). 
Betrayed by his companions, Pompey is stabbed to death on the shores of 
Egypt before the eyes of his horri ed wife, who witnesses his death from 
a boat (Pompeius 79). Plutarch does not say that Pompey’s corpse 
remained unburied, but that it was cremated in Egypt and the ashes 
buried in Alba (Pompeius 80). In the same passage, however, Plutarch 
reports that Pompey’s assassins threw his decapitated corpse into the sea, 
agreeing with the narrative of Pss. Sol. 2.27. As Pompey is the only 
captor of Jerusalem who died in Egypt, the identi cation of the enemy of 
the Psalms with the Roman general seems reasonably likely. 
 Only a few psalms of the collection, however, seem to allude to his-
torical events. Most of the Psalms are rather generic in content and 
cannot offer any clues as to dating. Some commentators (Wellhausen, 
Die Pharisäer; Atkinson, I Cried to the Lord) prefer to date individual 
psalms in the collection separately. Atkinson (I Cried to the Lord, 
pp. 89–127) identi es at least ve Psalms of Solomon which may have 
been composed in a time prior to Pompey’s siege. Even the dating of 
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individual psalms, however, remains problematic. Psalms of Solomon 7, 
for example, has been listed by Atkinson (I Cried to the Lord, p. 111) 
among the compositions preceding Pompey’s time. Wellhausen (Die 
Pharisäer, p. 149), however, dated Pss. Sol. 7 to the time of Herod and 
precisely to Sosius’s siege of Jerusalem (37 B.C.E.), claiming that the 
sense of imminent upheaval and the theocratic fanaticism of the com-
position do not re ect the historical situation before Pompey’s siege. 
Commentators have also connected Herod and Sosius’s siege of 
Jerusalem in 37 B.C.E. with Pss. Sol. 17, suggesting that the observation 
that the enemy is alien to the Jewish race (    

) in Pss. Sol. 17.7 would agree with the political ambitions of the 
Idumaean Herod and would be rather redundant if it referred to Pompey 
(Wright, Psalms, pp. 5–6). 
 The idea that the Psalms may have been written at different times has 
suggested to some commentators that the collection could have been 
written by more than one author. Wright (Psalms, p. 1), for example, 
observes that alongside more generic compositions, some psalms, in 
particular Pss. Sol. 1, 2, 8 and 17, seem to contain ‘vivid, apparently 
eyewitness’ accounts of the events. The claim that the more historical 
psalms were written by an eyewitness, however, should probably be 
considered with caution. The vividness of the descriptions does not 
imply the work of an eyewitness. Josephus, who was not an eyewitness 
of Pompey’s siege, wrote equally vivid accounts of the event. Moreover, 
the author’s frequent use of biblical allusions and imagery makes the 
identi cation of genuine historical references rather problematic. One 
example is the dramatic description of the sudden ‘clamour of war’ 
(  ) heard by the righteous at the opening of the collection 
in Pss. Sol. 1.2. Ryle and James ( , p. 4) have interpreted this 
clamour as the sudden outbreak of civil war between Hyrcanus and 
Aristobulos on the death of Alexandra in 69 B.C.E. Viteau (Psaumes, 
p. 38) has seen here a reference to Pompey’s campaign in 64–63 B.C.E., 
while Wellhausen (Die Pharisäer, pp. 139–40) has suggested the threat 
of the Seleucids at the beginning of the Maccabean revolt. The fact that 
the author describes the episode with a biblical expression (cf.  

 in Jer. 4.19) does not permit precise identi cation of the events 
portrayed in Pss. Sol. 1.2. It is also possible that the nal redaction of 
the Psalms of Solomon was completed several years after the events 
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described in the book. Atkinson (I Cried to the Lord, pp. 205–206) has 
proposed that Pss. Sol. 1 and 18 could be historical retrospectives placed 
at the beginning and at the end of the composition by a later redactor. 
Horbury has proposed a late date for the composition of the nal form of 
the collection (‘Remembrance’, p. 119), drawing attention to the absence 
of the Psalms of Solomon from the discoveries at Qumran. Wright 
(Psalms, pp. 6–7) suggests that the attribution of the book to Solomon 
could re ect the perspective of a nal redaction completed in Herodian 
times. 
 The place of composition is uncertain. Ryle and James ( , 
p. lviii) argue that the Psalms were composed in Jerusalem, building on 
the ‘prominence’ of the city in the narrative. Wright (Psalms, p. 7) also 
speaks of the ‘unusual prominence’ of Jerusalem in the book. Although 
the interest of the author gravitates around the city and the Temple, these 
arguments are not particularly compelling. Observations on the prom-
inent role of Jerusalem would be equally true of most of the books of the 
Old and New Testaments. Not all commentators, however, have indicated 
Jerusalem as place of composition. Hilgenfeld (Messias, p. 103), argues 
that the Psalms were composed in Alexandria in Greek and even identi-

es Alexandrian features in their language. Viteau (Psaumes, p. 140) 
indicated Alexandria as the place where the putative original Hebrew of 
the Psalms was translated into Greek.  
  
 
III. Language 
 
The Greek of the Psalms of Solomon has been variously assessed by 
commentators. Viteau argues that the Psalms were originally composed 
in Hebrew and then translated into Greek shortly before the destruction 
of the Temple (70 C.E.). He considers the Greek of the Psalms linguisti-
cally more advanced (‘avancée’) and mature (‘mûre’) than that of other 
books of the LXX (Psaumes, p. 141). Hilgenfeld (Messias, p. xvii) rejects 
Solomon’s authorship precisely on the basis of the excellence of the 
Greek. Unlike Viteau and Hilgenfeld, Wright argues that the Greek of 
the Psalms of Solomon is obscure and uses a ‘modest vocabulary’, which 
would characterise it as ‘translation Greek’ (Wright, Psalms, p. 12). 
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 Commentators who advocate a Hebrew original insist on the presence 
of Semitisms in the Greek text. Ryle and James ( , p. lxxxiv; 
cf. Gray, ‘Psalms’, p. 627), for example, consider the negative construct 

…  as the expression of a ‘Hebraic idiom’ (cf. Pss. Sol. 2.9,  
  ; and 17.27,    ). Other 

linguistic features of the text usually linked to Hebrew syntax are the 
prominence of parataxis, the relative absence of grammatical conjunc-
tions except for  and the use of the expression   with the in nitive, 
which occurs 21 times in the Psalms (cf. Ryle and James, , 
p. lxxx).  
 The Psalms also contain some rare words and hapax legomena such as 
the genitive  from the otherwise unattested  ‘anger’ in 
Pss. Sol. 2.23 instead of the more common  (genitive  or 

; cf. Gen. 49.7; Num. 35.21; Sir. 27.30; 28.5). The noun  
‘promiscuous intercourse’ in Pss. Sol. 2.13 occurs only here in the LXX 
and is rare in Greek literature, with the exception of Plutarch who uses it 
some 15 times.  
 The word , which occurs 73 times in the canonical Psalms 
and three times in Habakkuk as a LXX rendition of the obscure Hebrew 

, features twice in the Psalms of Solomon in 17.29 and 18.9. The 
presence of the expression in the collection could point to a Hebrew 
original of the text. It would be consistent with the use of the word  
in other non-canonical psalms in Second Temple Judaism (cf. 4Q381 
21.2, 24a+b.3; 33a, b+35.6; 11Q11 VI.3, 6 and 14). It is possible, how-
ever, that the use of  in the Psalms may not be an original feature 
of the text, but a later interpolation designed to emulate the canonical 
Psalms. Ryle and James ( , p. 140) observe that the word 

 does not occur consistently in all Greek manuscripts of the 
Psalms, and therefore conclude that its use ‘very likely is not genuine’. 
 Linguistically the Psalms of Solomon have been deemed to be close to 
the Greek of Ezekiel and the canonical Psalms. Some scholars have 
interpreted the style of the Psalms as an ‘imitation’ (Wright, ‘Psalms’, 
p. 646) or ‘re-reading’ (Horbury ‘Remembrance’, p. 123) of the canoni-
cal Psalter. For example, the use of the expression    (Pss. 
Sol. 2.36 and 10.2), which is a frequent idiom in the canonical Psalms in 
the LXX (cf. Pss. 24.8; 33.9; 68.17; 99.5; 105.1; 106.1; 135.1; 144.9), 
could indicate an intentional attempt to imitate the canonical Psalms. 
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IV. Translation and Composition 
 
Concerning the original language of the collection, there is no material 
evidence of a Hebrew Vorlage for the text. Wellhausen (Die Pharisäer, 
p. 135), however, believed that the work had originally been written in 
Hebrew. According to Wellhausen, the Greek of the LXX had become 
authoritative (‘massgebend’, Die Pharisäer, p. 137) among translators 
from Hebrew into Greek in Hellenistic times, which would explain the 
similarities between the Psalms of Solomon and the translations of the 
LXX. Wellhausen’s observations, however, cannot rule out the possibility 
that the author of the Psalms may have written directly in Greek under 
the in uence of the LXX. As mentioned above, Wright argues that the 
modesty of the vocabulary and the obscurity of some passages would 
suggest that the Psalms of Solomon should be seen as a translation rather 
than an imitation (Wright, ‘Psalms’, p. 640). The limited vocabulary, 
however, does not constitute a compelling argument for the existence of 
a Hebrew Vorlage. The Psalms are a relatively short work and employ 
conventional hymnic language which could explain the use of a modest 
vocabulary. The obscurity of the text alone, unless ascribable directly 
to an apparent mistranslation of a Semitic original, is not suf cient 
evidence that it is a translation. 
 Among the rst commentators on the collection, Hilgenfeld (Messias) 
had argued that the Psalms had originally been written in Greek. Hilgen-
feld, however, downplayed the importance of the Hebraisms of the text, 
provoking Wellhausen’s polemical reaction (Die Pharisäer, p. 135). 
Purported Hebraisms in the text, however, need careful consideration as 
some of them could reproduce linguistic features of the Greek of the 
LXX. As mentioned above, Ryle and James list the substitution of tem-
poral clauses with the phrase   with the in nitive among features of 
the Psalms ‘symptomatic of a Hebrew translation’ ( , p. lxxx). 
The construction occurs more than 90 times in the LXX of Ezekiel, more 
than 60 in the canonical Psalms and more than 50 times in the Greek of 
2 Chronicles as a translation of the Hebrew  with the in nitive con-
struct. The same phrase, however, is frequent in the Greek of the Gospel 
of Luke and Acts, where it cannot be evidence of a Hebrew original, 
although it could indicate the in uence of the Greek of the LXX on Luke. 
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 An indirect contribution to the question of the original language of the 
collection may be found in the work of those who studied the Syriac text 
of the Psalms of Solomon. Trafton (Syriac Version) has questioned the 
dependence of the Syriac text on the Greek and has argued that the 
Syriac translation was made directly from a Hebrew original. According 
to Trafton, passages where the Syriac suggests a direct knowledge of the 
Greek could be explained by the hypothesis that the Syriac translator had 
compared his work with the Greek version (Syriac Version, p. 15). If 
Trafton is correct, the presence of Hebraisms in the Syriac translation 
could constitute evidence for a Hebrew Vorlage of the Psalms of 
Solomon.  
 Even though it is likely that the Psalms were originally written in 
Hebrew, the evidence for the existence of a Hebrew Vorlage of the book 
remains inadequate. The Psalms of Solomon, therefore, remain an ‘ideal 
candidate’ (Davila, ‘(How)’, p. 61) for the quest for a more re ned meth-
odology for the identi cation of the original language of Greek 
pseudepigrapha. 
  
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
In Pss. Sol. 17.32, some authors have proposed an emendation of the 
expression   to   (cf. Pss. Sol. 18.1, 5, 7). Ryle 
and James ( , p. 141–42) claim that this is ‘perhaps the “crux” 
of the whole book’ and argue that the expression could be a mistrans-
lation of an original   (cf. LXX Lam. 4.20). The fact that already 
the LXX of Lam. 4.20 mistranslated the construction in a similar way 
suggests that an emendation might be appropriate. 
 The expression could perhaps be explained as a Christian interpo-
lation. Since the text of the Psalms of Solomon is otherwise free of 
apparent Christian interpolations, however, the insertion of a Christian 
interpolation at this point in the composition would be rather unneces-
sary and inexplicable. Moreover, the Gospel of Luke shows that both the 
expression   (cf. Lk. 2.11) and the expression   
(cf. Lk. 2.26) were acceptable in Christian circles, which makes the 
hypothesis of a Christian interpolation even less compelling. 
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VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
The Psalms of Solomon have been often cited as an example of the 
messianic expectations which characterised certain Jewish circles of the 
Second Temple period. Psalms of Solomon 17.21 has received particular 
attention as it refers to the Davidic descent of the Messiah. Wright has 
pointed out that the Psalms seem to offer a conceptual ‘intersection’ 
between the representations of the Messiah sent by God in the Old Testa-
ment and their further development in the New Testament (‘Psalms’, 
p. 646). Directly connected with the belief system of the Psalms is also 
the question of the circle or the Jewish sect within which the collection 
may have originated. Some commentators (Wellhausen, Die Pharisäer; 
Ryle and James, ; Gray, ‘Psalms’) have argued that the Psalms 
may have been written in a Pharisaic environment. These authors focus 
in particular on the presence in the Psalms of elements variously asso-
ciated with Pharisaic piety such as references to the resurrection (cf. Pss. 
Sol. 3.12), the frequent use of the expression  as a possible rendering 
of the Hebrew , and a polemical stance against aristocratic 
members of the Sanhedrin (Pss. Sol. 4). Wright (Psalms, p. 122 n. 25) 
has argued that ‘these psalms could not have been written by Sadducees’, 
favouring the hypothesis of a Pharisaic provenance. Atkinson (I Cried to 
the Lord, pp. 211–20) thinks that the Psalms contain references to syna-
gogue practice, and Wright argues that the author’s circle ‘worshiped 
apart from the Temple’ (Psalms, p. 10). Horbury (‘Remembrance’, 
p. 122 n. 25), however, tends to mitigate the effects of the author’s 
critique against the corruption of the priests, suggesting that the Psalms 
do not imply separation from the Temple cult. Owing to the inadequacy 
of historical evidence about the Pharisees in Hasmonean and Herodian 
times, however, the attribution remains somewhat speculative.  
 A major theme of the Psalms of Solomon is theodicy and the suffering 
of the righteous. The book opens with the author’s dramatic cry for help 
in the face of the enemy (Pss. Sol. 1.1) and then describes the capitu-
lation of the city (Pss. Sol. 2.1) and the exile of its population (Pss. Sol. 
2.6). These events narrated in the book are seen as a national calamity 
and are compared to the Babylonian captivity (Pss. Sol. 9.1-2). In this 
time of crisis, the major concern of the author is to demonstrate God’s 
righteousness. After Sirach and Isaiah, Psalms of Solomon is the book of 
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the LXX with the highest number of occurrences of the verb  ‘to 
justify’ or ‘to prove right’ (seven times). In contrast to Sirach and Isaiah, 
however, the one who is proved right in all the occurrences of  in 
the Psalms is God, his judgement (Pss. Sol. 4.8) or his name (Pss. Sol. 
8.26). If God punishes the righteous, he is proven to be a just judge 
because the righteous have also sinned, though their sins may often be 
ascribed to ignorance (cf. Pss. Sol. 3.8; 13.7; 18.4) rather than malice. 
Confronted by defeat and suffering, the righteous (Gr. ) or the 
saint (Gr. ) who endures the present trial will nd mercy from God 
(Pss. Sol. 16.14-15).  
 Characteristic of the Psalms of Solomon is also the emphasis on the 
pedagogical character of human suffering. The terms  ‘discipline’ 
(eleven times),  ‘to discipline’ ( ve times) and  ‘the one 
who disciplines’ (once) are prominent in the Psalms. If the righteousness 
of God is shown by his impartial punishment of those who have sinned, 
God’s disciplinary action against the sins of the righteous cannot com-
pare with the horrors of the destruction which awaits the inveterate 
sinner (Pss. Sol. 13.6-7). The chastisement of the lapsed righteous must 
be seen in the wider context of God’s faithfulness (Pss. Sol. 14.1) as 
an occasion for instruction and puri cation and a ‘bene cial effect’ 
(Sanders, ‘R. Akiba’s View’, p. 333). Those who receive God’s rebuke 
will be kept from evil paths and puri ed by God’s scourge (Pss. Sol. 
10.1). The righteous should not then turn away from the source of his 
salvation (Pss. Sol. 3.5), but seek to atone through fasting and self-
abasement in a quasi-ascetical manner (Pss. Sol. 3.8). 
 These references to religious practice and spiritual endurance allude to 
an often neglected aspect of the book. Beyond any consideration of their 
contribution to the history and theology of Second Temple Judaism, the 
Psalms of Solomon remains a work of devotion. Wright (Psalms, p. 7) 
has argued that if the mention of the  is authentic, this could 
point to a liturgical use of the Psalms. Horbury (‘Remembrance’, p. 112) 
has stressed how Pss. Sol. 3, 6 and 16 are particularly concerned with the 
theme of prayer. Despite their unsystematic references to historical 
events, the Psalms of Solomon are essentially a hymnbook and are 
therefore more concerned with devotion than historiography. Wellhausen 
(Die Pharisäer, p. 117) has observed that the Psalms are ultimately not 
concerned with history as a mere chronicle of military and political 
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actions, but with history as a spiritual event and as an occasion to experi-
ence God’s just judgement on a cosmic level as well as in personal 
devotion. 
 As Horbury (‘Remembrance’, p. 121) has argued, theodicy, devotion 
and asceticism cannot be separated in the Psalms of Solomon. The author 
of the Psalms promotes an idea of devotion as ascetic training, where the 
present af iction is an occasion to show the steadfastness and loyalty of 
the suffering righteous. According to Horbury (‘Remembrance’, p. 128) 
this element anticipates and prepares for the spirituality and ascetic piety 
of Christian monasticism.  
  
 
VII. Reception History 
 
Similarities between the Psalms of Solomon and other Jewish apocrypha 
and pseudepigrapha have been observed by some commentators. Most of 
these parallels, however, should be ascribed to similar readings of Scrip-
tural passages and developments of a biblical theme, as, for example, 
when comparing the Psalms with the book of Sirach (Ryle and James, 

, pp. lxiii–lxv). The only textual resemblance between the 
Psalms of Solomon and Jewish apocrypha is the resemblance between 
Pss. Sol. 11 and Baruch 5. According to Wright (‘Psalms’, p. 648), either 
Bar. 5.5-8 depends on Pss. Sol. 11.2-5, or both texts depend on a com-
mon archetype. Viteau (Psaumes, p. 149) has adopted the opposite 
hypothesis and has argued that Pss. Sol. 11 depends on Baruch 5. 
 Patristic references to the Psalms of Solomon are rare and all date from 
the fth century C.E. onwards, suggesting that the book did not have vast 
circulation in the earliest centuries of Christianity. An important piece of 
evidence for the diffusion of the Psalms in Christian circles is the 
mention of the Psalms of Solomon in the index of the fth-century Codex 
Alexandrinus. In this Codex the book is listed after the New Testament 
and the Pseudo-Clementines, which could suggest that in some Christian 
circles the Psalms had attained the status of Scripture. As the nal 
portion of the manuscript has been lost, however, Codex Alexandrinus 
cannot contribute further to our knowledge of the Greek text of the 
Psalms. Most references to the Psalms of Solomon in Patristic literature 
are found in catalogues of canonical and deuterocanonical books, where 
the Psalms are usually listed among the apocryphal books. Wright 
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(Psalms, p. 3) thinks that canon 59 of the Council of Laodicea (fourth 
century C.E.), which condemns the reading of ‘psalms composed by 
private individuals’ (Gr.  ) in the church, might refer 
to a condemnation of the liturgical use of the Psalms of Solomon in early 
Christianity. 
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  23.10–11 (Casevitz et al., 2007); 23.12 (Vianès, 2011). 
   
(d) Additional Comments 

The earliest manuscript witness is the third-century C.E. Washington papyrus 
(W), fragmentary for Hosea and the beginning of Amos, and with many 
lacunae elsewhere but, despite revisions towards the Hebrew, an important pre-
Hexaplaric witness. The earliest complete codices are Vaticanus (B, fourth 
century, mainly reliable for XII); Alexandrinus (A, fth century, with expan-
sions and harmonisations, but also preserving ancient readings); Sinaiticus (S, 
fourth century, lacking Hosea, Amos and Micah; generally less reliable than 
B). For these and subsequent witnesses, see Swete, Intro., pp. 144–48, 165–68.  
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I. General Characteristics 
 
The earliest reference to ‘the twelve prophets’ occurs in Sir. 49.10 
(second century B.C.E.); they are not named. The title ‘Minor Prophets’ 
was coined by Augustine ( fth century C.E.) to distinguish these short 
books from Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel (de Civitate Dei 18.29). Modern 
terminology also includes ‘the Dodekapropheton’, ‘the Book of the 
Twelve’, ‘the Twelve’, or ‘XII’, the form used here. For ease of refer-
ence, standard anglicised names will be used; for the various Greek 
spellings, see Swete, Intro., pp. 198–214. 
 
a. XII as a Collection 
Despite the books being of varying length, content and style, and 
attributed to twelve different prophets, the earliest manuscript evidence, 
Hebrew and Greek alike, shows that XII were always grouped together 
and not interspersed with other books. Each book could, however, 
be read separately (cf. the pesharim) and, until recently, this was the 
practice in modern scholarship. Nowadays, however, there is greater 
awareness of XII as a collection, although without agreement as to the 
implications. Some scholars understand Hebrew XII as essentially a 
selection of independent texts grouped for convenience on one scroll 
(Muraoka, ‘Introduction’, p. i); others as purposefully edited in several 
stages (Nogalski, Redactional). Between the extremes lies an under-
standing of XII as a loose anthology of texts with shared themes and 
vocabulary (Collins, Mantle, pp. 59–87). For the LXX, too, scholars rst 
concentrated on individual books, but now also show interest in how the 
translator treated the texts as a group, and whether there are emphases 
differing from MT (Jones, Formation; Sweeney, Form, pp. 175–88). 
 Despite occasional arguments for two or more translators, there is a 
signi cant consensus that LXX XII had one translator. For a summary of 
the debate, see Jones, Formation, pp. 88–90. 
 
b. Sequence  
Hebrew and Greek sources order the rst six books differently; this 
affects the overall thrust of each collection. The Hebrew order is Hosea, 
Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah. The so-called Greek order consists 
of Hosea, Amos, Micah, Joel, Obadiah, Jonah. In both cases, the last six 
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books are Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi. 
The Hebrew order is attested in Hebrew sources from the second and rst 
centuries B.C.E. (4QXIIb,c,e,g), and in Greek sources from the rst century 
B.C.E. (8 evXIIgr). The Greek order is clearly attested only from the 
third century C.E. in W and in Christian manuscripts thereafter; this puts 
its antiquity in doubt.  
 
c. Translational Character 
The aim has clearly been to render the Hebrew source-text as closely as 
possible; XII thus has af nity with translations characterised as ‘literal’ 
rather than ‘free’ (see § IV). There is, however, considerable exibility, 
with word-choice often re ecting context and style. The translator’s 
Koine Greek is usually good, sometimes elegant, although marked by 
Semitic interference and stereotyping common in LXX. He has a wide 
vocabulary, indicating a certain educational level. His Hebrew is gen-
erally competent; ‘mistakes’ are not always due to ignorance. The trans-
lation lacks kaige features; this shows up in comparison with 8 evXIIgr, 
the fragmentary scroll from Na al ever which sporadically revises LXX 
towards the proto-Masoretic text and has many kaige characteristics.  
 Translational practices and lexical choices suggest that XII may share 
translators with at least parts of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Similarities with 
Ezekiel 1–27; 40–48 and Jeremiah 1–29 were rst identi ed by 
Thackeray (‘Greek Translators’, pp. 578–85); this is cautiously upheld 
by more recent scholars, including Tov and Muraoka. Systematic study 
is needed to clarify these groupings. One approach attempts to identify 
places where one translation draws on another. Although the in uence of 
LXX Pentateuch is evident (e.g., Hos. 12.3 and Gen. 32.29; Joel 2.21, 22 
and Gen. 35.17; Exod. 14.13; Jon. 1.2 and Gen. 18.20-21), the order of 
translation of Jeremiah, Ezekiel and XII is unclear; soundings suggest 
that Ezekiel came rst (Muraoka, ‘Introduction’, p. xiii). LXX XII may 
have been known to the translator of Isaiah (Seeligmann, Septuagint 
Version, pp. 224–27), though some disagree (e.g., Dogniez, ‘L’Indé-
pendance’). A reference to LXX Amos 9.11 in LXX Dan. 11.14 clinches 
the order here (Dines, ‘King’s Good Servant’, pp. 215–17). It is unclear 
whether XII preceded Psalms, or vice versa. 
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II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
As LXX XII know the LXX Pentateuch, the XII belong plausibly to the 
second century B.C.E. Some scholars suggest an early second-century 
date, often using the tentative datings in BGS, p. 111; most suggest the 
middle of the century. Firmer dating might be achieved if internal 
evidence from Isaiah could establish a date ca. 145 B.C.E. (Seeligmann, 
Septuagint Version) or ca. 140 (Van der Kooij, Oracle of Tyre), and if 
LXX Isaiah could be proven to have followed LXX XII, but there are 
many uncertainties. Some passages which may hint at violent persecu-
tion could reinforce an early Maccabean context (Amos 4.2; Hab. 2.15) 
but, for the moment, there is no clinching evidence. Linguistically, the 
translation re ects the Koine of the third to rst centuries B.C.E. The 
absence of kaige features might suggest earlier rather than later second-
century dating, but kaige revision is unlikely to have been a purely 
chronological process.  
 An Egyptian milieu is universally assumed. Given the translator’s use 
of supposedly Egyptian terminology (e.g.,  ‘vine’, Hos. 2.15[17]; 

 ‘be courageous’, Mic. 2.1[2]; Nah. 4.10;  ‘irrigation 
channel’, Joel 1.20; 3.18), this is plausible, though not conclusive. A 
wide technical knowledge, including architecture (Amos 3.15; 9.1; Joel 
2.17; Nah. 2.9; Zeph. 1.16; 2.14; Hag. 1.4), medicine (Hos. 6.1; Nah. 
3.19), warfare (Obadiah passim; Nah. 2.6; 3.10; Mal. 1.4) and agriculture 
(Amos 4.9; Joel 3.10; Nah. 1.10; Zeph. 2.14; Hag. 2.16) suggests a com-
prehensive education and makes Alexandria a likely locus, although 
there were Greek-speaking Jewish communities elsewhere in Egypt and 
beyond (e.g., Leontopolis in Egypt or Cyrene). 
 
 
III. Language 
 
The translation displays remarkably regular characteristics. Like other 
parts of LXX, it is a hybrid of normal Koine Greek and a Semitised form 
which follows the Hebrew word-order rather than that natural to Greek, 
and translates many Hebrew idioms literally. There is a penchant, charac-
teristic of Hellenistic Greek, for compound verbs. The emphatic negative 

  with subjunctive occurs frequently; the optative is rare (Jon. 
2.8[7]). There appear to be few neologisms (apart from coinages already 
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attested in the Pentateuch)—notable examples include:  
‘bearing the spirit, inspired’ (Hos. 9.7),  ‘odour’ (Hos. 14.7); 

 ‘result of burning, soot’ (Joel 2.6; Nah. 2.11);  
‘blasting, blight’ (Hag. 2.17);  ‘fruitful’ (Zech. 2.4[8]). 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
The Hebrew of XII is often extremely dif cult, posing problems for 
modern translators too. Hosea, Micah, Nahum and Habakkuk present 
constant challenges, but all the books contain problematic words and 
phrases with which the translator is manifestly struggling. Only rarely is 
the underlying Hebrew likely to have been much different from MT. 
Occasionally, LXX pluses are con rmed by pre-Masoretic Hebrew texts: 
the uncharacteristic expansion in Hos. 13.4 (stressing creation; cf. Amos 
4.13) is attested in 4QXIIc, the smaller plus in Amos 1.3 has a Hebrew 
counterpart in 5QXIIAmos and the pluses in Nah. 1.14; 3.8 are perhaps 
present in 4QpNah. But usually it is an open question whether or not 
substantial alterations, as distinct from minor adjustments for clari ca-
tion or harmonisation, are the work of the translator. In fact, substantial 
pluses are rare in XII; apart from Hos. 13.4, the most notable occur in 
Hag. 2.9, 14; Mal. 1.1 (see Jones, Formation, pp. 93–118 for other 
examples).  
 
a. Characteristic Practices  

a) A mainly quantitative rendering of the Hebrew, with relatively 
little paraphrase, except where the Hebrew is particularly dif -
cult (e.g., Amos 4.2-3; Hab. 3.15; Zeph. 1.14; Mal. 3.23). This 
feature distinguishes LXX XII from, say, LXX Isaiah. 

b) An absence of transliterations except for presumed proper nouns 
(e.g., Amos 1.6, 9,  ‘Solomon’ for  ‘complete’; 
Zech. 14.10,   for  ‘and will be high’), and estab-
lished stereotypes like  for  (cf. Zech. 1.7). Where 
obscure or technical Hebrew words occur, Greek equivalents are 
found. So ‘nazirites’ in Amos 3.12 become ‘consecrated ones’ 
(but Judg. 13.5, ); ‘teraphim’ are interpreted in Hos. 3.4 as 
‘revealers’ and in Zech. 10.2 as ‘utterers’ (but Judg. 17.5, 

); ‘the satan’ in Zech. 3.1 is ‘an accuser’ (but 3 Kgdms 
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11.14, ). Hebrew weights and measures normally receive 
Greek equivalents (Amos 8.5; Nah. 3.14; Hag. 2.16; Zech. 3.5); 
the major exception is Hos. 3.2, where  is transliterated 

 (but perhaps a deliberate play on  in 1.3 as gamma 
does not normally represent heth). Sometimes, however, words 
clearly intended in MT as place names are interpreted etymo-
logically as common nouns (Hos. 5.8; Amos 1.12; 5.5). The 
almost complete absence of transliterated common nouns is a 
marked trait; it aligns XII with Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Ezekiel , 
Jeremiah , Isaiah and OG Daniel, where transliteration is 
infrequent compared with Judges, Kingdoms, Paralipomena 
(Chronicles), 2 Esdras and Th. Daniel. 

c) The addition of verbs, pronouns and other words, usually for 
harmonisation or clari cation. Harmonisations include Hos. 8.13 
which matches 9.3; Hag. 2.21 which matches 2.6. Clari cations 
include additions of verbs in Hos. 14.8; Amos 3.11 (for fuller 
lists, see Jones, Formation, pp. 97–109). There are relatively few 
minuses; usually only for producing more streamlined Greek 
(Hos. 10.15; Zech. 6.12-13; see also Mic. 1.11; Nah. 1.12; Hag. 
2.5). 

d) Many divergences from MT result from interpretations of 
unpointed Hebrew in scriptio continua different from those 
of the later Masoretes. All books of XII provide examples of 
confusions between similar letters, different word and verse 
divisions, metathesis of consonants producing different words 
and other apparently mechanical changes (see introductions to 
Bd’A for examples). These are sometimes taken to indicate the 
translator’s poor grasp of Hebrew; sometimes this may be so, but 
often they suggest attempts to cope with dif cult Hebrew, 
extracting what presumably yielded the best sense. Where a 
choice is between two familiar words, contextual, exegetical or 
theological reasons may have exerted an in uence. In Hab. 3.5, 
for instance, where   is construed as   ‘word’ and not as MT 

  ‘plague’, it may have seemed appropriate for a prophetic 
‘word’ to precede the Lord, especially as the parallel term  
has not been understood. 
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e) Hebrew word order is nearly always reproduced, often to the 
detriment of the Greek. Occasional deviations then repay 
attention (Amos 5.14, 26; Hag. 2.4). 

f) Consistent stereotyping of Hebrew expressions and construc-
tions resembles other books of the LXX; Muraoka gives exam-
ples (‘Introduction’, pp. xvi–xviii). Another kind of stereotyping 
consists in a preference for one of a pair of synonyms, such as 
the exclusive use of  rather than  to render  
‘sword’ (with a single exception in Zech. 11.17); by contrast, 
LXX Isaiah always uses  (except in Isa. 66.16). For ‘sin’ 
words, the translator regularly chooses  for ,  
for , and  for , except in Amos 3.2 ( ) and 
Zech. 3.4 ( ). 

g) Favourite words such as , , , 
 and many more recur throughout (see Ziegler, ‘Die 

Einheit’, pp. 11–15; Muraoka, ‘Introduction’, p. xix).  
h) The translator was interested in style as well as content. Although 

no systematic study has yet been undertaken, examples in Bd’A 
introductions reveal a remarkable degree of consistency. The 
rhetorical device of variatio (avoidance of repetition) occurs 
frequently, the same Hebrew word being rendered by two or 
more Greek synonyms (Amos 7.8; 8.1; Mic. 7.14; Joel 1.19, 20; 
Jon. 1.12, 15), as does the opposite device whereby different 
Hebrew words are rendered by the same word in Greek (Amos 
9.14, 15; Joel 3.2; Nah. 1.6). Occasionally new verbal patterns 
are created, the most elaborate occurring in Amos 1.3–2.7 
(Dines, Septuagint, pp. 55–56; cf. Hos. 4.12–Zech. 10.1, render-
ings of ). The translator sometimes creates small symmetri-
cal groups, often triadic (Amos 2.14-15; Hag. 1.9, 10; Zech. 
10.7), and alternating pairs of words across several sections of a 
book (e.g., Hos. 5.2–13.4,  ,  ), or between books 
(Hab. 2.6–Zeph. 2.18, , ). There is often creative handling 
of poetic passages, such as in Jonah 2; Habakkuk 3 and Nahum 
(though the opening acrostic is not reproduced; see Dines, 
‘Stylistic’). 
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V. Text-Critical Issues 
 
The use of LXX to correct MT, although no longer the primary function of 
LXX study, remains signi cant. For XII, Barthélemy nds few places 
where the LXX is preferable to MT (see in detail Critique, pp. 497–1038). 
The possibility of recreating Vorlagen by retroversion is studied by Tov 
(Text-Critical), with occasional examples from XII. For each book, 
textual uncertainties are documented in Ziegler’s rst apparatus, and are 
discussed in commentaries. Shared material in Mic. 4.1-4 and Isa. 2.2-5 
is a crucial test for theories about the order of translation of these books.  
 Five manuscripts have a version of Habbakuk 3 differing from LXX. 
Thackeray thought this represented another translation antedating LXX, 
but Fernández Marcos has shown that it re ects a later revision in the 
style of Symmachus (BGS, p. 100). It is called the ‘Barberini Version’ 
after MS 86 (Barberinus graecus 549). See further Bd’A 23.4-9, pp. 245–
46. 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
An issue in LXX studies as a whole is whether translators introduced their 
own agendas or whether apparently tendentious changes are accidental 
results of an attempted literal translation. A further question for XII is 
whether coherent emphases, different from those in MT, can be identi ed 
across the individual books. A systematic study remains to be done, but 
sample studies (Bd’A; Dines, ‘Amos’; Palmer, ‘Not Made’ [Zechariah]); 
Glenny, Finding [Amos]) and some thematic soundings (Dogniez, 
‘Fautes’; Sweeney, Form, pp. 189–209) suggest this may be the case. 
Some consider it unthinkable that translators imposed their own views on 
the text, although no one doubts that their understanding was sometimes 
affected by contemporary events or concerns. Others understand the 
relationship between translator and text differently: in the context of a 
living community, texts were not xed but continually readjusted and 
re-appropriated. Potentially signi cant touches occur throughout XII and 
it is possible to identify recurring peculiarities which may point to con-
cerns and beliefs held by the translator. By and large, however, LXX XII 
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reproduce the content, and thus the ideology, of the Hebrew very closely. 
Particular emphases, which plausibly come from the translator and not 
the Vorlage, include the following: 
 
a. God as ‘Pantokrator’  
The divine title  ( ), ‘(LORD of) hosts/armies’, is consistently 
rendered as (  ) , ‘(the Lord the) Almighty’, and not 
by  , the default rendering in Psalms (except for Zeph. 2.9; 
Zech. 7.4; 13.2, where there are, however, text-critical problems). The 
absence of  (found in LXX Isaiah) is not surprising, given the 
translator’s reluctance to transliterate. The earliest occurrence of 

 seems to be in XII, although there are later attestations in 
non-biblical sources (Dafni, ‘ ’, pp. 443–47). Dogniez 
(‘Fautes’) argues that the term in XII presents God as universal creator 
and lord, rather than ‘Lord of armies’ exclusive to Israel; it thus carries 
important theological implications. 
 
b. Treatment of Foreigners  
There are some indications that XII have a broader vision of the destiny 
of the nations than in corresponding passages in MT. In Amos 9.12 the 
nationalistic promise of MT (‘that they may possess the remnant of 
Edom and all the nations’) is replaced in LXX by    

       (‘that the survivors of 
mankind and all the nations…may seek [me]’), a rendering resulting 
from reading  (‘possess’) as  (‘seek’), and (ignoring the waw) 

 (‘Edom’) as  (‘mankind’). It is striking that the nal word of 
LXX Amos (9.15) is not  (‘thy God’, MT), but , ‘the all-
dominating’. For a detailed discussion, see Glenny, Finding, pp. 224–28. 
 In Mic. 4.2 MT has ‘so that he (God) may teach us (the peoples) his 
ways’, but LXX renders ‘and they (the Jews) will show us (the peoples) 
his ways’. There may be a touch of ‘theological correctness’ here, 
avoiding the possibility that God will teach pagans directly, but perhaps 
also a celebration of the exalted role promised to Jews, in line with Zech. 
2.11; 8.20-23; 14.16. Some doubt the authenticity at Zeph. 3.10 of MT’S 
‘my suppliants, my scattered ones’, but Barthélemy defends this reading 
which narrows the reference to Diaspora Jews. The LXX, with no 
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equivalent for  , keeps the universalistic outlook of 3.9, 
rendering ‘that all might call on the name of the Lord’. 
 In some passages an animosity not present in MT can be discerned: 
hostility towards ‘Canaanites’ (Hos. 4.18; 12.7; Zeph. 1.11; Zech. 
14.21); in Mal. 3.19, reading  ‘arrogant’ as  ‘foreigners’, result- 
ing in ‘all the foreigners’ being destroyed; and references to Aram/Syria 
sometimes betraying hostility, perhaps because Syria was part of the 
Seleucid empire controlling Palestine. References to Damascus absent in 
MT (Amos 3.12; Zeph. 2.9, 10) may share this last tendency. An anti-
Syrian/Seleucid stance has been suspected in Amos 1.3-5, 15; 3.12; 9.7. 
Antagonism towards Samaritans, more marked in LXX than MT (Hos. 8.6; 
13.2, 16; Amos 6.1; Mic. 1.7-8) merges with more typically negative 
references to the North. Both may become ciphers for the Seleucids 
(Glenny, Finding, pp. 149–84). 
 
c. Israel and Judah 
The sinfulness of the Northern Kingdom, Israel, is enhanced, often by an 
anomalous choice of past tenses. This merely foregrounds attitudes 
already built into the Hebrew, but is exacerbated perhaps by a contempo-
rary identi cation of the North with the territory of the Samaritans. 
Passages which go beyond MT in demonising Israel include Hos. 5.11 
(and often in Hosea) and Amos 4.4-5. Sometimes Judah is tarred with the 
same brush, as in Hos. 4.15; 6.10-11; 11.2. Conversely, Judah and 
Jerusalem are sometimes given greater prominence, or judged more 
leniently, suggesting that, even if the translator is a diaspora Jew, his 
allegiance is to Jerusalem—again, enhancing traits already present in 
Hebrew. Striking examples include: Amos 1.1; 6.1; Zeph. 2.7; 3.14, 18; 
Zech. 1.15, 21(2.4); 7.14; 8.8. 
 
d. Theological Correctness  
As elsewhere in LXX, there is inconsistency in handling anthropomorphic 
descriptions of God. In general, the translator takes these in his stride 
(Amos 9.4 [eyes]; Zeph. 1.4 [hand]; Zech. 14.4 [feet]). There are, how-
ever, some apparently sensitive areas. God does not ‘roar’ like a lion in 
Amos 1.2; Joel 3.16; and is not ‘pierced’ in Zech. 12.10. God is not 
directly responsible for punitive action (Hos. 9.12; 13.8; Zeph. 1.2-3), 
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though remains the subject in Amos 4.9; Zeph. 1.12; Mal. 4.5(6), and 
sometimes even becomes the subject (Hos. 10.15; Amos 4.13; Nah. 1.9; 
Zeph. 1.17; 3.16). Other theological adjustments include distancing 
God from paganism (Hos. 2.16; Amos 2.7) and from making immoral 
demands (Amos 4.4), preserving divine attributes (Hos. 8.4; Mic. 2.7; 
3.7; Zech. 9.1), and maintaining right relationships (Mic. 7.8; Joel 
2.28[3.1]; Jon. 1.6; 2.5[4], 8[7]; Nah. 1.7; Mal. 1.13; 2.10; 3.10, 15). 
 
e. Messianism  
Some scholars have detected more developed messianic expectation in 
LXX than in MT (see Knibb, Septuagint and Messianism, pp. 3–19). 
Attention focuses especially on three passages. 
 The divergent reading in Amos 4.13 of   apparently 
renders *  (‘his anointed’), where MT has  (‘what is his 
thought’). In its immediate context, this misreading/translational choice 
does not reveal much about what kind of ‘anointed’ person is envisaged, 
whether king or priest, and whether the allusion is to past, present or 
future. Glenny links the passage to 7.1 (‘Gog the king’) and 9.11-12 
(restoration of the ‘tent of David’), and argues for a more developed 
eschatological intention on the part of the translator (Finding, pp. 236–
40). Munnich also thinks the intention is messianic, but comments that 
the plural    in Hab. 3.13 envisages a collective restora-
tion (‘Le messianisme’, pp. 347–48; cf. Dafni, ‘ ’). 
 In Hab. 2.3-4 the Greek is ambiguous. MT makes it clear that it is the 
‘vision’ ( , masc.) which will come. In LXX, the feminine  
‘vision’, renders , but is followed by masculine pronouns and parti-
ciples ( , ) whose antecedents are unclear; they may refer 
to  ‘appointed time’ (NETS; Bd’A), but the masculine forms could 
equally well envisage a mysterious deliverer (Brenton; LXX.D); whether 
this person is Davidic/messianic is unclear. In 2.3,  ‘rise up’, is 
perhaps signi cant in the light of Zech. 3.8; 6.12 (cf. Hos. 10.4); it was 
taken in this way in early Jewish and Christian interpretation. Finally, if 
there is any messianic thought in MT Hos. 11.1 (‘from Egypt I called my 
son [ ]’), the LXX rules it out with the plural, ‘I recalled his (i.e. 
Jacob’s) children (   )’. The verb  ‘recalled’ (MT 

) may simply re ect the translator’s preference for compound 
forms, but may also imply a limited time of exile in Egypt.  
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f. Education 
Pedagogic and paraenetic concerns are prominent in XII and of con-
siderable interest in the wider debate about why and for whom LXX 
translations were made. There is a pedagogic emphasis on the prophetic/ 
divine word as , ‘education’ (Amos 3.7; Hab. 1.12; Zeph. 3.2, 7), 
rendering Hebrew , . These terms link ‘teaching’ with ‘disci-
pline’, including punishment for sin as God’s means of bringing people 
to their senses. The verb  occurs in Hos. 7.12, 15; 10.10; God 
is characterised as Israel’s teacher,  (Hos. 5.2); Israel is pun-
ished for its  (Hos. 7.16) and apostrophised as  
(Zeph. 2.1). The connotations of the Greek word-group overlap with 
those of the Hebrew (educating and training children), but also suggest 
the end-product: ‘education’, ‘culture’. ‘Chastisement’ is a nuance derived 
from Hebrew. This dominant word-group gives a particular stamp to XII. 
There is also a greater stress than in MT on ‘knowing’ ( , and 
compounds, Hos. 9.2; 11.12; Mic. 4.9-11; Hag. 2.20[19]) and ‘know-
ledge’ ( , Hos. 10.12; cf. Mic. 7.8).  
 In places, the translation appears to encourage a personal response 
(paraenetic). This can be glimpsed from a number of small pluses and 
divergences involving imperatives, or rst or second person speech: 
exhortatory pluses (Hos. 6.1; 14.3; Joel 1.8; 2.12, 27); imperatives and 
cohortatives (Hos. 10.12; Mic. 4.10; Joel 3.11); rst/second person 
speech (Hos. 6.2-3; 11.10[9]; 14.3; Amos 5.15; Mic. 4.2; Mal. 1.1). 
Systematic study is needed to assess the signi cance of these features. 
 
g. Sequence 
In trying to understand XII as a whole, a particular problem is 
uncertainty about the order in which the books were translated. Whether 
or not the ‘Septuagintal’ order (not clearly attested before the third 
century C.E.) was that of the translator, it provides interesting exegetical 
connections. 
 In the Hebrew canonical order, the Day of the Lord, a dominant theme 
in XII, is rst encountered in the second book, Joel, where it receives 
programmatic treatment: day of judgement for Israel (chs. 1–2); day of 
vindication and eschatological judgement of the nations (ch. 3). In LXX it 
appears rst in Amos, where only Israel is judged. In MT the call to ‘beat 
ploughshares into swords’ (Joel 3[4 LXX].10) anticipates the assurance 
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that the situation will be reversed (Mic. 4.3). But in the ‘Greek’ order, 
Joel comes fourth, not second, following Micah, so that the sequence is 
reversed and peace is no longer the nal word. In the Hebrew order, 
Micah separates Jonah, where Nineveh is spared, from Nahum, where it 
is not. In the Greek order, the juxtaposition of Jonah and Nahum makes 
for dramatic and paradoxical reading. Even where both sequences match, 
differences within books can be signi cant. Malachi, for instance, ends 
with Elijah in MT but Moses in LXX. 
 Until now, scholars have mainly debated which sequence came rst by 
studying internal logic and coherence. Nogalski (Redactional) and Zapf 
(‘Perspective’), argue, on differing grounds, for the priority of MT’s 
order; Bogaert (‘L’organisation’) argues for that of LXX; Jones (‘Book of 
the Twelve’) suggests that both circulated independently. For the 
likelihood that the translator followed the Hebrew sequence, see Dines, 
‘Verbal and Thematic Links’. Few so far have offered sustained exegeti-
cal readings of LXX XII (more exist for MT; but see Sweeney Form, 
pp. 175–86; Jeppesen ‘Lord God’). In fact, this kind of sequential 
reading is a recent development, allowing modern scholars to use 
intertextual and reader-response approaches fruitfully. 
  
 
VII. Reception History 
 
Nothing has been found at Qumran in Greek except 8 evXIIgr, whose 
association with the Bar Kochbah rebellion might suggest a nationalistic 
rather than a universalistic understanding. Some named prophets are 
integrated into Josephus’s narrative in Antiquities 9–11, especially Jonah 
(Ant. 9.205-214, an unusually detailed—though selective—retelling), 
and Nahum for whom, uniquely, Josephus creates a ‘setting in history’ in 
the reign of Jotham (746–736 B.C.E.), thus adding him to the eighth-
century prophets. Nahum is also the only one of XII to be quoted 
verbatim (Nah. 2.9-14 in Ant. 9.239-242). Although Josephus’s text is 
usually taken to re ect MT rather than LXX, it accords with LXX for at 
least Nah. 9.12 (Bd’A 23.4-9, p. 187). Named only in passing are Micah, 
Haggai and Zechariah, probably because of historical references in 
Jeremiah and Chronicles. Josephus is not concerned with XII as such. 
Meanwhile in Philo none of the XII is named. Hosea 14.9-10 is quoted 
in Mut. 139; Plant. 138 (14.9 only); Zech. 6.12 in Conf. 62; there is 
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possibly an allusion to Obad. 18 in Mos. 1.179. The text is Greek-based, 
but not always identical with LXX. 
 Among later Jewish versions Barthélemy demonstrated that the Hexa-
plaric readings attributed to Theodotion for XII are late and eclectic, with 
many expansions (Les devanciers, pp. 253–60). Howard (‘Quinta’) 
queried Barthélemy’s contention that Quinta readings for XII are to be 
identi ed with 8 evXIIgr, arguing that each is an independent example 
of the kaige text-type. 
 Apart from Sir. 49.10, XII appear only piecemeal in the Apocrypha. 
Tobit 2.6 quotes Amos 8.6 idiosyncratically (and anonymously), while 
Tob. 14.4 names Nahum as prophesying against Assyria (according to S; 
B and A wrongly name Jonah). 4 Ezra 5.5 cites Hab. 2.11; 4 Ezra 8.45 
cites Joel 2.17; LXX Bel and the Dragon claims Habakkuk as author 
(v. 1) and involves him in the narrative (vv. 33-39). In the Pseudepig-
rapha (see Delamarter, Scripture Index) there are occasional references. 
Hosea 6.6 occurs, unattributed, in Sib. Or. 2.81-82; Zech. 2.5 in Sib. Or. 
3.706; Zech. 13.8 in Sib. Or. 3.544; Joel 2.28-29 appears in T. Jud. 24.2. 
3 Maccabees 6.8 alludes to the Jonah story. Lives of the Prophets and 
Ascension of Isaiah refer to XII by name (following the ‘Greek’ order). 
There is an Apocalypse of Zephaniah, and a Homily on Jonah once 
attributed to Philo. Hellenistic Synagogal Prayers 2.7 alludes to Mal. 
1.11 and 11.7 to Jonah 3. 
 It is unclear whether XII were regarded as a unity for New Testament 
writers. Acts 7.42-43; 13.40-41; 15.15-17 are so understood by Jones 
(Formation, p. 10), but others are doubtful (Utzschneider, ‘Flourishing’, 
cautiously allows Acts 7.42-43). Citations and allusions are to individual 
texts. Muraoka counts 33 clear citations, compared with 72 from Isaiah, 
but only ten from Jeremiah and ve from Ezekiel (‘Introduction’, p. ii); 
even taking only the 24 cited by Utzschneider (‘Flourishing’, pp. 276–
77), XII were clearly important sources of proof-texts. Most citations are 
close to LXX, but with much textual diversity, either through manuscript 
variations or through texts being adapted to their contexts or quoted from 
memory. Citations from XII are often merged with those from other 
books, such as Mic. 5.1, 3 and 2 Kgdms 5.2 in Mt. 2.5-6; Zech. 9.9 and 
Isa. 62.11 in Mt. 21.5; Mal. 3.1 and Isa. 40.3 in Mk 1.2. Only Hosea (2.1 
in Rom. 9.25-26) and Joel (3.1-5a in Acts 2.16-21, where the apparently 
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restrictive ‘some of [ ] my spirit’ does not pose a problem) are men-
tioned by name; Zechariah is wrongly called Jeremiah in Mt. 27.9. Jonah 
is named, but not cited (Mt. 12.40, cf. Jon. 2.1; Lk. 11.29, cf. Jon. 3.5). 
Passages where distinctive LXX readings are important for exegesis 
include Hos. 6.6 (where , ‘pity’, ‘mercy’, renders ) in Mt. 9.13; 
12.7; Amos 5.25-27 in Acts 7.42-43 (cf. CD VII, 14-15); Amos 9.11-12 
in Acts 15.15-17 (cf. 4Q174). Sometimes, however, a reading closer to 
the Hebrew occurs where LXX would not have been so effective, as in 
Hos. 11.1 in Mt. 2.15; Zech. 12.10 in Jn 19.37 (where the proto-Lucianic 

 ‘pierced’ replaces LXX’s  ‘danced’; see 
Palmer, ‘Not Made’, pp. 153–56; Bd’A 23.10-11, pp. 156–61). 
 With the exception of key texts from New Testament, XII seem at rst 
to have played a modest role in Christian catechesis, homiletics and 
exegesis, although Hosea’s marriage-story was important in anti-Gnostic 
and ecclesiological argument (later, Amos 4.13 was a key text in disputes 
about the nature of the Holy Spirit; Dines, ‘Amos’, pp. 152–54). In the 
second century C.E., citations from XII in Justin Martyr are important for 
their witness to pre-Hexaplaric and kaige readings, while Tertullian’s 
many citations are valuable witnesses to Old Latin. In the mid-third 
century, Origen wrote continuous commentaries, predominantly typo-
logical and allegorical in nature, on all XII except Obadiah, although 
only a fragment on Hos. 12.5 is extant. Parts of Didymus the Blind’s 
allegorising commentary on Zechariah from ca. 387 C.E. were rediscov-
ered in 1941. Also from the fourth and fth centuries are complete 
commentaries by the Antiochenes Theodore of Mopsuestia (ca. 375 C.E.) 
and Theodoret of Cyr (ca. 435 C.E.) and the Alexandrian Cyril (ca. 425 
C.E.). These commentaries follow the sequence of XII as an unfolding 
story, with prologues and summaries showing how the content and thrust 
(  and ) of each book contribute to the whole. The 
historical, spiritual and theological frameworks are largely determined by 
the Christian view of Old Testament prophecies as forerunners of Christ 
and the Church. Theodore of Mopsuestia, however, interprets them 
primarily within the history of Israel. The other commentators include 
historical explanations but much of the exegesis is conditioned by their 
Christian presuppositions. In Latin, Jerome also wrote commentaries on 
XII, but piecemeal, beginning with Micah ca. 393 and ending with Amos 
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in 406 C.E. Although aware of XII as a collection, he evidently felt no 
compulsion to work in strict canonical order. His commentaries are of 
considerable interest as he translates both Hebrew and Greek versions. 
He mainly uses the Hebrew for linguistic and historical exegesis and LXX 
for spiritual and allegorical applications (including attacks on Christian 
heretics and Jews). This approach often reduces the usefulness of his 
LXX comment. But there is much valuable information about the reasons 
for divergences between Hebrew and Greek; he preserves many Hexa-
plaric readings and also elements of contemporary Jewish exegesis, for 
some of which he is the sole source. See further Bd’A introductions; 
Simonetti, Biblical Interpretation. 
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Isaiah 
 
 

Abi T. Ngunga and Joachim Schaper 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. XIV, Isaias (Ziegler, 1967 repr.) 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. II, pp. 566–655.1 
  Swete, vol. III, pp. 101–222. 

 
(b) Other Greek Editions 
  The Book of Isaiah (2 vols.; Ottley, 1904).2 

  
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Silva, 2007), pp. 823–75. 
  LXX.D (Van der Kooij et al., 2009), pp. 1231–86. 

 

 
 1. Rahlfs-Hanhart and Göttingen differ in a few places, and though many 
variations are relatively minor, close scrutiny of every case against its literary 
context is encouraged, as it could lead to signi cant results. For example, in Isa. 42.4 
Rahlfs-Hanhart reads    (for ) vs. Göttingen’s   ; 
Ngunga has demonstrated that the difference between the two could have impli-
cations with regard to the question whether traces of messianism among the Jewish 
community in Alexandria can be detected (Messianism, pp. 167–72). 
 2. Ottley admits his edition is intended more for general reading than for textual 
study; as a result, A is not printed with total precision, and the edition contains a few 
readings that are not found in A. However, his intention in introducing them was ‘to 
show in the footnotes the rejected readings of A in all such cases, except in the 
matter of common errors or varieties of spelling, and itacisms of the usual kind’ 
(Book of Isaiah, vol. 2, p. xiv). 
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(d) Additional Comments 
Vaticanus (B), the oldest manuscript of the Greek Bible, was used as the basis 
for Swete’s edition of the LXX. Introducing the third volume (which includes 
the LXX of Isaiah) in 1894, Swete refers to ‘[t]he great Vatican MS., whose text 
and order we have generally followed’ (OTG 3, p. v). However, a few years 
later, he impugned the quality of B with regard to Isaiah (Introduction, 
pp. 487–88), and it is important to note that B of Isaiah contains Hexaplaric 
readings. As a result, Alexandrinus (A) has been considered as preserving best 
the text of the OG of Isaiah, and it was used as the basis for Ottley’s edition. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
The LXX of Isaiah is one of the most fascinating books in the LXX. Its 
distinctive features have inspired important exegetical work and will 
continue to draw a signi cant amount of scholarly interest. It is written in 
a literary style that is more accomplished than most LXX books and it 
varies its translation equivalents and syntax frequently. Additions to or 
modi cations of the Hebrew parent text are likely in many cases, and this 
raises the possibility that the translator was conveying his own theo-
logical or political position in the translation. For some, therefore, the 
translator was actualising the prophecies for the community of his own 
time (Van der Kooij, Oracle of Tyre; ‘The Septuagint of Isaiah’), while 
for others he was merely a careful if not creative reader of the Hebrew 
(Troxel, LXX-Isaiah). The position taken on the nature of the translation 
affects how far one can read ideological tendencies into the translation 
and its status within the Jewish community of Egypt (see § VI). 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
The book of Isaiah was translated in Egypt (most probably in Alexan-
dria), which can be deduced from the type of Greek used by the trans-
lator, vocabulary speci c to Hellenistic Egypt (see § III) and allusions to 
events in the history of Ptolemaic Egypt (Seeligmann, The Septuagint 
Version, pp. 70–94). To name just one example, divine names and 
theological and mythological terms in the Hebrew original were adapted 
and ‘enculturated’ by the translator (cf. Schaper, ‘God and the Gods’). 
Ideological tendencies and beliefs could support a setting in Egypt, but 
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much is dependent on the degree to which the older prophecies are seen 
as having been actualised in the translation (see § VI). Vocabulary and 
the use of Egyptian terms are the surer indicators of location. 
 No rm date can be offered, but the consensus places the work 
sometime in the second century B.C.E. Apparent dependency on and 
familiarity with not only the LXX Pentateuch but also the translations of 
Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the Minor Prophets suggests it is later in the 
translation process than some of the prophets (as could be implied by the 
‘freer’ translation style, too). It is usually assumed it was completed 
before the translator’s preface to Sirach was written (ca. 132 or 117 
B.C.E.). The allusion to the destruction of Carthage (146 B.C.E.) in the 
translation at 23.14 would suggest a date ca. 145 B.C.E (Seeligmann, 
Septuagint Version) or ca. 140 (Van der Kooij, Oracle of Tyre, pp. 76–
87). An anti-Hasmonean stance of the post-Maccabean period has also 
been noted in the translation, with the Greek supporting the legitimacy of 
the Oniad temple at Leontopolis (Isa. 10.24; 19.19; cf. Josephus, Ant. 
13.68). This would conform to a late second-century date (see further 
Seeligmann, Septuagint Version, p. 86). 
  
 
III. Language 
 
The language used by the Isaiah translator displays a number of 
vocabulary and syntactic features that re ect good Koine Greek of the 
second century B.C.E. (Thackeray, Grammar, p. 13; Seeligmann, The 
Septuagint Version, pp. 184–85; Van der Louw, Transformations, 
p. 155). This type of Greek is also known to us from a growing number 
of the contemporary Ptolemaic-period inscriptions and papyri being pub-
lished (Ziegler, Untersuchungen, pp. 197–201; Van der Meer, ‘Trendy 
Translations’). For example, an expression which may seem to be a 
neologism coined by our translator may in fact be attested in the Koine 
Greek of papyri. This can be inferred from Ziegler’s study of various 
papyri. He has shown that our translator, for example, did not invent the 
term  ‘recorder’ for  (in Isa. 36.3, 22), as LEH 
(p. 494) seems to suggest. This term is rather, as Muraoka has pointed 
out, the title of ‘the corresponding of cial in the [royal] of ce of the 
minister of nance’ (GELS, 704b; cf. LSJ, 1889b; Ziegler, Unter-
suchungen, p. 201). 
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 However, some scholars have also discovered other characteristics 
which indicate that the aforementioned Koine Greek in the LXX Isaiah 
was not exempt from interferences of Semitic languages (Hebrew and 
Aramaic) in its vocabulary, syntax and style (Seeligmann, Septuagint 
Version, pp. 67–69, 194–95; Tov, Greek and Hebrew, pp. 165–82; 
Joosten, ‘Biblical Hebrew’; cf. BGS, pp. 224–25, 260–62). Others have 
even identi ed the in uence of Arabic (Driver, ‘Supposed Arabisms’; 
Jellicoe, Septuagint, p. 325). More recently, Léonas has argued that, 
although the hypothesis of an in uence of Arabic is not impossible, it 
seems that it is more appropriate to speak of an Aramaic interference 
since the majority of roots of Arabic words are also attested in Aramaic 
(L’Aube, p. 86 n. 1). However, each given case should be studied in 
greater detail (i.e., not in isolation, but in its literary context), as such an 
enterprise can sometimes produce extraordinary results. For instance, it 
has been suggested that the use of  (for ) in Isa. 44.28 re ects 
the Aramaic reading /  ‘to think’ (L’Aube, p. 87). A careful 
analysis of this verse (in the light of Isa. 45.1) reveals that the MT’s 
reading of Cyrus as ‘the shepherd of the Lord’ (44.28) was replaced in 
the Greek text by ‘the Lord telling him [i.e. Cyrus] to think’ (   

 ). For according to our translator, Cyrus (in 45.1) is not a 
gure to whom the Lord speaks as ‘his [i.e. the Lord’s] anointed’ 

( ), but as one whose name is ‘my anointed’ (    ). 
In this way, our translator understood that Cyrus as a pagan was not used 
by the Lord for the redemption of Israel; but rather he was created by the 
Lord. For even the MT’s reference (in 48.14) to God’s love (  ) 
for Cyrus is transferred to ‘Israel’ (  ). It is this love that 
becomes the reason for the Lord’s redemptive action (see Ngunga, 
Messianism, p. 204). 
 The conclusion from the example above raises the question of the 
nature and extent of the aforementioned Semitic in uences on the LXX 
Isaiah. It also lends support to the view that there are multiple motiva-
tions for the Isaiah translator’s choice of lexemes. These include 
contextual sensitivity, lexical rearrangements due to a scarcity of suitable 
Greek equivalents to some Hebrew terms and an interest in producing a 
coherent text in good Koine Greek. The translator’s aim of establishing 
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coherence is one of the areas of interest of Van der Kooij (see bib-
liography). That establishing coherence was in fact the translator’s aim 
can be demonstrated on the basis of his use of particles (e.g., , , , 
etc.), which has been investigated by Le Moigne (‘Le Livre d’Ésaïe’). 
His choices also reveal his strategy in creating intertextual links within 
the overall literary unit, his dependence—in some cases—on an existing 
pattern laid down in the LXX-Pentateuch, and so on. However, there are 
also a few lexemes with semantic nuances similar to those contained in 
the matching words from the Hebrew parent text (cf. Van der Louw, 
Transformations, pp. 236–37). This leads us to other issues pertinent to 
our understanding of the main features displayed in the book before us. 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition  
 
The past scholarly labours on the LXX Isaiah have classi ed this text as a 
relatively ‘free’, rather than ‘literal’, translation. The ‘free’ renderings by 
our translator include a signi cant number of pluses, minuses, lexical 
choices, variants, neologisms, liberties in word order, and so on. How-
ever, scholars have struggled to try to provide plausible factors which 
might be behind the differences between the Greek text and its Hebrew 
Vorlage. For it should be borne in mind that ‘it is often exceedingly 
dif cult to decide to which Hebrew elements the Greek words 
correspond’ (Joosten, ‘Re ections’, p. 177). More recently, Troxel has 
provided an important chronological survey of scholars’ opinions related 
to this issue (LXX-Isaiah, pp. 4–19). In his review, we read that this 
scholarly struggle goes back as far as 1880, the year in which Scholz’s 
thesis, which recognises the presence of both the Isaiah translator’s 
literal renderings of his parent text and a few deviations (in some 
passages), was published (Die alexandrinische Übersetzung, pp. 14, 44–
45). The issue was subsequently either dealt with or echoed in 1902 
(Swete, Intro.; Liebmann, ‘Der Text’; Zillesen, ‘Bermerkungen’), 1904 
(Ottley, Book of Isaiah), 1927 (Wutz, Die Transkriptionen), 1930 
(Fischer, In welcher Schrift), 1934 (Ziegler, Untersuchungen) and 1948 
(Seeligmann, Septuagint Version). The work of the last two scholars and 
that of Ottley was assessed by Van der Kooij (‘Isaiah in the Septuagint’). 
He demonstrates that, from 1948 onwards, the majority of scholars 
(including Van der Kooij himself) working on LXX Isaiah have mainly 
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been building on the legacies left by these three gures (Ottley, Ziegler, 
and Seeligmann). Their discussions centre on the value of the apparent 
divergences in the LXX version and how far they are to be attributed to an 
interpretative intention on the part of the translator. 
 As we explore some of the suggested factors which might be the 
raison d’être of our translator’s ‘free’ renderings, it should not be 
forgotten that ‘a translation can be literal and free at the same time in 
different modes or on different levels’ (Barr, Typology, p. 6). Indeed, 
LXX Isaiah re ects both types of translation, though the features of a 
‘free’ version are dominant. In this connection, it has been argued that 
‘free’ renditions (in a LXX book like Isaiah) appear more frequently ‘in 
the lyric and prophetic passages’ (Ottley, Handbook, p. 111). In contrast, 
‘when a piece of narrative is introduced among prophecies, as in Isa. 
xxxix, the translation at once becomes closer and clearer’ (Ottley, 
Handbook, p. 111). However, while this can sometimes be the case, any 
investigator of a given passage (be it narrative or prophetic) of LXX 
Isaiah should carefully weigh every single element of that passage, be it 
major or minor. In doing so, one will be able to see that the translation 
can contain subtle shades of meaning, sometimes giving additional 
emphasis to aspects already present in the Vorlage, sometimes creating 
new meanings. 
 The following factors can be added to those already discussed above 
(i.e., the translator’s aim to enhance the coherence of his text and 
produce a good Koine Greek, his use of intertextuality and the trans-
formations due to Semitic interferences). First, the majority of the 
differences between the Greek and Hebrew texts of Isaiah are mainly due 
to issues related to the translator’s failures in reading the Hebrew 
underlying his Greek text (Ottley, Book of Isaiah, vol. I, p. 50). An 
example pertinent to this is the translation of  ‘in a dry place’ by  

 ‘in Zion’ (in Isa. 32.2, also 25.5). The rst impression one gets here 
is that the rendering of  seems to re ect a lexical confusion in the 
sense that the translator may have read  (instead of ; Troxel, LXX-
Isaiah, p. 190). However, an enquiry into the translator’s use of  (for 

) in these passages reveals that  ts perfectly well with the ow 
of thought in each pericope read in their literary context (cf. Ngunga, 
Messianism, p. 154). This would lead to the conclusion that the translator 
consciously opted for the rendering of . It is essential that each case 
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be investigated in great detail and an atomistic approach towards any 
single term or phrase be avoided (further examples are in Seeligmann, 
Septuagint Version, pp. 204–205; Tov, Text-Critical, pp. 111, 113, 137–
39). 
 Secondly, grammatical and stylistic reasons may have been behind 
the ‘free’ renderings produced by the translator (Joosten, ‘Re ections’, 
p. 174). Strikingly, these sometimes show the translator’s homiletical 
intentions (Baer, When We All Go Home, pp. 17, 278, esp. his chs. 2–3). 
Unfortunately, little scholarly attention has so far been given to this 
aspect (Joosten, ‘Re ections’, p. 174). Thirdly, there is the translator’s 
way of ‘actualising’ of prophecies.3 Last but not least, differences 
between the Hebrew and Greek texts of Isaiah may sometimes be due to 
the translator’s use of neologisms mentioned above. Besides what we 
said earlier, the neologisms present in LXX Isaiah (e.g.,  ‘give 
ear, hearken to’ in 1.2;  ‘burnt-offering’ in 1.11; 56.7; 

 ‘sacri ce of a burnt-offering’ in 40.16; 43.25;  
‘altar’ in 6.6; 19.19; 60.7;  ‘altar’ in 15.2; 16.12; 17.8; etc.) are too 
often viewed as taken over from the LXX Pentateuch—should that indeed 
have been the case, the terms were used by the Isaiah translator either 
with caution or for a speci c purpose that suited his context. 
 
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
As is the case with other LXX books, there are intriguing and dif cult 
issues that arise when trying to reconstruct the original text of LXX Isaiah 
(examples in Tov, Text-Critical, pp. 13–14, 17–18; Jobes and Silva, 
Invitation, pp. 120–43; Ottley, Handbook, pp. 81–100). These consist of 
assessing the evidence provided by the numerous manuscripts witness- 
ing to the text, the later Greek translations (Aquila, Symmachus and 
Theodotion) and recensions (Hexaplaric and Lucianic), the secondary 
versions (mainly the Vulgate and Old Latin, the Syriac and Coptic 
versions),4 Hellenistic Jewish authors (Philo, Josephus), the early 
 
 3. Examples of this aspect can be found in the relevant works of Seeligmann and 
Van der Kooij; see also Troxel, LXX-Isaiah, who discusses it under the title 
‘“Contemporizing” Interpretation’ (pp. 152–72). 
 4. There are some MSS of translations into other languages which have survived, 
including Arabic, Armenian, Georgian, Gothic, Ethiopic and Slavonic. 
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patristic writers (including especially Irenaeus, Tertullian, Cyprian) 
and the quotations in the New Testament. It seems that there is no 
straightforward methodological approach as even some of the helpful 
rules laid down by Lagarde require great caution when applied (Ottley, 
Handbook, pp. 93–94). However, in general, any decision as to which 
Greek reading should be considered as being closest to the original 
depends on the assessment of both the internal and the external evidence. 
With regard to the latter, one needs to take into account issues (includ- 
ing the quantity, quality and age of the MSS) relating to the reliability 
of the individual witnesses, without excluding the possibility that 
sometimes a correct reading is found only in a very few MSS (Ottley, 
Handbook, p. 94). The decision-making also involves paying careful 
attention to the weight of the identi ed and compared families of related 
witnesses. 
 Evaluating the internal evidence necessitates an understanding of the 
text in its broader literary context and of the translator’s style and 
thought (including his chief methods for resolving dif culties he 
encountered). The task requires giving preference to variants which 
conform to the aspirations of the community to which the translator 
himself belongs, as well as to the more dif cult or shorter reading. In the 
case of Isaiah this is particularly problematic, and reconstruction of the 
Vorlage must take into account the literary nature of the translation. The 
freer translation style does not necessarily mean a plus in the LXX in 
relation to the MT represents a differing Vorlage. Lexical variation in the 
Greek also does not necessarily amount to differing words in the 
Hebrew. The ideology and exegetical tendencies of this translator must 
be taken into account before decisions on the textual reconstruction of 
the Hebrew can be taken (Van der Kooij, Oracle of Tyre). 
 One of the bene ts of the dif cult enterprise of textual-critical analysis 
(as outlined above, without a claim to comprehensiveness) is, as Van der 
Louw has correctly said, that it forces the student of a given text to 
‘explain more precisely which “free” renderings result from linguistic 
demands and which are the result of the translator’s exegesis’ (Van der 
Louw, Transformations, p. 9). 
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VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
LXX Isaiah contains a signi cant number of instances that display the 
translator’s theological and exegetical motives. Theological concepts and 
exegetical practices are among the factors leading to the translator’s 
‘free’ renderings discussed above.  
 Interest in the problem has signi cantly increased since 1934, the year 
in which both J. Ziegler (Untersuchungen) and K.F. Euler (Die Ver-
kündigung) noted the presence of ‘theological’ features within LXX 
Isaiah. These were also subsequently identi ed in the work of many 
other scholars, including I.L. Seeligmann, J.W. Olley, P. Grelot, 
J. Koenig, A. van der Kooj, R.L. Troxel, E.R. Ekblad, D.A. Baer, E. Tov, 
J. Schaper, P. Le Moigne and many more. Data concerning their work 
are provided in the bibliography. 
 In order to give a ‘ avour’ of features of LXX Isaiah which are 
characteristic in this respect, a ne example is discussed by Le Moigne 
(‘   dans Ésaïe-LXX’). He investigates   as an expression that 
occurs only ve times in LXX Isaiah as a whole (8.14, 20; 29.16; 54.6, 
16). One of his striking discoveries is that our translator displays excep-
tional talent as a writer in the service of a particular theology (‘met au 
service d’une théologie spéci que un exceptionnel talent d’écrivain’; Le 
Moigne ‘  ’, p. 103)—for in each of these passages, the Greek text 
displays a different image of God and his relationship with Israel. For 
instance, Le Moigne discovers that Isa. 8.14 in MT is a passage that 
speaks of God in somewhat severe terms, as God will become a stumb-
ling block (‘deviendra une pierre d’achoppement et un rocher de chute’). 
The Isaiah translator, as observes Le Moigne, seems to have dif culty 
accepting this idea, and in a manner similar to the targum produces a 
reverse translation: no, God will not appear to his people as a stumbling 
block or a tripping stone (‘non, Dieu ne se manifestera au peuple ni 
comme l’obstacle d’une pierre ni comme la chute provoquée par un 
caillou:          

’). For Le Moigne the harsh nature of the expression is thus 
ameliorated in an economic fashion (‘  ’, p. 103). 
 Themes that have been investigated and/or are yet to be explored 
include the Isaiah translator’s perception of the concepts of God, 
his messiah, salvation, glory, righteousness, eschatology, Zion, exile, 
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repentance, the spirit of the Lord, Israel, Torah, etc. LXX Isaiah contains 
a wealth of concepts and a rich terminology which are important areas 
for future research. 
  
 
VII. Reception History 
 
The key to understanding the book’s reception history is to appreciate its 
Hellenistic Jewish messianic ‘ avour’ (Ngunga, Messianism, contra de 
Sousa, Eschatology). The Greek Isaiah is permeated by renderings of the 
Hebrew that are heavily coloured by contemporary messianic concepts, 
and it is precisely these renderings which contributed much to the further 
development of messianic and eschatological thought in Hellenistic and 
Roman-period Judaism and in the early Church. The appropriation of the 
Old Greek version of Isa. 7.14 in Mt. 1.23 and, less explicitly, in Lk. 
1.26-27, as opposed to staying closer to the Hebrew original, had a very 
signi cant impact on the perception of Mary and on the messianic 
interpretation of the person of Jesus, and this is only the most famous of 
all the Isaianic passages which have received a messianic interpretation 
at the hands of the translator. This and other key passages of the Greek 
Isaiah, especially the ‘Servant Songs’, had a signi cant impact, parti-
cularly on early Christian thought (cf. especially Moyise and Menken, 
Isaiah). 
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Jeremiah 
 
 

Andrew G. Shead 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. XV, Ieremias, Baruch, Threni, Epistula Ieremiae (Ziegler,  
  1976; 2nd ed.).1 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. II, pp. 656–747. 
  Swete, vol. III, pp. 223–350. 
 
(b) Other Greek Editions 
  Das Buch Jeremia (Nestle, 1924).2 
  Ieremias Vates e versione Iudaeorum Alexandrinorum (Spohn, 1824). 
  Vetus Testamentum Græcum (Holmes and Parsons, 1798). 
 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Pietersma and Saunders, 2007), pp. 876–924. 
  LXX.D (Fischer and Vonach, 2009), pp. 1288–1342. 
 
 
I. General Characteristics  
 
Two features of LXX Jeremiah have dominated scholarship. The rst, 
noted since Origen, is its divergence in length and internal order from the 
MT (§ V). The second is the evidence of more than one translator’s hand 
in the text, as noted by Spohn (Ieremias, pp. 9–10). 
 
 1. Ziegler’s edition has stood up to careful scrutiny (Soderlund, Greek Text). 
Although it is slightly too ‘tidy’ (e.g., in the consistency with which articles, con-
junctions and prepositions are represented), and marked by the occasional conjec-
tural emendation, this is unavoidable, and Ziegler’s work is unlikely to be surpassed 
for many years to come. 
 2. Nestle’s text is a modestly edited version of Vaticanus with Hexaplaric signs, 
a critical apparatus and a parallel Hebrew text. The apparatus is a noteworthy 
attempt to group readings, drawn from the major codices, uncials, ancient revisions, 
citations, and daughter versions.  
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a. Versi cation 
The differences between the Septuagint and MT of Jeremiah (§ V) create 
different chapter and verse numbering for much of the book. Even the 
Greek editions are not consistent, with the system of the Sixtine edition 
being modi ed by Rahlfs, and again by Ziegler. Table 1 shows how 
Ziegler’s system [Z] corresponds to that of Rahlfs [R] and the Hebrew 
text [MT] respectively. Extra whole verses in the Hebrew (so-called 
pluses) are added in brackets. Shorter pluses that do not affect versi -
cation have been ignored. The published Greek editions leave gaps in 
their versi cation to accommodate these pluses, with the exception of 
Jer. 34.1-18[Z]. In this discussion all Jeremiah references follow the 
Ziegler edition, even when discussing the Hebrew text. 
 

Table 1. Versi cation in Ziegler, Rahlfs and MT Jeremiah.  
 

LXX [Z] LXX [R] Hebrew [MT] [+ vv. not in LXX] 
1.1–8.22 1.1–8.22 1.1–8.22 [+2.1; 7.1, 27; 8.11-12] 
9.1–26 8.23–9.25 9.1-26 
10.1–25.13* 10.1–25.13* 10.1–25.13a* 
25.14-19 25.14-19 49.34-39 
26.1 25.20 49.34? 
26.2-28 26.2-28 46.2-28 [+ vv. 1, 26] 
27.1-46 27.1-46 50.1-46 
28.1-64 28.1-64 51.1-64 [+ vv. 45-48] 
29.1-7 29.1-7 47.1-7 
29.8-23 30.1-16 49.7-22 
30.1-5 30.17-21 49.1-5 [+ v. 6] 
30.6-11 30.23-28 49.28-33 
30.12-16 30.29-33 49.23-27 
31.1-44 31.1-44 48.1-44 [+ vv. 45-47] 
— 32.13 25.13b 
32.1-24 32.15-38 25.15-38 [+ v. 14] 
33.1-24 33.1-24 26.1-24 
34.1-18 34.2-22 27.2-22 [+ vv. 1, 7, 13, 17, 21] 
35.1–51.30 35.1–51.30 28.1–44.30** 
51.31-35 51.31-35 45.1-5 
52.1-34 52.1-34 52.1-34 [+ vv. 2-3, 15, 28-30] 

 
*Jer. 10.5a[Z] = Jer. 10.9a[R]; MT has pluses at 10.6-8, 10; 11.7; 17.1-4. 

**MT has pluses at [Z]36.16-20; 37.10-11, 15, 22; 40.14-26; 46.4-13. 
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b. The Two-Translator Question 
Two in uential studies of the Jeremiah translator had until recently 
commanded almost universal consensus. Thackeray (‘Notes and 
Studies’) argued for two translators, one (labelled ‘Jeremiah ’) respon-
sible for chs. 1–28 as well as for Ezekiel and the Minor Prophets, and the 
other (‘Jeremiah ’) for chs. 29–51 as well as Bar. 1.1–3.8. The clearest 
evidence for this is the Hebrew messenger formula:   , ‘thus 
says Yhwh’, rendered by    in chs. 1–28 (and in the other 
Prophets), but rendered    in chs. 30–51. Jeremiah 29 
mixes the two, but Thackeray assigned it to Jeremiah  on the basis of a 
study of 27 further cases of distinct renderings in the two halves of 
Jeremiah. He suggested ch. 52 was the work of a third translator 
(‘Jeremiah ’). He found corroboration in the Greek style of Jeremiah  
(described as ‘indifferent Greek’ along with Ezekiel and the 12 prophets) 
in contrast to Jeremiah  (‘literal or unintelligent’, along with Bar. 1.1–
3.8; Grammar, p. 13). Signs of this ‘unintelligence’ included the number 
of transcriptions, hapax legomena and false etymologies (by which a 
Greek meaning is extracted from the sound of the Hebrew; Grammar 
 p. 37). 
 Thackeray’s thesis was modi ed by Tov (Septuagint Translation), 
developing Ziegler’s suggestion (Ieremias, p. 128 n. 1) that the second 
translator might be a reviser who had reworked one part of the book. 
Drawing attention to 45 renditions common to Jeremiah  and  but rare 
or absent from the rest of the LXX, Tov concluded that these are best 
explained as the work of the original translator, whose so-called Old 
Greek (OG) translation is also visible in Bar. 1.1–3.8. The differences 
between Thackeray’s Jeremiah  and  (to which Tov himself added 
many further examples) could have resulted from a revision of Jeremiah 
LXX, preserved only in the second half of the book. Most of the reviser’s 
choices Tov characterised as more precise, correct, literal, or consistent 
re ections of the Hebrew (Septuagint Translation, p. 43). He was uncon-
vinced of the existence of Thackeray’s Jeremiah . 
 Since the 1990s, however, this hypothesis has been questioned. First, 
the mixed nature of Jeremiah 29 is hard to square with an abrupt 
transition from an unrevised to a revised text. Secondly, the renditions 
peculiar to Jeremiah  are hard to reconcile with any suggested motive 
on the part of a reviser (Stipp, ‘Offene’). Thirdly, there are inconsistencies 
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within each half of the book that call for an inductive study of the 
problem—a special relationship between Jeremiah  and  may have 
been found because we were looking to nd it (Michael, ‘Bisectioning’). 
Accordingly, Pietersma (‘Excursus’) tackles the major difference, 
namely the rendering of the messenger formula, by suggesting that its 
unusual translation in Jeremiah 29–51 is not a free variant, but refers to a 
speech act that is now past. This is in keeping with the second half of the 
book in which the prophet preaches the divine word, ‘harking back 
to past oracles as appropriate’ (‘Excursus’, p. 8; see also Becking, 
‘Jeremiah’s Book’, pp. 147–48). 
 While not dealing a decisive blow to the Thackeray–Tov hypothesis 
(and leaving unaccounted Thackeray’s observations on the style of the 
Greek), these recent studies have reopened the question. Since the main 
differences between Jeremiah  and  concern lexical choices, it is still 
possible to comment on the Greek style and translation technique of the 
book as a whole. In short, the book is carefully translated without being 
‘slavishly’ literal. It is generally isomorphic (representing each Hebrew 
morpheme by a Greek word), and adheres closely to the source text, 
often at the expense of idiomatic Greek, but without complete lexical or 
grammatical consistency. Most cases of free translation serve the inter-
ests of accuracy, and may be broadly classi ed as exegetical. In general 
there is sensitivity to the underlying Hebrew discourse, and while the 
translator’s theological convictions occasionally show through, the 
translation as a whole is restrained in its use of theologically motivated 
renderings.  
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
The use of Jeremiah by Sirach’s grandson (Ziegler, Beiträge, p. 280) 
points to the existence of the Old Greek (OG) text before 116 B.C.E. This 
provides a terminus a quo for the putative reviser, dated by Tov 
(Septuagint Translation, pp. 165–67) to the early part of the period 116 
B.C.E.–50 C.E., in view of later writings that presuppose the distinctive 
text of the reviser. There are three probable cases of such dependence 
in kaige-Theodotion; two in Heb. 8.8-12; and several in Josephus 
(Antiquities 10) and the Vetus latina. Tov prefers an early date since the 
revision of Jeremiah displays none of the literalism of kaige-Theodotion 
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or Aquila, and the absence of any trace of the OG text of Jeremiah  
suggests that the OG was replaced relatively soon. Indirect support for an 
OG text before 116 B.C.E. comes from Hebrew manuscript fragments 
(4QJerb,d) that underlie the Greek text and probably date from the rst 
half of the second century B.C.E. (DJD, pp. 15, 172, 203). 
 Studies of its language have con rmed the Alexandrian origin of LXX 
Jeremiah together with the Pentateuch, Isaiah, Ezekiel, 1–4 Kings, etc. 
(Fernández Marcos, Septuagint in Context, p. 59). Whether its Hebrew 
Vorlage was produced locally or imported from Palestine is less certain. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
The Greek of LXX Jeremiah is Koine (note, e.g., the high frequency of  

 instead of simple ; also Grammar, pp. 22–25). Interference from the 
source language may be seen throughout (Grammar, pp. 25–55), in 
features such as the use of  at the expense of other prepositions, or  
and  rather than  with the articular in nitive, or the absence of the 
attributive preposition between the article and the noun it modi es 
(Martin, ‘Syntactical’). Hebraisms are generated by delity to word order 
(    , 37.14), idiom (    for  , ‘cry 
out’, 2.15; 22.20) and syntax (   for ; paratactic  for ) 
(Stipp, Das masoretische, pp. 20–27). Together with occasional Egyptian 
words ( , 42.4; , 38.9), Semitic interference is more 
marked in Jeremiah : for example, the idiom  (‘in [my] opinion’), 
rendered by the standard Koine  or  in Jeremiah , is 
rendered in Jeremiah  by the unidiomatic  . 
 Nevertheless when the translator needs to depart from the structure of 
the source language to follow Greek syntax, he generally does so—at 
least when the Hebrew is not dif cult (§ IV). Thus we see clause-initial 
in nitives absolute rendered by an aorist (   for   in 39.33; 
cf. 8.15; 14.19), or functionally equivalent renderings like  …  
for  …  (in 39.17), where the principle of isomorphism has been 
abandoned for intelligibility. Just ten verses later (39.27)   is 
rendered by , presumably because the phrase belongs to a question 
rather than a negative statement. This willingness to depart from quanti-
tative equivalence shows a concern with the target language as well as its 
source. 
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 Variation in prepositions re ects a concern for Greek style. For 
example,  is variously rendered by , , , , ,  and the 
dative. It is not unusual to see a prepositional phrase such as  (‘with 
money’) rendered by  and   within the same chapter 
(39.25, 44 respectively). At the same time lexical homogenisation of 
prepositions occurs, with , for example, representing , , ,  and 

. Considerations of the target language are at work here (Martin, 
‘Syntactical’, p. 306). Conjunctions and the article are added and omitted 
with similar freedom. 
 In short, by comparison with the Pentateuch the language of Jeremiah 
adheres more closely to the form of its source text, being similar to Bar. 
1.1–3.8 at its most wooden, and to Ezekiel and the Twelve Prophets at its 
most idiomatic. Even though it is a Koine that re ects a high degree of 
Semitic interference, if the structures of the source language cannot be 
represented in the target language they have been ignored, and the 
translator’s choice of prepositions and conjunctions is often driven by 
considerations of idiomatic Greek. However, most cases of free trans-
lation re ect exegesis rather than literary style. 
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
Characterising the Greek translation of Jeremiah is complicated by the 
loss of the Hebrew Vorlage. Not all scholars are willing to concede that 
the translator was creative with his text, preferring to attribute as many 
cases as possible to the Vorlage.  
 The translator is consistent in his representation of both the elements 
of the underlying Hebrew text and their order. Indeed, isomorphism has 
been suggested as ‘the most basic norm’ of the translator (NETS, p. 876). 
While not always supplying the same Greek equivalent for a given 
Hebrew element, he usually represents each element in some way, includ-
ing af xed articles, prepositions and suf xes. There are enough cases of 
Greek that are unclear or otherwise problematic to show that the trans-
lator’s concern was delity to his source (Stipp, Das masoretische, 
pp.36–52). However, to be faithful it is sometimes necessary to be free, 
even inconsistent, in one’s treatment of the source text. Tendencies, rather 
than consistent rules, include a lack of stereotyping and an avoidance 
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of lexical levelling; an array of approaches to dif cult Hebrew; and 
various kinds of exegesis aimed at preserving the original meaning. 
 
a. Stereotyping 
The translator renders Hebrew nouns and verbs with great care, but does 
not aim at consistency. In Jeremiah, as in most of the Septuagint, a group 
of related Hebrew terms tends to be rendered by Greek terms from the 
same semantic domain, as context dictates. Table 2 provides a selection 
from the translation equivalents for the related Hebrew terms ‘acquire–
inherit–take possession of–redeem’.  
 

Table 2. Stereotyping and semantic domains in the Septuagint 
 

Hebrew term is rendered in the LXX (including Jeremiah) by: 
 (acquire)  (ransom)  
 (inherit)  (acquire)  
 (possess)  (inherit)  
 (redeem)  (redeem)  

 
Dif cult or technical Hebrew words are more likely to attract a broad 
range of equivalents:  ‘to besiege’ is rendered by  ‘to 
enclose’ (21.4, 9),  ‘to besiege’ (46.1) or  ‘to raise a 
pallisade’ (39.1). Common words, even though their semantic range may 
be quite different in the two languages, are usually given a stereotyped 
equivalent, resulting in Hebraisms (e.g.,  /  ‘to give’ in 8.23; 
9.11, 13; 23.40; 39.40), although occasionally a vivid and idiomatic 
equivalent is preferred (e.g.,  by  ‘to throw in’ in 20.2 and 

 ‘to give back, restore’ in 22.13). 
 The translator’s sensitivity to stock phrases in Hebrew is apparent in 
his departure from such stereotyping.  ‘outstretched’ is rendered by 

 ‘high’ throughout the LXX wherever the Hebrew stock phrase ‘by 
a strong hand and an outstretched arm’ appears (Deut. 4.34, etc.). The 
one exception is Jer. 21.5, where the adjectives are reversed (‘by an 
outstretched hand and a strong arm’), and the translator has chosen 

. This appears to be a conscious principle, namely the avoidance 
of lexical or syntactic levelling. See too the rendition of  ‘posses-
sion’ (39.8) by  instead of the expected , used 
immediately before for  ‘redemption’ (39.7); and  ‘burn’ by 

 instead of the usual  when  has just been used for 
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 ‘kindle’ (50.12;  is used again for  in the following 
verse). As there is no good reason to suppose that the translator’s 
exemplar differed from the text preserved in MT these choices suggest an 
interest in preserving the variety of the source language at the sentence 
level. By contrast, a dramatic case of levelling is found in 14.7, where all 
members of the Hebrew triad , ,  (‘iniquity’, ‘backsliding’, 
‘sin’) are rendered by a form of  or . 
 We have already noted the pattern where a stereotype of Jeremiah  
replaces a previous stereotype in Jeremiah : e.g.,  ‘truth’ is rendered 
in Jeremiah LXX by  or  in Jer. 2.21; 4.2; 9.5; 14.13; 
23.28 and 33.15, but by  in 35.9; 39.41; 40.6 and 49.5 (further 
examples in Thackeray and Tov). 
 
b. Dif cult Hebrew 
In cases where the translator might have found the Hebrew dif cult, he 
adopts various strategies. (a) In some cases he simply passes on the 
dif culties. In 18.14, for example, the gloss of  ‘breasts’ for  
‘ eld’ makes the verse no easier to understand; and in 52.19 the obscure 

   is ‘literally’ rendered     ‘which were gold 
gold’. (b) Transcription is frequent in Jeremiah compared to other LXX 
books (Ziegler, Beiträge; NETS, p. 880; Stipp, Das masoretische, pp. 34–
35). A word may be transcribed if it is obscure (e.g.,  ‘heron, stork’ 
at 8.7 is rendered ; other LXX translators also transcribe or guess), 
or considered a proper name (e.g.,  in 38.40), or potentially 
misleading (  in 41.5). (c) Double translation is found in 4.29, for 
example, where the translator, unsure of the meaning, renders  by 
both ‘cave’ and ‘thicket’ (       ) (Talmon, 
‘Con ate’, p. 171). Though rare by comparison to, say, LXX Isaiah, other 
examples may be found (e.g., 4.1; 5.17; 18.20-22; 23.17). The technique 
is often used with lexical dif culties, but sometimes with theological 
(1.17) or literary (19.15) problems, and material from the immediate 
context is brought into service.  
 The types of freedom already discussed have an exegetical com-
ponent, but the following examples are more frankly exegetical. The rst 
two types, discourse literalism and contextual or historical accuracy, are 
dealt with here; the third, compensatory rendition, is addressed in § V. 
The fourth, theologically motivated translation, is considered in § VI. 
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c. Discourse Literalism 
Exegetically motivated free renditions are not always easy to determine, 
since apparent patterns in the text may not have been created inten-
tionally. The rendition of  is a good example: its 199 representations in 
the Greek are evenly divided between  and  , the latter non-
isomorphic equivalent increasingly preponderant as the book progresses. 

  usually renders a syntactically prominent clause (e.g., 6.10; 10.5b; 
11.19; 39.17).3 However, there are many exceptions, some clearly 
stylistic (e.g.,   for variation in a list at 16.6-8; 20.9), and some 
inexplicable (21.7). A picture emerges of a translator (or translators) who 
uses free rendition to emphasise points he considers important, without 
concern for consistency. 
 The way   tracks syntactically prominent Hebrew clauses is 
indicative of a tendency to follow the textlinguistic contours of the 
original, frequent enough to be assigned to the translation technique. 
‘Discourse literalism’ denotes inconsistency at the level of words that is 
consistent at the discourse level (usually the sentence level). Jeremiah 
39.42 provides a good example (‘rel.’ indicates a relative particle 
preceding the verb): 

 
   rel.-qatal = aor. ind.   
    subj.-ptc. = fut. ind.    
    subj.-ptc. = aor. ind.   

 
In Hebrew the second clause (‘so I will bring’) is the most prominent of 
the three. The translation’s inconsistency leads to a loss of some of the 
aspectual colour of the two Hebrew participles, but creates a discourse 
with the same rhetorical shape. 
 In similar vein is the pair of Hebrew participles underlying 39.2 (< > 
marks a clear plus in MT): 
 

…   ptc. = aor. ind.   … 

 < >  ptc. = impf. ind.   < >  
 

 
 3.  Typically, -yiqtol; rarely, we -yiqtol; never -qatal. See Shead, Open 
Book, pp. 80–82. 
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Although the presence of  and  in the LXX Vorlage is contested, the 
structure of the expressions is unchanged. The LXX has achieved the 
same prominence for the second clause by its choice of an imperfective 
aspect (Shead, Open Book, pp. 87–92). 
 A different example of discourse literalism is the surprisingly 
consistent way the rendering of the adjectives ( )  ‘evil’ and  ‘good’ 
is determined by grammatical considerations. When these adjectives 
modify a singular noun or stand alone as the object of a verb they receive 
a singular gloss; but when they are further modi ed by words like  
‘all’,  ‘this’, or a preposition, Greek plurals are used. The following 
examples will serve to illustrate: 
 

18.11   (‘from his evil way’)      (sg.) 
49.6   (‘whether good or 

bad’) 
      

(sg.) 
43.3  (‘all the evil’)   (pl.) 
14.11  (‘for good’)   (pl.) 

 
 Exceptions to this practice are rare. 
 
d. Contextual or Historical Accuracy 
The translator is less interested in making his translation equivalents 
consistent or harmonising parallel passages than he is in nding or 
creating forms that are true to the immediate context and the perceived 
historical meaning of the verse. Sometimes he adjusts his tenses: the 
future form  is used for  (‘it has been given’) in 39.36, 
even though the same Hebrew form was rendered by an aorist in vv. 24, 
25, because in the time-frame of v. 36 the city had not yet been handed 
over. At other times he chooses an unusual equivalent: in 39.20 the rare 
equivalent  (‘earth-born’) for  (‘human’), found only here and 
in Ps. 48.3, seems to have been chosen to achieve a gradation from Egypt 
to Israel to all humanity, whereas in the previous verse the standard 
equivalence   /     occurs. Elsewhere he adds 
words: in 39.12 the translation of  (my ‘uncle’) by   

  does not imply a Vorlage of *  , but simply makes clear 
that  here means cousin, as it clearly did in 39.7-9. Another technique, 
primarily in Jeremiah , is to alter pronominal suf xes. In 10.24 1st sg. 
suf xes are altered to 1st pl., ‘in order to distinguish more clearly 
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between Jeremiah and those for whom he prays’ (McKane, Commentary, 
p. xxiii). Finally, Pietersma and Saunders suggest that the term 

 is introduced at the point (33.7) when the turn of events 
has revealed what these prophets really are (NETS, p. 877). See further 
McKane, Commentary, pp. xxi–xvii; Becking, ‘Jeremiah’s Book’; NETS, 
pp. 877–80. 
 
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
The unrevised Old Greek text of Jeremiah is reasonably well preserved 
in Codex Vaticanus and related manuscripts; and when combined with 
Codex Alexandrinus on the one hand, and Codex Venetus on the other, 
solid ground exists on which to construct a critical text. Naturally the 
best manuscripts err, so that internal (exegetical) considerations come 
into play, and Ziegler’s edition must remain provisional. The critic must 
judge how likely it is that the translator took care to be ‘exact’ at any 
given point. Since he sporadically added or omitted small elements such 
as  and , the Göttingen edition is inevitably too consistent at points, 
although the effect is minor. The crucial text-critical issues arise at an 
earlier stage in the history of the text. 
 
a. Major Discrepancies 
The discrepancies in length and internal order between the Greek and 
Hebrew versions of Jeremiah have troubled scholars since Jerome, who 
believed that Greek copyists abbreviated their exemplar. Today scholars 
believe that the carefulness and isomorphic character of the translation 
militates against any theory of wholesale abridgement. Strong support 
comes from Qumran, especially 4QJerb, which contains portions of 
Hebrew Jer. 9.22–10.21 that are very close to the LXX text form, in both 
length and internal order. There is now a broad consensus (although not 
universal: Fischer Jeremia, 1, p. xxx) that Jeremiah LXX translates an 
older, shorter Hebrew text than that represented in the MT. Less settled is 
the question whether the longer Hebrew version arose from piecemeal 
scribal additions and accidental rearrangement (Janzen, McKane), or 
from conscious editing by a recensor (Tov, Goldman, Stulman); it is the 
present writer’s opinion that the latter ts the evidence better, and that 
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the creator of the edition behind MT aimed at improving the clarity and 
structure of the discourse, and at shaping the message to be relevant for 
the Babylonian community (Stulman). Nonetheless, most of the distinc-
tive features of the longer version, such as its prolix titles and formulas, 
do no more than extend patterns already extant in the LXX Vorlage. 
Though much of the difference between the two Hebrew versions results 
from secondary expansions in MT, the LXX Vorlage is also marked by 
some secondary additions to the common base text, as well as signi cant 
omissions through haplography (Min, ‘Minuses’, pp. 148–50; Stipp, Das 
masoretische, p. 60; Lundbom, Jeremiah 1–20, pp. 885–87; Shead, Open 
Book, p. 249; Lundbom, Jeremiah 37–52, pp. 549–63). 
 
b. Creativity 
These text-critical issues raise the question whether a given feature of the 
text is the translator’s creation, or was already present in his exemplar. 
Some nd signi cant freedom in the translation (Goldman, McKane, 
Shead), while others nd that the translator was rarely creative with his 
source text (Janzen, Stipp, Migsch). One’s conclusion will be the result 
of a combination of factors, including literary judgements about the form 
and meaning of the texts. Certainly the overall care and accuracy of the 
translator counts against the view that he was responsible for the large-
scale and structural revisions that characterise the longer and shorter 
texts to different extents. Such secondary addition and revision of names, 
tightening of macro-structure, clarifying of ambiguities and assimilation 
to parallels as exist in the LXX should be put down to its Vorlage (Shead, 
Open Book, pp. 247–50). Yet some creativity is inevitable in every 
translation, and Jeremiah’s translational features, such as those emerging 
from the lexical, grammatical and stylistic constraints of the target 
language, display similar exegetical tendencies to those that mark 
unconstrained departures from its source text. That these departures 
originated in the translation and not its Vorlage is additionally borne out 
by an inductive examination of variants, both quantitative and qualita-
tive, judged case-by-case rather than according to an overarching theory. 
In short, although there is a body of variants whose origins remain 
obscure, for the large part a picture can be formed of a translator who 
made a palpable mark on an already revised base text.  
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c. Compensation for Damage in the Exemplar  
This unique textual situation has generated a category of exegetical 
rendition which is less clear-cut, being subject to the detection of 
corruption (often haplography) in the exemplar. However, departures 
from normal translation style in texts that also show signs of transmission 
error are a valuable corroboration of the latter. For example, in 21.7b 
differences of number may at rst glance suggest a variant LXX Vorlage: 
 

        
     

    < >   
 
Where the MT reads ‘He shall strike them with the edge of the sword; he 
shall not spare them or pity them or have compassion’, the translator has 
provided ‘They shall cut them into pieces with the edge of a sword; I will 
not be sparing toward them, and I will not have compassion on them’. As 
this is not the sort of secondary revision usually encountered in the 
underlying Hebrew editions of the book, the simplest explanation lies in 
the rst part of the verse, where LXX lacks the name ‘Nebuchadrezzar’ 
and so has no antecedent for the 3rd sg. verbs of v. 7b. While it is 
possible that the MT added Nebuchadrezzar secondarily and revised 
the rest of the verse, the missing phrase in v. 7a is a prime candidate 
for haplography in the LXX Vorlage:      . In 
short, the translator appears to have found new subjects for the verbs 
from earlier in the verse (‘their enemies’ and ‘the Lord’ respectively) 
(McKane, Commentary, p. xviii). 
 A second example is 39.19a, where material from the previous verse is 
repeated in the LXX, but rearranged to produce phraseology that is unique 
and dif cult:          . Of 
the possible explanations for this, few carry conviction. A late liturgical 
expansion would scarcely use the title  ; a doublet in the 
LXX Vorlage should generate a phrase similar to LXX v. 18b and not a 
free rendition; and a supposed literal rendition founders on the impossi-
bility of retroverting the phrase convincingly. In short, ‘the strange syn-
tax suggests neither a free rendering of a hard text nor a strict rendering 
of a good text, but a damaged Vorlage’ (Shead, Open Book, p. 160).4  
 
 4.  A tentative retroversion might run *    ( )  ; the 
textual history of such a reading is beyond us to reconstruct, but may have involved 
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 Finally, we may tentatively propose that where the translator has been 
forced to abandon lexical precision he ensures that the form of words he 
provides is quantitatively equivalent, achieving literalness in the number 
of words if nothing else.  
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
This is a rare feature, and Zlotowitz (Septuagint Translation) has shown 
how the translator is unperturbed by anthropomorphism or other meta-
phorical language applied to God; however, the same licence is 
not extended when there is a perceived threat to what we might call 
the doctrine of God. Thus  is rendered  in 39.17 and 

 in the parallel v. 27, unique readings for a word normally 
rendered ‘impossible’ (e.g., Gen. 8.14, ) or ‘wonderful’ (e.g., 
Jer. 21.2, ). Most probably the translator wanted to avoid the 
suggestion—even the negative suggestion—that something could be 
impossible for God (Shead, Open Book, pp. 126–28). Similarly, in the 
Hebrew text of 39.40 God promises that he will not turn back from 
following the people—the only verse where it is not the people following 
God. The LXX here has rendered the relative  by , thus making the 
covenant, not God, the object of the (transitive) turning back. In the next 
verse the LXX renders God’s promise to plant them ‘with all my heart 
and with all my soul’ (    ; the only time this covenantal 
phrase is applied to God) as        , leav-
ing the rst-person suf xes untranslated. Echoes of these renderings in 
the other ancient versions (Targum, Syriac, Vulgate) suggest that the 
translators were working within, or contributing to, a common exegetical 
tradition. A nal example is the repeating of the nal clause of 1.8 after 
1.17 in a theologically motivated double translation that softens the 
impact of the verse. 
 In conclusion it should be stressed that the distinction between 
historical and theological renditions is arti cial: a historically inaccurate 
text is a theological issue. Thus the translator converts the past tenses of 
15.6-7 to future to avoid the theological dif culty of a divine judgement 
announced as complete, which had not in fact yet occurred.  
 
a variant of v. 18b (Hebrew) created by accidental transposition and preserved in the 
margin of a MS, forming in turn the basis of a double translation in the LXX. 
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 The impression one gains from studying Jeremiah LXX is of a transla-
tor for whom faithfulness to the source text means working one sentence 
at a time; staying as close to the original as possible while respecting the 
limits of the target language; conveying its lexical and text-linguistic 
light and shade by a judicious selection of translation equivalents; facili-
tating a proper understanding of the original meaning when necessary; 
smoothing over garbled passages where possible; and when the original 
is beyond recovery, simply conserving it without venturing to guess at its 
meaning (unless by way of double translation). Though he sets a high 
store by quantitative equivalence, the translator does not practice his 
principles with total consistency, but only as each occasion of translation 
suggests a strategy to his mind. 
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
The book of Jeremiah as preserved in the MT is a text already reshaped to 
serve a Babylonian readership, and the LXX bears witness to an older 
form of this text while also being a commentary on it through its 
translation choices. While citations before the New Testament period are 
sparse, references to the life and times of the prophet are not. In the 
Hebrew canon (2 Chron. 35.25; 36.12; Dan. 9.2) we nd re ections on 
his prediction of a 70-year exile; in subsequent Greek writings he is 
prominent as a sufferer (Lam. 1.1 superscription; Sir. 49.6-7), intercessor 
(2 Macc. 15.12-16) and preserver of cultic worship (2 Macc. 2.1-8; 
Ep. Jer.). Later Jewish writing continued this interest, with works such 
as the Paraleipomena of Jeremiah and Vita of Jeremiah (second to third 
centuries C.E.) adding legend to tradition. In rabbinic literature Jeremiah, 
while still associated with Moses as intercessor, had assumed the mantle 
of the prophet of doom and destruction, resulting in his book being 
placed at the start of the Latter Prophets. 
 Two sources that draw wholly or in part on LXX Jeremiah are Philo 
and the New Testament. Philo devoted more attention to Jeremiah than 
to any other prophet, reading Jeremiah as an allegory in which spiritual 
principles were signi ed by the literal meaning of the text (Siedlecki, 
‘Jeremiah’, p. 565). The New Testament has few direct citations from 
Jeremiah: the index to the UBS Greek New Testament lists only Mt. 2.18 
(Jer. 38.15); 1 Cor. 1.31 (Jer. 9.24); 2 Cor. 10.17 (Jer. 9.24); Heb. 8.8-12 
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(Jer. 38.31-34); Heb. 10.16-17 (Jer. 38.33-34). However, in uences from 
the book of Jeremiah are strong in some of Paul’s letters, in Hebrews, 
and in Revelation 18, a vision of Babylon’s fall drawn extensively from 
Jeremiah 27–28. One of the most ‘Jeremianic’ of Paul’s letters is 2 Cor-
inthians, in which there are many echoes of the prophet’s experience in 
Paul’s descriptions of his ministry; but it is the new covenant that has 
had the most profound in uence on New Testament writers. 
 In 2 Corinthians 3, for example, Paul uses Jer. 38.31-34 LXX as a 
hermeneutical lens for his exegesis of Exodus 34. The stress on 
inclusiveness in Jer. 38.33-34 becomes, in Paul’s treatment, the vehicle 
for carrying the Sinai covenant into the age of the gentiles (Shead, ‘New 
Covenant’). The new covenant citations in Hebrews are the longest 
OT citations in the New Testament, and pivotal in the argument of the 
book. And in the synoptic gospels Jesus’ institution of the new covenant 
at the last supper draws on Jeremiah, most plainly in Luke’s reference to 
the ‘new’ covenant (Lk. 22.20, echoing Jer. 38.31) and Matthew’s 
reference to the forgiveness of many (Mt. 26.28, echoing Jer. 38.34, and 
balancing the citation of Jer. 38.15 in Mt. 1.18). 
 The apostolic fathers display little interest in Jeremiah, with only a 
handful of citations (e.g., Barn. 2.5-8). Of the early church fathers, 
Origen, Theodoret of Cyrrhus and the Cappadocian Basil wrote exten-
sively on the Greek text of Jeremiah. 
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Baruch 
 
 

Daniel Ryan 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. XV, Ieremias, Baruch, Threni, Epistula Ieremiae (Ziegler,  
  1976; 2nd ed.). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. II, pp. 748–55. 
  Swete, vol. III, pp. 351–59. 
 
(b) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Michael, 2007), pp. 925–27. 
  LXX.D (Kraus, 2009), pp. 1343–48. 
  Bd’A 25.2 (Assan-Dhôte and Moatti-Fine, 2008). 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
Baruch comprises four main parts: a narrative introduction (1.1-15a), 
a confessional prayer (1.15b–3.8), a wisdom poem (3.9–4.4), and a 
prophetic exhortation (4.5–5.9). The introduction (1.1-15a) sets the text 
in exilic-period Babylon and attributes authorship to Jeremiah’s scribe, 
Baruch (Jer. 36.27, 32). At the time of Jerusalem’s capture (Bar. 1.2), 
Baruch is writing to the Jerusalem community, on behalf of the exiles, 
with instructions to recite aloud ( ) his composition in the 
temple (1.14) and make offerings (1.10).1 

 
 1.  Some debate exists as to the identity of the book read aloud by Baruch (1.1, 
3) and sent to Jerusalem (1.14). If Baruch initially existed as an addition to Jeremiah, 
it is possible that the whole of Jeremiah is implied. Alternatively, ‘the book’ might  
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 General consensus regards Baruch as a pseudepigraphon from the 
second century B.C.E. to mid- rst century B.C.E. Perceived thematic 
incoherence and inconsistent linguistic styles have resulted in the 
common assertion of composite structure (e.g., Burke, Poetry, p. 6; 
Martin, ‘Syntax’, p. 361; Wright, Baruch, p. 46; Loader, Pseudepi-
grapha, pp. 81–82). A Hebrew Vorlage is widely agreed for 1.1–3.8 
(Moore, ‘Toward’, p. 316; Goldstein, ‘Apocryphal’, p. 187; Nickelsburg, 
‘Bible Rewritten’, p. 146) and often suggested for 3.9–5.9 (Pfeiffer, 
History, p. 422; Burke, Poetry; Loader, Pseudepigrapha, p. 82). Cited 
in support are Hebraisms, translation mistakes, and linguistic links with 
the Septuagint. 
 Some recent scholarship has critiqued this consensus over Baruch’s 
Hebrew Vorlage and composite structure. Dif culty with evaluating 
Hebraisms and Septuagintal parallels has led a minority to advocate 
Baruch as a Greek composition (Watson, Paul, pp. 457–58 nn. 72–75; 
Davila, ‘(How)’, pp. 51–60). At the same time, Baruch’s literary unity 
and purposive, thematic coherence has been increasingly emphasised 
(Nickelsburg, ‘Bible Rewritten’; Steck, Apokryphe; Mukenge, L’unité). 
In particular, the Deuteronomistic schema (Deut. 30.1-10) may be 
regarded as Baruch’s governing ideology: Israel rebels (Bar. 1.20-22), 
returns to Torah (4.1-4) and is restored (5.9). In this light, Baruch could 
be read as a uni ed Greek production, similar to late Hellenistic Jewish 
works with regard to exilic setting (4 Ezra, Daniel, Tobit), Deuterono-
mistic ideology (2 Maccabees, Testament of Naphtali, Testament of 
Levi), and in the style of ‘rewritten Bible’ (Sirach, Judith). 
  
 
II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
Baruch’s possibly independent sections and multiple authors make 
dating dif cult. However, a terminus ante quem of ca. 165 B.C.E. is 
frequently asserted on the basis of close parallels with Daniel 9, Psalms 
of Solomon 11, Sirach 24, and LXX Jeremiah (Dancy, Shorter, p. 171; 
 

 
refer to the rest of Baruch (1.15a–5.9) (Steck, Apokryphe) or just the confessional 
section (1.15a–3.8) (Corley, ‘Emotional’). Much depends on the literary unity of 
Baruch and the possibility of multiple authors. 
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Burke, Poetry, pp. 28–29; Marttila, ‘Deuteronomistic’, p. 322). The 
signi cance of these parallels depends on whether Baruch is primary or 
secondary. Baruch 1.15–2.19 retains the sequential order of Daniel 9, 
with expansions suggesting Baruch as derivative.2 On the other hand, it is 
possible that an independent source prayer is behind both versions 
(Moore, ‘Toward’, pp. 316–17; Nickelsburg, ‘Bible Rewritten’, p. 143; 
Loader, Pseudepigrapha, p. 81). More signi cant are the close linguistic 
parallels between Dan. Th. 9.7-8, 15 and Bar. 1.15-16 and 2.11. For 
Watson, agreement here establishes a terminus ante quem of the rst-
century B.C.E. (Watson, Paul, pp. 457–58 nn. 74–75).  
 Linguistic links with LXX Jeremiah 29–52 have led some to identify 
the translator or redactor of Bar. 1.1–3.8 with that of LXX Jeremiah 
29–52 (Tov, Septuagint Translation; Salvesen, ‘Baruch’, p. 113; Loader, 
Pseudepigrapha, p. 236; but cf. Goldstein, ‘Apocryphal’, p. 188 n. 34).3 
If so, use of the Greek prophets in Sirach puts a terminus ante quem of 
116 B.C.E. for Bar. 1.1–3.8. 
 Linguistic and motif parallels are evident between Bar. 4.36–5.9 and 
Psalms of Solomon 11. The closest links, retaining sequential ordering, 
are between Bar. 5.5-8 and Pss. Sol. 11.2-5. Although Steck argues for 
the psalm’s dependence (Apokryphe, pp. 240–42), a majority views the 
Baruch material as derivative. They cite the gradual introduction of 
Psalms of Solomon 11 material in Bar. 4.36–5.9 and lack of connection 
with the section in Bar. 5.5-9 (Watson, Paul, pp. 468–69 n. 87; Wright 
‘Psalms’, p. 648). Any diffusion, however, in the Bar. 4.36–5.9 poem 

 
 2.  See Moore, ‘Toward’, pp. 312–17: e.g., Bar. 1.15-16 and Dan. 9.7-8; Bar. 
1.21 and Dan. 9.10; Bar. 1.19 and Dan. 9.11; Bar. 2.1-2 and Dan. 9.12-13; Bar. 2.11-
12 and Dan. 9.15; Bar. 2.14 and Dan. 9.17. Although Watson suggests Baruch 
reverses Dan. 9.7-8 (Bar. 1.15-16) and Dan. 9.5-6 (Bar. 1.17-18, 21), it is not 
suf ciently clear that Dan. 9.5-6 is the source of Bar. 1.17-18, 21 (   in 
Bar. 1.17 is absent from Dan. 9.5; while … … …  

 in Dan. 9.6 are absent from Bar. 1.18): parallels here are loose and general. 
 3.  Thackeray identi es the translator of Bar. 1.1–3.8 with the translator of LXX 
Jeremiah chs. 29–52 (Thackeray, ‘Greek Translators’, p. 265). Tov adapts 
Thackeray’s view, arguing that a translation of Bar. 1.1–3.8 was redacted by the 
editor of LXX Jeremiah chs. 29–52 (Tov, Septuagint Translation, p. 6). Davila has 
questioned this thesis, since it assumes that a wholesale redaction of LXX Jeremiah 
never existed (Davila, ‘(How)’, p. 54). 
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(especially Bar. 5.5-9) is not obvious, and it remains possible that Psalms 
of Solomon 11 is an abridgement or shares a source with Baruch 
(Pfeiffer, History, p. 422).4  
 A terminus ad quem of the First Jewish Revolt (70 C.E.) is likely. The 
temple cult is active (Bar. 1.8, 10, 14), and the poem of restoration (4.5–
5.9) and prayer for foreign rulers (1.11) are dif cult to correlate with 
post-70 C.E. concerns (Corley, ‘Emotional’, p. 231; Watson, Paul, 
p. 458). 
 Place of composition is uncertain (Tov, Septuagint Translation, 
p. 160; Salvesen, ‘Baruch’, p. 113). The exilic setting might imply a 
Diasporan origin, but concern with Jerusalem’s restoration (Bar. 4.30–
5.9), temple cult (1.8, 10), ancestral land (2.34), and the people of Judah 
and Israel (1.15; 3.1, 9) make a Palestinian provenance likely (Martilla, 
‘Deuteronomistic’, p. 323). 
  
 
III. Language 
 
The thematic and stylistic inconsistencies of the book (see above § I) are 
also re ected in the language. Throughout, the book is written in 
standard Koine but displays a degree of interference from the source 
language. Thackeray (Grammar, p. 13) classed the rst half of the book, 
1.1–3.8, as a literal rendering akin to those books that are similar to the 
style of Theodotion. The second half, 3.9 onwards, he described as 
literary and Atticistic, and this is borne out by the evidence.  
 
a. 1.1-15a 
Some features of the prose introduction re ect Semitic idiom and syntax. 
There is parataxis with  and verb-subject-object word order (e.g., 1.3, 

    ‘Baruch read out the words’). Additionally, 
the use of   with in nitive (1.8), reintroduction of Baruch as a 
substantive through oblique , and the articular in nitive with 
preposition (   , 1.9) may be Hebraisms. Linguistic 
parallels with LXX Jeremiah exist, especially LXX Jeremiah 29–52. 

 
 4.  Moore cites the tense shift in Bar. 5.5-9, absent from Psalms of Solomon 11, 
as evidence for the psalm’s originality. Goldstein points to the same shift to make 
the opposite point. Neither can be asserted with certainty. 
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Baruch 1.9 reproduces Jer. 24.1, adding   ‘the leaders’ and 
    ‘the people of the land’, which are closer in style to LXX 

Jeremiah 29–52 (e.g., 40.9; 44.2).  
 
b. 1.15b–3.8 
There are considerable Hebraic stylistic and syntactical features, 
including parataxis with , use of  (2.2) over  for 
distributive determiner (Hebrew ),  for ,  for ,  

 ‘sons of Israel’ as a general identi er, and postpositive pronouns. 
In this section and the introduction,  is used for the divine name 
(although   ‘Lord almighty’ in Bar. 3.1, 4). In addition 
to Daniel 9 and Deuteronomy 28–32, many linguistic links exist with 
LXX Jeremiah 29–52. For example, the apostasy of Bar. 1.22 is said to be 
the result of Judah following its own  ‘intention’ as in Jer. 38.33 
(cf. , Jer. 25.6), Moses is described as  ‘servant’ in Bar. 
1.20 as in Jer. 44.18; 51.22 (cf. , Jer. 11.5), and the tripartite 
punishment in Bar. 2.25 contains   ‘in torment’ as in Jer. 
34.36 (cf.  , Jer. 14.12). 
 
c. 3.9–4.5 
Although not qualifying as Greek prosody, the remainder of Baruch is 
frequently de ned as poetry on grounds of parallelism, stanza division 
with an imperative-vocative formation, repetition of phraseology, and 
relatively consistent unit length (Goldstein, ‘Apocryphal’, p. 188; Burke, 
Poetry, p. 5; Loader, Pseudepigrapha, p. 82). There is a stylistic shift 
from Bar. 1.1–3.8, with postpositive particle  replacing , and  
replacing . On the many neologisms, see § IV. As the thematic 
focus turns to wisdom and Torah obedience, scriptural parallels move to 
Sirach 24, Job 28.12-28 and Proverbs 1–9.  
 
d. 4.6–5.9 
A stylistic shift from Bar. 1.1–3.8 is evident as postpositive particles  
and  replace  and . Hebraic idiom is apparent in the postposition 
of enclitic pronouns. The divine epithet  ‘eternal’ (cf.  in 3.9–
4.4 and  in 1.1–3.8) is unique to this section. Although two 
linguistic links with LXX Jeremiah are present (Bar. 4.23 and 4.34), 
Isaiah 40–66, LXX Psalm 87, and Psalms of Solomon 11 are dominant. 
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IV. Translation and Composition 
 
Since Kneucker’s and Tov’s Hebrew reconstructions of Bar. 1.1–3.8, 
consensus has posited a Hebrew Vorlage for 1.1–3.8 (Goldstein, 
‘Apocryphal’; Martin, ‘Syntax’; Salvesen, ‘Baruch’, p. 112). Less cer-
tainty exists over the linguistic history of Bar. 3.9–5.9, although a 
Hebrew Vorlage has been advocated since Burke’s retroversion (Poetry; 
see Goldstein, ‘Apocryphal’; Werline, Penitential, p. 88; Marttila, 
‘Deuteronomistic’, p. 321; but contrast Nickelsburg, ‘Bible Rewritten’, 
p. 146; Salvesen, ‘Baruch’, p. 112). Beside Hebraisms and Septuagintal 
links (see above § II.c), a Hebrew original is suggested by possible 
translation errors. These include the unknown ‘river Sud’ (1.4), which 
could be a misreading of letters: the ‘river Sur’ (  instead of ) is named 
in 4QpJer in relation to the exile. A misreading of a homonym is possible 
in 1.9, where  might have been rendered ‘prisoners’ instead of 
‘metal workers’ (as in LXX Jer. 24.1; 36.2). Similarly, mistaken identi-

cation of the root may explain the confusing ‘prayer of the dead’ 
( ) in 3.4, where  should have been ‘people’. In 2.23,  

 ‘outside Jerusalem’ may be an erroneous rendering of 
‘streets of Jerusalem’ ( ; cf.  in the parallel at Jer. 7.34).  
 Identi cation of a Hebrew Vorlage mostly derives from Hebraisms 
and ‘translation Greek’ noted by early scholarship (Kneucker, Buch; 
Tov, Septuagint Translation; Burke, Poetry). Advocacy of a Greek 
original is part of a wider, recent methodological concern with Semiti-
cisms. Although the scholarship in this area cannot be repeated fully, it 
has critiqued our ability to identify translation techniques and to 
distinguish Hebraisms from Semitic-style Greek (Aitken, ‘Language’; 
Davila, ‘(How)’; Gathercole, Composition). In short, with regard to 
Baruch, Hebraic idioms and Septuagintal parallels do not necessarily 
establish a Hebrew original, but could be a Greek writer’s style and use 
of Septuagint source texts. 
 The frequency and density of Baruch’s biblical references complicates 
the issue. For Kneucker, Tov, and Burke, they enable Hebrew retro-
version by delineating a source corpus. Yet, for more recent scholars, 
this has meant that Hebraisms and translation errors can be explained as 
mistakes in Septuagint sources and as the author’s Semitic style. Davila 
and Watson have argued for a Greek composition: ‘the apparent Semitic 
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interference is an illusion arising from the fact that the author borrowed 
heavily from the content and style of the Greek bible’ (Davila, ‘(How)’, 
p. 54; also Watson, Paul, pp. 456–48). 
 Positive evidence for a Greek original might be taken from neolog- 
isms (see Burke, Poetry, for a comprehensive list). These include, for 
example,  ‘longevity’ in 3.14 (cf.  , Prov. 3.2; 

, Sir. 1.12, 20;  , Job 12.12),    
 ‘the seekers of understanding’, 3.23 (cf.  , Dan. 

Theod. 8.15; , LXX Ps. 77.34;  , Prov. 1.28), and  
  …  ‘the famous giants…died’ in 3.26-28 

(cf. … , Gen. 6.4; … , Wis. 14.6). 
Further evidence may be apparent in verses with no obvious Hebrew 
equivalent. These include, for example,     ‘anger from 
God’ in 4.9 (Burke, Poetry, p. 161 suggests the Hebrew would be 
genitival—of God—and not prepositional) and  ‘multiply 
by ten’ (4.28), which has no obvious Hebrew parallel. Moreover, 
although the maternal Jerusalem motif (Bar. 4.36–5.9) is found in Isa. 
49.18 and 60.4, Baruch’s amendment of   ‘lift up around (your 
eyes)’ (Isa. 49.18; 60.4) to  ‘look about’ (Bar. 4.36) may 
evince original Greek composition. Baruch here mixes Isaiah’s motif 
with LXX Pentateuchal phraseology (i.e., …  in Deut. 
3.27; Gen. 13.14). 
  
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
There are no surviving Hebrew witnesses to the book of Baruch, and no 
fragments have been found at Qumran. The Greek text of Baruch is 
attested in four uncials (Alexandrinus, Vaticanus, Marchalianus, and 
Venetus; Baruch is absent from Sinaiticus and Ephraemi Rescriptus) and 
thirty-four minuscules (cf. Göttingen; Tov, Septuagint Translation, p. 11; 
Burke, Poetry, p. 9). There are two Syriac witnesses; one of which, a 
translation of the fth column of Origen’s Hexapla, has marginal notes at 
Bar. 1.17 and 2.3 identifying words ‘not in the Hebrew’ (Thackeray, 
‘Greek Translators’, p. 261). Although possibly referring to a Hebrew 
Vorlage, they more likely identify words absent from Baruch’s scriptural 
sources (Salvesen, ‘Baruch’, p. 112; Burke, Poetry, p. 12). Baruch is also 
attested in Old Latin (Vulgate, Cavensis, Vallicellianus, Legionensis), 
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Coptic, Ethiopic, Arabic, and Armenian. It is possible that the nal text 
initially existed as an addition to LXX Jeremiah: most LXX MSS have 
Baruch following Jeremiah and preceding Lamentations, and patristic 
authors cite Baruch as Jeremaic (Bogaert, ‘Personnage’). For example, 
Irenaeus (Adv. Her. 5.5) cites Bar. 4.36–5.9, while Clement of Alex-
andria (Paed. 1.10.91-92) cites Bar. 4.2 and 3.9. The Vulgate has the 
Epistle of Jeremiah as ch. 6 of Baruch. 
 There are few signi cant variants. With regard to dating, the variants 
for the unspeci ed month in 1.2 are noteworthy. Since Old Latin details 
the month as the fth, it is possible that a haplographic error has 
occurred with the preceding     ‘in the fth year’.  
 Variants for Bar. 4.27 help clarify the object of   . The 
earliest Syriac witness (‘Sy’ in Ziegler’s critical edition) would suggest 

, while Burke suggests a haplographic error (cf. 4.29) omitting 
‘  ’ (cf. dative pronoun in some LXX minuscules) (Burke, Poetry, 
p. 219). In either instance, the meaning is not affected. 
 Kneucker drops Bar. 3.38 as a Christian interpolation, but there is no 
text-critical evidence for this (Kneucker, Buch, p. 131). Indeed, the 
incarnate wisdom motif occurs in Wis. 9.10 and Sir. 24.10-12. 
  
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
Exegetical interest in Baruch is generally concerned with the book’s 
compositional integrity, scriptural allusions, and ideology of sin and 
obedience. Where early scholarship emphasises composite structure and 
thematic disunity, Baruch is often considered an anthology of differing 
perspectives. More recently, con dence in the book’s purposive unity 
has grown, with particular emphasis on Baruch’s unifying Deuterono-
mistic schema. 
 Much early scholarship, de ning Baruch as a composite work, is 
concerned with the thematic disunity of Baruch’s sections. Pfeiffer 
identi es a general theme of ‘sin, punishment, and forgiveness’ with an 
‘incongruous’ wisdom poem; Burke notes ‘a series of exilic vignettes’ 
and ‘several perspectives’ assembled by a redactor; and Dancy detects 
inconsistency in Baruch’s depiction of foreign rulers and the wisdom 
poem (Pfeiffer, History, p. 423; Burke, Poetry, p. 6; Dancy, Shorter, 
pp. 169–73). Early exegetical focus is on Baruch’s use of biblical texts 
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and its derivative nature. Thus, Moore and Wambacq have explic- 
ated single passages in their literary context. Moore analyses Bar. 
1.15–2.19 and 4.36–5.9 as possible adaptations of synagogue liturgies, 
while Wambacq comments on replication of Dan. 9.5-19 in the 
self-contained Bar. 1.15–2.9 prayer (Moore, ‘Toward’, pp. 312–20; 
Wambacq, ‘Prières’).  
 With increasing appreciation of Baruch’s intentional thematic and 
structural unity, some scholars have offered contextualised interpreta-
tions. Goldstein’s identi cation of anti-Hasmonean propagandistic c- 
tion has been particularly in uential (Goldstein, ‘Apocryphal’, p. 189; 
Nickelsburg, ‘Bible Rewritten’, p. 145; Werline, Penitential, pp. 87–88). 
Nebuchadnezzar is interpreted pseudonymously as Antiochus IV, 
Belshazzar as Antiochus V, and priest Joakim as Alcimus (1 Macc. 7.5). 
The  (Bar. 2.9) are paralleled with the persecution of Antiochus IV 
(1 Macc. 1.20-64), and prayers for Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar (Bar. 
1.11) as the ideological refrain of Alcimus’s pro-Seleucid faction 
(1 Macc. 7.12-15). By Goldstein’s exegesis, Baruch advocates submis-
sion to Antiochus V (Bar. 1.11-12; 4.25), and preaches that victory will 
not arrive through the Maccabaean rebellion but via remission of sins 
through punishment (Bar. 4.5–5.9) and Torah obedience (Bar. 3.9–4.4). 
Nickelsburg, although admitting that a later date is possible, suggests a 
ca. 164/3 B.C.E. context. Like Goldstein, he identi es pro-Antiochus V 
ideology, but also notes concern with the return of Jewish slaves 
(2 Macc. 5.14, 24; 1 Macc. 1.32). In Werline’s study of Second Temple 
penitential prayer, Bar. 1.1–3.8 is interpreted within an anti-Hasmonean 
propagandistic schema. Steck, similarly, posits a 163–162 B.C.E. context, 
but identi es authorship with the Hasideans. Alternatively, Corley 
(‘Emotional’, pp. 228–32) has argued for Pompey’s conquest (63 C.E.) as 
the historical backdrop (King Jeconiah as Aristobulus II; the Babylon 
community as the Jews exiled to Rome). 
 Anti-Hasmonean interpretations encounter problems in their over-
reliance on Bar. 1.1-15a. The introduction, quite apart from being 
subversive, is more likely a generalised, schematic scene, setting an 
exilic backdrop appropriate to the themes of sin and restoration (cf. 
Floyd, ‘Penitential’, p. 54). At any rate, Baruch’s historical allusions are 
infrequent, and historical data for the period of Judas Maccabeus is 
fragmentary. It is dif cult to be certain as to the identity of Hasmonean 
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opponents, since they receive only brief treatment in our sources (e.g., 
the ‘godless’ in 1 Macc. 7.5; the ‘scribes’ in 1 Macc. 7.12; the complex 
relation with Alcimus in 1 Macc. 7.16). 
 Recent scholarship has increasingly emphasised Baruch’s purposive 
unity of theme and structure. Although still regarded by some as an 
editor’s collection of independent units (e.g., Burkes, ‘Wisdom’, p. 269; 
Salvesen, ‘Baruch’, pp. 112–13), others have followed Steck (Apok-
ryphe) and Mukenge (L’unité) in determining ideological and literary 
integrity (e.g., Marttila, ‘Deuteronomistic’; Hogan, ‘Elusive’; Corley, 
‘Emotional’). Principally, a Deuteronomistic ideology of sin and a 
concern with Israel’s transformation have been identi ed as Baruch’s 
unifying themes. In this way, recent thematic treatments of the peni-
tentiary prayer in 1.15b–3.8 (e.g., Floyd, ‘Penitential’; Marttila, 
‘Deuteronomistic’), the 3.9–4.4 wisdom poem (e.g., Hogan, ‘Elusive’), 
and the prophetic exhortation (e.g., Calduch-Benages, ‘Jerusalem’) have 
contextualised readings with Baruch’s unifying Deuteronomistic 
ideology and depiction of Israel’s transformation from exile to restora-
tion. Some scholars have also examined the rhetorical pattern of the 
whole text. Corley proposes a uni ed emotional pattern for Baruch: 
Israel moves from weeping to joyous restoration (cf. 4.23), Israel’s 
enemies move from victory to defeat (4.32-33), and God progresses from 
anger (1.13) to mercy (3.2) and compassion (2.27) (Corley, ‘Emotional’, 
pp. 225–52). The movement from weeping to restoration is the literary 
expression of Baruch’s Deuteronomistic framework. Watson has 
commented on Baruch’s exposition of the sin–exile and obedience–
return ideology in Deut. 30.1-10. The Deuteronomistic formula is 
operational throughout: in 1.1–3.8 the Daniel 9 prayer is rehabilitated 
in Deuteronomistic terms; in 3.9–4.4 wisdom is identi ed with Torah 
and proposed as the path to life; and in 4.5–5.9 the Deuteronomistic 
promise of restoration is restated. Indeed, Baruch’s exilic setting is itself 
a hermeneutic device, demonstrating the historical manifestation of sin–
exile–return ideology. At the same time, Baruch’s biblical parallels 
assume tripartite Torah division: Deuteronomy and Leviticus in 1.15b–
3.8, Proverbs in 3.9–4.4, and Isaiah in 4.5–5.9. In terms of literary 
context, Baruch’s exhortation of Torah obedience and reworking of 
Deut. 30.1-10 nd numerous parallels (e.g., T. Levi 13.1–16.5; T. Jud. 
13.1 and 26.1; T. Dan 5.1-13; 2 Macc. 6.12-17; Jdt. 5.5-21). 
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VI. Reception History 
 
The gure of Baruch is associated with the Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch 
(2 Baruch), the Greek Apocalypse of Baruch (3 Baruch), and the 
Paraleipomena Jeremiou (4 Baruch). Baruch is not mentioned in the 
New Testament or Apostolic Fathers, even with regard to the incarnate 
wisdom motif in 3.38 (cf. Jn 1.14; Rom. 8.3; Heb. 2.14), although 
Baruch does appear in canon lists from the fourth century (Athanasius, 
Ep. Fest. 39; Cyril of Jerusalem, Cat. 4.35; Epiphanius, Pan. 8.6.1-4). 
Early Jewish and Christian writings assign Baruch uncertain prophetic 
status. The Masoretes saw Baruch as Jeremiah’s scribe (e.g., Jer. 36.27, 
32) and the Byzantine Vitae Prophetarum excludes Baruch. Yet the 
earliest quotation from Baruch (Athenagorus, Leg. 9) names Baruch as 
a prophet, and some authority is suggested where Optatus of Milevis 
appeals to Baruch in a church controversy (Against the Donatists 7.1). 
With regard to biblical theology, Baruch has received some attention as 
to the ethical system offered by its exegesis of sin, exile, and repentance 
(Harrington, Invitation, p. 93; see also Harlow, Greek, p. 168; Wright, 
Baruch, pp. 113–21). 
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Lamentations 
 
 

Kevin J. Youngblood 
 
 

 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. XV, Ieremias, Baruch, Threni, Epistula Ieremiae (Ziegler,  
  1976; 2nd ed.). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. II, pp. 756–65. 
  Swete, vol. III, pp. 360–78.1 
 
(b) Other Greek Editions 
  ‘A Translation of LXX Lamentations’ (Youngblood, 2011).2 
  ‘La version grecque des Lamentations de Jérémie’ (Assan-Dhôte, 1996). 
  Vetus Testamentum Græcum, vol. IV (Holmes and Parsons, 1927). 
 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (Gentry, 2007), pp. 932–41. 
  LXX.D (Hirsch-Luipold and Maier, 2009), pp. 1349–57. 
  Bd’A 25.2 (Assan-Dhôte and Moatti-Fine, 2008). 
 
(d) Additional Comments 

Some minor alterations to Ziegler’s reconstructed text have been suggested. 
Following Rahlfs, Ziegler had omitted the alphabetic labels marking the rst 

 
 1. Based on Vaticanus, with variants from Alexandrinus, Sinaiticus (only Lam. 
1.1–2.20 extant), and Marchalianus presented in an apparatus. 
 2. The most recent edition of the OG version of Lamentations is a parallel 
version of the Greek text with a new English translation. This includes all recent 
modi cations to Ziegler’s text and re ects the current state of research on the text of 
LXX Lamentations, but it lacks an apparatus and textual notes. In that same volume, 
however, Youngblood gives a brief overview of the nature of the Old Greek version 
of Lamentations that explains the recent modi cations to Ziegler’s reconstruction 
and their rationale. 
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four acrostic poems in Lamentations, since in the Greek manuscript tradition 
the strophe labels p h and ayin were in their alphabetic order in the second, 
third, and fourth poems but without the corresponding strophes. Rahlfs and 
Ziegler thus concluded that these strophe labels were a later insertion by a 
scribe who knew the Hebrew alphabet, but had no access to the Hebrew text to 
understand the labels’ relationship to the strophes. Pietersma, however, has 
pointed out that this fails to account for the correct placement of the strophe 
labels everywhere else in Greek Lamentations. The better explanation, there-
fore, is to recognise the mismatched strophe labels as an inner-Greek 
corruption of the original translation. A later scribe, familiar with the Hebrew 
alphabet but not familiar with the Hebrew text, would have noticed the 
discrepancy between the order of the alphabet in ch. 1 and the order in 
chs. 2–4. It is quite natural to assume that he would have corrected chs. 2–4 to 
match both ch. 1 and the standard order of the alphabet familiar to him. 
 The recognition that these strophe labels constitute part of the original 
translation has led to some other minor modi cations to Ziegler’s edition that 
will be discussed in detail below. Some recent editions/translations of LXX 
Lamentations re ect some or all of these modi cations. Assan-Dhôte, for 
example, includes in parallel columns the Greek text with the alphabetic 
strophe labels (‘La version’). Similarly, Gentry’s English translation includes 
the strophe labels as well as a few other modi cations to Ziegler’s text (NETS). 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
Scholars have long recognised that the translator responsible for LXX 
Lamentations adhered very closely to the Hebrew text. Thackeray, for 
example, described the translation as a ‘literal or unintelligent version 
(a style akin to that of ´ in many books)’ (Grammar, p. 13). Though 
Thackeray’s observations were a provisional generalisation based more 
on intuition than on a translation-technical analysis of various linguistic 
features (Aejmelaeus, ‘What Can We Know’, p. 65), his comparison of 
LXX Lamentations’ style with Theodotion ( ´) was insightful and antici-
pated later developments in the study of the nature and text of LXX 
Lamentations. 
 Perhaps the best characterisation of the translator’s general method 
is that of quantitative formal equivalence. The translator attempted, as 
far as possible, to represent every element of the Hebrew text with a 
corresponding element in Greek; in other words, to render noun for noun, 
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verb for verb, and particle for particle. The result was often awkward but 
almost never incomprehensible—an interlinear-style translation to 
acquaint Hellenistic Jews with the traditional Hebrew text. 
 Signi cantly, the translation technique of LXX Lamentations bears a 
remarkable resemblance to that of the Greek Minor Prophets Scroll from 
Na al ever (8 evXIIgr), composed sometime in the rst century B.C.E. 
Barthélemy concluded that 8 evXIIgr was part of a group of recensions 
and translations of the LXX that were moving toward closer alignment 
with an emerging standard Hebrew text. He labelled them ‘the -
Theodotion group’ based on their tendency to render the Hebrew particle 

 or  (gam, ‘also, indeed’) with the equivalent kaige and their simi-
larity to the translation technique of revisions attributed to Theodotion 
( ´) (Barthélemy, Les devanciers).  
 Assan-Dhôte (Bd’A 25.2) and Youngblood (‘Translation Technique’) 
have each independently con rmed that LXX Lamentations belongs to the 
kaige-Theodotion group. A danger exists, however, of overestimating the 
degree of homogeneity of the members of this group and thus skewing 
perception of the character of LXX Lamentations as an independent 
translation unit. Youngblood has pointed out that while LXX Lamenta-
tions does indeed share many of the characteristics of the kaige-Theo-
dotion group, the translation also bears its own unique traits, some of 
which run counter to kaige-Theodotion tendencies. 
 For example, in places the translator departs from the formal 
equivalency translation technique so typical of members of this group, 
especially those places where the translator inserts material not found in 
the traditional Hebrew text. The best example of this phenomenon is the 
brief narrative introduction that attributes Lamentations to the prophet 
Jeremiah and situates its composition shortly after the destruction of 
Jerusalem in 586 B.C.E. The absence of any extant Hebrew Vorlage for 
this introduction and its similarity to other introductions to laments found 
elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible suggest that this is the translator’s com-
position inspired by 2 Chron. 35.25 and modelled after 2 Sam. 1.17 and 
Ruth 1.1 (Swete, Introduction, p. 259; Bd’A 25.2, p. 133; Youngblood, 
‘Translation Technique’, p. 17). 
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II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
Two dates have been suggested for the translation of LXX Lamentations. 
Barthélemy argued that the translation occurred in the rst half of the 

rst century B.C.E. since this was the time of the translators/revisers of 
the kaige-Theodotion group (BGS, p. 111). His conclusion was based on 
his dating of 8 evXIIgr and on his thesis that these translations/revisions 
represented an early stage in a process that eventually culminated in the 
hyper-literalism of the reviser Aquila ( ´). Tov’s subsequent work on 
8 evXIIgr, however, indicates that the scroll more likely dates some-
where between 50 B.C.E. and 50 C.E. (DJD 8, pp. 22–26). Consequently, 
LXX Lamentations falls within that same period. 
 Assan-Dhôte, followed by Alexander (‘Cultural History’), argues for 
an even later date based on her interpretation of Lam. 2.8a. A com-
parison of the text in the MT and LXX will clarify her argument. 
 

MT 2.8a      
 

The LORD intended to destroy the wall of Daughter Zion (author’s 
translation) 

 
LXX 2.8a         

 
And the Lord returned to destroy (or ‘again destroyed’) the wall of 
Daughter Zion (author’s translation) 

 
The translator mistook the Hebrew  (‘to think, plan’) for the similar 

 (‘to return, reverse, or repeat’). Assan-Dhôte understands this 
translation as an interpretation of the Hebrew in light of the destruction 
of the Second Temple in 70 C.E., arguing that the Greek word  
in this context means ‘to repeat, to do something again’ (Bd’A 25.2, 
p. 169). If this was intended, then the translation must have been 
produced within the last three decades of the rst century. 
 Assan-Dhôte’s theory, however, strains the evidence. While  
can mean ‘to repeat’ or ‘to do again’ this is not its most common mean-
ing, nor for that matter, is this the most natural understanding of what the 
translator read in Hebrew (h šîb) (GELS, p. 222). Her exegesis reads too 
much into the translator’s (mis)interpretation and relies too heavily on 
the notion that rabbinic exegetical methods underlie the translator’s 
technique. In this she is following Barthélemy, whose work, however, is 
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highly conjectural and has since been called into question (see Munnich, 
‘La Septante’; ‘Indices’). 
 The translation technique is clearly moving in the direction of greater 
quantitative alignment with the standard Hebrew text (in the manner of 
Aquila). At the same time it bears some close af nities with the Greek 
Psalter which according to most estimates appeared in the mid-second 
century B.C.E. and initiated many of the translation trends later stand-
ardised by the -Theodotion group and systematised by Aquila 
(Munnich, ‘Indices’; cf. Williams, ‘Towards a Date’, p. 249). LXX 
Lamentations can be placed along this continuum of translation tech-
nique beginning with the Greek Psalter and ending with the extreme 
formal equivalency of Aquila (ca. 130 C.E.). It is characterised by greater 
consistency in the use of stereotyped lexical equivalence like Aquila, but 
falls short of Aquila’s systematic rigidity often preferring equivalents 
and syntactic structures evident in the Greek Psalter (Youngblood, 
‘Translation Technique’, pp. 342–48). In comparison to 8 evXIIgr, LXX 
Lamentations generally demonstrates greater exibility in translation. 
For example, 8 evXIIgr renders the Hebrew verb form weq al with the 
Greek future with rigid consistency, while LXX Lamentations alternates 
between  + aorist and the Greek future (Youngblood, ‘Translation 
Technique’, p. 342). This indicates that LXX Lamentations likely pre-
dates 8 evXIIgr though not by much. Clearly, the issues are complex 
and precision in dating this translation is impossible. Nonetheless, the 
evidence indicates that LXX Lamentations ts comfortably between 50 
B.C.E. and 50 C.E. 
 One can only guess at the provenance of LXX Lamentations on the 
basis of internal clues. Barthélemy’s belief that principles of rabbinic 
exegesis motivated the translations in this tradition implied a Judean 
setting, which Assan-Dhôte supported with her belief that the translation 
was occasioned by the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 C.E. (Bd’A 
25.2, pp. 159–64). Most scholars, however, have since rejected Barthé-
lemy’s close association of the translation technique of the kaige-
Theodotion tradition with rabbinic exegesis and, as indicated above, the 
evidence that LXX Lamentations refers to the Roman razing of Jerusalem 
is ambiguous at best. 
 The translator’s rendering of 3.32 reveals a possible clue to the 
provenance. The MT and LXX are compared below for analysis.  
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MT 3.32      
 

Though he has af icted, he will take pity according to the magnanimity 
of his loyal love. 

 
LXX 3.32           

 
Because the one who has humbled will take pity according to the riches 
of his mercy 

 
The translator faithfully rendered qatal verb forms in his parent text with 
aorists. It is therefore remarkable that in this case the verb  (‘he 
af icted’) is rendered with an articular participle. Furthermore, the 
particle  has no correspondent in the Greek text, an unusual omission 
for such an atomistic translator. These oddities can be easily explained as 
the result of a metathesis and mistake in word division in the translator’s 
parent text. The translator read   (‘because he who af icted’) 
instead of    (‘though he has af icted’). This divergence points 
to a kind of spelling practice found in the Qumran scrolls and other 
fragments of the Judean desert. If this spelling practice represents a 
broader phenomenon in the language of Palestine at the turn of the era 
(Kutscher, Language, pp. 8–10), then it may favour a Palestinian 
provenance but certainty is impossible. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
When analyzing peculiarities of the syntax of the LXX, divergence from 
normal Greek style may re ect the bilingualism of the translator rather 
than the existence of a distinct dialect of Greek. In this regard, Silva 
(Silva, ‘Bilingualism’, p. 216) helpfully points out the need to maintain 
de Saussure’s distinction between langue (the linguistic system abstracted 
from actual utterances) and parole (actual utterances, especially stylistic 
variation). In terms of langue, the language of LXX Lamentation ts 
squarely within the syntactical structure of Hellenistic Greek. In terms of 
parole, LXX Lamentations betrays idiosyncratic stylistic variation 
because it is a translation, and its translator was bilingual. Furthermore, 
in this particular instance, the translator abides by a translation phil-
osophy that privileges the source text over the target language to such a 
degree that the result is, by and large, a calque of the Hebrew rather than 
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a rendition in natural Greek. That is not to say, however, that the end 
result is not recognisable as Koine Greek. 
 A good illustration of this phenomenon is the translator’s treatment of 
the Hebrew construct phrase. Out of 119 construct phrases in the parent 
text, the translator rendered 109 of them with a noun followed by a noun 
in the genitive case, the closest possible syntactic match in Greek 
(Youngblood, ‘Translation Technique’, p. 65).3 While this is a legitimate 
Koine construction, it is certainly not the preferred surface structure in 
many of these cases (Thackeray, Grammar, p. 23). On the other hand, 
the translator recognised that in two cases where the nomen rectum of the 
construct phrase modi es the nomen regens the genitive construction 
would obscure the meaning of the Hebrew text. In these cases, the trans-
lator broke from his normal practice and rendered the construct state with 
a noun followed by an attributive adjective—an acceptable Koine con-
struction: 
 

4.1b         
4.1b  They pour out stones of holiness at the corner of every street. 
4.1b     ’    
4.1b  They pour out sacred stones at the beginning of all of the exits. 

 
4.2b      
4.2b  How they are thought of as jars of clay! 
4.2b       
4.2b  How they are reckoned for clay jars! 

 
These examples illustrate that, where strict adherence to the form of the 
Hebrew text would have interfered with comprehension, concessions 
were made to the target language. 
 
 
IV. Translation Features 
 
One must be cautious not to overestimate the degree of homogeneity 
among members of the kaige-Theodotion tradition. Some have sug-
gested, for example, that LXX Lamentations is in fact a product of that 

 
 3.  The MT of Lamentations actually contains 125 construct phrases but the 
translator only recognised 119 of them as such; hence, only these are relevant with 
regard to the translator’s technique. 
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translator or group of translators labelled ‘Theodotion’. Does the transla-
tion technique bear this out when compared to revisions attributed to 
Theodotion? 
 Barthélemy identi ed nine core characteristics typical of members of 
the kaige-Theodotion tradition. These are listed in the chart below along 
with indications of LXX Lamentations’ agreement or disagreement with 
those traits that are relevant. Characteristics are marked ‘not applicable’ 
(N/A) when the Hebrew word in question does not occur in MT Lamenta-
tions. 

  
Kaige Trait OG Lam. 

Agrees 
OG Lam. 
Disagrees 

OG Lam. 
Indet 

N/A 

/  »  ×    
Distributive »     × 

 »      × 
 »     × 
 »  vs. 

 »  
   × 

Absence of Historical 
Present 

×    

 »   ×    
 »      × 

/  »    ×  
 

Of the nine core characteristics, three are clearly present in LXX 
Lamentations. In the case of /  translated by , however, the 
evidence is ambiguous. On one occasion (3.12) LXX Lamentations has 
this equivalent but on another occasion (2.4a) /  is rendered by the 
verb . In the MT of 2.4a  is pointed as Niphal but the translator 
interpreted it as Qal construing  ‘his right hand’ as the direct object. 
Quite appropriately he rendered the clause with the verb  (‘to 
strengthen; to x’) recognising that in this context  (‘to erect a 
stele/statue’) would be awkward indeed. Thus, the translator of Lamenta-
tions was not as consistent with the /  »  equation as other 
kaige-Theodotion translators/revisers were. The most that can be said on 
the basis of the evidence is that some kind of relationship exists between 
LXX Lamentations and the kaige-Theodotion tradition. 
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 A related issue is whether LXX Lamentations actually is the product of 
the reviser/translator Theodotion, which Assan-Dhôte has suggested on 
the basis of certain shared equivalents (Bd’A 25.2, pp. 157–59). Origen 
had indicated that Aquila’s and Theodotion’s revisions of Lamentations 
did not survive—only those of Symmachus and ‘the Seventy’ (Kloster-
mann, Origenes Werke, p. 236)—which naturally raises the question 
whether LXX Lamentations is, in fact, Theodotion. Caution is warranted, 
however. While Assan-Dhôte’s study is insightful, she emphasises the 
similarities to the neglect of the differences. Furthermore, a great deal 
more work on the translation technique and nature of Theodotion needs 
to be done. It is becoming increasingly clear that the collection of read-
ings attributed to Theodotion is not a monolithic revision. 
 A nal observation regarding translational issues in LXX Lamentations 
is that the translator often passed over well-established equivalents in the 
LXX tradition in favour of neologisms. No fewer than seven appear in 
LXX Lamentations: 
 

 ‘rejection’ for  ‘homelessness, expulsion’ 
 

 ‘to darken’ for  Hiphil ‘to make cloudy, cover with a cloud’ 
 

 ‘sobriety’ for  ‘rest’ 
 

 ‘to glean’ for  Poel +  preposition, ‘to mistreat, deal 
harshly with’ 

 
 ‘to purify’ for  Piel = ‘to purify’ 

 
 ‘watchful, wakeful’ for  Niphal ‘to be irritated, confused, 

mentally stirred’ 
 

 ‘to become pale, be blackened’ for III  Niphal ‘to be 
black/blackened’ 

 
It is dif cult to say what motivated these neologisms. Frequently, they 
render rare words in the Hebrew text and simply represent the transla-
tor’s effort to render an unfamiliar term by means of whatever asso-
ciations he could make. Others, however, are attempts to approximate the 
Hebrew text more faithfully. For example, the translator often turned 
nouns and adjectives into factitive verbs by means of the -  termination 
thus allowing him to maintain an etymological relationship between 
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nouns/adjectives and verbs in Greek corresponding to similar relation-
ships in Hebrew (  ‘cloud’,  Hiphil ‘cover in cloud’;  ‘dark’, 

 ‘darken’). 
 Some neologisms were motivated by a desire to maintain the same 
sound play in Greek that the translator perceived in Hebrew. The epsilon 
pre xed to the adjective  in LXX Lam. 4.14 is best explained 
as the translator’s attempt at alliteration with the preceding word 

 in order to preserve the sound play of the two Hebrew 
words   (n û ûrîm). 
 Other neologisms were likely motivated by a desire to extend signi -
cant metaphors the translator perceived elsewhere in the book or even 
elsewhere in the prophetic tradition. The odd rendering  (‘to 
glean’) for the Poel of  (‘to mistreat/deal harshly with’), for example, 
introduces the gleaning metaphor from Mic. 7.1; Obad. 1.5; and Jer. 49.9 
(LXX 29.10). The equivalents  ‘sobriety’ for  ‘rest’ and 

 ‘to become pale, be blackened’ for III  Niphal ‘to be 
black, blackened’ were motivated by their association with drunkenness 
(cf. LXX Prov. 23.29 for the connection between  and drunken-
ness) thus extending the metaphor of drinking the cup of wrath/destruc-
tion—a metaphor that precedes each of these equivalents by just a few 
verses (LXX Lam. 2.13; 4.21). Such neologisms are the translator’s way 
of guiding the readers in making certain etymological and intertextual 
connections that might otherwise be obscured by translation. 
  
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
Ziegler’s decision to omit the alphabetic labels of the strophes (see 
§ Editions) resulted in other textual decisions in his text that in the light 
of subsequent research must be reconsidered. The rst example is 
Ziegler’s omission of Lam. 3.22-24, the t stanza. Ziegler believed that 
the translator’s eye (or the eye of the scribe responsible for the parent 
text) accidently jumped from the end of 3.21 and the end of 3.24 to 
the nearly identical phrases with which each of these verses ends (3.21, 

  vs.   ). As a result everything in between was 
omitted. 
 Since the earliest available manuscripts of LXX Lamentations do not 
contain the three lines, Ziegler’s conclusion is understandable if the 
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alphabetic labels were not part of the original translation. As noted above 
(§ Editions), however, the weight of evidence favours the inclusion of 
the strophe labels as original. Thus, as Pietersma has suggested, the 
omission of the lines in 19 Greek manuscripts is probably due to inner-
Greek corruption. This likelihood is multiplied when one considers that 
LXX Lam. 3.22 originally opened with  and v. 25 opened with  
(Pietersma, ‘Acrostic’, p. 196). LXX Lam. 3.22-24 should, therefore, be 
included. The text of these verses can be reconstructed as follows on the 
basis of the evidence in Ziegler’s apparatus. 

 
Eth 

22     
       

 

22These are the mercies of the Lord, 
that we did not expire, 
  that his compassionate feelings did not 
cease. 

23    v   
 

23New things emerge every morning. 
Great is your delity. 

24     
      

24’My portion is the Lord’, my soul 
said. 
  Therefore I will wait for him. 

 
Another omission in Ziegler’s text partly attributable to the omission of 
strophe headings in his reconstruction of LXX Lamentations is 3.29. 
Obviously, at some point in the transmission of the text, an accidental 
omission occurred owing to the identical openings of vv. 29 and 30 (both 
begin with , ‘he will give’). Once again, the parablepsis could have 
just as easily occurred in the Greek transmission as in the Hebrew. 
Ziegler attributed the Greek rendering of 3.29 to Symmachus and con-
sidered the verse to be Hexaplaric since it is mainly attested to by 
Hexaplaric manuscripts and corresponds closely to the Hebrew. 
 Ziegler’s judgement fails to take into account how different the Greek 
of 3.29 is from the usual translation technique of Symmachus. Further-
more, no manuscript attributes the verse to one of the three revisers 
(NETS, p. 933). One could add to these arguments that the acrostic nature 
of the poem makes it more likely that scribal error occurred in the 
transmission of the Greek text since Lamentations 3 is unique in that 
every line of each three-line strophe begins with the same letter of the 
Hebrew alphabet. The verse can be reconstructed as follows: 
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v. 29         4 
 

He will place his mouth in dirt mounds if perchance there is hope. 
 
Another case to consider is Ziegler’s reconstruction of 3.42. Ziegler 
begins the verse with  (‘we sinned’) omitting the inde-
pendent pronoun  (‘we’) found in the Hexaplaric group (minus Qmg), 
L´, the Catena group, and the Ethiopic version. Ziegler concluded that 
since the primary text families witnessing to the independent pronoun are 
generally characterised by expansion and con ation, the pronoun must be 
a secondary correction toward the Hebrew text. However, the acrostic 
structure makes the omission unlikely since the three-fold repetition of 
word-initial nun in the nun stanza concludes with this modi ed form of 
the 1st plural pronoun ( ). Furthermore, the translator is extremely 
consistent in rendering independent subject pronouns. Therefore, its 
omission here is remarkable. 
 Ziegler also includes the added verb  as part of Lam. 
3.42. Such additions, however, are uncharacteristic of this translator. 
Furthermore, as Gentry pointed out, Ziegler recognised that 3.42 echoes 
other Old Testament passages containing similar confessions of sin and 
that many of the variants of this verse, found primarily in the L group, 
can be safely attributed to the in uence of parallel passages and the L 
group’s propensity for con ation. Yet, Ziegler did not apply the same 
reasoning to  which, in the light of the translation’s general 
character, is also the result of con ation (NETS, p. 933). 
 A nal issue regarding 3.42 is that the 2nd person pronoun  should 
not be dismissed as secondary. Every other occurrence of the second 
person independent pronoun in the parent text is rendered in LXX 
Lamentations by  (1.21b; 5.19a). Furthermore, Gentry points out that 
no textual testimony attributes the pronoun to the three revisers (NETS, 
p. 933). LXX Lam. 3.42 should therefore be reconstructed as follows: 
 

42         
42 We ourselves transgressed and provoked, and you did not pardon. 

 

 
 4.  This reconstruction is based on the Hexaplaric group minus the margin of Q, 
all of the L-group with the exception of 538 (L´ adds  but this is clearly an 
Antiochian expansion), 239, and Codex Venetus. 
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Another point of disagreement with Ziegler’s text regards his recon-
struction of 1.3a: 
 

1.3a-b            
 

1.3a-b Judah went into exile because of oppression and because of the 
abundance of servitude; 

 
She, she sat among the nations; she found no rest. 

 
 

 
1.3a-b           

 
 

      
 

Giml 
 

1.3a-b Judea was deported because of her humiliation and because of the 
abundance of her services; she sat among the nations; she found no rest. 

 
According to Ziegler the translator added  ‘her’ at the end of 1.3a 
despite the absence of a 3 f.s. pronominal suf x in the parent text, and 
then neglected to represent the 3 f.s. independent pronoun at the begin-
ning of 1.3b contrary to his habit of faithfully rendering subject pronouns.  
 A simple explanation for this apparent divergence from the parent text 
is that the  at the end of 1.3a was originally the  ‘she’ repre-
senting the  ‘she’ at the beginning of 1.3b. Later Greek scribes 
naturally mistook the  for  which they would have expected to 
follow  (because of its parallel   in the 
preceding clause). Thus, 1.3a-b should be reconstructed as follows (cf. 
Albrektson, Studies, p. 57). 
 

 
 

1.3a-b           
 

       
 

Giml 
 

1.3a-b Judea was deported because of her humiliation and because of the 
abundance of services;  

 
she, she sat among the nations; she found no rest. 
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The nal revision to Ziegler’s text is once again related to his omission 
of the alphabetic strophe labels. The text in question is 2.22a. 
 

 
 

2.22a         
 

Thau 
 

2.22a He summoned, as for a day of festivity, my sojourns from all 
around.  

 
According to Ziegler, the translator’s equivalent for , , 
differed from the Hebrew in both tense/aspect and person. Given the 
consistency with which the translator rendered yiqtol verb forms with 
future tense verbs and qatal verb forms with aorist verbs, this rendering 
would indicate that the translator’s parent text likely had  at the 
beginning of 2.22a rather than . Ziegler drew his conclusion on the 
basis of the testimony of the B group, the A group (with the exception 
of 106), Syhmg, the Ethiopic version, the Arabic version, and a quota- 
tion from Olympiodorus. The rest of the manuscripts, however, have 

, a reading that Ziegler considers to be a correction toward the 
Hebrew and, therefore, secondary. 
 The form , however, marks the beginning of the t w stanza. 
It seems unlikely, therefore, that the translator’s text was missing the 

 pre x. This consideration tilts the scales in favour of the manuscripts 
containing . The reading Ziegler chose may have arisen within 
the Greek manuscript tradition as the result of harmonisation with the 
similar passages in Lam. 1.15b and 2.7c that contain 3rd person forms of 
this verb. Furthermore, the Lord is referred to in the 3rd person later in 
2.22 making a change to the 3rd person in the Greek transmission for the 
sake of agreement likely.  
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
The examples of rabbinic in uence in LXX Lamentations (Barthélemy, 
Les devanciers, pp. 148ff.; Assan-Dhôte, ‘La version’) are speculative 
and easily attributable to other factors. Assan-Dhôte’s assumption of 
rabbinic exegesis led her to theorise that the translation reappropriates 
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the text for the situation following the destruction of the Second Temple 
(cf. Alexander, ‘Cultural History’). This conclusion, however, is not 
warranted by the evidence. 
 Rather what one nds in LXX Lamentations are more general and 
sporadic indications of a developing and mostly subconscious interpre-
tive framework derived from the broader context of Second Temple 
Judaism. For example, the translator occasionally employed circumlocu-
tions for expressions in the Hebrew text that the translator considered too 
anthropomorphic or potentially irreverent in reference to God or his 
Messiah. The rendering of Lam. 4.20 is typical of the technique. 
 

MT 4.20a       
 

The breath of our nostrils, the Lord’s messiah, was captured in their pits. 
 

LXX 4.20a         
  

 
The breath of our face, the Lord’s anointed was taken in their 
destructions. 

 
The Hebrew word  ‘our nostrils’ would more accurately and 
naturally be rendered by the Greek term  ‘nostrils’. Due to the 
derisive use of this term in Greek (  ‘to sneer at, to treat with 
contempt’), the translator opted for the less offensive  ‘face’. 
The resulting translation re ects a growing trend in Jewish tradition to 
treat the divine name with special reverence. 
 A couple of interesting equivalents in LXX Lamentations may re ect 
the in uence of Second Temple eschatology. The difference between the 
MT and LXX in Lam. 2.22 is striking. 
 

MT 
     

       
    

 
You summoned, as on the day of an appointed feast, my terrors from 
every side. 
And there was not, on the day of the Lord’s wrath, a single survivor or 
fugitive. 
Those whom I bore and reared my enemies annihilated. 
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       , 

       
   

      . 
 

Thau 
He summoned, as for a day of festivity, my sojourns from all around, 
and there was not on the day of the Lord’s wrath one who is spared or is 
left (alive) 
as I overpowered and increased all of my enemies. 

 
It appears the translator read  as ‘my sojourns’ instead of as ‘my 
terrors’ as though it were derived from the root  ‘to sojourn’ instead of 
from the root  ‘to be afraid’. Though this is certainly a possible inter-
pretation of the text, it is a remarkable choice given the translator’s 
association of Lamentations with the prophet Jeremiah who repeatedly 
used the phrase ‘terror on every side’ that occurs here (cf. Jer. 6.25; 20.3, 
10; 46.5; 49.29). Furthermore the translator read  ‘I bore (a child/ 
children)’ as though it read  ‘I slaughter/kill off’, a confusion of 
letters he made at 2.20c as well. This confusion could have been re ected 
in the translator’s parent text or could have been made by the translator, 
especially in the light of the presence of the root  in the immediate 
context (Lam. 2.21c). Finally, the translator read the verb + pronominal 
suf x  ‘he annihilated them’ as the noun + pronominal suf x kull m 
‘all of them’. The resulting translation gives an entirely different sense 
from the original. Whereas the Hebrew re ects the totality of Jerusalem’s 
devastation in the wake of Nebuchadnezzar’s invasion in 586 B.C.E., the 
Greek re ects Judah’s return from exile and her victory over her 
enemies—a common eschatological theme in Second Temple literature. 
Whether this divergence from the Hebrew parent text was deliberate or 
unconscious is impossible to say for certain.  
 Another, less dramatic example can be found in LXX Lam. 5.20: 
 

MT 5.20       
Why would you forget us forever? Will you forsake us days without end? 

 
LXX 5.20      ,     

; 
Why with respect to victory will you forget us? Will you forsake us for 
length of days? 
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 The Hebrew text contains the temporal modi er  meaning ‘for-
ever’. LXX Lamentations, however, re ects a later meaning attested in 
the Dead Sea Scrolls:   meaning ‘for/with respect to victory’ 
(Qimron, Hebrew, p. 111; cf. 1QM 16.9 for evidence of the root  
conveying the idea of eschatological victory). This term came to be 
associated in Second Temple Judaism with the eschatological victory of 
God and his people over their enemies (e.g., 1QM, especially column 16; 
see Caird, ‘Toward’, p. 24). The text betrays belief in a nal and eternal 
victory of God and his people over their enemies—a belief that was 
frequently attested in the Second Temple period as indicated in this text. 
 The translator’s boldest and most signi cant interpretive move is the 
prologue added to the translation, attributing the words to Jeremiah after 
the capture of Jerusalem. This introduction reframes the entire book 
giving it a context and an author that it does not have in the Hebrew text. 
The effect was to bring Lamentations into alignment with other additions 
to the book of Jeremiah in the Greek tradition (Baruch and The Epistle of 
Jeremiah) as well as to bolster the book’s authority by associating it with 
an acknowledged prophet. One cannot help but read the text differently 
in the light of this introduction. For example, the rst person voice in the 
MT Lamentations 1 is the voice of personi ed Zion. In LXX Lamenta-
tions, however, it is clearly the voice of Jeremiah. The same is true of 
Lamentations 3 which in the MT features an anonymous masculine voice, 
perhaps a Davidic gure. In the LXX, however, the speaker is clearly 
Jeremiah. 
 With the exception of these interpretive aspects of LXX Lamentations, 
however, the translator simply conveyed the message of the Hebrew text 
as well as possible in Greek. No consistent, systematic, or deliberate 
interpretive agenda is evident. 
  
 
VII. Reception History 
 
LXX Lamentations made a minimal impact on early Rabbinic Judaism. 
The translator’s introduction to the book did in uence the targumist who 
expanded it and placed it at the beginning of the Targum of Lamenta-
tions. The two introductions are placed side by side below for com-
parative purposes. 
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LXX Targum 

And it happened after Israel was 
exiled and Jerusalem was desolated 
that Jeremiah sat weeping and he 
voiced this lament over Jerusalem and 
said… (author’s translation) 

Jeremiah, the Prophet and High 
Priest, told how it was decreed against 
Jerusalem and against her people that 
they would be punished by banish-
ments, and that eulogy would be 
made over them by Lamentations. 
Just as Adam and Eve, who were 
punished, banished from the garden 
of Eden, and over whom the Lord of 
the Universe eulogised with Lamenta-
tions. The Attribute of Justice 
reported her great sinfulness, and she 
was evicted (Levine, Aramaic, p. 63). 

 
 Even within Christian circles, however, LXX Lamentations seldom 
played a major role in subsequent biblical interpretation or the formation 
of church doctrine. No clear quotations or allusions to LXX Lamentations 
appear in the New Testament. One could possibly argue that LXX Lam. 
4.20 in some sense informed John’s account of Jesus’ breathing on his 
disciples while saying ‘Receive the Holy Spirit’ in Jn 20.22, but no 
strong verbal similarities connect the two texts. 
 Probably the earliest quotation of LXX Lamentations occurs in 
Irenaeus’s Demonstration of the Apostolic Preaching (71; ca. 180 C.E.). 
Irenaeus quotes Lam. 4.20, ‘The Spirit of our face, the Lord Christ, was 
taken in their snares; of whom we said, “Under his shadow we shall live 
among the Gentiles” ’. He refers to this text in order to make the point 
that though Christ was ‘Spirit of God’, he became human. He draws this 
inference from the word ‘shadow’, because a shadow can only be cast by 
a body, not by a spirit. The nature of the text that Irenaeus quoted, 
however, is dif cult to determine because this work only survived in 
Armenian translation. His attribution of the quotation to Jeremiah, how-
ever, indicates that he is drawing the reference from the LXX tradition.  
 Irenaeus set a signi cant precedent by appealing to LXX Lam. 4.20 in 
his development of a doctrine of the Holy Spirit and the incarnation. This 
verse more than any other from LXX Lamentations arrested the attention 
of the Church Fathers largely owing to its use of the messianic title 

  in conjunction with the word . 
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 Origen composed a verse-by-verse commentary on Lamentations, only 
fragments of which have survived. Origen takes his typical allegorical 
approach interpreting Jerusalem as an image of the soul that must suffer 
in order to be reborn. Olympiodorus of Alexandria followed this same 
line of allegorical interpretation in his commentary on the Greek text of 
Lamentations, after asserting that the historical destruction of the Second 
Temple was God’s punishment for the Jews’ execution of Christ (Bd’A 
25.2, pp. 182–83). Theodoret of Cyrus, however, returned to a more 
historical line of interpretation in his commentary on the Antiochene text 
of LXX Lamentations. 
 Generally speaking patristic interpretation of LXX Lamentations is 
characterised by selective attention to passages that lend themselves to 
connections with events in the life of Christ or to texts whose language 
was suggestive of emerging doctrinal formulations employed in com-
bating Christological heresies. 
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(a) Standard Greek Editions 
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  1976; 2nd ed.). 
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I. General Characteristics 
 
Jews in the Second Temple period possessed a variety of traditions about 
the prophet Jeremiah, which included the Epistle of Jeremiah (Ep. Jer.), 
Paraleipomena of Jeremiah (4 Baruch), 2 Macc. 2.1-4, 4QApocryphon 
of Jeremiah and traditions about the prophet reported in Eupolemus. 
Ep. Jer. is a short text, consisting of a scant 73 verses. It was originally 
an independent composition, and in some Septuagint manuscripts it 
appears as a separate work among the Jeremiah texts, usually in the order 
Jeremiah, Baruch, Lamentations and Ep. Jer. In other manuscripts, as 
well as in the Syriac and Latin, the work follows immediately after 
Baruch. After the time of Jerome, it was absorbed into the book of 
Baruch as ch. 6. The most important critical question connected with 
Ep. Jer. concerns whether it was originally composed in Greek or 
translated from a Hebrew or Aramaic Vorlage (§ IV). 
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II. Time and Place of Composition 
 
Scholars have focused on two primary pieces of external evidence to 
determine a date for the Greek text. First, a small fragment of Ep. Jer. 
was found at Qumran (7Q2) consisting of 22 full or partial letters. The 
extant text comports with Ziegler’s Lucianic text and the Syriac 
translation. M. Baillet, J.T. Milik and R. de Vaux (DJD III) suggest a 
date of approximately 100 B.C.E. for the fragment. Second, 2 Macc. 2.2 
(late second to rst century B.C.E.) reports that Jeremiah ‘commanded 
those who were being deported not to forget the ordinances of the Lord 
or to be led astray in their thoughts on seeing the gold and silver statues 
and their adornment’ (NETS). This sentence recalls the beginning of 
Ep. Jer. and could be an allusion to it. 2 Maccabees contains no linguistic 
markers that would make this identi cation de nite, however, and the 
surrounding material, of which v. 2 is a piece, could not have come from 
Ep. Jer. Even if 2 Maccabees is not directly dependent on Ep. Jer., the 
two texts clearly share the same tradition, and, combined with the date of 
the Qumran fragment, a second-century B.C.E. date for the Greek seems 
most probable. The study of Naumann (‘Untersuchungen’) con rms this 
timeframe (§ III). 
 Scholars who think that Ep. Jer. was composed in Hebrew (or 
Aramaic) look to v. 2 as a clue to the date of the presumed Semitic origi-
nal. There the author warns the deportees to expect a long stay in 
Babylon, ‘as long as seven generations’. This time period would ostensi-
bly re ect the reality that the biblical prophet Jeremiah’s prophecy of a 
restoration after seventy years (29.10) had proven to be incorrect (Moore, 
The Additions, p. 328). Calculating 40 years in a generation, the span of 
time from the rst deportation to Babylon to the letter would arrive at 
about 317 B.C.E. Nothing in the text, however, warrants such a speci c 
calculation. Still, in light of the date of the Greek, if a Hebrew original 
did exist, it would probably date to sometime in the third century B.C.E. 
 Ep. Jer.’s provenance is also dif cult to ascertain with certainty. The 
letter addresses ‘those who would be led as captives into Babylon’ (v. 1), 
which presumes Palestine as the place of composition. The text focuses 
on Mesopotamian religions, and the only god directly named is Bel 
(v. 40). Other cultic references re ect at least some acquaintance with 
Babylonian religious practices connected with the worship of Tammuz, 
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although they are not detailed enough to make a Babylonian provenance 
certain (Moore, The Additions, p. 329). The letter displays no in uence 
or knowledge of Egyptian cultic practices. The greatest likelihood is that 
Ep. Jer. originated in Palestine, although Babylon remains a possibility. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
In 1913, Naumann undertook a detailed study of the Koine character of 
Ep. Jer.’s Greek, and he concluded that it compared favourably with 
other Hellenistic Koine texts (‘Untersuchungen’, p. 44). As a general 
assessment, Ep. Jer.’s Greek contains few linguistic markers of transla-
tion Greek, and it differs from other translated books in the LXX/OG 
corpus in several signi cant ways: (a) it abounds in connecting particles, 
such as  or , that occur much less frequently in undisputed trans-
lations (NETS, p. 943); (b) the author uses parataxis much less than most 
translated books; (c) it contains few uses of structure words, such as 
prepositions, that fall outside of idiomatic Greek usage; (d) it employs 
verbal adjectives, which do not occur in other translated books, primarily 
because they have no counterpart in Hebrew; (e) it frequently interposes 
words or phrases between elements that cannot be separated in Hebrew, 
such as the de nite article and the noun it governs; (f) it uses words and 
phrases that do not occur elsewhere in the LXX/OG corpus or are very 
rare (Wright, ‘Epistle’). All of these features cohere with Naumann’s 
determination that Ep. Jer. ts well into the framework of Koine Greek.  
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition 
 
In general, nineteenth-century scholars argued that Ep. Jer. was an ori-
ginal Greek composition. In the early twentieth century, however, Ball 
made a detailed case for translation (‘Epistle’). Almost contemporane-
ously with Ball, Naumann published his study of the Koine features of 
Ep. Jer., but despite his results, he also decided that the work was trans-
lated. Most subsequent scholarship has accepted this conclusion. Moore 
presents three general lines of evidence that recent scholarship has relied 
on to prove that Ep. Jer. had a Semitic original: (a) ‘the presence of 
corrupt Greek readings which presuppose a particular Hebrew word of 
two very different meanings and where the Greek translator obviously 
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chose the wrong one’; (b) ‘instances where variant readings are probably 
best explained by positing a Hebrew original’; (c) ‘the presence of other 
types of Hebraisms, including the repeated use of the Greek future tense 
for the present, and the literalistic rendering of such distinctive Hebrew 
constructions as the in nitive absolute’ (The Additions, p. 326).  
 The passages brought forward as clinching evidence for translation 
seem much less probative if viewed from the perspective of composition, 
however (Wright, ‘Epistle’). An example from each of Moore’s three 
categories will illustrate the complex nature of the problem.  
 (a) After observing how the Gentiles adorn their idols ‘like human 
beings’, Ep. Jer. reads:         
‘but they are not kept safe from rust and food’ (v. 11). Moore (The 
Additions, p. 338) takes the word  ‘food’ to be a misreading of 
the ‘original’ Hebrew, which would have had the consonants . The 
translator read them as ma akal ‘food’, instead of me okel ‘from a 
devourer’ or perhaps ‘moth’ (cf. LXX Mal. 3.11).  
 Yet, this seemingly odd use of  can be accommodated within 
the framework of composition. Naumann long ago suggested one way to 
understand it. Although the word  in Classical Greek always 
connoted ‘food’ or ‘bread’, when used with  in this passage  
must mean something like ‘corruption, decay’, a meaning found in 
Hippocrates and Dioscorides, where the term connotes decay (of a tooth) 
or a cancerous sore. Pseudo-Galen (second century C.E.) uses the word as 
‘foul smell’ or ‘ lth’. Based on a lexicographical approach to the text, 
Naumann suggested that the use of  in Ep. Jer. 11 ‘contains the 
oldest and sole evidence from the older literature for the later Greek use 
of the word’ (‘Untersuchungen’, p. 36). 
 Even if the meaning of ‘food’ is retained, the larger argument of the 
work provides a meaningful context. Verses 7-14 begin by claiming that 
the tongues of idols, which are made of wood and overlaid with gold and 
silver, are smoothed over, but they are still unable to speak. Furthermore, 
the priests purloin the idols’ adornment in order to spend the gold and 
silver on themselves and on prostitutes. Verse 10 ends with the paren-
thetical phrase ‘gods of silver and gold and wood’. Verse 11 follows: 
‘But they are not kept safe from rust and ’. The ‘they’ of v. 11 
are the gods of silver and gold and wood, and the deleterious effects of 
rust and  apply to them. ‘Rust’ would then apply to the metals, 
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and  to the wood. The use of  here would anticipate the 
claim of v. 19 that ‘creeping things’ devour ( ) the wooden 
idols from the inside out. The author, then, establishes a parallel between 
metals, which corrode, and wood, which is food for vermin (Wright, 
‘Epistle’). Whichever explanation of  is preferred, neither requires 
a misreading of some unknown Hebrew text.  
 (b) Verse 54 reads: ‘For like crows between heaven and earth they are’ 
(          ). Because of the 
seemingly inapposite nature of the image, Ball invoked the Syriac 
translation, which reads ‘like ravens’, k rbym. On this basis, he argued 
that the ‘original’ Hebrew must have been k bym ‘like the clouds’, which 
the Greek translator misread (‘Epistle’, p. 608). Yet, by all accounts, the 
Syriac translation was made from the Greek, and in that case, the reading 
‘like the ravens’ represents the Syriac translator’s understanding of the 
Greek ‘crows’. Any resemblance to the Hebrew ‘clouds’ would be 
coincidental (and largely beside the point). What the image means in the 
context must be addressed at the level of the Greek text, a matter 
complicated by the fact that this verse does not have a clear relationship 
to the surrounding context.  
 (c) Verse 4 contains a passage that scholars have argued renders the 
Hebrew in nitive absolute: ‘Beware, therefore, lest you too, having been 
made like the allophyles, become like them’ (     

    ), with the two uses of 
the verb  representing the Hebrew construction. Two arguments 
militate against this view. First, the two elements in the Hebrew in nitive 
absolute, an in nitive and a nite verb, come directly in sequence with 
no words between them. In Ep. Jer. the phrase   separates 
the participle and verb, thus violating Hebrew word order. Moreover, the 
passage does not comport with the usual rendering of the in nitive 
absolute elsewhere in the Septuagint, where the two elements generally 
remain adjacent to one another (cf., for example, Gen. 2.17; Deut. 
13.10). Second, the use of the participle and nite verb from the same 
root can just as easily be understood as an example of paronomasia, a 
play on words, a common feature of Greek rhetoric (Wright, ‘Epistle’).  
 Scholars adduce one other passage as clinching evidence that Ep. Jer. 
was a translation. In v. 69 the phrase ‘a scarecrow in a cucumber eld’ 
appears to have derived from the Hebrew text of Jer. 10.5, since it does 
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not occur in the LXX of Jeremiah. Yet, even if one assumes that the 
author knew the phrase from the Hebrew of Jeremiah (and there are other 
possibilities), its appearance in Ep. Jer. shows only that the author knew 
Hebrew; it does not prove that the entire work is a translation. 
 When all the evidence is examined together, and if one adopts the 
perspective of possible composition in Greek, the case for translation is 
much less straightforward than recent scholars have acknowledged, and 
composition in Greek seems a distinct possibility, perhaps even a likeli-
hood. At best the evidence is mixed or inconclusive. 
  
 
V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
Since Ep. Jer. was transmitted as part of the larger Septuagint corpus, it 
was rendered into the various daughter versions. The most important for 
Ep. Jer. are the Old Latin, Syro-Hexapla, Syriac (Peshitta) and Arabic, all 
of which follow the Greek rather closely, although the Peshitta is a bit 
freer than the rest, including what appear to be attempts to make the 
Greek clearer or more understandable. As a rule, the versions do not 
offer much assistance in understanding the Greek text. 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
Although v. 1 identi es it as a letter, Ep. Jer. polemicises against and 
ridicules idols and idol worship. Its inspiration almost certainly came 
from Jeremiah’s letter to the exiles preserved in Jeremiah 29. Moore 
characterises it as a ‘tirade’ (Daniel, p. 317), and Clifford as an ‘extended 
diatribe’ (‘Letter’, p. 1460). The text is organised into ten strophes, all 
except the rst ending with a similar refrain that encourages the addres-
sees not to fear these so-called gods (cf. vv. 14, 22, 28, 39, 44, 51, 56, 
64, 68), followed by a concluding section. No clear pattern or develop-
ment of thought emerges in this short text. While Ep. Jer. evinces the 
in uence of a range of earlier anti-idolatry texts (cf. Deut. 4.27-28; Isa. 
46.6-7; Pss. 115.3-8; 134[135].15-17), it most closely resembles Jer. 
10.2-15, which served as its springboard. The author offers a simplistic 
view of gentile idolatry in which he equates the idol with the god it 
represents, a view it shares with other Jewish anti-idolatry texts, such as 
Bel and the Dragon and the Wisdom of Solomon, even though it 
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caricatures Greek and Roman thinking about the nature of physical 
representations of deities. Seeking to explain why the Jews should not 
regard idols as real, several strophes form variations on the major theme 
of the work: idols are helpless and cannot maintain, protect or defend 
themselves, let alone bene t any human being. So, for example, the 
author observes, ‘Gods made of wood and overlaid with silver and gold 
will not be safe either from thieves or from bandits, the strong of whom 
will strip away the gold and silver, and they make off with the clothing 
they wear. Nor shall they help themselves’ (vv. 56-57). 
 
 
VII. Reception History 
 
Although Ep. Jer. was regarded as canonical by many Church Fathers 
and accepted into the Christian scriptures, some dissented, most notably 
Jerome, who called it a pseudepigraphon. It seems to have had no clear 
or direct in uence on later Jewish texts and little on Christian authors. 
The second-century Apology of Aristides appears to have known it, 
although it is not quoted directly. Tertullian (Scorp. 8) cites vv. 3-5, 
attributing the words to Jeremiah, and Cyprian’s Dom. orat. 5 contains 
what could possibly be a loose version of v. 5. Firmicus Maternus (fourth 
century) quotes extensive sections of Ep. Jer. in The Error of Pagan 
Religions 28. 
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(d) Additional Comments 

The manuscript 967, discovered in 1931, is an important pre-Hexaplaric 
witness to the OG (see § I.a) but has been published in disparate locations 
owing to the different places where it is conserved (Dublin, Princeton, Madrid, 
Cologne): Fernández-Galiano, ‘Nuevas páginas’; Jahn, Der griechische Text; 
Johnson et al., The John H. Scheide Biblical Papyri; Kenyon, The Chester 
Beatty Biblical Papyri, VII. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics  
 
a. Transmission 
The Greek text of the book of Ezekiel has come to us by the main uncials 
Vaticanus (B, fourth century) and Alexandrinus (A, fth century), further 
by the Marchalianus (Q, sixth century), the Venetus (V, eighth century) 
and the Zuqninensis (ZV, sixth, seventh, eighth century), and by about 
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forty minuscules (from the ninth till the fourteenth century). Ezekiel is 
not preserved in Sinaiticus. The oldest witness, besides some scant 
fragments from Qumran, is papyrus 967 (hereafter 967) of Egyptian 
origin, dating from the late second–early third century. The leaves 
containing Ezek. 1.1–11.24 are missing. Besides the Greek text of 
Ezekiel, the Greek text of Daniel, Susanna, Bel and the Dragon, and 
Esther also belong to this papyrus. 
 Papyrus 967 is a very important witness to the text of Ezekiel, as it 
re ects a pre-Hexaplaric text. Together with B (which already shows an 
attempt to bring the Greek in line with the Hebrew text), 967 represents 
the Old Greek, a Greek text not yet affected by the Hexaplaric readings. 
At the time Ziegler prepared his Göttingen edition (1952), only the 
leaves of 967 known as the Chester Beatty Papyri (ed. Kenyon) and the 
John H. Scheide Papyri (ed. Johnson, Gehman and Kase) were available, 
allowing Ziegler to incorporate 967 for the relevant chapters, including 
most of chs. 11–17 and parts of chs. 19–39. In 1977 Fraenkel added the 
readings of 967 published by Fernández-Galiano (‘Nuevas páginas’) and 
Jahn (Der griechische Text) in the Nachtrag to the revised Göttingen 
edition. 
 Besides the B-text, re ected in B and 967, the Greek Ezekiel is also 
represented by the A-text, with its main witness A, and by the Hexaplaric 
recension,with its representatives Q, MS 88 (or the Chisianus), the 
Syro-Hexapla and Jerome’s Latin translation of the Greek Ezekiel. The 
Lucianic recension is another important text group, mainly represented 
by the Greek text found in the Ezekiel commentaries of Theodoret of 
Cyrus (a fth-century bishop), Chrysostom and ZV. 
 
b. Translation Style 
The Greek translation of the book of Ezekiel is relatively literal, aiming 
to be word-for-word (Marquis, ‘Word Order’, pp. 59–84; Sollamo, 
Renderings). Because of the literal character, differences between the 
Greek version and the MT most probably re ect another Hebrew Vorlage 
and are not to be attributed to the translator. The Greek text compared to 
the extant MT offers a slightly shorter version (4–5% shorter than the MT) 
and a variety of recensional differences (Tov, ‘Recensional’, pp. 89–
101). For example, Greek Ezek. 7.1-11 contains a longer minus and 
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some transposition of the verses relative to the MT (Bogaert, ‘Les deux 
rédactions’, pp. 21–47; Lust, ‘Use’, pp. 17–20; Lust et al., ‘Notes’, pp. 
384–87). In the MT, the insertion of the se ra (Ezek. 7.7, 10)—the 
cryptic gure alluding to the se r or he-goat in Daniel (8.5) and to 
Antiochus IV—represents a plus and transposition not re ected in the 
Greek. It is likely that the Greek version re ects a shorter Hebrew 
Vorlage that differs from the MT, indicating that the MT represents a 
further stage of development (Lust, ‘Use’, pp. 17–19). The important 
Papyrus 967 has three additional longer minuses: Ezek. 12.26-28; 32.25-
26; and 36.23b-38; they all represent witnesses to an earlier Hebrew text. 
These sections, composed of materials found elsewhere in Ezekiel, were 
added to the MT to play down the apocalyptic tendencies in this book 
(Lust, ‘Major Divergences’, p. 90). The minuses of the Septuagint thus 
re ect recensional activities of the editors of the MT. Some longer pluses 
are to be found in the Septuagint, without text-critical or exegetical 
interests (e.g., Ezek. 5.2; 10.2; 24.14; 40.7-8), except for Ezek. 43.3, 
which betrays a clear theological orientation (Lust, ‘And I Shall Hang 
Him’, pp. 201–17). 
 In sum, 967 supports the widely held view that the Greek of Ezekiel 
represents an earlier redactional stage of the Hebrew text than the MT 
(Lust, ‘Ezekiel 36–40’, p. 529; Tov, Text-Critical, p. 250; Lilly, Two 
Books). The Hebrew Ezekiel scroll found at Masada, dated to the second 
half of the rst century B.C.E., contains Ezek. 36.23c-38, which is 
missing in 967. It represents a proto-MT, different from the Vorlage of 
967. It appears that different versions of the Hebrew text (re ected in 
the longer MT and the shorter Greek text) were in existence at the same 
time (Patmore, ‘Shorter’, pp. 231–42). In this respect 967 is not neces-
sarily a witness to a Hebrew text earlier than the MT, but of the existence 
of differing Hebrew versions. 
 
c. Homogeneity 
In 1903 Thackeray questioned the homogeneity of the Greek version of 
Ezekiel. By analogy to the mechanical partitioning of Greek Jeremiah 
into approximately equal parts for translational reasons, he divides the 
Greek version of Ezekiel into three parts, attributed to two translators: 
 = Ezek. 1–27,  = Ezek. 28–39,  = Ezek. 40–48, with  and  
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betraying the hand of a single translator,  of a different one. He isolated 
within  Ezek. 36.23b-38, , marked by a third style closely resembling 
that of Theodotion (Thackeray, ‘Greek Translators’, pp. 398–411; 
Septuagint, p. 37). The different rendering of  of the MT by  in  
and by  in  (it is absent from ) drew his attention to the change in 
the Greek style. After dividing the work into two nearly equal parts 
regardless of the subject-matter (i.e., chs. 26, 27 in  and ch. 28 in  deal 
with Tyre), the rst half of the book was attributed to one translator, who 
also took the last quarter including the hardest parts of Ezekiel; this 
translator is also possibly responsible for (the main part of) the Minor 
Prophets and parts of the third book of Reigns. The second translator, 
before starting the second half of the book of Ezekiel, read over the last 
portion of the work of his predecessor, and inserted some corrections of 
his own. This explains the mixture of the two vocabularies in chs. 26 and 
27. The break before the third section coincides with a break in the 
subject-matter. 
 Other views of the divisions and translators of Greek Ezekiel have 
been proposed on different criteria. Based on the translation of the divine 
name, Schäfers (‘Ist das Buch’, pp. 289–91) identi ed three sections: 
Ezekiel 1–11 ( ), Ezek. 12–39 ( , ) and Ezekiel 40–48 
(   ). In contrast, Herrmann (‘Gottesnamen’) used the same 
criteria to isolate identical sections to those of Thackeray, but attributable 
to three translators rather than two. N. Turner (‘Greek Translators’, 
p. 12) proposed another variant of the three translator theory on the basis 
of grammatical phenomena and vocabulary: Ezekiel 1–25, Ezekiel 26–39 
and Ezekiel 40–48. Muraoka (‘Re-examination’, p. 9) supports the two 
translator theory, in agreement with the division of Thackeray, while 
McGregor (Greek Text, pp. 197–98) suggests that two translators were 
responsible for the three sections de ned by N. Turner. There is also the 
theory of one translator and different sections. After the publication of 
967, where the divine name in most cases appears as , the double 
name thus being of a later date, Ziegler contended that the double name 
is due to a revision of the Greek text, not to multiple translators (‘Die 
Bedeutung’, pp. 93–94). According to Barthélemy the section  shows a 
pre-kaige recensional approach, by which  is translated by   
(Les devanciers, pp. 42–43, 47). Tov quali es sections  and  as 
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revisions (Septuagint Translation, p. 150). P.D.M. Turner (‘Septuagint 
Version’, pp. 180–83) defends four sections on the basis of language and 
translation technique, though she argues that they do not represent the 
work of different translators but rather result from the need for variation 
in a long text. The issue of multiple translators remains an open issue. 
From his study of the in nitives, Soisalon-Soininen (Die In nitive, 
p. 175) could not decide whether one, two or three translators were 
responsible for the book. Neither could Sollamo (Renderings, pp. 278–
79) on the basis of the translation of the Hebrew semi-prepositions. 
Hauspie (‘La version’, pp. 423–25) located some grammatical features in 
Ezekiel 26–39 that are absent or different from the other two sections. 
Lust (‘Ezekiel 36–40’, pp. 517–33) carries the issue of the homogeneity 
of the book (the omission of Ezek. 36.23b-38 in 967) from a problem 
inherent to the Greek text back to the Hebrew Vorlage. 
 
  
II. Time and Place of Composition  
 
The Greek version of Ezekiel is likely of Alexandrian origin (Thackeray, 
Septuagint, pp. 9–39; BGS, p. 105), although some have argued based on 
content-related criteria for a Palestinian origin (Lust, ‘And I Shall Hang 
Him’, p. 221). Ezekiel belongs to the Latter Prophets, the translation of 
which was undertaken after the Pentateuch. The translation of Ezekiel 
dates from the second century B.C.E. (BGS, pp. 97, 111). In a relative 
chronology it is situated after the composition of the Psalms (early 
second century or rst century B.C.E.) and before Isaiah (170–132 
B.C.E.). Munnich has demonstrated the posteriority of certain books to 
the Psalms, on the basis of in uence from the Psalms on these books. 
Such is the case for Ezekiel (BGS, p. 96; Munnich, ‘Étude lexico-
graphique’). 
 
 
3. Language 
 
In general the translator of Ezekiel pursued transparency in the 
vocabulary used. When he did not understand the Hebrew word, he did 
not turn it into Greek by adding Greek endings to a Hebrew word, as 
shown by the infrequency of loan-words, but he transliterated it, 
admitting his trouble but leaving the dif culties to the reader (Spottorno, 
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‘Lexical Aspects’, pp. 78–81; Hauspie, ‘Neologisms’, p. 32). These 
frequent transliterations are mainly limited to technical architectural 
vocabulary (Spottorno, ‘Lexical Aspects’, p. 79); a considerable number 
of these words are used exclusively in chs. 40–48 to describe the new 
temple (Lust, ‘Lexicon of the Three’, pp. 281–88). The same translitera-
tions also appear in the description of Solomon’s temple in 3 Kingdoms 
(Thackeray, ‘Greek Translators’, p. 39). 
 Regardless of these transliterations the translator in general preferred a 
Greek-looking text. In this respect he was not reluctant to use neologisms 
(Hauspie, ‘Neologisms’). Most newly created words in Ezekiel agree 
with the general adaptability of the Greek language to new word-
formations, and some may simply be unattested in extant sources. Quite 
a number of these words are used exclusively in Ezekiel (Spottorno, 
‘Lexical Aspects’, pp. 80–84). They are ad hoc formations which are 
coined by the translator for this occasion, to meet a particular need, and 
unlikely to appear again: for example,  ‘great of esh’, 

 ‘with great wings’,  ‘to avert by 
sacri ce’ (Lee, Lexical Study, p. 52; Hauspie, ‘Neologisms’, p. 27). 
These word-formations are proper Greek, adapting standard constituent 
elements. Many neologisms are new compounds of verbs with preposi-
tions (  ‘to strip off esh’,  ‘to be dishonoured’), 
which is a normal feature of Koine Greek. Some of the neologisms evoke 
elevated or poetic style, not the common everyday language, by forming 
compounds:  ‘forming a palisade’,  ‘inspect the 
liver for soothsaying’,  ‘bare rock’. The translator uses newly 
coined compound adjectives to describe personal characteristics, such as 

 ‘thick-lipped’,  ‘heavy-tongued’,  ‘of 
a different language’,  ‘hard-hearted’. These words re ect 
the adjectival compounds to denote physical descriptions of persons in 
prosopographic lists of the papyri. The translator also used neologisms 
from the Pentateuch ( , , ), but the fact that 
the underlying Hebrew is different in the Pentateuch and Ezekiel 
suggests that the translator probably did not use wordlists, but drew on 
the (spoken) vocabulary in use. 
 The translator did not use new loan-words but rather those already 
found in the Pentateuch. By using these words he contributed to their 
continued use in Greek religious (Christian) literature:  ‘Passover’, 
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 ‘cherub’,  ‘kor, a dry measure’ (Hauspie, ‘Neologisms’, 
pp. 28–29). When using loan-words, the translator referred to speci c 
realities of the Hebrew Bible or world that belonged to the everyday 
knowledge of a Jew, and therefore they would not have caused any 
problem for the reader familiar with this religious and cultural back-
ground (Harl, ‘Problèmes’, p. 38; Hauspie, ‘Neologisms’, p. 29; Tov, 
‘Compound Words’, p. 200). 
 The Greek text largely follows the Hebrew on the level of syntax. 
Some of these calques are acceptable in Greek, but their frequency is 
much higher than one nds in composition Greek. Examples include the 
use of  as demonstrative pronoun (Hauspie, ‘Idiolect’, pp. 209–11, 
213) and the use of prepositional phrases like   and  

 ‘before’ (Hauspie, ‘Prepositional’, pp. 89–105; Sollamo, 
Renderings, p. 104). Some calques make use of an ambiguity in the 
Greek language itself: the unidiomatic use of  + in nitive for com-
plement clause, motivated by the Hebrew  + in nitive construct, only 
follows upon verbs that govern the genitive for the noun complement 
(e.g., , ; Hauspie, ‘Proposition’, pp. 163–82). The 
translator uses expressions common in Koine, such as  + accusative, 
to express a comparative notion with verbs, but the frequency by which 
they appear in Ezekiel surpasses typical Greek and is responsible in part 
for the particular character of this translation.  
 However, there are also many examples in which the translator avoids 
using a Hebraism, favouring the idiolect of the Greek. For example,  
is rendered by  in one third of the nominative cases expressing 
subject but by  in two thirds of the cases (Hauspie, ‘Idiolect’, pp. 
209–11). Instrumentality of parts of the body is not expressed by  + 
dative, but always by simple dative, although the MT has -  instrumenti 
(Hauspie, ‘  with Dative’, pp. 201–24), and the comparative of adjec-
tives always appears under its expected suf xed form, never as adjective 
followed by  + accusative for the Hebrew comparative  construc-
tion (Hauspie, ‘L’expression’, pp. 201–22). Although the grammatical 
peculiarities draw attention, they mainly account for only a small per-
centage; the corresponding Hebrew construction is more than often 
rendered by good non-translational Greek (Hauspie, ‘Idiolect’, p. 213). 
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IV. Translation and Composition 
 
The translation of Ezekiel shows a good deal of literalism, although not 
always consistently so. A major issue in its study, nevertheless, is the 
distinct characteristics of certain sections (cf. § I.c). Before the discovery 
of 967, Thackeray already noticed in 1903 that Ezek. 36.23c-38 (which 
he calls ) differs from the rest of the book, on the level of style and 
vocabulary; he described it as another version resembling that of 
Theodotion (Thackeray, ‘Greek Translators’, pp. 407–408). It was prob-
ably inserted from a lectionary used in the synagogue. Half a century 
later with the discovery of 967 his hypotheses proved correct. The major 
features of 967 are its omission of Ezek. 36.23c-38, the alternative order 
of chs. 36–40 and its single rendering of the divine name (Lust, ‘Ezekiel 
36–40’, pp. 517–33). These are differences due to a different Vorlage, 
not created by the scribe or translator. Ezekiel 36.23c-38 was originally 
not present in the Vorlage; in a later recension it was inserted in the 
Greek text by another translator/scribe (this explains the different style 
and terminology), to conform more closely to the Hebrew text which 
later became the MT. This hand is most likely attributable to the Asiatic 
school (Lust, ‘Ezekiel 36–40’, p. 521). An opposing view maintains that 
the changed order and omission in 967 could just as well be ascribed to 
accidental damage to the text at some early stage, the accidental loss of a 
page containing Ezek. 36.23b-38 (due to frequent use as lectionary in the 
synagogue) or to parablepsis through homoioteleuton (Filson, ‘Omis-
sion’, pp. 27–32; Spottorno, ‘La omisión’, pp. 93–98; Van der Meer, 
‘New Spirit’, pp. 147–58). Regardless, 967 is not an isolated text; the 
Vetus Latina Codex Wirceburgensis (sixth century C.E.) supports this 
omission and transposition. 
 Lust demonstrates the relationship between this omission and the 
different sequence of chs. 36–40 (Lust, ‘Ezekiel 36–40’, pp. 529–31). 
Chapters 38 and 39, dealing with the battle-scene against Gog of Magog, 
follow upon Ezek. 36.23. Chapter 36 describes the peaceful restoration 
of Israel, which continues at the beginning of ch. 38 with Israel dwelling 
peacefully in its land. Further in ch. 38 the nal battle against Gog is 
mentioned to vindicate God’s name that had been profaned by his 
people. In ch. 39 the end of Gog and his army is described—their bones 
are strewn all over the battle- eld until they are buried in the valley of 
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Hammon—alongside the gift of God’s spirit, the latter being further 
developed in ch. 37. Chapter 37, with the well-known vision of the 
resurrection of the dry bones, is inserted between chs. 39 and 40; it 
promises the restoration of the temple and prepares for chs. 40–48 with 
the reuni cation of the state and the new temple. In this logical com-
position Ezek. 36.23c-38 would have no function. It is composed of 
expressions from the surrounding sections and was inserted in the text 
after the changed sequence of chs. 36–40, functioning as a theological 
transition from chs. 36 to 37. The Pharisees probably in uenced the 
reorganisation of these chapters, as they sought to avoid a particular 
apocalyptic reading of the text in which the nal battle is followed by the 
resurrection (Lust, ‘Ezekiel 36–40’, pp. 529–33). 
 Although the translator rendered his Vorlage with relative literalness, 
the translation is not very consistent: not all occurrences of a given 
Hebrew root or word are rendered by the same Greek equivalent, as the 
translator exhibits a tendency towards variation (Ziegler, ‘Zur Text-
gestaltung’; Spottorno, ‘Lexical Aspects’, pp. 80–81). The Hebrew 

, for example, is usually rendered by  in the Septuagint, 
but Ezekiel renders it variously as ,  and . 
Besides a variety of translations in Ezekiel for the same Hebrew term, 
the book shows a tendency to variation in translation equivalences in 
relation to other books: for instance,  is rendered by  in Ezekiel, 
but usually by  elsewhere in the LXX (Spottorno, ‘Lexical 
Aspects’, p. 81). 
 In adopting a word-for-word translation the translator sometimes had 
to interfere with the text to render all the notions of the Hebrew text. For 
example, the phrase     (Ezek. 1.28) occurs in past 
narrative (preceding verse is aorist) but is rendered with the present 
indicative, while the corresponding Hebrew has two wayiqtol verbs. The 
translator deliberately chose the present tense ( ) to disconnect the 
verb from its surrounding past verbs so that it would not be read in one 
breath with them. The same happens to the phrase in the Theodotion 
version of Daniel, in sharp contrast with the past reading of the parallel 
Septuagint version. The translator of Ezekiel, moved by awe for divine 
transcendence, was apparently sensitive to the religious implications of 
the Greek phraseology (Hauspie, ‘ ’, pp. 513–30). 
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues 
 
Many of the differences between the Septuagint and the MT are not due 
to textual factors, but have their roots in the literary growth of the text 
and therefore can be called recensional differences. However, a few 
verses deserve attention from a text-critical point of view, as they 
contribute to the reconstruction of the original form of the Greek trans-
lation. 
 The adverb  in Ezek. 5.1, as found in the edition of Ziegler, is 
not supported by Greek manuscript evidence. It is an emendation by Katz 
of , attested in the manuscripts, in the light of readings in Theodoret 
of Cyrus, Jerome and the Peshitta. Moreover, the comparative expression 

 with adjective is absent from LXX Ezekiel; the adjectival compara-
tive is always expressed by the suf xed form (Hauspie, ‘L’expression’, 
pp. 201–22). As all Greek manuscripts at 5.1 unanimously have , 
this reading must have entered the tradition very early. 
 Some additions and omissions may be noted in the text. Ezekiel 12.26-
28 contains a short oracle, repeating most of the terminology of the 
preceding oracle. The phrase   ‘house of Israel’ in v. 27 
faithfully renders the Hebrew, but the Septuagint adds   
‘that embitters’. This addition is probably caused by   in v. 25. 
The following   ‘speaking they speak’, which recalls the 
Hebrew paronomastic idiom (in nitive absolute followed by indicative 
form of the same verb), corresponds to  in the MT, without the 
in nitive absolute. The Greek phrase is unusual in Ezekiel, and therefore 
it is unlikely that it belonged to the original Septuagint (Lust, ‘Use’, 
p. 14). Ezekiel 12.26-28 is missing in 967, most probably owing to 
parablepsis: Ezek. 12.25 and 12.28 end with  ,  , 
and 12.26 and 13.1 begin with        

 . The scribe’s eye jumped from the end of Ezek. 12.25 to 
13.1, omitting thus a whole section (Filson, ‘Omission’, pp. 27–32). 
Such errors of skipping phrases or larger groups of words are very 
frequent in 967, particularly in cases of homoioteleuton (Johnson et al., 
The John H. Scheide Biblical Papyri, p. 7). 
 In Ezek. 13.7  is translated by  . This Hebrew 
phrase is usually rendered by   in Ezekiel. The phrase and 
the second part of v. 7 are missing in B and 967. The nal part of 
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Ezek. 13.7 was probably missing in the original Septuagint, and later 
added; this conclusion is supported by the testimony of Jerome that the 
pre-Hexaplaric text—re ected in B and 967—offered the shorter version 
(Lust, ‘Use’, pp. 13–14). 
 These few examples show that words or verses in some or all 
manuscripts were changed or added to the original Septuagint by a later 
hand. 
  
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis 
 
Although the Septuagint version of Ezekiel reveals something of the 
opinions, beliefs, and exegetical orientation of the translator, the result-
ing picture is not uniform. The translation discussed above of   

 , for example, testi es to the translator’s awe for divine 
transcendence. Divergences of the Septuagint with regard to the MT—
excluding, of course, those caused by scribal errors, text-critical altera-
tions, or editing of the Hebrew Vorlage—may be pointers to exegesis, 
although probably not in most cases. 
 The plus in the Septuagint of Ezek. 43.3 has a signi cant exegetical 
content (Lust, ‘Exegesis’, pp. 208–32). The translator adds the chariot 
(  ) to his report of the rst vision of the throne-chariot he saw 
at the river Chobar; the term, whose Hebrew counterpart is absent in 
Ezekiel’s visions, recalls a long exegetical tradition of merkabah 
(= chariot) interpretation (Halperin, ‘Merkabah Midrash’, pp. 352–56). 
 Ezekiel 17.22-24 shows a theologically interesting difference between 
the Septuagint and the MT. The Septuagint has ‘I shall hang ( ) 
him ( ) on a lofty mountain’, evoking a messianic expectation, 
absent from the MT. The phrase   in Ezek. 17.23, 
evidenced by all Greek manuscripts but 967, may refer to the Messiah 
hanging on the cross at the mountain of Golgotha. The verb  is 
absent in 967 which has , more in line with the hapax  
‘lofty’ in the MT, and probably re ecting the Old Greek. Therefore, 

 in Ezek. 17.22 thus betrays a later, Christological reading of 
these verses (Lust, ‘And I Shall Hang Him’, pp. 231–50). 
 With respect to messianism, it has repeatedly been said that the 
Septuagint displays signs of a developing messianism (Coppens, 
Le messianisme, p. 119) in certain verses (Ezek. 12.26-28; 16.4; 17.23; 
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21.30-32; 34.23-24; 37.22-25; 43.3). Lust has convincingly demonstrated 
in several articles that the original Septuagint does not add to individual 
messianic connotations of the Hebrew text, and that each so-called 
messianic passage should be evaluated on its own (Lust, Messianism). 
Some examples may illustrate this. In Ezek. 21.30-32 the Septuagint 
version condemns the high priests who prefer royal powers over priestly 
ones and announces the coming of a new high priest who will be worthy 
of the priestly turban. This refers merely to a priestly messianic expec-
tation as opposed to a royal Davidic messianic one as expressed by the 
MT (Lust, ‘Messianism’, pp. 174–91). Additionally, the Old Greek of 
Ezek. 17.22, an oracle of salvation that mentions ‘their hearts I will pluck 
off’, is less open to an individual messianic interpretation, whereas the 
MT clearly mentions ‘one tender shoot’ favouring the expectation of the 
coming of a new king (Lust, ‘And I Shall Hang Him’, pp. 231–50). 
  
 
VI. Reception History 
 
Ezekiel is rarely cited in the New Testament. Mark 4.32 can be under-
stood as the only more or less explicit quotation of Ezek. 17.23 and 31.6 
(Lust, ‘And I Shall Hang Him’, p. 245). Revelation displays a clear 
dependency on Ezekiel, as evidenced by numerous allusions and a 
handful of quotations (Kowalski, Rezeption). The author of Revelation 
20–22 was obviously inspired by the vision of Ezekiel about the dry 
bones (Ezek. 37.1-14), the uni cation of Israel (Ezek. 37.15-28), the 
battle against Gog of Magog (Ezek. 38–39) and the building of the new 
temple (Ezek. 40–48). Likewise the oracle against Tyre in Ezekiel 26–
27, in uenced the description of the destruction of Babylon (Rev. 18). It 
should be noted that the order of the respective chapters preserved in the 
pre-Hexaplaric 967 (Ezek. 38; 39; 37; 40–48) corresponds to the order of 
the events recorded in Revelation 19–22 (Lust, ‘Order’, pp. 179–83). 
 Preserved Ezekiel commentaries of the early church fathers are scarce. 
Theodoret’s commentary on Ezekiel is the only complete Greek com-
mentary on this prophet that has come to us. Besides theological 
explanation (Hauspie, ‘Theodoret’, pp. 503–11; ‘Ezek 1’, pp. 79–87) this 
commentary contains much philological information. Jerome provides us 
with a commentary on Ezekiel giving the translation of both the Hebrew 
text and the Septuagint. 
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Daniel 
(Old Greek and Theodotion) 

 
 

R. Timothy McLay 
 
 
 
Editions 
 
(a) Standard Greek Editions 
  Göttingen, vol. XVI.2, Susanna, Daniel, Bel et Draco (Ziegler and Munnich, 
 1999; 2nd ed.). 
  Rahlfs-Hanhart, vol. II, pp. 870–935. 
  Swete, vol. III, pp. 498–575. 
 
(b) Other Greek Editions 
  Der Septuaginta-Text (Geissen, 1968). 
  Der Septuaginta-Text Kap I–II; Der Septuaginta-Text Kap III–IV (Hamm,  
  1969). 
  ‘Daniel: Dos Semifolgi del Codex 967’ (Roca-Puig, 1976). 
  Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri. Fasc. VIII (Kenyon, 1937–1938). 
 
(c) Modern Translations 
  NETS (McLay, 2007), pp. 991–1022. 
  LXX.D (Engel and Neef, 2009), pp. 1423–1461. 
 
(d) Additional Comments 
  Papyrus 967 is the only pre-Hexaplaric witness to the OG version. 

 
 
I. General Characteristics 
 
Like Esther and Judges, there are two ancient Greek versions of the book 
of Daniel: the OG, which is a dynamic translation, and ‘Theodotion’ 
(Th),1 which is more formally equivalent. Both Greek editions have 
 
 1.  The term ‘Theodotion’ is only a matter of convention. Theodotion is 
purported to have lived in the second century, but there are citations in the New 
Testament that are attributed to this version. 
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twelve chapters that (more or less) correspond to the MT, and both retain 
the note in Dan. 2.4 of MT which indicates the change in language from 
Hebrew to Aramaic (running until the end of ch. 7). Furthermore, they 
have several additions in common: Bel and the Snake (more popularly 
known as Bel and the Dragon), Susanna, and the Prayer of Azariah and 
the Song of the Three Young Men. Thus, around the turn of the common 
era there were three distinct versions of Daniel. The OG and Th versions 
were distinguished from the Semitic version by the inclusion of the 
Additions, and from one another by alternative content in chs. 4–6. 
Despite the obvious relationship between the two Greek editions and 
their dependence upon a Semitic Vorlage that in most chapters was very 
similar to what has been preserved in MT, there are distinct differences 
between the three ancient editions, and many unresolved questions 
remain. 
 There are only three main witnesses to the OG version. The Chisian 
codex 88 and the Syro-Hexaplar (Syh) version are post-Hexaplaric and 
re ect very similar texts, while the more fragmentary Papyrus 967 is 
the only pre-Hexaplaric witness to the OG version of Daniel. Papyrus 
967 has an anomaly compared to the other witnesses: chs. 7 and 8 are 
positioned out of order between chs. 4 and 5. The change in order 
provides a smoother chronology because the narrative of chs. 1–4 take 
place in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, chs. 7–8 and 5 in the reign of 
Belshazzar, 6 and 9 in the period of Darius, and 10–12 are dated in the 

rst year of Cyrus. One other difference between the OG and Th versions 
is the order of the additions. In the OG Susanna appears rst and acts like 
an introduction to the ‘wise’ Daniel, while in Th Susanna follows ch. 12. 
 Chapters 4 to 6 contain what appear to be many additions and expan-
sions in the OG. Montgomery and Bludau had argued that the additions 
were midrashic in origin (Montgomery, Commentary, pp. 36–37; 
Bludau, Die alexandrinische Übersetzung, p. 143), while others like Jahn 
and Charles argued for the originality of its text (Jahn, Das Buch; 
Charles, Commentary, p. lvii). Although it may now be stated with some 
con dence that it has become a scholarly consensus that the OG in these 
chapters witnesses to an earlier Vorlage than MT/Th, McLay has 
demonstrated that the expansions and additions in the OG text are the 
result of later interpolations from Th. Wills and Albertz have subjected 
the alternative redactions of Daniel for these chapters to form-critical 
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analysis and argued that the OG version is evidence of a more original 
Semitic text for the book (see Wills, The Jew; Albertz, Der Gott; cf. 
Munnich, ‘Texte Massorétique’). 
 
 
II. Time and Place of Composition  
 
It is evident that the Semitic text went through a series of redactions 
before its nal form was completed around 164 B.C.E. (Collins, Daniel, 
pp. 35–37). Based on the shared vocabulary between the OG and 
1 Maccabees (1 Macc. 1.9 = Dan. 12.4; 1 Macc. 1.18 = Dan. 11.36; 
1 Macc. 1.54 = Dan. 11.31; 1 Macc. 4.41, 43 = Dan. 8.14) and a parallel 
between Dan. 1.3 and 1 Esd. 2.9, the translation of the OG version is 
generally dated around the beginning of the rst century B.C.E. in 
Alexandria (Montgomery, Commentary, p. 38; Hartman and Di Lella, 
Book of Daniel, p. 78). However, this dating must also be re ned 
because the OG most likely re ects multiple translators. It is a scholarly 
consensus that the original versions of the court-tales in chs. 2–6 were 
composed in the third to second centuries B.C.E. and were later redacted 
into their present Semitic form. Wills examines the OG for these chap-
ters and convincingly demonstrates that the shared redactional charac-
teristics in these chapters show these tales circulated as an independent 
collection (Wills, The Jew, pp. 144–52). In addition, Albertz offers 
evidence from the translation of vocabulary in chs. 4–6 in the OG that 
these chapters re ect a different translator from the rest of the book. For 
example,  is translated by aorist forms of  in 5.2, 3, 23; 
6.17(18); but forms of  in 3.2; 7.13, 22 and  in 3.13(2×). 
Likewise,  is rendered by  in 4.13, 29, but  in 2.8, 9, 21; 7.12, 
25(3×),  in 3.5, and  in 3.15 (Albertz, Der Gott, pp. 91–92). 
McLay illustrates the inner coherence of vocabulary within chs. 4–6(7) 
by noting terms that only appear in these chapters of OG. In some cases, 
these terms are not found in Th either. For example:  appears in ch. 
2 (1×), ch. 4 (4×), and ch. 5 (2×), but nowhere else.  is found only 
in OG in ch. 4.11(14) and 6.20(21).  occurs only in the OG in 
ch. 6 (3×) and ch. 7 (1×), and  only in the OG in ch. 4 (3×) and 
ch. 6 (4×) (McLay, ‘Formation’, pp. 306–7; many other examples could 
be added).  
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 Besides the differences in the use of vocabulary in OG chs. 4–6(7) 
compared to the remainder of the book, one also has to explain how the 
content of these chapters differs so markedly from Th and MT. McLay 
argues that the best way to account for the separate literary editions of 
Daniel is that the Maccabean crisis resulted in a separate literary edition 
and development of the book for chs. 2–6(7) in Alexandria. A scribe may 
have taken the early collection of court-tales to Alexandria before the 
introduction, chs. 8–12, and other editing of the Semitic text were com-
pleted.  
 Based on the fact that the Th version retains the additions yet re ects a 
text that is similar to MT means that it most likely would have been 
completed fairly soon after the completion of the Semitic version 
somewhere in Palestine in the rst century B.C.E. 
 
 
III. Language 
 
Generally speaking, OG exhibits more diversity in its choice of lexical 
equivalents, but Th’s tendency to employ stereotyped equivalents is 
abandoned when the choice is not appropriate in the context. Excluding 
the end of ch. 3 through the conclusion of ch. 6, for which OG is based 
on a different source text, OG tends to provide equivalents for each of 
the lexical and morphological elements in the source text as well. The 
overall tendency of both versions to follow the source text results in 
Greek that is unnatural but not unreadable.  
 The Semitic character of the Greek texts is displayed most particularly 
in the predominate use of a paratactic style. OG introduces alternatives to 
the Semitic syntax more frequently than Th, but the foreign style is still 
obvious. In the same way that the syntactic style of both versions is 
affected because they follow the source text rather closely, it also affects 
the frequency of articular in nitives, the number and placement of 
genitive adjectives, and the use of adjectives in general. 
 Linguistic differences between OG and Th arise from the differences 
in translation style and especially in Th from close adherence to the 
source text. OG shows a greater independence in its choice of lexemes 
and particularly in its creative use of neologisms (see further § IV). 
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IV. Translation and Composition  
 
Although OG and Th may be respectively characterised as ‘free’ and 
‘literal’ translations, the notion of freedom is relative. The main way that 
OG demonstrates freedom is by avoiding the parataxis of the source text 
through use of postpositive conjunctions, adverbs, subordinate partici-
ples, and the genitive absolute. Both versions omit redundant preposi-
tions, while OG exhibits a greater tendency to introduce slight alterations 
in word order or additions in order to clarify the meaning for the reader. 
Some scholars have included Th within the putative kaige recension, 
but this is unlikely (Schmitt, Stammt; McLay, ‘Kaige’). There are two 
instances of  in Daniel (11.8, 22), but  only appears in the latter. 
There is little evidence of other so-called kaige characteristics in the 
book and instead there is greater divergence from the traditional 
proposed characteristics of kaige. 
 There are ten possible neologisms that are hapax legomena in OG 
Daniel, though they are not all hapax legomena in the LXX. Some of the 
readings are shared with Th Daniel. Alphabetically, the neologisms are 

 ‘to agitate, subvert’ (Dan. 7.23);  ‘to go crazy’ 
(Dan. 12.4);  ‘to whistle’ (Dan. 3.50);  ‘to be gracious’ 
(Dan. 9.19);  ‘to grind down’ (Dan. 7.23);  ‘com-
mand’ (Dan. 3.95);  ‘to ght with horns’ (Dan. 11.40); 

 ‘to de le oneself’ (Dan. 1.8);  ‘to grind into 
powder’ (Dan. 2.45); and  ‘surpassing’ (Dan. 2.31). The title 

 ‘chief eunuch’ is possibly another neologism, but it appears 
seven times each in OG and Th Daniel. Although most scholars still 
assume that Th is a revision of OG, the unique character of the version is 
demonstrated by the fact that it witnesses to nearly as many neologisms 
as OG. Unlike OG, however, all of the possible neologisms in Th have 
occurrences in some other book or books.  ‘alertness’ appears 
in Dan. 5.11, 14 (twice elsewhere in the LXX);  ‘scattering, 
dispersion’ in Dan. 12.7 (three times elsewhere);  ‘to strengthen’ 
in Dan. 9.27 (three times elsewhere);  ‘dedication’ in Dan. 
3.3 (twelve times elsewhere);  ‘trembling’ in Dan. 10.11 (four 
times elsewhere);  ‘wild donkey’ in Dan. 5.21 (twice elsewhere); 
and  ‘to behave haughtily’ in Dan. 5.20 (six times 
elsewhere). 
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 One interesting example of a supposed hapax legomenon and 
neologism is the verb  ‘he will be dissected’, which 
occurs in Dan. 3.96(29). Montgomery explained the origin of the word 
on the basis of an analogy to   ‘making parts’ in 2 Macc. 
1.16 (Montgomery, Commentary, p. 148) and the verb is retained by 
Munnich in the revised edition of Ziegler (Göttingen, p. 288). This is an 
interesting case of how a scholar’s idea is retained regardless of the 
evidence. Not only is it far more likely that the Greek letter  was 
mistakenly written for the —a frequent orthographic change in manu-
scripts arising from phonetic assimilation, which occurs on other 
occasions in the Greek witnesses to Daniel—but the common verb 

 ‘he will be divided’ would make perfect sense in the 
context. More importantly, that is what Papyrus 967 reads! Munnich 
inexplicably maintains that it is more likely that a scribe would have 
erred by writing the more common word (Göttingen, p. 69). So, should 
we ignore the best witness with the most obvious choice in favour of a 
scholarly conjecture based on later witnesses that re ect a common 
orthographic error? This is a case in which an orthographic error created 
a neologism that was later adopted. 
 
 
V. Text-Critical Issues  
 
Beside the additional stories in the versions (see Additions to Daniel), 
there are signi cant differences in chs. 4–6 compared to Th and MT. In 
general, the basic story in Daniel 4–6 is the same in the versions 
transmitted respectively by the OG and MT/Th, but there are numerous 
differences in details. Chapter 4 narrates the story of the madness of 
Nebuchadnezzar, but his confession and the publication of his decree 
appears in an expanded form at the end of the chapter in vv. 34(37)-34c 
rather than the beginning, and there are other pluses to vv. 14(17), 
19(22), 23-25(26-28), 28(31), 30(33). There are also signi cant minuses 
that involve vv. 20-22(23-25) when one compares the OG to MT/Th and 
there is no equivalent for 4.3-6(6-9). Chapter 5 narrates the mysterious 
writing on the wall, but the OG version includes an abbreviated version 
of the story as a preface and omits signi cant portions of vv. 3, 10-13 
and has no equivalent for vv. 14-15, 18-22 and 24-25. Chapter 6 has a 
similar length in the two versions, but there are large pluses in OG in 
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vv. 3(4), 5(6), 12a, 14(15), 17-18(18-19), 22(23) and minuses in 15(16), 
23(24). Even where there are no pluses or minuses in these chapters the 
Greek versions share little relationship with regard to style, grammar, 
and, more importantly, vocabulary.  
 One interesting anomaly in Papyrus 967 is that chs. 7 and 8 appear 
out of order between chs. 4 and 5. Typically, it is suggested that Papyrus 
967 has rearranged the order of the chapters in order to x the chron-
ology (Collins, Daniel, p. 6), but Lust and Munnich have argued for the 
priority of Papyrus 967 (Lust, ‘Septuagint Version’; Munnich, ‘Texte 
Massorétique’). McLay has examined their arguments in detail and 
demonstrated they are not supported by the evidence (‘Formation’, pp. 
311–18). In addition to problems with speci c linguistic details of their 
arguments, there are fundamental problems with their assumptions. Since 
any reordering of the chapters and other editorial revisions of the chap-
ters in question must have occurred around the same time, how would 
the Greek translator have had access to the earlier arrangement and non-
edited Semitic version? Furthermore, if this original edition had been 
compiled, as is supposed by Lust and Munnich, why would chs. 7 and 8 
have been moved to a different place? There are other dif culties, such 
as explaining the fact that ch. 8 is written in Hebrew, not Aramaic like 
chs. 4–7. 
 
 
VI. Ideology and Exegesis  
 
As discussed above, Th is primarily a literal or formally equivalent 
translation of MT. OG, while more free or dynamic in its approach, is 
generally close to MT as well. A couple of minor examples of exegesis in 
OG Daniel are the choice of ‘the king of Egypt’ rendering ‘the king of 
the south’ consistently in ch. 11 and the identi cation of the ‘kittim’ as 
the Romans in 11.30; but OG does have a few passages more worthy of 
note. One of the more dif cult cases is in 9.26 where the Hebrew for 
‘after the seventy-two weeks’ is rendered in OG by ‘after seven and 
seventy and sixty-two weeks’ to give a total of 139 weeks. Bruce nds 
this number historically meaningful (Bruce, ‘Earliest’) and David has 
attempted to coordinate the chronology with a speci c ‘anointed one’ in 
the passage (see the analysis of 9.24-27 in David, Composition, pp. 279–
356). However, the whole of 9.24-27 is full of additions and double 
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translations and there is not enough evidence reliably to reconstruct the 
original text of OG for this passage. At the same time, the corruption of 
the passage in our extant witnesses is testimony to the way the passage 
was subjected to on-going interpretation. Another example of an inter-
esting text is 7.13 where the text of OG could read ‘the son of man came 
upon the clouds and as the Ancient of Days’; thus making an identi-

cation between the son of man and the Ancient of Days (Bruce, 
‘Oldest’). The reader will be forgiven for any confusion since that text 
does not appear in the critical editions of Daniel despite the fact that ‘as 
the Ancient of Days’ is the reading of the OG. The reading in the Greek 
texts may very well represent a mechanical error in translation or later 
textual corruption (Jeansonne, Old Greek, pp. 96–99; McLay, ‘Transla-
tion Technique’, pp. 56–57), but it is the reading of the witnesses. 
 Albertz also argued that ideological exegesis was the reason that the 
later translator of chs. 1–3, 7–12 adopted the earlier ‘popular’ translation 
of 4–6. According to Albertz, 4.34c(37) has a de nite emphasis on 
monotheism, which is supported by several references to God being ‘the 
living God’ who reigns ‘in heaven’ (see 4.23[26], 28[31], 34[37]; 5.23); 
and these verses coincide with the emphasis on monotheism that is also 
present in 3.17 (Albertz, Der Gott, p. 164). A signi cant shortcoming 
with this argument is that the OG does not exhibit a concern for 
monotheism elsewhere in the book. However, it is an argument that chs. 
4–6 originate from a different hand. 
 
 
VII. Reception History  
 
As previously noted, only three major manuscripts of the OG version 
of Daniel are now known to exist, and these witnesses exhibit signi - 
cant interference from the Th translation. Presumably, the so-called Th 
version was preferred during the course of transmission, because it was 
closer to what later became MT. Thus, readings from Th Daniel are 
prominent in Baruch (e.g., Bar. 1.15 and Dan. 9.7; Bar. 1.16 and Dan. 
9.8; Bar. 1.18 and Dan. 9.10) and some readings based on Th Daniel are 
scattered through the Church Fathers (Grelot, ‘Les versions’, pp. 384–
86).  
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 Despite the later dominance of Th Daniel, there is evidence of the use 
of both translations in the New Testament. Montgomery and Charles 
noted a dozen instances of agreement between Th Daniel and Revelation 
(e.g., Rev. 9.20 and Dan. 5.23; Rev. 10.5-6 and Dan. 12.7; Rev. 11.7 and 
Dan. 7.21; Rev. 1.19 and Dan. 2.29, 45), which is the chief reason why 
the notion of a proto-Theodotion (which later became the kaige 
recension) was introduced (Montgomery, Commentary, p. 49; Charles, 
Commentary, p. liv). Grelot later added three more agreements (Rev. 
1.18 and Dan. 4.31; Rev. 12.8 and Dan. 2.35; Rev. 13.8 and Dan. 12.1) 
in his important article on the use of the Greek versions of Daniel 
(Grelot, ‘Les versions’). Grelot offers a good examination of citations 
and possible allusions in the New Testament and the Church Fathers, 
though as might be expected, some of the allusions are less convincing.  
 Given its apocalyptic themes, it is not unexpected that the Revelation 
of John has the most numerous texts that can be clearly distinguished as 
dependent upon the OG of Daniel. There is the reference to ‘one like a 
son of man’ in 1.13, and the description of the appearance of the son of 
man depends on allusions to the Ancient of Days in Daniel 7: ‘his head 
and hair were white like wool, white as snow’ in Rev. 1.14 is dependent 
upon Dan. 7.9 ‘his clothing was as white as snow, the hair of his head 
was white like wool’.2 Other agreements with OG Daniel compared to 
Th Daniel are Rev. 10.5-6 and Dan. 12.7; Rev. 20.15 and OG Dan. 12.1; 
and Rev. 20.20.12 and Dan. 7.10. Another allusion to Dan. 7.13 occurs 
in Rev. 1.7 ‘Behold he is coming with the clouds’. The two allusions to 
the son of man highlight one of the most important texts of Daniel for the 
New Testament. 
 Daniel 7.13 is cited or alluded to, though with various differences 
in the number and order of words and the prepositions employed, in 
Mt. 24.30; 26.64; Mk 13.26; 14.62; Lk. 21.27 and Rev. 1.7; 14.14-16. 
The reference to the son of man forms a crucial part of the background 
to the witness of the gospels, in which Jesus alone employs the ‘son 
of man’ as a self-designation. Vermes argued that ‘son of man’ was a 

 
 2. Numerous allusions in the book of Revelation are based upon Daniel, but their 
allusive nature make it more dif cult to establish speci c uses of the Greek versions 
as opposed to MT. On the question of the use of Daniel in Revelation see Beale, 
John’s Use. 
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Semitic idiom meaning ‘man’ in a generic sense or a circumlocution for 
‘I’ (Vermes, Jesus the Jew, pp. 160–90; Lindars, Jesus Son of Man, 
pp. 22–24), but Vermes’s interpretation fails to explain the ‘son of man’ 
sayings in the gospels and their use by Jesus in particular. Most scholars 
agree that there was no pre-existing tradition that identi ed a/the ‘son of 
man’ with a messianic gure,3 so the witness of the gospels is unique. 
The New Testament witnesses are divided in their reliance upon the 
Th version where the son of man comes ‘with’ the clouds as opposed to 
‘on’ the clouds in the OG. However, regardless of how the variant came 
to be, the fact that all three OG witnesses to Dan. 7.13 as well as 
Mt. 24.30; 26.64; Rev. 14.14-16 have the son of man coming ‘on’ the 
clouds, and the OG also reads that the son of man arrives ‘as the Ancient 
of Days’ certainly facilitated the connection of the ‘son of man’ with the 
Ancient of Days and, thus, with a divine gure in the New Testament 
period. 
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  NETS (McLay, 2007), pp. 986–90 (Susanna), 1023–27 (Bel). 
  LXX.D (Bergmann and Engel, 2009), pp. 1418–22 (Susanna), 1462–68 (Bel). 

 
 
I. General Characteristics  
 
The OG of Daniel incorporated three lengthy additions that do not have 
counterparts in MT Daniel: Susanna, The Song of the Three Holy 
Children, and Bel and the Dragon, all set during the Babylonian Exile. 
These additions also occur in the translation of Theodotion (see Daniel 
§ I on the two versions of Daniel), and they may have occurred in 
Symmachus’s translation (second century C.E.), but they were absent 
from that of Aquila (ca. 125 C.E.; cf. Origen, Ep. Afr. 2). As will be 
explored further, they are based on an exegesis of MT Daniel and, at least 
for Susanna and Bel, also on Jeremiah. They were probably composed in 
Greek as original parts of OG Daniel, and originated in Judea from a 
Pharisaic school that produced OG Daniel. 
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 Susanna (Heb. ‘lily’) is found at the beginning of Theodotion’s 
version and seems to have been originally located there. In OG and 
Vulgate it is placed after ch. 12 (but cf. § V). Susanna is a beautiful, pious 
wife of Joakim, a wealthy Jew in Babylon. Two Jewish elders, however, 
become smitten with her. When she rejects their advances, they bring a 
false charge of adultery. She is convicted and is about to be executed 
when Daniel, here a young man, is inspired by God to question the elders 
separately. He establishes their guilt when they disagree concerning the 
type of tree under which Susanna’s supposed crime occurred. The elders 
are then executed. 
 The Song of the Three Holy Children (Song 3 Childr.) is a 68-verse 
insertion between 3.23 and 3.24 of MT Daniel that expands on Ananias, 
Azariah, and Misael, who are cast into the ery furnace by King Nebu-
chadnezzar. They make a penitential prayer for the Jews in exile (vv. 1-22 
[3.24-45]), calling God’s judgement just, but there is no prince, prophet, 
or (place of) sacri ce for mercy, so they ask that their petition function 
as sacri ce, for mercy and deliverance. In a narrative (vv. 23-28 [3.46-
51]), God’s angel smites the ames where the three are, but those who 
stoke the furnace are burned up. All three in unison then praise and bless 
God in a hymn (vv. 29-68 [3.52-90]), exhorting creation to do the same, 

nally thanking him for their safety and his mercy. 
 Bel and the Dragon (hereafter, Bel) is probably the original appendix 
to OG (concluding the book in OG and Theodotion, but not in 967). First 
(vv. 1-22), Daniel is challenged at court by the king to accept that the 
god Bel is real because food left overnight at his temple disappears. 
Daniel exposes a secret entrance used by the priests of Bel and their 
families nightly to break in and eat the food, and accordingly the king 
has them slain. Secondly (vv. 23-42), the king points to a live serpent 
that is also worshipped, which Daniel overcomes by feeding it a ball of 
pitch, fat, and hair until it bursts. Therefore the king’s courtiers plot 
against Daniel. To avoid suspicion of conversion to Judaism, the king 
has Daniel cast into a lion’s den. On the sixth day, God’s angel takes the 
prophet Habakkuk to Babylon with food for Daniel. When the king nds 
Daniel alive, he proclaims the Lord God the only God, releases Daniel, 
and casts Daniel’s detractors into the den where they are eaten. 
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II. Time and Place of Composition  
 
The apparent use of Jeremiah in composing Susanna and Bel indicates a 
unity of interest and source by the compilers of OG Daniel. Although an 
original Semitic text has been proposed for all three additions, it is more 
likely they were composed in Greek, since their style is the same as the 
rest of OG Daniel, and there is no anecdotal or manuscript evidence that 
they arose separately from OG Daniel. They were likely included in 
Proto-Theodotion early in the rst century B.C.E., so they are probably 
earlier than that translation. At a minimum, they would seem to have 
been added to OG Daniel when the translation was made 135–120 B.C.E., 
but they were probably original compositions for OG Daniel. According 
to rabbinic sources, in the second century B.C.E. some idea resembling 
‘an eye for an eye’ appears to have superseded Deut. 19.16-21, the law 
against false witnesses, among the authorities in Jerusalem. The false 
accuser was executed only if he were detected after an execution that he 
caused (Ball, ‘Additions’, vol. II, p. 329). The false accusers of Pharisee 
R. Simon ben Shetach’s son were discovered shortly before his execu-
tion, but he refused to be retried, saying: ‘Father, …use me as a threshold 
[for change]’ (j. Sanh. 6.3, Ball). His father (born ca. 125 B.C.E.) 
is quoted thus: ‘Examine the witnesses diligently…’ (m. Aboth 1.9, 
Danby). The concern of Simon’s colleague, Judah ben Tabbai, with those 
who in uence judges (m. Aboth 1.8) also makes it likely that these issues 
go back before the last quarter of the second century B.C.E. 
 In antiquity there seems to have been some dispute regarding Deut. 
19.16-21, the law against false witnesses, among the authorities in 
Jerusalem. The false accuser was executed only if he were detected after 
an execution that he caused (Ball, ‘Additions’, vol. II, p. 329). This 
system seems to be understood by the rabbis, where there is concern over 
the partiality of judges (j. Sanh. 6.3; m. Aboth 1.8-9). Susanna is well 
located in this environment: in Judea among Pharisees opposing the lack 
of application of Deut. 19.19—which is quoted in the conclusion to 
Susanna (v. 62). Likewise, Bel ends (v. 42) with Daniel’s evil accusers 
receiving the death penalty that they tried to impose upon him. 
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 Alexandria has been proposed as the provenance of OG Daniel, but 
this is unlikely due to the emphasis of Susanna and Bel (apparently 
original parts of OG Daniel) on punishment of false witnesses, which 
marks it as a likely product of the Pharisaic school in Judea. Its Judean 
provenance probably also is re ected in the concern of OG Daniel, by 
modifying the MT, to glorify the Maccabean revolt as ful lling the book 
(Pusey, Daniel, pp. 326–30). Susanna may also derive from an inter-
pretation of Genesis 2–3, with a possible focus on legal matters that 
could suit a Judean setting (Pearce, ‘Echoes’). 
 The origins of the translation attributed to Theodotion are complex, 
depending on its connections with the actual Theodotion or an earlier 
‘proto-Theodotion’ source. Theodotion seems to have produced his 
translation around 170 C.E., since it is quoted as the basis for Hippolytus’s 
Commentary on Susanna (ca. 200), while Justin Martyr (ca. 160) still 
appears to use Daniel of Proto-Theodotion, the theoretical lost transla- 
tion that Theodotion revised. Proto-Theodotion can be discerned mainly 
from earlier quotations that resemble but also differ somewhat from 
Theodotion, re ected in the kaige tradition (see Schmitt, Stammt, pp. 11–
16; Tov, ‘Relation’). Proto-Theodotion Daniel probably is already used 
by the book of Baruch near the turn of the rst-century C.E. (Bar. 1.15–
2.19 is dependent upon Dan. 9.4-19 that re ects vocabulary of the 
Theodotion translation). 
 The earliest description of Theodotion is ca. 185 by Irenaeus, bishop 
of Lyons (Her. 3.21.1):  
 

 ‘Behold, a young woman shall conceive, and shall bring forth a son’ (Isa. 
7.14), in which manner Theodotion the Ephesian translated, and Aquila 
of Pontus, both Jewish proselytes, and having followed these men 
eagerly, the Ebionites say that he was begotten from Joseph. 

 
Two of Irenaeus’ statements, however, apparently contain polemical 
exaggeration. The Ebionites’ rejection of the Virgin Birth was well-
established decades before Aquila’s translation. Quite plausibly Irenaeus 
uses further hyperbole to denigrate both translators’ identical renderings 
of Isa. 7.14 by duplicating the proselyte background of the infamous 
Aquila onto Theodotion. Indeed, Jerome (ca. 400) rejected the weak but 
prevailing proselyte tradition; apparently he never describes Theodotion 
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so, and more than once he describes Theodotion only as an Ebionite, 
claiming authority for it: ‘some (quidem) say’ (Expl. Dan. prol; cf. Vir. 
ill. 54; Comm. Habac. 3.10-13). Irenaeus’ ties to Asia Minor make 
plausible his notice that Theodotion was once an Ephesian, but as a 
sectarian Jewish Christian, Theodotion probably would have been based 
in Judea, and is likely to have reshaped proto-Theodotion there. 
Theodotion Daniel largely replaced OG Daniel among Christians by the 
fourth century. 
 The earliest description of Theodotion is by Irenaeus (Her. 3.21.1), 
bishop of Lyons (ca. 185). He uses hyperbole to denigrate both Aquila 
and Theodotion, duplicating the proselyte background of the infamous 
Aquila onto Theodotion. As a sectarian Jewish Christian Theodotion 
would have been based in Judea, and is likely to have made his trans-
lation there. It would have been at this point that the earlier proto-
Theodotion would have been shaped and largely replaced OG Daniel 
among Christians. 
 
 
III. Language  
 
There is a recognised difference in style between the OG and Theodotion. 
OG tends to be more idiomatic, whereas Theodotion, as part of a trans-
lation tradition that conforms the text towards a Semitic Vorlage, tends 
towards stereotyped equivalents (see too Daniel, § III). While it is quite 
plausible that the Additions are actual Greek compositions, they may be 
written in Koine Greek that re ects Semitic interference, either because 
they are indeed translations or because they are using the style of trans-
lation Greek as their models or indeed using the LXX (see Joosten, 
‘Prayer’). Thus, there is a high degree of parataxis and the use of Semitic 
calques such as   and . Hebraisms might, however, go 
beyond such interference and be manifest in misreading of a possible 
source text (e.g., Moore, Daniel, pp. 45, 82–83, 119–20).  
 
 
IV. Translation and Composition  
 
There is a natural relationship between Jeremiah and Daniel that con-
tributed to the Additions: Dan. 9.2 says that Daniel consulted the book of 
Jeremiah for understanding, which would point Daniel’s readers back to 
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Jeremiah, while Jer. 29.22 speaks of Nebuchadnezzar using re to punish, 
which would suggest Daniel’s ery furnace. That all three additions were 
composed in Greek by an interpretive school augmenting a rst transla-
tion of Daniel accounts for their consistency of style with the rest of OG 
Daniel, and ts the concession by some scholars that there is no necessity 
for Semitic originals. Greek composition avoids the improbability that 
after being translated, the Semitic originals for all three disappeared 
quickly without a trace in the ancient evidence and even generated denial 
of such texts.  
 Although Susanna is practically unknown in Judean rabbinic tradition, 
the latter contains extensive material similar to Susanna’s wicked judges, 
describing two leaders/false prophets, Zedekiah and Ahab, who are men-
tioned in Jer. 29.21-23:  
 

Thus says the Lord of Hosts…: ‘Behold, I will deliver them into the hand 
of Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon, and he shall slay them before your 
eyes, and because of them a curse shall be used by all the exiles from 
Judah who are in Babylon, saying, ‘May the Lord make you like Zedekiah 
and Ahab, whom the king of Babylon roasted in the re, because they 
have acted foolishly in Israel, and have committed adultery with their 
neighbors’ wives, and have spoken words in my name falsely, which I did 
not command them…’ (NASB) 

 
Susanna may well have borrowed its depiction of a woman preyed upon 
by two leaders from an already-existing Zedekiah and Ahab tradition. 
Such a tradition was already in circulation among Judean Jews ca. 240 
C.E. with some reference to Susanna (see § VII) 
 Although older scholars inclined to Susanna’s composition being in 
Greek, there has been a trend to propose a Hebrew or Aramaic Vorlage, 
with OG supposedly being a more idiomatic translation, Theodotion more 
literal (Moore, Daniel, p. 25). A Semitic Susanna is claimed because of 
the Judean provenance of the material, the existence of Aramaic 
fragments of a non-canonical Daniel story among the Dead Sea Scrolls, 
and the translation style (frequent use of , and Theodotion’s use of the 
idiom  ). None of these, however, bears much weight against 
Greek composition, and together only show the in uence of the author’s 
additional knowledge of a Semitic language or imitation of biblical style 
(cf. Joosten, ‘Prayer’). 
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 In his correspondence with Origen, Julius Africanus supported 
Susanna’s Greek composition and non-canonical status based probably 
on Jewish objections, including Greek word-play in vv. 54-55 (  
‘mastic tree’/  ‘to split’) and 58-59 (  ‘oak tree’/  ‘to 
cut’) concerning the type of tree. Origen argued for a canonical Hebrew 
Susanna. Nevertheless, much investigation by one of the greatest schol-
ars of antiquity, among Jews who in location and background should 
have been able to disclose something about a Semitic Susanna, produced 
nothing. He notes that Susanna’s style is indistinguishable from the rest 
of OG Daniel. He was aware of apocrypha in Hebrew used among Jews, 
and he never found Susanna among these works. He had consulted ‘not a 
few Hebrews’ on Hebrew words for the trees in vv. 55-59, but could not 
discover anything (Origen, Ep. Afr. 1, 11-12, 15, 13, 6). If a Semitic text 
ever existed, it probably was long gone. Origen is forced to practically 
the same conclusion: ‘the Hebrew Susanna…had been concealed among 
[the Jews] long ago ( )’ (Ep. Afr. 12). Therefore, changes made to 
Theodotion Susanna a generation before Origen probably were not 
derived from a Semitic text. Instead they are similar to expansions and 
changes in Syriac Christian versions of Theodotion Susanna (collected in 
Ball, ‘Additions’), rather like midrash. Likewise, such midrashic revision 
could account for Proto-Theodotion’s differences with OG Susanna.  
 Both stories in Bel and the Dragon also seem to have originated from 
exegesis of Jeremiah. For its polemic against idols, Bel is developed out 
of Jer. 51.15, 17-19. In particular, the Dragon makes literal the gures of 
Jer. 51.34, 44: 
 

Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon has devoured me and crushed me,  
He has set me down like an empty vessel; 
He has swallowed me like a monster, 
He has lled his stomach with my delicacies; 
He has washed me away… 
And I shall punish Bel in Babylon, 
And I shall make what he has swallowed come out of his mouth; 
And the nations will no longer stream to him. 
Even the wall of Babylon has fallen down! (NASB) 

 
The consistency of the Greek style in both Bel and the Dragon, the 
smooth transition between the two in vv. 23-24, and v. 28 referencing 
Bel indicate that they are probably original parts of the same work. In 
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spite of concerns that the carrying of Habakkuk to Babylon by the Holy 
Spirit (vv. 32-39) is an interpolation, it functions to feed Daniel after six 
days in the den and thus also seems to be original, as supported by the 
opening OG subheading. It has been proposed that because Bel reintro-
duces Daniel, it originally circulated separately. OG Bel’s beginning, 
however, gives the appearance of derivation from its claimed Habakkuk 
source, which intentionally sets Bel off as an appendix, and supplies the 
additional claim that Daniel was a priest. The story of the lion den is 
developed from, and ties Bel back to, MT Daniel 6. 
 Concerning Song 3 Childr., the two liturgical parts seem to be 
unknown in rabbinic tradition. Song 3 Childr.’s furnace story also may 
connect to Jer. 29.21-23, but MT Daniel 3 is developed. All three parts of 
Song 3 Childr. are tied to the furnace story, which suggests their unity of 
origin. Indeed, the beginnings to both liturgical sections are nearly 
identical (3.26, 52). This addition shows plausible use of the LXX, which 
would support composition in Greek. 3.89(67),   , 

 ,        ‘acknowledge the Lord, that 
he is good, for his mercy is forever’, occurs in LXX Pss. 105.1; 106.1; 
135.1; otherwise, it may be from Greek Jewish liturgy. 3.27(4),   

  ,     ,       
‘all your works are genuine and your ways right, and all your judgements 
are genuine’, apparently is based on LXX Deut. 32.4,    

,       ‘his works are genuine, and all his 
ways are judgements’. 
 The view shared by some scholars that OG Daniel is from the same 
translator as OG 1 Esdras (Montgomery, Commentary, p. 38) would 
strengthen the case for a school behind their production. Both books 
share noticeably good Hellenistic style, perhaps the best of the LXX. 
They also share verbal parallels, including an identical phrase whose 
verb and noun occur nowhere else in the LXX (Dan. 1.2; 1 Esd. 2.7): 

      ‘he deposited them in his idol 
temple’. Gwynn notes that while 1 Esdras largely follows MT Ezra, 
1 Esdras 3–5 is an interpolation between MT Ezra 4.24 and 5.1 that 
involves three young men at king Darius’s court; thus in a work that 
already resembles OG Daniel, both have a lengthy interpolation set at 
approximately the same location with three young men, praise, and the 
king. 
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V. Key Text-Critical Issues  
 
OG Susanna has 47 certain verses, while Theodotion’s version has 64. 
OG 1-5a are textually uncertain, but Theodotion may have preserved 
them. The OG has no equivalent for Theodotion 15-18, 21, 24-27, 46-47, 
49-50, 63-64. Theodotion lacks OG 51a, 62a-b. Theodotion also has 
rearranged OG 35a to 42-43. Approximately 25% of Theodotion’s Greek 
is identical with OG (Steussy, Gardens, p. 35), and Theodotion’s changes 
are generally seen as resulting in a smoother, rather than a different, 
story. Nevertheless important differences occur at the end. In OG, the 
elders were thrown by the people down a ravine and the Angel of the 
Lord cast re on them; Theodotion only says that the people put them to 
death (v. 62). Moreover, OG 62a-b speaks of maintaining virtuous young 
men as sons, who will be a resource of knowledge and understanding. 
Theodotion 63-64 simply mentions relatives of Susanna who rejoiced at 
her innocence and that Daniel’s reputation became great. OG here ts 
Pharisaic concerns consistent with the production of OG Daniel. 
 The original location of OG Susanna poses a problem. There are only 
three substantial witnesses to OG Daniel—the Chigi manuscript (88; 
ninth century) and the Syro-Hexapla (seventh century)—both of which 
descend from the Hexapla’s LXX column. The third is designated 967 in 
the Chester Beatty biblical papyri, probably from the later second 
century C.E.; its text is non-Hexaplaric. The two Hexaplaric witnesses 
have an appendix of Susanna–Bel; 967’s appendix has Bel–Susanna. 
Nevertheless, various factors favour OG Susanna’s original setting at the 
start of the book, where it would emphasise the Pharisees’ concern about 
false witnesses.  
 Because of the Hexapla’s synchronised columns, Origen removed 
Theodotion’s Susanna from the front and inserted it immediately before 
Bel. Did Origen thus rearrange an older OG appendix order, Bel then 
Susanna, as in 967? Text rearrangements elsewhere in 967 Daniel 
suggest its appendix may be the result of Susanna simply having been 
moved from the book’s start to the end, which would gather both story 
additions and preserve the original position of Bel. In the Jewish 
Apocalypse of Zephaniah, written in Greek at the turn of the Common 
Era, Zephaniah prays to be delivered, even as God did for Israel (Jacob), 
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Susanna, and the Three Young Men (Apoc. Zeph. 6.10). Susanna’s 
mention before Song 3 Childr. seems to re ect their order in OG Daniel. 
 Verses 1-5 of OG Susanna are mostly uncertain, although the two 
Hexapla witnesses contain them. They are marked in both with critical 
signs (Field uses a form of obelus, and the asterisk) whose meaning is no 
longer clear, and the verses agree exactly with Theodotion. Due to a 
marginal note only in 88 indicating that everything in OG before v. 6 
was supplied by Theodotion, the critical signs are generally interpreted 
by scholars as con rming 88’s note. The note, however, is inaccurate, 
since 967’s text, which lacks 1-5a, probably predates and is independent 
of Theodotion, yet 967’s 5b ( ... ; 18 words) agrees exactly with 
Theodotion. Therefore, Theodotion or Proto-Theodotion for 5b at least 
has borrowed from OG, not vice versa, and further marginal abbrevia-
tions in both Hexapla witnesses indicate exact or, as Field notes, sub-
stantial agreement between OG and Theodotion 1-5b. Because Origen 
never found a Hebrew Susanna, the previously mentioned critical signs 
seem only to indicate the lack of 1-5b in some OG manuscripts, similar 
to the lack of 1-5a in 967. 
 Small differences occur between the two versions of Song 3 Childr. 
in all three parts. OG lacks Theodotion 3.53, 85 (but cf. OG 84). 
Theodotion 3.24-25 and 46 are about half the length of OG. Although in 
OG Azariah is singled out before the initial prayer, his two companions 
join in; this joint recitation is like the hymn. In Theodotion this opening 
prayer is only spoken by Azariah. There are also verse rearrangements 
in Theodotion’s hymn: OG 58-59 = 59, 58; OG 69-72 = 71, 72, 69, 70; 
OG 77-78 = 78, 77. In Jerome’s Vulgate and in his contemporary 
Theodoret of Cyrus’s Commentary on Daniel, however, they use a Syro-
Palestine recension of Theodotion that restores OG order.  
 The length of Bel is similar in both versions. Theodotion has 42 
verses, OG 38. Theodotion adds vv. 12-13, 25 (but cf. OG 26), and 29. 
Verse 1 of Theodotion sets the addition under Cyrus; instead of 
Theodotion’s verse, OG has an opening inscription ‘From the prophecy 
of Habakkuk, son of Jesus, from the tribe of Levi’. OG has lengthier 
vv. 9 and 17. Theodotion’s Bel also shares about 25% of its text with 
OG, and has a less idiomatic style than OG. 
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VI. Ideology and Exegesis  
 
All three Additions in their current positions in Daniel, not surprisingly, 
are somewhat intrusive in the original MT narratives (cf. Moore, Daniel, 
pp. 24–25). They offer little on their own for understanding their purpose 
and original audience beyond the proposals made in § II. Although 
Susanna and Bel are set during the Exile and told in a largely straightfor-
ward narrative (Susanna even provides details about her family), they are 
no longer viewed by scholars as historical. Moreover, unlike MT Daniel, 
they contain no apocalyptic themes, prophecy, visions, or their interpre-
tations. Instead a connection of both to MT Daniel is through wisdom, 
and how it leads to the uncovering of the truth. In some ways Susanna 
and Bel resemble detective stories, since alibis or evidence are tested 
to determine guilt or innocence. Along with Song 3 Childr., they all 
focus on the theme of deliverance, emphasising the ultimate power and 
authority of God. This could be seen as a concern of Judean or diaspora 
Judaism. 
 
 
VII. Reception History  
 
The visions of Daniel were a popular source of interpretation in antiquity 
(cf. Daniel § VII), and, though comparatively less often cited, the Addi-
tions were popular as tales. 3 Maccabees 6.6-7 refers to the three youths 
and also to Daniel in the lion’s den. The mention in this passage of God 
dampening the re with dew provides the earliest reference ( rst century 
B.C.E. or C.E.) to the Additions (Collins, Daniel, p. 72). Josephus does 
not mention them in his Antiquities (Moore, Daniel, p. 24). The earliest 
Patristic citations (Moore, Daniel, pp. 28–29) are in Justin (Apol. 1.46, 
on the prayers from ch. 3) and Ireneaus (Her. 4.26, Susanna; 4.5.2; 26.4, 
Bel). 
 Origen (185–254 C.E.), apparently while residing in Caesarea, knew a 
rabbi’s son, who said the names of the Susanna’s elders were Zedekiah 
and Ahab (Ep. Afr. 7). Thus in Palestinian Judaism there was occasional 
notice that Susanna, which was rejected, bore some resemblance to the 
traditions about Zedekiah and Ahab. These traditions incorporated Jer. 
29.22 and so were naturally mingled with elements of the ery furnace 
from MT Daniel. In b. Sanh. 93a the two deceivers go separately to King 
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Nebuchadnezzar’s daughter and claim to have a revelation that she 
should sleep with the other man; she goes to the king, and he inquires 
of Hananiah, Mishael, and Azaraiah, who speak against the two false 
prophets, so the king has the two tested in the ery furnace, and they are 
consumed. Thus in the plausible transformation of a wicked elders trad-
ition for Susanna (cf. § IV), Daniel was a convenient choice to bring the 
climactic message concerning punishment of false witnesses. 
 Rabbinic tradition is only slightly better acquainted with Bel than 
Susanna. Bereshith Rabbah makes the connection between Jer. 51.44 and 
the Dragon (cf. § IV), but it is apparently not widespread enough to 
consider that Bel originated in Aramaic tradition. This is reinforced by 
an extract from midrash Rabbah de Rabbah published by Neubauer that 
quotes the entire Bel and the Dragon in a known Syriac version. The 
extract adds: ‘The second history is not written in the Holy Books’. Bel 
is not considered canonical and thus may well have not been thought to 
have ever existed in Hebrew. Not even an Aramaic Bel was available: 
the rabbis here had to resort to a Christian version of Theodotion in a 
similar language, and Bel was obscure enough that it was quoted in full. 
For Daniel in later Pseudepigrapha, see DiTommaso, Book of Daniel. 
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28.26-27 387 
30.14 390 
31.2 124 
31.5 389 
31.11 391 
31.26 390 
31.35 394 
32–37 386 
32.3 395 
33.1 390 
33.23-24 396 
33.23 390 
34.5 390 
34.10 396 
34.17 395 
34.17 MT 395 
34.18 395 
34.19 391 
34.20 390 
34.28-33 386 
35.14 395 
36.14 390 
36.29-37 386 
36.35 390 
38–42 386 
38.9 390 
38.41 390 
39.7 394 
39.10–40.13 396 
39.29 390 
40.20 345 
41.10 390 
41.20 390 
41.24 345 
42.2 388 
42.11-12 396 

42.17 386 
 
Psalms 
1.5 328 
2 330, 406 
8.2 337 
8.5 MT 325 
8.6 325 
9 389 
10 389 
13.1 337 
13.3 337 
14.1 MT 337 
14.3 MT 337 
17.16 326 
17.49 139 
18 330 
18.16 MT 326 
18.49 MT 139 
19 MT 330 
20.4 337 
20.6 337 
21.3 MT 337 
21.7 MT 337 
23.1 328 
24.8 430 
28.3 330 
29.3 MT 330 
33.9 430 
33.13 326 
34.13 MT 326 
36.16 326 
37.16 MT 326 
44.9 322 
44.45 330 
45.8 MT 330 
45.9 MT 322 
47.1 328 
47.4 322 
47.11 MT 326 
47.14 322 
48.3 478 
48.4 MT 322 
48.11 326 
48.14 MT 322 
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50 140 
50.12 326 
50.14 323 
51 MT 140 
51.12 MT 326 
51.14 MT 323 
55.9 325, 326 
56.9 MT 325 
59 329 
60 MT 329 
62.2 326 
63.2 MT 326 
68.17 430 
69.6 376 
71.4 346 
72 426 
72.4 MT 346 
77.34 493 
78.2-3 328 
79.2-3 MT 328 
87 491 
91.1 328 
92.1 328 
93.1 328 
96.7 325 
97.7 MT 325 
99.5 430 
103.2 39 
104.2 MT 39 
104.38 29 
105.1 430, 562 
105.38 MT 29 
106.1 430, 562 
107 329 
108 MT 329 
109.4 328 
110.4 MT 328 
113.1 29 
114.1 MT 29 
115.3-8 525 
121.7 322 
122.7 MT 322 
134.15-17 525 
135.15-17 MT 525 
135.1 430, 562 

137.1 325 
138.1 MT 325 
139.11 345 
140.11 MT 345 
144.9 430 
151 321, 326, 

327 
 
Proverbs 
1–9 491 
1 353 
1.1–24.22 348 
1.1 341 
1.2-3 344 
1.8 343, 353 
1.20 346 
1.21 346, 353 
1.25 346 
1.26 344 
1.28 493 
1.30 346 
1.31 344 
2.3 350 
2.11 346 
2.17 346 
2.21 349, 350, 

405 
3.2 493 
3.4 353 
3.11-12 353 
3.13 345 
3.21 346 
3.27-28 352 
3.34 353 
4.3-4 343 
4.3 353 
6.6-8 352 
6.20 343 
7.3 344 
7.4 344 
7.10 344 
7.11 344 
7.12 344 
7.13 344 
7.16 345 

8 353 
8.3 346 
8.10 350 
8.12 346 
8.14 346 
8.22-23 353 
9.10 346 
9.12 345 
10.7 353 
10.10 345, 346 
10.26 345 
11.13 346 
11.14 346 
11.31 353 
12.16 345 
13.5 346 
14.22 351 
14.30 345 
15.8 348 
15.22 346 
15.27 346 
16.19 345 
19.14 353 
19.21 346 
20.5 346 
20.24 345 
21.30 346 
22.10 346 
22.20 346 
23.5 345 
23.32 345 
24.8 346 
24.22 346, 348 
24.23-24 348 
24.34 348 
25–29 348 
25.1-7 347 
25.28 346 
26.26 346 
27.3 345 
27.22 346 
28.16 346 
28.23 345 
29.15 345 
30.1-14 348 
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Proverbs (cont.) 
30.15–31.9 348 
30.15-33 348 
30.16 345 
30.19 345 
31.1-9 347, 348 
31.1 343, 346 
31.4 346 
31.10-31 348 
31.11 226 
31.23 346 
33 348 
36 348 
 
Ecclesiastes 
1.1 366 
1.2 363 
1.3 359 
1.9 361 
1.12 361 
1.13 360 
1.14 361 
1.15 359 
1.17 364, 365 
2.3 361 
2.6 359, 360 
2.8 359 
2.23 365 
3.5 359 
3.8 361 
3.13 360 
3.14 360, 361 
3.17-18 363 
3.21-22 363 
4.8 359 
4.12 359 
4.16 359 
5.9 361 
5.14 360 
5.15 360 
6.3-5 363 
6.3 361 
6.8 361 
7.7 365 
7.26 359 

8.11 359, 365 
9.9 361 
9.14 359 
9.15 360 
10.18 359 
11.3 359, 361 
11.4 359 
11.9 361 
12.2-3 361 
12.2 359, 361 
12.5 360 
12.6 359, 361 
12.7 360 
12.9 359 
12.11 359 
12.12 359 
 
Canticles 
1.1–2.14 381 
1.2 375-78 
1.3 374, 375, 

377 
1.4 374, 376-

78, 380 
1.7 374 
1.8 375, 376 
1.11 378 
1.12 375, 378 
1.13 375 
1.14 375 
1.15 375 
1.16 375 
2.5 376 
2.7 372, 375, 

377, 379 
2.9 375, 377 
2.10 375, 377 
2.11 376 
2.13 375-77 
2.14 376, 381 
2.16 378 
2.17 375-78 
3.1 374, 375, 

377 
3.2 375 

3.3 375 
3.4 372, 375, 

377 
3.5 372, 375, 

377, 379 
3.6 375 
3.8 371, 373, 

375, 381 
3.9 375 
3.10 375 
3.11 377 
4.1 374, 375 
4.3 374, 377 
4.4 376 
4.5 378 
4.6 375, 376, 

378 
4.7 375, 380 
4.8 375, 378, 

379 
4.9 375 
4.10 375-77 
4.11 375 
4.13 374 
4.14 376 
4.15 375, 380 
4.16 375 
5.1 375 
5.2 377, 380 
5.6 373, 375, 

377 
5.7 371, 375 
5.8 377, 379 
5.9 375 
5.10 375 
5.11 376 
5.12 377 
5.13 375 
5.15 376 
6.1 375 
6.2 375 
6.4 375, 379 
6.7 374, 377 
6.9 381 
6.10–8.14 381 
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6.10 375 
6.11 377 
6.12 373 
7.1 377 
7.5 379 
7.6 374 
7.9 375 
7.11 20 
7.13 377 
7.14 371, 375 
8.1 371, 375 
8.2 377 
8.3 375 
8.4 377, 379 
8.11 371, 372 
8.13 378 
8.14 375 
4.12.6 375 
 
Isaiah 
1.2 462 
1.11 462 
2.2-5 445 
3.10 402 
5.1 375, 379 
6.6 462 
7.14 465 
8.14 464 
8.20 464 
10.24 458 
15.2 462 
16.12 462 
17.8 462 
19.19 458, 462 
23.14 458 
25 326 
25.5 461 
25.8 170, 326 
29.16 464 
32.2 461 
36.3 458 
36.22 458 
40–66 491 
40.3 452 
40.22 39 

40.24 388 
42.4 456 
42.13 36 
43.23 360 
44.20 402 
44.28 459 
45.1 459 
46.6-7 525 
48.14 459 
49.18 493 
53 403 
54.6 464 
56.7 462 
60.4 493 
60.7 462 
62.11 452 
66.16 444 
 
Jeremiah 
1–29 440 
1–28 471 
1.8 482 
1.17 476, 482 
2.15 473 
2.21 476 
3.26 562 
3.52 562 
3.67 MT 562 
3.89 562 
4.1 476 
4.2 476 
4.19 428 
4.29 476 
5.17 476 
6.10 477 
6.25 515 
7.34 492 
8.7 476 
8.15 473 
8.23 475 
9.5 476 
9.11 475 
9.13 475 
9.22–10.21 479 
9.24 483 

10.2-15 525 
10.5 477, 524 
10.24 478 
11.5 491 
11.19 477 
14.7 476 
14.11 478 
14.12 491 
14.13 476 
14.19 473 
15.6-7 482 
18.11 478 
18.14 476 
18.20-22 476 
19.15 476 
20.2 475 
20.3 515 
20.10 515 
21.2 482 
21.4 475 
21.5 475 
21.7 475, 477, 

481 
22.20 473 
221.3 475 
23.17 476 
23.28 476 
23.40 475 
24.1 491, 492 
25.6 491 
27–28 484 
27.39 403 
28 216 
29–52 489-91 
29–51 471, 472 
29 471, 525 
29.10 521 
29.10 LXX 509 
29.21-23 560, 562 
29.22 559, 565 
30–51 471 
33.15 476 
34.1-18 470 
34.9 255 
34.36 491 
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Jeremiah (cont.) 
35.9 476 
36.2 492 
36.27 487, 497 
36.32 487, 497 
37.14 473 
38.9 473 
38.15 483, 484 
38.25 474 
38.31-34 484 
38.31 484 
38.33-34 484 
38.33 491 
38.34 484 
38.40 476 
38.44 474 
39.1 475 
39.2 477 
39.7-9 478 
39.7 475 
39.8 475 
39.12 478 
39.17 473, 477, 

482 
39.18 481 
39.19 481 
39.20 478 
39.24 478 
39.25 478 
39.27 473, 482 
39.33 473 
39.36 478 
39.40 475, 482 
39.41 476 
40.6 476 
40.9 491 
41.5 476 
42.4 473 
43.3 478 
44.2 491 
44.18 491 
46.1 475 
46.5 515 
49.5 476 
49.6 478 

49.9  509 
49.29 515 
50.12 476 
51.4 561 
51.15 561 
51.17-19 561 
51.22 491 
51.44 561, 566 
52 471 
52.19 476 
 
Lamentations 
1 501, 516 
1.1–2.20 500 
1.1 483 
1.3 512 
1.15 513 
1.21 511 
2–4 501 
2.4 507 
2.7 513 
2.8 503 
2.13 509 
2.20 515 
2.21 515 
2.22 513, 514 
3 510, 516 
3.12 507 
3.21 509 
3.22-24 509, 510 
3.22 510 
3.24 509 
3.25 510 
3.29 510, 511 
3.30 510 
3.32 504, 505 
3.42 511 
4.1 506 
4.2 506 
4.14 509 
4.20 432, 514, 

517 
4.21 509 
5.19 511 
5.20 515 

 
Ezekiel 
1–27 440, 530 
1–25 531 
1–11 531 
1.1–11.24 529 
1.28 536 
5.1 537 
5.2 530 
7.1-11 529 
7.7 530 
7.10 530 
10.2 530 
11–17 529 
12–39 531 
12.25 537 
12.26-28 530, 537 
12.26 537 
12.27 537 
12.28 537 
13.1 537 
13.7 537, 538 
16.4 538 
17.22-24 538 
17.22 538, 539 
17.23 538, 539 
17.26-28 538 
19–39 529 
21.30-32 539 
23.42 227 
24.14 530 
26–27 539 
26 531 
27 531 
28–39 530 
28 531 
31.6 539 
32.25-26 530 
34.23-24 539 
36–40 535, 536 
36–39 531 
36 536 
36.23-38 530-32, 

535, 536 
36.23 535 
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37 536, 539 
37.1-14 539 
37.15-28 539 
37.22-25 539 
38–39 539 
38 535, 539 
39 535, 536, 

539 
40–48 440, 530, 

531, 539 
40 536 
40.7-8 530 
43.3 530, 538, 

539 
 
Daniel 
1–6 388 
1–4 545 
1–3 551 
1.2 562 
1.3 546 
1.8 548 
2–6 546 
2 546 
2.4 545 
2.6 80 
2.8 546 
2.9 546 
2.21 546 
2.27 255 
2.29 552 
2.31 548 
2.35 552 
2.45 548, 552 
3 336, 389, 

547 
3 MT 562 
3.2 546 
3.3 548 
3.4 MT 562 
3.5 546 
3.13 546 
3.15 546 
3.17 551 
3.23 MT 556 

3.24 MT 556 
3.24-25 564 
3.27 562 
3.29 MT 549 
3.46 564 
3.50 293, 548 
3.53 564 
3.84 564 
3.85 564 
3.95 548 
3.96 549 
4–7 MT 546, 547 
4–7 550 
4–6  547 
4–6 545, 546, 

549, 551 
4 545, 546, 

549, 550 
4.3-6 549 
4.6-9 MT 549 
4.11 546 
4.13 546 
4.14 549 
4.17 MT 549 
4.19 549 
4.20-22 549 
4.22 MT 549 
4.23-25 MT 549 
4.23-25 549 
4.23 551 
4.26 MT 551 
4.26-28 MT 549 
4.28 549, 551 
4.29 546 
4.30 549 
4.31 552 
4.31 MT 549, 551 
4.33 MT 549 
4.34 549, 551 
4.37 MT 549, 551 
5 545, 546, 

549, 550 
5.2 546 
5.3 546, 549 
5.10-13 549 

5.11 548 
5.14-15 549 
5.14 548 
5.18-22 549 
5.20 548 
5.21 548 
5.23 546, 551, 

552 
5.24-25 549 
6 546, 547, 

549 
6 MT 562 
6.3 550 
6.4 MT 550 
6.5 550 
6.6 MT 550 
6.12 550 
6.14 550 
6.14 MT 546 
6.15 550 
6.15 MT 550 
6.16 MT 550 
6.17-18 550 
6.17 546 
6.18 MT 546 
6.18-19 MT 550 
6.20 546 
6.21 MT 546 
6.22 550 
6.23 550 
6.23 MT 550 
6.24 MT 550 
7–12 389, 551 
7–8 545 
7 546, 550, 

552 
7.10 552 
7.12 546 
7.13 546, 551-

53 
7.21 552 
7.22 546 
7.23 548 
7.25 546 
8–12 547 
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Daniel (cont.) 
8 545, 550 
8.5 530 
8.14 546 
8.15 493 
9 336, 488, 

489, 491, 
496 

9.2 483, 559 
9.4-19 213 
9.5-19 495 
9.5-6 489 
9.5 489 
9.6 489 
9.7-8 489 
9.7 551 
9.8 551 
9.10 489, 551 
9.11 489 
9.12-13 489 
9.15 489 
9.17 489 
9.19 548 
9.24-27 550 
9.26 550 
9.27 548 
10.11 548 
11 550 
11.8 548 
11.14 440 
11.22 548 
11.30 550 
11.31 546 
11.36 546 
11.40 548 
12 545 
12.1 552 
12.4 546, 548 
12.7 552 
 
Hosea 
1.3 443 
2.1 452 
2.15 441 
2.16 448 

2.17 MT 441 
3.2 443 
4.12 444 
4.15 447 
4.18 447 
5.2–13.4 444 
5.2 449 
5.8 443 
5.11 447 
6.1 441, 449 
6.2-3 449 
6.6 452, 453 
6.10-11 447 
7.12 449 
7.15 449 
7.16 449 
8.4 448 
8.6 447 
8.13 443 
9.2 449 
9.3 443 
9.7 442 
9.12 447 
10.4 448 
10.10 449 
10.12 449 
10.15 443 
11.1 448, 453 
11.2 447 
11.9 MT 449 
11.10 449 
11.12 449 
12.3 440 
12.5 453 
12.7 447 
13.2 447 
13.4 442 
13.8 447 
13.16 447 
14.3 449 
14.7 442 
14.8 443 
14.9-10 451 
14.9 451 
 

Joel 
1–2 449 
1.8 449 
1.19 444 
1.20 441, 444 
2.2 213 
2.6 442 
2.10-11 213 
2.12 449 
2.17 441, 452 
2.21 440 
2.22 440 
2.27 449 
2.28-29 452 
2.28 448 
3 449 
3.1 MT 448 
3.1-5 452 
3.2 444 
3.10 441, 449 
3.11 449 
3.16 447 
3.18 441 
4.10 LXX 449 
 
Amos 
1.1 447 
1.2 447 
1.3–2.7 444 
1.3-5 447 
1.3 442 
1.6 442 
1.9 442 
1.12 443 
1.15 447 
2.7 448 
2.14-15 444 
3.2 444 
3.7 449 
3.11 443 
3.12 442, 447 
3.15 441 
4.2-3 442 
4.2 441 
4.4-5 447 
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4.9 441, 448 
4.13 442, 448, 

453 
5.5 443 
5.14 444 
5.25-27 453 
5.26 444 
6.1 447 
7.1 448 
7.8 444 
8.1 444 
8.5 443 
9.1 441 
9.4 447 
9.7 447 
9.11-12 448, 453 
9.11 440 
9.12 446 
9.15 446 
 
Obadiah 
5 509 
18 452 
 
Jonah 
1.2 440 
1.6 448 
1.12 444 
1.15 444 
2 444 
2.1 453 
2.4 MT 448 
2.5 448 
2.7 MT 441, 448 
2.8 441, 448 
3 452 
3.5 453 
 
Micah 
1.7-8 447 
1.11 443 
2.1 441 
2.2 MT 441 
2.7 448 
4.1-4 445 

4.2 446, 449 
4.3 450 
4.9-11 449 
4.10 449 
5.11 255 
7.1 509 
7.8 448, 449 
7.14 444 
 
Nahum 
1.6 444 
1.7 448 
1.9 448 
1.10 441 
1.12 443 
1.14 442 
2.6 441 
2.9-14 451 
2.9 441 
2.11 442 
3.4 255 
3.8 442 
3.10 441 
3.14 443 
3.19 441 
4.10 441 
9.12 451 
 
Habakkuk 
1.12 449 
2.3-4 448 
2.3 448 
2.6 444 
2.11 452 
2.15 441 
3 444, 445 
3.5 443 
3.13 448 
3.15 442 
 
Zephaniah 
1.2-3 447 
1.4 447 
1.11 447 
1.12 448 

1.14 442 
1.15 213 
1.16 441 
1.17 448 
2.1 449 
2.7 447 
2.9 446, 447 
2.10 447 
2.14 441 
2.18 444 
3.2 449 
3.7 449 
3.10 446 
3.14 447 
3.16 448 
3.18 447 
 
Haggai 
1.4 441 
1.9 444 
1.10 444 
2.4 444 
2.5 443 
2.9 442 
2.14 442 
2.16 441, 443 
2.17 442 
2.19 MT 449 
2.20 449 
2.21 443 
 
Zechariah 
1.1 174 
1.7 442 
1.15 447 
1.21 447 
2.4 442 
2.4 MT 447 
2.5 452 
2.8 MT 442 
2.11 446 
3.1 442 
3.4 444 
3.5 443 
3.8 448 
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Zephaniah (cont.) 
4.19 191 
6.12–13 443 
6.12 448, 451 
7.4 446 
7.14 447 
8.8 447 
8.20-23 446 
9.1 448 
9.9 452 
10.1 444 
10.2 442 
10.7 444 
11.17 444 
12.10 447, 453 
13.2 446 
13.8 452 
14.4 447 
14.10 442 
14.16 446 
14.21 447 
 
Malachi 
1.1 442, 449 
1.4 441 
1.11 452 
1.13 448 
2.10 448 
3.1 452 
3.10 448 
3.11 523 
3.15 448 
3.19 447 
3.23 442 
4.5 448 
4.6 MT 448 
 
SEPTUAGINT/APOCRYPHA 
1 Esdras 
1 190 
1.1-58 179 
1.1-20 179 
1.15 186 
1.21-22 179, 188 
1.23-55 179 

1.23 188 
1.24 187 
1.39 186 
1.51 186 
2 196 
2.1-14 179 
2.1-5 179 
2.2 187 
2.5 186 
2.6-14 179 
2.7 562 
2.8 186 
2.9 546 
2.15-25 179, 189 
2.17 189 
2.20 186 
3–5 562 
3.1–5.6 179, 182, 

191 
4.38 187 
4.42-46 191 
4.52 186 
5.7-70 179 
5.7-45 179, 189 
5.15-16 189 
5.30 189 
5.49 187 
5.46-70 179 
5.54-55 191 
5.70 187, 189 
6.1–9.36 179 
6.1-33 179 
6.1 189 
6.14 186 
6.15 186 
6.27 337 
7.1-15 179 
8.1–9.55 179 
8.3 186 
8.21 187 
9.4 186 
9.37-55 179 
9.40 191 
9.45 186 
9.49 191 

2 Esdras 
1.1 198 
1.4 197 
1.8 201 
2.43 199 
2.55 199 
2.58 199 
2.64 199 
2.70 199 
4 200 
4.7 201 
4.14 200 
4.18 201 
4.23 201 
5.5 201 
5.12 199 
6.12 197 
6.19 199 
6.20 199 
6.21 199 
6.52 213 
7.9 199 
8.6 199 
9.1 197 
9.1 186 
9.11 197 
10.18 197 
11.9 197 
11.11 201 
12.8 197 
12.12 197, 198 
12.17 197 
13.24-25 197 
13.26 197 
13.31 197 
14.2 201 
14.6 200 
14.13 197 
14.14 197 
14.23 198 
17.20 199 
18.1 227 
18.3 200 
19.5 200 
19.12 197 
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19.18 199 
19.19 197 
19.36-37 200 
21.3 199 
21.4-7 197 
21.25-30 197 
21.12-35 200 
22.2-9 200  
22.25 200 
22.29 200 
23.1 70 
23.5 199 
23.9 199 
 
Tobit 
1.1–6.12 250 
1.1 248 
1.2 242 
1.10 245 
1.11 243 
1.16 254 
1.19 254 
1.21-22 223 
1.22 243, 245 
2 245 
2.2-5 244 
2.6 452 
2.8 244 
3.6–6.16 246, 248 
3.6 255 
3.10 247 
3.11 250 
3.12 247 
3.14 243 
3.15 241, 251 
3.17 256 
4.5-19 253 
4.5 249 
4.6 247, 248 
4.7-19 247 
4.10 241 
4.12 242 
4.15 241 
4.19 247 
4.20 242 

5.2 243 
5.4 243, 247, 

248 
5.5 248 
5.9 245 
5.10 253 
5.13 245 
6.8-12 256 
6.8 238, 242, 

256 
6.9 243 
6.10-13 253 
6.12 242, 243 
6.15 256 
6.16 253 
7.1 243 
7.8 257 
7.9 242 
7.10 243, 247 
7.11 238, 256 
7.12 253 
7.14 257 
8.3 256 
8.4 253 
8.5-7 253 
8.9-10 257 
8.15-17 253 
8.18 257 
9.4 242 
9.5-6 253 
10.1 243, 247 
11 245 
11.3-6 257 
11.4 247 
11.5 257 
11.14-15 253 
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